
NARRATIVES 
Russian government Georgian government Western states and 10s 
rn Russia is acting for humanitarian reasons as 
an impartial and neutral actor. 

1111 Russia is an aggressor in this conflict and is 
violating international law. 

1111 Russia is failing to respect Georgia's political 
independence and territorial integrity and is vio
lating international law.' 1111 Georgia is an aggressor in this conflict and 

Russia is acting in self-defence. Russia is acting 
in conformity with international law, Georgia is 
not.·1 

1111 Russia's humanitarian motives and its claim to 
be an impartial actor are false." rn Rejection of Russia's claim that it was acting 

in and against Georgia for humanitarian reasons 
or in the capacity as an impartial facilitator.' 

rn Russia's core justification for intervention - a 
commitment to protect Russian citizens living in 
Georgia - are a pretext for other strategic aims. 
1111 Russia is striving for de facto absorption of 
South Ossetia and Abkhazia. 

KEY EVENTS 
Dec 1990-
Jun 1992 

Aug 1992-
Sep 1993 

Jun 
2004 

Jun 
2005 

Nov 
2006 

7 Aug 
2008 

8Aug 
2008 

11 Aug 
2008 

12 Aug 
2008 

Armed conflict between 
Georgian government 
and separatists, after 

South Ossetia declares 
itself an independent re
public w,thin the USSR. 
Ends with Sochi agree

ment and peacekeeping 

Armed conflict 
between Georgian 

government and Abk
hazian separatists, af
ter Abkhazia declares 

Russia The mayor ot 
delivers Moscow sends 

humanitari- a humanitarian 
: an aid at the :convoy to South 

request of · Ossetia. 

Referendum in South 
Ossetia reaffirming 
independence from 
Georgia (backed by 

99 per cent of voters). 

Georgian 
forces attack 

:south Ossetia's 
capltaL 

Russia launch
es a large

scale invasion 
of Georgia. 

First Russian 
humanitarian 

Second 
Russian 

convoy reaches humanitarian 
South Ossetia. : convoy reach

es South Os
setia. Russia 
and Georgia 

its secessmn. Ends 
with ceasefire and ClS 
peacekeeping force, 

the South 
Ossetian 

Russia begins granting 
Russian citizenship to 

authorities. 
operations. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Russian humanitarian assistance to Abkhazia and South Ossetia reinforced 
its image as a neutral arbiter both domestically and internationally, and rein
forced its standing among the Abkhaz and South Ossetian populations. The 
scale of Russian aid indicates it was not simply a token gesture. Many aid 
agencies, including UNICEF.' credited EMERCOM with responding to the 
urgent needs of the South Ossetian population quickly and in a reasonably 

MEASURES 
OIPlOMAT!C!HtFOttMATWtt. Russia's Permanent Representa
tive to the UN claimed that Russia's actions against Georgia were neces
sitated both by the dangers faced by Russian citizens as well as by the 
need "to provide humanitarian assistance to refugees and other innocent 
civilians in desperate situations.""' This narrative of purely humanitarian 
assistance was somewhat undermined by actions that cannot be seen as 
humanitarian, such as Russia"s deployment of railway troops as part of its 
assistance to the Abkhaz authorities." Russia's broader narrative of pro
tecting Russian nationals living in Georgia and of self-defence are reflected 
in Russia's citizen and passport policy, which enabled the majority of Abk
haz and South Ossetian residents to become Russian nationals en masse 
through a simplified procedure. 11 The protection of nationals and the provi
sion of humanitarian assistance thus formed mutually reinforcing strands. 

MIUTARY. Following the outbreak of hostilities in 2008. Russia de
ployed several thousands of regular forces into Georgia. Nothing suggests 
that Russia abused humanitarian aid to obtain a military advantage. 

South Ossetians. agree to a 
cease-fire. 

effective manner. 9 However, several indicators suggest that Russia's human
itarian efforts were not motivated exclusively by humanitarian concerns. but 
fed into its diplomatic and legal justification for military intervention, Human
itarian assistance thus enabled Russia to create a narrative of impartiality 
and preoccupation with civilian protection, reinforcing its claim to be acting 
in self-defence and in accordance with an international mandate. 

ECONOMIC. Russia has long played a vital role in the economic sus
tainability of Georgia's breakaway regions. In April 2008, President Putin 
ordered the strengthening of trade, economic, social and cultural ties with 
the authorities in Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 

lEGAl. Russia employed legal arguments to support its actions in 
Georgia, including to justify humanitarian assistance. It repeatedly acted 
without the full consent of Georgia when providing aid to the secessionist 
regions. Russia thus exploited the tensions between the laws surrounding 
territorial sovereignty and the imperative to provide effective relief to civil
ians. The dividing line between the instrumental use and abuse of law is 
narrow; moreover, the law of belligerent occupation, to the extent that it ap
plies to Russia, compelled Moscow to carry out humanitarian relief action. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
ttRmttttl mttCTIONtt 
W Excerpt from Georgia's National Security Concept (2006): "Infringed 
territorial integrity, that is, the existence of uncontrolled territories within 
Georgian borders, hampers Georgia's transformation into a full democra
cy. Therefore, reintegration of the state and restoration of the rule of law on 
the whole territory of Georgia is one of the top priorities of the national se
curity policy, The state reintegration policy envisages participation of Ab
khazia and the former Autonomous District of South Ossetia in developing 
the constitutional order of Georgia."" 

VttlttERttB!UTIEtt 
rn The unresolved political status of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and es
pecially the fact that Georgia never established its full authority over these 
regions, rendered Georgia particularly vulnerable to Russia's actions. 
W The Georgian government could not stop Russia from providing human
itarian aid without running the risk of escalation. or playing into the hands 
of Russia by strengthening Russian narratives. 

THREATS 
W Strengthening of political and social ties between Russia and the sepa
ratist regions at the expense of weakened allegiance to the Georgian state. 
Ill! Undermining of Georgia's international standing by demonstrating its in
ability to prevent Russian interference in its internal affairs. 
w Worsening of Georgia's relationship with Russia by increasing tension 
and carrying the risk for violent confrontation. 
Ill! Legitimisation of Russia's actions in the eyes of third parties. 

EFFECTS 
W Moscow's humanitarian actions demonstrated Georgia's incapability to 
prevent Russian intervention and its inability to assert its authority in the 
secessionist regions. 
1111 Before 2008, lhe Georgian government responded to similar humani
tarian activities by issuing official protest, or taking practical action (e.g. 
subjecting a Russian convoy to customs procedures in 2004). 
Ill! In 2008, Georgia did not take any action to stop Russian humanitarian 
relief efforts, but continued to call Russia's narrative of humanitarianism and 
neutrality into question. Georgian efforts seem at least to have convinced 
third parties, such as Western nations, which questioned Russia's narrative. 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
2004 - Present 

TNEMAT!C AREA: NATIONS !NVD!Jl'Et:lt 
Exploitation of ethnio 
or cultural identities 

People's Republio of China (China); 
Republic of China (Taiwan} 

E u LI 

SUMMARY 
The People's Republic of China's 'One China' principle - which sees 
Taiwan as an integral part of China - Is a fundamental part of its foreign 
policy. China makes its 'One China' principle a non-negotiable aspect 
of its relations with other countries, part of a campaign to isolate Tai
wan diplomatically in an attempt to force the Taipei govemrnent to ne
gotiate. The airn of reunification with Taiwan is included in the Commu
nist Party of China's 2049 ·National Rejuvenation' centenary goals.1•• 

In parallel to a number of more coercive measures (including employing 
diplomatic pressure and economic leverage), China pursues its 'One 
China' policy through public diplomacy - the means of engaging with 
foreign publics in service of the national interest - in an attempt to per
suade the Taiwanese public of the benefits of 'One China' subordinated 
to Beijing. This public diplomacy includes promoting cross-Strait ties 

KEY POINTS 
tr Opinion polls in Taiwan have shown that Chinese public diplomacy 
and soft power efforts in Taiwan have not led to more support tor uni
fication, nor a growing sense of pan-Chinese identity. A reason for this 
might be the generational gap: in particular the younger generation no 
longer have strong family and cultural ties to the Mainland. Some seg
ments of the Taiwanese population rnight find China attractive from a 
pragmatic point of view - young people in particular are more open to 
studying and working in t!1e Mainland - but China's political culture and 
socialist market economy are lacking appeal. 

tr Mainland China, not least due to its autocratic system, is able to pur
sue its coercive measures and public diplomacy efforls with govern
mental coherence and a unifying narrative of 'One China'. In contrast, 

CONTEXT 
rn Taiwan and Mainland China. Ever since the Chinese Civil 
War resulted in the incumbent Kuomintang (KMT) fleeing to the island of 
Taiwan while the victorious Communist Party set up a communist state 
in 1949, Taiwan and China have operated under two different authorities, 
each claiming to be the legitimate ruler of greater China. In 1992. a historic 
meeting took place in which leaders from each side of the Taiwan Strait 
met and forged an agreement on the existence of one China which became 
known as the '1992 Consensus.' While China's commitment lo the principle 
of 'One China' has been unwavering since the founding of the People's Re
public of China in 1949, Taiwan's successive governments have been more 
ambivalent, most especially in recent years. 

KEY ACTORS 

YI 

through exchange programmes, workshops and expositions, providing 
economic and legal Incentives making It easier for the Taiwanese public 
to invest or work in the Mainland, encouraging your people to study 
in the Mainland (for example through subsidised housing). as well as 
various efforts at influencing Taiwanese media. 

In recent years, Taiwanese opinion polls indicate the results of these 
efforts have been mixed.,,., While Chinese efforts do not seem to have 
increased public support for reunification or curbed Taiwan's growing 
sense of national Identity, this should be viewed within the context of 
China's broader presence on the International stage, its increasing 
economic and military might; ambitions to 'rejuvenate and reunify the 
great Chinese nation'; and continued refusal to rule outthe ru!e of force 
to achieve reunification. 

Taiwan has no such domestic consensus on national identity. Polit
ical parties in Taiwan differ over where Taiwan's roots lie, disagree
ing on whether Taiwanese identity and language should mirror that of 
Mainland China, or whether a distinctly Taiwanese identity should be 
nurtured. 

tr Public diplomacy is a process of 'government to people' commu
nication through engagement with foreign publics, using words and 
deeds to shape public opinion, but there should be boundaries. suci1 
activities should be deemed hostile if they attempt to influence U1e 
population in a way that threatens to be hurtful to the target nation or 
undermines the ruling authority. 

rn Chinese coercive measures. In addition to the public diplo
macy efforts discussed in this case study, China has long employed more 
coercive measures in pursuit of its 'One China' policy: China actively pres
sures countries to formally accept the 'One China' principle as a prereq
uisite for official relations with China, leaving Taiwan increasingly isolated 
on the world stage. The 'One China' policy is also promoted In global civil 
society and business; for Instance, multinational corporations such as air
lines or hotel chains have faced strong pressure from Beijing not to list 
Taiwan as an independent country."Taiwan is also heavily dependent on 
China economically (China receives 40 per cent ofTalwan's exports), giving 
China leverage over Taiwan. China's strong and growing military presence 
and refusal to rule out the use of force if peaceful means fail provide a 
threatening backdrop to its public diplomacy efforts. 

State Council Information Office (SClot the 'nerve centre' of China's public diplo
macy apparatus, monitors Chinese medla!intemet as well as external communicatiom, 
Public Diplomacy Division located within the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs' 
Information Department 

Xi Jinping President of the People's Republic of China (since 
2013) 
Hu Jinteo President of the People's Republic of China 
(2003 - 2013) 

Taiwan Affairs Office Chinese agency which implements Taiwan-related policy dic• 
tated by the State Council, induding treda, mad/a and cultural activities 
Kuomintang (KMT) major T.tiwane.!le political party (curr1mtly In opposition). leading 
Pan-Blue coalition parties which support avantual unification with Mainland China 
with the ROG as the //Jgit/mate government, advocates a Taiwanese identity rooted 
in Mainland China 
Demooratio Progr .. ,in Party (OPP) current m.tjority ruling party, anti-communist 
and pro-indapendence, advocates a distinct Taiwanese identity 
lll1tinlend Afteir, Council 'Taiwanese government agency tasked with Mainland-re
lated affairs 
Taiwanese Ministry of Culture promotes Taiwanese cultural and creative industries 

Tsai Ing-Wen President of Taiwan (since 2016). DPP, advocates 
maintaining the status quo in cross-strait ttilstions 
Ma Ying-Jeou President of Taiwan (2008 - 2016), Kuomintang, 
lt!rgely pro-unificatioo 
Chen Shui-Bian President of Taiwan (2000 2008), DPP {first 
non-Kuomintang President), pro-independence 
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NARRATIVES 
Chinese government 
rn China will never allow any part of Chinese territory lo 
separate from the Mainland in any form. 6 

Taiwanese Kuomintang 
(Pan-Blue coalition) 

Taiwanese ttPP (Pan-Greens) 
Ill! Taiwan is a separate country from Mainland 
China and should be recognised as such.11 

Ill! Taiwan is an inalienable part of China and recognition 
of this is vital for any country wishing to maintain official 
relations with China. 
rn The Chinese government has the right lo resort to any 
means necessary to safeguard territorial integrity and 
achieve the reunification of the two sides of the Strait.' 

rn Mainland China and Taiwan are both 
parts of the Chinese nation, and the gov
ernment in Taipei is the legitimate ruler of 
this territory.' Status quo is favoured for 
now.10 

Ill! Taiwanese identity is distinct from Main
land China (e.g. indigenisation policies of 
2000-2008). Why should Beijing Chinese 
be spoken in a non-Mainland nation? What 
about dialects of Southern Chinese spoken 
in Taiwan by the settlers from the 17th cen
tury onwards, and languages of the original 
inhabitants and tribes pushed into the moun
tains by the settlers? 

Ill! Reunification is parl of ·the great rejuvenation of the 
Chinese nation" (President Xi's vision for China).' 

rn Taiwanese identity is of Mainland Chi
nese origin; the official Mandarin language 
brought over in 1949 should remain. 

KEY EVENTS 
3 Nov 1992 

'1992 Consensus' after 
a semi-official meeting 
between Taiwan and 

the Mainland in which 
the One-China prin
ciple is agreed on (no 
agreement on legiti-

mate ruler). 

May2000 

The pro-mde
pendence DPP's 
Chen Shui-Bian 

becomes the first 
non-KMT politi
cian to serve as 

president. 

2004 

China's MFA 
establishes 
a Division 
of Public 

Diplomacy. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

Mar 2008 

The KMT's Ma 
Ying-Jeou is 

elected presi
dent, advocates 
better relations 

with China. 

China's efforts of achieving reunification by winning the 'hearts and minds' 
ol the Taiwanese people take various forms. First. China directly targets the 
Taiwanese public with public diplomacy lo promote a latent pan-Chinese 
identity and increase public support for reunification. Secondly, China uses 
economic incentives to boost economic ties between China and Taiwan 

MEASURES 
tt!PlOMAT!C, China's Taiwan Affairs Otfice (TAO) frequently makes 
public statements on the 'One China' principle, and - in place of official 
diplomatic visits - senior TAO personnel pay official visits to Taiwanese 
nationals studying or working in the Mainland. 

INFORMATION, China encourages pro-Mainland businesspeople lo 
buy Taiwanese media outlets, exerts pressure on Taiwanese media outlets 
which have investments or plan to invest in the Mainland, and purchases 
advertorials in Taiwanese media to promote pro-China narratives.17 China 
also organises programmes and exchanges to develop closer ties between 
the Chinese and Taiwanese public and promoting a pan-Chinese identity, 
directed by the TAO." 

Mar-Apr 
2014 

Activists stage 
a 3-week oc
cupation of 

Taiwan's legis
lature against a 
proposed trade 
deal with China 

('Sunflower 
Movement'}. 

Jan 2016 

DPP's Tsai Ing
Wen is elected 

president, advo
cates status quo 
(independence). 

28 Feb 2018 

China implements 
measures to make 

it easier for Tai
wanese to invest, 
work and study in 

the Mainland. 

Dec 2016- May 
2018 

5 countries switch 
diplomatic relations 

from Taiwan to China 
in exchange for eco-

nomic benefits. 

and Taiwanese reliance on the Mainland as well as showing the Taiwanese 
public the benefits of closer relations with China. Finally, China has imple
mented various legal measures to better facilitate Taiwanese engagement 
with China. 

ECONOMIC/FINANCE, China has created a range of incentives 
and programmes aimed al bringing Taiwanese businesses and citizens lo 
the Mainland to open up businesses and work, including sponsored work
shops in the Mainland, subsidised housing, tax breaks, and even financial 
grants for Taiwanese youths." There have also been alleged financial links 
between the Mainland and the pro-China 'Chinese Unity Promotion' party 
via the Triad gangs; investigations on this are ongoing in Taiwan."· 

lEGAL In March 2018, China implemented 31 legal measures making 
it easier for Taiwanese people to study, work and invest in the Mainland." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
w Deterrence and defence against any hostile military action." 
rn Ensuring US presence and commitment lo Taiwan and the region. 
Ill! Good cross-Strait relations lo ensure peace and stability. and avoiding 
actions that Beijing could regard as provocative and use as an excuse to 
react.18 

rn As many international allies as possible, and a strong economy to bal
ance against China. 

thlJlNEFtABIUTIES 
W Reliance on other countries for political support against potential Chi
nese assertiveness and in favour of Taiwanese autonomy. 
Ill! Taiwan's military is far smaller than China's and is heavily reliant on the 
US for protection. 
w Economic reliance on China, which is Taiwan's largest trading partner. 
China's economic superiority enables China to leverage influence with Tai
wan and third-party countries. 
Ill! Small, yet vocal, pro-Beijing and pro-reunification political parties and 
civil society groups. Social, familial ties between Taiwan and China. 
rn Taiwan's free press is vulnerable to outside financial and editorial influ
ence, e.g. through sponsored content. 

THREATS 
w Further isolation on the world stage. 
rn Continued refusal of China to rule out the use of force against Taiwan, 
and risk (however unlikely) of abandonment by the US. 
Ill! China's economic clout presents a threat as China increasingly focuses 
on the commercial and business interests of unification. or al least of en
couraging closer ties with the Mainland. 
Ill! Influencing of public opinion through the Chinese strategy of encour
aging pro-Mainland businesspeople lo buy Taiwanese media outlets and 
purchasing advertorials in Taiwanese media. 18 This renders the public more 
susceptible to pro-Mainland narratives and could reverse the maturing 
sense of Taiwanese national identity. 

EFFECTS 
w The number of countries recognising Taiwan has decreased due to tar
geted Chinese efforts (five switched allegiance in the last two years). 
Ill! China's policies and economic incentives have successfully increased 
Taiwanese economic dependence on China and facilitated greater num
bers of Taiwanese people working in the Mainland. Especially young peo
ple are more pragmatic in their views of China-Taiwan relations and are 
open lo working in the Mainland.''. 
Ill! Despite China's public diplomacy efforts, polls have not shown an in
crease in pro-reunification views. Instead, a growing sense of national 
identity has been discernible, with an increasing number of people identify
ing as 'Taiwanese' rather than ·Chinese' or both 'Taiwanese and Chinese'.'' 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
February 2014 - September 2015 

ETENNI 

SUMMARY 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Territorial violation; 
Espionage and infiltration 

F ES 

On 5 September 2014, Eston Kohver, an employee of the Estonian Se
curity Service (KAP0),1 was abducted at gunpoint by unidentified as
sailants in the border region between Estonia and Russia. The Estonian 
government maintained that a group of people had come across the 
border into Estonian territory to detain Kohver while he was working on 
an investigation into cross-border smur;igling and a corruption case in 
the Pskov region. 2 He was later formally detained by the authorities of 
the Russian Federation and transferred to a prison in Moscow, where 
he remained prior to trial proceedings in Pskov. On 19 August 2015, 
Kohver was sentenced to 15 years in prison. 13 years of the sentence 
was judged for espionage and 2 years for mega! crossing of the border 
and carrying a weapon in Russian territory. 
According to the Estonian Ministry of Interior, Kohver met with Federal 
Security Service (FSB) officials several times at the border control point 
due to the investigation he was working on, therefore it is highly likely 

KEY POINTS 
rr The Russian government framed events as that of a 'Gold War' status 
conflict with the West, portraying Western countries, especially NATO 
nations, as being hostile to Russia. This narrative of status conflict 
supported the interests of the Russian political establishment, which 
needs a well-established adversary to distract attention away from do
mestic issues. It reinforced the national image that President Putin has 
curated, that of international respect being rightfully restored to Russia 
as a powerful actor in the international system, 

rr Cases of espionage are usually handled outside of the public eye. but 
as Russian TV covered the story soon after the detention, the Estonian 
government was prompted to respond, initially playing down the inci
dent and suggesting that it was not politically motivated but the work of 
local Russian commanders involved in the smuggling trade." 

rr The case highlights the importance of understanding how threats in 
the information environment constantly evolve with changes in stra
tegic context, and that relatively minor incidents can be framed by an 
adversary to sustain a narrative beneficial to their strategic aims. 

CONTEXT 
rr East-West re[atkms at the time uf the incident. The 
status conflict between Russia and the West escalated in late 2013 when 
the EU-Ukraine agreement was stopped by President Yanukovich, pro-Eu
ropean demonstrations started in Kiev and there were rising tensions due 
to the Russian annexation of Crimea, conflict in Ukraine and downing of 

KEY ACTORS 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Estonia, Russian Federation 

H ER 

that the FSB was aware of his duties and location.,.◄ Based on publicly 
available information, it is almost certain that Kohver was detained dur
ing a planned operation by professionals who targeted him at a specific 
location, and that at some point there was an incursion into Estonian 
territory from the Russian side of the border.'·" Meanwhile, the Rus
sian Federation maintained that Kohver had crossed the border into 
Russian territory and was engaged in espionage activity.' The different 
versions of events put forward by both sides caused confusion and 
escalated an isolated local event into a diplomatic row. 
A month later, in September 2015, Kohver was exchanged for Alexei 
Dressen, a convicted Russian spy and former official of the Estonian 
Secret Service. The swap took place some days before the visit of 
President Vladimir Putin to the United States on a bridge over the Piu
s a river which separates Russia's western Pskov region and Estonia's 
Ptilva county.' 

IMAGE•·· The bridge exchange on 27 September 2015. 

MH-17.10 Two days before the detention of Kohver, US President Obama 
visited Estonia and made public statements about support to the Baltic 
nations. On the day Kohver was detained, the NATO Wales summit decla
ration condemned Russia's intervention in Ukraine and leaders agreed to 
reverse the decline in national defence budgets. 

Federal Security Service of Russian Federation (FSB) .state se
cun'/y organisation and successor of the KGB. Rttlatad pnmari/y to 
internal security; but also plays a role in overseas espionage efforts 
Estonian lnt•rnel S•curity S•rvic• (KAPQ¼ respornib/i, for msin
tammce of national security through collection of information and 
implementation of preventive measures as well as investigation of 
offences" 

Eston Kohver employee of the Tartu Department of Estonian Security Police 
Maxim Gruzdev contact that Eston Kohvar was 8xpactad to meat at tha border. 
Gruzdev was a Russian resident with double citizenship (Estonian and Russian) 
J•vu•ni Aksyonov pubiic attorney appointed by Russian Federation to defend 
KohVE!r 

Estonian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Alexei Dressen native Rus3/an-spesking former KAPO official of Volga German 
origin, who was born in Riga in 1968 
Uno Puusepp a former KGB employee, later a KAPO technical specialist for ten 
years 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian government Estonian government European Union 
rn Kohver was detained in the territory of the 
Russian Federation." 

Ill! Eston Kohver, an Estonian official, was kid
napped in the territory of Estonia and forcefully 
taken to the Russian Federation.14 

Ill! Russia's actions were a clear violation of in
ternational law and it should act to fulfil interna
tional obligations." 

Ill! Kohver planned lo hire an FSB employee 
called 'Ivanov' to work against Russia and for 
Estonia and the West. 

Ill! This investigation was carried out in strict 
compliance with Russian law and under the 
rules ot criminal procedure, international law 
and the rights ot an Estonian citizen." 

rn The borderline was unguarded during the 
incident and tracking units were switched off 
presumably due to the ongoing anti-smuggling 
operation Kohver was involved in. 

!ITT There was a backup security team to suppmt 
Kohver, but the team was unable to interfere 
during the kidnapping." The Estonian Border 
Guard arrived at the scene within minutes and 
identified traces of a struggle and evidence that 
someone had come from the Russian Federa
tion and went back there." 

KEY EVENTS 
18 Feb 2014 

Estonia and Russia 
sign a new version 

of the border treaty: 
conflict in Ukraine 

puts the ratification 
of H1e lri:3aty on hold. 

3Sep 

US President Barack 
Obama visits Estonia, 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

4-5 Sep 

NATO Summit in 
Wales, announce
ment of defence 

budget incrnase and 
condemnation of 

Russian involvement 
in Ukraine. 

It is unclear if the actions undertaken by the Russian Federation were in
tended to be limited in scope and simply got out of hand, or were deliber
ately calculated to create strategic tension. Despite attempts by Estonia to 
downplay the event, the incident was exploited by the Russian media, with 
domestic coverage promoting a 'Cold War' narrative and Estonia used to 
represent NATO as an organisation inherently hostile lo Russia. 11 is difficult 
to identify if the Kremlin wanted to elicit any specific response from Esto
nia because the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs was mostly unrespon
sive as events unfolded. The periods of significant media attention from 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C" Russia kept a low diplomatic profile during the period 
of detention. The few comments made by the Russian Foreign Ministry and 
commentary tended to refer to the case as a criminal matter not worthy 
of such international attention, suggesting an attempt to allow room for 
de-escalation of the whole affair.13 The Embassy of the Russian Federation 
in Estonia drew parallels between the detention of Kohver and the deten
tion of Yaroshenko and Seleznev in the United States, which reinforced the 
narrative of status conflict with the West." 

INFORMATION, Russian media coverage was relatively low profile 
apart from three phases: Immediately following the detention (including 
the demonstration of Kohver's belongings on TV), when former employee 
of KGB and later KAPO Uno Puusepp appeared in a documentary of him 
shown on the Russian channel NTV. and during the swap operation at the 
Piusa River. The detailed media reports on the bridge exchange of Kohver 

5Sep 

Kohver is kidnapped 
on the border 

between Russia and 
Estonia. 

19 Aug 2015 

Kohver is sentenced 
to 15 years in prison. 

27 Sep 

Kohver is exchanged for 
a convicted Russian spy 
and former official of the 
Estonian Secret Service. 

Russian media (press releases on detention, the demonstration of belong
ings related to Kohver, the swap operation and documentary on Puusepp) 
were mostly aimed at Russian domestic audiences. The main aim appears 
to have been to present \he West as hostile to Russia and signal lo NATO 
nations that cooperative security can be a messy business. It is also pos
sible that Russia wanted to gain a bargaining chip to be exchanged for an 
FSB spy, or that it was simply testing a Western / Estonian response to a 
border incursion. 

and Dressen had echoes of an exchange in 1962, when Soviet spy Rudolf 
Abel (Vilyam Fisher) was traded for Gary Powers from US Air Force on 
the Glienicke Bridge of Havel River. In contrast to Kohver and his family, 
which did not appear in the media or made any public statements, Alexei 
Dressen gave several interviews and comments to the Russian media after 
his release. Russian media presented events to domestic audiences as a 
way of confirming the narrative that Western secret services conduct Cold 
War-style operations against them, with Estonia serving the role of ardent 
supporter of the West (US and NATO), who actively participate in anti-Rus
sian provocation. 

INTElUttENCE / lEttAL The operation during which Kohver was 
detained was pre-planned and carried out by professionals and they were 
aware of Kohver's location." The FSB admitted responsibility for the act 
but did not acknowledge it occurred on Estonian territory. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAl mNCTIONS 
rn The 2010 Estonian National Security Concept defines internal security 
as aiming to guarantee a safe living environment and a society which is 
resilient to respond to threats." 
rn Protection of constitutional order. 
rn Guarding the external border. 
Ill! Combating international organised crime. 
!ITT Development, preservation and protection of common values associated 
with social cohesion and a sense of security. 

ttUlNERAtt!UTIES 
Ill! Inadequate border security and criminal activities such as unlawful bor
der crossing, human trafficking and smuggling. 
rn Unclear legal status of the Estonian-Russian border (which is also the de 
facto NATO and EU border). 

THREATS 
rn Risk of diplomatic row escalating to include other measures. 
Ill! Lack of unified response to incident from NATO allies could affect cohe
sion and unity of the alliance. 
rn Russian press release on Kohver's detention that prompted the Estonian 
government to respond, unusual in intelligence cases. 

EFFECTS 
!ITT Estonia invested significantly in modernising its border security despite 
this being an issue of low political importance with limited economic 
benefit." 
Ill! Fuelling of a Cold War-style East vs West narrative. 
!ITT Increased perception of risk of similar incidents occurring in other na
tions sharing borders with Russia and fear of escalation. 
rn Reinforced public support for Estonian Security Services. 
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TIME PERIOD; 
May- October 2014 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Territorial violation Russian Federation, Finland 

Fl NI IR E 
SUMMARY 
From March 2014 there was a marked increase in close military en• 
counters between Russia and NATO nations and partner nations, oc
curring on a regular basis and over a wide geographic area. These 
included airspace violations, near-miss mid-air collisions and maritime 
encounters. 1 In the same year NATO scrambled in response to more 
than 100 aeroplanes in European airspace, more than three times than 
it did in the previous yaar.2·' Some incidents could be considered rou• 
tine or low risk, but high risk incidents have a high probability of casu· 
alties or a direct military confrontation. 

Finland experienced two phases of such violations with two occurring 
in May and three in August 2014. In addition to the increased risk of 
collision with civilian aeroplanes. incidents were evaluated as threat• 
ening by Finnish officials concerning the stability of the relationship 
between Finland and Russia. Furthermore, they were referenced in the 
Finnish debate on potential NATO membership, in particular during 

KEY POINTS 
11111 The airspace violations that occurred in Finland were part of an in• 
crease in close military encounters between Russia and the West in 
2014, ranging from routine to high risk. High risk incidents have a high 
probability of casualties or a direct military confrontation and have a 
severe risk of escalation.' 

ill Airspace violations are an example of how force posture, through 
the use of airpower, can be used to achieve strategic effects. The 
framing of such incidents affects the way in which they are interpreted 
by audiences. National authorities need to be responsive, specific and 
consistent when communicating about such events, in order to miti· 
gate the risk of unintended escalation. 

m The violations of Finnish airspace in 2014 were barely covered in 
Russian media but covered extenisively in Finland. Russia's silence in• 
directly created confusion within Finland as the pub!ic looked to the 
politicians for answers which were not provided by media or political 
commentary. 

@ According to both linguistic analysis and public polling, at no point 
did Finnish public opinion stray from the status quo of non-membership 
of NATO. Seeded in Finnish media is a public expectation to maintain 
balance and a wariness lowards Russia's polen!ial reactions (verbally 
linked to Russia's unpredictability). This is seen to limit the NATO 
debate from straying too far from the status quo of non-membership. 

CONTEXT 
rr Airspace vio[ath:ms. An airspace violation occurs when a pilot 
enters controlled airspace without appropriate clearance. The term •vi
olation' does not necessarily imply a deliberate act Such violations are 
usually committed by 'non-cooperative' military aircraft which have no 
flight plan in the ATM (Air Traffic Management) system, no communication 
with civil ATC (Air Traffic Control), no active transponder or no coordination 
with civil ATC. 

KEY ACTORS 
Russian Embassy Helsinki 
Russian Ministry of Defence 
Karelia Air Command 
Finnish Border Guard {D/V/sion under Interior Ministry) 
Finnish Foreign Ministry 
Finnish Defence Minittry 

L NS 

the run-up to Finland and Sweden signing Host Nation Support Agree• 
ments with NATO in September 2014. 

During and after the incursions, Finland kept its communication and 
information channels with Russian representatives open, which de• 
creased the risk of escalation and spontaneous reactions of actors. As 
public debate and statements of Finnish officials focused strongly on 
technical and safety issues of incursions, the possibility for coopera• 
tion and progress with Russia regarding agreements increased. Even 
though the Finnish response managed the impact of the incidents with 
regard to escalations of Finland-Russia relations, they put pressure on 
the Finnish government to address military and border safety issues 
and increased the focus of public debate on possible Russian threats 
if Finland were to join NATO. Significantly in the later part of 20i4, Rus· 
ski's unpredictability and actions in Ukraine increased public debate 
around NATO membership in Finland, more so than violations. 

IMAGE - Finnish Karella Air Command F-181 SHUTTERSTOCK 

rr Flight transponders, Transponders transmit the plane's identi
fying letters and/or numbers, call sign, the transponder's serial number. 
altitude, air speed, and heading, as well as GPS coordinates. The presence 
of transponders makes the data public and available not only to pilots and 
air traffic controllers, but to everyone with an internet connection. Not all 
Russian military aircraft have a 'transponder' on board. Russian military 
planes are equipped with transmitters that automatically transmit encoded 
data to Russian military radars. 

Carl Haglund Finnish Defence Minister (2012 - 2015) 
Sauli Niiniato Finnish Prlisident (2012 - pre1J11nt) 
Erkki Tuomioja Finnish Foreign Minister (2000 - 2007 and 2011 - 2015) 
Al•x•nd•r Stubb Finnif/11 Prime Minister (2014 - 2015) 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian government Finnish government 
illl Rejection of any account of incidents which blame the Russian military for risky or 
unprofessional behaviour. 

@ These violations are serious and further steps will be taken, 
including stepping up air surveillance. 

illl Not only Russian aircraft, but also aircraft of all NATO countries fly over the Baltic 
Sea without switching on their identification devices. The number of such flights by 
NATO over the Baltic Sea is twice that of Russian planes.5 

@ Formal request for the Russian authorities to provide 
clarification of violations.' 

@ Amplifying reliance of Finland on bilateral economic ties in messaging, particularly 
following EU economic sanctions against Russia in July 2014. 

illl We wish to seek agreement to ensure that no flight will be made 
without transponder. 7 

KEY EVENTS 
20 May 2014 

2 violations of 
airspace by 

Russian aircraft. 
one intercepted 

by Karelia Air 
Command. 

21 May 

Request by Finnish 
MOD to Russian 

authorities to 
clarify violations, 6 

31 May 

Finnish President 
confirms that Kare!ia 

Air Command was 
unable to respond. 

acknowledges 

}~~~~:\~;~u~fi;i~ 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

18Jun 

Defence Minister 
states that Finland's 
NATO membership 

would not be a threat, 
makes case for 

increased defence 
spending_;o 

Ambiguity is a significant factor in this case study. The airspace violations 
may have been a deliberately hostile act intended as a demonstration 
of both Russia's military capability and their will to act in the air domain 
outside of the accepted rules of international aviation. The Russian Fed
eration may not have intended to violate Finnish airspace and may have 
been merely negligent within an assessed margin of risk, but there is no 
evidence lo indicate that they acted to prevent violations or regretted such 

MEASURES 
OIPlOMAT!C- Statements from Russian government/military officials, 
denying allegations of airspace violation. Violations can be interpreted as 
being political messages, especially when they occur close to important 
diplomatic events (e.g. Obama visit, NATO Summit Wales). Incidents can be 
interpreted as as a way of putting Finland under pressure to sign a bilateral 
agreement which would risk undermining NATO and EU unity. 

INFORMATION, By denying any wrong-doing and not commenting 
on the timing of the incidents, Russia created doubt about what had hap
pened, why it had happened and what the next move might be. 

@ Rheloric is centred around 'unprediclability' of Russia. 

23-29 Aug 

3 violations of 
airspace by Russian 

aircraft, ignoring 
requests to leave 

airspace. Finnish Air 
Force is put on alert. 
enabling an increase 

in surveillance 
flights." 

4 Sep 

Finland and 
Sweden sign Host 

Nation Support 
agreements with 
NAlO, allowing 
NATO troops to 

assi,st them in case 
of emergency, 

28-30 Oct 

7 Russian aeroplanes 
conduct a mission over the 
international airspace of the 
Gulf of Finland. intercepted 

by the NATO Baltic Air 
Policing Mission. 

NATO calls the activity 
'significant military 

manoeuvres.· 12 

incidents when they occurred. When taken in context with an overall in
crease in military activity at that time, it is assessed that the Russian Air 
Force was authorised to act more aggressively towards NATO nations and 
partner nations such as Sweden and Finland. It is also likely that the Rus
sian Federation was assessing patterns of response by testing the prepar
edness of specific military capabilities and the capacity for international 
cooperation.'" 

MILITARY, Russian military aircrafts entering Finnish airspace, often 
with their on-board transponders turned off (allowed since military aircrafts 
are not bound by the International Civil Aviation Organisation's rules of the 
international airspace) and without filing flight plans.' 4 

ECONOMIC, Following the July 2014 EU sanctions against Russia, 
Russian narratives re-focus on Finland's bilateral economic reliance on 
Russia. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAL FUNCTIONS 
Ill! Constructive dialogue with Russian Federation. 

Ill! The option of NATO membership is continuously evaluated based on 
national security and defence policy interests. Any defence development 
should not create any practical impediment to a future military alignment. 

illl Intensification of Nordic defence cooperation, especially with Sweden. 

Ill! Maintaining the functioning of Finnish society based on transparency. 
extensive liberties and rights, whilst ensuring sufficient government control 
and emergency management capacity. 

VULNERAEHLITIES 
illl With specific reference to incident management, scarcity of the resourc
es of the Defence Forces of Finland slows tracking and response time to 
violations, in some cases making the Finnish Air Force unable to respond 
if a violation occurs. 15 

illl Lack of bilateral agreements on air safety. 

Ill! Lack of public information on 'due regard' - the behaviour required of 
pilots while near civilian aircraft. 

THREATS 
Ill! Airspace violations pose a direct threat to civilians in cases where they 
do not issue a flight plan or maintain contact with civilian air traffic control, 
which has caused several near-collisions. These incidents carry a risk of 
escalation, the consequences of which could be a serious deterioration of 
relations and escalation of measures on both sides. 

illl Demonstration of Russian capability lo use force has propaganda-relat
ed aim of intirnidalion and coercion. Political messaging: furtr,er integra
tion/NATO membership of target can/will cause further actions by Russia. 

EFFECTS 
Ill! Increased Finnish attention to the possible effects of NATO membership 
for Finnish and regional security, including a 2016 assessment report of the 
Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs." 

Ill! Increased support for Finnish Defence Forces (although difficult to iso
late from other factors such as Crimea). 

illl Increased military spending/availability of forces to the NATO Baltic Air 
Policing mission, consequently increased ability of the Alliance to maintain 
a high tempo of operations in reaction lo Russia's actions.1

-' 
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TIME PERIOD; 
2007-2014 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Energy dependency 

NATIONS INVOLVED; 
Russian Federation, Bulgaria 

T RE PIPELI E 

SUMMARY 
South Stream was an offshore gas pipeline project designed to deliver 
natural gas from the Russian Federation through the Black Sea to Bul
garia, Serbia, Hungary, Slovenia. Austria, Italy, Croatia, Macedonia, 
Greece, and Turkey. It was a controversial project posing a direct 
threat to the viability of the EU-backed Nabucco pipeline, planned 
to connect the EU to gas reserves in the Caspian Sea. In November 
2007, Gazprom signed an agreement with the Italian energy company 
Eni to establish a joint project company. Bulgaria signed a preliminary 
agreement with Russia in ,January 2008, with energy companies from 
other nations involved following soon after. 
Gazprom already supplied a third of EU gas, and the Nabucco pipeline 
was intended to decrease this dependency. In 2009, Ukraine, Hun
gary, Romania, Poland and Buli;,aria a!so reported gas shortages, 
prompting concerns around Russian economic leverage and energy 
b!ockades on Eastern and Central European nations.' 
Apart from the controversial methods used to advance the project, 
its overall ownership structure directly violated the EU's Thlrd En
ergy Packa[le passed in 2009.7 Instead of amending the project to 
comply with EU law, Gazprom and the Russian government lobbied 

KEY POINTS 
@ South Stream was not financially viable, which indicates its motiva
tions were more geopolitical: to provide political and economic lever
age over GEE states; consolidate European dependence on Russian 
energy exports; exert control over Ukraine without threatening other 
customers and to undermine the Nabucco pipeline as an alternative 
supply option.' 

@ 'Pipe!ine diplomacy' is a powerful Russian foreign policy tool to 
!everage strategic influence and weaken the EU through non-mi!itary 
means. South Stream demonstrated Russia's intent to use econom
ic leverage to undermine the enforcement of the EU's legis!ation and 
energy policies. Despite the explicit energy policy and legislation 

CONTEXT 
rr Russian influence in Bulgaria. Several political parties in 
Bulgaria have long fostered financial. political, geopolitical and strategic 
relations with Russian politicians. Russia-linked corruption is still preva
lent in Bulgaria, as with many former Soviet-aligned states. Gazprom is 
the sole provider of natural gas for Bulgaria while the Russian companies 
Rosatom and Lukoil dominate the nuclear energy sector and oil industry, 
respectively. 5 The annexation of Crimea in 2014 put Russia under closer 
observation especially after rumours that Gazprom sent a draft to the Bul
garian Ministry of Energy of the legal amendments proposed in Parliament 
two weeks later. 

KEY ACTORS 
Gazprom Russia's largest natural gas company 
Mini•try of l!nergy of th• Russian F•d•r•tion 
Bulgargaz Bulgaria's largest natural gas distribution company. The ma
jority of the gas i$ purchased and imported from R1Jssia throvgh Gazprom 
contracts• 
Europe3n Commission 
Eni /tali'an multinational oil and gas company 

paiiicipating EU member states to ignore EU legislation and exclude 
South Stream from applicable EU regulations, suggesting that the 
project was never intended to be constructed or operated according 
to EU rules. 
A new Bulgarian government with historic and financial ties with the 
Kremlin took office in April 2012 and accelerated work on the South 
Stream project despite the obvious contradiction with EU regulation 
and opposition from Brussels. In April 2014, the Bulgarian legislature 
amended the country's energy law in a way which challenged EU 
regulations and gave legal authority to the South Stream ownership 
structure, creating friction between the EU Commission and the Bul
i;,arian government. As Gazprom was a!ready exporting to Bulgaria 
via Ukraine, the situation raised questions as to whether Gazprom 
was more interested in creating internal differences in the EU than 
opening new markets. Following pressure from opposition parties 
and the EU Commission, Bulgaria's government fina!ly backed down, 
and in December 2014, President Putin announced the cancellation 
of the project. 

prohibiting a project such as South Stream. several EU countries still 
supported it for domestic reasons in defiance of EU law. 

@ There is a significant risk of ·state capture' in large energy infrastruc
ture projects. State capture is a type of political corruption where exter
nal actors influence a state's decision-making to their own advantage 
and the detriment of the national interest.4 This highlights the impor
tance of understanding the impact of business interests on state func
tions at local, regional and nationa! !evels, particular!y through corpo
rate lobbying. Transparency and accountability are crucial in ensuring 
that such large projects are subject to enough public scrutiny. 

rr European energy security. In 2014, 38 European countries 
carried out energy security stress tests to simulate disruption in Russian 
gas imports. The results concluded there was a possibility of a substan
tial impact, mostly in eastern member states and the Energy Community 
countries of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, the former Yugo
slav Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo, Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia and 
Ukraine.'., 

Alexander Novak Minister of Energy of Russia (2012 - present) 
Sergei Shmatko Minister of Energy of Russia (2008 - 201 Z) 
Alexei Miller CEO of Gazprom 
Boyko Borisov Prime Mini11t.,, of Bu/g1Jri11 (2009 - 2013; 2014 - 2017; 
2017 - pn!sent). Founder of political patty GERB 
?!amen Ore•h•rtki Prime Minister of Bulgaria (2013 - 2014). Member of 
the Bulgarian Socialist Party 
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NARRATIVES 
Rt1ssian gmrsmment Bulgarian government European Commission 
ff South Stream is a significant contribution lo 
providing Europe with energy security and will 
allow Gazprom to create alternative and secure 
natural gas supply routes to consumers.' 

ff South Stream will provide a direct connection 
to gas sources and is beneficial to Bulgaria. Bul
garia will be a ·regional hub'. 

ff South Stream is part of Russia's long-term 
strategy to leverage influence in the EU and is 
in conflict with EU law; therefore it should be 
opposed." 

ff With lhe abandonment of this project, the EU 
will not benefit from Russian gas. 

ff It will eliminate transit risks, and secure un
interrupted Russian gas supplies to millions of 
European consumers. 

ff We will not accepl any blackmailing on energy 
matters. Bulgaria is not a small country, it has 
the whole of Europe behind il.12 

ff Bulgaria is 'deprived of the possibility of be
having like a sovereign state'." 

ff South Stream will improve the European 
energy map and be an integral part of the EU's 
energy security system. 

KEY EVENTS 
Jun 2007 Jan 2008 May2009 Sep 2009 Nov 2013 Apr 2014 Apr 2014 Jun 2014 Dec 2014 

Italian Eni 
and Russian 

Gazprom 
announce 

plans to build 
a new pipeline 

to connect 

Russian 
government 

signs a variety of 
agreements with 
Bulgaria, Serbia. 
Greece, and Italy, 

Gas companies 
from Russia, 

Italy. Bulgaria, 
Serbia, and 
Greece sign 

agreements for 

EU Third Energy 
Package (TEP) 

enters into 
force, 

Serbia hosts 
welding 

ceremony. 

Russia files a 
complaint with 

the World Trade 

The European 
Parliament adopts 

a non-binding 
resolution to 

oppose South 

Bulgaria halts 
construction for 
non-compliance 

with the European 

Russia cancels 
South Stream, 

blaming Western 
sanctions and 

lack of EU con
structmn permits. 

Russian gas to 
South-eastern 

Europe. 

construction. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
South Stream would provide the Russian Federation with political and 
economic leverage in South-eastern and Central Europe, increase Euro
pean dependence on Russian energy exports, diversify transit capacity 
by bypassing Ukraine and undermine the Nabucco gas pipeline project. It 
is likely that the Russian side planned to force a compromise with the EU 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C. Statements of exaggerated profits and unsubstantiated 
costs propagated by Russian and Bulgarian officials, even from the Presi
dents of the two countries.14 

INFORMATION. The repetition of unsubstantiated figures to cause 
confusion, outward fabrication of facts such as the stage of contract sign
ing and secret meetings between the Bulgarian government and Gazprom 
ofticials.'516 The constant repetition of the ideograph 'regional hub' by var
ious actors in and about Bulgaria was used to gather more public support 
with the promise of political and economic advantages. 

Organization 
against the EU 
2009 energy 
market laws. 

Stream. 
fUles on energy 
competition and 
public procure-

ments. 

using the demand for gas as a bargaining chip and lo present the project as 
a tait accompli because construction had started. This approach ultimately 
failed following a collapse in negotiations between the EU and the Russian 
government because of Russia's aggression in Ukraine." 

ECONOMIC. As the leading gas supplier and recipient of a third of 
Bulgarian exports, Russia had the upper hand in negotiations over the pro
ject." Russia controls a third of Bulgarian economic output." Russia sup
plies a quarter of the EU's gas needs, but 80 per cent of that of Hungary." 

FINANCIAL Promises to include companies close lo the government, 
and alleged bribery of energy experts on rotation.'° 

LEGAL Indirect access to both the executive and legislative branches of 
Bulgaria through corruption schemes propelled by kleplocralic and nepo
tistic characteristics of the government." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
ff The Black Sea region's importance in economy, trade and security. Giv
en Bulgaria's active role in maintaining peace in the region and its commit
ments as a guard of the external borders of NATO and the EU, the stability 
of the Black Sea region plays a vital role in Bulgarian national security. 

ff Government control of key aspects of the economy. 

ff Secure and reliable delivery of energy. 

ttUlNEttAB[llTIES 
ff Substantial dependency on Russian energy imports leaves EU countries 
vulnerable to economic leverage. Lack of energy import diversification can 
create a dangerous dependency. 

ff Media monopolies run by MPs from the Bulgarian Socialist Party and the 
Movement for Rights and Freedoms: conflict of interest as media moguls 
are both connected to Members of Parliament and own construction firms 
involved in the project. 

ff Corruption, high-level corruption in particular. 

THREATS 
ff Russian influence over political decisions by controlling future energy 
supplies, through Russian-owned energy infrastructure in the EU. 

ff Russian economic leverage by holding the majority of energy exports to 
certain EU member-stales. 

ff Corruption threatens the existence of and compliance with social. legal 
and moral rules, reinforces organised crime, undermines the credibility of 
authorities, weakens their functioning and discredits reform. 

EFFECTS 
ff EU countries acted in conflict with EU legislation, creating divisions be
tween member slates. 

ff Undermining of Bulgarian obligations towards the EU. 

ff Making Bulgarian government more amicable to concessions: the new 
centre-right government in 2010 was sending signals of halting three major 
Russian-sponsored energy projects (Belene Nuclear Power Plant, South 
Stream, Bourgas-Aledanroupolis oil pipeline) but after that slowly com
menced administrative work on the projects." 
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THEMATIC AREA: TIME PERIOD; 
2011 -2012 Exploitation of ethnio or oultural identities 

L N 

SUMMARY 
In February 2012, a referendum was held in Latvia to determine wheth
er or not to amend the constitution and denote Russian as a second 
state language. Although the majority of participants voted against this 
proposed change, the episode exposed and temporarily aggravated 
fractures in Latvian society, where language is a sensitive topic - Rus
sian was obligatory during the years the nation was occupied and part 
of the USSR. In 2011, 37.2 per cent of the population had Russian as 
their first language.' 

In January 201 o and eight months before parliamentary elections, the 
right-wing party 'National Alliance' proposed a referendum lo amend 
the constitution and mandate the exclusive use ot Latvian in publicly 
funded schools. However, they only gathered 120,433 of the 153,232 
signature!\ required to force a reterendum. In response to the National 
Alliance initiative, the youth movement 'United Latvia' started a cam
paign for a referendum to amend the constitution and make Russian a 
second stale language. Together with the newly created organisation 
'Native Tongue' they collected 187,378 signatures for their petition. 

Nils Usakovs, the Mayor of Riga and leader of the political alliance 'Har
mony Centre', was likely a key figure in swaying more moderate Russian 
speakers to participate, particularly in the collection of signatures for 
the petition. Harmony Centre had the largest vote share in elections 
but was absent from government, having failed to establish a ruling 

KEY POINTS 
11111 The National Alliance was criticised for the politicisation of language 
policy at a time when Latvia was successfully moving towards an inte
grated society and mutual understanding of issues relating to language 
and ethnicity had significantly improved.' 

Ill Issues such as ethnicity, citizenship and political rigl1ts have 1!1e 
potential to create social divisions which can be exploited by hostile 
actors. This case highlights the importance of independent research 
to pinpoint areas of potential conflict between different idenlily groups 
and identify vulnerabilities. 

CONTEXT 
rr Language and citizenship. The language issue in Latvia is 
closely related to the sensitive issue of citizenship. Inhabitants who im
migrated lo Latvia during the Soviet occupation (mostly Russians. Bela
rusians and Ukrainians) did not automatically receive Latvian citizenship 
afler independence in 1991. They have lhe status of 'non-citizens'. and can 
apply for citizenship through a naturalisation process but otherwise do 
not have the right to vote.10 In 2012, there were a total of 304,806 non-citi
zens {by 2018 this figure had declined to around 228,000)." Despite initial 
criticism in the 1990s, Latvia's integration policies were widely seen as 
working before the referendum."·" 

KEY ACTORS 
United Latvia youth movement, started campaign for language referendum 
Native Tongue NGO 015/ab/i15hed explicitly for tho roforeodum 
Harmony Cantre social-democratic political alliance, including the largely 
pro-RutJl!,iafl "Ht1rmony" party which won the most seats in the 2011 
parliamentary a/actions but was a:xcludad from the govaming coalition 
National Alliance "All for Latvia!" right-wing LatVilln politic!!/ party which 
proposed initial referendum to axc/ude Russum from schools 

NATIONS !NVO!JfED; 
Russian Federation, Latvia 

E REFEREN 

coalition with another party. Usakovs initially denounced the referen
dum as unnecessary but then signed the petition after National Alliance 
cabinet members voted against funding the referendum.' He took the 
position that it was not simply a language issue, but about a "lack of 
respect towards a considerable segment of the population."" When the 
country went to the polls, around three-quarters of voters said they 
were against the amendment, with only the eastern region of Latgale, 
with its high concentration of Russian-speakers, having majority sup
port tor the change.• 

Evidence which supports any assessment that the Russian Federation 
was attempting lo influence the outcome of the vole relates to key ac
tors in the 'Yes' campaign, statements by Russian ofticials and support 
from Kremlin-backed media. The Latvian Security Police assessed that 
some funding did come from Russia, but could not provide details for 
security reasons. The initiators of the referendum, Vladimir Lindermans 
and Jevgenijs Osipovs, have well-documented links lo the Russian 
Federation, although they deny receiving any direct support:"'" The Se
curity Police highlighted Aleksandr Gaponenko, who admitted receiv
ing funding from Russia through various NGOs, as a key figure behind 
Native Tongue.' Moreover, two TV channels were found in breach of 
their licence for commercials which suppo1ied the 'Yes' vote, and it 
was suspected that the funds came from Russia.' 

11111 Societal resilience can be enhanced by reducing potential areas 
of conflict between identity groups and promoting a national identity 
based on shared values and a joint vision of the future rather than eli1-
nicity or language. A strong civil society is crucial for creating the room 
in public discourse for the expression of divergent views. Such 'de
politicised spaces' can help build better social cohesion and political 
consensus by enabling more democratic policy-making. 

rr Russia's compatriot policy. Compatriot policy loosely defines 
the Russian diaspora by a mix of ethnicity and self-identification. A key 
aspect of this policy is the preservation of the Russian language through 
the funding of local NGOs. However, these aim "not to build cultural ties 
and public diplomacy in its best sense, but rather lo serve as a conduit for 
Russian foreign policy through the local Russian community as well as be
ing instruments of political influence.""' Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Sergei Lavrov, said that "diasporas are our powerful resource, and should 
be used at full capacity,"'' The policy came under increased scrutiny in 
the 'near abroad' - nations that were once part of the Soviet Union - after 
Putin used the protection of Russian-aligned ethnic groups in Ukraine as 
justification for the annexation of Crimea in 2014. 

'Yes' vote eupportere: 
Vladimirs Lindermens form1Jr leader of the Latllian branch of the National 
Bolshevik Party and !I leader of 'Native Tongue' 
Eduarda Svatkova leader of 'United Latvia' 
Jevginii• 01oipov11 ktsder of tile radical-left '05ipovs' p11.rly 
Nils Uiiakovs Mayor of Riga (since 2009), leader of "Harmony Centre• 
Aleksandrs Qeponer,iko a non-citizen and Director of the /nstitun, of /Eu
ropean Studies in Riga•• 

'No' vote supporters (all elected parties supported the 'Against" vote 
tt.ptt.rt from Harmony C-,ntre): 
Andris Biirzh;iii President of Latvia (2011 .... 2015) 
Valdis Dombrov,ki• Prime Minister of Latvia (2009 - 2014) 
Raivis Ozintars leader of National Alliance "All for Latvia!" 
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NARRATIVES 
Yes-vote supporters 
Ill! Russian residents in Latvia have been treated as second-class citizens, 
and their human rights have been violated over the years. 11

,ld 

Ill! The Russian language referendum is a response to the attempt by Latvi
an nationalists to exclude Russian from slate-schools; this would be detri
mental for academic results." 
Ill! Latvia is pursuing a policy of narrow-minded nalionalisrn which does not 
allow for other ethnicities. 
ff If Harmony Centre had been invited into government, the Russian-speak
ing minority would be better represented and there would be less support 
for the referendum." 

KEY EVENTS 
30 Jan 2010 15 Feb 2011 9 Jun 2011 Nov 2011 

NtMtote supporters 
Ill! This referendum is an attempt to weaken Latvia's sovereignty, inde
pendence and identity."-" 
ff The country has much greater priorities than language, such as econom
ic recession. 23 

Ill! A referendum will not solve the country's problems, which go much 
deeper than language, but will cause further divisions.24 

ff Accusations of the referendum being financed by Russia (e.g. by MP 
Raivis Dzintars from the National Alliance). 25 

16 Jan 2012 20 Jan 2012 18 Feb 2012 

National Alliance 
starts a petition for 
a referendum to ex
clude Russian from 

'United Latvia' an
nounces a petition in 
favour of a referen

dum an the status of 
Russian as a second 

National Alliance 
petition fails to gain 

enough signatures to 
force a referendum. 

'United Latvia' peti
tion collects enough 
signatures to trigger 

Janis Kukainis, head 
of World Federation of 
Free Latvians, writes 

an open letter to dias
pora Latvians urging 

30 MPs attempt to get 
parliament to suspend 

the upcoming ref
erendum, Parliament 

refuses to do so. n 

Referendum on whether 
Russian should be granted 
the .status of an official lan
guage in Latvia. A total of 
1,098,593 people vote. i.e. 
71,1 per cent of registered 
votern. 74.8 per cent vote 

a referendum. 
state-schools. 

state language. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
The Russian Federation considers the neighbouring Baltic nations to be part 
of its traditional sphere of interests. Russian involvement in the Latvian ref
erendum should be seen in the context of its 'compatriot policy'. which in
cludes support to Russian language speakers abroad.28 This policy attempts 
lo establish a master narrative of a unified identity group - regardless of any 

MEASURES 
O!PlOMAT!tt, Russian political representatives (President, Foreign 
Minister, MPs) pressured the Latvian government to change its citizenship 
policy. The Russian Ambassador to Latvia blamed the Latvian govern
ment's policies for causing the referendum, accusing it of not addressing 
interethnic issues." Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov portrayed the 
referendum as a legitimate desire for justice, commenting that "people 
want to be heard. They want to achieve that their rights to speak, think and 
raise children in a native language are respected,"·''' 

INFORMATION, The Baltic branches of Russian TV channels under 
direct or indirect control of the Russian government (e.g. the popular First 

them to vote 'No' in the 
referendum. 25 

against the proposal. 

underlying complexity- and mobilise them in support of foreign policy goals, 
while undermining the ruling authority of the target nation. In this case, es
tablished networks were used in an attempt to destabilise Latvia from within, 
using a range of measures to exploit a fault line in society which had been 
exposed by the unnecessary domestic politicisation of a social issue. 

Baltic Channel) supported the referendum." NTV and REN TV Baltic, both 
registered in the UK and subject to Of com codes of practice, were found in 
breach for misleading advertisements urging people to sign the petition." 
Flyers appeared in Daugavpils with the slogan '"Let"s not be servants to 
nationalists,"" 

flNANCIAL In May 2012, Latvia's Interior Minister Rihards Kozlovksis 
said that some of the funding for the referendum had come from Russia, 
but did not provide any more details, citing protection laws and the fact that 
this information was classified." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRil'ICAl FUNCTIONS 
Ill! Safeguarding national sovereignty, territorial integrity, and democratic 
constitutional order. 
ff Provision of fundamental values established in the Constitution of the 
Republic of Latvia. 
Ill! Maintaining a strong civil society that has a unified understanding about 
its value orientation. 
ff Maintaining the identity of the Republic of Latvia in regard to the Western 
world that wants to see Latvia as an independent, democratic, and legiti
mate country. 3

'' 

ttlJlNEFtABIUTIES 
ff Diverse ethnic composition of society with a relatively large Rus
sian-speaking minority. Existing tensions between different identity 
groups, such as complaints by ethnic Russians of being discriminated 
against, can be exploited by outside actors. 
ff Issue of non-citizens who cannot participate in elections, cannot hold 
governmental employment but have to pay taxes. 
Ill! Inclination of Russian-speaking groups to be mobilised along the lines 
of ethnicity and language. 

THREATS 
Ill! Targeted division which increases tension between different groups in 
society. In defending the Latvian language, the Latvian government risked 
being seen as marginalising the Russian minority, thus further entrenching 
their opposition to the government. 
ff Efforts to create distrust between society and government by portraying 
the government as violating human rights of non-citizens. 

ff Attempts lo internationally discredit the Republic of Latvia and aggravate 
the domestic policy in the Republic of Latvia. 
Ill! Russia's compatriot policy could be perceived as disruptive since ii en
courages compatriots to advocate for change of domestic policy in other 
countries. It thus directly undermines the ethnic integration policy of Latvia 
which is largely based on language." 

EFFECTS 
ff The referendum re-emphasised the issue of citizenship and limitation of 
non-citizens' rights, and enabled criticism of the Latvian government by 
Russia's official leadership. 
ff The Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs acknowledged that the referen
dum revealed sensitive issues about Latvian society. The government 
further recognised the need for more integration and naturalisation meas
ures in Latvia, with an emphasis on non-citizens given assistance to learn 
Latvian. 37 

ff Exacerbation. even if just temporary, of the ethnic/language clash within 
the society, ·Yes'-campaigners vowed that the referendum was not the 
end and that Russian-speaking citizens would continue to fight for equal 
rights." 
ff Entrenching of radical views on both sides of the debate. 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
2007-2017 

TNEMAT!G AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Academic Groups; NGOs France, Russian Federation 

IT 
p 

SUMMARY 

E 

The Institute of Democracy and Cooperation (!DC) was founded in 2008 
and describes itself as a 'think tank' which focuses on ·'the role of his
tory in contemporary politics, the relationship between sovereignty of 
states and human rights, east-west relations, and the role of N GOs and 
civil society in democracies."' While the IDC has no formal connection 
to the Russian government, its board members and directors are close 
allies of the Kremlin and the positions they take closely align with the 
Kremlin's agenda, overtly supporting and justifying Russian Federation 
policy and ideology.' 

The Paris branch is led by former Russian Duma member Natalya Na
rochnitskaya and British historian John Laughland, while the New York 
branch (closed in 2015) was led by Andranik Migranyan, former advi
sor to Boris Yeltsin. The !DG's perspective is based on Europe-Russia 
cultural ties, Russian nationalism, and Russian exceptionalism built on 
Orthodox Christianity and ii presents research through this perspective 
across a range of issues including the Syrian War, EU politics, human 
rights, historical revisionism, and religion. Its efforts appear to be pri
marily focused on conferences, university talks and u N side-events, as 
well as media appearances on a range of pro-Kremlin outlets. 

CONTEXT 
w Russian 'soft power' too[s. The IDC was founded during a 
period when Russia was evolving its approach to 'soft power' in the early 
to mid-2000s. During this period, the Russian government invested sig
nificant resources in such tools as Russia Today {later RT) and the Russ
kiy Mir Foundation. Some of these institutions were inspired by Western 
models, while others were Russian innovations. es,.- Russian soft power today 
is characterised by a tendency to exploit vulnerabilities in other societies 
rather than promote the strengths of its own society.' Russian soft power 
should be understood as different to Western conceptions of soft power. 
While Western soft power is usually defined as a mixture of a government's 
actions and the result of civil society activity which is independent of their 
government, the Russian version is based more heavily on governmental 
and quasi-governmental institutions that promote a government-directed 
image of Russia.' Putin defined it as "a matrix of tools and methods lo 
reach foreign policy goals without the use of arms but by exerting informa
tion and other levers of intluence.""·11 

KEY ACTORS 
Natalya Narochnitsl<aya Head of the Paris branch. Has connections with 
the Kremlin as a fom,er member of the Sl1J!" Duma and vice-chairman of 
the Duma's Foreign Affairs Committee." Holds high-level or advisory posi
tions in the Rul!lskiy Mir Foundation, the Hil!torical Perspective Foundation, 
and the Foundation for Supporting and Protecting the Rights of Compatri
ots LMnQ Abroad." 

John Laughland Director of studies, A British citizen who holds a doc
torate in philosophy from the University of Oxford. Known primarily for his 
Eurosceptic views. 

NARRATIVES 
[DC 
rr The liberal world order is flawed. 
rr Russia is a major actor in the international order. 
rr There is a need for a new multi-polar world order which mitigates the 
ability ot NATO and the US to do harm. 

R N 

KEY POINTS 
ft Certain Russian and Russia-funded GONGOs, NGOs and think 
tanks exist to promote the political agenda of the Kremlin in order to 
achieve Russian foreign policy goals. It is likely that the IDC is one such 
example, although there is insufficient publicly available evidence to 
conclude definitively that this is the case!·' 

W The !DC promotes themes ranging from problems with the liberal 
world order, double standards in international community behaviour 
towards territorial sovereignty, the American subjugation of Christian 
values, the need for a multi-polar world and Russia as an important 
actor in the international order. 

W Organisations such as the IDC seek to legitimise their agenda by 
portraying themselves to be intellectually robust, honest and equiva
lent to other reputable NGOs and think tanks. Such organisations are 
made distinct by their opaque financing, informal links to hostile state 
actors and a !ack of empirically-driven research. Like other entities 
aligned with the Kremlin they generally seek to point out the weak
nesses ot other slates rather than promote Russia's own strengths.' 

W Addressing the potential threat from such organisations requires 
an approach which respects freedom of expression and associalion. 
Governments should: collaborate with other nations to investigate net• 
works, raise awareness of organisations which have unclear !inks to 
adversaries to prevent tacit endorsement and increase the level of ac• 
countability and financial transparency. 

IMAGE - The IDC's John Laugh/and commenting on NAro•s mission on RT in 2014. 

Anatoly Kuoherena Founder of JDC. A Russian academic and !awyer 
known for n,prr,sentinr; exiled former Ukrainian leader Viktor Yanukovych 
and NSA whistlablowar Edward Snowden. He serves on the Public Cham
ber - a civil l!lociety advitiory board tor the Krr,mlin - and /lits on the board 
which oversees the Fadaral Security Sarvica (FSB). 14 

Andranil< Migranyan Director of IDC's New York branch from 2008-2015, 
Held posts on the Council on Foreign and Defense Policy of the Russian 
Fsdsralion, the Public Chamber of the Russian Ffldtlrstion, the Prr,~idenliBI 
Council of the Russian Federation and the Valdai Discussion Club.'" 

rr The international community shows double standards and hypocrisy in 
world politics (especially in regards to inconsistent recognition ot seces
sionist movements). 
rr American Christianity is being subjugated by liberal values. 
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KEY EVENTS 

2007 - 2008 . May 2008 4Jul 2013 23 Nov 2013 

The IDC forms; The IDC releases The IDC or-
offices in New its first publication 
York and Paris "Orange Webs'' 

Dec 2013 

Laughland de
nounces pro-Europe 
protests in Kiev and 
the u!tranationalist 
Svoboda party, ac-

25 Nov 2014 

Laughland speaks 
at a conference or

ganised by the State 

28 Jun 2015 2015 

Tl1e IDC is granted 
special consultative 
status by the United 
Nations Economic 
and Socia! Council 

open. which argues that 
the Orange Revo
lution (2004-2005) 

was a Western 
plot '5 Excerpts from 
the publicat;on are 

hosted on RT before 

ganises a Paris 
symposium on the 
defence of family 
values, which is 
attended by the 
French Christian 
Democratic party 
leader Christine 

The IDC holds 
conference on 'the 
family' in Leipzig. 
Speeches by Olga 
Batalina and Elena 
Mizu!ina, Chairman 
and Vice-Chairman 
of the Family Affairs 

cuses Western media 
of propaganda. 

Duma in Moscow 
on ··overcoming the 
crisis of confidence 

in Europe,"'" 

The IDC New York 
office closes. Mi

granyan explains that 
the IDC's '•mission is 
over," because '"the 

situation with human 
rights in the US has 

improved."18
'
19 

(ECOSOC). 

Boutin, 
its official release. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

Committee of the 
Russian Duma. 

There is no conclusive evidence available in the public domain to support 
the assessment that the IDC has direct financial links with the Kremlin, 
or that the Kremlin directs or enables its activities. However, it promotes 
narratives that are very closely aligned with those of the Kremlin; John 
Laugh land is a regular contributor to Russian state television and the lead
ership's multiple roles with other Russian entities discredit the IDC as an in
dependent institution. It could therefore be considered a component of the 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C, The IDC has sought to achieve legitimacy and influence 
through diplomatic entities and events.24 

INFORMATION, The IDC deals with international topics such as 
Syria and Ukraine that are of interest to the Kremlin. primarily reflecting a 
pm-Kremlin perspective of history. Narochnitskaya and Laughland lever
age the perceived legitimacy of a European think tank to bolster their status 
as authorities on relevant issues. 
Events in which guest speakers from sympathetic organisations attend add 
an external, but echoing, voice. These events seem to receive minimal me
dia coverage in France but are occasionally covered by pro-Kremlin-media 
sources. 

Kremlin's soft power measures in support of foreign policy objectives.20
·
21

·" 

Consistent with other Russian soft power measures, the IDC seeks to 
point out the flaws of other societies over and above the pmmotion of the 
strengths of Russia." It is assessed that the primary target audience of the 
IDC lies in political circles and policy-makers. 

The IDC has also occasionally appeared in a range of English and French 
language media outlets which had varying reach. The most significant of 
these media outputs are Laughland's regular articles for RT France which 
tend to focus on divisions, problems and hypocrisies in EU politics and the 
US as well as topics of interest to the Kremlin such as Ukraine, Catalonian 
secessionist movements and Syria.25 

FINANCIAL The !DC is funded by unidentified ·private don ms'. Laugh
land claims funding comes from the Foundation for Historical Outlook in 
Moscow, which is financed by unspecified private Russian companies." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAl FUNCTIONS 
France's national security functions relevant to institutions like the IDC in
clude: 
Ill! National cohesion. 21 

Ill! Informed public debate. 

Ill! Trust in government institutions. 

Ill! A healthy civil society in which a diverse range ot voices (citizens, organ
isations and businesses) can participate in the contestation and construc
tion of progress in society." 

VL!lNERAB!llTIES 
Ill! Anti-American sentiments in France. The "US versus Russia" dichotomy 
presents an avenue through which pro-Russian propaganda may resonate 
disguised as anti-Americanism. 

Ill! Conservative-secular cleavages in French society. The IDC focuses 
on controversial issues such as the legalisation of same-sex marriage, 
presenting arguments which align with more conservative viewpoints in 
society." 

THREATS 
Ill! Creation of ambiguity by adversaries in an unstable and uncertain stra
tegic environment, which in turn threatens to increase existing tensions in 
society.Jo 

Ill! Strengthening the interest of far-right movements and polarisation in 
France through disruptive discourse. 

Ill! Undermining of public discourse, if arguments based on heavy bias and 
selective use of facts are perceived as scientific facts." 

EFFECTS 
Ill! The IDC is assessed to have limited resonance at the mass public level, 
due to its narrow communication output, minimal resources and limited 
reach. It has low levels of engagement on social media channels and rela
tively low presence in mainstream media.'" 

Ill! The IDC is perhaps marginally more effective at the political deci
sion-making level through its events which feature high-level Russian fig
ures, as well as through its engagement with figures from fringe or nation
alist parties. 

Ill! The effect of IDC appearances at decision-maker level discussions and 
events may sensitise these audiences to Kremlin-aligned perspectives. 

Ill! Surveys of French public opinion suggest anti-Russian sentiment is still 
high (70 per cent of respondents displaying anti-Russian opinions and 85 
per cent distrusting Putin)." 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
2006 

z 
SUMMARY 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Economic. leverage, Politic.al aotors 

N ELE Tl 

Zambia is one of the most important destinations for Chinese invest• 
ments in Africa.' The eouthern African gt ate is one of the world's largest 
copper producers, and China, the world's largest copper consumer, 
has been eager to secure continued access to raw materials.' Chinese 
investment in the Zambian mining and construction sectors, by both 
state-owned and private companies, has been actively encouraged 
by the Chinese government, which also provides development aid re
lating to agriculture, telecommunications and infrastructure. This in
vestment has been accompanied by an influx of Chinese workers, as 
many companies prefer to import skilled labour rather than train and 
contract locally.' 

Although the Zambian government generally welcomed Chinese in
vestment, anti-Chinese sentiment amongst the Zambian pop,llation 
had steadily increased and became a pivotal lssw,, in the 2006 pres
idential election." Many Zambians were angry about the displacement 
of small local business by the Chinese, poor working conditions and 
delayed payment of wages, and the use of Chinese workers instead of 
hiring local people. The death of 52 workers during an explosion at a 
Chinese-owned mine In 2005, Zambia's worst industrial accident in 30 
years, led to public outrage over the circumvention of safety standards 
and labour laws by many Chinese-owned companies. 

KEY POINTS 
tt Chinese investment was welcomed by the Zambian government but 
seen as threatening by a significant part of the population. The two 
opposing views of Chinese presence - as being either beneficial or 
harmful - underline the political nature of any assessment of hostility. 
Framing economic dependency as malign is particularly resonant when 
successfully linked to concerns held by the local population regarding 
foreign influence. The 2006 Zambian elections essentially became a 
referendum on Chinese influence." 

tt Economic leverage can translate into domestic political Influence. 
The Chinese ambassador announced that China wou!d cut re!ations 
with Zambia and development aid and investment would be put on 
ho!d if Michae! Sata was elected president and took steps to recognise 

CONTEXT 
rr Chinese engagement in Afr!ctL China has been investing in 
the African continent for decades, undertaking large Infrastructure projects 
including railways, ports, dams and bridges and telecommunications, as 
well as investing in areas such as mining, agriculture and manufacturing. 
There are currently over 10.000 state-owned and private Chinese firms 
operating in Africa." Reports regularly surface of predatory loan practic
es and Chinese corporations circumventing labour laws or environmental 
standards. Some Western observers maintain that China's interest in the 
continent is part of a 'new scramble for Africa' and focused on exploiting 
its abundant natural resources. However, much of China's economic ac
tivities and 'soft power' efforts have underlying political objectives (e.g. 
building support for Its ·one China· policy), and China consistently evokes 
the narrative of solidarity and 'win-win' situations. 

rr Background on Zambia, Zambia gained independence from 
Britain in 1964. Compared to other sub-Saharan African states. Zambia 
has since enjoyed relative political stability, despite enormous internal 

KEY ACTORS 
Chinese Embassy in Lusaka most important contact for Chinese inves
tors in Zambia, functions as ex/ended arm of the Ch/nose political leader
ship and is directly involved in investment nagotiations'• 
Movement tor Multi-Party Democracy (MMD) centre-left party that was 
In power In Zambia from 1991-2011 
Patriotic Front (PF} soc/al democratic party, initially founded in 2001 as 
persona/ vehicle of Michael Sata 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Zambia, People's Republic of China 

N 2006 

Opposition presidential candidate Michael Sata tapped into fears over 
Chinese iniluence, campaigning with a m!lnifesto which was overtly an
ti-Chinese. Sata criticised China's 'exploitation' of Africa, calling Chi• 
nese companies 'iniestors', and pledging to expel Chinese businesses 
from Zambia. He also courted Taiwanese businesses and described 
Taiwan as a 'sovereign state', at which point China intervened. Their 
ambassador in Lusaka convened a press conference, accusing Sata's 
party of signing an agreement with the Taiwan authorities and staling 
t!1at ii Sata was elected president and recognised Taiwan, China would 
cut diplomatic ties, and investments would be stalled until bilateral re
lations returned to normal. The announcement was widely reported as 
an open threat. 

Sata lost the election, but gained 29 per cent of the vote, with his 
party taking every seat in the capital Lusaka and the Copperbelt re
gion, where Chinese presence was particularly high. After the results 
were announced, riots broke out in Sata's strongholds, predominantly 
targeting Chinese-owned shops. 5 Responding to the backlash, China 
focused on softening its image by providing more incentives. such 
as building hospitals and sports venues.''' The financial crisis of 2008 
and subsequent global recession also led to Zambians taking a more 
favourable view of China, as Chinese companies were able to mitigate 
the worst impact of the economic downturn in Zambia.' 

Taiwan. It is not clear if the Chinese intervention had a decisive effect 
on the election outcome. and it may even have been counterproduc
tive, by reinforcing public opinion that Chinese Investment was linked 
to illegitimate influence in the Zambian government" and reigniting co
lonial-era memories of the struggle for independence.'" 

tt The absence of credible data on issues such as migration can lead 
to threat inflation, as the vacuum created by a lack of factual Informa
tion a!lows alarmist speculation to fi!I the gaps. Authoritative figures on 
Chinese presence in Zambia were Incomplete, contradictory or inac
cessible, which enabled Michae! Sata to cite scare numbers of 80,000 
Chinese people !iving in the country - more realistic estimates range 
from 13,000 to 22,000 people." 

ethnic and lingual heterogeneity." The country also has relatively strong 
trade unions and civil society organisations. The country's population has 
grown from 12.4 million (2006) to 17.8 million (2018). Formerly a one-party 
state, Zambia's recent multi party elections have been recognised as large
ly free and fair. 1

·' 

rr History of Sino-Zambian re!ath:.:ins, Zambia established re
lations with China directly after independence. The relationship, described 
by former Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda as an 'all-weather friend
ship', was driven by ideological and geopolitical considerations from the 
1960s-1980s: this included development aid and grand infrastructure pro
jects, such as the TANZAM railway between Zambia and Tanzania, as well 
as support for Zambia's anti-apartheid campaign and collaboration during 
the Cold War period.15 More recently, China has been focusing on trade, 
and on investments in the Zambian construction and mining sector. 

Li Baodong Chinese Ambassador to Zambia (2005 - 2007) 
Hu Jintao P/'fl/5/dont of China (2003 - 2013) 
Levy Mwanawaaa President of Zambia (2.002 - 2008), MMD, died in office 
Mich HI Sata Leader of Patriotic Front {PF), pre:3/cJorrtial ca11did11te in 2008 
and 2008., President of Zambia (2011-2014), died in office 
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NARRATIVES 
Chinese government Zambian government Michaoi Sata 
rr Growing bilateral trade is beneficial to both countries. 
rr Chinese aid and investment in areas such as mining. in
frastructure or agriculture has improved life for Zambians: 
it contributes to the country's gross domestic product and 
creates job opportunities.'" 

rr Sino-Zambian relations consist 
of mutually beneficial coopera
tlon.19 

rr Chinese economic engagement in Zambia amounts 
to exploitation and plundering of natural resources." 
m Campaign slogan 'Zambia for Zambians'; Zambia 
has "become a province of China."" 

rr If Sala is elected president, recognises Taiwan and ex
pels Chinese investors, then China might sever ties with 
Zambia. 

rr China has long been a reliable 
ally of Zambia, both in terms of 
development and international 
relations.'0 

rr Chinese companies are too often importing their 
own people for work that could be done by locals. 
!ITT Chinese managers are ill-treating Zambian work
ers, only employing them on short-term contracts 
with no benefits, and are not respecting safety regu
lations or environmental standards.''" 

rr Chinese investors are 'scared' lo come to Zambia be
cause of Sata's 'unfortunate· remarks; further investments 
have been put on hold until the uncertainty surrounding 
bilateral relations is resolved." 

rr Zambia supports the 'One Chi
na' policy." 
rr Written apology to Beijing by 
Zambian President Mwanawasa 
over Sata's comments.22 

rr Accusations of large-scale repatriation of profits 
and tax exemptions." 

KEY EVENTS 
1960s-

80s 
1990s-
2000s 

Apr 
2005 

Jul 
2006 

Jan-Sep 
2006 

4Sep 
2006 

28Sep 
2006 

3-6 Feb 
2007 

20 Sep 
2011 

China provides Privatisation of 52 workers 6 workers Populist election Chinese ambas- Zambian Presiden- Chinese Sata wins pres-
development Zambian mining killed in are shot campaign of sador lo Zambia Li tial Election: Sata President Hu idency in his 

aid to Zambia, sector, Access to explosion at during riots Michael Sata Baodong tells press performs strongly, Jintao pays third attempt, 
mainly driven resources (esp. Chinese-owned over delayed (PF) capitalises that China '·shall but ultimately loses to unusually long although he has 
by ideological cooper) becomes mine, sparking wages at a on growmg have nothing to do incumbent president. visit to Zambia, toned down 

and geopolitical most irnportant driv- anger at lack of Chinese- anti-Chinese with Zambia ,t Sata Riots break out in announces first anti-Chinese 
considerations. er of Sino-Zambian safety stand- owned mine, sentiment. 

relationship.11 ards. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Chinese engagement in Africa is motivated by a mix of profit and strate
gic interests. State-driven investment in Zambia's mining and construction 
sector is primarily aimed at gaining access to the country's natural resourc
es. The aid and investment from China also has political aims, including 
building a long-term relationship and generating support for its 'One China' 
policy. The ambassador's statement that China would break off relations 
with Zambia if Michael Sata was elected was interpreted by the Zambian 

MEASURES 
OIPlOMAT!C, The Chinese state backs Chinese investments in Zambia 
at the highest political level. Negotiations on Chinese development assis
tance and investments take place through the FOCAC (Forum on China-Af
rica Cooperation), as well as during official state visits.'° Not all Chinese 
investments in Zambia are aimed at making profit: for instance, Chinese 
investments in agriculture (e.g. irrigation systems) or support to Zambia's 
broadcasting services (e.g. providing FM transmitters) are of a charitable 
nature aimed at development and poverty reduction," although they are 
likely also designed in pursuit of political objectives, such as gaining sup
port for the 'One China' policy." The elections of 2006 were the first time 
that China openly got involved in the political process of Zambia through 
public statements. 

wins the elections Sata's strongholds, Special Eco- rhetoric. 
and goes ahead to tar,1eting Chi- nomic Zone, 

recognise Taiwan."28 nese-owned shops. 29 

opposition and many Western commentators as an overt and direct in
tervention in the election. China was accused of attempting to leverage 
Zambia's economic dependence on China to change voting behaviour. 
Nevertheless, the position articulated by the ambassador was also con
sistent with Beijing's 'One China' principle, which is a fundamental element 
of China's foreign policy and a key prerequisite for its relations with other 
countries. 

ECONOM!C/F!NANC!AL In 2006, China was the biggest investor 
in Zambia (USO 209 million)," and 200 Chinese companies were recorded 
in the country."4 Chinese FOi is dominated by large state-led, policy-driven, 
publicly owned companies, although private companies are gaining more 
importance." The majority of Chinese FOi to Zambia targets mining or min
ing-related activities, although FOi also flows into the construction, agricul
tural or manufacturing sector.'"· The state-owned Bank of China established 
a branch in Zambia for the political and non-commercial purpose of facili
tating the day-to-day activities of Chinese companies in Zambia." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CR!l'!Cttl FUNCTIONS 
rr Free, fair and independent eleclions. 
rr Low unemployment, reduction of poverty. 
!ITT Enforcement of legal standards regarding safety and environment 
throughout the country. 
rr Encouragement of Foreign Direct Investment and development aid from 
allied countries. 

VUlNERABil!TiES 
rr Zambia's economy is highly dependent on the copper sector, and by 
extension on the fluctuation of international market prices:'" 
!ITT Zambia is one of the poorest countries in the world; around two-thirds of 
the population live below the poverty line.'" 
!ITT Corruption, especially among labour law enforcement officials that are 
willing lo ovedook lack of safety regulations.·1'' 
rr Unemployment is close to 50 per cent in Zambia (2006).4

' 

!ITT Increasing economic dependence on Chinese investment, particularly 
in the mining sector. 

THREATS 
rr The increasing use of Chinese labour by Chinese companies in Zambia 
leads to increased informal employment or even unemployment among 
Zambians." 
m Foreign interference in elections to influence the voting behaviour of the 
population. 
rr Health and safety of Zambian workers is threatened through managers' 
non-observance of labour law, 
!ITT For the incumbent MMD government, popular discontent with Chinese 
economic engagement threatens the future flow of FOi and aid from China. 

EFFECTS 
!ITT Statements by the Chinese ambassador had no negative effect on offi
cial Sino-Zambian relations. 48 

rr Perceived interference by ambassador reinforced the narrative of hostile 
Chinese influence. 
!ITT Anti-Chinese sentiment decreased during the global recession 2008-
2011: despite falling copper prices, Chinese companies were able to 
maintain workplaces and mitigate the impact of the economic downturn, 
as the Chinese financial sector was relatively insulated from the crisis. 
In his future election campaigns, Michael Sala used ·anti-exploitation' 
rather than ·anti-Chinese' rhetoric. 44 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
2001 - Present 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Religious groups Serbia, Russian Federation 

ER R RT 

SUMMARY 
The Serbian Orthodox Church (Srpska Pravostavna Crkva or SPC) is a 
self-governing church within the Eastern Orthodox Church, a family of 
t 3 self-governing bodies defined by the nation in which they are locat
ed. Although the Serbian constitution guarantees the sacular nature of 
the state, the SPC plays a highly important role in the construction of 
Serbian national identity and holds a privileged position in comparison 
to other religions in Serbia.'·2 In 2071, 84.6 per cent of the Serbian 
population described themselves as orthodox.' 
The SPC has strong connections to the Russian Orthodox Church 
{ROG, Moscow Patriarchate) and their cooperation has increased 
over the last ten years. The ROG is closely connected to Russian lan
guage, history and faith, Russian political life and the Russian Feder
ation's intelligence apparatus. It uses an Eastern Orthodox Christian 
tradition to promote a pro-Russia stance as the only viable path for 
Eastern European states, speaks out ageinst NATO and the EU and 
condemns the 'moral degradation' OT the West.• The Kremlin likes to 
portray itself as a champion OT traditional conservative and nationalist 
values rooted in Eastern Orthodox Christianity, in opposition to West
ern liberalism., .• ,, 

KEY POINTS 
11111 The SPC is an independent body and should not be seen as a 'Rus
sian agent', but rather as a useful ally for the Kremlin to achieve foreign 
policy objectives, as well as a suitable channel to reach relevant Serbi
an audiences. The ROG and the SPC share many interests and goals. 
The SPG tries to influence political events in ways that are in line with 
the Russian agenda (especially relations with Serbia's neighbours, Ser
bia's bid for EU membership, and the Kosovo issue). 

11111 The SPC actively pushes a pro-Russian outlook such as the pro
motion of both real and fictitious historical and religious links between 

CONTEXT 
rr Russia and tile Westam Ba[ka11r;, The Western Balkans is a 
territory of ongoing competition between Russia and other actors, such as 
the US and EU, and a key region regarding the control over energy supply 
routes lo Europe." Putin has staled that Russia will not accept Kosovo's 
independence and has been blocking its accession to the UN with its veto 
in the Security Council.'° 

rn Serbia's bid for EU membership. Serbia is moving towards 
EU integration, including membership by 2025, but a lack of momentum 
has led to doubts over EU commitments to the region, which in turn has 
created vulnerabilities for Moscow to exploit. Between 2009 and 2015 poll
ing indicated a decline in public support for Serbian EU membership, and 

KEY ACTORS 

HU 

Although the ROG and the SPC have close ties and share many inter
est,, they should not be seen as a single entity with unified policies. 
The SPC is generally not as conservative as the ROG, although some 
of the more hard-line SPC clergy hold similar attitudes to the ROC's 
opposition to Western values. SPC opposition to the West is primarily 
linked to the Kosovo recognition issue: the SPC insists that Kosovo is 
part of Serbia, and must not be traded for EU membership (which is 
only possible for countries without open border disputes}. 
The Russian govem111ent has attempted to increase its influence in 
Serbia through and within the SPG through financial and diplomatic 
means. In 2016, Russian energy company Gazprom invested EUR 4 
million in the creation of mosaics for Saint Sava in Belgrade, the larg
est Serbian Orthodox church." Russian politicians and diplomats fre
quently present themselves as orthodox, refer to or use the language 
of the SPC in public statements, and publicly interact with the church 
to improve their public image and address the predominantly orthodox 
audience in Serbia. Similar strategies are used by extreme right groups 
in Serbia who are supported by hard-line SPC clergy, such as their 
protest against the LGBT movement in the country. 

Serbs and Russians and organising protests against the independence 
of Kosovo or 'Western liberal values' such as LGBT events. By pro
moting anti-Western sentiment and perpetuating ethnic tensions, the 
SPC's actions broadly align with Russia's interests in the region. 

11111 As orthodox churches often focus on one specific ethnic group and 
often have extensive influence at every level of society, they are a par
ticularly effective means to exploit the (ethnic) divisions over nation 
states in the former Yugoslavia region. 

in 2015 the majority of people saw Serbia's interests best served by main
taining strong ties with Russia, with the idea of Russia being ·orthodox 
brothers' as the most commonly cited reason.11 

rr The SPC rmcl KosovtL The SPC perceives Kosovo as the cradle 
of its medieval civilisation; many of the SPC's most important churches 
and monasteries are located in Kosovo, and the Patriarchal Monastery 
of Pee in Kosovo is the histmical seat of Serbian Patriarchs.12 Since the 
Kosovo War, many SPC churches and monasteries have been damaged 
or destroyed by Kosovo Albanians, and several priests were killed. The 
Serbian government has accused Pristina of not looking after SPC sites 
properly, or even colluding in their destruction.10 

Serbian Orthodox Church (8PC) 
Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) 
Obraz Serbian far-rigllt orthodo'I( 
uftranationalist group, ba11nad since 
2012 

Patriarch lrenej haad of Serbian Orthodox Church (since 2010) 
Patriarch Pavla head of Sf/rbian Orthodox Church (1990 - 2009) 
Patriarch Kirill head of Russian Orthodox Church (/tince 2009) 
Patriarch Alehy II head of Russian Orthodox Church (/990- 2008) 
Bishop Teodoaij• Sibalic spilitua/ le11dar of Orthodox S!!rmt in Kosovo 
Sava Janjio prominent SPC Abbot in Kosovo, opposes Brussels agreement 
Bishop Am1ilohij• Radovic head of the SPC in Monl!Jnl!!gro; strong a11ti•NATO views, called for referendum on 
Montanegro's NATO membership 
Mladjan Ojordjevic l«W financer and supporter of opp()(Jition figure Dragan Diias; close ties to Russia; protects 
'oppressed' Serbs i11 MNE_, Croatia, Bosnia and MKD via SPC 
AlekHndar Vucic President of Serbia (since 2017), Prime Minister (2014 - 2017) 
lvica Dacie Prime Minister of Serbia (2012 - 2014; 2017) 
Ana Brnabic Prime Minister of Serbia (since 2017). first woman and first openly gay person to hold that office 
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NARRATIVES 
Serbian Orthodox Church 
rn Hard-line SPC clergy openly supported Milosevic during the 1990s, 
publicly blessing Serb nationalist paramilitaries who commitled war 
crimes in Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo." Moderate SPC clergy participated 
in pro-democratic protests, and asked Milosevic to step down after the 
Kosovo war.' 5

'
1

h 

rn Opposition to LGBT events such as pride parades; promotion of tradi
tional Christian values. 

rn Opposition to independence ot Kosovo: mixed positions on Serbian ac
cession to the EU." Use of religious nationalism to promote a pro-Russia 
path as the only viable alternative for Eastern European states. 

KEY EVENTS 
2001 

A group of peo
ple led by priests 
disperse the first 
attempted Pride 
Parade ln Bel
grade, beating 

up many PfJtici-
pants. 

2004 

SPC l1oly sites 
in Kosovo are 

vandalised and 
destroyed on 
a mass scale 

during protests of 
Kosovar A!bani

ans. 20 

2008 

Kosovo declares 
independence; 

not recognised by 
Serbia. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

2010 

Clashes and van
dalism suffounding 
the Pride Parade, 
involving far-right 

activists and some 
church reprnsenta

tives, resulting in 150 
people wounded; 21 

government prohibits 
Pride Parades for 3 

l2 
years. 

The ROG and, by association, the SPC, are used to promote a spiritual 
dimension of Russian foreign policy by promoting a particular set of val
ues. Russia's apparent aim is to use the SPC, along with a range of other 
'soft power' measures lo destabilise the region, delegitimise the EU and 

MEASURES 
tt!PlOMAT!C" Russian politicians and diplomats put themselves for
ward as being Orthodox and speaking the language of the church to exploit 
its strong position and high levels of trust to advance their political interests 
and policy priorities.'" 

INFORMAT!O!\L Orthodox links between Russians and Serbians are a 
key source of public trust in Russia and its willingness to operate in the in
terest of Serbia. 31 High level of public trust in Russia and post-Soviet Union 

Russian govemrnent 
rn Steps taken towards EU integration are a 'forced democratisation of the 
region· that is not supported by the people. The EU wants to pull Serbia 
away from the 'traditional Slavic-Orthodox brotherhood' or concept of 
·pan-Orthodoxy' based on the historical ties between the people of Russia 
and the people of Serbia." 

Ill! Support for Serbia over the Kosovo recognition issue. 

Jan 2013 

Over 100 Serbian 
Orthodox grave
stones are de-

stroyed in Kosovo; 
several churches 

are !ooted.
23 

Jul2013 

Patriarch lrinej 
visits Patriarch 

Kiri!l in Moscow, 
calling on Russian 

support to pre
serve Kosovo and 

Metohija.
24 

Nov 2014 

ROG and SPC 
primates meet Ser
bian PM VuCiC 21

' and 
President NikoliC?ti 

aiming to sustain ties 
with Russia despite 

EU membership 
bid: Patriarch Kirill 
accuses Europe of 
'abandoning Chris-

tian va!ues'. 27 

Jan 2016 

SPC pushes for 
referendum on 

NATO membership 
in Montenegro. 

28 

integration process, reduce the likelihood of cooperation with NATO. and 
slow the progress of both transitional justice and the normalisation of rela
tions with Serbia and Kosovo." 

of Orthodox Serbs and large number of followers make sure that messages 
from the Church or affiliated to it reach a broad, receptive audience." 

FHtANCIAL Funding from the Russian Orthodox Church and private 
sources to the Serbian Orthodox Church, for example contributing to (UN
ESCO-supported) church restoration projects (mainly in Serbia, Kosovo 
and Metohija in particular)."' 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
ff Successful democratic transition of the countries in the region. 

rn Favourable conditions for joining the EU, sustaining democratic process
es and a foreign policy orientation towards Europe. The majority of Serbs 
wants to join the European Union, although many believe that Serbia will 
never become an EU member.'" 

ttUlNERAB!UT!Ett 
Ill! Economic and social problems, including the social status of displaced 
and internally displaced persons in former Yugoslavia. "Inadequate inte
gration of certain minority communities and groups in the wider social en
vironment'' of Serbia.JS 

ff Unresolved political status of Kosovo, lack of progress in implementing 
the 2013 Brussels Agreement. 

Ill! Lack of momentum in EU integration, partly justified by a lac!< of progress 
on critical issues such as corruption and political reform. 

rn Weak state institutions. 

THREATS 
ff "Distinct national, religious and political extremism and the destruction 
of cultural heritage [ ... ]. Ethnically motivated acts of violence that contrib
ute to the creation of insecurity and fear among members of the Serbian 
people and minority ethnic communities.""' 

ff Competing security threats between NATO/EU and Serbia regarding 
Kosovo and Metohija. 

Ill! Risk of increased support among Serbian Orthodox audience for closer 
relations with Russia and away from EU accession. by directly discrediting 
the EU and promoting anti-Western and pro-Russian sentiments. 

EFFECTS 
ff Disruption of the normalisation of relations with Kosovo by SPC inter
ference (with the backing of ROC), which is necessary for EU accession. 

Ill! Discrediting of pro-European politicians in the eyes of the Orthodox Serb 
audience (e.g. statements defying Ana Brnabic, the first openly gay minis
ter serving in a Balkan country):" 

Ill! Serbia's far right (connections with Orthodox Church. aligned themselves 
with SPC ideology and position) has employed the threat and use of vio
lence lo push the stale to outlaw (certain) constitutional rights of the LGBT 
community (prohibition of Pride Parades after violence in Belgrade)." 
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TIME PERIOD; THEMtmc AREA: NATIONS !NYO!JfED: 
October 2017 - August 2018 Political actors Russian Federation, Czech Republic 

SUMMARY 
The Cormnunist Party of Bohemia and Moravia (KSCM) was once !he 
unquestioned political pariah of Czech politics. However, this changed 
shortly after the October 2017 parliamentary elections. The KSCM's 
return from the political wilderness has taken place primarily through 
the strategic sponsorship of Czech President Milos Zeman, who was 
narrowly elected to a second term in January 2018. The president's 
steadfast support for controversial Prime Minister Andrej Babis also 
required resurrecting the communists In order for the PM's cabinet 
to secure a majority vote of confidence, which finally took place on 
12 July 20i 8 after an eight-month period of political uncertainly. As 
a result, Moscow-friendly President Zeman is in a position to exert 
extraordinary lnfl uence over the current Czech government. 

The KSCM 's rise to a position of effective influence throur;ih !ts 'Pat
ent of Toleration'' with the dominant governing party ANO (Action of 
Dissatisfied Citizens) presents several potential security threats to the 
Czech Republic, NATO and the EU. The party, for example, opposes 
the Czech Republic's active commitment to NATO, and wants to lift all 
sanctions against Russia, a stance consistent with its backing of Krem
lin policy in Eastern Ukraine and Crimea. In late May 20i8, the KStt.4, 

KEY POINTS 
tr No credible evidence of policy coordination with the Kremlin or fund
ing from Russian sources exists. The KSCt.A instead consistently aligns 
itself with Kremlin policy positions in order to oppose its traditional 
nemesis NATO, and to support the Kremlin's vigorous reassertion of 
Rllssian power In the o!d Soviet mould, which brings Czech Commu
nists back to their old geopolitical roots and alliance commitments, The 
party is more divided on opposition to the EU, 

tr The relationship of mutual convenience among the president, prime 
minister, and KSCM has created an informal Czech domestic political 
alliance which is unlikely to take a tough line against the Kremlin on dip
lomatic and security issues, as the decision to prevent a parliamentary 
investigation into the novichok incident clearly suggests. This extends 

CONTEXT 
Commurdst groups in the Czech Republic. The KSCM is 
the legacy party of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (KSC), which 
gave up effective sovereignty for more than 40 years in exchange for the 
Kremlin's political support and Soviet control over Czechoslovakia's po
litical. economic, social and cultural development The KSCM have never 
apologised for crimes committed during the communist era. Czech Com
munists have been consistently hostile toward NArO since 1990, even when 

KEY ACTORS 
KSCM (Komunistick.i strana Cech a Mora;,y- Communist Party ot Bohemia 
and Moravia) 
ANO (Ake" nespokoj.,nych obcanD - Action of Dissatisfied Citimns) cur
rently the dominant party in Czech politics and the personal politics/ vehi
c/11 of PM Andrej Babi§ 
CSSD (C"sks :strane socialne demokraticka - Czech Social Democratic 
Party/, junior partner in cummt minority coalition government 
SPD (Svoboda a pfimtl demokracie - Fm"dom and Dil'!!ct Democracy) far
right anti-immigration, Eurosceptic pJ1.rty 
Halo Noviny ('Hello Newspepsr') longstanding print and electronic news 
outlet of the KSCM 

F E 

in cooperation witti strategic allies, defended Kremlin interests by col
luding to block a parliamentary discussion of the use ofthe nerve agent 
novichok in the UK in March 2018, which Moscow has linked to !he 
Czech Republic on numerous occasions. The KSCM, In concert with 
the radical right (e.g. SPD party), have also aided the ongoing Kremlin 
influence campaign in the Czech Republic; through their promotion of il
liberal rhetoric which undermines democ;ratlc institutions. This includes 
support for anti-integration, anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim, anti-NATO, 
and anti-Brussels policies, a trend which is likely lo continue. 

As their position on the novichok incident demonstrates, the KSCM 
are unlikely to support policies which would pro-actively defend the 
Czech Republic and NATO against threats from Russia, The party is 
instead likely to maintain a posture toward the Kremlin which leaves 
the Czech Republic increasingly vulnerable to hostile measures. The 
party's aging electorate and difficulty in recruiting new voters, howev
er, augur a continuing electoral decline. This will likely terminate their 
iniluence aiter the current gol/8rnment leaves office and President 
Zeman's political sponsorship project ends. 

to possibly facilitating Russian penetration of the Czech nuclear ener
gy sector through a no-bid contract for Kremlin-controlled Rosatom to 
rebuild two nuclear power plants.2 

tr Conversely, debunking false narratives about critical security-related 
issues, notably immigration, should also be included in regularised, ex
pertise-based parliamentary discussions of threats, The existence in the 
Czech Republic of 'lslamophobia without Muslims'" serves as an exam
ple of what can happen when propaganda-based narratives on conse
quential issues spread unopposed and political extremists exploit them 
in order to divide society, attract support, and enshrine lies as truth. 

they did not align themselves with the Kremlin during the Yeltsin era when 
Russia was weak and preoccupied with domestic turmoil, and engaged 
in launching a '·Partnership For Peace" with the transatlantic security alli
ance. Since Vladimir Putin's reassertion of Russian power projection in the 
international system, notably via his campaigns in Ukraine and Syria, the 
KSCM has openly aligned itself with the Kremlin on crucial security issues. 

Milos :Zeman Czech PflJsil.½nt (since 2013, re-elected 2018) 
Andrej Babis Czech Pn'me Mink5f1't' (sines July 2018), Chairman of the ANO 
political pJ1.rty (since 2012), billionaiflJ businessman and owner of two major 
new:5p11pef'3 
Yojteoh Filip KSCM Chairman (since 2005), Member of the Lower House 
(since 1996' 
Jiff Dolejii reformist Vice-Chairman of the KSCM, MP (since 2002) 
Zdenek Ondracek pro-Kremlin MP (sine" 2013) 
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NARRATIVES 
KSCM 
Ill! The UN, not NATO. should be the foremost guarantor of the security of 
the Czech Republic and the rest of Europe.4 

Ill! Russia. China and Iran should function as balancers of US and transat
lantic power in the international system. 
Ill! Opposition to the Czech Republic's active commitment to NATO, includ
ing its participa!ion in military exercises in lhe Bailie region.' 
Ill! Ideological links with Russia are no longer rooted in communism but 
have shifted toward a more open embrace of pan-Slavism. 

KEY EVENTS 
12 Mar 2017 21 Oct 27 Jan 2018 5Mar 

Ill! The KSC:M will remain strongly pro-Moscow as long as the Kremlin acts 
as a balancer of US, NATO and EU influence in Eastern and East Central 
Europe. 
Ill! The Russian annexation of Crimea is legitimate and !he Russian-sup
ported uprising in Eastern Ukraine is a civil war. EU and US sanctions 
against Russia over Ukraine should be lifted. 

21 Apr 31 May 10Ju! 12 Jul 

President Zeman 
urges Czech Social 
Democrats to drop 
their longsbnding 

ban on cooperating 
with the KSCM. 

Electoral disaster on , 
the left the KSCM 
lose 18 of 33 seats 

in parliamentary 
elections, while the 
Social Democrnts 

lose 35 of 50 seals. 

President Zeman se
cures a second term in 
office. Sponsorship of 
the KSCM as a poten
tial coalition supporter 

and "democratic 
party'· ramps up. 

Rougl1ly 40,000 
people demonstrate 
across the country to 
protest the election 
of communist-era 

anti-riot officer and 
KSCM MP Zdenek 

President Zeman 
speaks at the KSCM 

national congress 
in Nymburk, 

while protesters 
gather outside in 

disapproval of their 
head of state legit
imating what many 
consider a criminal 

KSCM supports 
the Kremlin line 
and President 
Zeman by col

luding to block a 
parliamentary in

vestigation into the 

'Patent of Toler
ation' signed by 
KSCM and ANO 
sets the terrr.s of 
the communists' 
return to political 

influence. 

PM Babis 
receives a 

majority of 105 
votes, includ

ing 14 from 
the KSCM, in 
support of his 

Ondr21.Cek to head the 
parliamentary com

mission for oversight 

novichok attacks in 
lhe UK. 

coalition. 

of internal security 
forces. He eventually 

resigns, 

organisation. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Kremlin policy requires pre-empting popular demands for political change 
at home by making democracy appear weak, chaotic, failed, and inferior to 
the oligarchic system it must perpetuate in order to maintain the position of 
the current Russian elite. A large part of the Russian effort is aimed at op
portunistically exploiting polarised debates in the Czech Republic, as well 
as supporting like-minded individuals, groups and political parties such 
as the KSC:M. The KSC:M does not appear to receive foreign funding, and 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C" Czech communists no longer have close diplomatic 
ties to the Kremlin. They instead act as a willing proxy on key policy and 
security issues. The main locus of official Russian diplomatic and political 
influence has shifted to President Zeman and his team of largely Krem
lin-friendly advisors. 

INFORMAT!O[,,L KSCM hostility toward NATO and the EU have made 
them a reliable ally in the information war and establishing disinforma
tion-based narratives in the Czech mainstream and alternative mass me
dia. Two KSCM MPs aided the Kremlin cause by spreading pro-Kremlin 
disinformation in the Donbas region via local TV during an illegal visit in 
early 2016.'' 

there exists no credible evidence of policy coordination with the Kremlin. 
Instead, the KSC:M consistently aligns itself with Kremlin policy positions in 
order to oppose NATO, and to support the Kremlin's vigorous reassertion 
of Russian power in the region. The KSC:M's alignment with Kremlin poli
cies on key national security issues makes effective defence against hybrid 
threats less likely. 

FINANCIAL Although past ties are well known, it is difficult lo find 
credible evidence of financial links between Russia and the KSC:M. 

INTElUGENCE" Moscow's priorities include covert infiltration of the 
Czech media' to spread Kremlin propaganda concerning Ukraine, NATO 
and the EU; exacerbating social and political tensions in the region: and 
relativising truth to encourage the idea that 'everyone is lying' and 'nothing 
can be believed.' 

lEGAl, Persistent corruption weakens Czech law enforcement and 
justice. The current PM being under criminal investigation for EU subsidy 
fraud, and his reliance on support from the KSC:M, considered by many to 
be an organisation with a criminal past, highlight this. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAl FUNCTIONS 
Ill! Public confidence in the state and rule of law, a crucial pillar of which is 
the fight against corruption in high politics. 
rn Public confidence in the mainstream media. 
rn Commitment to liberal democratic values, maintaining strong links to the 
western and transatlantic alliance. 

VIJlNERAl31UTIES 
rn Low political will of the informal Zeman-KSC:M-ANO alliance to tackle 
threats to national security from the Russian Federation. 
Ill! Less than one-third of Czechs strongly support EU membership and 
roughly 40 per cent would prefer neutrality to NArO membership.' The 
potential for manipulating public opinion and political decision-making 
remains high. 

THREATS 
Ill! Increasing political radicalisation due to largely disinformation-based 
anti-immigration messaging. 
rn Measures targeting media and information sectors disrupting democracy. 
rn Continued Kremlin exploitation of Czech politicians (including President. 
PM, KSC:M) to justify further hostile acts including Eastern Ukraine, Crimea, 
novichok attacks.' 

EFFECTS 
Ill! Lingering corruption charges against PM hurt Czech reputation in EU 
and elsewhere abroad. 
rn Approval of mainstream politicians is low. 
rn KSCM's opportunistic cabinet support weakens Czech democracy and 
trust in government. 
Ill! Russia ramping up exploitation of informal, Kremlin-friendly Zeman
KSC:M-ANO-SPD alliance to threaten NATO cohesion (e.g., plausible deni
ability in novichok attacks exploited at home in Kremlin-controlled media 
and abroad after Zernan's statement echoing Kremlin narrative).'° 
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THEMATIC AREA: T!!WE PERIOD; 
April 2007 Exploitation of ethnio and cultural identities 

R N E T 
SUMMARY 
The 'Bronze Soldier' Is the Informal name of a controversial Soviet-era 
war memorial, which was located in the centre of Tallinn, Estonia's 
capital city, until April 2007. To many Russian-speaking groups In Es
tonia, the monument symbolised the victory of the Soviet Union over 
fascist Germany. To ethnic Estonians, it was a permanent reminder of 
Soviet occupation and the atrocities cormnltted by the regime against 
the Estonian people. Starting in the mld•i990s, the statue became in
creasingly popular as a location for the Russian-speaking community 
to gather every year to celebrate 'Russian Victory Day'. After the statue 
became the site of a number of activist stunts, incidents of vandalism, 
protests and clashes, the situation became untenable.' A bill to demol
ish the memorial was rejected in 2007, but a plan was ordered by the 
Estonian President to remove the statue and its surrounding graves 
from the city centre. 

Russian-speakers and pro-Russian NGOs mobilised to protest the 
removal of the monument. After the monument was covered up on 26 
April, a crowd of over i ,000 people, mostly ethnic Russians, gathered 
at the site. Later that night, cars were set on lire and shops were loot
ed in the city centre, during which a Russian citizen was stabbed to 
death. Around i,000 people were detained and i50 people, including 
po!ice officers, were injured, with protests also spreading to other 
cities in Estonia." 

The civil disturbances were not isolated incidents related to the statue's 
removal. A series of cyber attacks were launched against the websites 

KEY POINTS 
tr The events of Bronze Night featured a range of different measures 
employed by the Russian Federation (diplomatic, financial, cyber, 
NGOs and economic) that were integrated and synchronised in support 
of broader strategic objectives. 

tr The Russian modus operandi Is to create pressure and Intensify so
cial divides, then take advantage of crises once they emerge. It is likely 
the Russian Federation was not directly responsible for orchestrating 
the civil disorder, but that it Increased tension, making a crisis more 
likely to occur, actively supported the protests and did not discourage 
the conflict from escalating.• 

CONTEXT 
rr History of the 'Bronze Soldier' MemoriaL The monu
ment had been erected by the Soviet authorities in 1947 and was originally 
named the 'Monument to the Liberators of Tallinn'. After independence in 
1991. this was changed to 'For those Fallen in World War 11'.6 Every 9 May, 
ethnic Russians gathered at the memorial to commemorate Russian 'Victo
ry Day' with the event becoming more popular In the mid-1990, increasingly 
with the presence of Soviet symbols (such as Soviet Army uniforms). Like 
other Soviet monuments in Estonia. the memorial had long been controver
sial and became a focal point tor activists - it was vandalised and covered 
in paint several times. In May 2006. confrontations between Estonians and 
Russian-speakers in front of the statue prompted the Minister of Interior to 
prohibit demonstrations the next day. The same year, an Estonian nation
alist threatened to destroy the statue if it was not removed, and the police 
started lo guard the memorial round-the-clock.'' 

KEY ACTORS 
Estonian Internal Seourity Servioe (KaPoj 
Ministry of Defense Relocation of tho monument was fed by the MoD. 
Ministry of Interior Main task of guarantaalng public order. 
Reform Party (Reformierakond) eitonian political party. Propol!.ttd mov
ing tha statua in 2006 which may hsva incressad support for them. Became 
/arg11st party (28 per cMt) fr, M11rch 2007 elections. 
Night Wstoh group (Noohnoy D0:1101) Youth group formed In mid-2006 to 
protect the monumttnt. 
Naiii organisation Officially endorsed Pro,,Krom/in youth group based in 
Russia. 

NATIONS !NVO!JfED; 
Estonia, Russian Federation 

N 

of the Estonian government, media and financial institutions, consist
ing largely of denial of service attacks and website defacements. In 
the days following the relocation, protesters surrounded the Estonian 
Embassy in Moscow, threw stones at U1e building and mobbed em
bassy workers, calling for an apology by the Estonian government 
and a reversal of the statue rernoval. • Russian govermnenl officials 
encouraged Russians to boycott Estonian goods, rail links between 
Estonia and Russia were severed due to 'unscheduled repairs', and 
border checks between the two countries were lengthened. By 30 
April, the statue had been moved to the Cemetery of the Estonian 
Defence Forces in Tallinn. 

tr Inflammatory political rhetoric can exacerbate divisions between 
different identity groups, creating vulnerabilities which are exploit
able by malign actors. Building resilience to such threats requires 
audience-focused research to understand fracture lines between 
groups, enabling effective policy-making which needs to be driven by 
strong political leadership. 

tr A strong civil society and independent media sector can reduce soci• 
eta! tensions by enabling inclusive public discourse and supporting the 
development of a national identity based on shared values, rather than 
ethnicity, language or identity.'' 

rr Compatriot policy. The concept of 'compatriots abroad· Is defined 
under Russian foreign policy as "individuals who live outside the borders 
of the Russian Federation itself yet feel that they have a historical. cultural, 
and linguistic linkage with Russia."' Since 1994, this concept has devel
oped into a number of laws, state programmes and policies lo slrengthen 
ties with the Russian diaspora in the 'near abroad' of former members of 
the Soviet bloc, and leverage such groups to influence policies and deci
sion-making in the country of their residence. The issue of compatriots 
came under greater scrutiny after the annexation of Crimea in 2014 was 
justified by the need to protect Russian minority groups in Ukraine. 

Andrus Ansip Prime Minister of Estonia (2005-2014), leader of Reform 
Perty. 
Dmitri Linter, l\/laksim Reva, Dimitri K!enski leaders of Night Watch 
group. 
Mark Sirok laadar of Nssi organisation 
JUri Bohm Estonian national/.!! whose protest at the 9 May celebration in 
2006 received a lot of media attention. 
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NARRATIVES 
Rt1ssian gmrsmment 
ff The Bronze Soldier commemorates the Soviet victory in the Great Pa
triotic War. 
ff We condemn people who desecrate memorials to war heroes.' 
ff Estonia is indulging neofascists and inciting extremism."' 
ff Soviets were liberators, not occupiers. and their activities were justified 
measures againsl fascisrn. 
ff Russian-speakers should stand up against authorities and defend the 
statue. 

KEY EVENTS 
10 Jan 2007 26Apr 

Estonian govemment 
ff The busy centre of Tallinn is the wrong location for such a memorial. 
ff Such memorials are symbols of occupation. Relocation of the statue will 
de-escalate the situation and prevent confrontation. 
ff This is an internal matter for Estonia and does not require discussion with 
the Russian Federation. 
ff These events conslilute a well-coordinated and flagrant intervention into 
the internal affairs of Estonia." 

27 Apr 27 Apr-9 May 30Apr 

Government 
passes War Graves 
Protect;on Act and 

announces a plan to 
relocate memorial to 
a military cemetery.•~ 

After site around the monument 
is cordoned off in preparation for 
excavations. around 1,000 mostly 
ethnic Russians gather at the site, 
Protests turn violent in the evening, 

includmg vandalism and looting, 
The Estonian government decides 
to move the statue immediately to 

The statue is moved to a 
secure location in the early 
hours of the morning. In the 

evening, violent protests and 
looting reoccur. Civil disorder 
spreads to other cities (J6hvi, 
Narva, Sillamae and Koht!a-

Two waves of cyber attacks on the 
websites of Estonian government, 
media and financial institutions. 
Protesters surround and attack 
the Estonian Embassy in Moscov;, 
'Unscheduled repairs' are announced 
for Russian-Estonian rail !inks, oil 
st1ipments to bstonian ports are halted. 

The statue is relocated 
to a military cerr.etery. 

restore order. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Based on the available evidence, it is unlikely that the Russian Federation 
was directly responsible for creating the Bronze Night crisis, but it shaped 
the information environment to set favourable conditions for it to occur, 
actively supported the protests and effectively encouraged the disorder 
lo escalate.14 The integration of measures and the ability to escalate them 

MEASURES 
O!PlOMAT!C, The Russian government used openly hostile rhetoric, 
encouraging pro-Russian protesters and organisations in Russia and Esto
nia. Foreign Minister l..avrov talked of "blasphemy" which would have "se
rious consequences for our relations with Estonia,""' and the State Duma's 
lower house unanimously passed a resolution which accused the Estonian 
parliament of "glorifying fascism" and called for economic sanctions. •s 

INFORMATION, The Russian government has also been accused of 
organising or at least condoning, the protests in front of the Estonian em
bassy in Moscow, which were organised mainly by the youth organisation 
Nasi.17 The Russian embassy in Estonia was believed to communicate with 
and support the Night Watch group, which was instrumental in rallying the 
protests, although an Estonian court later acquitted the Night Watch of 
charges of riot instigation." Many Estonian politicians and media outlets 

J~irve).;3 

should be seen as part of Russia's long-term strategy of attempting to 
destabilise Estonia and retain influence in what it considers a traditional 
sphere of interest. 

accused the Kremlin of organising the cyber attacks, then denying respon
sibility and attributing them to 'patriotic' individuals and criminal groups. 
The Russian Embassy in Tallinn provided Russian media organisations re
porting from Estonia specific, Kremlin-friendly local contacts in an attempt 
to slant coverage.19 

ECONOMIC, After calls from Russian government officials, many Rus
sian companies effectively sanctioned Estonia by boycotting Estonian 
goods and services." Moreover, transportation across the Russian-Esto
nian border via the Narva River bridge was severely limited, and rail links 
were severed for several weeks due to 'unscheduled repairs', 21 which in
terrupted oil and coal exports to Estonia. The overall estimated cost of the 
Bronze Night was 1.85 per cent of Estonia's GDP.22 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CR!lTCAl FUNCTIONS 
rn Political stability and societal unity. 

ff Integration of Estonia's significant Russian-speaking community (about 
a quarter of the population)." 

ttttlNERttB!UTIES 
ff Russian-speakers in Estonia are more likely to be exposed to media out
lets such as PBK and RTR Planeta, which promote a pro-Kremlin point of 
view as part of Russia's foreign policy. 

ff Conflicting interpretations of history (World War II and Soviet rule) be
tween Estonian and Russophone identity which are often very sensitive 
and emotionally-charged. 

ff The Estonian economy is mostly oriented lo EU markets, but Estonia re
ceives all of its natural gas from Russia, and a significant volume of Russian 
goods are transported through Es Ionian railways, making them vulnerable 
to disruption." 

THREATS 
rn Historical narratives are often used by the Russian government lo exac
erbate social tensions in the Baltics and as pretext for hostile measures. 

ff The Bronze Night events challenged Estonian integration policies and 
threatened to undermine social cohesion, with the real possibility of violent 
conflict between groups. 

ff Rhetoric on discrimination of minorities, and lack of respect for WWII-sol
diers who died fighting fascism, threatened Estonia's international reputa
tion as a peaceful and democratic country.''' 

EFFECTS 
rn 91 people were convicted, 6 sent to prison, 67 received suspended or 
part-suspended sentences. 48 were banned from entering Estonia again." 

ff On 24 May, the EU adopted a resolution expressing support for and sol
idarity with Estonia. Nevertheless, some national representalives also sug
gested that the relocation of the memorial was provocative_,.1 

ff Polls showed that confidence in the government increased after the riots 
(from 53 per cent in 2006 to 66 per cent in 2007)." 
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TIME PE!!!!!!!: 
2007 - Present 

THEMATIC !!!!EA: !!f!T!ON!! INVOLVE!!: 
GOIIIGOs Russian Federation, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Estonia 

IR F 

SUMMARY 
During the early 2000s, President Vladimir Putin attempted to develop 
relations with the West by trying to re-introduce post-Soviet Russia 
as an equal and respected member of the Western political system. 
This was supported by the establishment of an array of institutions 
designed to explain Russian politics to experts and decision-makers, 
promote Russia's cultural heritage and provide information on the 'true' 
Russia. Towards the end of the first decade of the 20th century, Rus
sia's approach gradually became more confrontational with the West, 
and this ecosystem transformed into a set of instruments to reflect this 
shift in foreign policy. 

The Russkiy Mir Foundation (AMF) was established in June 2007 as 
part of this ecosystem. The AMF is a joint project of the Russian Min
istry of Foreign Alf airs and the Ministry of Education and Science, and 
its director and board are directly appointed by the Russian president.' 
The RMF runs over a hundred so-called 'Russian centres' worldwide, 
most actively in Europe, which promote Russian language, heritage 
and culture. Its activities also include the organisation of events and 
debates, and the provision of grants to non-profit organisations tor pro
jects on Russian language and culture.' 

KEY POINTS 
ill The RMF should be seen as a tool of Russian foreign policy, with 
a mandate including: the defence of human rights; protection of the 
interests of compatriots living abroad; consular matters and partner
ships in the cultural and scientific sectors.' While the RMF is modelled 
on cultural institutions such as the Britisl1 Council, the Goet!1e-lnstitut 
and the lnstitut Frarn;;ais, what differentiates Ille R MF are its activities, 
which can threaten the social cohesion of the host nation, for example 
by promoting controversial interpretations of history. 

CONTEXT 
rr Russia's 'soft power\ In the early 2000s, the Russian leadership 
started to adjust their political system lo foster the dialogue with the West 
and to streamline the country's re-engagement with the rest of Europe. 
Putin's regime developed a soft power projection system described as "a 
matrix of tools and methods to reach foreign policy goals without the use of 
arms but by exerting information and other levers of influence."' Over time, 
the Russian leadership started to believe that the West had no intention to 
accept Russia as an equal partner, and progressively construed the situ
ation as that of increased political pressure on Russia and its ruling elite. 

rr Compatriot policy. 'Compatriots· can be broadly defined as: 
persons demonstrating commonality of language, history, cultural herit
age, traditions and customs with the Russian slate; persons living beyond 
the borders of the Russian Federation having spiritual, cultural, and legal 

KEY ACTORS 
Rossotrudnichestvo Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of inde
pendent S/sle11, Compatriots Living Abrosd and lntemstional Humanitarian 
Cooperation 
Puikini lnstituut in Tallinn with branches in Tartu and Narva 
Russian Centre at Daugavpils University often used as an example of 
t/1e most successful RWJsk/y Mir project in the Baltic rSQion 
Russian Language and Cultural Studies Centre at Lithuanian Univer
sity of l!duc•tional SciencH in Vilnius key partner for RMF in Lithuania 
Russian centre in Siauliai University, Lithuania the only centre outside 
the Lithuanian capita! supported by RMF 

D NI THE 

The RM F takes its name from the concept of the 'Russian world' (Russ
kiy mir or Pycc1<:111111 Mt1p). a supra-national cultural identity consisting of 
Russia, diaspora living abroad and other so-called ·Russian-speaking' 
communities, and incorporating language, culture, historical memory 
and the orthodox church.' Such communities outside of Russia fall un
der its 'compatriot policy', a loosely-defined concept used as means to 
leverage influence particularly in those nations Russia considers part of 
its traditional sphere of influence, such as the Baltic states of Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania. The RMF is therefore about influencing foreign 
audiences and interacting with compatriot communities, evolving from 
an educational institution established to promote the Russian language 
abroad into a more calculated expression of Russian influence over
seas." It is difficult to assess the direct impact of the RM F, but despite 
its ambitious remit and negative publicity, public awareness of RMF in 
the Salties is assessed to be low and their impact minimal, with activ
ities mostly promoted to ensure the continued provision of resources 
from Moscow.,,. 

ill Not all soft power measures are malicious. Traditional public diplo
macy (such as cultural and educational exchange programmes) has an 
essential part to play in maintait1i119 cordial relation~ between nations. 
Identifying such activities as hostile should be done on a case-by-case 
basis, and care sllould be taken not to overinflate the threat. Over-es
timating the ability of such organisations to hurt the host nation can 
escalate Ille perception 01 confrontation, exacerbating social fractures 
and increasing polarisation between social groups.• 

connections with Russia, and persons whose direct relatives lived on the 
territory of the Russian Federation or the Soviet Union.1

·• By this definition, 
30 per cent of Estonia's population are Russian compatriots, in Latvia ap
proximately 34 per cent and in Lithuania only around 8 per cent. However, 
language, citizenship and ethnicity do not provide clear boundaries for 
identification. Simply because individuals fall under the official definition 
does not mean that they identify as being part of, or subscribe to, the 
values of the 'Russian World'. 

rr Strategic framing of 'Russian speakers\ The importance 
of Russia's 'compatriot' populations in the 2008 invasion of Georgia, the 
2014 annexation of Crimea and in references by Russian policymakers to 
the benefits of agitating local communities have increased concern about 
the work of organisations such as RMF. 

Vladimir Kochin RMF Executive Director 
Vyachu1lav lllikonov The RMF Management Board's Chairman f5inci, 
2012), Chairman of the Committee on Education of the State Duma 
'5/nce 2013) 
Ludmila Verbitakaya Board of Trustees' Chairperson 
Georg Bovt Editor-in-Ghieif of RWJskyMir.111 magalinei 
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NARRATIVES 
Rt1sskiy Mir Foundatkm 
Ill! The Baltic States are in the traditional sphere of Russian cultural influ
ence: Russian literature, theatre, cinema, media and art should be easily 
accessible. 
rn Russian language education should be available to Russian-speakers 
in the Baltics. 
Ill! Russia is a peaceful country and would never attack the Salties. It was 
their mistake to join NATO, and NATO troops should not be near the Rus
sian border. 

KEY EVENTS 

Ill! The Soviet army did not occupy the Baltic States in 1940; this was a 
voluntary process. Many Estonians. Latvians, and, lo a lesser extent, Lith
uanians were Nazi collaborators. Today's regimes in the Salties glorify 
their Nazi collaborators, which is unacceptable and should be punished 
by the EU. 
Ill! Russian Empire and Soviet Union periods were good for !he economies 
of Estonia and Latvia. When they left the USSR in 1991, they had strong 
and diverse industries which wern lost by the time of EU accession. 

21 Jun 2007 Nov 2007 Nov 2007 Feb 2008 Jan 2009 Nov 2009 2015 

Russkiy Mir First Russian RusskiyMir.Ru RMF opens first cen- Radio Russkiy Mir Co-operation agree- Russkiy Mir TV is 
Foundation is World Assembly, magazine is tre in Yerevan, Arme- is established. !t ment with Russian established. 24hr 
established by which becomes established. Today nia. As of 2017, there now produces 30 Orthodox Chcirch. programming starts 

presidential exec- RM F's main it is distributed in are 110 centres in 49 original shows and a year later. 
utive order, annual event. 90 countries. countries. plus more collaborates with 60 

than 70 locations are FM-station around 
under consideration. the world. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
The Russkiy Mir Foundation should be seen as part of an array of inslitu
tions developed to exert 'soft power' in line with Russian strategic thinking 
in the mid-2000s and underscored by the concept of the 'Russian world'. 
The RMF is one element of an effort to build a networl< of individuals and 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C, RMF activities are supported by embassies and sup
port their missions' public and government relations.' 1 There is no evidence 
of systematic synchronisation of plans and activities between Russia's 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the RMF. 

F!ttAttCIAL RMF's grant activities are important to preserve and sup
port cultural. educational, social, and, to a lesser extent, political activities 
of ethnic Russian and Russian-speaking communities. RMF funding is not 
disclosed in official sources, but the RMF director confirmed that the state 
provided RUB 475 million (approx. USO 7,462,250)12 in 2016, RUB 446 mil
lion (approx. USO 7,006,660) in 2017, and that they expected to receive 
a further 6-8 per cent decrease in 2018. It was reported that RMF spent 
170,000 EUR in Latvia in the period 2007 - 2012. 

organisations lo directly influence the political decision-making of the na
tions where they are located and to sustain the perception of an identity 
group which enables confrontation. 

INFOttMAT!Ott, RMF supports or promotes activities that can be 
perceived as politically biased such as the Immortal Regiment Campaign 
across Europe, a movement which marks the end of the '·Great Patriotic 
War."13 RMF works with a wide range of educational and cultural organi
sations across the region, both directly and indirectly related to the ethnic 
Russian and Russian-speaking population. Moreover, it works with organ
isations providing venues for Russian-related activities or having some of 
them in much broader programmes of other activities related to other eth
nic groups, cultures. or languages. While limited, this network of contacts 
includes many actual or potential opinion-leaders and newsmakers within 
ethnic Russian and Russian-speaking communities. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
cttmcttL mttCTIOttS" 
Ill! Democracy, constitutional order, independence and sovereignty. 

rn Social cohesion between different groups in society; strong national 
identity: societal resilience towards misinformation and divisive influence. 

tt Trust in government and public institutions (for example the education 
system). 

ttttlttERtttt!UTIES 
tt Cleavages between majorities and Russian-speaking minorities. For ex
ample in Latvia and Estonia, where the titular-speaking majority comprises 
62 per cent" and 68.8 per cent18 respectively, the rest of the population are 
predominantly Russian-speakers. These cleavages manifest themselves in 
divergent historical memory, as well as different and often opposing views 
on issues related to Russia, the West at large and the United States and 
NATO in particular. 

tt Penetration of the Russian state and private media in the information 
space. E.g. in Latvia, TV broadcasts made in Russia are watched by 63 per 
cent of inhabitants of Latvia; 80 per cent of Russian-speakers use Rus
sian-language sources to acquire information.1716 

THREATS 
Ill! By spreading divisive narratives on political, cultural and historical is
sues. institutions like the RMF can increase inter-ethnic divides in Latvia 
and Estonia, and undermine national unity. 

Ill! Uneven regional development, social inequality, poverty, poorly adapt
ed segments of society or manifestations of intolerance can create social 
instability. The polarisation of society due to adversarial opinions and un
derstandings increases uncertainty and decreases society's resilience to 
hostile external influence. 

EFFECTS 
tt RMF works across over 100 countries, so it is difficult to isolate and 
measure the impact of its activities. However. observations suggest that 
RMF has been more influential in countries which are more exposed to the 
influence of Russia and Russian language and culture, for instance due to 
geographical proximity. 

tt RMF encourages ethnic Russians and Russian-speaking people in the 
Baltic states to preserve their culture and identity. It promotes a common 
identity based on Russian language and culture, which can slow the in
tegration of Russian-speaking people in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.19 
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T!!WE PERIOD; THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
November 2013 - 2014 Bribery and corruption Russian Federation, Ukraine 

L E 

SUMMARY 
Corruption continues to be a significant issue in Ukraine, due to its 
Soviet past, weak national institutions and poor governance during 
the early 1990s and present-day links to the Russian 'mafia state'. The 
government has long been troubled by kleptocrats and an extensive 
bribery and embezzlement culture. Widespread criminal activity and 
illicit circles primarily seeking economic gain have existed in Ukraine 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union, particularly in the Donbas 
(eastern Ukrainian region commonly used to describe the oblasts of 
Luhansk and Donetsk). The Russian Federation is known to use such 
crime groups in Europe, often functioning behind 'indigenous Europe
an gangs' such as the pre-existing criminal networks in Ukraine, used 
as instruments of intelligence and political influence.' 

When civil unrest began in 20'14, the Russian Federation capitalised 
on its long-term exploitation of these vulnerabilities to quickly produce 
a fully realised threat. Using existing criminal networks, they provided 
lethal aid (small arms, heavy weapons, vehicles and artillery pieces), 
training and leadership to separatists in eastern Ukraine. In addition to 
taking an active part in the fighting, networks disrupted supply lines, 

KEY POINTS 
rr Criminal networks were pervasive across public and private sec
tors, along with high levels of corruption and kleptocracy, which led 
to political and security vulnerabilities. Both internal and external ac
tors exploited theee vulnerebilities to the detriment of national security 
interests. 

rr While corruption in Ukraine maintains many classic post-Soviet fea
tures, it differs from Russian corruption in how it is organised and sus
tained. Corruption in Russia is considerably more reliant upon person
alities and strong allegiances, particularly when ii comes to large-scale 
corruption. In Ukraine, the overall availability oi resources is markedly 
smaller, and few can hold onto any particular renl-seeki11g sector, or 
profitable scheme, for long without needing to form alliances with an 
ever-changing list of state actors, intra-regional rivals, and criminal 
groups. This is a topic worthy of analysis as it speaks to the unique 

CONTEXT 
rr Corruption in Ukraine. Grand corruption describes how "the 
abuse of high-level power benefits the few at the expense of many caus
ing serious and widespread harm to individuals and society."' Ukraine is 
amongst the most corrupt countries in the world: in 2014. it was ranked 
142 out of 175 in the Corruption Perceptions lndex.3 Some of the most 
high-profile embezzlement cases include former President Yanukovich, the 
Interior Minister's Son Oleksandr Avakov, as well as the Deputy Defence 
Minister.'-"·" The Ukrainian government's systemic problems stall attempts 
at improvement and holding corrupt persons accountable for their actions:· 

rr Criminal activity in the Donba,L In Soviet limes, the largest 
numbers of criminal prosecutions in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic 
were in Donetsk ancl Luhansk Oblasts, collectively accounting for one-third 
of criminal trials in the republic. 8 Following the collapse of !he Soviet Union 
and the accompanying power vacuum, there was a surge in crime. as well 
as !he integration of criminal activity in business, politics, and legal affairs/ 

KEY ACTORS 
Party of Regions Ukrainian pro-Russian political party; electoral and fi
mmcia! base primarily in east and southeast 
'Donetsk P•opl•'e R•public' (DPR) and 'Luhansk P•opl•'e Republic' 
{LPR) Unracognis11d non-government-controlled areas in Donetsk and Lu
hansk Oblest3, Ukraine 
Seourity Servioe o1 Ukraine (SBU or SSU) '" 
N•tion•I Anti-Corruption Buteau of Ukt•in• (NABU) 1e 

Specialised Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Otftoe (SAPOf" 

RK HE 

disrupted military forces and contributed to disinformation, effective
ly preventing a coherent Ukrainian response to Russia's conventional 
forces. By creating favourable conditions for Russian operations in the 
region, Russia-linked criminal networks enabled the Russian Federa
tion, through separatist rebels, to conduct a swift and deep military 
conflict in the Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts in eastern Ukraine. 

As the crisis deepened and became increasingly violent, criminal 
networks in the Donbas region flourished. Low-level petty crimi
nals, politically influential Russian and Ukrainian kleptocrats, and oli
garchs (corrupt heads of private industry, politicians and high-level 
ofiicials), were responsible tor tra1ficking food, alcohol, cigarettes, 
coal, fuel, and weapons. Expansive criminal networks and sweeping 
corruption in both u kraine and the Donbas still impact the conflict 
directly, with the Security Service of u kraine reporting incidents or 
weapons smuggling and military supply contracts going to unquali• 
fied manufacturers. This poses a direct threat to crucial political re
forms for Euro-Atlantic integration and the administration of financial 
aid in support of stabilisation. 

security risks that Ukrainian corruption and criminal networks pose to 
Ukraine and Ukraine's partners. 

rr Eliminating the systemic tendency of corruption and building trust 
in state institutions are vital to enable the reintegration of non-govern
ment-controlled areas. This means developing a robust legal frame
work and enhancing public confidence in the judiciary through ti1e pro
fessional development of judicial personnel, transparency tor financial 
arrangements and improved pay for judges. Governments should also 
reduce and deter corruption through high-level punitive action, amnes
ty prograrmnes for lower-level corrupt business people, the promotion 
of more transparency across government and private sectors and fo
cus on areas such as border guards or law enforcement which enable 
criminal networks to operate. 

law enforcement.' In Ukraine, as the state formed and stabilised, high-rank
ing criminals became functionally legitimate businessmen and politicians. 
Criminal activity ranges from local smuggling rings to large-scale heavy 
industries - the Donbas holds the epicentre of Ukraine's heavy industry, 
metallurgical facilities, and most of the country's essential coal mines.'° 

rr The conflict in eastern Ukraine, As a result of the ousting 
of President Yanukovych during the 2014 Ukrainian revolution, as well as 
the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation. a pro-Russian armed 
insurgency began in the Donbas. Donetsk and Luhansk declared "inde
pendence" after holding unrecognised referendums. Press, civilians, hu
manitarian organisations, and non-government organisations separately 
reported the presence of Russian soldiers in eastern Ukraine, as well as 
report sightings of lethal aid crossing the Russian-Ukrainian border. Since 
the outbreak of the conflict, bribery and corruption have become prevalent 
on both sides of the contact line." 

Viktor Yanukovych former President of Ukraine (2010-2014), removed 
from power as a result of the Euromaidan Revolution 
Petro Poro•henko President of Ukraine (2014-presentj 
Vladislav Surkov aide to the President of Russia (2013-preMnt), heavily 
involved in Russum activity in eastern Ukraine"·'" 
luor Plotniteky head of the "LPR" (2014·2017); held monopoly OIMf 3upply 
of good$ including phannaceuticaJs and contraband fuel 
Al•ks11ndr Zekharch•nko head of the "DPR" (2014·2018); involved in 
counterfeit cigarettes and amphetamin&s; close ties to the Kremlin 
Rinat Akhmetov Ukrainian bW!Jitte3sm1111 and o!igarch from Donetsk; rich
est man in Ukraine" 
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NARRATIVES 
Ukrainian government 
W Russia is the aggressor in eastern Ukraine and Crimea; it is violating 
Ukrainian territorial integrity and state sovereignty, 
W The Russian Federation uses covert forces to undermine state stability 
and progress towards the West 
W There are new government institutions and civil society organisations 
focusing on anti-corruption efforts, These efforts include fighting criminal 
networks and Russian influence in Ukraine, 

KEY EVENTS 

Russian government 
W The Russian Federation is only acting in the interest of ethnic Russians 
and Russian citizens in Ukraine, 
W Ukraine is a corrupt, failed state; its instability has domestic origins, 

21 Nov 2013 Dec 2013 22 Feb 2014 27 - 28 Feb 2014 16 Mar 2014 Apr 2014 11 -12 May 2014 

President Yanuk
ovych abandons As
sociation Agreement 
with the EU: protests 

Protests grow to 
include 800.000 

people. 

Yanukovych is 
removed from office 

by the Ukrainian 
parliament. 

Unmarked, armed, 
uniformed men arrive 

in Crimea, 

An unrecognised se
cession referendum 

is held in Crimea, 
seeing 97 per cent 
support for joining 

Unrest starts in Donetsk 
and Luhansk; militants seize 
administrative buildings in 
many cities: activists pro-

The so-called "separatist" 
republics in eastern 

Ukraine hold unrecog
nised referendums and 
declare independence; start in Kyiv. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Russia's strategy in Ukraine involved the use of non-military means to un
dermine the authority of the government and destabilise the situation, De
spite operating primarily for financial self-interest. criminal elements were 
connected to Russia through regional business interests and supported by 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C, The same corrupt governrnenl officials involved in or 
enabling criminal networks lead lo conflicting difficult diplomatic relations 
with both Russia and the West Oligarchs with lucrative business ties to 
Russia are said to have used their extensive political influence to under
mine Ukraine's approach towards the West" 
INFORMATION. Many news and media outlets were/are owned by 
oligarchs (including President Poroshenko, Rinat Akhmetov, lhor Kolo
rnoisky, Dmytro Firtash and others), and known to be utilised for political 
goals." 
MILITARY. The conflict in eastern Ukraine created an ideal environment 
for the pre-existing illicit global arms trade network and market by creating 
a legal vacuum and a new market for materiel, Illegal arms trade occurs on 
both sides ot the contact line, as a lack of legislation and regulation ena
bles a bustling criminal network, Moreover, officials in state defence en
terprise UkrOboronProm owned shell companies that were used for fraud 
and embezzlement schemes to use substandard parts, including used and 
outdated engines, to pocket the profits," NABU investigations allege that 
millions of dollars have been syphoned off of military equipment contracts, 
both domestic and international," These criminal activities benefitted the 
Russian-led separatists who fought a military with sub-part armaments, 
Inability to address these issues will prevent Ukraine from reaching its goal 
to meet NATO standards by 2020, 

Russia. 

claim the "Donetsk People's 
Republic" and the ·'Luhansk 

People's Republic". 
Fighting contim1es, 

or including Russian or pro-Russian kleptocratsi 8 Russia used these con
nections to encourage existing anti-government elements to challenge the 
government, initially though protest and then via direct action, becoming a 
separatist insurgency,19 

ECONOMIC I FINANCIAL Large-scale criminal networks are of
ten disguised through shell operations and layers of persons al various lev
els in different sectors,''1 Kleptocrats control parts of all sectors. including 
government, heavy industry, finance, military, and information. Prevalent 
corruption in Ukraine enables billions of dollars to misappropriated from 
government contracts, development funding, and international a,d. Deci
sion-making is often closely interlinked with corruption: ii was, and in some 
cases still is, typical to bribe border guards, law enforcement, and govern
ment officials to achieve a particular outcome. 
INTELLIGENCE. High level of infiltration of the Ukrainian intelligence 
services by Russian spies, and evidence of substantial cooperation be
tween the Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) and the Russian Federal Secu
rity Service (FSB), significantly degraded Ukrainian intelligence capability, 
including through the defection of entire units lo the rebel side,25

·"·
27 

LEGAL. The broken judicial system enabled corrupt officials to oper
ate, making the country unable to enforce reforms completely, Since 2014 
Ukraine has made substantial progress in legal reform and law enforce
ment However, many past issues remain due to the dynamic between po
litical corruption and a weak institutional framework, 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAl FUNCTIONS 
W Political independence, effective state institutions, transparent deci
sion-making, public trust in government processes. 
Ill! Sovereignty, territorial integrity and full control over all regions, 
Ill! Reliable security guarantees.'" 
w Economic independence, 
w Domestic reforms as part of the path towards possible EU membership 
and further integration with the West 
Ill! Fully functional modern military that meets NATO defence and security 
standards by 2020, 

VUlNERABillTIES 
Ill! Widespread corruption and subordination of public authorities lo corpo
rate and personal interests, embezzlement of public funds, disorganised 
public bodies, political appointments based on loyalty rather than merit 
Weakened and inefficient public institutions (particularly military- and se
curity-related) which were unable to address critical political issues, 
Ill! Security and defence issues were not a high priority for Kyiv, and west
ern political engagement was stagnant ("Ukraine fatigue"), 29 

W Weapons and equipment were outdated or obsolete, there was an in
sufficient logistical support system, and lack of intelligence/ counterintelli
gence force. Criminal networks and corruption in the Ukrainian government 
continue to lead to misappropriation of funds or rigged contracts leading to 
an ill-equipped Ukrainian Armed Forces."" 
Ill! Enormous amounts of international aid led to embezzlement and misap
propriation of funds. 

W Political and business links with formal or informal ties to Russian gov
ernmental or commercial entities were integrated into parts of criminal 
networks, 

THREATS 
W Territorial violation of the highest degree in the form of separatism ac
tively supported by the Russian Federation. Russian military presence in 
eastem Ukraine, Destabilisation of the Ukrainian state, 
Ill! Exploitation of existing vulnerabilities by the Russian Federation, which 
used criminal networks to influence politics, ran disinformation campaigns, 
and destabilised the Ukrainian state, 

EFFECTS 
W Political functions inhibited; difficult to implement reforms; prevention 
of progress. 
W Unemployment, poverty, social injustice, overall public distrust in the 
government after decades under oligarchical systems, 
Ill! Ongoing economic crisis with a weakened national currency and ongo
ing developmental reforms, Many corrupt oligarchs and elites have been 
removed, but not all of them. 
Ill! Ukrainian government established three anti-corruption bodies in recent 
years (NABU, NAPC, SAPO). Ukraine has yet to create an independent an
ti-corruption court per its mandate, One survey found that 80 per cent of 
Ukrainians in government-controlled areas consider the fight against cor
ruption as unsuccessful. 31 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
February - April 2011 

IL 

SUMMARY 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Agitation and civil unrest; Exploitation of 
ethnic or cultural identities 

IS s ERIS 

In 2011, the Kingdom of Bahrain was affected by the 'Arab Spring', 
a wave of popular protests that spread across the Middle East and 
North Africa. The first, mostly peaceful protests took place on 14 Feb
ruary and involved around 6,000 people nationwide at mixed religious 
and social backgrounds. Socia! media played a crucial role both in 
the organisation of protests and as a source of information. Bahrain 
had experienced !ow-level political unrest for a few years and in the 
six months since the previous parliamentary elections, which were 
viewed as flawed. Protesters, predominanUy Shia, were angered by 
the slow pace of political reform, the apparent favouritism to foreign 
workers over Bahraini citizens and d!scri mination against them by the 
ruling Sunni minority. At the start of protests, their demands included 
political and constitutional reforms, an end to inequality and system
atic discrimination towards Shia Muslims, and to the alleged practice 
of political naturalisation of Sunn! Muslims to change the country's 
demographics. 

Fuelled by anger at the government's insufficient response to the de
mands and the use of lethal force by the security forces, the protests 
escalated quickly. The nature of the protests soon changed, with de
mands emerging for the end of the ruling regime. In March, the protests 
became increasingly violent and led to sectarian clashes. Bahrain re
quested support 1rom its Gulf allies, who sent i ,500 Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) troops into Bahrain to help restore stability. 

It is likely that deliberate agitation by !ran, by way of overt public state
ments and agents of influence, contributed to the escalation. The Irani
an regime, most prominently Ayatollah Khamenei, expressed criticism 
of the Bahraini government and voiced support for the disadvantaged 
Shia population. These statements framed the protests as a sectari
an issue and encouraged the Shia opposition. Moreover, Iranian Ara
bic-language TV channels encouraged Sl1ia protesters in Bahrain.' It 
is reasonable to assume that the Iranian government was interested 
in the destabilisation of the Bahraini regime, given Iran's historical re
cord of interfering with Bahrain's interior affairs, combined with its ter• 
ritor!al claims over the country. The Bahraini government repeatedly 

KEY POINTS 
ill The grievances of the Bahrain! Shia population were a critical vul
nerability which gave !ran the opportunity to exert influence. Tensions 
between sectarian groups should be minimised by political dialogue 
and the fostering of national unity and identity based on shared values 
which sets itself apa1i from both Iran and Saudi Arabia. 

rr The Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry was unable to find 
any material evidence of Iranian interference, partly because of the 
commission's lack of access to confidential government reports} De
spite this, after the report was published the King gave a speech in 
which he repeated the claim that ·'Iran is supporting anti-government 
protests", an apparent contradiction with the official report which 

CONTEXT 
rr 13ahrailL The Kingdom of Bahrain became independent in 1971 and 
is ruled by the Al Khalifa family, who are Sunni Muslims." 70.3 per cent of 
the population is Muslim. the majority of which are Shiites (no official fig
ures available). One of Bahrain's main allies is the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
(Sunni). It has had strained relations with Iran, where Shia Islam is the state 
religion. 

rr Iran's daims on Bahrain. Over the past 100 years, Iran has 
periodically voiced territorial claims over the Bahrain Islands. which were 
historically part of the Persian Empire, although direct rule only lasted for 
some thirty years in the 17th century. In 2007, an influential newspaper with 
close links to the Iranian regime published an editorial calling Bahrain "a 
province of Iran," which sparked considerable tension in the region.' 

NAT!ClNS !NVO!JfEO: 
Bahrain, Iran 

R 2011 

denounced the existence of external interference behind the uprising, 
and explicitly referred to !ran. 0 As a result, the protests were framed 
as being the result of interference from an external actor, rather than 
acknowledging those grievances that underpinned the mobilisation of 
certain communities to protest. The main opposition party, AI-Wefaq, 
complained that state-controlled media portrayed the protesters as 
sectarian and pro-Iranian from the outset Alleged Iranian interference 
was systematically used by the government to justify repression in the 
years following the 2011 uprising. 

IMAGE: - Bshr11/r,/ prot9st on 22 Februsry 2011. 
WIK/MEDIA I L•W11'8 A/n;i.$r 

highlights the difficulty in publicly attributing responsibilily for hostile 
acts.' 

ill The media in Bahrain was biased towards the government ot Bahrain. 
Six out of Bahrain's seven daily newspapers were pro-government, and 
all radio and television broadcasts in Bahrain state-controlled. During 
the protests, government censorship was particularly harsh, and state 
media gave inaccurate or one-sided versions of events, in particular by 
presenting the demonstrations as purely sectarian and !inked to !ran. 
The media did not represent the views of the vast majority of Bahrainis. 
many of whom felt marginalised as a result.' 

rr H!ator!ca! influence activities of Iran. After the Iranian 
Revolution in 1971, Iran's government attempted to spread the Islamic 
revolution throughout the Muslim world. In 1981, Bahraini Shia tuncla
mentalists orchestrated a coup attempt which - if successful - would 
have brought an Iran-based Shia cleric to power as the leader of an Is
lamic government.8 The militant group behind the coup, the Islamic Front 
for the Liberation of Bahrain. was backed by Iran. The Bahraini govern
ment also blamed Iran for unrest in the mid-1990s. Iran has supported 
Shia militant groups in Bahrain, several of which were labelled terrorist 
groups by the US State Department.' 
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KEY ACTORS 
Cabinet of Bahrain 
Al Wefeq main opposition party of Bahrain 
Publio Seourity Foroes of Behrain reporting to Ministry of Interior 
Al Waeat regarcif!ld 113 the only independent ni,wspaper in Bahrain 
Gulf Cooperation Counoil (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar; UAE, Qatar; 
Omar!) 

NARRATIVES 

Hamad bin Isa Al Kha!ifo King of Bahrain (since 2002), Emir of Bahrain 
(1999-2002) 
Khalife bin Selman Al Khalifa Prime Minister of Bahrain (since 1970) 
Sheikh Isa Ahmad Qassem Bahrain's leading Shia cleric, sei,n 83 15piri!tml 
leader of Ai Wefaq party with close ties to Iran 
Ayatollah Khamenei StJpreme Leader of Iran (since 1989) 

Iranian government Bahraini govommant Saudi Arabia! GCC 
1111 ll is Iran's duty lo protecl their lellow Shia in 
Bahrain from oppression and abuse that they 
suffer at the hands of the regime. 

1111 The uprising is the result of a "fomented sub
versive plot against security and stability."10 

1111 Iran is an expansionisl power lhal is trying to 
extend its influence in the region. 

1111 The GCC's interference in Bahrain's internal 
affairs is unacceptable and will further compli
cate matters. 

1111 The uprising has been provoked by external 
interference (i.e. Iran), and not by legitimate 
grievances of the population. 

1111 The Kingdom will stand by the side of their 
Bahraini neighbours and protect them from Ira
nian interference. 

1111 The demonstrators are Shia that have been 
agitated by Iran lo overthrow the regime. 

KEY EVENTS 
14 Feb 2011 15 Feb 17 Feb 23 Feb 25 Feb Mar 14 Mar Apr Jun 

~ 
First day of pro- A second person "Bloody Opposition leaders Limited reshuffle Sectarian dashes GCC troops Government King 
tests in Bahrain is killed; King Thursday," released from jail of government occur, continue arrive in moves to ban establishes 
{6.000 people); a gives speech 4 deaths; by royal pardon; 
man is killed by reaffirming protests grow first calls for the 
security forces. freedom of larger. removal of the 

expression in regime are heard. 
Bahrain. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
It is reasonable to assume that the Iranian government was interested in the 
destabilisation of the Bahraini regime, given Iran's historical record of inter
fering with Bahrain's interior affairs (including backing militant Shia groups, 
and allegedly supporting a coup attempt in 1981). During the 2011 protests, 
Iranian officials and media criticised the Bahraini government's treatment 
of the Shia majority and voiced support for the protesters. In doing so, Iran 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C. Public criticism of the Bahraini government's treatment 
of its Shia population, most prominently by Ayatollah Khamenei. 191 Iranian 
members of parliament issued a statement condemning the Bahraini gov
ernment's crackdown on anti-regime protestors. 11 Iran recalled its ambas
sador to Bahrain due to the crackdown on the mostly Shia demonstrators," 
and later expelled one Bahraini diplomat. 

Mi UT ARY. Threats to use force; e.g. a parliamentarian said that "Tehran 
will use all the power and potentials at its disposal to halt the oppression 
of the people of Bahrain.""' In April 2011, the Iranian Foreign Minister sent 

cabinet. over next weeks; Bahrain after two main the Bahrain 
government imposes invitation from Shia political Independent 
martial law; Iranian government. par1ies, Commission of 

leaders express lnquiry. 
support for the 

protest ors. 

likely contributed towards the escalation of the peaceful demonstrations 
into violent sectarian clashes, and the framing of protests as a Sunni-Shia 
issue rather than a popular movement calling for political reform. This strat
egy appeals to subnational identities in detriment of the Bahraini national 
identity, which threatens societal cohesion. 

a letter to UN Secretary-General, asking for "serious and immediate action 
by the Security Council over suppressing people's demands in Bahrain us
ing military force."14 

INFORMATION. Use of Iranian Arabic-language satellite channels 
(especially Al-Alam, which is watched by 90 per cent of Bahraini Shia''') 
to spread their narrative. Al-Alam has been described as an Iranian tool of 
influence to stir up opinion in the Arab world.'" Possibly use of social media 
to agitate protesters and escalate the uprising against the regime. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAl FUNCTIONS 
1111 In oil monarchies like Bahrain, national security is equivalent to regime 
security. Critical aspects include political stability, societal cohesion and 
national self-determination. 
Ill! Bahrain's National Action Charter (2001) defines national security as "the 
fence and fortress for protection of the country and maintenance of its 
lands and economic, social, and political gains and support the process of 
comprehensive development."'' 

VUlNERABlllTIES 
1111 A majority Shia population is ruled by a Sunni minority and discriminated 
against - for example, Shias are largely prevented from accessing jobs 
in the security services, they cannot serve in the armed forces, and their 
political influenced is limited (e.g. gerrymandering of Shia constituencies 
by the government)." The resulting discontent is fertile ground for agitation 
and foreign influence. 
1111 Bahrain's economy is heavily oil-dependent. 

THREATS 
1111 Escalation of socio-political protests into sectarian violence, not least 
due to stirring up of discontent by Iran. 
1111 Risk of Bahrain becoming an arena for a proxy conflict between Saudi 
Arabia and Iran, who are both invested in the country." 
1111 Growing threat of religious/ideological extremism, not least due to 
what Bahrain's Interior Minister called "anti-Bahrain propaganda by Iran
backed media."'" 

EFFECTS 
1111 Increased divisions of society along sectarian lines, escalation of vio
lence. 
1111 Reinforcement of opposition movements. 
Ill! Weakened support for the government due to the perception of the Bah
rain regime as oppressive. 
1111 Increased reliance of Bahrain on its GCC neighbours for regime survival. 
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TIME PERIOD; 
April 2016- 2018 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Economic leverage Pakistan, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia {KSAJ, 

China, Iran 

Kl I IN 

SUMMARY 
In March 2075, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSAJ initiated Decisive 
Storm, a multilateral operation to influence the civil war in Yemen, The 
KSA's initial claim that Pakistan, a key ally, had already "expressed 
desire" to participate in the operation, caused some embarrassment 
for Islamabad.' A formal request by the KSA for Pakistani fighter jets, 
ground troops and naval warships to join its campaign in Yemen led to 
a lengthy debate in the Pakistani parliament. The majority of the public 
opposed direct involvement in the conflict and was wary of Pakistani 
support being taken for granted by the KSA. Many commentators saw 
the intervention as a potentially disastrous and costly war. Ultimately, 
the Pakistani parliament voted unanimously to remain neutral in the 
conflict, which made it difficult for the government to provide anything 
more than symbolic support. 

Pakistan's decision-making process was subject to intense lobbying 
from the KSA, Iran and ahso China. The KSA and Pakistan have long 
had a close reciprocal relationship, with the KSA generously providing 
aid to Pakistan in return for military assistance. Despite intense pres
sure by the KSA to participate in the intervention, Pakistan was wary 
of antagonising its powerful neighbour Iran by meddling in its sphere 
of interest - Iran is believed to back the Houthi rebels in Yemen. More
over, in 2015 Pakislan had high hopes that Western sanctions on Iran 
would soon be lifted as a result of a US nuclear deal, making Iran's vast 
hydrocarbon reserves available to energy-starved Pakistan.' Some an• 
alysts also suggested that China, which has a great interest in peace 
and stability in the region due to its large-scale infrastructure projects, 
might also have had some major influence on Pakistan's decision: Chi• 
na's President Xi visited Pakistan during the period ot decision-making 
to lobby for neutrality and a diplomatic resolution of the conflict, and to 
promise enormous investments in infrastructure and energy amounting 
to USD 46 billion over several years as part of the One Belt One Road 
initiative,' 

Pakistan also had many domestic factors to consider: participation in 
what many believed to be a proxy war between the KSA and Iran would 
likely aggravate the Sunni/Shia divide both in the region and at home 
{20 per cent of Pakistan's population are Shia Muslims), A crucial con
sideration was the risk of overstretching the Pakistani military, which 

KEY POINTS 
M Pakistan tried to walk a diplomatic tightrope by choosing the ab
solute minimum level of involvement by eventually sending troops for 
'border operations; It thus hoped to please the KSA by being some
what involved, but at the same time not to antagonise Iran by con
tributing more directly. Words and actions were intended to convey 
the presumed role for Pakistan as a regional mediator, rather than an 
active participant of the regional geopolitical conflict between Iran 
and the KSA, 

CONTEXT 
rr Palristan!-KSA re!at!O!HL Pakis!an and the KSA have a long
standing relationship, with Pakistan in some regards the junior partner due 
to its relative economic weakness and vulnerability. Pakistan is a major 
recipient of KSA aid and cheap oil. Pakistan possesses a far superior 
standing army with extensive operational experience and has developed 
a reputation for being the provider of military muscle to the KSA (e.g. in 
Gulf War 1991), 

rr Palristrmi-Chifla relations, China is the most important sup
porter of Pakistan's economy, with Chinese aid now exceeding US aid. 
China is significantly expanding its investments in Pakistani infrastructure 

E E YE E 

was engaged in a large-scale counter-insurgency operation along the 
Afghan border and additionally committed at the border with India, 

Nevertheless, there has since been some evidence of creeping military 
involvement by Pakistan in spite of the parliamentary no-vote: in early 
2017, there were reports of a brigade being sent to the KSA to pro
tect against Houthi incursions into KSA territory. In a significant shift, 
the Pakistani army announced in February 2018 that it was sending 
1,000 troops to the KSA in advisory and training roles. Although this 
still amounts to only indirect involvement in Yemen, the lack of detail in 
public announcements and the bypassing of the Pakistani parliament 
led to some domestic backlash.4 

IMAGE- $hutterstock 

ill Actions to assist the KSA often occurred without accompanying 
public announcements, indicating a two-track policy: Pakistan's polit
ical policy is compatible with the parliamentary resolution and aims to 
appease Iran, China and its own population: the other track is a more 
pragmatic approach, which caters to the demands of realpolitik. 5 

M Some information fratricide resulted owing to the highly contradicto
ry nature of the diametrically opposing demands that were placed on 
Pakistan. Instead of soothing the KSA and Iran, Pakistan's words and 
actions seem to have angered both to some extent 

(including financing an Iran-Pakistan pipeline), with Pakistan represen!ing 
a critical geographical point in China's 'One Bell One Road Initiative', an 
ambitious infrastructure project to create a new 'Silk Road'. Regional sta
bility, including Yemen, is vital for the realisation of this project: the Yemen 
conflict threatens the Bab al-Mandeb Strait, a body of water controlled by 
Yemen and a chokepoint for the transportation of oil. President Xi visited 
Pakistan in April 2015 to discuss, amongst other topics, the possible role 
of Pakistan in the Yemen conflict and promised to stand behind Pakistan 
if it decided to rebuff the KSA's request. The personal intervention of the 
Chinese President signalled the importance of the issue lo China. 
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KEY ACTORS 
Parliament of Pakistan 
Ministry of Defonoe of Pakistan 

Nawaz Sharif Prime Minister of Pakistan (1990 •· 1993, 1997 •· 1999., 2013 •· 2017) 
Khwaja Asif Defence Minister of Pakistan (2013 - 2017') 
Khurram Daatgir Khan Defence Minkttsr of Pakistan (2017 - 2018) 
Xi Jinping President of China (since 2013) 
Mohammad Jawd Zarif Miniater of Fomign Affairs of Iran (3/ncs 2013) 
Prinee Muhammad bin Salman Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia; Defence Minister (since 2015) 

NARRATIVES 
KSA government 
W This multilateral intervention will re
store the legitimate government in 
Yemen and terminate the threat posed 
by Houthi rebels. 
w Iran is inflaming the conflict by back
ing the Shia Houthi rebels. 

KEY EVENTS 
25 Mar 2015 31 Mar 

KSA-led military Pakistan's Defence 
operations begin Minister visits KSA, 

Iranian government 
1111 Iran does not back the 
Houthi rebels. 
!ITT The KSA is committing 
genocide in Yemen.'· 
1111 Pakistan should assist in 
finding a diplomatic solution 
to the crisis. 

6Apr 8-9 Apr 

KSA Defence Iranian Foreign 
Minister an- Minister visits 

Chinese 
government 
!ITT Stability in the re
gion is of great impor
tance; military inter
vention in Yemen will 
destabilise the region. 

10Apr 

Pakistan's 
parliament passes 

Pakistani government and media 
1111 The parliament "desires that Pakistan should main
tain neutrality in the Yemen conflict so as to be able 
to play a proactive diplomatic role to end the crisis."7 

1111 Press/public (majority): this is not Pakistan's war, 
and Pakistan is not the KSA's puppet. 6 

@ Government Pakistan is prepared to protect the 
territorial integrity of the KSA. 

20-21 Apr Dec 2016 15 Feb 2018 
~ 

China's President Pakistani Chief of Press release 
Xi visits Pakistan, Anny Staff visits KSA; from Pakistani 

in Yemen. promises to protect nounces KSA Pakistan, asking a resolution de- announces USO 46 following the visit, there military 
Saudi terntory but has formally the country to 
states necessity asked Pakistan remain neutral 

to ·•i~:en~!,~¥e a 
to join the coa- and work towards 

lition. a cease-fire. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
While Iran's and China's wish for Pakistani non-intervention coincided 
with the preferences of the Pakistani public and most of its politicians, the 
KSA tried to influence Pakistan into joining an intervention that was, ar
guably, not in Pakistan's national interest. The intervention seemed likely 
to become a costly and drawn-out conflict in a region that Pakistan had 

MEASURES 
DIPlOMAT!C, Riyadh initially named Pakistan as a participant in the 
coalition before Pakistan had made any public statement on the matter.10 

The KSA's diplomatic pressure on Pakistan was intense, including shuttle 
diplomacy and high-level meetings. 

INFOttMAT!ON/FINANCIAl, The KSA has gradually been build
ing its influence at the level of the general Pakistani populace, most no
ticeably by funding hundreds of madrasas which provide children with 
housing, clothing and religious education. 11 However, the KSA's religious 
influence has also been blamed for raising sectarian tensions by spreading 
puritanical Wahhabi beliefs. Some pro-Saudi groups held rallies in Paki
stan in support of !he Yemen intervention." 

daring neutrality billion investment. are reports of a brifpde announcing 
on Yemen. of soldiers being sent decision to send 

to the KSA for 'guard' 1,000 troops to 
duty against possible KSA in advisory 
incursions of Houthis and training 

into KSA. roles. 

little connection to, and was likely to cause Pakistan problems at home 
(including increased sectarianism, public discontent, overstretching of 
the military). The KSA framed its offer as part of the long-existing mutually 
beneficial relationship and combined intense diplomatic pressure with the 
implicit threat of discontinuing their generous aid and assistance. 

ECONOMIC, The KSA has long been a generous provider of aid and 
investment to Pakistan. In 2014 alone, the KSA gave Pakistan an "uncon
ditional grant" of USO 1.5 billion to service its debts. In 2016. in return for 
Pakistan's participation in the KSA's multilateral exercise North Thunder -
an attempt to stabilise bilateral relations - the KSA pledged USO 122 
million, including a USO 67 million grant and the rest in loans for vari
ous development projects in Pakistan.13 The KSA also provides jobs to 
2.2 million Pakistani citizens, who send back some USO 4 - 5 billion in 
remittances back home every year.14

•
15 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CttiTICAl FUNCTIONS 
tt Pakistan's sovereignty concerning its ability to freely choose its foreign 
policy path without external pressure. 
W Harmonious coexistence between different ethnic and religious groups 
within Pakistan, 
tt Cordial relations with all the major regional powers. 
1111 Energy security and functioning infrastructure for Pakistan's rapidly 
growing population. 

ttUlNEttABlllTIES 
1111 Energy shortage: Pakistan's population is fast approaching 200 million, 
and its economy is losing up to six per cent of GDP due to infrastructure 
bottlenecks and a chronic shortage of electricity." 
tt Oil dependence: The KSA is the primary source of oil for Pakistan. 
tt Weak economy: Huge debt and weak currency. Outside offers of aid 
and investment, likely tied to political demands, become more appealing. 

THREATS 
tt Worsening of inter-ethnic and inter-religious discord: the Yemen in
tervention can be explained as part of the broader Sunni/Shia conflict 

embodied through KSA-lranian rivalry; Pakistani involvement in Yemen 
would likely increase sectarian disputes at home, where 20 per cent of the 
population is Shia. 
W Public discontent: Disconnect with the Pakistani government as a result 
of public opinion being ignored if geopolitical interests of external actors 
take precedence. 
1111 Overstretching of the military: Pakistan is already heavily involved in 
counterinsurgency campaigns (esp. against Pakistani Taliban) and needs 
to l<eep enough troops at the Indian border. Involvement in Yemen would 
spread the military dangerously thin. 

EFFECTS 
tt Brief cooling of KSA-Pakistani relations after the initial decision to remain 
neutral, although relations have improved since Pakistan participated in a 
joint military exercise and deployed some troops to the KSA. 
W Continued sectarian tensions. including ongoing attacks by Sunni su
premacists on the Shia minority. 
tt Continued susceptibility to external influence, as no sustainable solution 
has been found to Pakistan's economic and energy-related vulnerabilities. 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
2001-2002 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Coercion through threat 
or use of force 

India, Pakistan 

PER 

SUMMARY 
The India-Pakistan standoff from 200·1 - 2002 was the biggest conflict 
between India and Pakistan since 1971. Operation Parakram1 (San
skrit: 'Valour') was India's response to the terrorist threat ii attributed 
to Pakistan and was an act of 'coercive diplomacy' - the use of mili• 
tary mobilisation as part of a diplomatic strategy. The operation was 
launched by New Delhi with the stated intent of compelling Pakistan to 
cease its support to violent extremists following two terrorist attacks 
in 2001, lirst on the legislative assembly in October and then the Indian 
parliament two months later. The Indian government attributed the at
tacks to two Pakistan-based terrorist organisations, lashkar-e-Taiba 
(LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), and alleged these organisations 
were actively supported by Pakistan's Intelligence Service. New Delhi 
demanded that Pakistan tackle cross-border infiltration. close train
ing camps and make a categorical and unambiguous renunciation of 
terrorism. 

Under the Sundarji Doctrine, India mobilised its main strike forces from 
central India to complement the holding corps already in place on the 
border, but because of the distances involved and the size of the strike 
force, this took three weeks. As a result, Pakistan had enough time to 
counter-mobilise its own forces and allow for intermediary diplomacy, 
predominantly from the US and UK. By the time Indian troops had 

KEY POINTS 
rr Coercive diplomacy is a type of strategic coercion. an approach 
which forces the target to take a particular action or to stop or undo an 
action already taken.1 To compel an adversary to behave in a certain 
way, a government needs to coordinate actions and words into a erod
ible. coherent message. This is complicated. however, by the require
ment to speak simultaneously to different audiences: the adversary, the 
international community and domestic publics, 

tr The lack of political direction in defining strategic objectives was 
likely a significant factor in the operation's failures. Without clear aims, 
there was no way a military objective could be realised, and the military 
leadership were unable to organise and maintain military means.S,0 A 
lack of information sharing and cooperation between civilian and mili
tary authorities compounded this. 

CONTEXT 
tr irv::lo-Pakistani rivalry. India and Pakistan. sharing a 2,900 km 
long border, have been rivals since 1947 when both nations became inde
pendent states. The two countries have a long history of difficult relations 
and have fought in several conflicts and wars over the disputed territory 
of Kashmir and in 1971 over East Pakistan (now Bangladesh)." From 1947 
on, both governments have claimed the region of Kashmir as sovereign 
territory, leading to several disputes and major military conflicts between 
1947 and 1971. From the early 1970s up until 1998, India and Pakistan en
joyed a period of relative stability." The situation was complicated again 
by Pakistan and India both testing nuclear weapons in 1998.14 

rr Tenor attacks. In October 2001, a massive car bomb was detonat
ed outside the Kashmir Legislative Assembly in Srinagar, killing 29 people. 
The Indian government blamed lslamabad.15 Two months later five Islamic 

KEY ACTORS 

R 

arrived in the border region, the momentum was lost, and it was diffi. 
cult for India to politically justify further military action, especially due 
to pressure from the us, Musharraf had made a live television address 
denouncing terrorism and promising to deal with militant groups in 
Pakistan.••• 

New Delhi's strategy meant influencing two key target audiences. First, 
demonstrating to Islamabad the capability of India's armed forces and 
the political will to act should Pakistan not comply with its demands. 
Second, by overtly threatening an escalation into conventional war
fare, trying lo influence the international community, particularly the 
US, to pressurise Pakistan to dissociate itself from Islamic terrorism in 
accordance with the global war on terror. 

When measured against staled objectives. the operation was of mixed 
success. There was a reduction in cross-border infiltration in early 
2002, Islamabad pledged lo deny Kashmir to terrorist organisations 
and also temporarily cracked down on terrorist groups in Pakistan.•·" 
However, Pakistan did not comply with India's request to extradite 
twenty criminals, and the actions taken by Islamabad to crack down 
on militants and their cross-border activity were very short-lived,6 

rr Because no end date was specified for Pakistan to comply with 
demands, the Indian government needed to coordinate military and 
diplomatic instruments over a protracted length of time, while concur
renUy signalling restraint to the US and sustaining domestic support 
for the operation.'" 

tr The decisiveness of India's message was undercut by the inability 
of the Indian Armed Forces to present a credible and timely threat. 
After the order for mobilisation was given, the Indian Armed Forces 
took almost three weeks to move to the border area. During these three 
weeks, the Armed Forces of Pakistan were able to respond by coun
ter-mobilising and using diplomacy to engage with allies. 11 

terrorists attacked the Indian Parliament targeting political leaders; this 
failed, but several innocent people were killed.16 This second attack was 
seen as a strike at the heart of India's democracy. New Delhi implicated 
Pakistani-based terrorist groups LeT and JeM in both atlacks.11

'
18 

rr The Stmdarji Doctrine. Indian's approach to defence policy 
towards Pakistan which it employed 1981 - 2004 was described as "a 
nonaggressive, non-provoca!ive defence policy based on the philoso
phy of defensive defence."" According to the Sundarji Doctrine, India 
held seven defensive holding corps near the border region with Pakistan 
with limited offensive capability. Offensive combat power was provided 
by three strike corps based in central India, a significant distance from 
the border region. 

LHhkar-e-Taib• {L•T) (''Arm,11 of the Pure') a violent 
Islam/st Sunni organisation operating /11 Pakistan 
and Kashmir 

Pervez Musharraf President of Pakistan (2001-2008) 
Abdul Satter Fo1'8ign Minister of Pakistan (1999·2002) 

Jaish-e-Mohammed (Jell/I} (''.Army of Muhammad; 
a violent Islam/st Sunni organis11tion operating in 
Pakistan and Kashmir 

Lal Kri•hna Advani Indian Minister of Homa Affairs (1998-2004) 
Atal Bihari VajpayH Prime Minister of India (1998-2004) 
George Fernandes Indian Defence Minister i:zoot-2004) 
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NARRATIVES 
lnt::!ian government 
Ill! Pakistan and terrorist organisations are behind the terrorist attacks.''' 
Ill! Pakistan is a revisionist and aggressive country. 
Ill! India has significant military capability which it is willing to use. 
Ill! India does not want war, but war is being thrust upon us.21 The fight this 
time must be the final war against terrorism."·'·' 

KEY EVENTS 

Pakistani government 
Ill! Pakistan is not a terrorist country; it is fighting against lslamist terror
ism (e.g. Taliban, Al-Qaeda) and banned terrorist organisations in its own 
country (e.g. LeT). 
rn India is a nationalist and expansionist country. which tries to subdue Pa
kistan. Pakistan is fully prepared and capable of defeating all challenges." 
Ill! Pakistan does not want war, local or general, conventional or nuclear; the 
decision lies with India." 

Late Dec 
2001 

12 Jan 
2002 

14 May 
2002 

24May 
2002 

10 Jun 
2002 

Oct 
2003 

Nov 
2003 

New Delhi demands Indian and Musharraf Three gun- Pakistan Airrestrlc- India and Ceasefire 
Islamabad stop Pakistani ballistic makes nation- men kill 34 launches tions over Pakistan between 

terrorist activities; missiles moved wide address people in an series of India end: start to India and 
Pakistan orders to LoC; mortar denouncing army camp missile both coun- demobilise; Pakistan 
Armed Forces to and artillery fire terrofism and near ~Jammu. tests. tries withdraw Operation signed. 

standing high alert; are placed in promising ac- escalating warships. Parakram 
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STRATEGIC LOGIC 
India launched Operation Parakram in response to a series of terrorist at
tacks and as a strategy of coercive diplomacy to influence political decision 
making in Islamabad. India wanted to demonstrate military capability and 

MEASURES 
O!PlOMAT!C, New Delhi cut India's diplomatic representation in 
Pakistan by half and recalled its High Commissioner to Pakistan. India 
demanded that Islamabad should stop supporting terrorist and radical 
groups in Pakistan and in Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (POK). The govern
ment worked with the US to persuade Pakistan to prevent cross-border 
terrorism." The US and UK, who relied on bases located in Pakistan for 
their military operations against the Taliban and Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, 
advised New Delhi to exercise restraint. Operation Parakram was prob
lematic because Islamabad redeployed force elements from Afghani
stan ·s border in the west to India's border in the east." 

political will, and compel Pakistan to comply with their demand to take 
·credible. firm, substantive and visible actions' against violent militants op
erating from territory under its control." 

ECONOMIC, India stopped all border transit between Pakistan and In
dia and denied airspace to Pakistan International Airlines. 

MIUTARY, By January 2002, India had mobilised approximately 
500.000 troops and three armoured divisions in Kashmir along the Paki
stani border. In response, Islamabad deployed over 300,000 troops along 
the Line of Control (LoC). By May 2002, the number of Indian military and 
paramilitary forces deployed along the lndo-Pakistani border had grown 
to around 700,000 troops." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAl ftlt::!CTIONS 
Ill! Territorial unity, stability of the border region with India. Support for the 
right of self-determination of the people of Kashmir. 

rn Aim of achieving parity with India through mililary and diplomatic means, 
and limiting what Islamabad perceives as New Delhi's expansionist policy 
in the South Asia region. 

rn Continued partnership with and assistance from key international part
ners (especially US). 

VtlltlERABIUTIES 
Ill! Fear of separatism; lack of national unity among several provinces 
(Sindh, Punjab, Baluchistan, and Northwest Frontier);'° territorial disputes 
with Afghanistan."' 

rn Elements of Pakistan society, in particular, those from poor socio-eco
nomic backgrounds, are vulnerable to violent extremist ideology." 

rn The military dominates Pakistan's strategic thinking because of the ar
my's continuous role in government 

Ill! Cross-Loe trade is highly dependent on India-Pakistan relations, which 
are fragile."' The two most significant issues for Indian and Pakistan eco
nomic relations are terrorism and drug trafficking.34 

Ill! Dependence on allies and partners, especially on the US, who provides 
economic and military support to Islamabad."" 

THREATS 
Ill! Huge military build-up. Possibility of escalation into a full-scale conven
tional or even nuclear war. Existential threat: Islamabad feared that India 
could cut Pakistan in two in a full-scale war." 

Ill! India's growing economy is much larger and stronger than that of Pa
kistan."·" Strengthening of India's status as a major power in the South 
Asian region. 

Ill! Asymmetric Pakistan-India power relationship."·" India has significant
ly more active military personnel (as of 2017, India has 2,800,000: versus 
Pakistan's 637,000) and reservists, and vastly outspends Pakistan (India's 
defence budget is USD 51 billion. while Pakistan's is USD 7 billion)." 

EFFECTS 
rn Enormous cost of Operation Parakram. without major visible results: In
dia spent at least USD 3.2 billion, while the response cost Pakistan USO 1.4 
billion." The Indian army had suffered 798 casualties by July 2003. 

rn India's aims were not achieved: Pakistan continued supporting radical 
lslamist movements in Kashmir in the long run, despite public assurances 
and short-lived crack-downs. 

rn Operation Parakram revealed several vulnerabilities of Indian military 
strategy and Indian Armed Forces, and showed that the Sundarji Doctrine 
was not fit for purpose.43 In response, India developed a strategy to deal 
with insurgent camps in POK should terrorist attacks occur, which avoids 
escalating to war while maintaining a no first use (NFU) nuclear posture.44 

A new doctrine was developed that focused on ensuring a surprise, rapid 
mobilisation against Pakistan and keep the conflict limited; India's tradi
tional defensive posture became more pro-active in 2004. 4'' New Delhi 
also updated its intelligence and defence networks and built up border 
controls on the LoC." 
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TIME PERIOD; 
February - March 2014 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Coercion through threat 
or use of force 

N P EXER 

SUMMARY 

E 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Russian Federation, Ukraine 

N E 

been discernible in other regions, such as in close vicinity to Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania, where the timing of force posture has been used 
for strategic effect. The message of these exercises can be considered 
quite clear in the sense of Russia demonstrating its readlness for con
frontation and deterring further actions against Russia's interests in an 
area which it considers its sphere of influence. 

RUSSIA 
Yekal:i:,rksburg 

[] 

Central 
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Ukflililrtt-$ pro-Rut1111ian 
Grimt1an Panin~uta, 
Ml not ln¥Ol~d. 

Th• Ru••i•n Navy h•• • 
m•Jor p,..Hnc• In fl• 
Crim•a-1 port of ,s.., .. topol. 
It wa• nut inwlit'•d fn th• 
exerc1ses. 

On 26 February 2014, President Putin ordered a week-long readiness 
exercise in the Western and Central Military Districts, involving around 
150,000 troops and coinciding with the deployment of covert Russian 
force elements before the annexation of Crimea. Although Russian 
officials maintained that the readiness exercise had been planned 
months in advance and was unconnected to events in Ukraine, its tim
ing, scope and the accompanying rhetoric which emphasised its size, 
should be seen as a threatening message in the context of growing 
Russian-Ukrainian tensions. 1 Along wit!1 other measures, this exercise 
was part of a strategy intended lo achieve effects on three target au
diences: intimidating the interim government in Kiev and deterring it 
from entering into open conflict in Crimea, dissuading third parties from 
intervening in the conflict, and providing reassurance and encourage
ment to pro-Russian actors in Crimea (and later Eastern Ukraine). In 
addi Uon to signalling deterrence and political resolve, the exercise also 
served as a deception to divert attention away from Crimea: a distrac
tion force was deployed near Ukrainian borders in the Western Military 
District while the Southern Military District, closest to Crimea, was not 
involved in the exercise.' While the majority ot troops indeed conducted 
regular exercises, a small element of the force was being mobilised tor 
the annexation of Crimea.' 

Similar exercises also look place later during the continuing conflict 
in Eastern Ukraine, where Russia began a mass deployment of forces 
near the Ukrainian-Russian border.◄ A pattern of snap exercises has 

* 

400 

Rr;ssfa's re~dlri:ess exercise 
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KEY POINTS 
Ill A key advantage of the use of snap exercises is their ambiguity: it 
accused of hidden and hostile motives, Russia can claim that every 
army needs to exercise their troops regularly. s This plausible deniability 
during a critical time period can seriously hamper the decision-making 
of affected governments and of international organisations. It took time 
for NATO lo understand the size and scale of Russian troops deploying 
to Crimea while the Russians continuously denied their presence." 

11111 Russia's desire to achieve a political effect through military posture 
was clear: it the Russian go11ernment had wanted to de-escalate ten
sion, a pre-planned exercise would likely have been cancelled to avoid 
any misinterpretation.' 

CONTEXT 
Ill! IJrtrest in Ukraine. Pro-EU protests began in November 2014, af
ter President Yanukovych's decision not to sign an Association Agreement 
with the European Union. In the following months, protests escalated and 
turned violent after the government passed harsh anti-protest laws and 
imprisoned hundreds of protesters. From 18 - 20 February 2014, at least 88 
people were killed in Kiev by security forces. In February. the Ukrainian par
liament impeached President Yanukovych and installed an interim govern
ment under President Turchynov. In response, thousands of pro-Russian 
protesters rallied in Crimea against the new administration, the legitimacy 
of which was also challenged by Russian officials. 60 per cent of Crimea's 
population is ethnic Russian, and Russia's Black Sea Fleet has been sta
tioned in Sevastopol for centuries. 

Ill! Annexatitm of Crimea. On 27 and 28 February, unmarked armed 
men seized key government buildings in Crimea and two key airports in 

KEY ACTORS 

Ill Russia used a strategy ot 'pressure and shield': fomenting public un
rest and encouraging local militia to create an indigenous insurgency -
undermining government authority from within - then shielding them by 
deploying significant forces close to the border, deterring the Ukrainian 
government from risking open confrontation. 

11111 The integration and synchronisation of a range ot measures to cre
ate contusion and deceive an enemy is a classic example of Russian 
military deception, often referred to as maskirovka, which according to 
doctrine consists of concealment, simulation and imitation, disinforma
tion and demonstrations of military capability,• 

Simferopol and Sevastopol. On 1 March, the Russian parliament approved 
Putin's request to use military force in Ukraine. On 6 March, Crimea's par
liament voted unanimously in favour of joining the Russian Federation. 

w Vienna Document The Vienna Document" is a Confidence and 
Security-Building Measure (CSBM) agreed upon with the OSCE in 1990, 
which requires participating stales (amongst other things) to notify each 
other ahead of time about major military activities such as exercises. As the 
troops involved had not been given notice in advance of the exercises, the 
42-day notification required by the Vienna Document did not apply. Russia 
did not invite observers as the troops involved in each exercise scenario 
did not exceed the number required under Chapter VI, but three inspec
tions were carried out under Chapter IX which covers arms control. No 
infringements were found. 10 

Russian Armed Forces 
Ukrainian Government 
Crimean Parliament 

Vladimir Putin President and Supreme Commander in Chief of the Russian Federation (2000 - 2008, since 2012) 
Sergey Shoigu Russ/an Defence Mini$ter (,Jince 2012) 
Sergei Lavrov Russian Foralgn Minister (since 2004) 
Areeniy Yatsenyuk Prime Minit!ter of Ukrainll (2014 - 2016} 
Sargey Aksyonov new "separatist" Prime Minis tar of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea (since 2014) 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian gevemment 
Ill! Exercises of this scale are not unusual and are frequently ordered by 
the President. 
rn This readiness exercise was previously planned and is not linked lo 
events in Ukraine. 11 

Ill! The drills will include military exercises "on Russia's borders with other 
countries, including Ukraine."" 
rn Russia is closely following events in Ukraine and is laking (unspecified) 
measures to ensure the security of the Black Sea Fleet based in Crimea. 
Crimea has strong historical ties to Russia. Russia needs to protect the 
rights of ethnic Russians in Crimea from the new "fascist" government. 

KEY EVENTS 
Large snap exercise takes place in Russia's Western and 

Central Military Districts, involving 150.000 troops, 

22 Feb 2014 

Ukrainian 
Parliament 
impeaches 
President 

Yanukovych. 

27-28 Feb 

Military intervention 
in Crimea starts; 

unidentified soldiers 
in combat uniforms 
{Russian SOF) seize 
key buildings in the 

Crimean capital and 
Crimea's two main 

airports. 

26 Feb-3 Mar 

27 Feb 1 Mar 

Crimean parliament Ukrainian armed 
elects new PM ot ; rorces are brought 

Autonomous Repub- · to full combat 
l;c of Crimea, and · readiness; Russia 

announces a referen- ;wins parliamentary 
dum on autonomy. ; approval to invade 

· Ukraine. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
The snap exercise featured in this case was presented as a readiness 
test of the armed forces but was, in reality, part of a strategy of classic 
Russian military deception with the intent of achieving several effects. 
First, demonstrating political and military resolve toward the new Ukrain
ian government and to the West. Second, encouraging pro-Russian el
ements in Ukraine. Finally, by holding the exercises in the Central and 
Western Military Districts, rather than the Southern Military District which 
bordered Crimea, Russia was able to create a distraction while mobilising 

MEASURES 
OIPlOMAT!C, Russian political representatives (President. Foreign 
Minister, Defence Minister) played with demonstrating the readiness of large 
military forces while denying any intention to use it as an element of policy. 

MIUTARY., The readiness exercise demonstrated the Russian armed 
forces' ability to put substantial combat forces on high alert status in 
a short time and showed its ability to act militarily with extremely short 

Ukreinian gevemment 
Ill! Everything is being done lo avoid increasing tension in Crimea; security 
forces have received instructions to not at any cost provoke any conflict or 
confrontation with civilians. 
Ill! Ukraine will not use force and provoke bloodshed." Russia's state
ments regarding the infringement of civil rights of national minorities and 
religious denominations are false. 
rn The irregular presence of Russian troops in Crimea is a violation of the 
agreement regarding the Black Sea Fleet; the Russian government must 
immediately withdraw these troops and return them to places of permanent 
deployment. 

4Mar 

NATO allies 
convene for 

consultation under 
Article 4 of North 
Atlantic Treaty. 

16 Mar 

Crimea holds 
referendurn. 96.8 
per cent vote for 
joining Russian 
Federation. The 

referendum is not 
recognised by G7, 

US or EU. 

18 Mar 

Putin signs treaty 
absorbing Crimea 

into Russian 
Federation. 

24 Mar 

Ukrainian President 
gives official order 
to withdraw from 

Crimea, as Russia 
takes over t;ijlitary 

bases. 

special forces for the invasion of Crimea.'" Ambiguity and plausible deni
ability were crucial elements of the operation to annex Crimea, including 
the use of unidentified armed personnel which were in actuality Russian 
special forces. The use of military posture and the employment of ad
ditional non-military instruments to influence Ukrainian decision-making 
meant Russia only needed to employ a low level of actual force, ultimately 
succeeding in annexing Crimea with a minimum of effort and cost. 15 

warning time for other actors. Russia also used the exercise as a cover for 
irregular troop movements: by April 2014, Russia had built up over 40,000 
troops at the Ukrainian border as part of the same readiness exercise, 
which also served to covertly shift selected units towards Crimea." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRmCAL mNCTIONS 
Ukraine's national security strategy of 2007 (updated in 2012)" lists the 
following among its national interests: 
@ "Enhancement of constitutional rights and freedoms of people and cit
izens;11 
rn "Protection of state sovereignty, territorial integrity, and inviolability of 
borders;" 
Ill! "Selling up competitive, social market economy and improvement of 
social welfare;" 
rn "Providing safe living conditions [ ... ]:'' 
Ill! "Protection and development of spiritual and cultural values of Ul<rainian 
society and reinforcement of its identity on the principles of ethnic and 
cultural diversity." 

VUlNERAtfiUTIES 
Ill! Historically-based segmentation of society with divergent cultural iden
tities and broad political affiliations. 
rn Military non-alignment. Mere partnership with NATO does not provide 
any guarantee of military help in case of an armed attack. 
Ill! Extensive trade and energy dependency on Russia. 
Ill! Poor governance. Underdeveloped democratic institutions, tradition 
of clientelism between political scene, government and business: critical 
lack of transparency and accountability of political leadership and state 
administration. 

THREATS 
Ill! The Ukrainian government understood the large-scale readiness exer
cise right along the Ukrainian border as an immediate threat of incursion. 
Risk of fully-fledged open conflict with an adversary with far superior ca
pability and readiness, 
rn Threat of territorial loss and severe destabilisation of the country. 
Ill! Strengthening of assertiveness of protesters and fighters with pro-Rus
sian and separatisl sentimenls due lo the belief of Russian support. 
@ Threat of losing national and international legitimacy by seeming to over
react to ambiguous situations (such as formally identified fighters): difficul
ty of finding an acceptable course of action at any given time. 

EFFECTS 
rn Russia's military posturing placed enormous pressure on Ukraine's po
litical leadership and had a most critical impact on national decision-mak
ing: it prevented the government from taking any direct military action 
against unidentified armed men capturing strategic points in Crimea. 
rn Territorial integrity of Ukraine was violated to a very high degree- change 
of state borders through annexation of territory. 
Ill! Grave violation of international law without a prospect of an effective 
remedial action by the international community in the near future. 
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T!!WE PERIOD; TH!!J4AT!C ANEA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
August - September 2017 Territorial violation Russian Federation, Latvia, Norway 

SUMMARY 

I 
2017 

R 

Zapad 2017 was a joint strategic exercise between the Russian and 
Belarusian Armed Forces. Two weeks before the exercise started, a 
western district of Latvia experienced a major cellular network out
age that lasted for seven hours. The outage was believed to be a 
result of a mobile communications jammer from Kaliningrad or a war
ship in the Baltic Sea aimed at Sweden's Oland island, but also af
fecting the Latvian coastal region.1 A few days later, commercial air
craft flying over Norway's Eastern Finnmark reported a complete loss 
of GPS signal, which lasted for a week. This GPS disruption meant 
that aircraft had to use alternative means to navigate. Various meas
urements showed that the interference was coming from the Russian 
border region in the east.2 The day before the official start of Zapad, 
Latvia's 'ii 2' emergency phone service was unavailable for i 6 hours. 
Media and government officials were quick to suggest Russian in
volvement, but the Interior Ministry later stated that this was actually 
due to a malfunction and not outside interference." 
The cellular network outage in Latvia and the G PS disruption in Nor
way were linked to Zapad, during which the Russian Armed Forc
es tested the deployment and app!ication of advanced Electronic 
Warfare (EW) technology. The exercise was conducted in a largely 
EW-hostile environment, assessed to reflect the conditions for which 
they needed to prepare should conflict arise with NATO.' Disrup
tions in Latvia's and Norway's communications systems were likely 
side-effects of the Russian Armed Forces jamming the systems of 
their own troops near the border. 
Officials from both Norway and Latvia commented on these oc
currences, although both stressed that there was no evidence yet 

KEY POINTS 
tt The ambiguous nature of the jamming and the length of time it took 
to determine the source of the disruption with a high degree of certainty 
impeded the ability to attribute responsibility and respond in a timely 
and decisive manner. 

tt Russia embarked on a programme of EW modernisation in 2009 and 
has deployed EW against Ukrainian r;iovemment forces, in support of 
kinetic targeting, to jam communications and degrade morale through 
direct text messages. 0 Russia's holistic military thinkinr;i means that EW 
capability will continue to be exploited and effects created well beyond 
the realm of traditional EW thinking. This convergence of Russia's EW, 
cyber and information warfare approaches, will continue to challenge 
existing NATO concepts and practices:· 

tt Electronic Attack (EA) integrates with other measures to achieve psy
chological effects, either by the deliberate targeting of communication 
networks or by the footprint causing 'collateral damage'. Apart from the 

CONTEXT 
Ill! Zapad 2CJi7, Zapad ('West') Is a series of military manoeuvres that 
the Russian armed forces conduct with Belarus every four years. The 
Kremlin insists that the scenario is purely defensive and in the run-up 
to Zapad 2017, Moscow accused Western officials and commentators of 
vastly exaggerating the scale of the exercise. Evidence indicates that the 
exercise kept to the size originally announced, which allowed the Kremlin 
to claim that the 'Russophobic' West had overreacted. 8 Baltic politicians 
in particular described the drills as an aggressive show of force.' 

RE URIN 

and that nothing pointed towards a deliberate attack. However, Lat
via's Foreign Minister called the incident "a symbolic political ges
ture against the Baltic States, which showed that Russia was doing 
everything lo intimidate NATO," and hypothesised about Article V 
being invoked in more serious EW attacks in the future." The NATO 
Secretary General also addressed the issue a few weeks later, under• 
lining !he need for transparency in military exercises. 

~,w 

IMAGE - Russian Krasukha-2 EW system I Mi/.ru 

physical disruption to basic social functions and services, disruption 
of critical infrastructure through EA can cause uncertainty and create 
public anxiety. 

tt Military observers widely expected testinr;i of EW technology In Zapad 
2017, so potential spill-over into border regions could have been antici
pated. Preparation for such incidents should focus on credible, factual 
responses consistent across national authorities, stressing civil prepar
edness such as redundancy in national communications systems, 

tt The incorrect attribution of responsibility for the outage of the 112 
emergency phoneline highlights the risk of threat inflation and the im
portance of national authorities maintaining a high level of situational 
awareness, being able to establish the facts and communicate them to 
the public promptly. 

Ill! E[ectn:mic Warfare (EW). EW describes the use of the electro
magnetic spectrum (EMS) for defensive or offensive purposes. Russia's 
EW capability forms a key part of its conventional armed forces as a com
bat support asset. Russia sees EW as a seamless whole. ranging from ki
netic combat operations to cyber and psychological operations." Russia's 
view on the line between war and peace is much less clearly defined than 
that of Western countries, leaving a lot of grey area and possibilities for hy
brid measures such as ambiguous EMS activities, 11 There have been many 
reports of Russia testing and using new EW capabilities in Crimea, Eastern 
Ukraine and Syria. Zapad 2017 provided a good opportunity for Russian 
troops to gather information about how its EW systems performed against 
countries with more advanced communications networks.'' 
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KEY ACTORS 
Latvian Ministry of th• Interior 
National Security Committee of the Latvian Parliament 
Norwegian Intelligence Service 
Nor-gian National Communications Authority 

NARRATIVES 
Latvian government 
Ill! Zapad 2017 is an aggressive demonstration of force. 
Ill! Disruptions in communications seem to be connected to the exercise, 
although Latvia does not seem to have been intentionally targeted. 
tt Electronic attacks on national communications systems are an extremely 
serious matter. 
Ill! Latvia should not panic about Zapad 2017, because Latvia has increased 
funding for defence and the presence of allied forces in the Baltics.13 

Norwegian government 
Ill! It is not surprising that Russian jamming has affected the Norwegian 
side of the border. 
tt Alternative ways to navigate will protect against GPS jamming. 
rr Russia should have anticipated the side effects on civil aviation. 

KEY EVENTS 
2014 

GPSjamrning 
and com

munications 
degradation 
are frequent 
in Eastern 
Ukraine, 

2015 Jun 2017 

Russian forces Over 20 merchant 
test and use EW ships are subjected 

technology in Syria, to a suspected GPS 
including jamming , spoofing attack in the 

of US drones. Black Sea, 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

Jul -Aug 2017 

Russian Armed 
Forces conduct 5 
major exercises 

H1at together 
assemble over 
1,100 pieces of 
EW equipment. 

The Russian Federation's build-up of EW capabilities is part of an asym
metric strategy and a cost-effective, low-risk way of disrupting a techno
logically superior adversary. Electronic attacks can be highly disruptive to 
civilian and military systems, while at the same time providing a surprising 
amount of plausible deniability - during Zapad 2017 the national intelli
gence services had difficulties identifying the source of the jamming and 
whether it was deliberate." Similar to cyber attacks, EW atlacks that affect 
civilian systems create media attention, which can have a significant psy
chological effect and contribute to public anxiety. It is not clear if Russia 
intenclecl to disrupt civilian communications cleliberately, but it is almost 
certain that they were responsible. The lack of control measures to prevent 
spill-over of signals was at the very least negligent, and the absence of any 
public acknowledgment of responsibility in itself should be seen as hostile. 

Russian Ministry of Defence 
Ed gars Rinkivil:• LaMan Mini:3ter for Foreign ~flair.! (since 2011) 
Frank Bakke-Jensen Norwegian Minister of Dafansa (sinca 2017) 
O•n•r•H .. jor Yuriy L .. tochkin Chief of Russian £W Troops (since 2014) 
Jens Stoltenberg NAm Secretary General (since 2014) 

NATO 
Ill! Utmost transparency regarding military exercises is required to make 
sure there are no misunderstandings. 
rr Russia has developed powerful EW capabilities, which have been on 
display in Syria and Ukraine. 

Russian goventment 
rr The improvement of EW systems is one of the most important elernen!s 
in ensuring national security. 
rr EW is a complex intellectual and technical component, especially in 
hybrid conflicts. 

30Aug 2017 

Vv'estem Latvia 
experiences a maior 

cellular network 
outage for 7 hours. 

7 Sep 2017 

Commercial aircraft 
flying over Eastern 

Finnmark in Norway 
report a complete 
loss of GPS sianal 
due to e!ectro~1ic 

jamming; disruptions 
last for about a week. 

MEASURES 

13 Sep 2017 

Latvia's emergency 
telephone hotline 
112 is out for 16 

hours (later turns 
out to be unrelated 

incident). 

14-20 Sep 2017 

Official dates of Zapad 
2017 military exercise, 
althOUfJh senior NATO 
diplomats say military 

activity intensified 
weeks before the 
official start date. 

DIPLOMATIC, No warning or subsequent public clarification of the 
EW-related incidents, which contributed to uncertainly. No comment was 
made on the jamming allegations during Zapad 2017. 

MIUTARY. Testing of growing EW capabilities during Zapad 2017. 
Jamming of GPS signals in Norway's Eastern Finnmark, but also all the 
way to the west to Alta airport (some 250 km west of the Russian border) 
for a week. Attributed to unintentional side-effects of EW-related activi
ties aimed at Russia's own troops. Jamming of phone services in Latvia's 
Kurzeme district for seven hours also attributed to spill-over tram the Za
pad exercise. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL ITINCTIONS 
rr Resilience of civil communications systems (and related emergency net
works). 
rr Safety of transportation systems, especially civilian traffic/aviation; this 
includes having alternative modes of navigating to GPS, which provides 
critical positioning capabilities to military and civilian users. 
rr The Latvian National Security Concept also mentions that an "element 
characterising the internal security[ ... ] is the level of safety and stability the 
inhabitants feel in their daily life in the country."" 

ttULNERAB!UTIES 
tt The US and other NATO states have neglected EW during the past few 
decades, allowing the Russian Armed Forces to gain both quantitative 
and qualitative EW superiority." US and NATO rely heavily on powerful 
high-technology systems (e.g. long-range precision strike capabilities) 
which are vulnerable to electronic disruption. '7 

rr While military units are generally able to deal with disruptions of the elec
tromagnetic spectrum, civil society is much more vulnerable -for instance. 
for most people, cell phones are crucial in emergency situations." 

THREATS 
rr Russia has the capability to severely disrupt civilian systems. Even if the 
jamming of civilian systems occurs as an unintentional spill-over effect, 
it carries many risks, including transportation accidents with potentially 
lethal results." Knocking out cell phones also prevents authorities from 
quickly disseminating information to its citizens in crisis situations.'° 
rr The ambiguous nature of the EW activity threatens to lead lo more 
uncertainty and reduced confidence in sensors and networks. 

EffECTS 
rr EW activity during Zapad did not cause any lasting damage in Norway 
or Latvia. 
rr The main effect was cognitive: the spill-over of a military capability 
into NATO countries' civilian systems played into the hyped-up attention 
around the Zapad exercise and drew attention to the considerable Russian 
EW capabilities. 
rr Debates on the safety of civilian communication and transportation 
syslerns.21 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
2014- 2018 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Espionage and infiltration Russian Federation, Sweden 

R s N ESNI 
SUMMARY 
In 2014, the Swedish Security Service (SAPO) reported that the threat 
from Russia's intelligence activities was increasing, as part of a range 
of measures and as a precursor to possible military action.1 The service 
cited ten countries as actively involved in systematic, unlawful activities 
against Sweden or Swedish interests abroad, predominantly through 
the use of undercover intelligence officers working out of embassies, 
trade representations and consulates. These officers worked under 
false pretences, posing as diplomats, journalists or people in business 
and recruiting agents to supply Information. Russia was singled out as 
a particular risk, the only country with a 'full spectrum' approach, cov
ering '·politics, economics, Industry, technology, military defence and 
dissidents."' SAPO again warned in 2015 that Russia was operating 
spies both covertly and under diplomatic cover to collect information 
about Swedish defence, politics, economy, technology, and science. 
In 20Hl, it was suspected that Russia was trying to openly influence 
the Swedish debate on security policy through public rhetoric, and 
integrated such open statements with more covert activities, such as 
disinformation in the Swedish press, infiltration of think tank events, 
cyber attacks and espionage, particularly during the discussion of a 
Host Nation Support Agreement with NATO." 

Swedish government officials and intelligence agencies have become 
more outspoken about the threat from Russia, warning the population 
to be vigilant. The Armed Forces introduced a hotline for tips about 
suspicious activities during military exercises. Despite the increase 
in media reports of Russian spying and the flow ot official statements 
citing suspicious events, details on specific incidents were not so 

KEY POINTS 
ill While there may be intense public interest in the counter-espio• 
nage and counter-subversion activities, security services often have 
to withhold certain information to prevent compromising operations. 
Protecting sources of information and the methods used in intelligence 
collection takes priority over transparency. There may also be legal re
strictions in place. 4 

ill This case highlights the challenge to national security institutions 
in keeping the public informed on matters of intelligence in a coher
ent and consistent manner. A distinction needs to be made between 
overall threat warnings and evidence that supports attribution on a 
case by case basis. Speculation beyond the known tacts can create 

CONTEXT 
rr Espionage. While intelligence activities -the gathering and process
ing of information - is not unlawful in itself, intelligence activities become 
unlawful when information is gathered that could harm a state's security 
if disclosed. SAPO defines espionage as "seeking lo obtain sensitive or 
classified information of vital importance lo national securily wilh the aim 
of passing this information to a foreign power."'' 

KEY ACTORS 

El s E E 

forthcoming, unsurprising given the political sensitivities surrounding 
accusations of espionage and the requirement for the security services 
to protect sources and methods. In addition, a number of media reports 
of incidents loosely blamed on Russia - submarine sightings, sabotage 
of communications towers and cyber attacks - filled the vacuum lei! by 
the lack of explicit evidence from national authorities but were never 
conclusively attributed to Russia, to which the Kremlin responded with 
accusations of 'Russophobic hysteria'. 

Sputnik News making fun of the hunt for an a!leged Russian submarine in 
the Swsdish archipelago in 2014. 

unnecessary ambiguity, risking sensational media reporting and threat 
inflation, which in turn can aftect government credibility. The Kremlin 
often fosters a domestic narrative that Sweden and the West are over
reacting to encourage popular support for the regime. 

ill The use of espionage to subvert a ruling authority should be seen in 
t!1e context of Russia's 'new generation warfare'. Espionage ls not just 
about gathering information, but also shaping events and influencing 
public opinion in the long term. Agents can pass false or misleading 
information to the media, and reporting on real or suspected espionage 
activities can undermine public trust In national authorities, building up 
the image of a militarily s,1perior Russia. 

rr Growing Russian assertiveness" Under President Putin, 
Russian intelligence activities increased, and the Kremlin adapted Soviet 
espionage tactics and strategies against the West. This includes the prac
tice of espionage, which is embedded as part of a comprehensive strategic 
toolbox employed by lhe Kremlin towards EU and NATO members. Espi
onage efforts are considered a key component of Russia's multi-domain 
deception and obfuscation strategy. 

Swedish Security Service (SA.PO, government agency under the Ministry of Justice; 
n,sponsibie for counter-espionage 

Stefan Lofven Prime Minister of Sweden (since 2014) 
P•t•r Huttqvi•t Minister of Defence, Sweden (since ZOU) 
Daniel Stenling Head of Countar-lntelilg&nce, sAPO 
And•r• Thornb•rg Director-General, SAPO (2012 - 2018) 

Military lnt•lliu•nc• and S•curity Service (MUST) main foreign intelligence agency, 
(Jflder Sw11dish Arm11d Forces Central Command 
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB} organised under MOD, f'!!spomibls for 
issues concem111g civH protection, public safety, emergency management, and civi! defence 
Russian Fed•r•I Security Servic• (FSBI ptimtm1y infltmal security, but also external 
activities 
Russian Main lntellig•nc• Directorate (GRU) prim11rily milit11ry inteHigence 
Russian Foreign lntelligenoe Service (SVR) mainly civilian affairs 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian govemment 
Ill! Swedish government and media are being Russophobic, jumping to con
clusions despite lack of evidence. 
Ill! Military responses to so-called submarine sightings are ridiculous; 
these over-reactions stem from "anti-Russian hysteria and propaganda.'' 
Ill! Sweden's mainstream media seems to have adopted a new mantra: 
whenever anything bad happens, blame it on Russia. 

KEY EVENTS 
Oct 2014 May 2016 May2016 

Suspected sighting of a Two communications Sweden expels Russian 
submarine in Stockholm mast towers in Boras are research plane because of 

archipelago sets off a sabotaged. Investigation concerns over surveillance 
week-long submarine inconc!usive.10 capability. 11 

hunt.r1 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Russia is concerned about Swedish policies moving the country closer lo 
NATO, fearing that this undermines Russia's standing in the strategically 
important Baltic Sea region.'" Russian espionage activities against Swe
den have increased since 2014 and should, therefore. be seen as part of 
a broader Russian strategy that seeks to undermine and disrupt regional 
security." Goals include: collecting information about civilian and military 

MEASURES 
D!PlOMAT!C" Swedish intelligence estimates that a third of Russian 
diplomats posted at the Embassy in Stockholm are spies for Russian intel
ligence services operating under diplomatic irnrnunity.'' Russian officials 
have made public statements attempting to influence Swedish debates on 
security policy decisions: for instance, the Russian Embassy in Stockholm 
and the Russian MFA openly mocked Swedish government and military 
responses to reported submarine sightings in the Stockholm archipelago 
in October 2014." 

INTEll!GENCE, The most prominent (and publicly disclosed) exam
ples of suspected espionage in Sweden include: 
Ill! Intelligence gathering on military exercises (e.g. reports of suspicious 
persons, vehicles19 and UAS20 during the NATO-led BALTOPS exercise in 
July 2016, 21 International Bison Counter and Flygvapenovning in Septem
ber 2016," and during Aurora-17 in September 2017"); 

Swedish government 
Ill! Russian intelligence activities against Sweden are nothing new; the 
authorities are well aware of overt and covert influence activities and are 
taking appropriate measures.' 
rn Espionage is a reality, and it is important to understand the different 
methods that are being used.' 
Ill! Sweden's foreign and security policy builds on military non-alignment, 
cohesion in the EU and increased cooperation on a broad front. 8 

Sep 2016 Jun 2017 Sep 2017 

Severa! reports of suspicious Suspected Russian Reports of intelligence 
activity in Northern Sweden, submarine sighting in gathering during 

including conbct with soldiers on Gavle port, turns out Swedish Aurora-17 
social media and observation of to be an imprint on the military exercise. Not 

exercises, 12 Not attributed. ocean bed.13 attributed. ;4 

installations, capabilities and tactics; collecting information on internation
al security and defence cooperation arrangements; and obtaining informa
tion on sensitive military technology. Espionage can also send a message: 
extensive reporting based on speculation risks causing uncertainty and a 
decline of public trusl in national au!horities, and unnecessary over-reac
tion which is readily exploited by the Kremlin. 

rn Placing of agents as legitimate figures in Swedish politics, academia 
and news media, and attempted recruitment of people already working in 
Swedish agencies;" 

rn Corporate espionage and illegal technology transfers. including infiltrat
ing Swedish defence companies and other industries;"' SAPO has warned 
of the risks around outsourcing data storage to foreign private firms;" 

W Cyber espionage aimed at gathering intelligence on Swedish systems 
and identifying vulnerabilities: 21 

Ill! Mobilisation of local actors or agents to foment divisiveness and political 
factionalism or to carry out sabotage against critical infrastructure. 

lEGAL Russia uses legal instruments to weaken Swedish officials' abil
ity to expel Russian spies from Sweden (including tit-for-tat expulsions of 
diplomats)." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRil'ICAl f!JNCTIONS 
W Swedish defence capabilities, operational planning, and international 
collaborative frameworks. 

rn Ability of the government to share and handle classified information. and 
protect databases and records. 

W Safeguarding critical research and development (R&D) and sensitive 
technology. 

W Protecting public opinion and sentiments from disinformation; building 
societal resilience. 

VIJlNERABIUTIES 
W Partial dismantling of Sweden's Cold War-era defence capabilities: re
sources for Swedish counter-intelligence work lagged behind the threat 

rn Despite strong societal resilience against disinformation, pro-Russian 
actors can exploit arguments that resonate in a Swedish context (e.g. po
larised debates on migration). 

THREATS 
W Financial, physical. security-related, and reputational losses associated 
with enhanced espionage activities. Collection of sensitive information for 
hostile purposes, stealing of state and corporate secrets. 

w Over-reporting on and conspiracy theories around suspected or alleged 
Russian espionage in Swedish media and social media can lead to uncer
tainty and loss of public trust in national defence systems. 

EffECTS 
W Heightened public awareness of foreign influence activities in Sweden. 

W Increased resources and efforts devoted to counter-espionage (e.g. 
SAPO is receiving an additional USD 80.3 million between 2016 and 2020 
to enhance counter-espionage efforts). 

w Increased willingness of the government to openly call out Russian es
pionage. The intelligence agencies MUST and SAPO explicitly mention 
specific Russian intelligence activities and release relevant information and 
evidence. 
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TIME PERIOD; 
191i!Os - Present 

TNEWttmc AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Religious groups The Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait 

RELi 
ET 

SUMMARY 

EXTRE 
s 

Salafi outreach, predominantly facilitated by Saudi Arabia through 
mosques, welfare and educational activities, has been taking place in 
the Netherlands since the 1980s. The issue of the influence of Saudi 
citizens, NGOs and authority figures in the promotion of anti-West
ern ideas came into sharp focus following the attacks of 9/11, raising 
questions about the flow of religious-ideological influence and financ
ing from Saudi Arabia.' Despite public anxiety over the risk of home
grown jihadism, concern eventually subsided, as non-violent Salafism 
became the more dominant strand for the next decade. 2 In 2014, how
ever, the Dutch Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) warned that the 
extremist interpretation of Salafism was again on the rise. Instability in 
the Middle East and the declaration of the '18!8 caliphate' was cited as 
a significant factor in this development 

In 2017, the AIVD stated it was closely monitoring the Salafi movement, 
concerned that its ideology was being used to "legitimise intolerance, 
anti-democratic activities and polarisation. "1 The risk to national se• 
curity from Sa!afi currents of !slam includes violent extremism at the 
fringes, a lack of integration of Muslim immigrants and contention in 

KEY POINTS 
rr The Netherlands identifies any religious ideology as a concern when 
it threatens the democratic legal order. Even if no laws are broken, 
this can be threatened by individuals trying to achieve antidemocrat
ic political aims by undemocratic means, such as through: violence; 
incitement of hatred and discrimination; systematic disruption and un
dermining of democratic institutions: rejection of state authority; impo
sition of an alternative le~al system and clandestine efforts to influence 
democratic decision-makin~. 1• 

rr The Salafi movement in the Netherlands is only partially organised 
through Salafi mosques and charitable foundations and represented 
less formally through other mosques and alternative media channels. 
The security services assessed that "close contacts between sections 
of the movement here in the Netherlands and Salafist individuals and 

CONTEXT 
rr Immigration and integration in the Netherlands, The 
largest minority groups -from Turkey, Morocco, Indonesia and Suriname -
all brought their version of Islam lo the Netherlands. Roughly 5 per cent 
of the Dutch population (17 million people) is Muslim," of which around 
40,000 - 65,000 are Salafi." In 2018 lhere were 27 Salafi mosques in the 
Netherlands (up from 13 in 2014).1

' Problems with the integration of Muslim 
immigrants, both Salafi and non-Salafi, led to a debate on the nature of 
multiculturalism and the essence of Dutch values. Much of the right-wing 
politics and right-wing extremism that has grown in the Netherlands over 
the last 20 years has been in response lo the debate on immigration.''' 

rr Sa[afism as a spectrum. Salafism is a collective term for various 
Orthodox Sunni currents in Islam, which attempt to practice a "purer" and 
more literalisl version of Islam. and support the implementation of Islamic 

KEY ACTORS 
AI\/D Dutch Genaral lntalliganca and Sacurity Service 

IS IN THE 

political and social discourse.4 The Salafi movement in the Netherlands 
is particularly professional in its communications, so that much of the 
information about Islam available to the Dutch public - in particular 
online and through satellite television - reflects Salafi worldviews.' This 
helps to explain why Salaii ideas are so popular among young Dutch 
Muslims and converts.' 

The Dutch government announced in 2018 it was "looking at ways to 
prevent money from foreign countries being used lo buy undesirable 
influence over Dutch civil society organisations, including religious and 
ideological organisations,'' noting that "funding flows that abuse our 
liberties, originating tram countries that lack freedom, must be limited 
as far as pos:sible.''' ideas proposed included obliging organisations 
to disclose any finances, including donations.• A government list was 
subsequently leaked by the media with details of 30 Dutch Islamic or
ganisations that had applied for, or received, funding from Guff states in 
recent years - Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in particular • involving millions 
of eums.9 

structures in the Mid die East potentially give those extern a! players an 
{undesirable) level of influence over parts of the Dutch spectrum."" 

rr Interventions to counter the threat from aspects of Salafism must be 
specific and transparent: a perception that all of Islam is being framed 
as harmful, or that the government is 111011ing against Muslims in gener
al, will lead to further polarisation in society. The Dutch security servic
es have said it is up to the Muslim community itself to temper the Salafi 
movement in the Netherlands. Too much external pressure only leads 
lo a stronger movement, confirming the Salafi ar~ument that Muslims 
are under attack and that they are justified in their preaching of hatred 
of Western civilisation. 

law (sharia). Promotion of (non-violent) Salafism worldwide by various Gulf 
countries and Saudi Arabia, in particular, should be viewed within the larger 
religious-political power struggle in the Arab world for the true interpreta
tion of Islam, most especially vis-a-vis Shia interpretations of Islam. There 
is no central authority over Salalisrn, which contains many different move
ments and splinter groups. Some analysts identify three different Salafi 
movements: apolitical, political and jihadist Salafism.16 Each Salafi tradition 
comes with its own threats and effects on society: 11 violent jihad is pose a 
domestic terrorist threat and send foreign fighters to warzones. Apolitical 
Salafis oppose integration into Dutch society. which leads to a greater po
larisation between these Salafis and Dutch society. Political Salafis stand 
for an active lslamisation of the individual, the family and society. Even 
though they will use the democratic process from a pragmatic point of 
view, they still view democracy as a vastly inferior system. 

NCTV Dutch National Coordinator for SecurilJ' and Counterti,rrorism, ta/ls within the responsibility of the Dutch Ministrv of Justice and Security 
FIOD Dutch Fiscal lnlBl/igenca and Investigation Service 
Dutch Ministry of Social Affair• and employment tracks undemocratic organisations in tile Netherlands but does not re/ease the information publicly 
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs receives information from Gulf States 011 which Dutch organisations are being funded via embassies, charities and 
NGOs 
WODC (Res"arch and Documentation Cantre) tssked with mapping the extent of foreign mosque funding; under the Ministry of Justice and Security 
Counoil of Moroooan Mosques has ca/Jed on Dutch !s/;/mic institutions to be open about their funding 
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NARRATIVES 
Dutch government 
Ill! Salafi thought promotes undemocratic and intolerant messages; Salafi 
jihadism poses a threat to Dutch society. 
11 Debates over how to deal with the challenges of Salafism cause polari
sation within Dutch society. 

KEY EVENTS 
1940s-80s Aug 1988 Aug 2001 2 Nov 2004 

ttadk:a! Dutch Sa!afis 
Ill! Repeatedly try to provoke a response from authorities, so that they can 
then claim to be the victims of a hostile Western society, and use that sup
posed hostility to justify their own anti-Western, anti-democratic stance.18 

2014 Jul2016 2018 Apr 2018 Ongoing 

Immigration influx 
from Indonesia 
and Suriname, 
guest workers 

First two 
ls!amic 

elementary 
schools start 
their school 

32 ls!amic 
elementary 

schools start 
their school 
year (6.000 
students). 

Theo van Gogh, a Dutch author- After years of Dutch authorities Dutch media Over the 
last decade. 

groups of asy
lum seekers 
(esp. from 

MENA-region) 
come to NLD. 

Dutch filmmaker ities count requests from count 27 Salafi publish 
who produced a 13 Salati parliament. mosques and confidential 

critical film of !slam, mosques the Dutch MFA 110 Salafi lists of Gulf 
arrive from Turkey 

and Morocco. 
is violently murdered and 50 Sa!afi confirms the preachers in payments to 

year, by a Dutch-Moroccan preachers in existence of {but NLD.20 
Dutch mosque 

NLD.
19 Sabfi; retaliatory vi-

o!ence includes van-
da!ism of mosques. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
Several Gulf states, particularly Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, fund Islamic or
ganisations and (non-jihadist) Salafism in the Netherlands, often through 
clerics and charitable organisations. While the nature of this 'religious soft 
power' is complex and has evolved over time, 21 the general approach is to 
promote a preferred version of Islam abroad while decreasing the outreach 

MEASURES 
FH\1ANCIAL Gull stales. especially Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, have 
funded Islamic institutions in the Netherlands for years, including paying for 
the construction of mosques, publishing Korans, and financing the training 
of imams and Islamic meetings. Many Dutch preachers go to the Gulf for 
study trips and university. Secret lists emerged in 2018 giving details of 
Gulf funding, including Kuwaiti payments totalling nearly EUR 6 million, and 
one mosque in Dordrecht receiving USO 88,888 from Saudi Arabia." 
A number of Salafi mosque foundations in the Netherlands are the result 
of missionary and funding activities carried out from Saudi Arabia. These 
foundations are financially and organisationally linked to Saudi NGOs (e.g. 
Muslim World League, and the International Organization for Relief, Wel
fare and Development), which in turn have close ties to the Saudi estab
lishment. The mosque foundations are not very transparent regarding the 
origin and allocation of their finances, which has led to a number of AIVD 
investigations." 

does not publish) DrfJanisat;ons. 
a list of Islamic 

institutions 
receiving Gulf 

funding. 

of other interpretations of Islam. While it is highly unlikely that such religious 
outreach was ever intended to deliberately harm the Netherlands. ii propa
gated ideas which were then interpreted by certain groups and individuals 
in a way which ran contrary to the democratic legal order of Dutch society. 

Even though the government funds much of the Islamic educa!ional system 
in the Netherlands, the AIVD found in 2002 that about 20 per cent of Islamic 
elementary schools received funding from, and were influenced by. Saudi 
foundations." 

INFORMATION, Media attention often focuses on controversial for
eign preachers and other guest speakers at Dutch mosques. The Salafist 
movement uses a range of media and arranges courses and conferences 
with guest speakers." 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
tt Universal acceptance of democratic processes and values such as so
cietal openness and tolerance; willingness to discuss all issues freely and 
without taboos, 

11 Societal unity, integration of minority groups into Dutch society. 

tJULNERABIUTIES 
11 Due to the freedom of religion and separation of church and state (Ar
ticle 6 of the Dutch constitution), actions against Salafi mosques and or
ganisations are difficult. Faith-based organisations are immune to criminal 
prosecution in the Netherlands. It is only possible to prosecute imams and 
other individuals based on hate speech (which the government has done 
in the past). 

tt The separation of church and state also prevents the Dutch government 
from creating a ban on foreign funding of religious organisations. as is the 
case in Austria. 

THREATS 
tt Spread of anti-integration sentiments among Salafi groups, growth of 
intolerance and anti-Western society sentiments. 

Ill! Risk of indirect or direct involvement in radical Islamic violence, 26 and 
risk of violent jihadism and domestic terrorism stemming from returning 
foreign fighters (according to AIVD, around 250 jihadists have !ravelled lo 
Iraq and Syria in recent years)," 

11 Increased polarisation in Dutch society over immigration and integration 
issues, which may result in the growth of support for extreme right-wing 
movements, 

EFFECTS 
tt The effects below are a result of the rapid spread of Sala/ism, to which 
Gulf funding contributed. A direct correlation between Gulf funding and the 
effects described is nearly impossible to pinpoint. 

tt Political polarisalion over !he topic of lslam/Salafism. 

Ill! Growing polarisation also amongst different strands of Islam, occasion
ally even violent disputes." 
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T!!WE PERIOD; 
Juiy2009 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Cyber operations Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), 

Republic of Korea (ROI<), United States (USJ 

y ER 

SUMMARY 
Between 4-9 July 2009, a series ot coordinated cyber attacks took 
place, affecting 27 government and commercial websites in the Re
public of Korea (ROK) and the United States (US). The attacks were 
relatively unsophisticated and, at their worst, reduced functionality 
or rendered the website temporarily unavailable.' Tweaked versions 
of extant malware were used by the attackers to execute Distribut
ed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks to flood certain websites in the 
ROK and the US with data traffic and make them unavailable. This 
outcome was achieved by hijacking unsecure unpatched computers 
worldwide. The attack was directed at the websites of political, ad
ministrative, media and commercial organisations in the ROK and at 
political, entertainment and media websites in the US. The low impact 
and ready countering of the 2009 cyber attack meant that function
ality was not compromised and the impact was more abstract: the 
attacks attracted a large amount of media attention and forced the 
ROK and US to react. 
The ROK quickly attributed the attacks to the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (DPRK)," which has been developing Offensive Cy
ber Capabilities (OGG) since the 1990s as a way to overcome asym
metries in conventional warfare capabilities between the DPRK and 
its adversaries. The use of OGG is particularly advantageous for the 
DPRK as it is relatively cheap and easy to de11elop and because it 

KEY POINTS 
rt Due to the nature of the attack - the use of DDoS. the targeting of 
websites rather than operational systems, and the fact that the at
tacks were not aimed at gathering intelligence - it is assessed that 
the cyber attacks were aimed at causing disruption, making a state
ment of capability or intent, and/or testing for international reaction 
to cyber attacks. 

rt Due lo the difficulties in providing concrete evidence for effective 
attribution, the options available to the ROK and the US to respond lo 
the attacks were extremely limited.' 

tr The attack highlighted the importance of consistent messag
ing: ROK and US had differing narratives in terms of attribution and 

CONTEXT 
Distributed Den!a[ of Service (OOoS). DDoS attacks occur 
when multiple hacked and compromised computer systems flood the 
target websites or servers with access requests. The mass of incoming 
messages and connection requests cause the target system to slow down 
or even crash and shut down and therefore lead to a denial of service 
for any legitimate users of the targeted resource. DDoS attacks offer a 

KEY ACTORS 

NR N 

enab!es the DPRK to conduct low-level attacks against its highly net• 
worked adversaries with relative anonymity. Further, the DPR K's un
networked nature means it is not vulnerable to like-for-like attacks.' 

displayed different levels of reaction. ROK officials quickly blamed the 
DPRK. us officials initially declined to speculate about the attackers' 
identity, and in 2010 claimed !hey had "largely ruled out" !he DPRK; 
however. in 2011 experts concluded that clues in the coding pointed 
to the DPRK.5 

rt Disruption, even if only minor, can have larger effects if it caus
es widespread confusion or panic. Communication strategies need 
to be included in civil contingency plans lo calm !he population and 
distribute essential information immediately to mitigate the spread of 
rumours and disinformation.6 

relatively low-intensity method which has a high degree of deniability and 
low likelihood of retaliation or escalation.' This is because at first iteration, 
the infected computers which form the network of bots committing the 
DDoS attacks, are owned by innocent and unwitting individuals with no 
connection to the culprits. The culprits are also able lo further hide their 
identity by changing the language used in their code, among other tactics. 

DPRK Reconnaissance General Bureau believed to lead cyber activities, complementing its responsibility 
for other provocative and ll.tymmetric activities" 

Kim Jong•il Supreme Leader of 
DPRK (1994 -2011) 

DPRK General Staff Department of the Korean People's Army leackt on more traditional eybar command' 
ROI< National lntelligenoe Servioe n,sponsible for investigating the cyber attack'" 
ROK Ministry of D•1•nc• incmased funding for th!! 3'f!lcurity of its computer system after the attack" 
US Department o1 Homeland Seourity tile dep:;;rtment'iS Computer E:mergency Readin1Jss Team worked with 
fttdt!11!/ depttrlmttnts "to mitigsttt ag11imt 3;uch 11ttacks"" 

Lee Myung•bek President of ROK 
{2008 - 2013) 
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NARRATIVES 
DPRK government ROK government US government 
ff No comment specifically on 2009 attacks. ff The attack appears to be planned and exe

cuted by a specific organisation.·, 
ff It is not possible to confirm the source of the 
attacks.Id 

ff Information war is the medium through which 
the wars of this century will be waged.'' !ITT The attacks on the ROK seem to be connect

ed to the attacks on the US." 
ff The attacks did not cause any significant 
damage.'' 

ff The DPRK is "fully ready for any form of hi
tech war." 14 

ff The DPRK strives for independence in poli
tics. self-sufficiency in economics and self-reli
ance in defence. 

ff North Korea was behind the cyber attacks."' 

m The attack did not cause signficant damage. 

ff Protection against cyber attacks is a matter of 
great concern to the US.'0·" 

KEY EVENTS 
25 May2009 

DPRK conducts a 
nuclear test. 

12 Jun 

UNSC votes to impose 
further sanctions on 
DPRK in response, 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 

4Jul 

DPRK launches seven 
ballistic missiles into wa

ters off its East coast. 

The 2009 cyber attacks demonstrated the DPRK's cyber capabilities and 
monitored reactions to a distributed, deniable attack of predictably lim
ited impact. Cyber attacks often tend to be covert and involve hacking 
into computer systems to retrieve information or take control. However, 

MEASURES 
ltiPlOMAT!C, No official statements were made by DPRK in connec
tion with this cyber attack. It is possible that the cyber attacks were an 
attempt to enhance !he DPRK's negotiation position in public and covert 
diplomacy, especially regarding nuclear tests. 

INFORMATION, Attempt to deny ROK and US citizens access to in
lorrnation lrom government, media and banking websites. 

MIUTARY, DPRK showed readiness to target the ROK and US through 
civilian infrastructure. No evidence of coordinated military signalling. Mili
tary assets do not seem to have been targeted. 

4Jul 

First wave of cyber attacks; 
27 websites in ROK and 

US (including White House 
and Pentagon} are targeted 

with DDoS attacks. 

ff The DPRK has been developing offensive cy
ber operations since at least 2009." 

7 Jul 

Second wave of cyber 
attacks; targets South 

Korean government 
websites (e.g. MoD, 

presidential Blue House, 
National Assemblyj. 

9Jul 

Fina! wave of cyber 
attacks; targets include 

South Korean news 
agencies, banks and 

government websites, 
US DoS websites. 

the 2009 attack- and similar DDoS attacks-tend to make a highly visible 
political point."' It is likely that the attacks were designed to draw atten
tion to the DPRK's capabilities, intimidate and increase citizens' feeling 
of insecurity, and instigate doubt in digital services and infrastructure. 

F!NANC!Al, OCC as very cost-effective way of gaining asymmetric 
strategic advantage. 

!NTElUGENCE, Attacks were likely an act of reconnaissance to test 
the response and resilience of ROK and US systems. 

lEttAL OCC carries low risk of legal repercussions due lo weak interna
tional laws and norms in this area. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL mNCTIONS 
ff The Internet and services that run over it have become part of the Critical 
National Infrastructure (CNI) of every nation. 

ff Public confidence in the ability of the government to defend against 
threats and maintain a functioning state. 

VUlNERABiUTIES 
ff Growing connectivity in all areas (banking, military systems, electrical 
power, public transport etc.), which presents significant vulnerabilities if 
those systems are compromised. 

ff Internet interruptions could generate a lack of situational awareness, 
command and control for the state. 

THREATS 
ff Rapid development of the DPRK's cyber capabilities. The 2009 attacks 
were not assessed to be particularly threatening, but were interpreted as a 
statement of intent and potential capability. 

W Cyber attacks, even when not damaging, threaten to cause public in
security and confusion. loss of confidence in the government, and (inter-) 
national political embarrassment. 

EFFECTS 
ff The 2009 attacks were not very damaging, but caused a great deal of 
media attention, especially in the ROK. 

ff The attacks highlighted the uncoordinated nature of government re
sponse, as some websites were able to fend off the simple attack while 
others were not.g 

ff Political inertia and inconsistent narratives from the two affected nations 
regarding attribution; the US flip-flopped on whether or not the DPRK was 
the perpetrator. This allowed others to frame the narrative. 
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TIME PE!!!!!!!: 
2006-2009 

T!!!!MAT!C A!!!!A; 
IIIGOs 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Peru, Venezuela 

EL LB 

SUMMARY 
In 2007, Peruvian officials, including President Alan Garcia, accused 
the Venezuelan government of using development aid to interfere in 
its domestic affairs. 1 They claimed that Venezuela, in concert with Bo• 
livia, was supporting around 58 'ALBA Houses' {Casas de la Alianza 
Bo!ivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra America) in Peru, which were 
informally established in 2006. 2 These ALBA Houses provided charita
ble work in education and healthcare to impoverished rural Peruvian 
communities, particularly in the poor southern regions near the Bolivian 
border. The Peruvian government argued that the activities of the ALBA 
Houses were not motivated by purely humanitarian principles. It ac
cused the ALBA Houses of using the direct interaction with vulnerable 
audiences to gather support for President Chavl?'..z' Bolivarian vision of 
a united Socialist South America as an alternative to the US model of 
liberal capitalism, and subvert Peruvian government authority.' 

A key element of the ALBA Houses' work was to coordinate 'Mission 
Miracle', a joint Cuban-Venezuelan initiative that provided free eye sur
gery to impoverished Peruvians. As part of this initiative, patients were 
treated outside Peruvian territory in Bolivia and Venezuela, often via 
unregistered flights and without paperwork to track the passengers.• 

KEY POINTS 
rr The ALBA Houses were part of a complex set of integrated measures 
across the political, economic and social spectrurns, rooted in the sim
ple and unifying master narrative of a Bolivarian revok1tion. They were 
also ambiguous in nature and systematically avoided official channels 
and control mechanisms." Venezuela denied any formal connections 
to the houses, claiming they were spontaneously set up by ''private 
sympathisers with the Bolivarian project."" 

rr Development aid such as healthcare, education and infrastructure 
projects, can be an instrument of foreign policy as a kind of ·social 
diplomacy'. Social diplomacy can generate support for a political 

CONTEXT 
rr Chavez' Bo!ivarianism. Bolivarianism refers to a set of ideas that 
promote a united socialist South America as an alternative to US-led global 
capitalism and imperialism. It constitutes the core principles of Venezue
lan domestic and foreign politics and provides the ideological framework 
for !he ALBA Houses. Based on !he thinking of 19th century independence 
leader Simon Bolivar, it calls for a Bolivarian revolution to realise '21'' cen
tury Socialism' based on social and participatory democracy. When Hugo 
Chavez took office in 1999, Venezuela was named the 'Bolivarian Republic 
of Venezuela'.14 

rr Bolivarian A!!!ancc for the Peoples of Otu America 
(ALBA). ALBA is essentially a loosely defined socialist economic alli
ance initiated by Cuba and Venezuela, based on the core principles of 
Bolivarian thinking. It was officially established in 2006 as a social isl alter
native to the US-proposed Free Trade Area oi the Americas (FTAA). ALBA 

KEY ACTORS 

PER 

The Peruvian government highlighted this as a particular concern, es• 
pecia!ly since pro-Chavez propaganda material, including videos and 
books, was shown on these flights.'' Evidence also indicated a con• 
nection between the ALBA Houses and extremist political groups.' For 
instance, in February 2008. some ALBA House directors participated 
in violent protests against pro-privatisation legislation In the Peruvian 
Province of Cusco. According to eye-witnesses, Mission Miracle staff 
also encouraged patients to participate in these protests.' Coinciding 
with the launch of the ALBA Houses, President Chavez publicly sup
ported far-left candidate Ollanta Humala, who narrowly missed power 
in Peru's 2006 presidential elections.' Humala himself was a public 
supporter of the ALBA Houses. 

In 2008, the Peruvian congress set up an investigation into the ac
tivities of the ALBA Houses, and the fol!owing year, the final report 
recommended the closure of all ALBA Houses, concluding that they 
were a "political instrument of the Chavez government to achieve its 
expansionist project."" While the Peruvian government decided not to 
dissolve all ALBA Houses, many closed down on their own accord'" 
and the Venezuelan government suspended Mission Miracle in Peru. 11 

ideology by providing services that the host government has failed to 
deliver, gaining political consent in strategically aligned countries but 
undermining the ruling authority of others. 

rr Formal investigations can reduce ambiguity and help contribute to 
a comprehensive threat assessment by identifying key vulnerabilities 
that could be exploited by foreign actors. A high-profile government 
investigation also sends a signal of unity and resolve that can deter 
foreign interference, irrespective of any actual legal consequences. 

opposes liberalisation and privatisation, and supports Chavez' aspiration 
to a regional socialist bloc through political. economic and social integra
tion. While Cuba, Venezuela. Bolivia and Nicaragua were member states. 
Peru refused to join the organisation and instead signed a bilateral free 
trade agreement with !he US. The ALBA Houses were ideologically but not 
functionally connected to the ALBA alliance.'"· 

Ill! Mission Mirsc!e. A joint initiative by Cuba and Venezuela that 
provides free eye surgery to impoverished people across South America, 
launched in 2004. Countries include, among others, Cuba, Bolivia, Nicara
gua, Ecuador, Peru and Guatemala. Mission Miracle is only one example 
of a wide set of Bolivarian Missions that provide development aid in a 
variety of areas. ranging from health care to education and infrastructure 
projects across South America. They are a key instrument of Venezuela's 
social diplomacy approach." 

Venezuelan l!mba.Hy in Peru 
Bolivian Eml:ms.sy in Peru 

Alan Garcia President of Peru (2006 - 2011) 

Bolivarian Alliance forthe Peoples of 
Our America (Afianza Bolivsriana para los 
Pueblos de Nuestra America, ALBA) 
Congressional Investigation Commission 
(2008 - 2009) 

Allan Wegner Minisl8r of Defense of Peru (2006 - 2007) 
Walter M•nchola Congressman (2006 - 2011), h1Jt1d of congreMiona/ inve11tigation 
Hernan Fuentes Governor of Puno Province (2006 ... 2010), supp01ter of ALBA Houses 
Ollente Humala Leilder of the Peruliian Nationalist Party, presidential c,mdidate in the 2006 elections, 
President of Peru (2011 - 2016), wpporter of ALBA Houses 
Virly Torres. First Secretary of the Venezuelan Embassy (2005 - 2009) 
Marcial Maydana Director of Peru's ALBA Houses in southern Puno Province 
Hugo Chavez President of Venezuela (1999 - 2013) 
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NARRATIVES 
Peruvian government 
1111 ALBA Houses are not just charity institutions, but promote Ven
ezuelan Bolivarianism, support left-wing extremism and incite pro
tests." 

Peru's left-wing 
opposition 

Venezuelan government 
1111 ALBA Houses do not receive funding from 
Venezuela and have no connection to ALBA as 
an organisation. They are spontaneously set 
up by "private sympathisers with the Bolivarian 
projecC121 

rn ALBA Houses pose a threat to Peruvian sovereignty; they are an 
instrument of foreign interference in Peru's domestic affairs aimed 
at subverting lhe Peruvian government and replacing ii with a pro
Chavez leadership." 

1111 The investigation is not 
objective: it is an attempt to 
criminalise non-political char
ity work and persecute oppo
sition parties by associating 
them with terrorist groups.20 

1111 Refusal to use the term ALBA Houses, fram
ing them as '·Venezuelan friendship houses" to 
emphasise their informal status and undermine 
the claim of a connection between ALBA as an 
organisation and the ALBA Houses." 

rn ALBA Houses form part of a broader strategy by Hugo Chavez to 
establish a Bolivarian South America as an alternative to the US-led 
liberal order." 

KEY EVENTS 
Apr2006 Jun 2006 May2007 Oct 2007 

Presidential elections Ratification of Official inaugu- Peruvian Congress 
in Peru, Venezuelan US-Peruvian ration of the first votes to investigate 
and Bolivian govern- Free Trade ALBA House in the ALBA Houses. The 
ments openly sup- Promotion Peru. The event is first session of the 
port far-left candi- Agreement. attended by Ven- Congressional !nves-

ciate Ollanta Humala, ezue!an d;plomat ligation Commission 
who narrowly loses Vir!y Torres, takes place in April 
against Alan GarCla 2008. 
in the second round 

in June 2006. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
The Venezuelan government pursues a geopolitical strategy which aims 
lo foster its position as a regional hegemon in South America and balance 
against US dominance in the region. 23 This approach is rooted in the mas
ter narrative of a Bolivarian revolution and implemented through a range 
of integrated measures including 'social diplomacy', the direct delivery of 

MEASURES 
D!PlOMAT!C, ALBA House activities were supported by the Venezue
lan and Bolivian embassies in Peru, especially by Venezuelan diplomat Virly 
Torres. She was not only a key figure in coordinating the transportation of 
patients to Bolivia and Venezuela and funding of the ALBA Houses, but 
also had links to the Bolivarian Continental Coordinator (CCB). an umbrella 
organisation for Bolivarian civil society groups with clear links to left-wing 
extremist groups.'' President Chavez also openly supported presidential 
candidate Ollanta Humala in Peru's 2006 election." 

INFORMATION, ALBA House officials admitted that the educational 
classes offered by the ALBA Houses were not politically neutral but pro
moted Bolivarian ideas." The Congressional Investigation concluded that 
healthcare services, such as the free eye surgeries under Mission Miracle, 
were combined with pro-Chavez information activities, For instance, dur
ing the flights transporting patients to Venezuela, videos and campaigning 
material were found that promoted the idea of a Bolivarian Revolution. This 
was supplemented by informal radio and TV channels set up to further 
disseminate pro-Chavez messages." 

Feb 2008 Oct 2008 Mar 2009 May2009 

A peaceful strike Preliminary Suspension Investigation 
against pro-privat;- investigation report of the Mission recommends 
sation legislation in finds that Al.BA Miracle in the closure 
the Peruvian Prov- Houses are an Peru by the of all ALBA 
ince of Cusco turns "instrument of foreign Venezuelan Houses. 
violent when far-left interference by government. 
protesters step in, Venezuela." 
building blockades 
and shutting down 
the city ol Cusco. 

public services to other countries. These activities attempt to reinforce 
consent for Venezuela's foreign policy from the politicians of friendly na
tions, and create networks of influence to undermine the ruling authority of 
non-allied states such as Peru. 

MIUTARY, Peruvian Congressman Rolando Sousa listed evidence in
dicating that the education and healthcare activities of the ALBA Houses 
were accompanied by paramilitary training in Peru, Bolivia and Venezuela." 

FHtANCIAL According to the Venezuelan embassy, the Venezuelan 
government only provided the financial and logistical means for Mission 
Miracle. However, the investigation and different media reports assessed 
that Venezuela also funded the ALBA Houses, opposition parties in Peru, 
especially Ollanta Humala, and left-wing extremist groups. 

lEGAL The legal status of the ALBA Houses was disputed. In Peru, 
NGOs are required to register with the Peruvian International Cooperation 
Agency (APCI) and report on their projects and funding arrangements. The 
ALBA Houses were established as "non-profit civil associations", thereby 
avoiding the status of an NGO to circumvent the official registration and 
monitoring processes. 29 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS'0 

rn Functioning healthcare and education system. 
1111 Functioning democratic elections without foreign interference. 
1111 Societal cohesion. 
1111 Sovereignty, border security and control over migration movements. 

VUlNERABIUTIES 
1111 Structural deficit of southern region: lack of healthcare, infrastructure 
and education; no targeted information and education for non-Spanish in
digenous population." 
rn Domestic left-wing violent extremism from 1980 - 2000, limited activity 
and resurgence in the early 2000s. 

THREATS 
rn Radicalisation and polarisation of society and potential resurgence of 
domestic terrorist activities. 
1111 Interference in domestic political discourse and elections, aimed at un
dermining the democratic government. 
W Establishment of parallel informal government structures through infor
mation, education and healthcare systems by foreign governments. 

EFFECTS 
w Congressional investigation. 
rn Subsequent investigation of 38 Alba House directors." 
1111 Suspension of Mission Miracle in Peru by Venezuela. 
1111 Revision of legal framework regarding the authorisation of humanitarian 
aid provided by foreign states, as well as registration and monitoring of 
non-profit civil associations. 
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meeting, which includes next steps (copied below for ease of reference). As agreed, you will also find the RRM 
distribution lists attached. Please let us know about any additional stakeholders that may want to be included (and 
highlight their names) and return to 

Our next meeting is scheduled for June 7 from 10-llam (invite to follow). If you have any points you would like added 
to the agenda, please let me know by June 3, 2019. 
Next Steps 

1. CSE: To share first SECRET-level report (end of May) on engagement with SM 
2. PCO: To develop list of polarizing and controversial subjects to share with RRM Canada 

As always, I appreciate any feedback you have on these meetings. 

Thanks, 
Tara 

Tara Denham 
Director, Centre for International Digital Policy I Directrice, Centre pour la Politique Numerique Internationale 
tara.denham@international.gc.ca 
Telephone I Telephone: 343-203-2322 
125 Sussex Drive I 125 promendade Sussex 
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada I Affaires etrangeres, Commerce et Developpement Canada 
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada 
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••• Govetmient ~ 
of Canada du Canada Omada 

Together, celebrating the 70th Anniversary of the UDHR. 
Ensemble, celebrons le 7<P anniversaire de la DUDH. 
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To: 

Cc: 

Tara.Denham@international.gc.ca 

To: 

thomasowen.ripley@canada.ca 

Andrew. Lefra n k@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca 

Riri.Shen@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

tamara.trotman@canada.ca 

Elise.Renaud@canada.ca 

Ashley. MCCAU LEY@forces.gc.ca 

Lori.Wilkinson@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 

chris.beall@canada.ca 

Emily.Geday@canada.ca 

Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

IAvesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

manon.paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

joel-jean.beauchemin@canada.ca 

andrew.barrett@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 
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Cc: 
Tara.Denham@international.gc.ca 
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----------*IOC 

*1OD 

*IOL 

*IOP 

*IOR 

*USS-DMA Advisors 

*MINA-Dept Unit 

Shawn.Friele@international.gc.ca 

Shelley.Whiting@international.gc.ca 

1.1) P-Branch 
Alexandre.Leveque@international.gc.ca Leveque, Alexandre -POD 

Graeme.Thom[;!son@international.gc.ca Thompson, Graeme -POL 

lan.Higginbotham@international.gc.ca Higginbotham, Ian -POL 

Laurent.Dondey@international.gc.ca G7/G20 Summits- POG 

Michael.Bonser@international.gc.ca G7/G20 Summits- POG 

Ralph.Jansen@international.gc.ca Jansen, Ralph -PRD 

1.2) L-Branch 

Amy.Mills@international.gc.ca Mills, Amy -LCB 

Anabel.lindblad@international.gc.ca Media Relations - LCB 

Charles.Brisebois@international.gc.ca Social Media - LDS 

Charles.Mojsej@international.gc.ca Strategic Communications - LCD 

Gregory.Galligan@international.gc.ca Foreign Policy Communications - LCF 

Jennifer.Dunev@international.gc.ca Strategic Communications - Geographic - LCFA 

leilla.Cranfield@international.gc.ca Cranfield, leilla -LDN 

Robert.Paterson@international.gc.ca Public Affairs - LCM 

stephane.levesque@international.gc.ca Public Affairs - LCM 

1.3) 0-Branch 

Adria.May@international.gc.ca May, Adria -OPB 

Albert.lee@international.gc.ca lee, Albert -OPC 

Evelyn.Puxley@international.gc.ca Puxley, Evelyn -OPX 

Jean-Francois.Bergeron@international.gc.ca Greater China Political and Coordination - OPB 

Nichola.Pa~ne@international.gc.ca Greater China Political and Coordination - OPB 

tim.lu@international.gc.ca Lu, Tim -OPB 

1.4) I-Branch 

Arthur.David@international.gc.ca International Cyber Policy - IOC 

Chris.Shapardanov@international.gc.ca Shapardanov, Chris -IDS 

David.Nelson@international.gc.ca Nelson, David -IGR 

Giles.Norman@international.gc.ca Norman, Giles -IGR 

1.5) E-Branch 

Anne.Therrien@international.gc.ca Therrien, Anne -EUA 

Ann.FlanaganWhalen@international.gc.ca Flanagan Whalen, Ann -EUA 

Alison.Grant@international.gc.ca Grant, Alison -ECE 

Alison.leClaire@international.gc.ca Leclaire, Alison -ECD 

Giovanna.Roma@international.gc.ca Roma, Giovanni -EUA 

Valerie.Beloin@international.gc.ca Beloin, Valerie -ECE 

Robert.Frt@international.gc.ca Fry, Robert -EUD 

Richard.Colvin@international.gc.ca EUA 

1.6) Others 

Antoine.Nouvet@international.gc.ca Tolland, Jason -HSNKI -HOM/CDM 

BREUCBSA-ASFC@international.gc.ca 

Brian.Ebel@international.gc.ca The Embassy of Canada to Serbia - BG RAD 

Christopher.Gibbins@international.gc.ca Gibbins, Christopher-WSHDC-GR 

Claudie.Senay@international.gc.ca Senay, Claudie -LDN -GR 

Eric.Laporte@international.gc.ca Laporte, Eric -BNATO -GR 

Geoff.Gartshore@international.gc.ca The Embassy of Canada to Germany- BRLIN 

Jarrett.Reckseidler@international.gc.ca Reckseidler, Jarrett -BREU -GR 

Jason. T ol land @:intern atio n a I .gc .ca The Embassy of Canada to Finland - HSNKI 

Jessica.Blitt@international.gc.ca Blitt, Jessica -BREU -GR 

Jordan.Reeves@international.gc.ca Reeves, Jordan -TAPEI-HM 

Kevin.Tunney@international.gc.ca Tunney, Kevin -WSHDC-GR 

le ig h .Sa !!Y:@: intern atio n a I .gc .ca Scholar in Residence - DSIR 

Maeva.Vidal@international.gc.ca Vidal, Maeva -BNATO -GR 

Martin.laflamme@international.gc.ca Laflamme, Martin -BEJING -PA 

Martin.loken@international.gc.ca The Embassy of Canada to the United States of America, Was hington - WSHDC 

Richard.Delisle@international.gc.ca Delisle, Richard -BNATO -GR 

Gallit.Dobner@international.gc.ca HAGUE -GR 

Thomas.Gagnon@international.gc.ca HAGUE -GR 

Sarah .Gillis@international.gc.ca HAGUE -GR 

Roman.Waschuk@international.gc.ca Waschuk, Roman -KYIV -HOM/CDM 

Huy.Nguyen@international.gc.ca Huy Nguyen, GSRP Taiwan: Nguyen, Huy-TAPEI 

Vance.McEvoy@international.gc.ca Vance McEvoy, GSRP Beijing: McEvoy, Vance -BEJING -GR 

Sabine.Nolke@international.gc.ca Nolke, Sabine -HAGUE HOM/CDM 

Alistair.Wallbaum@international.gc.ca Wallbaum, Alistair -WSHDC -GR 

p g g g 

Bianca.Healy@tbs-sct.gc.ca Chief, Media Relations, Strategic Communications and Minist erial Affairs, TBS 

Bronwyn.Cline@tbs-sct.gc.ca Strategic Communications - OCHRO, Regulatory Affairs 

Dana.Robinson@tbs-sct.gc.ca Parliamentary Affairs Officer, Strategic Communcations and P arliamentary Relations, TBS 
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Doug.McCallum@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Helene.Potvin@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

jonathan.Macdonald@tbs-sct.gc.ca 
kirsten.duke@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Lesley.Kiely@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Lucas.Beal@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Mark.Stokes@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Michael.Murphy2@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Nathalie.Dussault@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Sean.Sutton@tbs-sct.gc.ca 

Anna.Cichosz@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Christos.Sarakinos@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Cloe.Prieur@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Colum.Grove-White@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

David.Ott@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Guylaine.hamel@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Jessica.Kingsbury@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Kate.Binnie@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Michael.Waters@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Philippe-Andre.Rodriguez@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Raymond.Rivet@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

Rob.Ammerman@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

David.Ennis-Dawson@canada.ca 

Dennis.Giguere@canada.ca 

Gillian.Badger@canada.ca 

julie.grenier@canada.ca 

lynn.fournier2@canada.ca 

mike.ashman@canada.ca 

stephanie.sprott@canada.ca 

RICHARD.PERREAUL T@forces.gc.ca 

DOUGLAS.ALLISON@forces.gc.ca 

Daniel.fischer@elections.ca 

Darrell.Kekanovich@elections.ca 

jane.dunlop@elections.ca 

Strategic Communications - OCHRO, Regulatory Affairs, TBS 

Strategic Communications - Program Sectors and EMS, TBS 

Information and Privacy Policy Division, TBS 

Information and Privacy Policy Division, TBS 

Strategic Communications - OCHRO, Regulatory Affairs 

Analyst, Open Government and Portals, TBS 

Strategic Communications and Ministerial Affairs, TBS 

Information and Privacy Policy Division, TBS 

Strategic Communications - Program Sectors and EMS, TBS 

Strategic Communications and Parliamentary Relations, TBS 

Senior Analyst, Office of the Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, PCO 

Senior Analyst, Results and Delivery Unit, PCO 

Senior Policy Officer, Democratic Institutions, PCO 

Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary, Office of the Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, PCO 

Director General, Office of the Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet (Communications and Consultations) 

Senior Analyst, Office of the Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, PCO 

A/Director, Strategic Communications, PCO 

Analyst, Results and Delivery Unit, PCO 

Acting Executive Director, Office of the Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, PCO 

Senior Analyst, Strategic Communications, PCO 

Public Safety, National and Cyber Security Branch 

Lead Planner, Public Safety 

Senior Communications Advisor, Public Safety 

Senior Communications Advisor, Public Safety 

Chief, Planning Division, Public Safety 

Planning Officer, Public Safety 

Public Safety Canada 

Senior Director, Elections Canada 
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Melanie.Wise@elections.ca 

Rahul.badami@elections.ca 

serge.caron@elections.ca 
bruno.bosse@elections.ca 

reference@elections.ca 

internationalaffairs@elections.ca 

Jacinthe.Dumont@cef-cce.ca 
Mylene.Gigou@cef-cce.ca 
Jane.Leeke@cef-cce.ca 

Josee.Leblanc@cef-cce.ca 

Dave.Rampersad@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 

Deanne.Morgan@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 

eric.gordon@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 

cameron.ortis@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 

james.lewis@canada.ca 

josee.sirois3@canada.ca 
katherine.snow@canada.ca 

Kirstan.Gagnon@justice.gc.ca 

lisa.Scarizzi@cic.gc.ca 

marie-eve.lamoureux@canada.ca 

michael.himsl@canada.ca 

paul.piasko@canada.ca 

ps.goc-cog.sp@canada.ca 

raymond.snow2@canada.ca 

Ritu.Gill@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 

ryan.baker3@canada.ca 

samson.kan@canada.ca 

taylor.bildstein@canada.ca 

Tony.Seaboyer@rmc-cmr.ca 

Senior Strategic Communication Advisor, Elections Canada 

Analyst, Policy and Research 

Policy and Outreach Officer 

OIC Federal Litigation and Policy Unit 

Manager, Ministerial and Media Services, ISED 

Jr Communications Officer, INAC 

Deputy Director General, Strategic Operations Division, Justice Canada 

Executive Office Manager, ISED 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
Defence Research and Development Canada 

N/A 

A/Director of Communications, ISED 
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RAPID RESPONSE MECHANISM (RRM} CANADA 

7 May 2019 

1. Update on RRM Network, Tara Denham 

■ One of the key objectives of the RRM network is information sharing; therefore, all RRM Canada 

members and the broader Goe community are strongly encouraged to share information that may 

be relevant to understanding and addressing foreign threats to democracy. Please send your 

reports, products and insights to G7RRM@lntemationaLgcca. 

■ Part of information sharing is refining the RRM's distribution lists on an ongoing basis; there are 

currently over 350 contacts receiving RRM reports. 

■ All RRM Canada members can leverage these distribution lists to share information and/or 

identify/recommend experts for collaboration. 

■ Planning a first meeting of the RRM Community of Practice on Open Data Monitoring and Analysis 

on the margins of the Digital Sherlock's conference on June 19 in London. Germany, France, UK and 

US have already expressed interest. 

2. Monitoring/Key Trends and Tactics Identified by RRM Canada 
■ RRM Canada data analysts provided an overview of key findings related to foreign threats via social 

media. 

■ Key insights included conclusions from the Alberta elections monitoring, namely that it will be 

difficult to disentangle domestic coordinated inauthentic activity from foreign activity. In relation to 

the Alberta election, there was also a finding that activity is more visible or prevalent on the 

conservative/right-wing side of the political spectrum as opposed to the liberal/left-wing side. 

■ The Ukraine election monitoring work undertaken by RRM Canada concurs with secondary sources, 

namely that Russia did try to interfere, but did not impact the Ukrainian elections results. Moreover, 

the situation in Ukraine is politically complex, making the task of distinguishing domestic from 

foreign disinformation especially difficult. Finally, a new tactic was discerned on the part of Russia 

consisting of appropriating content as subject of Russian manipulation in order to either discredit it 

or confuse the audience. 

■ Next to monitor are the EU Parliamentary elections and into the fall, all focus will be on Canada's 

federal election. 

■ Looking into several areas of research that are underexplored, including the gender dimension of 

foreign interference. 

3. Update on SITE, 
■ Met with US counterparts to discuss adversaries' operations and lessons learned. 

■ The discussions focused on: 

o observations of our adversaries' operations; 

o challenges related to definitions, mandates, and leads as well as the need to conceptualise 

work along clear categories (buckets); 

o communications with the public and within government, with a focus on getting political 

actors to understand the threat; 

o information operations targeting specific populations, such as diaspora communities; and, 
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o challenges related to disinformation victim/target notification and distinguishing between 
foreign and domestic actors. 

■ The Canadian electoral infrastructure is undoubtedly secure. 
■ Understanding that communication needs strengthening within GoC, SITE will be sending out Secret

level reports outlining key elements of SITE's work .. 

4. Communications Approach, Tara Denham and Shane Diaczuk 

■ Communications aspect of addressing foreign interference is a multi-year project; disinformation is a 

new area for communications teams to be involved in that requires a new business line. 
■ Identifying polarizing and controversial subjects that may be leveraged by our adversaries, which 

will help determine where there is room to respond - to incorporate into SITE. 
■ A subgroup of comms in SITE has been created and have also included IRCC. 

5. Information Sharing Re: Potential Areas of Focus for RRM Canada Work 

(threats, issues of concern, reports to share, etc.) 

PCH 

■ Launch of funding opportunities (funding announced in Budget 2019) will be taking place. Seeking 

input from RRM Canada contacts as to who may want to be involved in project/concept review 
board. 

PS 

■ Need to build comms strategy to include short-term, mid-term and long-term plans. 

■ Canberra Group on Strategic Communications will meet on June 26-28, 2019 at Wilton Park with 

Goe representation sought. 
■ There is also Riga StratCom Dialogue coming up in June. 

6. Closing Remarks, Tara Denham 

■ OGP Global Surnmlt (including session on disinformation) 
■ UK-Canada Medla Freedom Conference in London 
■ NSIA NATO meeting at the end of May to include a presentation on the work of the RRM 

Next Steps 

1. CSE: To share SECRET-level report by end of May 
2. PCO: To develop list of polarizing and controversial subjects sourced from Goe comms 

community to share with RRM Canada 
3. GAC: To circulate distribution list 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: Xavier, Caroline 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 7:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: Fw: GAC analysis re alberta 
Attachments: 1. Alberta Elections Analysis.docx 

Importance: 

Caroline Xavier 

From: 

High 

Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: David Vigneault; Bossenmaier, Greta; Xavier, Caroline; 
Subject: Fw: GAC analysis re alberta 

Attached is RRM we discussed yesterday. PCO, would it be possible to have some printed copies for this 

am? Please and thank you. 

From: 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 07:26 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: GAC analysis re alberta 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Good morning 

Please find enclosed a soft copy of GAC's RRM analysis on the recent Alberta election. 

Thank you, 

From: 
Sent: May-16-19 9:05 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: GAC analysis re alberta 

Tks ... if you get it, just send it directly to 

isn't there. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 8:04 PM 

(and I) when you get it. Her brief is first thing tmrw and GAC 

1 
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To: 
Subject: Re: GAC analysis re alberta 

Am at 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 6: 19 PM 
To: 
Subject: GAC analysis re alberta 

Do any of you have an undass copy of the gac rrm analysis on albera on this system? Can you please forward if 
so? 

2 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

ALBERTA ELECTION ANALYSIS 

PURPOSE 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

This report analyses open source data gathered in the lead-up to the provincial elections in Alberta held 

on April 16, 2019. Its purpose was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign interference and draw 
lessons learned for the Canadian general elections scheduled to take place in October 2019. Prepared in 

support of the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM), the report was penned by RRM Canada. The RRM 
is mandated to strengthen G7 coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 
democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities for 
coordinated response. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Based on primary and secondary research, RRM Canada concludes that there were very likely no 

significant foreign interference campaigns targeting the Alberta election in the online space in April 

2019. However, coordinated inauthentic activity was detected: 

• RRM Canada identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated inauthentic behaviour. RRM 

Canada judges the activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of the on line conversation as 

reported by Press Progress on Aprll 11, 2019. 

• RRM Canada identified cases of social media accounts, which were likely inauthentic, 

coordinated behaviour1 around online discussions about the Alberta election. However, the 

majority of these accounts were very likely not foreign. 

• RRM Canada identified known national far-right and hate group actors who have previously 

disseminated material, using similar tactics as known malign foreign actors. 

• RRM identified accounts tied to lobbying groups that were unaffiliated with a political party 

spreading disinformation online in the run-up to the Alberta election. 

• The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of 

coordinated inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification 

of foreign interference more difficult. 

Alberta Election Findings 

[1] RRM Canada reviewed social media data to search for obvious cases of coordinated, inauthentic 

behaviour with the objective of identifying any potential foreign activities. Based on available 

information, it is very unlikely there was any foreign interference. The two largest components of the 

graph are made up of supporters of the former Premier Notley and Premier Kenney, as expected in an 

election campaign [Annex A]. 

[2] RRM Canada assesses that none of the major communities taking part in on line conversations 

related to the elections are driven by foreign interference. The presence of automated inauthentic 

activities does not appear central or crucial to the overall conversation or activity. 

1 Scale of Estimative Language: Almost No Chance - [0-10]; Very Unlikely/Very Improbable - [11- 29]; Unlikely/Improbable - [30- 39]; 
Roughly Even Chance- [40- 59]; Likely/Probable- [60- 69]; Very Likely/Very Probable - [70-89]; Almost Certainly- [90- 100] 

1 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

[3] RRM Canada's findings stand opposite to the April 1L Press Progress report, which claimed that a 

third of accounts talking about the Alberta election were bots. RRM Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, judges that the online activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The 

article appears to rely only on the online tool mentionsmap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

proper means of assessment for inauthentic account behaviour or bot activity. RRM Canada therefore 

does not support the findings articulated in the Press Progress Report. 

[4] RRM Canada identified communities that demonstrated a suspicious account creation pattern that 

is indicative of troll or bot activity. Recent spikes in account creation suggest the presence of accounts 

developed for a specific purpose; however, the community was determined to very likely be domestic, 

as it was mainly comprised of supporters of the United Conservative Party (UCP). A second small 

community was identified as supporters of the People's Party of Canada, which had similar suspicious 

patterns of account creation. This pattern was not identified within communities of supporters of the 

Alberta Liberal Party or Alberta New Democratic Party. The overall number of accounts is a small 

percentage of a larger collection [Annex B]. This highlights a key point, namely that domestic actors are 

also emulating the tactics used by foreign actors, within the context of provincial elections. This 

behaviour will make it increasingly difficult to distinguish national from foreign interference efforts in 

the upcoming Federal election. 

[5] The RRM identified a small group of anonymous accounts pushing a pro-separation movement in 

Alberta and the Prairies. Though Alberta has an official separatist party, 

https://albertaindependence,ca/. these accounts do not appear affiliated with this movement. Creating 

false separatist movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference. 

Though unaffiliated, at this time, RRM Canada cannot tie this small group of accounts to any foreign 

entity. 

[6] In its review of the data of this election, RRM Canada found no evidence supporting a broad, 

coordinated campaign to influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses that automated 

inauthentic behaviour and trolling activities are very likely domestic in nature; 

Released: May 1, 2019 

Disclaimer: G7 Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM Canada) monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's 

privacy laws and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing 

practices of Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, 

the Office of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. 

Nothing in the present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or 

national law for any G7 member. 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

Annex A 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RRM CANADA 

This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data collection illustrating a high level of 

normality in the online conversation related to the Alberta provincial election. The analysis of activity 

would have been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there were other communities that rivaled the main 

political communities in size, but were predominately unknown actors, or actors from another 

geographical location. 

3 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

Annex B 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RRM CANADA 

A review of the account creation dates of accounts in the community of UCP supporters. The size of the 

final spike is an indicator of inauthentic activity. One indicator of bot activity is a large number of 

recently-created accounts. In this case, a large spike in accounts created in Ql 2019 is suggestive of 

inauthentic activity by either automated accounts or anonymous accounts. This combined with a 

qualitative evaluation of the accounts by RRM Canada, as well as their posting behaviours and the social 

network analysis; these are indications of likely inauthentic behaviour. 

4 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Shank, Stephane 
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 3:01 PM 
Malette, Ayesha; McAdam, Ryan; Paquet, Manon; 

Xavier, Caroline; Sutherland, Allen; Wood, Kathleen; 
Cc: Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Diaczuk, Shane; Duchesne, Paul; Ellis, Lucy; 

Madore, Christine; Massabki, Myriam; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, Christine; Paxton, Taylor; 
Prieur, Cloe; Tessier, Jean 

Subject: Media Request (CBC) re: RRM report on Alberta Election 

Good afternoon, 

GAC recelved two requests from CBC wishing to obtain RRM Canada's report pertaining to the Alberta election. 

Reporter: 
Outlet: CBC 
Issue: Rapid Response Mechanism report on Alberta Election 
Details: The reporters are interested in reading a report prepared by Global Affairs Rapid Response Mechanism that 
looked at the Alberta election. 

Deadline:TBD 

Thank you, 
Steph 

Stephane Shank 
Manager, Media Relations 
Privy Council Office I Government of Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 

Gestionnaire des relations avec les medias 
Bureau du Conseil prive I Gouvernement du Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 

1 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Bujold, Pierre-Alain 
Monday, September 9, 2019 3:14 PM 
Malette, Ayesha; McAdam, Ryan; Stinson, Sarah; 

Xavier, Caroline 
Cc: Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Delaney, Allison; Diaczuk, Shane; Duchesne, Paul; 

Madore, Christine; McAdam, Ryan; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, Christine; Paxton, Taylor; 
Shank, Stephane; Stinson, Sarah; Sutherland, Allen; Tessier, Jean; Patterson, Adine; 
Collins, Carlotta 

Subject: 

For awareness. 

For awareness - GAC Interview request declined - CBC P&P - RRM Canada Alberta 
Report 

From: Guillaume.Berube@international.gc.ca <Guillaume.Berube@international.gc.ca> 
Sent: September 9, 2019 2:27 PM 
To: O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Prieur, Cloe <Cloe.Prieur@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Bujold, Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; D
LCBRSpokesPeople@international.gc.ca; Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; media@elections.ca; 
Media@cse-cst.gc.ca; media@international.gc.ca; media@ps-sp.gc.ca; media-medias@smtp.gc.ca; 
RCM P. HQMedia Relatio ns-DG Re lationsmedias. G RC@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 
Subject: For awareness - Interview request declined - CBC P&P - RRM Canada Alberta Report 

Good afternoon Christine and Cloe, 

We have received the following interview request from CBC's Power and Politics to discuss RRM Canada's Alberta 
election report. 

Note that we have declined the request. 

Available to discuss should you have further questions. 

CBC Power and Politics 
RRM Alberta Election Report 

Request/Question (GAC lead): 
I was wondering if one of the authors of the report out from GAC's Rapid Response Mechanism on disinformation in the 
Alberta campaign was available to come on Power and Politics to discuss the report. The interview would be conducted 
from our Ottawa studio, or a CBC location across Canada. It could be live at about 17:20 ET, or pre taped between 14:30 
and 16:30 ET. Please let me know what works best on your end. I need to know if this is possible by 3 p.m., and then we 
can sort out details from there. 

Deadline: September 9, 2019 @ 3PM 

Status: Interview declined by GAC. 
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Thank you, 

Guillaume Berube 
Spokesperson, Media Relations I Porte-parole, Relations avec les medias 
Office: 343-203-1696 
Media: 343-203-7700 - media@international.gc.ca 
Global Affairs Canada I Affaires mondiales Canada 
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada 
@CanadaFP I @CanadaTrade I @CanadaDev 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

From: 

Tuesday, August 20, 2019 1 :54 PM 
Xavier, Caroline 

Fw: New Media Call/CBC/ RRM report on Alberta Election 
Alberta Elections Report (April 29_ 2019).docx 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: FW: New Media Call/CBC/ RRM report on Alberta Election 

Please see below from GAC Does factor our 

From: Guillaume.Berube@international.gc.ca [mailto:Guillaume.Berube@international.gc.ca] 
Sent: 20-Aug-19 12:57 PM 
To: Christine O'Nions; mediacentre@pco-bcp.gc.ca; Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca; paul.duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca; 
Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca; shane.diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca 
Cc: Media@CSE-CST.GC.CA; media@ps-sp.gc.ca; media@international.gc.ca; media-medias; RCMP.HQMediaRelations
DGRelationsmedias.GRC@rcmp-grc.gc.ca; Philippe.Charlebois@international.gc.ca; Gregory.Galligan@international.gc.ca; 
media@international.gc.ca 
Subject: New Media Call/CBC/ RRM report on Alberta Election 

Good afternoon, 

We have received two requests from CBC wishing to obtain RRM Canada's report pertaining to the Alberta election -
attached for your convenience. 

Note that we are holding on sharing the report. 

Reporter: 
Outlet: CBC 
Issue: Rapid Response Mechanism report on Alberta Election 
Details: The reporters are interested in reading a report prepared by Global Affairs Rapid Response Mechanism that 

looked at the Alberta election. 

Thank you, 

Guillaume Berube 
Spokesperson, Media Relations I Porte-parole, Relations avec les medias 
Office: 343-203-1696 
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Media: 343-203-7700 - media@international.gc.ca 
Global Affairs Canada I Affaires mondiales Canada 
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada 
@CanadaFP I @CanadaTrade I @CanadaDev 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

ALBERTA ELECTION ANALYSIS 

PURPOSE 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

This report analyses open source data gathered in the lead-up to the provincial elections in Alberta held 

on April 16, 2019. Its purpose was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign interference and draw 
lessons learned for the Canadian general elections scheduled to take place in October 2019. Prepared in 

support of the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM), the report was penned by RRM Canada. The RRM 
is mandated to strengthen G7 coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 
democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities for 
coordinated response. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Based on primary and secondary research, RRM Canada concludes that there were very likely no 

significant foreign interference campaigns targeting the Alberta election in the online space in April 

2019. However, coordinated inauthentic activity was detected: 

• RRM Canada identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated inauthentic behaviour. RRM 

Canada judges the activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of the on line conversation as 

reported by Press Progress on Aprll 11, 2019. 

• RRM Canada identified cases of social media accounts, which were likely inauthentic, 

coordinated behaviour1 around online discussions about the Alberta election. However, the 

majority of these accounts were very likely not foreign. 

• The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of 

coordinated inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification 

of foreign interference more difficult. 

Alberta Election Findings 

[1] RRM Canada reviewed social media data to search for obvious cases of coordinated, inauthentic 

behaviour with the objective of identifying any potential foreign activities. Based on available 

information, it is very unlikely there was any foreign interference. The two largest components of the 

graph are made up of supporters of the former Premier Notley and Premier Kenney, as expected in an 

election campaign [Annex A]. 

[2] RRM Canada assesses that none of the major communities taking part in on line conversations 

related to the elections are driven by foreign interference. The presence of automated inauthentic 

activities does not appear central or crucial to the overall conversation or activity. 

[3] RRM Canada's findings stand opposite to the April 11, Press Progress report, which claimed that a 

third of accounts talking about the Alberta election were bots. RRM Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, judges that the online activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The 

article appears to rely only on the online tool mentionsmap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

1 Scale of Estimative Language: Almost No Chance - [0-10]; Very Unlikely/Very Improbable - [11- 29]; Unlikely/Improbable - [30- 39]; 
Roughly Even Chance- [40- 59]; Likely/Probable- [60- 69]; Very Likely/Very Probable - [70-89]; Almost Certainly- [90- 100] 
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proper means of assessment for inauthentic account behaviour or bot activity. RRM Canada therefore 

does not support the findings articulated in the Press Progress Report. 

[4] RRM Canada identified communities that demonstrated a suspicious account creation pattern that 

is indicative of troll or bot activity (although not conclusive). Recent spikes in account creation suggest 

the presence of accounts developed for a specific purpose; however, the community was determined 

to very likely be domestic. The overall number of accounts is a small percentage of a larger analysis of 

accounts. This highlights a key point, namely that domestic actors may emulate the tactics used by 

foreign actors to create high volumes of inauthentic accounts within the context of elections. This 

behaviour will make it increasingly difficult to distinguish national from foreign interference efforts in 

the upcoming Federal election. 

[5] RRM Canada identified a small group of anonymous accounts pushing a pro-separation movement in 

Alberta and the Prairies. Though Alberta has an official separatist party, 

https://albertalndependencexa/, these accounts do not appear affiliated with this movement. Creating 

false separatist movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference. 

Though unaffiliated, at this time, RRM Canada cannot tie this small group of accounts to any foreign 

entity. 

[6] In its review of the data of this election, RRM Canada found no evidence supporting a broad, 

coordinated campaign to influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses that automated 

inauthentic behaviour and trolling activities are very likely domestic in nature. 

Released: May 1, 2019 

Disclaimer: G7 Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM Canada) monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's 

privacy laws and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing 

practices of Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, 

the Office of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. 

Nothing in the present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or 

national law for any G7 member. The content of this report does not necessarily reflect policies of the Government of Canada 

or G7 members. 
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Annex A 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RRM CANADA 

This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data analysis illustrating a high level of normality 

in the online conversation related to the Alberta provincial election. The analysis of activity would have 

been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there were other communities that rivaled the main political 

communities in size, but were predominately unknown actors, or actors from another geographical 

location. 
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Awali. Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

From SITE ... merci, 

Caroline Xavier 

s.15(1) 

Xavier, Caroline 
Friday, May 17, 2019 8:33 AM 
St-Pierre, Hughes; Sutherland, Allen; MacKillop, Ken 

Caron, Serge 
GAC analysis re Alberta 
1. Alberta Elections Analysis.docx 

High 

Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet I Secretaire adjointe du Cabinet 
Security & Intelligence I Securite & renseignement 
Privy Council Office I Bureau du Conseil prive 
Telephone: 613-957-5386 
facsimile/ telecopieur: 613-948-7130 
Caroline.xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

ALBERTA ELECTION ANALYSIS 

PURPOSE 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

This report analyses open source data gathered in the lead-up to the provincial elections in Alberta held 

on April 16, 2019. Its purpose was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign interference and draw 
lessons learned for the Canadian general elections scheduled to take place in October 2019. Prepared in 

support of the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM), the report was penned by RRM Canada. The RRM 
is mandated to strengthen G7 coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 
democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities for 
coordinated response. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Based on primary and secondary research, RRM Canada concludes that there were very likely no 

significant foreign interference campaigns targeting the Alberta election in the online space in April 

2019. However, coordinated inauthentic activity was detected: 

• RRM Canada identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated inauthentic behaviour. RRM 

Canada judges the activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of the on line conversation as 

reported by Press Progress on Aprll 11, 2019. 

• RRM Canada identified cases of social media accounts, which were likely inauthentic, 

coordinated behaviour1 around online discussions about the Alberta election. However, the 

majority of these accounts were very likely not foreign. 

• RRM Canada identified known national far-right and hate group actors who have previously 

disseminated material, using similar tactics as known malign foreign actors. 

• RRM identified accounts tied to lobbying groups that were unaffiliated with a political party 

spreading disinformation online in the run-up to the Alberta election. 

• The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of 

coordinated inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification 

of foreign interference more difficult. 

Alberta Election Findings 

[1] RRM Canada reviewed social media data to search for obvious cases of coordinated, inauthentic 

behaviour with the objective of identifying any potential foreign activities. Based on available 

information, it is very unlikely there was any foreign interference. The two largest components of the 

graph are made up of supporters of the former Premier Notley and Premier Kenney, as expected in an 

election campaign [Annex A]. 

[2] RRM Canada assesses that none of the major communities taking part in on line conversations 

related to the elections are driven by foreign interference. The presence of automated inauthentic 

activities does not appear central or crucial to the overall conversation or activity. 

1 Scale of Estimative Language: Almost No Chance - [0-10]; Very Unlikely/Very Improbable - [11- 29]; Unlikely/Improbable - [30- 39]; 
Roughly Even Chance- [40- 59]; Likely/Probable- [60- 69]; Very Likely/Very Probable - [70-89]; Almost Certainly- [90- 100] 
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[3] RRM Canada's findings stand opposite to the April 1L Press Progress report, which claimed that a 

third of accounts talking about the Alberta election were bots. RRM Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, judges that the online activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The 

article appears to rely only on the online tool mentionsmap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

proper means of assessment for inauthentic account behaviour or bot activity. RRM Canada therefore 

does not support the findings articulated in the Press Progress Report. 

[4] RRM Canada identified communities that demonstrated a suspicious account creation pattern that 

is indicative of troll or bot activity. Recent spikes in account creation suggest the presence of accounts 

developed for a specific purpose; however, the community was determined to very likely be domestic, 

as it was mainly comprised of supporters of the United Conservative Party (UCP). A second small 

community was identified as supporters of the People's Party of Canada, which had similar suspicious 

patterns of account creation. This pattern was not identified within communities of supporters of the 

Alberta Liberal Party or Alberta New Democratic Party. The overall number of accounts is a small 

percentage of a larger collection [Annex B]. This highlights a key point, namely that domestic actors are 

also emulating the tactics used by foreign actors, within the context of provincial elections. This 

behaviour will make it increasingly difficult to distinguish national from foreign interference efforts in 

the upcoming Federal election. 

[5] The RRM identified a small group of anonymous accounts pushing a pro-separation movement in 

Alberta and the Prairies. Though Alberta has an official separatist party, 

https://albertaindependence,ca/. these accounts do not appear affiliated with this movement. Creating 

false separatist movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference. 

Though unaffiliated, at this time, RRM Canada cannot tie this small group of accounts to any foreign 

entity. 

[6] In its review of the data of this election, RRM Canada found no evidence supporting a broad, 

coordinated campaign to influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses that automated 

inauthentic behaviour and trolling activities are very likely domestic in nature; 

Released: May 1, 2019 

Disclaimer: G7 Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM Canada) monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's 

privacy laws and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing 

practices of Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, 

the Office of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. 

Nothing in the present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or 

national law for any G7 member. 
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This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data collection illustrating a high level of 

normality in the online conversation related to the Alberta provincial election. The analysis of activity 

would have been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there were other communities that rivaled the main 

political communities in size, but were predominately unknown actors, or actors from another 

geographical location. 
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Annex B 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RRM CANADA 

A review of the account creation dates of accounts in the community of UCP supporters. The size of the 

final spike is an indicator of inauthentic activity. One indicator of bot activity is a large number of 

recently-created accounts. In this case, a large spike in accounts created in Ql 2019 is suggestive of 

inauthentic activity by either automated accounts or anonymous accounts. This combined with a 

qualitative evaluation of the accounts by RRM Canada, as well as their posting behaviours and the social 

network analysis; these are indications of likely inauthentic behaviour. 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sutherland, Allen <Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Thursday, October 31, 2019 12:07 PM 
Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Malette, Ayesha; McAdam, Ryan; Paquet, Manon; 
Stinson, Sarah; · Xavier, Caroline 
Boudreau, Sandra; Diaczuk, Shane; Massabki, Myriam; McAdam, Ryan; Nelson, Fiona; 
O'Nions, Christine; Paxton, Taylor; Samaan, Valerie; Shank, Stephane; Stinson, Sarah; 
Tessier, Jean; Patterson, Adine; Quenneville, Line 
RE: For SI and DI approval: CBC request - monitoring of interference re Wexit 

No issues. Agree with idea of softening detect and counter to analyze and address. 

From: Bujold, Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2019 11:55 AM 
To: Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; McAdam, Ryan 
<Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paquet, Manon <Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-
bcp.gc.ca>; Xavier, Caroline <Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
Sutherland, Allen <Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.Boudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, 
Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; McAdam, Ryan <Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona 
<Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor 
<Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Samaan, Valerie <Valerie.Samaan@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Shank, Stephane 
<Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco
bcp.gc.ca>; Patterson, Adine <Adine.Patterson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Quenneville, Line <Line.Quenneville@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: RE: For SI and DI approval: CBC request - monitoring of interference re Wexit 

Thanks - DI, any concerns or thoughts? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2019 10:33 AM 
To: Bujold, Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
McAdam, Ryan <Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paquet, Manon <Manon.Paguet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah 
<Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Xavier, Caroline 
<Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen <Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.Boudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Bujold, Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; McAdam, Ryan 
<Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona <Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine 
<Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor <Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Samaan, Valerie 
<Valerie.Samaan@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah 
<Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Patterson, Adine <Adine.Patterson@pco
bcp.gc.ca>; Quenneville, Line <Line.Quenneville@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: Re: For SI and DI approval: CBC request - monitoring of interference re Wexit 

No objections, thanks. I would just suggest we start moving away from "detect and counter" - maybe "analyze 
and address" or "investigate and assess" - both are correct. Let me know if you have further questions. The 
community may also have a preference. 
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Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network. 

From: Bujold, Pierre-Alain 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2019 10:29 AM 
To: Malette, Ayesha; McAdam, Ryan; Paquet, Manon; Stinson, Sarah; Xavier, Caroline; 
Sutherland, Allen 
Cc: Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Diaczuk, Shane; Massabki, Myriam; McAdam, Ryan; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, 
Christine; Paxton, Taylor; Samaan, Valerie; Shank, Stephane; Stinson, Sarah; Tessier, Jean; Patterson, Adine; 
Quenneville, Line 
Subject: For SI and DI approval: CBC request - monitoring of interference re Wexit 

Good morning, 

CSE, CSIS and GAC have received a request from of CBC We propose to respond on behalf of all three, 
using a para from our most recent response on foreign interference, 

Request: 
The report the RRM team put out looking at the Alberta election, noted "a small group of anonymous accounts trying to 
amplify an Alberta separatist movement" and mentions how "creating false separatist movements or amplifying 
domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference." 

Given the ongoing conversation about western separatism and #wexit" in the aftermath of the election, will the SITE 
team/CSIS continue to monitor the separatist movement online for interference? 

Has there been any cases of interference/inauthentic accounts so far? 

Proposed respcmse: 

The Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force, comprised of officials from the Communications 
Security Establishment, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Global 
Affairs Canada, was established as a fully integrated team to help the Government assess and respond to foreign 
threats. 

Now that the election has concluded, SITE Task Force partners will continue to work within their respective mandates to 
detect and counter possible foreign threats to Canada and its democratic institutions. 

Reporter: 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi 

Tuesday, September 3, 2019 5:02 PM 

Draft Msg on RRM for NSIA 
RRM Canada - Comprehensive Report on the 2019 European Parliamentary 
Elections.pdf; RRM Canada Ukraine Elections Final Report.pdf; 1. Alberta Elections 
Analysis.docx 

As discussed. A msg that can be sent to NSIA re the RRM. 
I understand from comms that it did not launch Friday but may launch tomorrow and that the Wires will no longer be 
part of the package and there may be some sequencing to the publishing. 

Hi Greta, 

As you may be aware, the Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) intends to publish several of their reports on the 
Canada.ca website. This is part of the RR M's communications strategy and I understand has been briefed appropriately 
within GAC and in conversation with PCO Com ms. While there may be some sequencing to the publishing of the reports, 
I understand that the two that may go up as early as September 4 are the 2019 European Parliamentary Elections report 
and the 2019 Ukrainian Elections report. There is also potential for the Alberta Elections report to go at the same time or 
sometime thereafter. These reports (attached for your reference) have already been distributed fairly broadly within 
government but this will be the first public release of any RRM reporting, with the intent to continue the trend. 

I would note that the timing for this material to go live has been fluid and may again change. We will keep you aware of 
developments. 

Kind regards, 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS1 

European Parliamentary Elections: Comprehensive Report 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM Canada 

Issue: This open source data report outlines comprehensive findings by the Rapid Response Mechanism 

Canada (RRM Canada) related to foreign interference during and leading up to the 2019 European Union 

Parliamentary Elections, May 23-26, 2019. RRM Canada's reporting is informed by in-house analysis and 

consolidates insights from members of the RRM network. It is important to note that RRM Canada 

monitors and analyzes all potential cases of foreign interference, regardless of the political party 

affected or political nature of any given issue. 

The objectives of this report are to: 

• Shine light on any effort to artificially amplify unsubstantiated or false information challenging 

the legitimacy and fairness of the UK, Irish or EU democratic and electoral systems; 2 

• Identify key issues that were highly divisive and exploited within the context of the EU elections 

in the UK, Ireland and Italy in order to identify narratives that may transcend borders and be 

used in other contexts; and 

• Identify notable tactics used by malign, foreign actors. 

Key Findings 

• RRM Canada did not observe significant evidence of state-based foreign interference, or any 
large-scale, organized and coordinated efforts by non-state actors in any of the case studies 
examined during the European Parliamentary Elections. 

• RRM Canada identified national and transnational actors taking a page out of the Internet 
Research Agency {IRA) playbook, using the same tactics the IRA used in previous elections, such 
as the 2016 U.S. Elections. 

• The use of foreign interference tactics by national actors makes it difficult to identify foreign 
interference campaigns with a high degree of certainty. 

• The disinformation identified by RRM Canada tended to use authentic information that had 
been manipulated and distorted by means of misrepresenting its content or context (i.e. "de
contextualization"). This tactic allows for the creation of divisive content aimed at undermining 
social cohesion and reducing trust in democratic institutions by targeting communities 
susceptible to divisive content, which is based on factual information. This is also in line with a 
continuing trend where there is a shift from information warfare to manipulation and 
amplification of divisive narratives through narrative competition.3 

• Strategic, inauthentic amplification of divisive and inflammatory content was found around 
issues related to the following topics: immigration/migration, anti-religious sentiment (Muslim 
and Jewish), nationalist identity, women's health, gender-based harassment and climate change. 
This was likely done by national or international non-state actors. 

1 The purpose of Open Source Data reporting is to assist in charting trends, strategies and tactics in foreign interference. Prepared by RRM 
Canada, this work supports the G7 RRM - an initiative announced in 2018 in Charlevoix, mandated to strengthen coordination to identify and 
respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities 
for coordinated response 
2 RRM Canada has selected 3 cases (UK, Ireland and Italy) based on initial research, linguistic limitations, and most importantly, it is an attempt 
to fill in gaps in the RRM networks coverage and support cases looked at by partner organizations. This approach was meant to ensure a more 
complete understanding of foreign interference within the context of the EU Parliamentary Elections. 
3 Also noted by partner organizations, including a recent report from the Institute for Strategic Dialogue (2019). 
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Challenging the legitimacy and fairness of the UK, EU and Irish democratic system 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM Canada 

RRM Canada identified some incidents of coordinated inauthentic behaviour in relation to the artificial 

amplification of disinformation on social media. However, the available data would appear to indicate 

that this coordinated inauthentic behaviour does not stem from a foreign state, or large-scale organized 

non-state actor. Rather, our findings show that national and international non-state actors, likely 

originating from various far-right communities across Europe and the United States, have most notably 

(though not exclusively) emulated approaches from the Russian sponsored IRA Playbook used during the 

2016 American Presidential Election. 

Twitter, Facebook and Reddit4 accounts were used to spread divisive and false information to damage 

and negatively impact social cohesion and trust in democratic processes and institutions. These efforts 

also included the use of biogs and webpages to host disinformation, as well as coordinated networks of 

Facebook groups, Redd it accounts and Twitter account networks to disseminate content. 

An example of these activities include false and unsubstantiated information on vote rigging, noting 

Counting Agents with the UK Brexit Party were barred from viewing the vote count. This was amplified 

through a series of inauthentic and coordinated accounts/networks online5 during the voting period to 

challenge the legitimacy of the electoral process in Nottingham, UK, and the UK more generally. 

Use of Divisive Narrative to Undermine Social Cohesion 

RRM Canada identified a shift from information warfare6 to narrative competition.7 A key trend in the 

data is the dissemination and amplification of divisive issues such as: immigration, Muslims in Europe, 

climate change and liberal vs conservative values. What is notable is the strategic pushing of 

inflammatory and divisive narratives across national borders and global political contexts to engage pan

European, regional and international communities. 

M igration/lm migration 

An example of this would be the story of "400 African illegal immigrants stormed in the terminal of the 

Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris". This was initially recounted by the NY Post "Footage shows 

hundreds of migrants occupying French airport terminal". When this story was picked up by national 

and transnational far-right and Kremlin-affiliated news sites and biogs, it snow balled, being posted by 

this instance, a transnational network of actors shared, copied and reproduced divisive content related 

to a minor local protest with no noted incidents. Suspicious sites picked up this content to reach a 

broader audience by manipulating what is called Search Engine Optimization or SE08 and artificially 

amplified it days before the EU Parliamentary Election by both a network of dubious and unreliable 

4 Focus on these specific platforms was due to limitations in access, and indicators of key points of engagement. 
5 This incident showed no evidence of being linked to a foreign actor, according to information available to RRM Canada. 
6 Please see: New Knowledge. 2019. "Tactics and Tropes of the Internet Research Agency," for further information. 
7 Competition for the way an issue is framed within public discourse, with each framing looking to become the dominant method of 
conceptualizing said issue, is referred to as "narrative competition". Please see the Institute for Strategic Design (2019). "2019 EU Elections 
Information Operations Analysis" for further explanation. 
8 Search engine optimization is the process of affecting the on line visibility of a website or a web page in a web search engine's unpaid results. It 
is a measurable, repeatable process that is used to send signals to search engines that a webpage is worth showing in Google's index. Though 
this process should occur organically by users visiting a website, this can be manipulated by multiple tactics to give an inauthentic SEO score 
thus artificially amplifying content. 
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websites, as well as a network of inauthentic accounts on Twitter and Reddit.9 This aided in increasing 

reach and traction, using near identical, divisive framing of the event, playing on anti-immigrant, anti

African and identity-based sentiment with sensationalized and inflammatory language, and referencing 

the original content to provide the allusion of validation in reporting. 

Health and Reproductive lssues10 

Another example is an attempt to sow division and further polarize communities around an already 

highly charged topic. In the Irish context, RRM Canada found national and international non-state actors 

manipulating and framing authentic information from the public Health Service of Ireland using 

inflammatory and divisive rhetoric about abortion and pregnancy "remains." This information was 

amplified and targeted at susceptible far/alt-right and conservative communities locally and 

internationally11 through coordinated activity. 

This tactic is valuable in transferring a narrative from one community to another, amplifying its 

significance, and targeting those susceptible to inflammatory and sensationalized content in order to 

affect discourse around divisive issue across states, Europe and internationally. A narrative may be 

altered slightly for different audiences, but the core aspects of its framing and messaging are 

transmitted regardless of the source. 

Additional Tactics and Approaches of Note 

RRM Canada observed a number of noteworthy tactics employed throughout the EU. One tactic is the 

use of manipulated authentic information posted on untrustworthy websites, biogs, and by 

questionable journalists or inauthentic accounts to seed conversations. The information is then picked 

up and framed using a divisive and inflammatory narrative by a broader network of accounts, websites 

and blogs12 referencing the original posting to substantiate their story. Finally, this information is 

amplified by networks of inauthentic accounts in a coordinated fashion. This information targets 

susceptible communities and may be translated to various languages to target broader political contexts 

and audiences. RRM Canada describes this tactic as "de-contextualization," as the basis of the 

information is authentic content that is manipulated and distorted. A version ofthis tactic has been 

observed as being used by Kremlin-linked actors and is a known tactic of covert, malicious foreign 

actors.13 

A similar but notable tactic for amplifying content, and strategically translating and pushing it into new 

communities, was observed in our Italian case study. In this case, the initial content focused on 
Euroscepticism and anti-globalist sentiment and conspiracy. Using a speech by Italian Deputy Prime 

Minister Matteo Salvini, content was initially spread and amplified through a set of inauthentic and 

coordinated accounts. It was then strategically targeted at influential and well-known authentic online 

actors in order to have it boost engagement. Finally, the content was translated into four different 

languages and amplified again by systematically pushing it in these four separate communities 

simultaneously, in order to increase reach and prominence in various far-right European discussions and 

communities. 

9 The Twitter network of inauthentic accounts was observed as central to various attempts at amplification. Reddit posts targeted well-known 
conspiracy and far/alt-right groups, including The_Donald, New Right and The_Europe. 
10 According to Ireland Health Services Executive this falls under: Unplanned Pregnancy Support Services. 
11 This incident showed evidence of being linked to a foreign actor, according to RRM Canada. 
12 This includes several pro-Kremlin sites including, Zerohedge, RT, and Sputnik, as well as various alt-right or far-right sites. 
13 See ORF Lab's work on the EU Parliamentary Elections. 
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RRM Canada also noted a small incident of inauthentic left progressive accounts, 14 engaging in left

leaning discussions, while also being embedded in a far-right inauthentic network. What was notable 

about these accounts was that they used hashtags, language characteristic of and played into the 

general performativity of a left progressive actor, but also prominently displayed their Muslim identity 

and the intention for a "Muslim takeover" of the west. They were then used as examples of the "radical 

left" and "radical Muslims" by various far/alt-right groups presenting accounts online. RRM Canada 

believes these to be experimentation with new tactics meant to provoke and act as a means to further 

and artificially aid in polarizing the left and the right over wedge issues. 

Concluding Remarks 

Our findings are consistent in a number of ways with other experts in this field. Notable findings from 

published reports illustrate the impact of tactics like narrative competition, and the emergence of new 

actors using well-known information operation tactics, particularly non-state actors.15 Some experts 

found instances of state-based foreign interference, including on platforms like Facebook, Redd it and 

Medium, while noting amongst the various findings the emergence of the tactic of planting, seeding and 

systematically amplifying false information across platforms and other information sources.16 In relation 

to the EU Parliamentary Elections, a key insight from RRM Canada is that while no significant evidence of 

state-based foreign interference was observed, the digital ecosystem is ripe and ideal for exploitation by 

foreign malign actors.17 

Released: 18 July 2019 

Disclaimer: Rapid Response Mechanism Canada monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's privacy laws and the 

Mini 

Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, the Office of the 

Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. Nothing in the 

present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or national law 

for any G7 member. 

14 Only two accounts were observed exhibiting this inauthentic and dubious behaviour, and were taken down in advance of the election period. 
RRM Canada assesses that this is representative of the potential testing of a new tactic. 
15 Please see the Institute for Strategic Design (2019). "2019 EU Elections Information Operations Analysis." 
16 Please See: Digital Forensics Research Lab. 2019. "Top Takes: Suspected Russian Intelligence Operations." June 22, 2019. 
17 It must be noted that the findings of this report may differ from other reports that have used or have access to other source data and 

information, had different objectives or monitored for a longer period oftime. 
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This report analyses open source data gathered in the lead-up to the provincial elections in Alberta held 

on April 16, 2019. Its purpose was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign interference and draw 
lessons learned for the Canadian general elections scheduled to take place in October 2019. Prepared in 

support of the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM), the report was penned by RRM Canada. The RRM 
is mandated to strengthen G7 coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 
democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities for 
coordinated response. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Based on primary and secondary research, RRM Canada concludes that there were very likely no 

significant foreign interference campaigns targeting the Alberta election in the online space in April 

2019. However, coordinated inauthentic activity was detected: 

• RRM Canada identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated inauthentic behaviour. RRM 

Canada judges the activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of the on line conversation as 

reported by Press Progress on Aprll 11, 2019. 

• RRM Canada identified cases of social media accounts, which were likely inauthentic, 

coordinated behaviour1 around online discussions about the Alberta election. However, the 

majority of these accounts were very likely not foreign. 

• RRM Canada identified known national far-right and hate group actors who have previously 

disseminated material, using similar tactics as known malign foreign actors. 

• RRM identified accounts tied to lobbying groups that were unaffiliated with a political party 

spreading disinformation online in the run-up to the Alberta election. 

• The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of 

coordinated inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification 

of foreign interference more difficult. 

Alberta Election Findings 

[1] RRM Canada reviewed social media data to search for obvious cases of coordinated, inauthentic 

behaviour with the objective of identifying any potential foreign activities. Based on available 

information, it is very unlikely there was any foreign interference. The two largest components of the 

graph are made up of supporters of the former Premier Notley and Premier Kenney, as expected in an 

election campaign [Annex A]. 

[2] RRM Canada assesses that none of the major communities taking part in on line conversations 

related to the elections are driven by foreign interference. The presence of automated inauthentic 

activities does not appear central or crucial to the overall conversation or activity. 

1 Scale of Estimative Language: Almost No Chance - [0-10]; Very Unlikely/Very Improbable - [11- 29]; Unlikely/Improbable - [30- 39]; 
Roughly Even Chance- [40- 59]; Likely/Probable- [60- 69]; Very Likely/Very Probable - [70-89]; Almost Certainly- [90- 100] 

1 
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[3] RRM Canada's findings stand opposite to the April 1L Press Progress report, which claimed that a 

third of accounts talking about the Alberta election were bots. RRM Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, judges that the online activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The 

article appears to rely only on the online tool mentionsmap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

proper means of assessment for inauthentic account behaviour or bot activity. RRM Canada therefore 

does not support the findings articulated in the Press Progress Report. 

[4] RRM Canada identified communities that demonstrated a suspicious account creation pattern that 

is indicative of troll or bot activity. Recent spikes in account creation suggest the presence of accounts 

developed for a specific purpose; however, the community was determined to very likely be domestic, 

as it was mainly comprised of supporters of the United Conservative Party (UCP). A second small 

community was identified as supporters of the People's Party of Canada, which had similar suspicious 

patterns of account creation. This pattern was not identified within communities of supporters of the 

Alberta Liberal Party or Alberta New Democratic Party. The overall number of accounts is a small 

percentage of a larger collection [Annex B]. This highlights a key point, namely that domestic actors are 

also emulating the tactics used by foreign actors, within the context of provincial elections. This 

behaviour will make it increasingly difficult to distinguish national from foreign interference efforts in 

the upcoming Federal election. 

[5] The RRM identified a small group of anonymous accounts pushing a pro-separation movement in 

Alberta and the Prairies. Though Alberta has an official separatist party, 

https://albertaindependence,ca/. these accounts do not appear affiliated with this movement. Creating 

false separatist movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference. 

Though unaffiliated, at this time, RRM Canada cannot tie this small group of accounts to any foreign 

entity. 

[6] In its review of the data of this election, RRM Canada found no evidence supporting a broad, 

coordinated campaign to influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses that automated 

inauthentic behaviour and trolling activities are very likely domestic in nature; 

Released: May 1, 2019 

Disclaimer: G7 Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM Canada) monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's 

privacy laws and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing 

practices of Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, 

the Office of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. 

Nothing in the present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or 

national law for any G7 member. 
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This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data collection illustrating a high level of 

normality in the online conversation related to the Alberta provincial election. The analysis of activity 

would have been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there were other communities that rivaled the main 

political communities in size, but were predominately unknown actors, or actors from another 

geographical location. 
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A review of the account creation dates of accounts in the community of UCP supporters. The size of the 

final spike is an indicator of inauthentic activity. One indicator of bot activity is a large number of 

recently-created accounts. In this case, a large spike in accounts created in Ql 2019 is suggestive of 

inauthentic activity by either automated accounts or anonymous accounts. This combined with a 

qualitative evaluation of the accounts by RRM Canada, as well as their posting behaviours and the social 

network analysis; these are indications of likely inauthentic behaviour. 
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2019 UKRAINIAN ELECTIONS FINAL REPORT 

Purpose 
[1] This open source report is the final report in a series prepared by Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) 
Canada on Foreign Interference (Fl) during the 2019 Ukrainian presidential elections. The aim of the 
series was to enhance the global understanding of contemporary threats to democratic systems of 
governance while informing Canadian efforts aimed at safeguarding Canada's elections from Fl. This 
report is a summary of key findings from the series of reports that was produced with the objective of 
identifying key lessons learned from the Ukrainian presidential elections. The reports were based on 
secondary sources, including insight from the RRM network and the community of experts, as well as 
primary research conducted by RRM Canada leveraging its open data monitoring and analytical capacity. 

Overall Assessment 

[2] Based on evidence summarized below and previous RRM reports, the Ukrainian presidential election 
was likely the target of a Russian Fl campaign aimed at undermining local and international confidence 
in the Ukrainian democracy. Initial assessments by multiple observation teams conclude that this Fl 
campaign did not achieve its aim. 1 Key findings include: 

Russian speakers were a priority audience for accounts employing automation. 
With the exception of the days following major incidents such as the July 2014 downing of 
Malaysian Air flight MH-17, covert social media influence campaigns appear most active during 
election periods in Ukraine as well as the days immediately following. 
Along with the use of bot and troll accounts, other tactics included the use of networks of 
disinformation websites and social media pages, and purported leaks. 
"Meta-trolling" or content designed to be detected and called out as Russian propaganda in 
order to discredit the information it contains may be a newly emerging tactic which RRM 
Canada will continue to monitor. 

General Observations - Secondary and Primary Sources 

Tactics/Strategies 
[3] Reporting from 

s.15(1) 

notes a high degree of automation 
observed in social media posts about Ukraine's elections. RRM Canada observed similar automated 
accounts or bots. In addition to the use of bots, RRM Canada observed that many accounts used a 
random string of alphanumeric characters as a username. These accounts were mostly created after 
January 2019 and were posting in the Russian language about the Ukrainian elections. The usernames 
and young age of these accounts indicates that a computer program was likely used to quickly generate 
new accounts for use in bot networks. Additionally, RRM Canada notes that the highest degree in 
automation was observed within communities discussing the Ukrainian elections in the Russian 
language indicating that Russian speakers were likely a priority target audience. 

[4] Historical Twitter based analysis has shown that accounts associated with the Kremlin have been 
most active following the May 2014 elections. However, tweet volume was much smaller in comparison 
to the July 2014 downing of Malaysian flight MH-17.2 While RRM Canada does not have a database of 
accounts associated with the Kremlin, within our collection of accounts discussing the 2019 elections, 

1 Previous reporting 
2 https://voxukraine.org/longreads/twitter-database/index-en.html 
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our team observed a large spike in account creation dates from 2014. Further analysis of account 
creation dates reveals another spike in January 2019. This spike was most pronounced among accounts 
posting in the Russian language. This indicates that although far below the level of resources dedicated 
to deflecting blame away from Russia for the downing of MH-17, covert social media influence 
campaigns are probably most active during election periods in Ukraine. Our data also indicates a spike in 
posting activity in the days immediately following the elections however, examination of the posts did 
not reveal any specific narrative being amplified. 

[S] Two tactics which have to date been less frequently reported, were observed much more 
prominently during the Ukraine elections. These tactics were the purchase or renting of social media 
accounts and the use of "meta-trolling." 

[6] New York Times and the Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) report that Russian intelligence agents had 
been offering to purchase or rent established social media accounts from Ukrainian citizens for the 
purposes of spreading divisive content or furthering other Kremlin narratives. Owners of these social 
media accounts reported that they were unaware they were dealing with Russian intelligence personnel 
or what purpose their accounts would ultimately serve once sold or rented. The number of accounts 
purchased by Russian agents remains unknown at this time and description of this tactic stems from a 
video-taped confession released by the SBU.3 Given the financial and human resources required to find 
and purchase established social media accounts from citizens willing to sell them, it is unlikely this tactic 
was widespread during this election and unknown if it will be employed in other Fl campaigns. 

[7] Finally, Government of Canada (Goe) partners deployed to Ukraine to assist with cyber security 
during the elections period reported a new meta-trolling technique. In this technique, certain content 
was designed to be detected as Russian propaganda and publicly called out as such in an effort to 
discredit the information it contained. While we cannot attribute the employment of this tactic to 
Russia, it falls within the well-known concept of "reflexive control." This concept, whereby specifically 
prepared information is conveyed in order to incline an opponent to voluntarily take a certain course of 
action, has a long history within Soviet and Russian military doctrine.4 RRM Canada has no further 
information or current examples of this technique and we cannot attribute it to any particular actor at 
this time. 

[8] RRM Canada cannot tie the employment of automated accounts or the spread of divisive content to 
Russia. However, Facebook did shut down thousands of accounts posting about Ukraine which they 
attributed to Kremlin-linked Internet Research Agency (IRA) and Sputnik News. 5 Based primarily on this 
evidence, RRM Canada assesses that the Russian state was likely conducting a disinformation campaign 
targeting the Ukrainian elections. 

Narratives 
[9] In addition to observations of automation, reports from the UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office's 
(FCO) Counter Disinformation Cell note divisive narratives being spread by these automated accounts. 
AoD notes that much of this content ostensibly6 emanated from Russia and, at least for a period in late 

3 Previous reporting 
4 http://georgetownsecuritystudiesreview.org/2017 /02/01/disinformation-and-reflexive-control-the-new-cold
war/ 
5 Previous reporting 
6 Alliance for Securing Democracies methodolody relies on user selection of location within preference settings. 
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March,7 dominated approximately 13% of the conversation on social media about the Ukrainian 
elections. Previous RRM Canada reports have noted that divisive content was primarily along the 
following themes: 

• Ukraine was reverting to its Nazi past while chauvinism and xenophobia were current state 
policy; 

• Ukraine was becoming increasingly corrupt and becoming a banana republic. 

• Ukraine was not capable of hosting free and fair elections; and 

• The illegitimacy of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church was put forward. 

[10] While the break of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church from the Moscow patriarch is uniquely 
Ukrainian, claims of corruption, elections fraud, and otherwise divisive content are common tropes 
within Fl campaigns. 8 Along with the use of bot and troll accounts, other tactics included the use of 
networks of disinformation websites and social media pages, and purported leaks. 9 The Atlantic 
Council's Digital Forensics Research Lab notes these tactics appear to be common across both foreign 
and domestic disinformation campaigns targeting elections. 10 

On Gender 
[11] On the gender dimensions of Fl within the Ukrainian elections, RRM Canada observed crudely 

Photo-shopped, degrading, highly sexualized imagery targeting the most prominent female candidate, 
Yulia Tymoshenko. RRM Canada cannot attribute any of these images to any specific actor. We note that 
this imagery dominated our collection of all images related to political candidates for a period in 
February indicating the possibility of some level of coordinated amplification; however, there are many 
plausible explanations related to this imagery. 

On Diasporas 
[12] Lastly, RRM Canada detected and analyzed two multilingual groups discussing the Ukrainian 
elections in the Ukrainian, Russian and English languages on Twitter. Within these groups, relatively few 
indications of automated content spreading or accounts assessed to be possible Kremlin trolls were 
observed. Based on the mix of languages, RRM Canada assesses these communities to likely be 
Ukrainian diaspora communities from English speaking countries. Based on the lack of automated 
content spreading within these communities, RRM Canada assesses they were likely not priority target 
audiences for disinformation campaigns.11 

Released: 4 June 2019 

Disclaimer: Rapid Response Mechanism Canada team monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's privacy laws 
and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing practices of 
Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, the Office 
of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. Nothing in the 
present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or national law 
for any G7 member. 

7 Other reports from the Alliance of Democracies did not mention the amount of content possibly emanating from 
Russia. 
8 As noted within research conducted by the Atlantic Council's Digital Forensics Research Lab. 
9 Previous reporting 
10 As presented by DFR Lab. 
11 Previous reporting 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Friday, September 6, 2019 9:28 PM 
Xavier, Caroline; 
Fw:: Alberta election plagued by 'inauthentic activity,' disinformation, says report 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network. 

From: MacKillop, Ken <Ken.MacKillop@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Friday, September 6, 2019 4:27 PM 
To: Mccowan, Ian; Kempton, Laurie-Anne; Sutherland, Allen; McAdam, Ryan; Bossenmaier, Greta 
Cc: Diaczuk, Shane; Tessier, Jean 
Subject: RE: : Alberta election plagued by 'inauthentic activity,' disinformation, says report 

Adding and Greta as well. 

I spoke with GAC who indicated that the discussion was a good opportunity to inform the reporter. 

From: Mccowan, Ian <lan.McCowan@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: September 6, 2019 4:25 PM 
To: MacKillop, Ken <Ken.MacKillop@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Kempton, Laurie-Anne <Laurie-Anne.Kempton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
Sutherland, Allen <Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; McAdam, Ryan <Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject:: Alberta election plagued by 'inauthentic activity,' disinformation, says report 

From: News/ Nouvelles (PCO/BCP) <News-Nouvelles@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Friday, September 6, 2019 4:25 PM 
Subject: CBC: Alberta election plagued by 'inauthentic activity,' disinformation, says report 

CBC News I Catharine Tunney 

A government of Canada team says it identified a number of "inauthentic" social media accounts and 
cases of disinformation in the run-up to the Alberta election - and is warning that similar tactics could be 
used this fall during the federal campaign. 

In new report dropped today, the Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) team, housed at Global Affairs 
Canada, says it identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated "inauthentic behaviour" during the April 
provincial election 

Government officials speaking on background told CBC News there is nothing to suggest the accounts 
swayed the result of the election, which saw United Conservative Party Leader Jason Kenney elected 
premier. 

The report said the suspicious accounts appear to be mainly domestic, not foreign, as the community was 
mainly driven by "supporters of the United Conservative Party (UCP)." 
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RRM said a number of the inauthentic accounts commenting on the election supported the People's Party 
of Canada, which is federal. 

The government officials took pains to point out that that there is nothing to suggest the parties 
themselves directed the accounts. 

The RRM team also identified accounts tied to lobbying groups that were spreading disinformation online 
in the run-up to the Alberta election. Officials would not say which groups were involved. 

The team also found accounts associated with "known national far-right and hate group actors" spreading 
disinformation on social media leading up to the Alberta election. 

"The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of coordinated 
inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification of foreign interference 
more difficult," says the report. 

To draft this report, the team monitored open sources like Twitter. 

It identified the Alberta election as being at risk of interference "because of the extent to which 
environmental issues were debated." 

Birthed out of the 2018 G7 summit in Charlevoix, the RRM unit was set up to coordinate efforts between 
the seven leading industrialized nations to identify, prevent and respond to threats to democracy. 

The RRM also plays a role in the Security and Intelligence Threats to Election (SITE) task force, conducting 
open source research on global trends and data on threats to democracy. 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Tessier, Jean 
Wednesday, August 28, 2019 5:02 PM 
Stinson, Sarah; Diaczuk, Shane; 
Kathleen; 
Sutherland, Allen; McAdam, Ryan 
RE: GAC website 

Paquet, Manon; Malette, Ayesha; Wood, 

GAC advlses that the site ls still being updated. Yes. Present planning does include posting of Alberta report. 

Jean Tessier 

Director General, Operations (Communications) 
Privy Council Office / Government of Canada 
Jean.tessier@pco-bcp.ge. ca 
Tel: 613-948-6677 / Cell: 

Directeur general des operations (Communications) 
Bureau du Conseil prive / Gouvernernent du Canada 
Jean.tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca 
Tel. : 613-948-6677 I Cellulaire 

From: Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 

Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2019 4:54 PM 
To: Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paquet, Manon 
<Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Wood, Kathleen 
<Kathleen.Wood@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Cc: Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen <Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; McAdam, Ryan 
<Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: RE: GAC website 

Hi Shane, 
We note that the Alberta report is not included on the draft site. While we do not want to push for it to be included, 
Jean had mentioned that it would be. Is there an update from GAC ln this regard? 
Thanks very much, 
Sarah 

From: Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2019 4:13 PM 
To: Paquet, Manon <Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Malette, Ayesha 
<Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Wood, Kathleen <Kathleen.Wood@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Stinson, Sarah 
<Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: GAC website 

Hi all here is the link to the development server. You will need use the passwords below. 
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Note we had mentioned the RRM wire was July and August but the site currently lists May and July. 

Rapid Response Mechanism Canada - Protecting Democracy: 

Username: 
Password: 

let me know if you have Qs. 
Shane 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thursday, August 29, 2019 11 :03 AM 

RE: RRM reports to flag to NSIA 

Thanks, Will flag today. Do you have any concerns with the actual content going up? I notke Alberta is there. 

From: 
Sent: August 28, 2019 6:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: RRM reports to flag to NSIA 

- for NSIA awareness as she was tracking this issue. We will also review the final com ms products which we have 
seen yet. 
Thanks. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RRM reports to flag to NSIA 

Hi 

Per today's discussion, I have attached the five reports that GAC intends to post to their external website this Friday as 
part of the communications strategy for the RRM. We may wish to flag these to NSIA ahead of the site going live. We 
have not reviewed final communications products. 

Thanks, 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Friday, May 17, 2019 8:38 AM 
Xavier, Caroline 

Subject: Re: GAC analysis re Alberta 

Just fyi, DI and are on the RRM distribution as a matter of practice. 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network. 

From: Xavier, Caroline 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 8:32 AM 
To: St-Pierre, Hughes; Sutherland, Allen; MacKillop, Ken 
Cc: Caron, Serge 
Subject: GAC analysis re Alberta 

From SITE ... merci, 

Caroline Xavier 
Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet I Secretaire adjointe du Cabinet 
Security & Intelligence I Securite & renseignement 
Privy Council Office I Bureau du Conseil 
Telephone: 613-957-5386 
facsimile/ telecopieur: 613-948-7130 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi Stephane, 

Malette, Ayesha 
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1 :57 PM 
Shank, Stephane; Paquet, Manon; Stinson, Sarah; Sutherland, Allen; 

I 

Xavier, Caroline 
Claude, Caroline; Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Delaney, Allison; Diaczuk, 
Shane; Duchesne, Paul; Le Gras, Gilbert; Massabki, Myriam; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, 
Christine; Paxton, Taylor; Tessier, Jean 
RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News -
ASAP 

Correcting one typo, and suggesting the removal of one sentence that seems out of place now that the writ has been 
issued. 

Ayesha 

From: Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:31 PM 
Subject: RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 
Importance: High 

Colleagues, 

We have proposed the following high-level response to answer this request since CSE and CSIS are recommending PCO 
respond. While discussing this request with partners, it was suggested that we address her main question, which refers 
to RRM reporting, even if to say we can't comment. It is believed that she's already read the RRM report on Alberta and 
knows the Goe is aware of the issue. 

Please let us know if you have any concerns. The text in yellow is new text, the remainder has been used previously to 
respond to enquiries. 

Request to CSE: 

Outlet: Global News 
Issue: 2019 Federal Election Threat Assessments on Climate Change 
Questions: Reporter is working on a story about potential 'magnet' topics for foreign interference attempts. She would 
like to know if CSE has any assessments of whether climate change is one of the topic areas that could be used for 
attempts at electoral interference, even from actors like Yellow/oilsands actors. Specifically, akin to what the Rapid 
Response Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this 
month. 
Deadline: Wednesday, September 18 - 12 p.m. 

Request to CSIS: 

"I'm working on a story about potential magnet topics for foreign interference attempts ... I think I remember you guys 
and CSE both had a rep at the on-background press conference before the House rose outlining how the special 
committee on foreign interference will assess attempts to influence our election. 
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I wanted to ask CSIS has any assessment of whether climate change is one of the areas that could be ripe for attempts at 
interference, even from domestic actors like Yellow Vest/oilsands actors. Specifically akin to what the Rapid Response 
Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this month." 

Proposed response: 
The Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force examines a wide array of issues but does not have any publicly 
available assessments to share. 

The SITE Task Force was established in September 2018 and is comprised of officials from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS), the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Global Affairs Canada, and CSE. As members of SITE, each agency leverages its 
own mandate to bring to the table unique information and intelligence on threats to Canadians' Canada's 

This 
approach allows the individual agencies represented to effectively share intelligence and minimize information gaps, contextualize 
threats, and review together any potential actions to mitigate threats directed at Canadian democratic institutions. SITE has 
delivered security briefings to Elections Canada and to Canadian political parties, at both the classified and unclassified levels, aimed 
at promoting situational awareness and to help them strengthen their security practices. 

Now that the 2019 General Election has been called, the Critical Election Incident Public Protocol is in force. SITE will continue to 
share intelligence on security threats to the election with senior government officials, but the decision to speak publicly will rest with 
the panel of Deputy Ministers should they be of the view that any incident or series of incidents threatens the integrity of the 
election. 

For more information: https://www .ca nada .ca/ en/ d emocratic-i nstitutions/services/protecting-democracy/secu rity-task-force.html 

From: Shank, Stephane 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 10:55 AM 
To: Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
<Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen 
<Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Xavier, Caroline <Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 

Paquet, Manon 

Cc: Claude, Caroline <Caroline.Claude@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.Boudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Bujold, 
Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Delaney, Allison <Allison.Delaney@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane 
<Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Le Gras, Gilbert 
<Gilbert.LeGras@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona 
<Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor 
<Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco
bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 

FYI - CSE and CSIS have each received a request from Global News. 

The proposed response will be circulated for review. 

Request to CSE: 

Outlet: Global News 
Issue: 2019 Federal Election Threat Assessments on Climate Change 
Questions: Reporter is working on a story about potential 'magnet' topics for foreign interference attempts. She would 
like to know if CSE has any assessments of whether climate change is one of the topic areas that could be used for 
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attempts at electoral interference, even from actors like Yellow/oilsands actors. Specifically, akin to what the Rapid 
Response Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this 
month. 
Deadline: 18 - 12 p,rn, 

Request to CSIS: 

"I'm working on a story about potential magnet topics for foreign interference attempts ... I think I remember you guys 
and CSE both had a rep at the on-background press conference before the House rose outlining how the special 
committee on foreign interference will assess attempts to influence our election. 

I wanted to ask CSIS has any assessment of whether climate change is one of the areas that could be ripe for attempts at 
interference, even from domestic actors like Yellow Vest/oilsands actors. Specifically akin to what the Rapid Response 
Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this month." 

Thank you, 
Steph 

Stephane Shank 
Manager, Media Relations 
Privy Council Office I Government of Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 

Gestionnaire des relations avec les medias 
Bureau du Conseil prive I Gouvernement du Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 
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Kairig, Dany . • 

. From:. · 
Sent:· 

j. 

_ Ott, David . 
Thursday; November 28, 2019 9:22 AM 

To: Desrivieres,. Nicolas; Fron; Matthew; Jarvis, Mark; Kaing,_ Dany; Malette, Ayesha; Paquet, 
. Manor,; Pearce, Andrew; Pinto,. Minette; RassL Mary; Stinson, Sarat,; Wood, Kathleen .. 

.. Subj~d: . FW: RRM Wire - September 2019 .. .. . . 
. .. . . 

. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . .. . 

. . . . . . 

• lri case you do not receive th:is dire_ttly; .. 

. -- .· ,.-----·· - .. ·.._...;.~- --·~--_ .,._----n-~----·-· ---------'-'~· «~-~~------~ .. --~-:~-~-.--'-~--- .-·:--~----:----,,--,-_::...~~-: -~-:..,_. .· ... 
• ·Frc:nn: G7RRM@iritern~tional.gc.ca <G7RRM@internation~l.ge.cp. 

Sent: Wednesday,: November 27,.2019 5:25 PM •· 

. .To: G7R_RM@)international.gc.ca _ 
Subject: RRM.Wire.~ Septembe_r 2019 · 

. . ... 
. . . . . . . . . .. 

. . . .. . . . .. .. . 

·• :RRM-WIRE. 
September 2019 .. · · 

. . . . . 

The RRM Wire strives to highlight original insight, share new developments and projects, and identify .... 
potential partners working in d·eferice of democracy in support of the RRM's information and analysis-sharing· • .. 

· - mandate. Contributions and feed.back are welcome. Please send to the RRM Co,;>rdination Unit: . . . . 
G7RRM@ihternational.gc~ca 

. Please :note that RRM Canada did not iss_ue any reports during C_anadis general election period Septembe·r 1i -· 
.. .:... Octqber-il; 2019. We are· now resuming. with the September editi.oii of'th~ Wire. A c~r'n~ined October-..... . 
. Nqyerhb~r ~diticm of the Wire wm follow soor:i: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

·Annou·ricements · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

• · On $eptember4; the Alliance for Securing Democracy launched the Ha~ilton 2.0 dashboard tracking •. 
. Russian propaganda on soci~lniedia: This dashboard has made improvements CJn the origin~! . . . 

Hamilton 68 dashboard concept arid has far more functionality. 
. . . . . . . . .. . . 

• · · On August 28> Australia's Minister for Education announced that the Australian goverrime·nt is 
· establishing a University Foreign Interference Taskforce to provide bett_er protection: for universities . 
. . against foreign interforence. The Taskforce will bring together universities and Australian Government : 

. agencies to develop a set of best practice guidelines to support .an environmenfof trust and to guide 
decision ·makirigi• based on potential risks, so Australian universities can continue to produce world,. 
class research. 

. . . . 

.R.RM an Focus· 

• This article discusses the RRM Canada Ma_y 2019.report on the Alberta provincial eiection·s, which 

concluded thatinautheritic; activity online:was unlikely foreign. 
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•. · ·surveyi.ng the fo·ieign threats to derno(;~acy e:manating esp~daily frqm·Russia· arid: China~ th'is. article . 
_ · emphasizes couriter-~easures ta_keri.by the Canadia'ri governni~nt, :indudi_ng"th~ foLi'riding of the ~7 . 
. • . Rapid Response Mechanism.:· 

. . . . . . 

:: ~ey: Repq~~ :arid ~~vel~1ime~ts. ·: _:. 

· . . D~fending: Dem9crac:y ..• · 

· · • . Unlike lls:;· Canada oians coordinated attack o·n foreigrdnterference . : 
: Thi~ ~frti~le e_xa'rnin'es-Ca'riada~s plan 'to proactjvely protect its ehi!ctfons 'from: ~oreign· interference iri · ... 

.. . . · the ~~erm:ath: of the ·2016' u.s'. :e_le~ti9~; _It traCE!S _legislat'iv~ :an'd_ t~c~icai steps t'akeh byoth~ 'caf'!ildian. : : 
government to.respoli~ to ~he:threat of foreign ele~tion::meddlin~;-.-.: :· 

• _.· :Misiriformatit>n· H~~ Cr~ated: a New· Worid bisorder:' ' 
This article' e~pl<;>re·s:,1,0,;;i the public:''s willingness to share content'withouUhinking:,is exploited:to .. · 

: .· spread dJsinfQr:rnaiio~ :with :grav~ ·c~~se·quences for societies·_an~ democrcicy: It 'argues th.at .u:ntil-the. ':· ' : . 
:· a:m1:flification .prqblem.is ·resolv~d, ihe public: will be contin~ally weapohlzed by.agents pf:· : ·. . . • 
:dis_i~:tor~atia.·n. . . ·• . .· . .. . .· . . .. . .· . . .. .· . . .. . . . .. 

-. . . 

•· Shapin·g··lrtdusive Governance iri Cyberspace . : .. 
. · · .· This p~p~r a~gues that ~tie United.Nations :remains :the b~st. pi_atform 1::0: shape gi'obal ·norms ~n ·st~te: .. 

. ·: : beh~vioi"iru:ybE!rspace; to thi_s ~~~, tybei-' g9v~rnahce:effqrts ~·eed to :bf:!. r~~~valuat~d: ~md :n:e·~: . : . . . 
. pra'ctkes'·ado,ptel:The:p_~p~r-n,akes six :r~tom.mendatiq~s 'on how to :fr1dude no'n·~gq,Verrirnental · 
· stakeholqers into discu·s~iohs: • . 

' •. '' :sou re~ Hacking:. Media Manipulation in Practice' . ' .. 
. . ·: : . This··~~pori fotuse~ ~n a iubset ~f in.~nipulat10~: cam'paigns-th~t rely ori a strat~gy: which' the author,s 

'.·:call~oLirce ha.ckiri'g:-a set of te'c~niqu~s·fo~ hiding the ~o~rce~ of pro.blerriat_kihform.ationJriorder _to.'' 
. : : : . j:;~rn,it its ci~tt.i_latie>n in mai11strearn medla::rh~ ·repo_rt id:erttifies fa~~ .sp_e'cific technlq:l!·~s e>fsour~~- .- .: 

· hacking: Viralsloganeeting; leak forgery; evidence collages and keyword squaring .. ·: · . ". . .. . . .. ,· . . . .. . . . . .. . .· .... - '... _. - ·-. '... -· _ .... ' -

· : • .. .L~yers ofthe Disinformation Ecosystem : :· . . . . . 
. · . :This artide atgues in· :favour.of expanding the. iriq'Uiry·aboLit .d_isinfor~ation IJeyond social--media-... · : :. . 

'piatfc:irms an'd, focus: on :disinform~tio~:.ecosystems as (:Ontplex, multidi_mensional· phenomena .t.hat .·.' 
ir,d_udetraditiorial rri~dia, ·sddal rietworks,the blogosph~re· ~ind dedicated infprmatiori are~~ in a 
v'irtual infciim,atibn· e~virbnme~t:, . . . " . ' ' ' .. . ' . . . ' ... ' . '. . .. ' 

-~ . Protecting elections ·from sociaJ.media manipulation . . ' .. . . .. . .. ' . .. 
: . · ... lri: t_his articie~ tti-e researchers· p_ropose :a: four".step research agenda for estimating the cai.Jsa:1 effects•· .. ·· . 

. •·of s~dai :rned.ia m~rii_pulatio·n··ori:voter1:ui-n·c,ut arict:~ote choice in order-to rr1ea-~ure:~u1~·e:r.abili1:y of· . . 
democ~ati~ elections.:rhe authors also:.cii~c~s politica1,' 1~g~:1,::and ethkiimplkatibns_ of undertaking:.: . 
-such: r~se·arch-: ·• · ·. . . . 

. . . - . . . . . . 

. :. ~. 'Ont.he ,~tern et NbbodVKnows You'te a Bot: ~seudoanonyn,ous Influence Operatiori_sar,d Networked•:
Soci~I -IViove·ments:' : 

. This:_ar:tkl~-~xpiores.how.pseudoanoriyrtii1:y:a11ows for manipulation of networke_d ~bci~I move'ments:.: :· 
Pseud,oanoriymous 'influenc:·e. operations ~re harnessed:by a range of political ado.rs, inc:ludirig those: 

.. ' linked :tQ·foi'elgn gover~ments, ih.ord~r to deg~ad~ trust in- d~n'lotrati~ rn·stitutions ahd negativ~ly ' 
. . . . . .. '. ·. ''. .. - .. ·. .. - ...... ,_ -- ...... _ -- . . . . . .. . •, .. . . .. . 

· · affect:social: cohesion .. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . 

• The changingface of_fake news _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ __ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ __ 
: ---This: article argues:that "fake ·news~' has ma-riy fates arid that disinformation tactics are:fast evolving : 

-·and-beco_ming harder to detect:"°The article-summarizes:these key shifts:-fron,:online celebrities to· : 
m_icro:-infll!ericer~, from click bait. t_<;> on line co_m,rnwiities, a11d frqm cJigital_ operations being peripheral: : - -

_ : tCJ becoming cent_ral components of electoral strategies. - -

• __ Here is What Foreign -Interference Will look Like iri 2020 -- --
-: - This- artide surveys for~ign interference tactic~ used by foreign a~ors:to date i~ _order to anticipat_e -
- foreign thr_eats:to:2020 us electio-ns.: It arguesthat\"(_hile the single bigge~t tll'reat to watch _for fs :vote 

- - . _:altering~ _offidals -~-eed to -mon i:tor the many lega I a-nd -quasi-legal ways :to~eign gdVe"rn me:nts a-nd : -
.-:t:1ati<>ri~1s:exen::infl~~nce on :i:he Lis: pqlitica(systein:: : ·. >: _ -. - - - - . -

-- •• •-Why 2020 disinformation campaigns rri~ybe-outso_u-rt:ed-1:o-1:he Philippines 
--_: -. The _articie argues ttia:t se.veralkey: ~evelopment~_:pdsJtlon:the PhUippine:s :as the: possible epi-centerof .-

: -_- : : fut4-re di~info:rmation camp~igris; These: develop-ments- ir.icl:ude-the rise-of sophi~tit:ated~ "'(eb of pliQUC 
--:relatfons: firms and: soda I -media co~tracto-r~-; a_s- Well as th~ network ofiroll :farm:s all -~eeki_ntt global : -•: : -: 
:dientele.: 

-_ • - It's -not just-the :1:fossian-s anymore as lrariiaris and others •1.ip disihformatfon -efforts ahei1d of 2020 -vote -
--: :Thi~: article argues-tha(Russia is .not the:only co_uritry see kine to- influence US domestic politics_ahead -of: 

-2020 election-s. :In- addition to Iran; a_nLimber of other countries; iricludi"ng SaudJ•Arab1a; Ch1na,:1~rael,-: ----
the U11iteif,ra-b ~111trates .and Ven~zuel~ h~ie the: c~p:acity·tri wage ~ussian~styl~ i"nflu-enc~ opefations.- -: -_ -
. ' .. '. . . . . .. . . . . . . .... 

- _ • -A Report of Anti~Dis1r1formation Initiatives:_ -- i_ 

- --• : In this -report,BBC Mon_itori~g\ Spedalist Disinformation Te:arn investigate$ disinformation landsc~p~s•: :_ -
-: -- :a-round the world :and ~naiy~es a range of measures adopted by gc;,verriments to com_ba_t --- - _ _ _ -_ 
- disinformation~ The: anal_ysis provide_s g-eopoiitical coritext with timely,relevantexamples from 19 -: _-: -
·criuntties in :fou~ :cont-irients~: \Aiith-a- parti~ul~doc~s-ori E1;1r.bpe~n natio-ns -and t-he -EU;-. : -_ : :: : : : - - --. . '.· .. . . ,- .. . . . " . . .· .. . .. · .. . .. · .. . 

- -

•: Avoidiilgthe Ban~~Aid Effect in lnstitution:a1 Respbrises fo_Disinf~rmation_ and Hybrid Threat~---_- -__ 
--Based Ori the_study of Six key unilateral and rnultilaterai _efforts- in Europe to counter disinformation: :_ 

:a-nd:hybrid threats, this pap~r identifies b~sfpractices and-pitfalls iri eshi~lishing new bQdies :to: -:-: _ 
---- address th~: c~n,pfex proble_ms ~{for_eigra- inte~eren~~ in der.t1ocra~les.: - -- - - --. -- -- -. 

• - :How Technology Platforms Should Dea"i with Hostile State:-bwried_:Pr.o~agarida C>utl~ts_ 
- : _- This sfatemen~ from Adrian Shahbaz, Res-e~rch Director for Technology _and Democracy,: Fi'eedo"rn - --

·:_Housei outlines recommericied responses to hostile for~ign lnterfe·rerice. Shahba-zargue~ that any _ 
response-to disihfC>rm~_ti~n operations-~nd o-nline pr~pagatida rt)USt b~ carefuliy ~valuate.d-~~:e~su_re- --_ --

--__ that U_i~ :strictly nec_e$S~ry to-a~hieve a_ l_egiffmatf.:! aim_ (protecting democracy) a~d carried_ o:ut in a -: - :-: : -
marin~r that Um its l.iriinte-nded ~orisequences and: collat~ral damage•.- -• : --_ - -

. . . . 

• Trends iri Online Foreign Influence Effotts 
- -pi-~wfng on data gather~dfrom-460 media r.eports,.this st~dy identifies:f9reign: in_fluence effort~: (Flt)_ : : : -
- -__ used to inf_luence pe>litic:s in. 2-4 _targe_ted countries,ofrom 2013through 2018: Accmdihg to this study;•: : -

-72% •of.the campaigns \,vere•conducted- by Russia~ with China~ lrari, and Saudi Arabia ac:CburitirigJor:. -_ -
most ~f thf.:! remaind~r: - -- - - -- -- - - -- . - - - -- -

• --The:CyberCri_sis of_-Anglo-Ameritan Denioc:racy _- - - -- -- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - -- - -- • - --- - --
---__ .This arti_cle argues thatthe integration of the internet: and. cyberspace into-democratic :politics has · _.:: 
• -_ -_contributed: tc;>-a crisis in -Anglo~Ameri¢a-n•~em9cracy, with a-n intensely pol~rizecJ populati_on, -_ -: : - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' . . ' .. . . . . . 
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· Russia· 

constantly distracted political debate, a deliberately misinformed body politic, and dysfunctional -
political institutions. 

• The Surkovleaks: The Inner Workings of Russia's Hybrid War in Ukraine 
. . . 

This paper examines Russia·n hybrid warfare by ·examining three tranches of leaked emails apparently . . . . .. . . 

belonging to Kremlin officials....:. including, primarily and critically, Vla:dislav Surkov, - who have been 
. closely involved inthe Eastern Ukrain_e.conflict. The.study demonstrates.that Russia's acti_vity in .. 

·. Ukraine is a reinvention of ~active measures', a form of political warfare pioneereq by the Soviet · . 
• Union, and :closely linked to a concept known ·as 'reflexive confrol', a Soviet top~secret technique to 
manipulate an opponent into making decisions leading to their own d~feat: 

. . 

• The Evolution of a Russian. Troll 
. · . The article e~ainines the activities-of the Russian operative, Alexander. Malkevich, in 6rde~ to shed'Hght _ . 
. on Moscow's:"grey zone11 tactics, a blend of proxies, paramilitaries, disinformation campaigns and 

... _·_ political influenc;e, used to achieve Russia's strategic g~'als around ,the wc,rld. . .. 

• Your friendiy iocal pro-Kremlin outlet: Russian disinformation net in Belarus 
· · ·. This article examines how the· pro-Kr~mlin disinformaticm increasingly exploits Belaf_ussiar:is' trust in. 

local news to question the soverei_grity of Belarus arid undermine its people, language and culture.One 
of the defining features of pro,-Krem_lin disinformation iri Belarus is that it relies heavily on a 

· coordinated network of regional websites seemingly created to report_local news:: . 

China 
. . . . . . . .. - . . . . . . .. . 

· • ·. Chinese Malign Influence and.the Corrosion.of Democracy 
The report brings together research by experts from 12 vulnerable democracies~ CambocJia, Pakistan, 

-. Sri Lanka, Serbia, Ecuador,_ Zambia,Mongdlia, Hungary, The Gambia, Myanmar, Malaysia and the·- . 
Maldives ....:... and provides local perspectives on how China .is impacting the politics and econoniks of· · 
these countries including, but not limited to; the manipulation of the information space: 

• The Chinese Influence Effort Hiding in Plain Sight 
Th is article ·e~pfores how Beijing uses student and professional associatio~s to try to influence not 

' . . . . ' . . .. . . - . . . . 

. just 'thinese citi4ens abroad/ but outsiders, too. It zeros in specifically cm Chinese student associations 
in Germany ahd the role they play in Beijing's efforts to shape the Chi_na~narrative in Europe, as well as 

· their role in cyberespiohage and data theft.· 

• Geostrat~gkally Motivated c()~Option e>f Soda I Media: the Case of Chine_se Linked In Spy Recruitn,ent, 
·. and: 

· · How_ China Uses Linked In to Recruit Spies Jl.broad . . 
These two articles explore the use ofthe Linked In platform for mass spy recwitment of Western 
citizens by the Chinese authorities. Former US and_Western government employees are a 
particul_arly vulnerable target because many former government employees advertise that they. 
have security clearances, whkh enhan·~es their re~ruitment prospects for legitimate employers. This . 
·important shift from traditiqnal recruitment of ethnic Chinese in the West to non-Chinese Western 

. nationals has been enabled and facilitated by the proliferation of social media _platforms. 

• A Preliminary Survey of CCP Influence Operations in Singapore 
This brief argues thatthe fu~damerital purpose of(hin~se propaganda and influence operations _in . 
Singapore is to impose a Chinese identity on Singapore. China is using cultural organizations, dan . 
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· associations, bu.siness i:ls~ociatidris, and youth programs tc> engage in influence operc3t1oris 1n · 
Singapo_re.- . 

. . . ' . . . . 

• .. Chinese Communist Party Influence. in Australian Universities 
· · Th is-lecture examines tf'le :channels through :which the Chinese Commu~ist Party: exerts influence at · 

Au~tralian universities; ind~ding direcflobbyirigfrom·ciiine_se diplom~tic: mis_sfons~ threats of .. · :. :· 
: · Withdrnwi~g ~~-pport for jofot academic initiative~, tu·n~i-~~ and cb.n1:ro_Uitlg toritucius -1~stitutes, :ang 

using Chine·se _stud~nts to rep:ort on university activities,: Them.es explored in this lecture \II/ere .. · 
.. . Pr:eviouslY:_e><arni:ned:~v-Arm-Mari~ Brady in herground~b:reaking paper Magic Weapons:.Ch1na's: 
. ·_ politic_a_l influence activities under Xi'Jinping, in·whic:hthe a:uthtfr explored China;sforeigri:·p61itical . ·: 

.·· influence in ·NE!W Zealand. Similarly; A Preliminary Study.of P~C:Political Influence and lnte.rference:_·· 
Activities iii Ameriean Higner Educatiori aut~ore~ by-Ai-,astasya, Lloyd-Da_mjaiio_vic, foundt~at PRC: . _·: .. 

. . diplpmats and the_cb1Timun_ity o{PR(natiorials:e.nrolled as·st_udel')ts afAmerican universities have: .... 
· : : }~fringed on t_tie ac:aden1ic fr_eede>m of _Anierican:uni~ersityfaculty,:_stli~ents, administrators~ and st_aff: 

. . .. . . . . . 

. . IViENA-~egi~n ·. : .. 

. . 

· .•. Dernocr_acy ih Danger: Foreign lnterventio·n in israei~s_ Elections via Cyber-Attacks : . . . . . . . 
. : · . this study exa:min~s the threats posed by :foreign.interference ·in Israel's Kn:esset _election~ by. means of:_ 
. •· · :·digitally~based tec;:hri61ogy. It offe~~ policy:re·cc;,rniilendations iri~e-ndedto strengthen arid_ improve the -·: 
.. _. defens:e of.th~ eJecto~a-1 p·~oc~ss wiih. ·ari :ey~ .on th.e· irit~grity_ofelectior.,~• and the tnaint~riance:ci. : · 

.._ p_ubllctrustin-them_;:: . . . . . 

. • . ·. Israel-eases ru°IE!S Ori cyber Wea.pons exports despite• critidsm 
·:. lsra~I is easrni export r.ul:es 6noffensive· cyb_er w¢a.pons, despite: accus~tions by hurnaririgtits and-_·: : - -

. - privacy groi.lp_s that its _techri•ologie~ a·re ·used by so:111e gqvEltnmentsto__spy on politka,°i-foe:s anct cru~h.· .· 
· · . · :d.isserit Israeli companies/ Jriduding NSO ~i-oujJ and Verjrit, an~ :defens~ cohtrad:or E_lbit Systems~. ~ire· .. 

· .. ·among the \,vor_ld leade~s Tn the ·growing ·giobal market for::cyber weapons .. NSO ~nd -,Elbif have:been. _: : 
• • •• • • •• • • • • •• • • •• • •·. ,· ••• 1.. • •• • •• • ' ••• - .. ' ,' ...... . 

. : Jinke:dt6espic;mag·e campaigns.·· 

. ~ ... Faceb~~k Disabled-Assets ·unkedto Egy.pt and UAE-Based :Firms .. :·. : . 
On Augu~t °1, 2019; Fac~bookrenioved 387 ass·etsengaged in:coor.din.~ted:inau1:h·entlc:behc1vior across . 

.. . . · its•platforrils~ some ~fwhh:h V11er:-e_conn.ected to two ~i_gital_ rnaiketirig compan:ies publishintfdivisive .. ___ ·. 
-socio-:politic;:alcont_erit.in th~ Middle East. :Two companie.s were·lin.ked to this.operation: Nevi Waves fo ·: . 

. . E·gypt a·nd Newave·in•the United Arab Emirates·(UAE). The assets targeted a localand regicmal .... ·: . 
. a·udience ,fcross• Egy·pt, the ·uAEi arid neigbborin8. coui1trJes in. the Middle East-North :Africa •(MEN~) . : 

· :regi<m. - · 

. . . • •:Royally Removed: i=atebook Ta.kes ·Down Pages Promoting Saudi Interests .. · 
.. :On ·Au.gust 1, 2019, as part ofa broad-~r ta.ked~wn, Facebook removed: 387 assets.that ha·d. ;,links.to: : .... 

. . . . indiyiduais:·as!;Ociated with the goVemn1entofS~Udi Arabi:a" a~d tha_t propc1g~t~d, arne>rig:oth_e(things,: 
. · content designed to undermine Turkish PresidentRecep.Tayyip Erdoga_n, to attack the rul)ng family of· 

. · · Qatar; an~to push: ~nti-lran ·narratives to Arahie-:-sp.eaking-'audi~rices. · ... 
,' . . . . . . . 

• Russian Digital Media and -Information Ecosystem in Turkey 
·•This: report explores the. impact and relev~nce of pro~Russian: inforrriat_io:n · op~rations_ in Tur.key, by:· : __ 
·tracing pro~Russian in.formation .flows on Twitter adoss so.rne of therrio~t importa_nteventsinTurkish:-

. · ·. · · . Russian relations. The ~tudy:concludes that comp:a:red to Russian clisinform~tipn and opinion. . . .. 
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manipulation efforts in mos:t Western countries, sirnUar activities in Tu:rkey are both le~s ~xpli<:it _i:m"d : . 
. ·over.wheimirigly:insigriificant> > . . .. . . . . . . . . . 

· -· Asia- Pacific 

.. ·· • Tracking _Dlgit~I Disiriform·at.ion iri the2019 Philippine Midterm Election _ _ _ 
This :rep·ort p~esenis the findings of-the- iriquiry)nto the role qf digital disiriform·atron· in· the 2019 -.. · · · -
. P.hilippi~e niidterm election:. The· report finds ttiat digital operations 'are becomirig:more :pre~ai~nt,·: 

_· sfrategk~ll_y obscure_d; and influenti:a1 in :~hap:ing polit_iccil conve_rsatr_o_n. It argues· f~r.a-regulatory : _· . 
: re.form gµided by bold ~thiGal .p~i-ndpl,es as a cc;>unter-ni~asute to this ti-end, witb an ey~ "9n: an. ·. -

: apprc>'aclithat does~otcompromise pi:in(iple~ciffr~e sp:e~~h:and tolerance:_::_: ·_ .· . ' .. 

• . ·'Chiriai~ Playbook in Hong KOng is Aiso Working :in the Asia-'Pacifi~ . . . . . . . . . 
·_ The articie argues .that the pn·going: protests:in Hong K6ngougtit tb b~-s~en in.th~ context of"Chin·ais: 

. ·: : )rdad~r-ge·ostrategit p9sitioning,i11'Asia:-Pacific; BeiJing has sought to co-opt polititians," sh~pe lq.tal 
.· media narrative~," and u·se massive· investment fo i·nfluerice· local politks ·i~ th~-region: : : · .. ·. • · . . .· .. . .· .. . .· .. . . .· .. ·-. .· .. . ... _. .. . 

....• :twitter Anaivsis: identifyingA P:ro~l~donesian:Propaganda Bot'Network· , 
. · · · · This: ~rtici~ exainin~s how an. ~ctivei bbf netw,ork disseminates pro·~governmerit toilte:nt :thr6ugh major 

. :social riledia platfo,rrris' in: i'ndonesi:a·:w·ith an .eye 6n ·s~press,ing the \,Vest Papuan fre~do~ :rnb:ven,er,t .. · : - :_ ·: · 
· :.· :s~eiri'g independenc:e:from: ln~onesia: The q1~p-aig~ is foeJied by~ 'netwprko{IJotacc:qunts o~· twitter> ·• -. : 

: : : : l'nstagrarn,:: Fa~e~ob~ a~d yo~jube: . . ,. . . . . . . , . . . . . , . . . , . , . , , 
. . . . . . . .. 

. South.America -·. 

·_ • . Thousands of Smalt Con·staiit-Rallies:A Large-Scale Analysis.of Partisan WhatsApp Groups. --
-·_ : · , , : .. : ·After ·performi~g the first large-scale arialy~is ofpartisarrWhatsApp: groups iri'th·e :context of Brazil's . :; ·. 

.. . · :20J.'8·e,lection~, .the rf:!sear~h~rs f~und that ~ight~~ing :users w~re morf:!:~ffect.hiein usi~g tb:e _so~ia_l :_·. ·. 
: iriedia tdoi"t~ "spr~ad news~ dlsi~f()rrt,~ti~rr andopinio~s:':. : : : · .. , . , . . .. , . , , 

. • • Bot".Like Acccrunts and Pro~Government Hashtags in Coiombia. . .. . . . . . 
. :A group ofacc:ountsthatexhibited'bot.::likE!,behavior amplified three pro-govern'nierit h~shtagsJn:' ' 

.. ·co:1ombia. be.twee~ l'V;l~y ~nd:July2019.,-:as Cololllbia~sr~11ng party :sou~htto amplify h_ashtag:ca.mpai_gris . 
.. on: social media' in :an effort to :1mp_rove:the public's perception· of the party: 

· Society _and Disinfor111ation · · 
. . . .. . .. . 

' • How Misinformation Spreads:~ and Why Wetrust It 
. t .. 

.. This: article sulifrnarizesthe research ~ndertaken by the·author~-in· tlieii' book_The:ivlisinforr:nation Age: ::
_HowFalse ·aeiiets°spr~ad:-orawingon the :network-~pist:ei,,-olo:gy framework;_the.-research:examines, , 

. the spread_ c1rid pers_i~tence -~f false· b_eU~fs_; · 

·. • . Disinforri'l~tion and Dise~s-e: Social Media and the Ebola .Epfdemic in :the Democratic Repubiic of the . · .. , , '. : , 
.Congo · _ 

, .. , This c1rtide ·examines how the pro_liferatiori ·of disinformation on line amidst the DR C's o·utb,reak ofthe ... ·: ,. 
Ebola virus.poses a seri~usthr~at to glqbal iiealt_h; Effort"sto c.:._rbbad.iriformciti·~., and con~pi~~-cy , ·_·, 

, theories bn :soci~l ·media abo~t the disease an(f.other health. issu~s hav~ b.eeri, ~() more sLicce:ssfu'i i~ 
· · t1ealth th;:m in oth_er context$. T~·is is especially sign:it.ic~rit given· that sp_rea~ing :misinf~rmc!°tion abo,ut . 

. . . di_sease was at~ctic pf dis_in~or~atiori. carrip~ign~. by govel'.mnents befdr~:the:soda1: media ~r~, ,. . . . 
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. including:tlle_Sovi~t propaganda in .thel980s claiming that the lJnited St.a:tes:wa:s resp9!1sible for the ... 
. spread of H·1v /AIDS in Africa_; .. 

'.. ' . . . . . 
.. ,. . . . . 

· Tech Bytes 

. • Uncov~ring the Who. Why, and H~w. Behind ·Manipul~te Medi~ .. . . . . . . ' . . ·. 
Defense Advanced Research P~.oject~ Agency (DARPA) annowiced on August 2~ the tor:nmissitining of . 

. ::the Semantic Foren.sks.(~e~afor) program th~t will d.ev~lop technologies :t~ a~tomatica'lly d~tect, 
·'attri,bute; and ~har~cterize :fal~ifi~d multi"'.~oclal meciia as·set~ (text, audio, image, videofto.defen'd .·. ' ' ' 

: :againstia~ge;.scai~~ ~utoma~ed, ~i~inf~i-niatio~l-attacki;. . . . . . . . 
. . . .. . . . . . . . 

·. • · .rhe language gi~es ii away:.How. an algorithm can: help us:detect fake news . . . . . 
. j"his: ·~rticie d1s~·ussesthe ·cnai1e·nges of detecting "fake news';, cfoli~e. :1t~lso pieseiits new:·researcti : 
. which identifies Urigµistic chai"act~ri.stics to detect ''fake ~ews';: usi~g:machil"!~ learriing·.a~:d natural ..... . :·.: . : 
·.languag~processihg.t~chn~logy:· rhe:research:suggests.Hiat:~ stylisticapproachc.ombine:with :.· .· .. . 
::riiachin:e i~arhi~g-.rnight be o~:etuirn· detect\iig SLisp·i~iC>uii~ews:< . ' . . . 

: :: · .o.tscfohiiet : • .. · · 
·:rn~ 1d~·~·s a~d opintons·expressed in these reporti belori'g to the ~tithers ~~d do nothe~~ssarilY reflect.th~.·:·· ·:. • · ·: 

... views and: opinions of.the:Governm.ent ·of Cana.da or G7 me.mbeii. :sy sh,friog'the;e r~poci:s; R·RrvlC~nacfa .does :, .: .. · ,: 
.n.ot endorse or ·validate their content. . . 

· · .. · RRM Ca,nada ·c:ollects and sh~res infqrmation consistent With Cariadais privacy 1.aws ~~d the 1\/lin.istetial . . . 
. : Direction for Avoidjng .Complicity in Mistreatment by Fo'reigri Entities. The informatiorisharin{d)radices of . : '. : . : · .. 
. . : .Glob.al Affairs .Canada ar~ s~bject to r.~view by the. Privacy qommission~r; the 'infcirmation Comriifssioiiei-' ot :.- : . : ' : : : 

• .· ·. ·Canada, th~· o.tfice ·of.the Auditor Gener.al and .the l\iation~I: s·ec~rity and: intelligence Committee ~f. ·. · .. · .. ·.. • . 
. : ... ParliaIT1enta,rlari~, aniong o,thers. ·Nothi~g in thi preseritdocµinent sh.all b~· c:onstru.ed: as a'dd)ng a:nv obligation.: 
. :or normative commitment tJnder international. or nation.al laY'f for .arw:CJ7 member: . •. . . . . . . 

. G7 Rapki Response Mechanism I Mecanisme de repoiise rapide cJu'Gi . . . . .. 
Centre•fqr lriterilatjonal Digital Poljcy I Centre pour la pqlitiqu~ m.imeriq1,1e:international. · 

. . : G7RRM@internationaLgc;Ca : .. , . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
. ·: 12s.·suss·ex brive· I125· promenade Su~sex ·. . . 
. Glc;,bal Affairs Canada j Affair~s rriondi~les Canada ·. . . 

: : Goverri.ment ofCa,nada I Gouvern~menfdu Canaqa: . 

... ., •. ·=='•··:~ .. -.:Qmad~: . 
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s.19(1) 

Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Bujold, Pierre-Alain < Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:42 PM 
Malette, Ayesha; McAdam, Ryan; Stinson, Sarah; 

Xavier, Caroline 
Cc: Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Delaney, Allison; Diaczuk, Shane; Duchesne, Paul; 

Madore, Christine; McAdam, Ryan; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, Christine; Paxton, Taylor; 
Shank, Stephane; Stinson, Sarah; Sutherland, Allen; Tessier, Jean; Patterson, Adine; 
Collins, Carlotta 

Subject: FW: For awareness - Closed by GAC - Media requests - RRM Canada Alberta Report 

For awareness. 

From: Guillaume.Berube@international.gc.ca <Guillaume.Berube@international.gc.ca> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:36 PM 
To: O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Bujold, Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; D
LCBRSpokesPeople@international.gc.ca; Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; media@elections.ca; 
Media@cse-cst.gc.ca; media@international.gc.ca; media@ps-sp.gc.ca; media-medias@smtp.gc.ca; 
RCM P. HQMedia Relatio ns-DG Re lationsmedias. G RC@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 
Subject: For awareness - Media requests - RRM Canada Alberta Report 

Good afternoon, 

Please note that we have received and closed the following request for the PDF version of the RRM Canada 
report. The request were received through the RRM portal over the last few days. 

Toronto Star 
Globe and Mail 

CBC 
L'Actualite 
Global News 

Post Millenial 
Inside Climate News 

RRM Alberta Election Report 

Request/Question (GAC lead): Requesting the PDF version of the report which include the graphics. 

Deadline: September 10, 2019 

Status: PDF of report sent to reporters. 

Thank you, 

Guillaume Berube 
Spokesperson, Media Relations I Porte-parole, Relations avec les medias 
Office: 343-203-1696 
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Media: 343-203-7700 - media@international.gc.ca 
Global Affairs Canada I Affaires mondiales Canada 
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada 
@CanadaFP I @CanadaTrade I @CanadaDev 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Butcher, Amy <Amy.Butcher@di-id.gc.ca> 
Thursday, October 31, 2019 1:14 PM 
Bujold, Pierre-Alain 
Jaques, Margaret; Malette, Ayesha; Boudreau, Sandra; Diaczuk, Shane; MacKillop, Ken; 
Massabki, Myriam; McAdam, Ryan; Mukherjee, Mistu; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, Christine; 

Paquet, Manon; Patterson, Adine; Paxton, Taylor; Samaan, Valerie; Shank, 
Stephane; St-Hilaire, Marie-Eve; Stinson, Sarah; Sutherland, Allen; Tessier, 
Jean; 

Subject: Re: For Mino DI approval: CBC request - monitoring of interference re Wexit 

Good 

On Oct 31, 2019, at 12:11 PM, Bujold, Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

CSE, CSIS and GAC have received a request from of CBC We propose to respond on 
behalf of all three. Proposed response for approval is below. It's previously approved lines, with a minor 
change. 

Request: 
The report the RRM team put out looking at the Alberta election, noted "a small group of anonymous 
accounts trying to amplify an Alberta separatist movement" and mentions how "creating false separatist 
movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference." 

Given the ongoing conversation about western separatism and #wexit" in the aftermath of the election, 
will the SITE team/CSIS continue to monitor the separatist movement online for interference? 

Has there been any cases of interference/inauthentic accounts so far? 

Proposed response: 
The Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force, comprised of officials from the 
Communications Security Establishment, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police, and Global Affairs Canada, was established as a fully integrated team to help the 
Government assess and respond to foreign threats. 

Now that the election has concluded, SITE Task Force partners will continue to work within their 
respective mandates to eletect anel co1::1nter analyze and address possible foreign threats to Canada and 
its democratic institutions. 

Reporter: 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Adding Jean -Apologies 

From: Diaczuk, Shane 

Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 4:46 PM 
McAdam, Ryan 
Paquet, Manon; Malette, Ayesha; Wood, Kathleen; 
Tessier, Jean; Boudreau, Sandra 
RE: original report 
Alberta Elections Report (April 29_ 2019).docx 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 4:31 PM 
To: McAdam, Ryan <Ryan.McAdam@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Paquet, Manon <Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Wood, 
Kathleen <Kathleen.Wood@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Subject: FW: original report 

Hi Ryan here is the report from GAC 
let me know if you have questions 
shane 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

ALBERTA ELECTION ANALYSIS 

PURPOSE 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

This report analyses open source data gathered in the lead-up to the provincial elections in Alberta held 

on April 16, 2019. Its purpose was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign interference and draw 
lessons learned for the Canadian general elections scheduled to take place in October 2019. Prepared in 

support of the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM), the report was penned by RRM Canada. The RRM 
is mandated to strengthen G7 coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 
democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities for 
coordinated response. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Based on primary and secondary research, RRM Canada concludes that there were very likely no 

significant foreign interference campaigns targeting the Alberta election in the online space in April 

2019. However, coordinated inauthentic activity was detected: 

• RRM Canada identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated inauthentic behaviour. RRM 

Canada judges the activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of the on line conversation as 

reported by Press Progress on Aprll 11, 2019. 

• RRM Canada identified cases of social media accounts, which were likely inauthentic, 

coordinated behaviour1 around online discussions about the Alberta election. However, the 

majority of these accounts were very likely not foreign. 

• RRM Canada identified known national far-right and hate group actors who have previously 

disseminated material, using similar tactics as known malign foreign actors. 

• RRM identified accounts tied to lobbying groups that were unaffiliated with a political party 

spreading disinformation online in the run-up to the Alberta election. 

• The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of 

coordinated inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification 

of foreign interference more difficult. 

Alberta Election Findings 

[1] RRM Canada reviewed social media data to search for obvious cases of coordinated, inauthentic 

behaviour with the objective of identifying any potential foreign activities. Based on available 

information, it is very unlikely there was any foreign interference. The two largest components of the 

graph are made up of supporters of the former Premier Notley and Premier Kenney, as expected in an 

election campaign [Annex A]. 

[2] RRM Canada assesses that none of the major communities taking part in on line conversations 

related to the elections are driven by foreign interference. The presence of automated inauthentic 

activities does not appear central or crucial to the overall conversation or activity. 

1 Scale of Estimative Language: Almost No Chance - [0-10]; Very Unlikely/Very Improbable - [11- 29]; Unlikely/Improbable - [30- 39]; 
Roughly Even Chance- [40- 59]; Likely/Probable- [60- 69]; Very Likely/Very Probable - [70-89]; Almost Certainly- [90- 100] 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

[3] RRM Canada's findings stand opposite to the April 1L Press Progress report, which claimed that a 

third of accounts talking about the Alberta election were bots. RRM Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, judges that the online activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The 

article appears to rely only on the online tool mentionsmap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

proper means of assessment for inauthentic account behaviour or bot activity. RRM Canada therefore 

does not support the findings articulated in the Press Progress Report. 

[4] RRM Canada identified communities that demonstrated a suspicious account creation pattern that 

is indicative of troll or bot activity. Recent spikes in account creation suggest the presence of accounts 

developed for a specific purpose; however, the community was determined to very likely be domestic, 

as it was mainly comprised of supporters of the United Conservative Party (UCP). A second small 

community was identified as supporters of the People's Party of Canada, which had similar suspicious 

patterns of account creation. This pattern was not identified within communities of supporters of the 

Alberta Liberal Party or Alberta New Democratic Party. The overall number of accounts is a small 

percentage of a larger collection [Annex B]. This highlights a key point, namely that domestic actors are 

also emulating the tactics used by foreign actors, within the context of provincial elections. This 

behaviour will make it increasingly difficult to distinguish national from foreign interference efforts in 

the upcoming Federal election. 

[5] The RRM identified a small group of anonymous accounts pushing a pro-separation movement in 

Alberta and the Prairies. Though Alberta has an official separatist party, 

https://albertaindependence,ca/. these accounts do not appear affiliated with this movement. Creating 

false separatist movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference. 

Though unaffiliated, at this time, RRM Canada cannot tie this small group of accounts to any foreign 

entity. 

[6] In its review of the data of this election, RRM Canada found no evidence supporting a broad, 

coordinated campaign to influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses that automated 

inauthentic behaviour and trolling activities are very likely domestic in nature; 

Released: May 1, 2019 

Disclaimer: G7 Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM Canada) monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's 

privacy laws and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing 

practices of Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, 

the Office of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. 

Nothing in the present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or 

national law for any G7 member. 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

Annex A 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RRM CANADA 

This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data collection illustrating a high level of 

normality in the online conversation related to the Alberta provincial election. The analysis of activity 

would have been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there were other communities that rivaled the main 

political communities in size, but were predominately unknown actors, or actors from another 

geographical location. 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

Annex B 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RRM CANADA 

A review of the account creation dates of accounts in the community of UCP supporters. The size of the 

final spike is an indicator of inauthentic activity. One indicator of bot activity is a large number of 

recently-created accounts. In this case, a large spike in accounts created in Ql 2019 is suggestive of 

inauthentic activity by either automated accounts or anonymous accounts. This combined with a 

qualitative evaluation of the accounts by RRM Canada, as well as their posting behaviours and the social 

network analysis; these are indications of likely inauthentic behaviour. 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wednesday, June 19, 2019 2:32 PM 

Fw: PS material - GAC 
Attachments: RRM Canada Ukraine Elections Final Report.pdf; IB_LBP-#12412392-v1-RRM Canada -

Ethical and Methodological Framework (J .... docx; 1. Alberta Elections Analysis.docx; 
IB_LBP-#12427128-v1-Briefing to PS.DOCX; IB_LBP-#12427111-v1-Briefing to PS -
June.ppt 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 8:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: PS material - GAC 

The 3 first docs are the RRM docs on the agenda 

From: Tara.Denham@international.gc.ca <Tara.Denham@international.gc.ca> 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 2:10 PM 
To: 
Cc: eric.gordon@rcmp-grc.gc.ca; 
Marketa.Geislerova@international.gc.ca; Shelley.Whiting@international.gc.ca 
Subject: PS material - GAC 

Please find attached the material that DM approved to share with the PS in advance of the briefing on June 20. The 
Ukraine report, Ethical & Methodological Framework and the Alberta report can be shared in advance. I will then bring 
hard-copies for the deck to share as visuals. 

In addition are the talking points that would guide my intervention - focusing on tactics and trends that we see. 

Thanks 

Tara 

Tara Denham 
Director, Centre for International Digital Policy I Directrice, Centre pour la Politique Numerique Internationale 
tara.denham@international.gc.ca 
Telephone I Telephone: 343-203-2322 
125 Sussex Drive I 125 promendade Sussex 
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada I Affaires etrangeres, Commerce et Developpement Canada 
Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada 
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2019 UKRAINIAN ELECTIONS FINAL REPORT 

Purpose 
[1] This open source report is the final report in a series prepared by Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) 
Canada on Foreign Interference (Fl) during the 2019 Ukrainian presidential elections. The aim of the 
series was to enhance the global understanding of contemporary threats to democratic systems of 
governance while informing Canadian efforts aimed at safeguarding Canada's elections from Fl. This 
report is a summary of key findings from the series of reports that was produced with the objective of 
identifying key lessons learned from the Ukrainian presidential elections. The reports were based on 
secondary sources, including insight from the RRM network and the community of experts, as well as 
primary research conducted by RRM Canada leveraging its open data monitoring and analytical capacity. 

Overall Assessment 

[2] Based on evidence summarized below and previous RRM reports, the Ukrainian presidential election 
was likely the target of a Russian Fl campaign aimed at undermining local and international confidence 
in the Ukrainian democracy. Initial assessments by multiple observation teams conclude that this Fl 
campaign did not achieve its aim. 1 Key findings include: 

Russian speakers were a priority audience for accounts employing automation. 
With the exception of the days following major incidents such as the July 2014 downing of 
Malaysian Air flight MH-17, covert social media influence campaigns appear most active during 
election periods in Ukraine as well as the days immediately following. 
Along with the use of bot and troll accounts, other tactics included the use of networks of 
disinformation websites and social media pages, and purported leaks. 
"Meta-trolling" or content designed to be detected and called out as Russian propaganda in 
order to discredit the information it contains may be a newly emerging tactic which RRM 
Canada will continue to monitor. 

General Observations - Secondary and Primary Sources 

Tactics/Strategies 
[3] Reporting from 

notes a high degree of automation 
observed in social media posts about Ukraine's elections. RRM Canada observed similar automated 
accounts or bots. In addition to the use of bots, RRM Canada observed that many accounts used a 
random string of alphanumeric characters as a username. These accounts were mostly created after 
January 2019 and were posting in the Russian language about the Ukrainian elections. The usernames 
and young age of these accounts indicates that a computer program was likely used to quickly generate 
new accounts for use in bot networks. Additionally, RRM Canada notes that the highest degree in 
automation was observed within communities discussing the Ukrainian elections in the Russian 
language indicating that Russian speakers were likely a priority target audience. 

[4] Historical Twitter based analysis has shown that accounts associated with the Kremlin have been 
most active following the May 2014 elections. However, tweet volume was much smaller in comparison 
to the July 2014 downing of Malaysian flight MH-17.2 While RRM Canada does not have a database of 
accounts associated with the Kremlin, within our collection of accounts discussing the 2019 elections, 

1 Previous reporting 
2 https://voxukraine.org/longreads/twitter-database/index-en.html 
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our team observed a large spike in account creation dates from 2014. Further analysis of account 
creation dates reveals another spike in January 2019. This spike was most pronounced among accounts 
posting in the Russian language. This indicates that although far below the level of resources dedicated 
to deflecting blame away from Russia for the downing of MH-17, covert social media influence 
campaigns are probably most active during election periods in Ukraine. Our data also indicates a spike in 
posting activity in the days immediately following the elections however, examination of the posts did 
not reveal any specific narrative being amplified. 

[S] Two tactics which have to date been less frequently reported, were observed much more 
prominently during the Ukraine elections. These tactics were the purchase or renting of social media 
accounts and the use of "meta-trolling." 

[6] New York Times and the Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) report that Russian intelligence agents had 
been offering to purchase or rent established social media accounts from Ukrainian citizens for the 
purposes of spreading divisive content or furthering other Kremlin narratives. Owners of these social 
media accounts reported that they were unaware they were dealing with Russian intelligence personnel 
or what purpose their accounts would ultimately serve once sold or rented. The number of accounts 
purchased by Russian agents remains unknown at this time and description of this tactic stems from a 
video-taped confession released by the SBU.3 Given the financial and human resources required to find 
and purchase established social media accounts from citizens willing to sell them, it is unlikely this tactic 
was widespread during this election and unknown if it will be employed in other Fl campaigns. 

[7] Finally, Government of Canada (Goe) partners deployed to Ukraine to assist with cyber security 
during the elections period reported a new meta-trolling technique. In this technique, certain content 
was designed to be detected as Russian propaganda and publicly called out as such in an effort to 
discredit the information it contained. While we cannot attribute the employment of this tactic to 
Russia, it falls within the well-known concept of "reflexive control." This concept, whereby specifically 
prepared information is conveyed in order to incline an opponent to voluntarily take a certain course of 
action, has a long history within Soviet and Russian military doctrine.4 RRM Canada has no further 
information or current examples of this technique and we cannot attribute it to any particular actor at 
this time. 

[8] RRM Canada cannot tie the employment of automated accounts or the spread of divisive content to 
Russia. However, Facebook did shut down thousands of accounts posting about Ukraine which they 
attributed to Kremlin-linked Internet Research Agency (IRA) and Sputnik News. 5 Based primarily on this 
evidence, RRM Canada assesses that the Russian state was likely conducting a disinformation campaign 
targeting the Ukrainian elections. 

Narratives 
[9] In addition to observations of automation, reports from the UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office's 
(FCO) Counter Disinformation Cell note divisive narratives being spread by these automated accounts. 
AoD notes that much of this content ostensibly6 emanated from Russia and, at least for a period in late 

3 Previous reporting 
4 http://georgetownsecuritystudiesreview.org/2017 /02/01/disinformation-and-reflexive-control-the-new-cold
war/ 
5 Previous reporting 
6 Alliance for Securing Democracies methodolody relies on user selection of location within preference settings. 
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March,7 dominated approximately 13% of the conversation on social media about the Ukrainian 
elections. Previous RRM Canada reports have noted that divisive content was primarily along the 
following themes: 

• Ukraine was reverting to its Nazi past while chauvinism and xenophobia were current state 
policy; 

• Ukraine was becoming increasingly corrupt and becoming a banana republic. 

• Ukraine was not capable of hosting free and fair elections; and 

• The illegitimacy of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church was put forward. 

[10] While the break of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church from the Moscow patriarch is uniquely 
Ukrainian, claims of corruption, elections fraud, and otherwise divisive content are common tropes 
within Fl campaigns. 8 Along with the use of bot and troll accounts, other tactics included the use of 
networks of disinformation websites and social media pages, and purported leaks. 9 The Atlantic 
Council's Digital Forensics Research Lab notes these tactics appear to be common across both foreign 
and domestic disinformation campaigns targeting elections. 10 

On Gender 
[11] On the gender dimensions of Fl within the Ukrainian elections, RRM Canada observed crudely 

Photo-shopped, degrading, highly sexualized imagery targeting the most prominent female candidate, 
Yulia Tymoshenko. RRM Canada cannot attribute any of these images to any specific actor. We note that 
this imagery dominated our collection of all images related to political candidates for a period in 
February indicating the possibility of some level of coordinated amplification; however, there are many 
plausible explanations related to this imagery. 

On Diasporas 
[12] Lastly, RRM Canada detected and analyzed two multilingual groups discussing the Ukrainian 
elections in the Ukrainian, Russian and English languages on Twitter. Within these groups, relatively few 
indications of automated content spreading or accounts assessed to be possible Kremlin trolls were 
observed. Based on the mix of languages, RRM Canada assesses these communities to likely be 
Ukrainian diaspora communities from English speaking countries. Based on the lack of automated 
content spreading within these communities, RRM Canada assesses they were likely not priority target 
audiences for disinformation campaigns.11 

Released: 4 June 2019 

Disclaimer: Rapid Response Mechanism Canada team monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's privacy laws 
and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing practices of 
Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, the Office 
of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. Nothing in the 
present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or national law 
for any G7 member. 

7 Other reports from the Alliance of Democracies did not mention the amount of content possibly emanating from 
Russia. 
8 As noted within research conducted by the Atlantic Council's Digital Forensics Research Lab. 
9 Previous reporting 
10 As presented by DFR Lab. 
11 Previous reporting 
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GAC/RRM's role in SITE 

Briefing to PS 

June 21 8:30-11:30am 

• The RRM came out of Canada's presidency of the G7 last year, and is a concrete and 

demonstrable effort by the G7 to respond to emerging threats to democracies 

• It will be led by Canada on an ongoing basis - Coordination Unit housed at GAC 

• At its core - it's about open-source/unclassified information sharing and analysis across the G7, 

to understand emerging threats to G7 democracies, and identify opportunities for coordinated 

response as required. 

• Mandate is the full spectrum of threats to democracy (coercive, corrupt, covert and malicious 

foreign interference that negatively impacts our democracies). Given the level of interest and 

need to consolidate international expertise on the issue, disinformation is a central focus of the 

RRM over its initial year of work- and particularly relevant to GAC's contribution to SITE. 

• We also have a specialized expertise to undertaken SM analysis related to disinformation. 

• Focus: identify overarching tactics and trends in the disinformation landscape in order to 

identify inauthentic activity and amplification of content, and based on a methodology, see if 

there is evidence of potential foreign interference. 

o We use publically available tools 

o We don't monitor for individuals (individuals may appear in searches - as it would do if 

a person was looking through openly available data), but we don't monitor or focus on 

individuals when reporting on trends or tactics 

o We only access openly available information (information anyone else could see) 

0 due to complexity of tactics used. 

o Clear definition of mandates and authorities with other members of SITE. 

• Guided by ethical and methodological framework. 

• Products: monthly newsletter (the Wire); deep dive reports on particular issues or tactics; and 

monthly social media trend analysis related to the upcoming federal election. 

• Given our ability to watch for trends in the social media landscape for inauthentic or amplified 

content, our role is an 'early warning' system which may initiate further investigation by other 

entities should there be sufficient information available to meet mandates and legal authorities 

to educate Goe and others on the complexity of the landscape and 

emerging trends (Alberta, Ukraine & EU elections); and not focused on attribution per se. 

Examples of work 

• US mid-term elections & Ukraine: "meta-trolling" - Openly claiming disinformation campaigns 

Content designed to be detected and called out as Russian propaganda in order to discredit the 

information it contains (Ukraine). This tactic is designed to call into question the legitimacy of an 

election or any given piece of information by deliberately associating it with "Russian Trolls" 
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• Alberta: evidence of coordinated inauthentic behavior undertaken by Canadian actors - more 

challenging to identify foreign interference. Tools include historical analysis of account creation 

(spike with Twitter creation, again before election). News reports on high level of bot activity

not validated by RRM Canada. Although did see use of amplification tactics by national actors. 

Low barriers to entry for use of bots as tactic. 

• EU Parliamentary elections: transnational narratives on divisive issues (climate change, 

immigration, LGBTQ, religious intolerance) being amplified across borders, but a mix of national 

and international actors involved. See attempt to reproduce and repurpose narratives in 

regional/international context, promoting similar narratives and sentiments around divisive 

issues (mostly far-right community). Again, increased complexity to identify foreign 

interference. 
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1 This document is meant to be iterative and sensitive to the evolving nature of digital technologies, foreign 

threats, policy orientation, and social and political issues. In developing this document several stakeholders have 
already been consulted, including multiple divisions at Global Affairs Canada, various other departments in the 
Government of Canada, the Oxford Internet Institute, and others. 
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Contemporary international relations theory and practice must consider the rapidly evolving digital 

information ecosystem. This ecosystem, including social media platforms and their content ranking 

algorithms, is creating new opportunities for economic growth and connectivity, while also presenting a 

range of new challenges for foreign policy. The threat from malign foreign actors, who seek to leverage 

aspects of this ecosystem for nefarious activities that are detrimental to our democratic systems of 

governance, is among the most pressing issues requiring attention by democracies such as Canada. 

Governments are developing new capacities to better understand this threat, including by harnessing 

open source data monitoring and analytical tools and approaches. 

The purpose of this framework is to outline ethical and methodological principles and guidelines for 

open source data monitoring and analysis undertaken by Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM 

Canada). These open source data activities support the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) - an 

initiative aimed at defending G7 democracies from foreign threats as well as Government of Canada 

efforts aimed at safeguarding its own democratic institutions and processes, including its general 

elections. The need for such a framework stems from the following three needs, among others: 

1) Anchoring these relatively new activities in an existing policy, legal, and regulatory context. 

2) Ensuring that the activities respect and reinforce human rights and freedoms. 

3) Providing transparency and accountability to Canadians and the G7. 

a 
Supported by a team of policy and data analysts, RRM Canada is housed at Global Affairs Canada in the 

Centre for International Digital Policy. The RRM was announced at the G7 Charlevoix Summit in 2018 

and re-affirmed at the G7 ministerial meeting in Dina rd, France, in 2019. Led by Canada on an ongoing 

basis, its mandate is "to strengthen coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving 

threats" to G7 democracies.2 More specifically, the foreign threats that G7 members committed to 

confront seek to undermine democratic institutions and processes through "coercive, corrupt, covert or 

malicious means."3 

While the threat landscape covered by the RRM is broad, disinformation in digital context figures 

prominently. 4 In the lead up to the RRM's announcement, Foreign and Security Ministers recognised the 

threat posed by "acts or measures by foreign actors with the malicious intent of undermining trust in 

the independent media, manipulating public discourse, and violating privacy," by including these 

activities in the Toronto Commitment, among other key illustrative examples. 

Additionally, RRM Canada supports the Government of Canada efforts to safeguard the 2019 general 

elections. As part of the Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force, RRM Canada 

works with Canada's Security and Intelligence organisations "to prevent covert, clandestine, or criminal 

activities from influencing or interfering with the electoral process in Canada." The other members of 

2 Charlevoix Commitment 
3 Toronto Commitment 
4 Digital context in this note refers to the overarching network or framing environment generated by the digital 
information ecosystem. 
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the Task Force are: the Communications Security Establishment (CSE), Canadian Security Intelligence 

Services (CSIS), and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). 

,.,, The aim of RRM Canada's open source data activities is to support the RRM mandate to defend 

democracies, and help safeguard Canada's 2019 general elections, by better understanding foreign 

threats in the digital context, shining light on them, and recommending effective response options. 

Challenges and Obstacles 
Among the central challenges in addressing foreign interference in the digital ecosystems of G7 

democracies is determining the foreign nature of the online activities being undertaken. This challenge 

reflects the limitations of employing open and publicly available information from social media 

platforms for analytical purposes. This is because foreign states and state proxies exploit the anonymity 

offered by digital platforms, "weaponise" elements of the digital information ecosystem, and 

continuously adapt to strategies aimed at stopping them. While anonymity can be integral to facilitating 

sensitive discussions online (where those discussions are discouraged or are otherwise dangerous to 

individuals engaging in them), it is also the same mechanism exploited by foreign actors to conduct 

coercive, corrupt, covert, or malicious activities. 

Perhaps the most problematic aspect of distinguishing foreign interference from organic domestic 

debate is that foreign actors target domestic audiences with content that may resonate with the 

audiences' pre-existing opinions and worldviews. This targeting, often undertaken clandestinely, 

involves a foreign actor creating content that has been designed to sow discord or exploit existing 

societal differences in the domestic population. When this foreign content is received by domestic 

audiences, it then can be amplified further either wittingly or unwittingly. This sequence intertwines 

foreign and domestic narratives in ways that are difficult to untangle. Foreign actors may also coerce or 

induce Canadians to promote a given narrative, but these overtures are often hidden and difficult to 

substantiate. 

The challenge of separating foreign interference from domestic engagement raises the potential of 

inadvertently affecting the enjoyment of human rights and freedoms of Canadians, in particular, 

freedom of expression and privacy rights. To avoid this situation, open source data activities conducted 

by RRM Canada are subject to clear thresholds and protocols for monitoring, analysis, and information 

sharing. 

► RRM Canada thresholds and protocols ensure that its open source data monitoring and analytical 

activities fall under the RRM mandate, safeguard and reinforce human rights and freedoms of 

Canadians, comply with relevant legal and regulatory provisions, and meet high ethical standards, 

Thresholds and Protocols 
RRM Canada has developed thresholds for what are considered coercive, corrupt, covert or malicious 

activities as well as protocols for open source data monitoring and information sharing activities. To be 

the subject of RRM Canada monitoring activities, an account or network of coordinated accounts must 

display a number of characteristics outlined in the RRM Canada methodology. The methodology sets 

high thresholds established in cooperation with leading experts; computational social scientists; and 
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security, intelligence, and law enforcement organisations. Additional factors for open source data 

activities include concurrence with secondary sources and significant impact on public discourse. 

These thresholds inform RRM Canada's monitoring activities, including its approach to analysing 

suspicious accounts and networks associated with foreign interference. These thresholds are not 

impacted by the accuracy or perceived acceptability of content that any given account or network 

disseminates. In the event that a foreign connection cannot be established within a reasonable period, 

monitoring activities cease, and no data is retained. However, in cases when suspicious activities may 

potentially meet criminal or national security thresholds, insight is shared with security, intelligence, and 

law enforcement organisations. When activities may potentially contravene the Canada Elections Act, 

the Commissioner of Canada Elections will be notified by RRM Canada. These organisations 

independently determine whether or not an investigation is required pursuant their respective 

mandates and legislative frameworks. 

Furthermore, in January 2019 the Government of Canada announced a number of new measures to 

protect the 2019 general election, including the Critical Elections Incident Public Protocol. This Protocol 

lays out a clear and impartial process by which Canadians may be notified of a threat to the integrity of 

the elections that occur within the writ period. 

Methodology and Tools 
RRM Canada examines trends, anomalies, and emerging narratives in on line conversations across the 

digital information ecosystem pertaining to potentially divisive issues and public political actors that 

could be exploited by malign foreign actors. By observing baseline structures of what are considered 

normal conversations surrounding issues, as they evolve over time, it is possible to identify 

abnormalities that may indicate a concerted foreign information operation. RRM Canada examines 

multiple indicators of coordinated foreign interference campaigns, some of which are indicative of 

foreign coercive, corrupt, covert, or malicious behaviour. 

Caution is exercised in divulging detailed indicators pertaining to threshold-setting in order to prevent 

malign foreign actors from developing counter strategies. Nevertheless, indicators for covert behaviour 

can include artificial or inauthentic amplification of narratives, for example. Narratives can be amplified 

by employing different tactics including bots, botnets, and trolls. RRM Canada uses indicators to identify 

bot and troll activity, as well as those to identify the foreign nature of suspicious activities. All 

determinations are made based on a confidence scale and identified using estimative language. 

To monitor and analyse potential foreign interference, RRM Canada uses tools that are publicly 

available. The combination of these tools is not released in order to prevent malign foreign actors from 

developing strategies in response. To complement their use, RRM Canada also experiments with open 

source data modeling, natural language processing, social network analysis, machine learning and 

algorithms all of which process only openly available public data. Any automated outcomes these 

technologies render can be meaningfully explained. 

,.,, The methodologies and tools employed by RRM Canada are consistent with those adopted and 

employed by various actors in the private and public sectors as well as non-government 

organisations and advocacy groups, This is in line with a growing awareness of the digital 

information ecosystem as an important political, social, economic, and cultural space. 
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Human Rights Approach 
Leading to the Charlevoix announcement of the RRM, all G7 Foreign and Security Ministers endorsed a 

strategic approach to responding to foreign threats that is consistent with universal human rights and 

fundamental freedoms. Canada is committed to respecting its international commitments and 

obligations including being a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. In Canada, 

the Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects a number of rights and freedoms, including those most 

evidently impacted by foreign interference in digital contexts, namely: privacy rights, freedom of 

expression, and the right to equality. 

Privacy 
The subject of RRM Canada open source data monitoring and analysis is limited to publicly available 

data. RRM Canada monitors, analyses, and shares information in a manner that is consistent with 

Canada's privacy laws, the Access to Information Act, and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding 

Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing practices of Global Affairs 

Canada to which RRM Canada adheres are subject to review by multiple actors, including: the Privacy 

Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, the Office of the Auditor General and the 

National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians. All RRM Canada analysts are required 

to complete the Access to Information and Privacy Fundamentals course, in order to strengthen the 

understanding of what is considered personal information and how best to protect it. 

Moreover, RRM Canada takes care to limit unintended harms and therefore, is additionally guided by 

firm ethical and principled considerations to facilitate responsible practices for handling personal data, 

even if it is publicly available. The focus of RRM Canada's open source data monitoring and analysis is 

trends, tactics, and strategies undertaken by malign foreign actors. The questions RRM Canada seeks to 

answer include: How do foreign states and their proxies exploit on line discussions? What tactics do they 

employ for coercive, corrupt, covert or malicious activities? How do they leverage tactics such as 

artificial or inauthentic amplification to manipulate on line discussions and what type of coordination 

strategies do they employ? How do these tactics and strategies evolve over time? 

Freedom of Expression 
RRM Canada seeks to identify foreign activities with a coercive, corrupt, covert, or malicious dimension, 
which attempt to sway public opinion to undermine Canadian democracy. To mitigate risks related to 
the difficulty of separating foreign and domestic activities and unwittingly impinging upon the freedom 
of expression of Canadians, RRM Canada: 

• Focuses on the structure and context of conversations, as opposed to the content, to 

understand what indicators may signal foreign interference. 

• Relies on established open source data monitoring protocols that set out thresholds for foreign 

activity and guide information sharing with Canadian security, intelligence, and law enforcement 

organisations as well as the Commissioner of Canada Elections. 

• Excludes personally identifiable information from public reports. In certain cases such as 

national security considerations shares such information with responsible security organizations. 

• Does not undertake active measures or engage in any way with content creators or those 

sharing content. 
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Gender Equality 
RRM Canada adopts a Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) approach as it undertakes open source data 

monitoring and analytical activities. Malign actors target, exploit, and sometimes co-opt women and 

marginalized groups and issues in their activities to undermine social cohesion. Understanding how 

these processes occur and how they differentially impact these groups is crucial to both countering 

foreign interference and protecting human rights. 

The methodological approach is also informed by academics and civil society organisations who are 

experts on gender and intersectional identity issues. Several of these interlocutors are conducting 

research that directly supports the RRM Canada mandate. Finally, all RRM Canada analysts are required 

to take the Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+l online course and integrate the approach systematically 

into their work. 

Principles and Ethical Considerations 
RRM Canada has incorporated principles and ethical considerations beyond the existing legal and policy 

considerations to enhance its approach to open source data monitoring and analysis that is effective in 

protecting Canadians, while limiting undue and unintended harms. 

Transparency and Accountability 
RRM Canada is committed to working in a manner that prioritizes transparency and openness. Our 

commitment is reflected in the following actions: 

• Treatment of open and publicly available data only. 

• Focus on tactics, strategies, and trends. 

• Use of publically available tools, explainable algorithms and other technologies. 

• Ethical and human rights respecting approach to monitoring and analysis. 

• Established thresholds and information sharing protocols with Government of Canada 

organisations and G7 partners. 

• Systematic engagement with a wide network of experts, academics, and civil society actors. 

Internal Oversight and Partnerships 
RRM Canada has developed an internal review mechanism to ensure analytical accuracy and robustness. 

Its multi-disciplinary team of social scientists, data experts and policy analysts allows for the agility and 

capacity to address evolving threats, while incorporating broader perspectives into its open source data 

activities. RRM Canada frequently engages in challenge functions or a peer-review process within the 

Government of Canada. This allows final conclusions to be determined through a rigorous process 

whereby results are challenged by fellow analysts and possibilities of cognitive and other bias are 

reduced. Collaboration beyond the Government of Canada is essential for developing innovative open 

source data monitoring and analytical capacity. RRM Canada relies on a growing community of experts 

which includes representatives from other governments, academia, civil society, and non-governmental 

organisations. 
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Key Tactics/Trends 

• "Meta-trolling 11 

- Example from Ukraine and US mid-terms 

• Transnational narratives 

- EU Parliamentary Elections 

- Socially divisive issues 

• National actors leveraging tactics 

- Alberta Provincial election 
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Meta-Trolling: 
Content Designed to be Seen as Russian Propaganda 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

PURPOSE 

ALBERTA ELECTION ANALYSIS 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RRM CANADA 

This report analyses open source data gathered in the lead-up to the provincial elections in Alberta held 

on April 16, 2019. Its purpose was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign interference and draw 
lessons learned for the Canadian general elections scheduled to take place in October 2019. Prepared in 

support of the G7 Rapld Response Mechanism (RRM}, the report was penned by RRM Canada. The RRM 

is mandated to strengthen G7 coordination to identify and respond to diverse and evolving threats to G7 

democracies, including through sharing information and analysis, and identifying opportunities for 
coordinated response. 

KEY FINDINGS 

Based on primary and secondary research, RRM Canada concludes that there were very likely no 

significant foreign interference campaigns targeting the Alberta election in the on line space in April 

2019. However, coordinated inauthentic activity was detected: 

• RRM Canada identified accounts that demonstrated coordinated inauthentic behaviour. RRM 

Canada judges the activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of the on line conversation as 

reported by Press Progress on April 11, 2019. 

• RRM Canada identified cases of social media accounts, which were likely inauthentic, 

coordinated behaviour1 around on line discussions about the Alberta election. However, the 

majority of these accounts were very likely not foreign. 

• RRM Canada identified known national far-right and hate group actors who have previously 

disseminated material, using similar tactics as known malign foreign actors. 

• RRM identified accounts tied to lobbying groups that were unaffiliated with a political party 

spreading disinformation on line in the run-up to the Alberta election. 

• The Alberta election provides an example of a situation where there may be evidence of 

coordinated inauthentic behaviour undertaken by Canadian actors, making the identification 

of foreign interference more difficult. 

Alberta Election Findings 

[1] RRM Canada reviewed social media data to search for obvious cases of coordinated, inauthentic 

behaviour with the objective of identifying any potential foreign activities. Based on available 

information, it is very unlikely there was any foreign interference. The two largest components of the 

graph are made up of supporters of the former Premier Notley and Premier Kenney, as expected in an 

election campaign [Annex A]. 

[2] RRM Canada assesses that none of the major communities taking part in online conversations 

related to the elections are driven by foreign interference. The presence of automated inauthentic 

activities does not appear central or crucial to the overall conversation or activity. 

1 Scale of Estimative Language: Almost No Chance - [0-10]; Very Unlikely/Very Improbable - [11- 29]; Unlikely/Improbable - [30- 39]; 
Roughly Even Chance - [40-59]; Likely/Probable - [60- 69]; Very Likely/Very Probable - [70-89]; Almost Certainly- [90-100] 
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[3] RRM Canada's findings stand opposite to the Aprll 11, Press Progress report. which claimed that a 

third of accounts talking about the Alberta election were bots. RRM Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, judges that the online activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The 

article appears to rely only on the on line tool mentionsmap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

proper means of assessment for inauthentic account behaviour or bot activity. RRM Canada therefore 

does not support the findings articulated in the Press Progress Report. 

[4] RRM Canada identified communities that demonstrated a suspicious account creation pattern that 

is indicative of troll or bot activity. Recent spikes in account creation suggest the presence of accounts 

developed for a specific purpose; however, the community was determined to very likely be domestic, 

as it was mainly comprised of supporters of the United Conservative Party (UCP). A second small 

community was identified as supporters of the People's Party of Canada, which had similar suspicious 

patterns of account creation. This pattern was not identified within communities of supporters of the 

Alberta Liberal Party or Alberta New Democratic Party. The overall number of accounts is a small 

percentage of a larger collection [Annex B]. This highlights a key point, namely that domestic actors are 

also emulating the tactics used by foreign actors, within the context of provincial elections. This 

behaviour will make it increasingly difficult to distinguish national from foreign interference efforts in 

the upcoming Federal election. 

[S] The RRM identified a small group of anonymous accounts pushing a pro-separation movement in 

Alberta and the Prairies. Though Alberta has an official separatist party, 

https://albertaindependence.ca/, these accounts do not appear affiliated with this movement. Creating 

false separatist movements or amplifying domestic ones is a known tactic in foreign interference. 

Though unaffiliated, at this time, RRM Canada cannot tie this small group of accounts to any foreign 

entity. 

[6] In its review of the data of this election, RRM Canada found no evidence supporting a broad, 

coordinated campaign to influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses that automated 

inauthentic behaviour and trolling activities are very likely domestic in nature; 

Released: May 1, 2019 

Disclaimer: G7 Rapid Response Mechanism Canada (RRM Canada) monitors and shares information consistent with Canada's 

privacy laws and the Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistreatment by Foreign Entities. The information sharing 

practices of Global Affairs Canada are subject to review by the Privacy Commissioner, the Information Commissioner of Canada, 

the Office of the Auditor General and the National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians, among others. 

Nothing in the present document shall be construed as adding any obligation or normative commitment under international or 

national law for any G7 member. 
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This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data collection illustrating a high level of 

normality in the online conversation related to the Alberta provincial election. The analysis of activity 

would have been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there were other communities that rivaled the main 

political communities in size, but were predominately unknown actors, or actors from another 

geographical location. 
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A review of the account creation dates of accounts in the community of UCP supporters. The size of the 

final spike is an indicator of inauthentic activity. One indicator of bot activity is a large number of 

recently-created accounts. In this case, a large spike in accounts created in Ql 2019 is suggestive of 

inauthentic activity by either automated accounts or anonymous accounts. This combined with a 

qualitative evaluation of the accounts by RRM Canada, as well as their posting behaviours and the social 

network analysis; these are indications of likely inauthentic behaviour. 
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Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Tuesday, September 3, 2019 4:35 PM 
Diaczuk, Shane 

RE: RRM 

Thanks for the hot off the press update! 

From: Diaczuk, Shane <Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 4:26 PM 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: RRM 

Just on a call now-current plan is tomorrow at 10. With the EU and Ukraine reports 
Sequencing for the Alberta report is still to be determined 
Shane 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 3, 2019, at 4:14 PM, 

Hey Shane, 
Was RRM not meant to go live last Friday?? Do we have a new date? 

1 

wrote: 
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.. Kaing, Dany 

From: 
Sent: 

·To: . 

. Ott, David .. 
Friday, May 3, 2019 6:14 PM 
DerriRef . . . 

· Subject: . Fwd: RRM Canada: Alberta Elections Analysis and NATO StratCom Report 
•· Attachments: .. · 1. Aiberta Elections Analysis.docx; ATT0000.1.htm; 2. Hybrid Threa.ts - A Strategic 

. Comrriuni.tations Perspective~compressed.pdf; A TT00002.htm 

. . . . . . 

Begin.forwarded message: 

· Frorri: ;'G7RRM@intemational.gc.ca" <G7RRM@internationaLgc;ca> :· 
· To: "G7RRM@international.gt.c:a" <G7RRM@interriational.gt.ca> 
Subject: RRM Canada: Alberta Elections Analysis and NATO StratCorn Report 

. . Dear colleagues,. . 
. . 

. . . . . . . 

. Please see attached the following report producedby RRM Canada: 
. . . . . . . 

1. Alb,rta Elections Analysis • ·. · · · · · .. ·. • ·• · . · · · · • . 
This :report analyzes op~n source data gathered in the .lea~-up to the provincial e,lections iri . 
Alberta held on April 16; 2019. Its purpose Was to identify any emerging tactics in foreign 

. interference and draw lessons learn.ed for the Canadian general electipns schedlJl~d to take •. 
place in October 2019. • 

Additionally, the followi~g report from the NATO Sfrategic Communications Centre ofExcellence isalso .. 
attached·: 

. . . . . . . 

. 2. · Hybrid Threats :- A: Strategic Co~munications•Perspective ·.. : . . . . 
Th.is report isthe·resultofa two-year study conducted by the NATO Strategic 
Communications Centre of Excellence. ltis designed to help national authorities understand, 
prepare for, identify and respond •to hybrid threa~s. · 

. . . . . . . . ... -- . 
. . . . . 

. F~edback/comments are always welcmne; .. 

Kind regards,· 
. . .. ·. . . . . . ·. . .. .. . .. 

. . 

. . . .. . . . . . 
.. . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . .. 

G7 Rapid Response Mechanism I Mecanisme de reponse rapide du G7 . . 
Centre for International Digital Policy I Centre pOur la politique numerique international 
G1RRM@iriternationaLgc.ca · . . •. . . . . 

. . 125 Sussex Drive 1125 promenade Sussex 
· · · •Global Affairs Canada j Affaires mondiales Canada 

Gbverriment of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada 
. .. . 
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About this report 

Aim 
This report is the product of a research project undertaken by the NATO Strategic Commu

nications Centre of Excellence (NATO StratCom COE), at the request of the governments of 

Lithuania and Estonia. The project was designed to deepen our understanding of the wide 

range of measures which come under the umbrella of 'hybrid threats'. Such measures aim 

to influence the political decision-making of a targeted nation in a way which hurts their na

tional security interests, predominantly conducted in the 'grey zone' between peace, crisis 

and war. 

Scope 
The project broadens the framing of current debates on hybrid threats beyond the most 

common empirical reference points, which tend to relate to the Russian Federation. A 

standardised framework is used to analyse case studies which are assessed to offer examples 

of hybrid threats .. 

Analysis has been conducted from the perspective of 'Strategic Communications', which 

is articulated for this report not simply as a suite of capabilities disseminating messages 

to explain actions or intentions in support of strategy but as a basic function of statecraft. 

Strategic Communications is therefore considered both as an overarching philosophy to 

be inculcated into organisational culture and as a cross-government process, central to 

integrating the instruments of national power. 

The research focuses on the national level, where the primary responsibility lies for 

understanding, identifying and responding to hybrid threats . .In this main volume, summaries 

of 30 casE:!s are provided, of which a representative selection of 10 cases are analysed in 

detail in a separate annex. In order to limit the scope of the project, this phase of research 

focuses solely on state actors. 

Purpose 
The case studies are not intended to be definitive accounts. of a particular scenario or provide 

templated solutions to similar situations, nor does the inclusion of any particular state actor 

necessarily conclude malicious intent. The report encourages the reader to take a '360-de

gree view' of an issue area, deepening their knowledge.of factors and considerations relevant 

to threat assessment. 

This report is designed to help the reader develop two complementary viewpoints. First, being 

agile and adaptive enough to deal with emerging security challenges where the identity and 

intent of adversaries may be unclear or deliberatively deceptive. Threats may also be consti

tuted by the synergy of many different, apparently unconnected measures. 

Second, the Strategic Communications mindset. This is the notion that everything 

communicates. The key to an effective strategy is therefore to understand actors and audi

ences, then integrate policies, actions and words across government in a coherent way to 

build national resilience and leverage strategic influence. 

~ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 

· Executive Summary_· 

. . ' . 

A STRATEGIC ·c.OMMLiNICATIONS APP,=IOACH TO HYBRlb"TH.REAts· 

Abouthybri~ threats · 

· • Tl")e Strategic Communications.mindset 

StrateQiC Communications at the national level 

Research approach .. 

· KEY FINDINGS.AND RECOIV!r\llENDATIONS 

10: key re_commendations 
. ' .. . . 

. A~alysis of them~tic a~eas . 

CASE STUDY Sl)MMARIES . •. 

· : . 1. :RUSSIAN SNAP EXERCISES IN THE HiGH NO_RTH . 

2. ,CONFUCIUS lt-,1$TITUTES . ' 

· 3. 2001 cvBER ATTACKS ·oN ESTONIA : . 

4; .i.Js TRANSIT CENTER ·AT MANAS 
. . ' . . . ' . 

5. · THE SPREAD OF SALAFISM.iN EGYPT 
,, . . .. 

. 6~ ·: DISINFORMATION IN.SWEDEN . 

· .7; :HAl';JIAS' USE OF HUMAN SHIEL~S iN GAZA 

a,- :THE 2·010 s1;NKAKtfcR1s1s · · · 
. . ~ 

:.9, HUMANITARIAN AID IN THE RUSSO-GEORGIAN CONFLICT 
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E~ecutive Summary 
. . 

-This repo~f is the resQlt of a two-yei;ir study- conducted by t_he NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Ex-

cellence, It is designed to help natfonal auth.orities understand, prepare for, identify and respond to hybrid 

threats. The research focus_es on state actors ~nd uses a standardised fra'mework to analyse 30 c;:ase studies 

taken from a range of geopolitical scenarios. It does. so from the perspective of Strat.egiC: Communications, 

which_ is. articulated not simply -as a means of supporting natio~al ~trategy through coordinated: messagi~g. 

· _ but as a mechani!im for integrating all actions takeri by a goveniment, central to both the de\/elopmerit and 

implementati_ori of strategy. 

About ·hybriQ threats 

■ The fina·I .communique from ttie 2018 NATO summit in Brussels stated that NATO nations had '!come undedn~ 

creasing challenge from bcit_h state and non~state a~tors ~ho use hybrid activities that aim to creat_e ambiguity 

-arid _blur the lines between.peace, crisis; and conflicti'1 Th_e term 'hybrid' has been used to describe a wide ar~. 

ray_ of measures, mean·s arid techniques including, but not limited to: disinformation; cyber attacks;.faci_litated 

migration; espionag.e; manipulation of intemati.onal law; threats of force (by both irregular armed group!, and . 

conventional forces);.polit1ca1'subversion; sabotage; terrorism; economic pressure anctene"rgy dependency .. . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• NATO d~fiiies hybrid threats as_ a 'type of threat that combines conventional, irregular and as_ymmetric 

activities in time and space';2 This pro~ides the essence of something p_roduced by the synergy of different. 

measures b~t used alone it is too broad. rviost ci.Jrrerit definitio~s of hybrid threats lean heavily on Russian 

actions in Ukrain'e and Crimea, but this risks neglecting one ~fthe key aspects ~f hybrid threats, that :of 

adaptability. 

■. While discussions surrounding the essential naturE3 .of fhybridity' are likely to continue, the underlying ph:e-. 

nbmeria the.term encapsulates remain very real. 3 This report thereforei'foctJse"s oti the C:haracte~istics of 

hybrid threats. These are actions which: 

■ Are coordinated and synchronised across a wide range of means. _ 

1111 Deliberately. t_arget democrati'c states' and institutions' systemic vulr'lerabilities. 

■ Use a wide range of means. . - _ - · · .· . . . . _ :· . _ 

ii Exploit the thr~shold_ of detection aiid attribution as ~ell as the border between war af"\d peace. 

· ■ · Aiin to influence different forms of decision-making atthe: lb cal (regionai)_, state, or institutionai level. 

■ · Favour and/or gain the agent's sfrategic_goals while undermining and/qr hurting the target.• 

■ A key aspect of hybrid threats is ambiguity;_ hostile actions that are difficult for governrriehts to identify, 

attri~ute or publicly define b~caus~ the r~spohsible a~tor or overall intent is unclear or deliberately O_b- · 

scured.s The effects from hybrid.threats can·be diffuse and may.orily materialise over time . 

• Attr,ibution is ultimately a political endeavour by iridivi_dual _governrrients based on an assessment of the. 

mea,sures involved and an understanding ()factors and.their interests. It is unlikely that governments will 

find conclusive evidence that_ 'proves' hostile intent, or be able to publish _sensitive intelligence .. Threat __ 

. 1 "Brussels Summit Decl~;~tlon, _issu.ed by the Head,i of Stat_e·a~d Gover~ment Pa;tlcipaiing in the M~etfng of the North Atlan_tlc Counc"il in Bruss.els 11-12 July 

2018." North Atla~tic Treaty Organization, 11 July 2018. - . . 

· 2 
NATO Standa;dizatlon Office (NSO), AAP-6, NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions ·c201B ~dition), 62. 

3 Elle Te.nenbaurn, "Hybrid W~rtare In the sirateQJc Spec~rllm: A Historical ASsessmeht", I~ 'NATO's res,:jonse t~ Hybrid T~reats!, eds ·Gu!lla_Un,~ La~corljarias 

and J~ff.rey A. Larsen (NATO Defense Colle_ge 2017), e·s-112. 
4 Gregory F: Treverton, ~ndreW Thv~dt,· Allcla R. Chen, Kathy Lee, and Madelin~ Mcciue, Addr~ssirig 'J:{ybrid Threats (Swedish ·oefenc.e University, c8nter'for 

Asymm-etrlc Threat Studies, Hybrid CoE, 2018), p10. 

5 Andrew Mumford and Jack McDOnald,-Afflb;gu~us: WiJ.rfar~. rep~rt produc~d for the De~elopmerit; Concepts and Doctrine Centre, 06tober 201·4_ 
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assessments cari differ between nations and _international organisations (such as N.A.TO or the EU). which 

cirn further hamper effective and coordinated responses. 

■ Jhe· way in which hyl;>rid threats are interpreted is compl~x and significantly affected by context, For in-· 

stance, cJ.n airspace Violation can be. regarded as eith.er accidental or a de°l[berate act of pro\ioc'atioh. rvfilitary 

·exercises· can be:perceived as reassurance _or deterrence and a foreign-sponsored political _foundation can 

be seen as fostering intercultural ex~hange or undermining demcicratic values. 

. . . . . 

IJ The Teal~ of hybrid thr~ats is c;haracterised by the interplay between information; perception, interpretation 

and decision-m~king. An appreciation of hqw actors an_d audiences interact, form.opinions arid make deci- · 

. sion$ should 'therefore be.the l:ia.sis of understanding the hybrid threat environment. 

Hybrid threat~ as levers of influence 
,. . . .. . . . . . ._ . . . ·. :- . . .. 
. . 

■ Hybrid th,reats have the .. malign intent of manipulating the politlcal decision-making processes of.a tar- . 

geted (lation by influencing the behaviours and attitudes of key audiences such a_s· media organisations, the. 

general public and political leaders. 
. . . . . : ' . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . 

■ Hybrid thr~ats can therefore be 9onsidered as informati_on o'r influence act_ivitles; Tlies~· are acUons ~hich 

influenGe ·audience pe_rceptiori a~d decis_ion-making: Such acti'v_ities are _hot iimited to_ the '.Information': 

instrument but imiolv_e the corhtifnation of different ·in.struments of power; including Diplomatic, Economic.· 

.and Military. 

. . . 

■. LJ.~derstanding t_he w_ay hybrid threats act as levers of _inflµ~nce requires a shift from focusing on.the real·, . 

physical world where events and actions occur, to the ccinc~ptual ~ealm ~here inforr;.;ation ~;i_sts a~d CCJm 0 

rnlinication takes place. The Information Environment (I_E) is a: model which enables this. 
. . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . - . . 

■ Jhe Information _Enviro_n_nient (IE) is a model for understa(lding how actors and audiences interact; h_ciw 

people·see the world around them and consequently make decisions based on the meaning they d~duce 

frcim it. .It is a conceptual space consisting of three inter~elated dimensions: cognitive (where p_eople:think,_ 

understand and decide); physical (individuals, or~anisations and. infrastruc;ture) and informational (facts,'. 

kn0Vllledge and data). 6 The IE is 6fte.n i.Jsed as a sh_or'thand for th.e media environment-but this belies its utflity . 

in offering a way to understan_d the iriteraction betwe~n all activities ..:. ·ra~girig from military force posture to 

the construction of pipelines-: ·and what ttiey communiqate to audiences: 
. .· . ,• . . . . 

. . . . . . .· - . 

■ Analysis 9f the IE can· help understand h~w h·ybrici threats ~xploit vulnerabilities, such_ as c~lturai divid'es or. 
. . . . . . . . . . 

grievances, to undermine the target_ed nation while benefiting the responsible actor'_s strategic intere$tS. Ad-

dressing domestic issues and building societal resilience is a key component of couritering hybrid threats. 
. . . . . ' . . . 

. . . ' . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . ' 

■ All actiYities undertaken by an actor affect the IE and influence ~ecision-inaking in the cognitive dimension. 

So, while information can be an ·enab_ler to nation.al power, the ability to influe(lce _audiences comes frotn · 

the ~yriergy.of national instruments, inclt.idlng diplomatic_, informational; military a~d economic measures.7 

- . . . . . 

■ The synergy of different hostile measures can ~xploit vulnerabilities across the.full range of state systems of . 

a targeted nati_on - political, military, economic, social, infor~ation and infrastructure (known as the PMESII_ 

spectrum). 

·
6 u·:s. J~int Chiefs of Staff, Joint Public~tion 3-13: lnfo_rmafion Ope~tion·s, ·;n~orporatiiig chanfl~ 1 (WaShingt~n 1ic., 2014), 1-2: 
7 

The standard modei,of the lristruments of natiq~al power Is Dir.IE but In t~e context of hyb'rid threats: NATO adds:Financial, lntefligence a:nd Lega_i to m~ke, 
DlMEFIL, which ls used f_Or the an81y5is in this· reseaf6h. 
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HOSTILE MEASURES 
.· Diplomatic/Poiitical • 

. lriformationa! 

Military 

Economic 

· Financial 

· lntellig:ence• · · 

Legal· 

. . . . . . . 

. The Strateg_lc Communications mindset_ 

Creates effects in ttie 
. information environment . . 

. (physic.al, informational and 
cognitive dimensions) 

II Enabled by an understanding of the IE_, Strategic: Co.mmunications as a response t~ hyt;>rid threats pro~-ides·. 

a ho.listiC approach to corrirriuniCati6n, based on valUes·and interests and ·encapsulating everything a_n:ation 

can· dc:i to achieve strategib objective~ in a cohteste_d en~ironn-ient.. 
-_ - . -_ - -. : . . ·. . . . 

■ T_heJerm 'Strategic -Communications' is often. u~ed intercha11geably to re.fer.to both the function yvhich 

coo_rdinates cross-government activities and the. communications themselves: This report focuses: on .the . 

former and. articlJlates Strategic Communications as being predominantly a philosophy or mindset but also· 

aprocess and a c;apability. 

Ii j-o be effective, the concepts of Strat~gic Communications need tb. be endorsed c!S a guiding principle: 

.. ;:icrc:iss all goverrimei:it departments and_ levels_. _This:_is Strategfc ()omm~nications as aaiindse_t, whicfi is an. 

appreciation that every'thin9 - words; actions, images, policie~ - cornmimicat"es_: 

ii Strategic. Communications ·as a process· can provide a more effective orchestration .of govermnent: 

_activity, integrating ·activities aqross the instrume_nt~ of power to. leverage strategic influence and _build 

national resilience. 

■ S_uch a "process_ might neeci resourcing with • a c~pability (such as the '[)apartment -of ~trc!tegic_ 

·coinni~nications'), to enable pianning and integration ·of ·cross-government ·activities such as· media 

handling, marketing and engagement. However, rather than simply establishing new, specialist structur"es, · 

governments WOLJld benefit fr9in est;:iblishi!]g a coinmunica~ion culture at all levels: 

' ' . . . . . 

Strategic Con,munications at the n~tional level 
. . . 

■ The f.irst _step in the process cif Strategic Communications is to understand the Information Environment; . 

Considerations cif human_ perception _and behaviour should be central in understanding the dynamics of ... 

hybrid threats, how they a_re perqeived, interpreted and attributed.· 
... ' . . ,· " .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

■ Communication, including all -actions, images, words and policie~, should be collective and int~grated. 

· Every action a government takes .(or does not. t~ke) communicates something, ~o all personnel. in every 

department and branch are communicators. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• Act.ions to address hybrid. threats ·should be g:uided b~ a national strategy whic_h h~s co·risensus of sup" 

port amongst the population_ an:d is• endor_sed from the top down by political leadership. Communication 

considerations sJ:iould be at the centre of the d_eveJoprnent and implementaJion of strategy from ttie outset. 

·• National authorities need to have structures that are flexible, decentralised and adaptive. Hybrid threats 

are ch~racterised by the synchronisation of different instruments and adaptaqility to conte~t and v_ulnera-. 

bilities. Preparation, agility and responsive·ness should be key considerations in dealing with such activities.• 
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.. . . . 
. ii Attributing 'hybrid threats to ah adversary is ·c,1 political end,eavour. by national governments which r~quires .. 

a_n evaluation of the geopolitical c.onte)(t an_d _the :~trategic logic underlying adversarial measures: This 

11ssess_riient rel_ie~ on Uie ~rust of the:pu_bHc.: Credibility should 1>.e protect~d a.s a vital res_9urc~. 

Rese~rch approach .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ■ The resear~h attempts to l;Jro~den tl)e discussio(l on hybrid threats beyond the current emphasis on -the . 

Russian Federation. It aims to :assist ttie reader understand:the'factors to be considered whe~ identifying : 

ancjresporiding tp the ft.ill range of hostile_ 1TJeasur.es· a nation:might f9ce:: 

· Ii . The _projecJ ide.n_tified 250 scenarios from the end .of the Cold \Jl/ar until the present day as potential exani-:. 

p'les of hybrid threats. A representative_ select.ion of 3~ cas_es are :amilysed to understa_nd .the:ways in w~_ich 

~ybrid threats might m_ateric1lise. Thei' Cc!Se studies are not _i_ntende~ to. be defi~itive ac;counts of aparticµlar .. 

. s~eriario, or prm,1de terripla,ted solution.s to sirni_lar situations, nor does ,th_e inclLJsion. of any_ p~rtic;ular state 

a,ctcir necessarilY concludf:l rnaiicious. intent, 

.. ■ Ttle project ~ses ~- standardised analytlcc1I frami:iw~rk to aljgri the cas~ study resem'ch and ens~re po~pa~ . 

rabiiitY. of. the findings .across the different cases, It structures: the 'analysis according to the ways ·in wl)ich 

adversaries use different channels and ineans tci exploit_vulrierabilities arid.Urider~ihe the 'tar9et's hatiOnai . 

. security int~rest; While a~van~irig th-~ir strategic ~bjectives.. . . . . 

111!1 The_arialyticai:fram·ework covers the full range of _adversarial measures across ttie DIME.FIL continUUITJ and .. 

triesfo capture the way.in whi_ch t_heY: migh(be synchronised and integrated to cr~ate effeds: . : 
. . . . - . . . 

11 To ui,cierstand attribution and interpretation of hybrid threats; riarratives,. coi)text and an assessment of-the· 

~ncferlying"strategi~ ·logic ~f adveisa'rial measures are: analysed. · 

. ·■ The case studies ar~ grouped together into sixteen thematic areas of threat. i~ acco.rqqrice with the 'fog' of. 

ambiguity that characterises hybrid activity; this is not intended to be _a-categorisation which can.be used .. 

to objectively defin~ different measures and rriec1ns. ·Instead, it is 'rneantto raise aware.ness for the diverse:.· 

fields ~nd chanriei~ though which l:lybrid ttirec)tS can o:cc~r; rl,\nging fr~ri) the exploitation of ethnic identities 

arid energy dependericyto espionage arid bribery. 

Theiiaatic areas ott~reat 

Non-Government 
Government Organised 

Espionage and 
Territorial violation Non-Government 

Organisations (NGOs) 
Organisations (GONGOs) 

infiltration 

Exploitation of ethnic or 
Media Lawfare, Agitation and civil unrest 

cultural identities 

Cyber operations Religious groups Academic groups 
Coercion through threat 

or use of force 

Energy dependency Political actc>rs Economic leverage Bribery and corruption 

Ill Based on .the comparison of .the. CcJSe _studies q~ross all thematic areas, the project identified practi_cal 

lessons arid gui_delinesfor decision~inakers at the national level where the main responsibility lies for un- : .. 

. derstandirig, identifying and responding to hybrid threats. The key findings are: summarised and captured : 

ii') t.he following top ten recomniendation.s, applying the Strategic CommunicatioT]s mindset to the <;hi:!llenge 

ofhybrid threats. 

.. 11 . 
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: . . . . . . .· . . ,• . . .. . . . .. . - . . 

Summary of Key Findings and Recommendations. 
The _findings from this report focus on how to apply the Strategic Communiqations mindset to the cha!~ 

. lenge of hybrid threats. 

1. Everything communicates . 

. All policies, actions and words. influence decision-making, ther.efore communication should be integral ·1:o · 
strategy ahd considered from the outset of planning. National authorities preparing for, and responding to, 

hybrid threats should appreciate that communicatio~ is not limited to w6rds - every actiC>n (or ihactiori) can 

influence the attitudes and behaviours of key audiences. Strategic C.ommunicatiOhs is therefore riot limited 

to ¢ertain functions and capabil_ities - such as pub_lic affairs and press offices -:- but is an organisational 

responsibility, with ~veryo~e·working to: achieve desired outcomes derived f~om overarching objectives. 

2. Whole-of-government. 

Hybrid _th"reats·are generated fro~ a mix of adversa,rial me~sures to infllle~c~ political dec)sion-niaki~g .9f. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. the targetecl nation! therefore a:n integrated _approach across govern merit is needecl to effectively identify . 

. . and addr~SS:SUCh threats. What W?rks in-one situation may not work in a~other,: so governments need t6 . 

be agile and.able tci anticipate and identify potential threats, then in_tegrate and coordinate their response 
. . . . . . . . 

_acr_oss .a range Of levels and c;hann~ls. Thi_s requires timely decision-making arid :a coherent, susti;iined re~ 

. sponse to reinforce government credibility arid legitiniacy. 
. . 

3. Understand the strategic lo~ic. . _ _ . . . . . . _ . 

In order to understa_nd an adversary's strategic logic;, national au.thorities should grasp.the underlying 

. thinking ahd calc~lation behind adversarial m~asures.This entails assessing their potential aims,·and the . . 
way in which difte·rentinstruments.are integra,ted an_d synchronised to achieve the_se objectives. Such 11r1 

understanding would allow governments to idehtify:po"tential vulnerabilities and key target audiences, an-

. ticip~te future developments through hori~on sca~ning, _and adjust their pr~paratioh arid response. 

. . . . . . .. 

· 4. Determine what you want to protect and identify vulnerabilities. _ 

Hybrid threats deliberately° target and exploit existing vulnerabilities of the target state, often opportunisti_calc · 

. ly. Dcirriestic issues suc;h as systemic ccirruption ari"d socialdivisicins_cari be exploited by "inaiign state ac-. . - . 

. tors. Weakness in national security institutions and a: la_c;k of public confidence in governme:rit may be seen . 

. as domestic political issues, but these v~ln~rabjlities enhance the abiii°ty of hostil_e actors to affect critical .· . . . . . . 
functions and damage national security inte~ests: Nati<;rns shcJUld continual)y assess their v_ulnerabilities in 

an honest arid transparent m·anrier:and articul_ate this in national security policy_. 

. . 

5. Build resilience: . . . . 

. Resilience describes the abiiity of a state and society _t~ Withstand pressure _and recover fro_m, crises .or._ 

.shocks which may be the result of a hybrid threat. Imp.roving ovE!rall resilience requires add~essing vulner0 
. . . . . 

c1bilities and t11king a long-term approc1ch to build strong and adaptive infrastructure, ensure soc::ial cohe-

. sion and sustain trust in government. Resilience not only mitigates the harmful effects of hpstil_e influence, 

but it can also change the adversary's o·verall cost-benefit calculation. Deterrence through· resilience is 

therefore a key ~omponerit of reducing a nation's susceptibility to ·hybrid threats: . 
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· · ~- Activity should be based on values, with clear objectives. . . . . 

. Governments need to be clear about their strategic aims and ensure that statenients and acti,ons are 

consistent _with core values. They should understantfthat employing measures or .taking ·positions which 

: appear to be deceptive or inauthentic wili undermine their crndibility. DemocraciE!S should also be aware 

th.at appearing to deal harshly with a suspicious actor- - such as with c;ivil society or media organisations~ 

might provide the justification fo'r auiocratic governments to crack down on disagreeable.foreign-spori

sored NGOs or media outlets in 'their own country. 

·7. Be proactive·. 
. ' ' 

A pr~active appmach would enabie governments to maintain dominance over evolving. narrati~es and . 

· frame events _in a manner favourc!blE! to their interests. Instead of m~rely responding· to threats as. they . 

materialise, govemments should ariticiP.ate everits af'!d issues th_at are likely to be exploited by adversaries . 

. This can reduce risk. by not merely 'co_Lintering' an !=idVersary.'s activities, but pre-emP.tively steering.public 

discqurse in aprefE!rred direction and building resilience, thus reducing the likelyt,ood of unintentionally 

reinforcing an a~versary's preferred narrative of events.· 

8. Urider:stand the.information environ_ment. 

The ultimate purpose of any hybrid threat is to affect the political decision-makin'g of the target natiori by 

influencing key target audiences. Adversariai :activity may be µndertaken to makE! a political s~ateme_nt; a'1- · 
. . . . . ' 

terperceptions.and at:tifudes of the general public,. degrade levels of trust and confidence in government, 

or create.confusion and a serise of insecurity.·Jhis ·is why consistent, coher_ent and factual government. 

com.municaUons tailored to different key audiences is cruc_ial to maintain trust:and cohesion. 

9.'Learn to operate in shades of grey, · 

Hybrid threats can be complex, adaptive and inflict damage ·on national security b~fore tti_ey are detected . 

. Ambiguity su~ro~ndinii intent and attribution impc1irs decisiqn~making :and ~ompibtes effective response 

. es. _Compelling ·and credible evidence may not be publicly avaJlabie, and so the role cif government c_6ni~ 

munication becomes partii::~larly important.' Official statements sh~uld be specific and coherent, .capture. 

the nuances of the situation and give enough factual, credible information tp inspire public confidence in 

. the government. Government_s stiould not spend tot> much tinie cin trying to decipher deliberately· ambig- '' 

''. UOlJS messages arid ac;tioris, but instead frame evEints in_a m_anner favourabie 'to their aims: 

10. Not every activity is a threat. . . . . . . 

. Defining an activity as a threat and att_ributing it to a state actor is ~ltimately a political endeavour, and gov

ernments sh~ulo be mindful not to inflate th~ tt)re~t ievel for poUtlqai ends, either deliberately or i~adv~rt0 

ently. As hybrid threats target a nation's weaknesses, it-is a challenge to distinguish .hostile influenqe from. .. . . ' . ,. . . .. . .. . . - '. .· . . . •· .· . . . .. . ' 

legitimate social grievances or fc!ili~gs_ ot' the government. Policy-nia~ers should resist the_ temptation t_o 

blame external actors a~.a convenien.t V:Jay_ of shifting blame for qomestic-fajlings. Inflating_ or misattril::>uts 

.. ing hybrid threats ¢an affect the gove(nment's credjl::>ility in the lorig-rnn and risks unnecessary ~scalation . 
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·summary.of case studies 
Hi°ghlighied cases arei covered in detaH in a ~eparc1te annex. 

. ca·se Study . .. .Thematic Area . ·.Summary . 

The Russian military engaged in snap manoeuvres in response to Norwegian mili-
Russian snap 

Coercion through 
tary activity in Finnmark and the US Exercise Dragoon Ride, despite both being an-

1 exercises in the nounced well in advance. Although the Russian snap exercise of March 2015 was 
High North 

threat or use of force 
not interpreted as a threat by Norway it sparked a wider debate on whether the spir-
it of the OSCE's Vienna Document had been breached. 

Government 
The Confucius Institute (Cl) is funded by the Chinese government and has secured 

Organised Non-
partnerships with universities in many NATO nations. While the Cl presents itself as 

Confucius a non-profit educational institution, it has frequently been described as a Chinese 
2 

Institutes 
Government 

'soft power' instrument. The institutes' structural integration and funding arrange-
Organisations 
(GONGOs) 

ment with their Western partner universities have led to concern about intellectual 
freedom and self-censorship on sensitive issues, such as Taiwan. 

2007 cyber 
The first major occurrence of cyber warfare targeted the Estonian government, me-

3 attacks on Cyber operations 
dia, banks and other websites in 2007. This cyber attack coincided with the reloca-
lion of the controversial Bronze Soldier Memorial. The malicious network traffic had 

Estonia 
indications of political motivation and Russian-language origin. 

The US Transit Center at Manas in Kyrgyzstan was established to support Oper-
ation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. Being increasingly wary of the prospect 

US Transit of a permanent US presence in Central Asia, the Russian Federation exerted sig-
4 Center at Economic leverage nificant pressure on the Kyrgyz government, coupled with offers of economic as-

Manas sistance. Despite generous US lease payments and economic aid, as well as ex-
tensive outreach efforts to the Kyrgyz population, the Transit Center at Manas was 
closed in 2014. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has long supported Salafi ideology in Egypt, 
particularly by funding Salafi TV channels and charities. After the 2011 revolution, 

The spread 
Salafism developed a political arm: the Salafi Naur Party's surprising financial 

5 of Salafism 
Political actors; advantage and electoral success gave rise to much suspicion of KSA funding, 

in Egypt 
Religious groups especially since the party has often supported KSA-friendly policies. Support of 

a friendly ideology allows the KSA to counter the regional influence of the Muslim 
Brotherhood; dominate the interpretation of Islam; and gain influence in Egyptian 
politics. 

Sputnik published an article in response to the enhancement of Gotland's defences 
by the Swedish military. This article misquoted senior Swedish politicians and 

6 
Disinformation Media commentators, and deliberately distorted the truth to, support Russia's position. 
in Sweden This case provides a typical example of the systematic means by which contentious 

debates on national security are exploited as part of wider influence strategies by 
pro-Russian actors. 

In an attempt to counter negative opinions of their use of lethal force, in their 2014 

Hamas' use of 
Operation Protective Edge, the Israeli Defence Forces {IDF) used a broad range of 

7 human shields Lawfare 
information activities designed to encourage civilians in Gaza to evacuate from cer-

in Gaza 
tain areas before conducting military strikes against Hamas. Hamas took advantage 
of this to encourage 'human shields', which temporarily put Hamas into a win-win 
situation by restricting the ID F's freedom of action. 

China embargoed Rare Earth Elements (REE) following its manufactured Senkaku 
Crisis with Japan in 2010. A Chinese fishing vessel deliberately rammed the Japa-

The 2010 Economic leverage; 
nese Coast Guard near the disputed islands, leading to the detention of the Chinese 

8 
Senkaku crisis Territorial violation 

trawler captain by the Japanese. Beijing immediately demanded the captain's. re-
lease and encouraged anti-Japanese protests across the Chinese mainland. This 
incident provided a narrative that explained why Chinese customs officials chose 
to embargo the REE. 

Humanitarian In 2008, the Russian Federation used 'humanitarian' assets in support of the. sep-
aid in the aratist populations of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, two regions of Georgia which 

9 Russo- Lawfare both declared independence in the early 1990s. The Russian government used 
Georgian what it termed 'humanitarian assistance' as an instrument to pursue broader geo-
conflict strategic goals that were not humanitarian in nature. 

China's use of public diplomacy to further its 'One China' policy towards Taiwan is 

Chinese public 
addressed to two key target audiences: the Taiwanese population, where they seek 

Exploitation of ethnic to bolster support for unification, and third countries, where the aim is to isolate Tai-
10 diplomacy 

or cultural identities wan. The results have been mixed: while eschewing military confrontation, it has re-
in Taiwan 

duced diplomatic recognition by the international community yet failed to shift Tai-
wanese opinion,. which remains confident of US support. 
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11 

12 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Deten.tion of 
Esten Kohver 

Espiorjage and . 
infiltration; . 

· Territorial violation· 

Finnish airspace · Territorial violation 
. violations·. 

South Stream 
pipeline 

,Energy dependency 

. Esten Kohver, a me~ber of the'Estoniah 'sec~riiy.service,'...;as detained by the Fius~ 
sian Federation in 2014 during an operation tp counter organised crfrne·in_adisput
ed border region; tie was theri portrayed as a Western spy in the. Russian media. 
Not only did this incid.ent risk ·embarrassing the Estonian government, it increased 

· · friction between different groups.in )he country (e,g, ihe far right, pro-Russians; and. 
· a_nti-NJI.TO. activists). · · · · 

. . . 

.. From March 2·014 th·er~ was a inarkeci'increas~ in clos~ military enc.oun.ters beiween · 
. Russia and. NATO. aligned nati_qns.: These' included airspace violaiions,: near-miss 
mid-air collisions <!n~ ·maritime encounters: In the same year NATO scrambled and 
intercepted.more than 100 airplanes in Europeari_airspace,·more than tliree times . 

. . than i{ did In the p'.eviiius year. · .. · · 

Wesi~rn riatio~s· rnust: balance valtie, :;eliaqility, ~nd ~ecurity i.n the prov_i_sici~ of its 
energy. This tension ·was br0ughi into focus by the" Russian Federation's South 

· .. Stream pipeline project, which of(ered a competitive {if less secure) alternative tp . 
. the EU7proposed.f:J°abucco.Pipeline and hence threatened its viabiltty. Moreover, it 
·. enb0~rage_d certain NATO/Eli member states to coniravene EU legislation by sup-
: porting South Stream. · · 

Fiu·ssian 
language. 

. referendum . 

. in, Latvia .. 

. Exploitation ofethnic 
·oi'culiural Identities· . -

.. A referendum· cin whether to designate: RL1Ssia·n as an··officiar language was lield in 
Latvia in 2012. Although ·unsuccessful, it exposed c. and temporarily.aggravated - · 

.divisioris qver.langu.ag·e,.ethnicity ·and identity in Latvia, While the issue initially 
came :10 prominence)ec<!use· of a campaign by Latvian nationalist~, the Russian 
Federation usecl an:e~ist_ing network of_ individuals·fo exploit th_e situation.· . . .. 

Institute of 
. De'rnocracy and Academic 

C
. .

1
·. . .. groups; NG Os 

oopera. 10n 

. The lristitute cif De.mocracy and Cooperation (IDC) presents itself as an inde·pend
eht think tank, ·desptte an: evident bias to·wards t~e Russian _Federation a!ld antipa- . 
ihy towards many NATO values. Although no formal connection can be proven with 

. the Russian siate; the iatter is alleged to provide funding arid there_are.intormai links 
with b0<!rd members and di'rectors.. . . . . . . 

. . . 

. The Zambian. government welcomed Chinese investment 'in construction· and. 
· mining, but a significant part of the populat)cin was unhappy with_ China's influence 
. which'they saw as privileged and thre~tening.'This anti°-Chine~·e sentiment became 

Zambian. 
elections 2.006 

·Economic leverage: a pivotal issue during the· 2006 presidential elections, with opposition candidate 

Serbian 
Orthodox 

.. 

Church 

Communist 
Party of 
Bohemia and 
Moravia 

Bronze 
• night riots 

Russiky Mir 
Foundation in 
ttie Salties 

Criminal 
rietworks in 
the Donbas. 

f:'oliiical actors . Michael Saia pledging· to expel Chinese investors and. m·aking overtures to rec~ 

.. 

. · Religious g_roup_s 

Poliiical actors: 

.. 
Exploiiation oi 
ethnic or cul_tural 

. .identities; agitation 
and civil ~!Yest 

Govern_irient 
Organised Non-
Government 

. Organisations 
_(GONGOs); . 

· Bribery and 
corruption 

· .. ognise Taiwan as a· sovereign state .. China· took· the positio_n· that if'Sata :won· and 
·established.diplomatic ties with Taiwan·, bilateral'relati0ns with Zambia would s:utfer 
and forther investments put o·n hol_d. 

· The Serb)an 'Ortho.dox Church has ah out_look that can reasonably be described_as. 
pr6-Rtissian; in particular, it actively organises. demonstrations against ihe •inde-

. pendence of Kosovo a·nd·"Western liberal values" such as LGBT rights. Most s·ignifi
cantly, the Church can lend credibiliiy t_o poliiical messages towards Orthodox audi

. ences; and may choose to extend such legitimacy and deploy its influence in a way 
·· mcire directly hcislil~ io NATO and the NATO nations. · . 

. . 
· · sian narraiives within the media and p~rliament ofthe Cze·ch Republic: $pecifical-. 

ly, antic NATO and anti-EU views are kept alive. The party encourages political radh 
: . calisni and a•riti-system rhetoric. Tw0 of its MPs visited the Don bas region in 2016 to 
· lend legitimacy_ to Rus_siari action)n: Ukrairie. · · · · 

. Violen~ protests broke out in Estonia after the relocatiqn of the Bronze Soldier stat
. ue and the reburial bf associated remains in: 2007. There are radically different inter
. pretations of-the monument thioughou·t Estonia: from ihe Russian perspective, the 

monument symbolises their v/ctory In ihe Great War, yvhile (or many Estonians it rep0 

resents \he.be.ginning ot'Soviet occupation.- The riots, which-resulted in.the deatti. 
of ·one.·Russian protester, weie encouraged by Russian media and statements ·by 

· · f1us_sian officials. 

·. The Ru.sskiy Mir ·Foun_dation (R_MF) is a c·ulturi:ii'and educational institution that'pro
motes Russian language .and culture across over 100 countries. RMF .has construct
ed a netw·o;k cit intiuencers among NATO nations: especially those bordering itie 
Ru_ssian Federation. Such organisations are capa_ble ·of activity which is hostile to 

·: the host' nation·and.rrmy contribute}o cleavages )n those societies. · · · 

. Ru;~iail 'finandal and military 'suppqrt for s~paratis(s in Ukraine encouraged or
gan_ised t:riminal activity_ i_n Done_ts_k.and Lµhans~ _in 201_4 -. regions consi_dered a . 

· safe haven .for' criminals. This iook place alongside m·ore familiar tactics, such as 
the questionable use of a referendum: unll)arked soldiers of Russian origin; and 
encouragement of civil ·unrest The ·consequent perception of Ukraine a~ a failed 
state threatens its territorial integrity; national' security, and participation in NATO/ 
E_U structur~s. 
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22 

23 

24 

25 

27 

. 28 

29 

· Civil disor9er in 
Bahrain 2011 

· . Pakfstani · 
invoivenient 
in Ye'inen 

Operatiorj 
. Parakram· 

Agitation and civil' 
. unrest; exploitation · 
. of ethnic or. cultur.~I 

identities 

· Economic_ leverage · 

In 2011, the Kingdom of Bahrain - a m·ajo'rity Shia nation ruled by' a Sunni minority
experienced rnass .protests which. were inspired by the so-cailed 'Arab Spring' •. 
Some.of the most prominent-dema~ds of the protesters included· political·reform 
arid. a st6p to systematic 'discri_min.ation_ again.st Shia _Musiims. It is li~ely ihat _de~ 
liberate agitation by Iran; particularly by way of overt public siatemerits and·media 
charmels, .c.cintributed to the escalation. Alleged Iranian Interference was used as .. 

_jusiification by the_Bahraini regime to justrfy repression in the following_ years.· 

Pakistan's de~ision·not lei join the Saudi-led i~tervention iri Yemen in 2015 exempli0 

fies'a highly dynamic system of alliances and counter'alliances that Islamabad tiad. 
to navigate while_b_alancing multiple competing interests: Equilibrium was achieved-.· 

. in ttiis case by stationing troops to protect the Saudi border, while refusing to deploy 
: milltary force within Yemen.- · · · · · · 

. . . .' . . . .. · . .. ' . 
· The. India,P,ikistan standoff (2001-2002).w,is one.the biggi,st conflicts between Jri~ 

Coercion through dia arid Pakistan a·fter 1971, which had a nuclear dimension and several hybrid as
ttireat or use of force .. · p·ects (e.g., cross0border terrorisini Islamic radicaHsationj. ·operatio'n Parakram was 

lndia's.respo~se to terrorist ai::.tions as:a part· Clfa strategy of coercivediplomacy . 

· Snap _exercises · ·Coercion through .. 
arid Crimea. .. threat or use of .force 

. Russia~ sTJap exercises duriQg:tl)e annexatio~ of Crim~a were the lat~st in ii°stri_ng 
. 9! exercises meani to show that thii Russian Federation was re·ady for confrontation 
and to. deter activity in its sphere of infiuence: Specifically, it "(as a case of 'pressure 
and_ shield'. - pressure by indigenoµs lns·urgents, shielded. by large compai ready 

· El_ectronic. 
warfare during 
Z~pad 2017 

Russian 
espionage 
inS.;,eden 

l'leligious 

-Territorial violation 

Espionage and· 
.infiltration 

: extreniisrri_iri - · Religious groups 
tti0 Nethe.rlands . - . 

. Cyber attacks . 
on RO.K &·us · Cyber oJ)erations 

Casas del 
ALBA in Peru 

forces across the border. . . . 

... lri Septerilber-2017, ·parts of Latvia experienced a rri,:ijor cellular rfotwork ·outage. At 
around the sarrie time; commercial aircrafts reported GPS outages while flying over 
Eas!~rn Finnmark in Norway: Officials. of both couniries· linked these· incidents. Ip 

. Russian Electronic Warfare (EW) capalJii'iiies which were tested during fr1e military 
exercise Zapad. Although ·experts concluded.that the lamming was aimed at Rus-

. · sian forces during the exercise, a:n·d that spill-overs to ne_ighbouring countries we.re 
. likely unintended side'effects, officials poi.nted out that transparency _would be de-

sirable to avoid future misunderstandings. · · · 

Ac~rding i; ttie S,,;edish Securiiy s'ervice, Russian espio~age' activities in Swed.en . 
· haite'_been increasing ·since 2014; In many cases, atjribµtipn was not' possiqie, not 

· 'least due to the chailenges attached to' reporting on· intelligence gathering. A crucial 
aspect is the (intended or unintended).informatiori effectresuiting from ·espionage 
activities;. many commentajors· d_ecried the developmenf cit what they consider n.a- · 

· tional"hy~teria:surrouriding the issue, despite the substantial t_hreat. 

The· Dutch intelligence and security service raised concerns in 2017 thai, ·after be" 
. ing mostly stagnant for several years, ihe:influence of extremist forms of Salafism 
.. was Hsing ,in the Neth.erlarids. This manifested itself.in an increase in hate spee_ct, 
. and a shift from ri,oderate Islam to: fundamentalist teaching in ·mosques, 'increasing . 
the threat of radicalisation anif violen.ce. The government needed to respond-.with-

. · o_u_t creatjng a backlash against :an. Muslims, and trimsp11rently deal with. cases: of . 
··. Gulf funding of religious outreach. · · · · 

iri July 2009, t~eaked ~ersions of e;tarit rrial~aie v,;ere used by the demo~r~tic 
People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) to execute Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 
attacks to_flood certain websites in ihe Republic of Ko_r(sla (ROK) and ttie\Jnited 

: States ·(US) with daia traffic and make them unavailab_le. . .. . 

. . . . . . . . . '. . . . . .. 
In 2007, Peruian officials acc~sed the ·Venezuelan g'overnment of using develop" 

. nient aid to interfere in iis domestic affairs; claiming that in concert with Bolivia, 
. Venezi.i.ela. was supporting· around 58 'ALBA ·Houses' (Casas del ALBA) in Peru. 
These houses provided charitable work such as literacy classes and healthcare· lei 
impoverished rural ·Peruvian communities .. The Peruvian government argued. that 
the A_LBA Houses were pro1T1oting_ the.Venezuelan regime, supporting Ieft-w[ng e,s0 

tiemis_m and.inciting pr_otests to subvert ihe Peruvian _government. . . 
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A STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS 
APPROACH TO HYBRID 
THREATS 

Th s chapter outlines the overall approach guiding the 

research. It summarises the definitional challenges 

surrounding 'hybrid' terminology and introduces the 

concept of Strategic Communications as a function of 

basic statecraft. 
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About hybri-d threats 
. . . 

: There Is nothing riew about the idea of using a wide range of instruments to ach_ieve strategic ends without re~ 

· sorting to direct, interstate warfare.' Yet the cliaracter of warfare continµes to evolve - tlie ongoing information.· 

'revoiution being a sig~ificant factor...:. offering adversaries new opportunities to exploit the spectrum of conflict 

· beyond the utility· of force. 2 

. . : ·. . -_ . . .. : . .· : _.· .. ' ..... : 
NATO ·understands the need to adapt and address these riew modes of geopoiitical rivalry but formulating 

.·. di~tinctions has proven pr~blematic. This is refle~ted in the vari~ty of c:ontex_ts" that 'hybrid' terms arE! :used 

in political discourse and tile research community's: contir,ued discussions regarding its essential ~ature;~-4 . 

Si.rice beirig introduc.ed to the lexicon of security and defence; the definitions of hybrid 'threat' and its cio_se. 

relations 'war' and 'warfare'. have changed in tandem witti the conflicts· they have been used tO:-describe. 5·6 _· . 

. Despite intense aca.de;,,ic inquiry and widespread usage of the. terms in r-JATO and national. strategies, a . . . . . . . . . . . 
_consensus definition of 'hybridity' remains elusive:7 .This does not necessarily mean that the_term should pe _ 

abandoned, or that addressing the probiem should be' d~layed until t_he labels are ,agreed upon. Despite the 

lack of concept~al ciarity in definitions, :the u~derlying phenomena 'the term e_ncapsLilates remain v_ery real. 

and a matter of urgent concern for the NATO nations;• .. 

. NJ\TO defines hybrid thre"ats as _a 'type of threat tha.t C()mbiiles .conventional, irregular and asymmetric acU_vities . 

· in _time a11d spac;:e'.9 T~is proyides the essence qf something produced by the synergy of different measim1s but 

used alor:ie it is too broad. Most currerit definitions of hybrid.threats iean heavily on Russian actions in Ukraine 

and Crim.ea; but this risks neglecting one of .th_e key aspects of hybrid threats: adapt?bllity. Hybrid threa.ts do· 
. . . . . . 

no.t follo\N a set pattern, and can be generated by a wide range of actors creatively using whatever means and 

measures available to ach_ieve their strategic objectives. The adversary prefers to stay short of the threshold 

of conventional warfare but may elientuaily· resort to the direct appli~ation of force. It sho~ld be expected th~t: 

future threats will evolve in this way,_ wi_flh adversaries 'tailoring their means and measures to a targ·eted nation's 

-vulnerabilities: 

A lack of conceptuai clarity h_as meant that discussions over the n_ature of hybriclit}' often_ ~eccime r:nired in -

. : narrow and ou.tdated :vie_ws of conflict, with.the terms becoming merely an endeavour of political rhetoric, be: 

ing 'exa~gerated, demonised arid _mobilised' for political purposes:10 Thi_s·report takes a pragmatic approach -

w~icil accepts a degree of conce_ptt.ial obscurity but_ addre~ses the und_erlylng_ security issues by focusing on . 

: the characteristics of hybrid threats. For the purposes of thi$ research, hybrid threats are actions which: 

-■ Are co_ordinated and synchronized · 
. . . . 

■ Deliberately target democratic states' _and institutions' sy1,temic vulnerabilities. 

· ■ Use a wide range bf means. _ _ . 

■ Exploit the thresholds of detection and attribution as well as the border between war and peace. 

■ Aim tci inflqence different forms of decision~making a.t the local (regional), state, or institutiqnal level· 

■ Favo_ur arid/or gain-the agent's strategic goals while undermining a_nd/or hurting the target."_ 

_Hybrid threats, by their very n:ature~ are ahout creating effects tha~ influence political decision-making, These 

_ -effects can be diffuse; developing over a long period of time _and not noticeable until it is too late. This ambigu- -

. itynieans that they'can be difficult for governments to identify, attribute or publicly define• because the respon~ · 

sibl~ actor, or overall intent, is unclear or deliberately obscured.12 Such activity is often de_scribed as taking· 

· place in the 'grey zoM' between peace,_ crisis and ·war. It is often unlikely that govern merits _wiii' find. 'smoking_ 

gun' evidence that 'provides credible aoo compei1irig_proof of hostile intent, or be able .to pubiish se:nsiUve in

telligence to support their analysis. 

The way in which hybrid threats ar_e interpreted and attributed is complex and significantly affected by co_ntex-t .. 

For instance;. an airspace violatio'ri can .be regarded _as either accidental or a deliberat_e. act of provocation_. 
. . . . ' . ' . . 

Military exercises can tie perceived ·as reassurance or deterrence and a foreign-sponsored political_ foundation 

can be seen as fostering interci.Jltu'ral_exchange or undermining derriocrat_ic vaiues. These interpretations lead 
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. . . 

to threqt assessm~nts that shape att.itudes among publics and ·gove~nment officials aiike. The judgement ~f 

whether an activity is considered hm,file is ultimately a politicaLdecision take_n by tndividual nations; .with each 

nation seeing threats differently based on their own experience.. This c_reates a challenge for how internatio_rial 

organisations such as N_ATO anc;i the. .EU should responc;i. 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . -

The ·realm cif hybrid threats is therefore characterised by the interaction of information, perception, interpre

. : tatiori, and decision-r,:iaking. An appreciation of hciw actors arid ~udiences interact, form opinions arid niake 

decision_s should therefore be the basis of understanding the hybrid th.reat envi~onment. 

Hyl>rid threats as levers of influence 
. . . . . . .. .· 

. An inherent characteristic ofany hybrid threat is a ~alicious intent to lnfluen~e the.attitudes and behaviours of 

key audiences, such as populations·and p~litical leaders. Mastering the dynami~s of .these leve.rs of influen~e. 

provides the basis for any government wishing to .develop an effective strategy to protect their security. inter

ests and project power, ·Understandirig this system ·requires a shift from focusing on the real, physical .world, 

where:events and actioi:is occur, to the conceptual realm where information· exists and comn:runicatiori-takes 

pl~ce: This means placing less emphasis on 'real' domains such as land; sea arid air,' and adopting an i:lpc 
proach w_hich gives primacy to understanding actors, information an_d audiences, of which the physical world is· 

·one.component. Such an approach would need to •em1ble 'the anaiysis: of a wide range of subjects, frpm energy:· 

dependency to military exercises: · 
. . . ' - - . . . . . ' --

To provic;ie such a framework, this report proposes:th_at hybrid-thre.ats be viewed as 'information' or 'influence' 

~ctivlties: These are actions which (nfl~ence decision-making by creating changes in the con~eptual system 

. kriown as the Information Eilviro~ment(IE). This is a term:which is often.used to refer to just the media environ-. 

ment but this belies the uUlity of it as a, way otunderstanding how· all actions (and non-actions) can-influence 

decision~making. The iE is not, as mc11y mig_ht understand it; a separate realm of contestation --:. changes ii') . 

the iE influence physical actors and systems and vice versa.13 The IE is ·a cbhceptua/ space consisting of three 

.. i~te~related dimensions: cognitive (where pe~ple ttiink, understand and decid~); physical "(individuals:. or~ •. 

ga~isations and infrastructure) and infrir~ationi;il {facts, knowledge and qata).14 By this. definit(cin there il:i no 
lim:it:on the IE.and.as-i·t does _riot conform to spatial boundaries it is_difficult to coriceptualise both.visu·a11y and 

. verbaUy.15
•16 In essence the IE is 8. ~odel for understanding how _actors and audiences interac_t, how people see. 

the world around ttiem arid ccinsequerrtly make decisions based.on the me·aning they deduce'Jrom it. Political · 

. leaders ofteri instinctively think this way, such as when th~y refer to dete~rence and reassurance· measures. It is 

· c~ininonpl~ce ·f~r actions tq be d~~cribed as 'sending a me~sage' 0~ ~ ·~trong signal' but what is often !~eking 
. . - - . . . 

is a framework for placing such activities in the b'roader COl')text of nationai str~~egy and inteigiating therri with 
. other·measures in a coherent way. 

. . . . . . . - . 

Using th·e IE ~s a system to understand adversaries and the audiences they are· likely to. ti,frget is.a departure . 

from a more traditional approach. which emphasises actions in. the physical dimension with information as 

~n-afterthought. This challe~ges the 'DIME' model _of nation~I powe((Diplo~atic, lhfo;inatiOf!, Military, Eco

nomic) whi_ch places 'lnformaUon' as a separate and apparently equal instrunient.17 M activities undertaken · 

: by 'ari. actor affect the IE and influence d'ecision-making in, the cognitive dimension. So, While information can 

be ail enabler to riational power, the al:tility to influ'ence·audienC:es comes from the synergy of national ins_tru- · 

ments: in_cluding diploniati~. military and economic measures. If these-instruments are coordinated ahd work 

together hamio_n.iously to achieve _strategic objectives, the. chances of success are increased and _the less risk 

is assumed. The principles of Strategic Communications can enabl~ this "integration by understanding h6w · 

. hybrid threats affect the IE, then in response orchestrating statecraft in a manner that.transcends traditional 

ministerial domains. 
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.. ·. .. . . . . ... - . . .. . . .. . .. . . -. .. . . .. 

Con~iderations ft>r the diff.erent cti_arac:teristics of hybrid threats. 

Characteristics 

Coordinated and 
. ~ynchronised acrc>SS a · 
wide range of means. · 

. . . . . 

Delil>era~ely targets 
:democratic states'. and 
i11stitutions' systemic. 

· .vulnerabil_ities. 

.. . . . .. .· 

·Expl~its the threshold~ of 
detection and attribution 
asweii as the border 
1>etween war anci peace. 

·Aims· to influence different . 
:torms· of decision making 
at ttie _local (regional); . . 
st_ate, or"iilstitutional_ level. 

Designed to favour arid/or 
gai_n_ the agent's strategic· 
:goals while undern:iining 
· and/or hurting the target. 

[)escri_ption 

■· Activity .which involves. all instruc 
. menis of national ·power: Diplomat

ic, lnformation, Military, Eqonomic,. 
Fir,ancial, lnt~lligence, and Legal .. 

■ Mi'!"ture of overt an9 cove.rt, milit_(lry. 
and hon-military, ·coriventiona·I and 
unconventional 111eans; can involve 

. sta±e·and/or nciri-state ac_tors_ s·uch· 
as criminal _groups and extremist"· 
organisaiions, . . 

■ Threats can:. be . the. result of . a 
combination of aifferent measures· 
.whix:h. create synergistic effects, 

. . . ■ Vulnerabilities a'.e weaknesses in a· 
mitiori'.s .system which _can be po- · · 
litic:al; · military, ecoriomi9, social, . 
infarmatiorial · or infrastructure-re~ 

.later( · · · 

.• Vui■erabilities can. range· from do- . 
mestrc shortcomings in security, 
(,:ifrastructure, or public :g·oods·and 

.ser~ices, to social· vulnerab_ilities .. · 
such as cultural fracture lines· or 
·griS'-'a,:ices. 

. . . 

11!! . Attritiution oi responsibility. can 
~e. chall¢nging; arid the _degree o_f 
state involverji_ent may be unciear. 

• l:h[esholds of war and peace can 
, be streiched :depending ori: con- .. 
)ext..· · 

Iii Blurred lines betwee·n peace and 
conflict and between normality and 
crisis' hamperldentification a,:id ala 
tribution. · 

■ · Can target public opinion or offi
cials on the local or n·ational level. 

■ i..ocal I municipal level )nstitutions 
can ~e especially vulnerabl·e as 

·they often _do not receive.the same 
atteotion as national issues. _·. 

. ■ Exploits·lack of accounjability and 
transparency or poor governai-i"ce .. 

■ Hybrid activity may be used to di
rectly° achieve strategic objectives, 
but may_ not necessarily be_ an end · · 
in it~e-lf;- it may serve to generate 
infl_uence .by investing in ai:tors· or 
networks. 

■ Ai°med at changing the· heh~viour 
:or attitudes of t110 government or· 
population in. a way that d~mages 
national_ security interests.. · 

20 
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Considerations 

-1!1 Nations should have the ability to .. con
:iinually monitor the lniormation. Envi~
roriment (IEj, identify .the use of meas
ures and the reach-and effect they have 
on key target audiences. . . 

. ii · A c;~ss-g~Vern111ent effort is needed lei 
. identify patterns and changes in adver-
sari,il behaviour. . . . . 

■ Vulnerabilities should be· continually 
assessed and addressed across ttie iull 
.range_cif critical function·s.-

Iii Build resilience with a ·whole-of-soci' 
· ety approach, :including _civil .society, 
private · sector, . media organisations, 
NGOs, think tal)ks. . · · 

■ Nations should be awa~e .that their_ re
. lationship with other siates may. be the 
target. .. 

. - . - . .. 
. . . . 

■· Attribution is l,I. political e~deavour. . 
-■ Attribution.shoulo-be done on a case

by-case: basis :·and. relies ·on· govern~ 
. men! credlbili\yto:be convincing .. 

■ Importance of legal dcimain in support
·ing arguments. 

■ Attribution and monitoring should nof 
· i_mpe:de free speecn.. . 

. . .. 

■ Governments should build resilience. at · 
all levels of governmenfthrough aware~ 
ness building and training._ . . . . 

• Vulnera~ility ·assessments need to be 
. comprehensive a11it. ·conducted _qn_ · a 

regular _basis.· . 

·■ ldeilt1fy p·otentially:-vulnerable · t~rget 
audience· groups. and· plan resilience 
strategies accordirigly. 

. .. 
■ Undes-stand the overall sirat~gic i9gic 

of adversaries. .. · 

• Atirlbution needs io be clear and sups : 
· ported by the ·maximum amount of re, 
l_easable information _or intel.ligence .. 
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.· .. . .. . - . . . . . .. 

The Strategic Communications mindset. 
. . . 

'Strategic Cqmmuilications; (and Strategic Communication) is a label which is applied to different, yet re_lated 

. functions. It can be used to refer to botll the internal 1')18Chitlery that coordinates cross-government C_Ol')1(11Unica- _ -

tion activities and _the communicatioristhemselves. This report focuses on the former and fcir simplicity suggests 

a geiieric definition of Strategic Com_munications as the 'cciordination·of actions_, words_ and images to iriflu_ence 

the behaviour and attitudes of key _audiences to achieve strategic goals.'18 It is µnderstobd predominantly as a 

mindset but also as a process and a capability.'9 

. . .. . . . . . .. 

The bou[idaries between th_e different fa.cets of Strategic Com~uriications -are bl~rred and .this is reflected :in 

the ongoing debate as to whether Strategic i:::ommuriications" should be considered as the "communication of 

strat_egy, or communication as strategy".20 In the.former; the rble o_f. communication is limited to the irri°plementa

ticin of strategy, in a predominantly subordinate role. The strategists decide on the strategy:and then coordinated. 

activities such as press conferences and media ·campai_g"ns message in support; typically as· a. reactionary 

measure in times of crisis: It is in_ this co_n-text of a coordination capability that policy0 m"akers· refer to '•gettin!;! the ' 

right message out' and 'counter-narratives', Yet this perspective· neglects the ways in which every go:vernnient 

activity communicates, including actions; weirds and policies. 

By contrast, commu'nication as a p:rimary instrument of strategy is considered as ari integral part of government 

d~cision~making from· the ~\Jtset and p·laced at the heart .of stn:itegy develop~ent Strategic Communications 
. . . . .. . . . . ' .. ' . . " \ ,· - . 

when applied as a process enables this by focusing on audience_ insight and prbvidirig a unifying lens to un-

dersta~d the full array of ·advers1:1rial -llleasures, how they are -interpreted, affect p~rceptions arid influence 

decision-making. _This· forms the basis-of a response which incorporates all avaHable means and ways tei build 

scicieta_l resilience, forge in_ternational coalitions and attribute threats effectively. 

The process of Strategic Ccimmun.icatiqils _can the:refore providEl a m~re effective orchestration ~f government. 

_ activity to drive and coordinate decisipnama.king in· a way favourable to the national interest. It needs to be en

dorsed as a guiding principle across all gov_ernment departments and _levels in order to be· practiced efficiently ... 

This principle'is encapsulated in the articulation of Strategic Co_mmlinications as a philosophy or mindset. This 

is an app_reci_ation that everytl)ing con,municates, therefore everyone i_ri government is responsible for wh&t is 

being communicated, : 
. . . . . ' ' 

The application of Strategic Cor,-;munk:atio:ns -1:1s a process can •act as the connecting membrane between 

strategy and ac_tion, integrating efforts across government and enabling unity of effort towards common stra- _ 

tegic en els. Such an approach would maximise the Lise of avaiiab_le tesciurces and red lice ttie 'risk of failufe. 

This iequires a .Strategic C6mmunicati~!1S ~indset absorb!'ld into all ievels of government and ~iews foreign_ 

. policy through the lens of communication, ·id_entifyin·g relevant audi_e_nces and understanding ·how they form· 

opinions· and make decisions. There wil in_evitably be specialis_t capability requirements~ _such as assessment 

arid analysis of the IE, or the planning arid integration of crciss-gcivernment activities such as media handlin1;1, 

mar~eting, and engagement. However, rath_er than assigni_ng the_ responsibi_lity of Strategic Communications t_o. 

_a single entity, governments would benefit from fostering a c'u.lture that communication-is ~ore bu·siness. 21 In this · 

way, \l\lhen the minclset is strong!'lr, ·less process i$. required. 22 · 
- ' - . .. ' - ' '. ' ' . 

In practice, these two approaches':- communicatio·n at the core of strategy development oi" ~ubsequently in the . . 

implementation phase - are not mutually exclusi_ve. They are often integrated to varying degrees, either deliber

ately or as a ch_aracteristic of how ~qvernments function. This is reflected i_n the balance that governments need 

to find between expanding their pool of specialist coniniunications cap·abilities and encouraging a Strategic· 

Co~~uriications culture which is inte~ral to every departm~nt, policy and strategy. 23 

21 
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Strategic Communications at the national levei 
This report does not propose. that th.ose working in the fielc:l of Str1;1tegic Con,irlunications at th El national · 

level make a bid to take over the fUnctions of government that define the. means :and ways of strategy. ,It . 

. proposes that every hybrid threat c_an :be considered .as an act of. communicatioi:i, ultimately influencing 

political deqision-making in a way whir:h benefits theadversary and hurts the targeted nation. The underlying . 

concepts and principles of Strategic. Co_mriiunications can ~herefore provide a useful guide to effective state

.. ·craft in_ understanding, identifying and countering hybrid threats. 
. . . . 

The most important princip_le that underpins Strategic· Communications is· the. requirement to. unders~an·d 

the Information Environrrie~t. Considerations of hUman perception should be central in_ understanding th_e 

. dynamics of hybrid·threats, how they are perceived, interpreted and attributed. It is clearly not feasible to 

ccmsi~er: the entirety of t!)_e IE, thereto~ analysi~ should be focu_sing_ on relevant topics and on the constituent 

parts of a hybrid threat: actors, (political ieaders, civil society, military), channeis (military, information, law, cy~ 

ber, economy) an.d .means (disinformatio·n, cyber attacks,. bribElry) and. uriderstanc:ling how these might'exploit 

,vulnerabilities· to .damage national security. interests. Continuous -assessment sh_ouid .establisti baselines of 

·normality and idehtify changes iri patterns. This demands information sharing both. within and between gover'n". 

ments a~d the ability tci. synthesis~ different types of intelligence and information. l~plicit In any asses~merit . 

ofthe IE is the ability to assElSS th_e: effectiveness ofgovernment ac::tivitie~ fo inform asJjustments tCJ strat~gy. 
. ' . . 

C;rnmunication should be a who;e-bf-government activity which is collective and integrated. Based ciri 
a ccimp~ehensive underst~ndirig and continuqus ·assessment of the information e[1vi~cinment, ·governments 

should have 'a clear understanding of ,;_,bat measures and me~ns are' available to reach key audiences. This 

could be anything from ~cdriomic sanctions to a change in military force posture. These should b.e integrated.· 

a_nd .e.mployed in a coher.enfmanner to achieve desired strategic effects and o·utcomes. 
.. ' .· . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .· . ' . . .· 

. Actions take_n to address hybrid threats should be' guided by a strategf. Communications ·considerations 

· should be at ttie centre of the aevelopment and impiementation of strategy from the oUtset and this process 

should be supported by the availc1bil!ty of appropriate resources, particularly qualified personnel. National 

.. strategy should tiave a broad consensus of support a_mongst the population ·and be endorsed from the top· 

down by politi~al leadership. This il)cludes formulating the strategic position a nation wishes to take _and how it 

intends that to be articulated acros~ the whole of government, including ministries such as culture, .education 

and home affairs, Such an approach ensures that whatever 'story'_ (or nationa:I narrative) the government wishes . 

to communicate is ernpowered at:all ievels! coherent arid consistent. 
.. . . . 

. Ns:1tional authorities need to have structures th.at are fl.~xible, decentralised and adaptive a_nd able to empha

sise preparation, agility and responsiveness. The nature of hybrid threats means there are no set playbooks 

or ma~uals that can· be followed. Adversaries will continue. to develop, fe~t and employ mea~ures that target. 

vulnerabiiities wherever they· materialise. Rather than establishing form.al structures; .fostering a culture of Stra

tegic Communications ac_ross all government departments will allow a nation to retain the initi_ative. · 
' . 

. Attributing hybrid t!)rea~s to an adver~ary is a political endeavour which relies on the trust of the pubiic, so 

creclibility should be protected as a vital resource .. Any government acti~ri which neecllessly erodes public 

confidence will limit the courses bf'actian avail~ble to both prepare and respond to hybrid threats. Government· 

branches should understand that even if there is no obvious connection between their ·particular area_ of _re

sponsibility .and hati_onal security, their actions can weaken_ national resilience. 

'22 
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Research approach 
Problem statement. The start point for this research is a requirement for NATO nations to better understand 

and counter the broad range of threats they face from state actors, which sit in the low-intensity, indirect end of 

the spectrum of influence. Such threats, in certain circumstances, may be a precursor to the use of conventional 

military force but are predominantly characterised by the use of different instruments to undermine and weaken 

the governing authority without resorting to open conflict. National authorities therefore require the ability both 

to identify when such threats materialise and to integrate and coordinate all measures available in response. 

Purpose. This publication provides the first large-scale systematic analysis of hybrid threats, covering a wide 

spectrum of different methods of influence, across a range of geographic regions. It broadens the framing of 

most previous research beyond the common empirical reference points relating to the behaviour of the Russian 

Federation. The findings and recommendations aim to assist decision-makers, practitioners and policymakers 

working at the national level develop an effective approach to prepare for, identify and respond to hybrid threats 

which is based on the underlying concepts of Strategic Communications. 

Selection of case studies. Initial research identified over 250 scenarios assessed as featuring activity which 

was potentially an example of a hybrid threat. These activities may have impacted national security interests 

by exploiting a vulnerability and affecting a nation's critical functions, i.e. by weakening the military, economic 

or political strength of a governing authority. The inclusion of an actor in a scenario does not necessarily mean 

that their actions were intended to be hostile. Part of the research was therefore to interrogate this proposition 

of hostility and also accept that the results may not necessarily be conclusive. 

Analysis of case studies. With over 250 scenarios identified, this research is based on a large selection of 

case studies. However, ambiguity as a key characteristic of hybrid threats impedes a quantitative analysis. The 

research methodology employs a mixed-methods qualitative approach. Individual case studies have been con

ducted by experts in the respective regions with the necessary language skills and background information. The 

researchers conducted interviews with subject matter experts and all case studies have been peer-reviewed. To 

ensure the comparability of the findings, a standard analytical framework, developed through a series of work

shops, has been applied. The different components of the analytical framework cover the analysis of contextual 

factors, key actors, themes and narratives as well as the range of measures employed, their underlying strategic 

logic and the potential impact of these activities on national security interests. 

Categorisation of case studies. Sixteen areas of thematic threat were identified to group case studies together 

for analysis. The thematic areas are designed as a typology to serve as a framework to help understand the wide 

range of means and ways that hybrid activity can manifest itself - military and non-military, conventional and 

unconventional, overt and covert, state and non-state. The thematic areas often overlap, as hostile influence 

usually involves more than one thematic area. 
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OVERVIEW OF ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 
CONTEXT 

This section provides an overview of background knowledge that needs to be understood in order to appreciate narratives and actor 
behaviour against the background of broader historical and political developments relevant to the case. 

ACTORS AND NARRATIVES 
This section identifies key actors and looks at the core themes and narratives of all parties involved. 

MEASURES 
This secti~n looks at all measures employed by an adversary, and the strategic logic behind the application of different instruments of 
power. 

The STRATEGIC LOGIC describes the underlying thinking and calculation of adversarial measures. Different measures are broken 
down into functional components according to the DIMEFIL spectrum: diplomatic, information, military, economic, financial, intelligence 
and legal. 

Diplomatic. The principal instrument for engaging with other states and foreign groups to advance values, interests, and objectives, and 
to solicit foreign support. The credible threat of force reinforces, and in some cases enables the diplomatic process.' 
Information. Information remains an important instrument of national power and a strategic resource critical to national security.' 
Military. The use cif military capabilities, predominantly through coercion generates effects through the application of force (to include 
the threat of force) to compel or deter an adversary. The military also has capabilities that can be used in non-conflict situations. 3 

Economic. The use of economic inputs and flows to influence decision-making.' 
Financial. 'fhe,control of the creation, flow, and access to "stores of value" wields power. Although finance is generally an operation of 
real and virtual currency, anything that can serve as a "medium of exchange" provides those who accept the medium with a method of 
financial' transaction. 5 ' ,, 

Intelligence. Intelligence, as an instrument of national power provides the national leadership with the information needed to realise na
tional goals and objectives while providing military leadership with the information needed to accomplish missions and implement nation
al SE!curity strategy. Planners use i_ntelligence to identify the adversary's capabilities and centres of gravity.• 
Legal. The attitude of the population, degree of control provided by competing (non-state government) enforcers of law, and traditions 
of civic order- or lack thereof - are key components of the overall law enforcement environment. All of these varying conditions will con
tribute to the degree of lawlessness in any given society.' 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
This section looks at the outcomes and effects of adversarial measures. This is a series of lenses to facilitate a '360 degree' view of a sit
uation and to assess any impact of adversarial measures. Consideration is given to the different levels (local, regional, national) at which 
effects are assessed to have occurred The main area of focus is the effects section, particularly on political decision-making, public opin
ion and the development of themes and narratives. 
A critical function is something that the nation is trying to protect or sustain. Critical functions are activities or operations distributed 
across the PMESII spectrum which if affected could lead to a disruption of services that a working system such as a state and its society 
depends on. Critical functions can be broken down into a combination of actors, infrastructures (such as national power grids) and pro
cesses (for example legal, technical, political).' 
A vulnerability in a critical function presents an adversarial actor with a possible condition for exploitation, depending on the means at 
its disposal.' Any factors' associated with a weakness in the critical function of a nation may be considered a vulnerability. Vulnerabilities 
can therefore be anything from lack of public trust in the government to high reliance on technology. 
A threat is anything that can exploit a vulnerability and achieve an effect or effects on a critical function. A threat to national security is an 
action or a sequence of events that 1) threatens drastically and over a relatively brief span of time to degrade the quality of life for inhabit
ants of a state or 2) threatens significantly to narrow the range of policy choices available to the government of a state, or to private, non-
governmental entities (persons, groups, corporations) within the state. A threat is what the nation is trying to protect against. . 
An effect is a change in behaviour or state of a system and is the outcome or impact of a threat. Describes short term effects on target(s) 
behaviour. Assessing this change requires a baseline or status quo for comparison. Where possible, longer term effects are considered. 

Political. Military. Economic. Social. 
Relating to the Relating_ to the Individual and The cultural, 
distribution of military and group behaviours religious, and 
responsibility and paramilitary related to ethnic makeup 
power at all levels capabilities of all producing, within a bounded 
of governance - relevant actors distributing, and environment 
both formally (enemy, friendly, consuming of and the beliefs, 
constituted and neutral) in a resources. values, customs, 
authorities and given environment. and behaviours of 
informal or covert society members. 
political powers. 

-
1 "Instruments of National Power,":.'The Llphining P,e;;; websiie accessed 29. October 2010: 

. · 21bid .. 

- -
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Information. 
Describes the 
nature, scope, 
characteristics, 
and effects of 
individuals, 
organisations, 
and systems that 
collect, process, 
disseminate, or act 
on information. 

- 4US Headquarters· Departmeni of the Army,A,,;,y Special Operations Fo~c~s Unconventlonalwarfare, Septeinbe(20ci8. 
- ' 5 1bid, _· . .. . . . .. ' .- - - . .- - - - - ,· - -

-_ 
6 1bid:_ 

-
7 !bld, 

Infrastructure. 
The basic facilities, 
services, and 
installations 
needed for the 
functioning of 
a community 
or society. 

~ Patrick J: cuilen and Eril< Rei~ht:iorn°Kjenn~r~d;und~rst~ndi~g Hybri~ .;.a,:;a,e, 
0

Multinatiorial Capability-Develd~nieni C~mpaign Proie-~t •. -
-:Janu(fry20_1_7: ·· ·:- · · - -- ··- ··· .. · -· - .. -- --- ··· .. -- - ·· · --

--. 
9 1bid:_ 
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KEY FINDINGS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents the main lessons identified 

from the research. The findings are cross-referenced 

to the 30 case studies that follow. This chapter also 

outlines a typology of different threats. 
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. . ' . 

10 key ·recommendations 

1. Everything communicates 
All policies, actions and words influence decision-making, therefore communication should be 

integral to strategy and considered from the outset of planning. National authorities preparing 

for, and responding to, hybrid threats should appreciate that communication is not limited to 

words - every action (or inaction) can influence the attitudes and behaviours of key audiences. 

Strategic Communications is therefore not limited to certain functions and capabilities -such as 

public affairs and press offices - but is an organisational responsibility, with everyone working 

to achieve desired outcomes derived from overarching objectives. I 
'------------------------------------------...J 
Com_mimica,tion is not just wh~ds _said, lmi:iges, .actions and. poiicies afl have:an inform('\tion effect.Actions - :· 

b°.th your Q"Yn, a.rid those ?f ar:i adilers~ry .:.. can be P.e~ceivecj to 'send a m~ssage'., intendeq or not. Decf 

. : sicm-maker.s need _to recognise th~ importance_ of.integrating cornmuhicatioh_ into planning from the_ outset_, and 

be adeq~ately !;Upported an_d trained by experi<3nced commuriications practitioners .. 
. . . ' . . . 

■ Military force p'ostu're and pre$ence can achieve strategic inforniatiori effects Such as de_teirrenc(;), reassifr-

aric~. or disruptio~: Opeiafion Par~im!im (24), Snap _ex~rcfses and. Crimea (25) . . 

II When an c1dver~ary govern merit d~~s• not r~ad to ac~u~f,itioris :of hm~tile ~r qlsruptiile activity, this can:·imply 

hostiie intent, especially when silence is deliberately u'sed to increase uncertainty and confusion: Elecironic ... 

warfare during Zapad 2017 (26) 

ii High~profiie- responses,: such as Jorrmii investigations .into hostile activities, can serid •a l:)trong political' 

i,tatement and _build resilience by deterring malign influence:, Casas def.ALBA iri peru (30) 

Aud_iehce jnsight. Care inustbe ta_ken to unde'rsta:ncJ: the diversity Qf audiences, their attitudes; val_ues, moti- · 

: \iaticins. anq - importa~tlY- 'wh·ere their trust lies. Nations should adequately resource target audience analysis 

and inve~t .iri persoiln,el with l~nguage skHls and i~-depth kno~ledg~ _ofhist~ry. ~~_ligion ~rid cultural, f),<irms. This··• 

knowledge sh~Uld be appli~d to ~oriitoring and,aiialy~is, and used to support St~ateglc Comrriunicationsplari-

'nihg and Uie developrnent of credible :and resonant :narratives. 

II Efforts to cha~g~ audie:nc~ attitudes and behavi~urs ca.ii be more persu~~ive and cost0 eff~~tive wh~n or~ •. 

ganjsations have an in-depth understan_ding of tt)_e issues t_hat.people really car~ about: us Transit Center 

; at Manas (4) . 
. . .. .· ' -- . . . . .. . _. ' . . . . .. ' .. 

The ~~ss~nger- matters. Wh~ther a message is proinoi(;ld by high-ranking politici~ns, subjeci~~atter exp~rts, 

acade~ics.; .celebrities, ()~ reiigious leaders has a profound efff3Ct on .how the rrie~s~ge is interpreted :by ,an au-:· 

. dience. Sim_ilarly, th_e medium c_hosen for the. message - _be it an oniine! awarE!iiess campaign, a p'olitical speeclJ, . 

ora·rnovie ':- ca~ chan_ge the impact of~ meisage, Audience insigM is crucial to under~tc1nd -~ow diff~r~nt ITIE!~c· . 

sengers might chang_e the way iri 'Alhich a messageJs interpreted, which specific key groups holc:t the oalance on-. 

. opinions, and wliich information c_h.ailnels ai"¢ the most used_ and trusted. 

■ ln cases:where official channel~ are l_ikely to have a niini.mal effe·ct on key audiences, governments sl)ould -

ictent_ify: and work together• 'with civil society gro~ps that 'might be ~ore ~ffective ~es.serige~s: Fielig[ous •-

ektremism in the N~therlands (28} _ . . . . . 
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2. Whole-of-government 
Hybrid threats are generated from a mix of adversarial measures to influence political deci
sion-making of the targeted nation, therefore an integrated approach across government is 
needed to effectively identify and address such threats. What works in one situation may not 
work in another, so governments need to be agile and able to anticipate and identify potential 
threats, then integrate and coordinate their response across a range of levels and channels. This 
requires timely decision-making and a coherent, sustained response to reinforce government 
credibility and legitimacy. 

. . . 

. •. Work across departments. To identify .and _counter lios_tile .measures from malign actors, responses need to 
. _be C<JOrdinated across 9.ov_ernn,ent and spcl.Tl the civil~mHitary divide .. Differ~nt branches of government ~tiould 
estal:>lish mechanisms for effective cooperatiori a11d t.ise_synergjes to their full_ potential._ . 

ii Identifying arid countering: potential threats requires th_e ability to assess adversarial: a_ctivity across the full .. 
spectrum of military i:md. non~rnilitary means to ~nderstand an ·ady~rsar/s overall ol:>jectlves: US Transit·. 

Center at Manas (4), The 2010 Senkaku crisis (8), Brohzr,i' night riots (19}' . . 

■ Lack of lnformaUori shc1ririg ~nd. cooperation• between civilia11 an'd military authorities limits the goverri- ·•· · 
ri)emrs ability to e,ffectively. deter'min~ and pursu·e )ts objectjite:?: Operf1_fionPara,kra,m (24). . . 

. ■ Prepar;tion for di~rup~i~e ev~nts .. ~uch as cybe.; att~cks, should f~cus on ~redible, factual ~es~onses C0°n~ -: ... 

sistent ~cross nationai' authorities, stressing ~i~il preparedne~s: Eiectronic warfare dJring Zapad.2017 (26) 
. Enipow~r and enabl~ all level~, HesporisibiHtyfor c~rnmunication does not only lie wl~h high-ievel •officiais and .. 

· . 5pokespeople:. in today's fast0 paced ·and· networked media environment, statements by regional .officials. and : . 

even by fow~~anking soldiers ~n .the .ground ~an 'be iilfl~ential or be exploit_ed by hostile actors to ·legitimise a 
. specific point of view. Gov,e'rnments_ should ·consider training officials to refrain:trorn making. statements which 

.. uridermin_e· the overarch_ing narrative; and to: be min_dtul of the inipact their individual adions and statements : 
might have: .. · 

■ l~provin~ ~w~reness of infcirn,ati~n_-based threats a~d :developing medi~ presentation skill~ thmugh train~ . 
. ihg across govemmentand at the .IClWest levels of natiC>nal :authoriti1:1s'.will help o_fficials make·sf~ternents_ 

· that are no_t o·pen to misinterpretation: DisinfOrmationJn Sweden (6) . 

Ccins_istcmcy. Aligning. v;o~ds and deeds is_ of funda~ental importance for coherent_ ~oi.ier_n~ent mes~?girig. 

ln\::onsisterit messaging due to alack ofStrategy, poor coo~dination, or attempts to c~tei- to different audienc
es, can resuit in .a say-do gap which uridermiries. an: actor:s ()1/e_rall credibiiity;. Me.ssa~j'ing (indudin~ adions). 
aci-os~ national a~thoritit:1s, while tailC>red to address specific audiences, shc,u_ld consistently refled ov1:1rarching: -
themes.· 

- . .· . . . . . . .. . . . . 

ii When information f~om .diff~rent ·official chaririels contradicts each other, this fund~~entally ·affects trust
. iri gov~rnm~nt comrirunicatlon_ a_nd leaves room for doubt and alternative inforpret?tions: Civii disqrd~r In 
Bahrain 2011°(22) · 

.■ Balancing co'mpeting demands 6f dome_stic: and international audiences can resul_t in.information fratricide, 
especially when words qre not aligned with action_s: Pakistani involvement in Yemen (23) 

. . . . . . 

■ . when two or i-no~e 'countri~s face 'similar or id~nticai hybrid threats, efforts to align narratives and coordi- . 
. nate·approad1es would heip present a Jnifi~d front.Gybe; ~ttaCks on ROK & US (29). . . . . . 
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3. Understand the strategic logic 
In order to understand an adversary's strategic logic, national authorities should grasp the 

underlying thinking and calculation behind adversarial measures. This entails assessing their 

potential aims, and the way in which different instruments are integrated and synchronised to 

achieve these objectives. Such an understanding would allow governments to identify potential 

vulnerabilities. and key target audien.ces, anticipate future developments through horizon scan

ning, and adjusttheir preparation and response. 

' ' . . ' . . . . . 
.. Long~term aims of adverl!ary. Taking. a .'360 degree' approach Will he)p decision-makers situate an aqtivity .· 

within larger· systematic efforts and ·strategies; and shed light. on ari adver.sary's. underlying. motivations and 

goal~:_ By mcmitoring activitie~ ~cros_s the f_ull ~pectnim of adver~arial_ mea~ures, _decision-makers w_ill be aqle . 

.. t9 lde:ntify hov_/the f;!dV\')fSa°fy's aims an.d inforinat_ion ac:tivities align and g~uge their _success or failure .. Once 

: th~ overall strategic logic is_ better understood; decision~makers will· be ab,le fo better: develop their strat13gy 

· . _acco_rdingly. 

II An. adversary:'~ loniftei-m ·goals may be uricJear {they might not even be clear_ to the adversary): Hybrid

activity ofteri operates opportunistically and ma~ not haVe any specific immed.iaJe objective: othe~ than .. 

· generating influence iri anoth13r country by inves_t_irig in the. pc,teritia_l cif actors and networks: Russkiy Mir ·. 

Foundation in the Ba/tics (20) . 
. .. . . - . . 

Modus e>perandi and toolk.it of adver~ary. Governments should _have a thorough understanding of their ad- •. 

V13rsary's capabilities and methods, to deyeiop know.ledge of how potential thref;!tS fit within tneir ex(sting toolkit .. 

. : aMserve their fong-terin aims, Thi_s inellides looking at" historical patterns of:beliaviour, analysing Where an ·ad-

.. versary might be testing defences; an<;l identifying.actorswith aligned intei"e_sts that the adversary could employ:.· . 

as agents or useful allies: 

· ■ l::xamining whether a specific fool -such_as ambiguous cyberoperations, orth,e providing of 'humanitarian':· 

a~sets - has _been used_systematically by a state aetor' in diHe"i-ent cont_~xts and aga_in~t .different ·c9untnes. 

·c;an be o_fuse .when trying to ~etermfne hostile intent: 200( cyber attacks on Estpnia .(3),.Hutnanitada~:aidin 

the Russo-Georgian. con_flict (9J · 

■ _Hybrid threats are often cippor:tunistic. A typical approa_c_i, •mi~h-t be ~ci crea~e· pressure or inte_nsify social 

. divides, and tt-\en take advantage ·of c.rises once they :emerge. Similarly, a smaii uncaicuiated incident rtlight ·· 

_ ~-e explbited and delib~rately escalated_ into ah iriternationai incidentfor strategic g~in: The 2010 Seflkaku •. 

: . crisis (8), Bronze ,:,ight ripts (19) .. · 
. . . . . 

-• Potentially_hostilei civil society. groups are .often inodeHed on Western -cultural institutions and soft power .. 

approaches, ·but might be <limed at underrriini11g the cohesion oft!)~ host nation I .Institute of Demo~raciand 

Cooperation (15), Russk)y Mir Foundation in the Ba/tits (20) · 

_Identify potential key target a_udie11ces for:aciversarial activity. Unders~a11ding the strategic logic and aim~ of: 

adversaries \'Viii enabi"e c;lecisiori~makers to·qetter anticipate ihe potential target audiences cif their activities. It is 

al~oirnp~rtant to ~onsider that the primary targ~taud_ien~e may be local to tl)e hostile actor; sqch ~s dp~estic: · · 

public ·opinion. · 

. ■ Decision-m_akers ~hould i.dentify actors with 1;1Ugne_d inter~sts ~ho could be u_sed by an adv\')rsary as agents: .. 

clian_nels or mouthpieces: Serbian Orthodo_x Ctiurtti (17) : 
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4. Determine what you want to protect and identify vulnerabilities 
Hybrid threats deliberately target and exploit existing vulnerabilities of the target state, often 

opportunistically. Domestic issues such as systemic corruption and social divisions can be ex

ploited by malign state actors. Weakness in national security institutions and a lack of public 

confidence in government may be seen as domestic political issues, but these vulnerabilities 

enhance the ability of hostile actors to affect critical functions and damage national security 

interests. Nations should continually asse!;)s their vulne~abilities in an honest and transparent 

manner and articulate this in national security policy. 

-'_: -Physical vulnerabilities in services: anti infrastructure~ -Hybdd threats target a state's physical Weaknesses; 

- .- these C?l,n bE: deficiericiElS in areas SLJCh as_cyber·~eci.Jrity, transport and C()mriiu~lcation infrastructu_re; or ,es-: 

S~ntial goods and_ s~rvices fo the population. 
. ' . . 

■ A coinmoh technk1~e to•influenc'e foreign populatiohs is _to st~p in where the go~ernmeht h~s faiied to ~ro-. 

Vide services such as health9ar~ and e<Jl!cati_oh. Development aid programmes :are then used foproinote c1 

particular political_ system or idElology, while simultaneously delegitimising the· target State goyernmant: The -

spread o(Saiafisrr1 iri Egypt (5); Casas de/ALBA in Peru (30) 

■ -Unr~solved territorialdi$putes:a·nd insufficient b~rder ~ec~rity open ,up oppcir-funities fo:r deiiberately am~ 

'big~ous activities:: The 2010 Senkak~ crisis 
0

(8), D~tentio~ o'f Eston Kohver(11); Finnish air;pae,e violations '(12) ' 

- · Vulnerabillties concerning gcivernariee and so~ereignty .. simrtc~ri'lings in a stat~'$. ability to _exert ~on:t~ol -

over its territory, guarantee law-arid.order, nianage crisis situ_ations, or make independent policy de.cisioris can . 

. . eriab.l~ foreig:~ act6rs to ex~rt niaUgn influe~c·e. . . . - . . 

■ Economic; or·energy~relatei;:I ,dependencies on another state can' induce or cderce a government into mak~ 

ing ci"e~isibns that neg~tiv~ly affejct riational ·s~clirity interest~:. us Tran~it Center at Manas (4), South Str~ani . 
Pipeline (13), 'Pakistani inv6/~emer,t in Yemeri (23), Zambian election~ 2006(16) . - . ' . ' ' ' ' . 

■ Oomesfic vulrierabilities s(Jch as pervasive corruption; lack of financial 6(politjc;:il transparency'. and inade~ 

_ quate legai. frameworks! not only, invite:tios~ile ir:ifluence•activities; _but-also impede the· governments ~bility -

· to inyestigate and c'qunter these. activities: The. 'spread CJf Salafism in Egypt (5), Squth .Stream Pip'elinl? (13),. _ 

Criminal Network~ in the Donb_as (21) 

-. Sociai ~uln~rabi-111:ies. A lack =of social cohesion 'cah expose fractute lines that- c~n b~ expioited by 'host,iie 

ac:tors. · Vulnerabilities include disagreements on what constitutes.·nationa1 ·:idehtity, diffe.rent interpretations of ; _ 

__ -history, sect_arianism, or radicalism and Vioient extreniisrn: 
. ' . 

■. Existing poiarisation between id~ntity grnups w~ich is based on n:11,igion, political ideplogy:or ethnicit1/can, 

b_e. exploited by hostile. actors; goverrunents face t_he additional c_hallerige of caliing out foreign influence 

·. wi_thoufexacerbati_ng divisions: Russian language ·referendum in Latvia (14), Brorize hight riots (19), Berbian. 

Orthodox ChLJrch (17) · 

■ Social grievances_, such as certain groups feeHng e1<c:ludeo or discriminated against,.are eiasily_ insti:umen-. 

talised to incite discordand,civil urirest: Bronze night riots (19), Civi! disorder in Ba~rain 2011 (22) 

■ Ho~Ule acto~s ca~ capitalise on irisuffi~ient trust in' governm~nt and ~Eldia organisations, or exploit a gen- . 

_ eral se~se ~f insecurity·arid u~certaihty preseht lb pubiic discourse: Criminai Netwotks in ihe·Donbas (2,1), . -
Russian espionage iri s.ieden .(27) . . . -- . . - . . . . . . . . . . . 
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5. Build resilience 
Resilience in the context of this study describes the ability of a state and society to withstand 

pressure and recover from crises or sllocks which may be the result of a hybrid th~eat. Improving 

overall resilience requires addressing vulnerabilities and taking a long-term approach to build 

strong and adaptive infrastructure, ensure social cohesion and sustain trust in government. Re

silience not only mitigates the harmful effects of hostile influence, but it can also change the 

adversary's overall cost-benefit calculation. Deterrence through resilience is therefore a key 

component of reducing a nation's susceptibility to hybrid threats. 

Patch 'holes iil the fen~e'. cci_untering ~very ·hostile measure itself is not a sustainable ioiution, as hybrid t~reats . 

. are highly -adaptab.le, and niight continue to target vulnerabilities iri different ways. Tackli~g these vulnerab.ilities. 

·. heacj-~n: is the .fir~t: and c:rucial ~tep f.~r gov~~nmerits to :b~ild ~e~ilienc~ and_ make it harder for -h~stile i~fluence: 

. to gain ·a foothold .. Effective communicationi ca·n help raise public ·awareness, get stakeholders to agree on the· . 
,' . .. . . .. . ,' . . . . . .- . . . . .. . . . -·. . .. . .- . . .. . ' ...... ' 

_nature of the problem; a11d_ generate sufficie[lt politic!=ll will_.-pow~r' to address.the vulrie"rabiliti_es in question·. 

■ Dep.endihg on tlie vuiherabilities identified, addressing these root pro~lems ofteh dernands a sustained and . 

. focused effo_i-f, which requires a_dequate reso"urdng. Eliminating systemic ccirruptiori cir making up for <::]efi~ 

. · . ciencies in. healthcare a_nd educ:atio~ ~.akes tir:ne a~d political win. Governments can _take the le~tj by rc1isir1g 

awareness qfvuinerabilities, threats, and the need for re~ilieric~-building_.:.. both withiri different go\ierrirrierit 

departments and amongst the wider public: .Casas dei ALBA in Peru (30). 

Ii Countries _that fe1:!:fure social _groups with historiqal, ethn.ic or cultural ties to potential_ly hostil~ state actors. 

should avoid the unnecessary poiiticisatio"ri of contentious issues arid instead focus ori common values;. 
. . . . . ' . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 
shared historical experience and_ ari inclusive: Vision of the future. This will increase the overall sense :of 

. national beio~Qing and frustrate hostii"e ~fforts t9 h~!11per iritegratio~ or p_romote separ;:itist ideais: Chinese 

. : publi~ diplomacy in Taiwan_ (10), Russian language refere"ridum in Latvia (14), ~ronze night riots (19). 

Whol~-of•!;CICiety; To tac_kle domes~ic: issues a:nd t;>uild f(:1Silienc:e, gpvernn:iehts shouid _work tpgether with _the. 

·private sector, me~ia; NG Os· and .academia, This :will. ena_ble_ the public to b~ better infotmed and contribute ·to 

· .. inch.isive policy~mal<ing; and develop ari awareness ofmaliclous influeric~ intende:d tq harm the nation. ·. 

■ Ttie i~sue ~f ·hostile lriflue·rice.thro"ugh political a~tors is_ ~est ~ddres$.ed. by c:ivil society ;:ind independent 

media rather ttian ttie gbvernrner\t, to avoid the imptession ofa biased; pc,litically~rnotivat~d persecutlori: 

ofa particular party or:politician: The :spread ofSaiafism in Egyp"t (5), Communist Party oi Boh~mi~ and . 

. Moravia (18) 

Iii A he~lthy and diverse ~edia, bcith state-funded ahd indep~ndent, a~d facH:h~cking organisatfo~~. will tie· . 

. abl_e to prcivide multiple open~source verifications or validatioris of incidents and events: US TransjtCe~ter . 

at{y1anas (4) · 

w_ork withJ>artn~r~. Hybrid thr~ats _are ~n iritern~~io~al i~sue. N~tion~ resjlience and det~rre~_ce are strengt~c. 

ened qy forging strategic allianc'=ls wit_h internati ona.r partners '!Vllieh $.hare a common intE:lrest in .ide_nt_ifying ?nd 

.countering. potential threats. Governments should encourage and enable information sharin.g betweeri nations:· 

and integrat~ those ni~chanisms t~ identify and res.pb~d to threats at .the international ieve·I in a coordinated a~d :· 

.. united.manner. · 

.. ■ Many countrles sh~re simiiar securiiy concerns." -~overhments should support each other in the face ·of:. 

hybrid _threats_. e11c~urage infcirrnation exchange, and create joint expertise-based ·institutions to build a 

unified front: 2007 cyber.attacks o"n-Estonia (3). -

•. Threats cari be deliberately aime_d:at weakening a state's relations with other co_uritries, or:its commitment 

to international organisations and institu_tiphs: South Stream fipeline (13) 
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6. Activity should be based on values, with clear objectives 
Governments need'to be clear about their strategic aims and ensure that statements and actions 

are consistent with core values. They should understand that employing measures or taking 

positions which appear to be deceptive or inauthentic will undermine their credibility. Democra

cies should also be aware that appearing to deal harshly with a suspicious actor - such as with 

civil society or media organisations - might provide the justification for autocratic governments 

to crack down on disagreeable foreign-sponsored NGOs or media outlets in their own country. 

Uphold de~ocratic vaiue~. Democracies.:. _d~~ to:th~ir commitment tb freedom:ot speech, their respect for. ~a-:· . 

. . . ·. tional_ and interriational law, :and theiracc;ouritability to th(! popu_iation ~ often_find themselves ·at a·disacfvantage· . 

. _· wlie~ addressing hybrid threats. This might be du_e to.lack of evid~nce connectinQ a suspicious organisation to: 

a hostile foreign actor or proving hos~ile intent. Legal ob5.tacles c;:ari CClnsfrain a goverriinent's freedom _of action : 

in shu~tin_g down .suspici_ous civil s~ciet'{organ"isations; and rightly SQ .. Governments must therefore aHgn_ the_it . 

· . actiCJ_ns. \l>lith core democ;:~atic value~. arid c;:onduct any investigation in a t,ra_nspaient mann:er, _ to bolster their:· 

credibility anc:l legiti_r'nacy: 

. ■ Shutting cfowri or:outright banning a ~uspi~ioi.Js media outlet, p9litical party; 6r Ci\(il society brg:anisaUoh is· 

. often not ~n ciptian ·for a deinocrati; gover~nient. Goite~nments stiou.ld instead. focµs on irivol~ii:ig civil so-:. 

ciety in the :surrounding debate, ·and let it. poirit out ·ariti~democratic id.eas ·and =groups: Confucius instftutes· . 

(2),Disinformatioriin·swede_n (6) 

_ Listen t9 crit19al:voices; GOverrim"ents shouid plan to incorporate_ crit_ica1: voices from neutral or friendly actors 

. into theircomn:iunication strategy. Goverh·ments should anticipate.likely ifr1es 6f argument arid:take them into .. · 

.. account.when formulating strategy, whicli will both· increase trust in demo·c·ratic processes arid l_eaite less room .- . 

for ho~tile for~ign influe~ce fo aHenate groups fror11 the goverrim~rit. -•. · 

· ■ potnest_i~ criticism and protests are a normal and healthy part of democ;:r~cy. it will ~nly benefi{aq~ersa~i!'ls .· 

when governr.n~nts do not.take t_he·m se~ious!y or try to dismiss th~m a_s _fo_reign-sppn_sore:d agitation: Civil 

ciisord~rin Bahrain2_011 (2_2) ·. 
. . . . . . .. 

■. There is lik~ly to ~e criticism at how toreign i_nfluenqe is _handled by the gov.~rnirie~t ;_ so~e wm clai~ ttiat: 

.the goiiemrnent has reacted t90 harshly and.unneces.sarily di_sruptetjbilateral relations, while others :will· 

criticise that the gcivernnierit•~ stance has been too weak. Governments should anticipate these· 1ines of .. 

. argument, arid be:able to explain.in cle:a_r terms which considerations Jed thenifo choose a specifiC course:·. 

of actio·n·: The 2010 Sen/<aku crisis (8), Zambian eleciions2006 (16) · . 

. Have specific arid_ achiev~ble end goals. Having reaUstic and clearly defined strategic ai~s is vital :for ~~here~t _.· 

_communic.atiori and unity· of effo_rL All:activities should then be-nested under this-commo_n purpose.-G6vern- . 

· merits·should ensure that qoth proactive and responsive strategies aimed at cowitering hybrid threats an~ based. 

· · ori-cl_ear ahd achievable goals, which will enable measurement of progress and the evaluation of outcomes. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

■ Without dearly statec;l obje~tives which are time-bound,- it is difficult .to maJ<imise t~e Use" of r_esources·, 

maintain_ cohe~ence ari? ·credibility, arid s~stain public supporUor prolonged r:ie.rioos of. time: Operation:. 

· Parakram (24) 
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7. Be proactive 
A proactive approach would e11able governments to maintain dominance over evolving narra

tives and frame events in a manner favourable to their interests. Instead of merely responding to 

threats as they materialise, g001ernments should anticipate events and issues that are'likely to be 

exploited by adversaries. This can reduce risk by not merely 'countering' an adversary's activi

ties, but pre-emptively steering public discourse in a preferred direction and building resilience, 

thus reducing the likelihood of unintentionally reinforcing an adversary's preferred narrative of 

events. 

. . . ' . 

·: Prepare: through scen~rio~based training. Likely scenaricis can _be ·mapped out and possibl~ courses of ac 0 

. .. . . .... ·. . . .. . . . . ,. . . ·. . . . . . . .. . . ... 

-tio·n evaluated with up-to~date _targetaucliElnce an_alysis; _to gElt an L!ndefrstandin~ of the_ possible informati9n. 

: . _effects and :outcomes of.different deci_sions. scenario~basecf tr~ini_ng should qe gr.ouiided ·in a comprehensive . 

_ analysis of _th_e information environment to.identify th_e most appropri_ate channels of com111i.JriicaUon and prepare 

responiies .for neg~tlve t_hemes that are 'likely to arise .. 

11 in the event ofriegative them~s :such as d_ivisive arguments or disinformation arising; resporises with l<ey 

. facts and nuances ofthe situation explained cari be quickly presented to media and. disseminated in qr'der · . 

_ to mitigat~ effects ·at disinfor~ation: _Ha.mas; us~ of h~,:nari shields in Ga;a (7),. Electro~ic w~rfare d_uring ·.· 

-- Zapad2017 (26) 

--_ Expectthe .unexpe~ted. By their very nature: t,ybrid threats can be complex ~nd adaptive. Therefore: goVerri- _.· 

ments-need to have ttie institutional capcl.city to deai with such evolving securitYchallenges,with systems and 

• processes in plac·e that-are agile enough to adapt t~ different actors and changing tactic~. The right mindset~ ' 

. both an understanding of hybrid si::ena:rios, and aStrate_gic .Communications 1:jpproact:i:.:. wo"uld enable govern~ .. 

merits·tci quickly detect threats.and act in an adequcl.te a_nd efficierit manner .. 

. ■ Based 0!1 existing yulnerabi_lities ~nd tensions with other states:-: e.g. LJnresolved bQrder dlspute.s, or sta- :· 

. -· tiqning qt unwelcome foreign trqops in: the vicinity:- governments should anticipate._ likely scena~io·s c1_nd . -

··_ theme$ in cxder to have response _mechanisms and commwiication strategie!l in place: The 2010 Senkaku 

crisis (8): 

Beware 9f reinforcing adversary narr~tives. Governments should consider how a proposed actiqn or mes-

• sage might s'erve an adversary's narratives. Attempting to directly 'counter; hostile narrative_s can r"eiriforc,e the. 

'particular frnming ofa situ~tio~ "in a way that IE:lts an adversary set the agenda an_d ·supports -~heir objecti~~s. 

Similarly;' debunking clisinformatiori .can ~ometiines be.cou(Jterprqductive, as it will give the narrati_ve in ques-

. ti On greater prominence. it is iherefore important for governments to consider :the appropriate frame, medium· 

. - and me~senger. For instance, wheth:er c1n action ()r response !s taken: by° a high-level ·political actor or by.s:ub-. 

ject-matter experts can have a crucial_ informational effect. 

_ ■ By analysing a territoriai. violation on. a_ purely safety-related aniftechnicai level ~at her th1:1n on a poiitical ·_ 

leve.i; governf')lents ·can try-to de0 escalate tensions an,d alter the percepti9n-of an incident:Finnish airspfJCe 
violations (12J, Electronic w_arfa;~ during Zapad 2017(26) . . . - . . - -

. . . . . . 

■ Governments Sh?uld consider iftbelr propClsed actions _and messagB_S coul_d be ~sed .to reinforce an~ am~ 

'plify an adver~ary's narrative -for-example; of 'Russophobia',' 'll:llamophobia','or 'Ecl.st~West status.conflict': 

Det~htion of Esto~ Koh vet (11), RUssian espionage in Sweden (27), Religious ~xtremistn in the fl!etherlands (28) - · 

■ 1f a hostile rrieasur~ is repeat~dly used against a state, g~vernments shou_ld con~ider·if it' is productive to 

defensively ~ounter- 'and respond to every single_in~ident, It ·might be. ~orl3 constructive t~ develop lo_ng: 

term strategies on a different level altogether, and take proactive approaches that promote a government's 
. ·. . '. . ·, . - - . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . -- ·. '' 

own.-narrative:_Hiimanitarian aidin the Russ'cJ-Georgian Conflict (9) 
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8. Understand the information environment 
The ultimate purpose of any hybrid threat is to affect the political decision-making of the target 

nation by influencing key target audiences. Adversarial activity may be undertaken to make a 

political statement, alter perceptions and attitudes of the general public, degrade levels of trust 

and confidence in government, or create confusion and a sense of insecurity. This is why con

sistent, coherent and factual government communications tailored to different key audiences is 

crucial to maintain trust and cohesion. 

. . . . 

. ·. High-vi~ibility measures. pome hostile measures are specifically designed to be l:ligh profile arid generate · . 

. . 'ma:xirriur:n impact: _Such threats might b~ i~tended to influence decision~making, ~r: public opinion on ·a specific 

issue, und~rmine trust _in_ go~emmen·t by ~r~ating uncertainty· ~nd ~onfusion, o~ to p~~voke a par~icular re- .. 

sponge. Government strategic communications.s~oufd ~errionstrate-: through tioth words and actions·-fhat it. 

_has c_ontrol_ over th~ sftua'tion; c1u_ttiorities must als() h·ave n,echanisms in piace tci e_nsure that factuar inform_ation 

_is digtributed_ to th_e population to mitigate the sprec1d of rumours and disinf<:>rmati9~ .. · 
. . . . . . .. . . . 

■ Disruptive events,_ such as cyber attacks or electronic warfare activities which target civilian ·systems, ·are . 

often _riot intended to cau_se severe damage - which is' part of the strategy .of staying beiow the thresho!d of · 
·. any _kind o(seriom; repris~I: -R~ther, these activiti~~ might be aimed.at sendi11g a politica'r message, a?hievc · 

Ing c_ertain psycholdgical effects, ormakirig a statement 6f capability: 20.07 tyber attacks on Estonia.(3), 

Electronic ,;;aria re during ~apad 2017 (26)>cyber attacks on ROK & LIE', (29) 
. . .. . .. .- . . _. ··_ .·. . . .· ··.·_ . .. . . .· ··_·. .. . . . . . 

RE!putat_icin and legitimacy. Public deb~tes on 'the ethics of 'r°ighf- and 'wrong' are· ciften heavily emotional, . 

. which ari adv~rsary can exploit by strategically framing a political. issue in legai terms: -L~gal· arguments can .. 

. . serve both as a source of legitimacy and as a:tooi ta' delegitir'nise:an ad~ersary. For instance, in ca~es of uncl~ar .. 

attribution: an adversa'ry might insist on the principle of '.innocent until proven guilty'. Similarly! an adversary 

; might seek:to repudiate accusations of meddling in:the internal affairs of other countries by employing 'whata~. 

·_ boutisni'. and calling out hypocritical behayiour. On_e way of preventing ·t~ese lines of argument. from having:. 

damaging effects on a government's legitimacy and reputation, is to qi splay the imp·qrtance of [egal advisors in · 

: decision-making by.r~ferencing their counsel in public statements. 
. . - . . . . . 

■ -Images and emotions are extremely effect_ive me13-ris to iriffuence. p4blic opinion and fr~me the. nar~ative. · 

First impressf0ns ._; even when·not accurate..:_ usually frame .the narrative; which· can alloW an adversary to 

achieve a public relation_s victory based on a semblance bf legitimacy: Hamas'..use of human shields inGaza .• 

(lj, Htimanitaria~ ~idin the Russo-Georgian Conflict (9) . . 

: Measured response: In respondihg to hostile measures:-i:fovermnents :need to find. a way of taki~g a pubHc ... 
. - . ' . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . : . 

response should _n_ot only be aimed at the adversary b'ut should be ti:iilored,to the adver~ary's target audience . 

. Government messaging should: not just discuss iss_ues that worry the _authorities but should addre_ss lhe cpn- ·•· 

. cerns o(the population. : · 

■ Media reporting on suspected _espionage liCtivities can quickly caus_e alarm.and public concern, w_hich .. 

is c0mplicated by the fact that governments face severEl constraints when releasing information on intel~ : 

iigence~related m_afters~ Natior,s should be careful' fo. avoid c:ultivatlng paranoia and make a distinction· · 

between gE!neral threat assess_ments and responses 'to single events: Russian esp(qnage in Sweden(27) 
.. . . 

·■ Governments often-face the challenge cif communicating_ and acting in a way that addresses a threat without · · 

. reinforcing in-grqop vs, out-gr9up perceptions: Religious extremism !fl the Netherlands (~8) .. 
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9. Learn to operate in shades of grey 
Hybrid threats can be complex, adaptive and inflict damage on national security before they are 

detected. Ambiguity surrounding intent and attribution impairs decision-making and compli

cates effective responses. Compelling and credible evidence may not be publicly available, and 

so the role of government communication becomes particularly important. Official statements 

should be specific and coherent, capture the nuances of the situation and give enough factual, 

crepible information to inspire public confidence in the government. Governments should not 

spend too much time on trying to decipher deliberately ambiguous messages and actions, but 

instead frame events in a manner favourable to their aims . 

. Ambiguity cari hinder effectiv~ responses. Ambiguity surroun~lh,g h.ybrid threat~~ ttie difficulty in identifying. 

irite~t :arid attributing r~sponsibility ~ can ~onsiderably. slow dbwn .decisicm~ri,aki~g.' It can al~o 1i~it: tiie r~a. 

sponse measures ava·ilable to any affected government· if.public· support is needed: Authorities may also not be . . . .. . . . . ·•. .· . . . . .. . .· . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 
. ' ,able tq release au of the iilformatio·n they :have;.·which inElyitably leaves .room for dqtibt and. alternative .narratives: 

~hat c_ont:est the governmentis position, . 

ii Attributing a hybrid threat tci a state ~ctbrcari pos.e significant challenges and it ITlc!Y take time to e·stablisti:. 

· .. ccimpeliinQ arid credible evidence. S~ate i.nyoivemeilt is rarely biack-and-1,1vhite; th.e: spectrum cai1 ra.r1ge · 

. ·· .. from sfate-to:lerated to ~tate-ehcourc1ged, stafe-orchestn:1ted, 'or state.-exec.uted activity.1° For~ex~mple: re~ . 

garding cyberattacks or civ·il unrest; ttie degree of state responsibility can be extremely difficult to ·assess: : . 

. 200! cyber attacks on:Estd~ia (3): The 2010 $e~kaki.J crisis (Bj, CiviJ'cJisorder in Bahr~in 2011 (22), Cyber atta~ks. 

on F{OK & US (29). 

■ Connecting· actois ~nd groups to hostile f~r~ign govern~ents can: be challenging,.especially wtien fi~ancial: 

.. or politic~1 ·1inks are ·not ·substantial, bti interests. and goals clearly·aligni The spr~ad of SaiafismJn Egypt (~), .. 

Institute of bi,.;,ocracy.and C6op~ration (15), :carrimUnis(Party of Boherriia:and Moravia (18) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . 

Ill AsseSl?ing hostility can be.<!~ difficult ~s deterrninin.g attribution. Fo~ ,in~tance, snap exe.~cises, which coulcl be 

interpr~tec(as threateriing by neighbouring countries; provide a high.degree.of plausible deniabliity: Russian 

snap exerc(ses in. the Hi[!h North (1), · Snap e~ercise.5 and c;rimea. (25), Electronic warfare during Zapad (26): . 

Attributibri iinpads th,e j:,e~ceptiori of hostility. Ail activity mig.htnot in itself be per~eived as hostile br harni- . 

. ful, and ·only ·be seen as.threatening When h is carried. out by ·a certain actor .. Foreign funding of ah NGO l:iy a ... 

' friendly democratic state aqtor wm inevitably: be tr~ated differently th~n foreign fundirig by an autocratic; st~te 

actor that ~as been hostile ·ori ·past occasions: I~ the abs~t)ce of credible. and compelling evidence, assess- . 

ments of hostility and.attribution ultimately·become al>olitical endeavo_ur .. 
. .. . . . - .. . . . . .· 

Iii. Strategic context, history, qi lateral reiations, ar:iq commciri v~lues )Nith the source iiati,on ali impact ;,,,,hetller : 

an ·activity is interpreted:as hostiie: the spread of S~J~fism in Egypt (5), Humanitarian aid in the RussosG~or~. 

gian.Cohflict (9), Casas def ALBA in Peru (30) .· . 

Cou11ter- the threat on y~U~ ~wri terms: When .adversaries 'intentioniilly Only give va:gu~ or contradictory infer: . 

. ri,ation in order to .c.onfuse and slow down respons~s, governments can lose valuable.time trying to· disentangle 

. and interpret the situation. Governments_ should not let ttie adversary .dictate the mies, of the game~ bi.It instead 

·counter the threat on their owri terms .. · 

•. ~onsta~tly being iri the defensive; demanding clarity froni. th~ state .actor in. questldn, arid scrambling :to: 
.piece together different bits of information will let the adyersary set the agenda. It .will also iet th~ adversary . . . - . - . . . . . . 

seeni mor~ powerful arici'.calc;ulating than they c1ctually might ~e. Instead, governments dhould present: 

closed_ ranks and unit:y of p·urpose: arid stress resilience ari~ inte_rnationai support: The 2010 Senkak1.{crisis. 

(8), Bronze nightriots (19) . . 

.. 
10 Jasbri Healey; "Beycirid Attribuiioni Seekin/fNalion·a1 Responsibiiity for Cyber Attacks," Atlantic C6uricil, 22 .F<!bruaiy 2012: 
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10. Not every activity is a threat 
Defining an activity as a threat and attributing it to a state actor is ultimately a political endeav

our, and governments should be mindful not to inflate the threat level for political ends, either 

deliberately or inadvertently. As hybrid threats target a nation's weaknesses, it is a challenge 

to distinguish hostile influence from legitimate social grievances or failings of the government. 

Policy-makers should resist the temptation to blame external actors as a convenient way of 

shifting blame for domestic failings. Inflating or misattributing hybrid threats can affect the gov

ernment's credibility in the long run and risks unnecessary escalation. 

. . . . .. 

·. Cj:mtext aifects 111eaning. Historical, context and coinciding. events. affect how word sand actions are inter~ 

. pret~d by audiences. An action, which _is 'perceived as routine or unreniarkable at one moment! can be seen ,as. 

· t1ostJle under dlffererit circumstances. 

ii A change in strategic context, slich as the deterioration of relation_s between the Russian F~deration and·the . 

\/\lest, _fundamentally 1'.lffects how events sucli as territorial violat_icins and milit1'.lry exercise$ are _int~rpreted: 

Finnish airspace violations: (12), Electronic warfare dt]rihg.Zap,3,d 2017(26) . 

■ The level of analy$iS ca11 also :affecUnterpretatio11: an event can be seen as ncir~al a_ctivity from a bl lateral 

· · perspective, and.only b~ interpreted as threatening wh.en placed in a larger histori9alan_d strate.giq context:_ : 

Russian snap exercisesin the High:Nofth (1) 

Threat assess merit; Governments need to be able to identify why a particular activity is a threat. Reg_ardl~ss of 
. _actual hostile intent behilld the_ activity; governments heed tq,be able to_ assess i.f the activity in que$tiori has any . 

. . harniful effect 6n_ national security interests, and nieasure this ona continuous basis, . 

■ As_tlie impact of forei~ri influence frequently d~pends on internal factors,: governments must be ca~eful not . 

'to overemphasise the .role offoreigri hostile activity: In cases relatihg to social grievances and 'civil unrest, .· . 

. . too m~ch focus on foreign influence r:night be p:~rce_ive·d as an atten:ipt 'to defl~ct fro hi pomic~l-failings: CM/ .· 
. dis.orderin Bahrain 2011 _(22) . 

■ Public 'diplomacy, i :e. the direct .interaction of _a government with foreign populations, is a fundamental el-· · · 

e.m~:nt ofinternatiorial ~elation$, Govern,m~nts m_~st th~refore be able to.artici.Jlat~ precisely how ,a certaii, 

kind :of pul:ilic diplomacy is detrimental to ·national security interests; and take.appropriate measures that 

are c:;onsisteilt 'A'ith.deniocratic values and international norms: Confucius Institutes (2),. Chinese public di-.· 

plon:,acy in Taiwa(i (10) 

Avoid unne_cessary escalation. Whiie hybrid threats can someti_nies be .designe_d as .precu'rso'rs to the ·use of. 

· _conventional niilitary fon;:e, they are.usually calcuiated as .an asymmetric method ofinfluericing another state 

with()Ut entering inJo a ccistly opeh co11flict. A government's responseshould,find a balance bet\/1'eeii couriter,ing 

hybrid threat_s an~ oveHeacting iri a way that'could esm1late the situatimi. 
. . . . . . 

■ Partici;ilarly 'Nheil a threat:exploits ethnic, cultural ()neligious divisions in .a society, inadequate government 

responses might easily exacerbate tti~se fractures: Rl.!SSkiy Mir Foundation iri the Btiltics (20), Religious ex- · 
. : tremi;·,,,.in the Nether/ands:(28) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

■ ·Factual and nuanced governmeht communication is especially important to avoid threat' inflation due to 

alarmisrn and a tendenc:y to ascribe every negative occurrence. to a hostile foreign actor: Zambian ei~ctions. · 

2006 (16), _E/ectro_nic warfare during Z,apad 2017 (26), Rus.sian espionage.in Sweden (27) 

!I 'An apparently hostile activity might be aimed primarily qt the perpetrqtor's domestic audience, for-instance. 

to distractfrClm domestic problems; or to rei~force a certai~ narrative. Over're.action would then either ~~iy · 

play into the h,mds of the source. nationi or lead to an. escalation that be_n_efits neitlier party;Finiiish· aiispcJ.ce . 

11iolations (12) 
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Analysis of thematic areas 
. . . . . 
. . 

For the purpose of this project; sixteen thematic areas of threat were identified .to group case studies ·together 

for analy~is. The thematic areas are designed as a typology to help unde~stand the wide range ofn:ieans_~nd 

ways_ that hybrid activity can manifest itself.--' military and non.::TT)ilitary, c::cinventional and i.J11conventional, overt · 

and covert, state ahd rioricstate. The thematic areas often overlap, as .hostile influence usuc1lly involves more 

. than.one thematic area. 

Grouping the case studies intci thematic areas also" enables policy-makers and Strategic Communicaticins·prac

. titioners to identify case studies relevant to their current problem set Findings and recommendations from thi~ 
. . . . .. 

. research that are specific to a_ thematic area WHI be covered in this chapter, with an emphasis ori th_e role of . 

Strategic.Communications in ~nderstanding ~nd responding· to hybrid th·reats. 

. . . . . ·: . . . . . . .· .. 

The _tt,_ematic are_as co~~r actors, channeli and means:" In terms of this researqh .,. wh_ich has li~ited it~elf. 

to lo_okirig at hybrid threats.originating fron, states - an actor might_be an institution, political organisafion or 

religious group that is set i.Jp, supported, sponsored ~r someho-,,.,-inspired PY. a stat_e: A channel is the_ system 

or environTT)ent tl)at the actor U$eS - for example, media, cyber, or law - Which prescrib_es certain conditions,· 

. principles, ·and rules of behaviour; every channel has its 6wn:dynamics, particularities, "strengths _and vulrierabila 

itiesiTh~ means·describe the specific measure~ employed by an a~tor th~ough a spe~ific channel: this could for. 

instance_.be disinformatfon, cyber-attacks or lawfare. AlthOUflh this mi_ght seem like a linear process - an actor 

· employing a channel by using a speCtfic means:- it is ~ot always this clea.r-cut. For example, an actorsuch as a . 

religious organisation might function as a chann·el to reach certain audiences frr another country. 

' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ACTORS, CHANNELS AND MEANS OF HYBRID. THREATS (SOURCE: OWN ELA_BORATIONi: . 

11 This decomposition into actors, channels arid mea11s is based ori the diag(am· o/ hybrid lnfluencing elaborated by the Hybrid CoE, 

the City,"(Hefsinki 2018: Hybrid CoE), ·6. 
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Te.rritorial violation 

Violation of the internationally en
shrined legal principle of territori
al integrity which extends across 
the terrains of land, sea and air. 
Any such violation is considered 
an act of aggression by the tar
get nation if carried out without 
previous consent or knowledge 
of the target nation. 

I ~li~loi~~ti~~ o·~ ~~~nic -
· i or cultural identities 

Exacerbating existing societal di
visions in order to influence iden
tity groups to act in the interests 
of a hostile state actor against the 
interests of the target nation. 

THEMATIC AREAS QF THREAT 
r-.--- - -· 
I 

i Non-Government 
1 Organisations (NGOs) 
L· - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -

, I 

A not-for-profit organisation that 
is officially independent from na
tional and international govern
mental organisations, but is sus
pected to be funded, organised 
or directed by a source hostile 
to the target nation or ·influenced 
by an ideology which undermines 
that of the target nation. 

I Media 
! ---

The deliberate use of media either 
directly or via an intermediate ac
tor in order to influence audiences 
and achieve attitudinal or behav
ioural change which is beneficial 
to an adversary. 

·-~-,_... ·--- - -- -. ~-· ·--.. - -·. - -~---, 

I Government Organised 
Non-Government · 
Organisations (GONGOs) 

i 

A non-governmental organisation 
which is openly funded, organised 
and/or directed by a government 
and may be acting against the na
tional security interests of another 
nation. 

, : l;,awfare 
• ..! L -· 

Lawfare describes the hostile use 
of the legal system against an ac
tor by damaging or delegitimising 
them, tying up their time, or win
ning a public relations victory, Law
fare is broadly understood as any 
exploitation of real, perceived or 
even manipulated instances of in
ternational law violations in order to 
undermine the target nation. 29 

I 
1

• Espionage .and· 
infiltration 

Infiltrating organisations or in
stitutions in order to gain intelli
gence. Infiltrating organisations 
or institutions which are consid
ered to be legitimate and exploit
ing this legitimacy to promote a 
narrative favourable to the source 
nation. 

·Agitation and civil 
unrest· · 

Encouragement of the citizens of 
a target nation to incite or partici
pate in mass demonstrations and 

protests with the aim of under- I' 
mining the government. . 

._ -. r - - - --
I ,. 

-r . 1 _ • 

[ __ ~Y~~r_o~~~~tions l_~eli~io_~s gr?.U_P~_ .-
~--~--~-------

Organised activity that involves 
the "employment of cyber ca
pabilities with the primary pur
pose of achieving objectives in 
or by the use of cyberspace,"30 

The cyber domain describes an 
"electronic information (data) 
processing domain comprising 
one or several information tech
nology infrastructures."" 

Considered to be a threat when 
the dependency lies on a source 
which is considered to be hostile. 
The target nation is dependent 
upon a source to the extent that 
withdrawal would have an immedi
ate and serious effect on the ener
gy infrastructure of th.e target na
tion. The dependency can thus be 
used to economically weaken the 
target nation or coerce the target 
nation into acting against its own 
national interests. 

An actor identified as being 
aligned with a religious institu-
tion, movement or group that pro-
motes a religious doctrine or ide-
ology. This includes the infiltration 
of existing groups orthe creation 
of new groups which are funded 
by sources hostile to the target 
nation or influenced by an ideal-
ogy which undermines that of the 
target nation. 

Political actors 

Activity which involves a politi
cal figure, party or organisation 
which is suspected to be fund
ed, organised or directed by a 
source hostile to the target na
tion or influenced by an ideology 
which undermines that of the tar
get nation. 

: 1-

; Academic groups 

An actor identified as being aligned 
with an academic institution, think 
tank or educational interest group. 
This includes the infiltration of ex-
isling groups or the creation of new 
groups which are funded by sourc-
es hostile to the target nation or in-
fluenced by an ideology which un-
dermines that of the target nation. 

'I 

: L Economic leverage 

The use of economic measures to 
exert an influence which coerces 
the target country to act in a way 
which it otherwise would not. This 
can be acting to the detriment of 
the latter's national security or in vi
olation of international law. 

, 1 . . Coercion through 
: threat or use of fo'rce 
[ __ . ··:-, - : .. -- -- . ,- . - '·:. 

The threat or use of force to com
pel the target nation to act in a 
particular way or restrict freedom 
of action. 

_Bribery and .corruption 

The receiving or offering of any 
undue reward by or to an actor 
within the target nation in order 
to influence their behaviour, in 
particular to induce them to act 
contrary to their professional ob
ligations and against the nation
al security interests of ·their own 
nation. 

12.See: Ch~~les J. Dunlap, Jr:, "L_awfar~ Today: ·A Persp~ctive." Y~-,e JaurnSJ ofini~rnational Affairs 3; no.1 (20oa): 146; -~Is Lawf~re Wor'th Defi_n1n9?" Case 

Western Reserve Journal of International Law 43, no:, (11 September 2010), , 

· 
13 Michael N, Schmitt, Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (Cambridge: CambridQe iJP, 2013). 

·
14 Michael N. Schmiti, Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicabl;,to Cy6er W~rfare (c'ambrldge: Camtirld.ge UP, 2013). 
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Territorial violation. 
Violation of the internationally enshrined 1¢gal principle of territoriai in_tegrity.which extends across the 

. terrains of Jarid, _sea and air. Any such violation is _considered an act of _agg·ression by the target nation if 
carried out without previous consent cir knowledge of the tar~et natic;m. . . . . . . .. 

. . . . .. . . '. . . - . - .. ' 

Cha~acteristics. A territorial viplation can be a viol&tio~ of soil, airspace or territorial wat_ers of a nation. It ·can .. 
. range from a limited arid temporary violation tO a large~scale seizure of territory. While on a technical level, a 
territorial violation' can be clearly identified ·and ·defined, there can nevertheless be significant ambiguity sur
rounding a violation, hampering ariy assessment on whether or _not it was a deliberately hostile act. A territorial . 

. viqlation by a single aircraft, or by a.private entity like·a fishirJg.trawler, gives the related state actor the ability to 
· plausibly deny any hostile intent or irivolverrient. _Unresoived territorial disputes and insufficient border security 

· · open up additional ·opportunities for deliberately ambiguous activities. A territorial violation might be aimed at 
p~9voking a certain ·government respon~e, influencing public debate, t_esting defences, or actually ·changing_ 
borders. · · · · · · · 

. - . . . . .· . . 
. . . . .. ' . - . . -

Ccinsid~r~tlons.: In dealing with territorial violations, governments shou!d ensure that the violation is not per
ceiv_ed as a sign of weakness arid lack of contrql, but avoid any unnecessa'ry' escaiation. Gov¢rriment comriiu
nication should appreciate that the amount of detail provided, the speed of response and the terminology used 
to describe an in_cident can·signific;antly alter ho_w an incident is framed by.media.coverage and perceived pythe · 

· wider_public. For instance, by analysing a territorial vio[ation on a pt,Jrely safety-related and technical level rather 
than on a political level, a government might be able to de-escalate tensions. In determining underlying rriotiva~ 

. tions and the degree of hostility; governments should __ consider the scale _of the .violation·, the. overarching stra- . 
. . tegi6 context, historical patterns of behaviOur, and the response (or noriaresponse) o{ the opposite government. · 

.. - .. · . - . _- . _ ... · ... : .. . .. . .. . ··_· .. 

. Detention of Eston .Kohver (11), Finnish airspace violations (12), Electronic Warfare during Zapad 2017 (26) .• 

Non-governm~rital organisations (NGOs). 
A not-fo~-profit organisation that is officiaUy independent from national and inten:iationaJ·governmental 
organisations; but is suspected to be funded, organised or directed by a source hostile to the target na-. 
ticm or Hifiuenced by an id¢ology which ·undermines that of the target nation. : 

Char.acteris~ics; N_GOs are independent ar:id non-profit_ civil society organisations, which can be active in are- .. 
as such as education: healthcare, development work; public· policy, religion, environment, or culture. They .can· 
perform a va'rietY of charital:lle ·or social fu11ctioris, suet, as ac;ting as an advocacy group; proyiding a forum of 
interaction and debate, or supplying social goods and services that the government is unable or unwilling to de
lil/er,Despite the fr name, NG Os can receive direct or indirect funding and donations from governmerits, although 
funding usually Comes from the public, priva~e businesses and othe_r organisations that support their cause. The 
social work qian NGO is_not only a powerfuJ·sourci:i of. legitimacy, but.also provides.the basis for continuous 
face-to-face interaction with the public, a vital condition ·for building trust and influencing public opinion.15 An 
NG¢ can be perceived as threatening by _a governrtient if it is dee.med to be working in support of a state actor 
to push an ideology whicf:i undermines the ruling authority, promoting antidemocratic values, or- challenging 
national unity by increasing social divisions. . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . : . . . . . ' . . 

c·onsiderations. A vibrant civil society and respect for freedom qf spe_e_ch ar:id cultural· exchange are fundamen° . 
tal for a well-functioning democratic-society. The ambiguity· surrounding :links of NGOsto host_ile state actors 
makes· it difficult for governments to ·counter potentially harniful activities. Almost every NGO is reliant upon 
·operational and/qr financial support, and governments face the challenge of defining the threshold of hostlle .· 
intiirference. C:iovernrrients stiould be careful to interfere directly in an _NGO's wmk, as this would likely: harm 
the government's· credibility and un·dermirie the very _democratic· values it aims to protect. lri cases where an 

. NGO provide_s critical services in hea_lthcare or educatior:i that the government has faifed·to deliver;governrnents 
should focus on addressing these vulnerabilrties and improving their policy performance, rather than closing 
down NGOs. Before implementing any potential legal regulations of NGQs,· such as enhancing financial trans
parency: governments should carefully consider the second and third order effects that their proposed act.ion 
could have on the treatment°of NGOs in ·other countries; for instance, co·untries such as China, India or Russia. 
ha_ve rec_eritly implemented laws to monitor NGO work perceived to be an •iristrumerit of hostile interference. 

- . . . 

Institute of pemocracy and Co9'?eration (15), C~sas def ALBA in_ Peru (30) 

15 .· - . · ' .. . .· · . . · . . . · - .· · ' 
Reza Hasmath, Timothy Hildebrandt, and Jennifer Hsu,. "Conceptualizing _Governr:nent-Organized N9n-:Governmental Organiza,lons," Paper Presented at 

Associatl_on forResearch on Nonprofit Orga~izations and Voluntary Aciion An_nual Confehm·ce (Washington D.C., USA), 17-19 ·Ncivember 2016. . 
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. . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . .· . . . .·: .... ·: :. 

Government organised non-governmental organisations (<30NGOs). 
A n6n~governmental organisation.:which is openly funded, organised a'nd/or directed by a· gove_rnment 
arid may be _acting against the_ natiQnal security interests of another riatiori. . 

Characterlstics: A G<JNGO can fu~cfion as a tool of public diplomacy that en~bles a £i'ovemment to directly 
engage with foreign publics and decision-makers. GbNGOs can further a government's interests abroad, for 
example by promoting language ar:id culture, interacting with:diasporic communities and expatriates; or proniot-. 
ing c.ertain humanitarian, economic; o(political goals, A GONGO's director and management board are often· 
directly selected or approved by the government. Although a GONGci is initiated, directed and/or funded by a 
government, its institutional set-up mirrors an NGO, meaning that it can often circu·mvent cert,:i'in layvs of trans-

. parency arid ·accauntability.16 Although a GO NGO is clearly connected to a state actor, its ·set-up· can. provide a· 
degree of plausible deniability for tlie government, Which can take credit for well-received GONGO activities, but · 
sti)I keep the organisc1tion at arm's lengtti when its work faces criticism:11 A government can perce.ive a foreign 

. GO NGO c1s problematic, for-example ifthis GONGO. prom_6tes antidemocratic thoughts and values, undermines 
the ruling authority, Or discourages the integration pr6cess of minority groups with historical or cultural ties to 
the oppo1,ite government. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . .. . 

· Considerations. Not all public diplomacy is hostile. GONGOs are an essential part of the relationship between 
states; they promote iritercul.tural dialogue and enrich the civil society landscape at homei GONGOs are officially 

. conn·ected to a foreign state actor, wtiich has animpact on how th:eir activitiei{ai-e perceived by the wider public- _ 
they do not have.the. same.amount- of authenticity a·nd credibility: that ·Organic.civil society organisation·s and 
inoependerit-NGOs have. Governments face the challenge of assessing-if a GO NGO is damaging the democratic 
legal circler by influencing p·ublic opirii6n or govern men~ iri a way that undermines the ruling authority, 'In dealing 
with GONGOs, transparency and monitoring processes are vital: governments should scrutinise ·their funding· 

. channels, institutional set-up and mandate to assess whether· a GO NGO is· propagating political ideas at Odds 
wit_h democratic values or engaging in other subversive activ(ties.. . . 

. . . . . 

Confucil)s Institutes (2), Russkiy Mir Fo_undati6n in the Baltics(20) 

Espionage and infiltration~ · - .. :. · . - · - . -_ . . . ·. · . ·. · -
lnfiltrati11g organisations or institutions in order to gajn i11telligence. Infiltrating organisati_ons or institu
tions which are consid_ered to _be legitim1:1te and exploiting this legiUmacy to promote a n~rrative favour-
abie-to the source nation. · · · · · · · · · 
. ·_ . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . · .. 

Ch-~racteristics. E.spi~na~e ~nd infiltration are ~land~stin_e act~ that usua.lly aim to collect valuable i~forma
tion about the target nation, or infiltrating institutions Which are considered to he legitimate _and exploiting this .' 
legitimacy to promote a narrative favourable to a hostile. state actor. Intelligence work relies·ori covert actions, 
_and its exposure often has sig_nificant consequences forthe degree of trust between states as well as betwE:leri 

· governments and publics. Adversaries-can also try to expose intelligence work of th·e target nations or.their 
partners; such as surveiilance dperaticins on dtizeris and organisations, to decrease pubHc trust 'in gOvern_ment 
_a·nd intelligence services: · · · 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

CQnsiderations. In dealing wit.Ii intelligence. work; governments face. the challenge of balancing the need for 
transparency with qperational security.' it is e>ften riot possible to report on, sensitive informatiqn without com-

.. pr'omisirig operational security and disclosing methods of intelligence coUection: Govern merits should therefore 
wo.rk on building public trust in intelligence services. This includes admitting and openly discussing intelligence 
failures and proviping as much information c!S possible·. Speculation beyond the known facts should be avoided 
as this cari affect government credibility, and provoke sensational media reporting, thereby risking unnecessary 
threat inflation. Moreover, a distinction needs to be niade between overall.threat warnings and evidence that 

_ supports attribution on a case by ca~e basis . 

. Detention of EstoijKohver (11), Russian .espionage in Sweden (27) 

-16 st~phen V:,/. K1~insChmit anq_Vickie Edw~r~s .... Exarninln_g the Ethics of Governmerit-.Organized N~nQoVernmer'lt~I-Organ\iaiions (G6NG0s),~ Public trlt~grity 

·19, 2017: 529-46. 
17 

~eza Hasmath, Timothy Hildebrandt, and Jennifer Hsu,-"Conc;ptuallzing Govern;,,ent-Organlze,d Non-Governmental Organizations," Paper Presented ·at. 
· Assocl~tlon for ReS~arch oh NonP"rofit OrganlZatlonS 'and Vo/Untary Actioh _Annt.iilf Con_fefen'pe (Washington O.C., ~SA), 17 -19 Nc~>Vemb0r 201_6. 
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· Exploitation of ethnic or cultural identities~ . . . .. . · 
Exacerbating existing societal di.visions in order to influence identity groups to act in the interests of a 
hostile state actor against the inte_rests of the target nation. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Characteristics. Hostile foreign a;tbrs can target pre-existing dl~isions ih th~ popul_ation cif another ~tate .. 
These divisions might be differe.nces in religion, culture, ethnicity, or language. Methods can range from dissem~ · 

· inating divisive narratives (either directly, e.g. through public·statements, orlndir.ectly, e.g. through media chan
nels, institutions or proxy organisations); to g·iving. material, ideoiogical or·organisational support to extremist•• · 
groups cir even separatist movements in another couri.try. . . . . . . 

Considerations. A key challenge f~r governments facing foreign exploitation of ethnic or cultural identities is 
· · t_hat the core problem - that of social divides or.minority grievances - is primarily an internal one; Hostile foreign·. 

influence will simply aggravate these.problems by targeting vulnerable.audiences and framing divisions in:a way· 
.·. thatis.harmfu·I to national unity.· A govemment needs to be very p·recise·in its :communications when calling out 

hostile influence regarding social divisions; as excesiiive attention to foreign influence-might be seen as an. at-· 
tempt to dismiss cir discredit legitimate grievances ofan ethnic cir cultural group. Inconsiderate messaging can· 
also. reinforce in-group/out-grou·p perceptions. The me_ssenger used, and the frame selected, can have a cori-

• siderable effect on how the message is perceived by different audiences. Countries that feature social groups 
with historical, ethnic or cult.ural-ties to potentially hostile state actors·should avoid the unnecessary politicisa
tion ofcontentious issues; either by accident or _for. poli_tical gain, .Instead, they shou_ld focus O[l common values, 
stiared historical experience and an inclusive vision of the future. This wiil increase the overall sense of national 
belonging and frustrate maHgri efforts to hamper. integration or promote separatist ideals._. . 

. . . . 

_Chinese public diplomacy in Tf:!iWan (10), Russian language referendum in Latvia (14), · Bronze night riots (19). 

·· Media. 
The. deli.berate use cif me(1ia either dir,ectiy or via ·an intermediate actor in order to influence audiences 

• and achieve attitudinal or behav_ioural change which is beneficial to an adversary, . 

Characteristics. Media is a key ctiannel.,through which the public is.provided with an account of world events, 
and the means by which most people deyelop an undersfan_ding of an official p_osition. It functio"ns as a·n array 
_of different institutions, ciften independent frcim government; t_hat scrntinise official government positions. To-. 
day, traditiona(media; such as print and television, are increasingly supplanted by new forms of social riiedia, 
including platforms like Twitter' and Facebook, 1:1nd direct messaging appJications; such as WhatsApp. IIJ this 
networked media environment; journali~t·s have lost their former position as gatekeepers necessary to transmit-

.· ti rig political messages to the public. Instead, politicians are riow able to directly engage with. publics. Addi rig to 
this, connectivity allows for instant messaging with a high degree of reach and aUdjence engagement. This has 

. consequences for public diplomacy pr;:ictices. It facilitates ttie direct e~g-agement with foreign publics, increas
es reach and impact and m_akes it difffcult to identify the origin of a message and attribute responsibility. Adver

. ·. sari.es can manipulate the media environment throUgh·different tactic;s, sUc;h as disinformation,.agerida-settirig, 
or information laundering.with the ·aim to polarise a discussion or confuse the audience: They can also try to buy 

· ·or.set up media outlets to exert influence on a. foreign media landscape. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . 

C~nsiderations. ,In a globally-connected networked medfa environment, government ~esponses are sign_ifi
cantly restricted by their bureaucratic systems and den1oc"ratic decisiciri-niaking rules and processes which. 
hamper their ability to issue timely, consistent and coherent messages: _Statements by regional officials and .. 
even qy low~ranking soldiers on the :ground can he influential or be exploited by hostile actors to legitimise a · 
specific point of view.· Gove:rnments should consider training officials _to .refrain from mak_ing statements which 

·undermine.the_ overarching ·narrati_ve; an_d to be mindful of the impact th_eir individual actions and statements .. · 
might have. \/Vhile µccepting that frorn time to time mistal<.es will. be made, irnproving an awareness of risl<s inth_e 
information environment and developing media skills down to the lowest levels of governments will h·elp officials 
make statements t_hat are not open to misinterpretation. . . . . . . . . 

Qisinformati~n in Sweden (6), The 2010 Senkaku crisis (8), Civii disorder in Bah~in 2011 (22) 
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Lawfare. 
Lawfare d_escribes.the .hostile use of the legal system against an actor by damaging or delegitimising 
ttiem, tying up their time, or winnmg a public relations victory. Lawfare is broadly understood as any' 
exploitation of real, perceived or even manipuiated instances of internatiomii"lav/violaticins in orderto 

- undermine the target riation:10 - . . 

. . . 

· Characteristics. Legal argument~ are strongly intertwined with notions_ of legitimacy. and ethics. Adversaries 
can strategically use these characteristics to legitimise their actions or delegitimise their"opponents by framing-. 
an action in legal and ethical terms as just or unjust behaviour that requires or impedeis a certain course of- ac- -
tion, such as an intervention. At the same time, legalconformity does not-necessarily lead tci the perc'3ption ofan 
action as legitimate or just. Media coverage, particularly images or video footage, that portray shcickirig or com~ 
pelling scenes such as human suffering, starvation or police violence, often have a strong emotionai resonance. 
an_d can either support or undermjrie leg1,I argument::;. Adding to this, hostile actors ·c~n ·use legal arguments to· 

. : co_nfuse foreign au_diences or simply tie up their time by initiating lengthy legal djsputes and processes. - . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Considerations. The legality of a~ action is often not straightforward, but depend en~ on a certain interpreta
tion of the applicability of a legal rule fo a certain' situation. Moreover, legal" argume·nts are often accompanied 

· by emotion_al messages that can support or undermine claii-ns·of legality. Governments should appre.Giate the 
. - functioning of the legal system in defining appropriate behaviour and act in -accordarice with legal norms; as 

· non-compliance with international law will i(levitably undermine their crec:Jibility. · 1n dealing with. the mis[!se of 
_legal argume_rits-by adversa'ries, governments should recognise the ambiguity of l_aw and develop the_ ability tci 
anticipate different interpretations and possible challenges to their own positron: Gover"nments should therefore 

-con_Geptualise law as a domain to counter the use of legal instruments when employed in :a hostile manner. It is 
important to·employ legal advisors and communication experts tci address: lawfare issues and use thejr:guld-. · 

. ance to underpin a line of argument when addressing the: public. · · · · 

. Hama_s' use of human shields in G&a (7), Humanitarian aid in the_ Russo~Georgian Confiict (9) 

Ag1tation:and civil unrest. . _ _ _ 
Encouragement-of the citizens_ of a target hati_on to incite or participate Jn- ma:Ss demonstrations and · 

. pr9tests"1.oiith !he aim 'of undermining the go,vernment, . 

. Ctiaracteristics. Civil unrest, iri the form c:iniass protests, strikes or riots, can be caused by politica'i, economic 
or social grievan_ces. Foreign agitators can iricit'3 or aggravate civil.urirest in a numbe~ cif ways, in order t9 Liri-

. : dermine 'the goverrimen_t. "For exa·mple; they can use· proxies and surrogates, infil~rate disaffected groups; give 
material or organ·isatibnal support to alli_ed organisations,- o_(encourage protesters by making public.statements: 
that serve to .legitimise their pause. They can also use $Ocial media to agiti:ite groups and induce protester.s into -. 
violent behaviour, Which is particuiarly c:fifficult to trace bac,k to foreigri governments. Often, the goai of fostering. 
civil unrest is to provoke the government into overreacting·a·nd responding in a heavy-handed way, to cre·ate a. 

· narrative Of go\i~rnmenfrepre$Sion.19 - . . . . - . . . 

Cons_iderations.·While peaceful protests are a fundamental.part of a healthy democracy, they can affect put,-lic. 
order and ·safety if they escalate ·an,d ti.I'll violent. Foreign instigators can exploit the corice_rns_ and g~ievances of 
citizens,.·esp~cially _of vull)erab!e groµps or minorities: and encourage them __ to channe"i these in ·a violent rather. 
than political manner: Governments susp·ectin!;{ a foreign government of havi_ng incited or escalated civil unrest -
should beware of ·scapegoating a foreign government, while riot taking legitimate ·grievances seriously. ·Gov-

. ernmerits should promotE! political'inck.Jsion, and sh.ow they are respcinsive to domestic CritiCi$m and address . 
vulnerabilities_, such as economic inequality. They should provide channels and means· for disaffected groups to . 

. voice their conc'erns in legitimate and constructive ways, Governments should also con:sider training their secu-
rity for_ces to be aware of the information effect of their actions, especially of the ~ffect that images and .videcis 
of ino_rdiiiate use of force can have when di_stributed quickly over social me~ia. . . . - -

Bronze nig_httiots (19), Civil disorder in Bahrain (22) 

18 See: Charles ·J. □Unlap, Jr., ;iawfare ·Today: A Perspecli've," Ya1e· Journal ·of lnternaiional Aff8irs 3, ri0.1 (2008): ·146; ~Is L~wfa're·~~rth DetfOlng?" C~se 

Western Reserve Journal of International Law 43; no.r (11 September 2010). · 
19 

Joh ii A. Wickham, :ir.,' and Mildred E. Hedberg, "Flelil Manual No. 19-15: Civil _Distu;baiices," us Aimed Forces, 25 November 1985.· 
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. . . 

Cyber operations. . . . 
.Organised activity that involves the. "employment of cyber capabilities with the primary. purpose of 

. achieving objectives in 'or by the US!;l of cyberspace."20 The cyb.er domain describes ari "electronic inf or

. mation (data) processing domain comprising one or severai information technology infrastructures."21 
, 

. . . , . . ' . 

Characteristics. As public ~nd private physical infrastructure become ~ore networked and reliant on informa~ 
tion technology; they become increasingly vulnerable to .cyber attacks. fl.dversaries can employ cyber opera- ... 
tions to.target critical i_nfrastructures, sUch as banking or healthcare systems. Such disruptive attacks are often 
designed to be overt and aimed at high public visibility, for which 'they do not need to be particularly sophisti
cated - such as cienialcof~service attacks, computer vi'ruses or website defacements. Covert cyber operations 
aimed at espio~ag·e, by contrast, often rem·aih undetected for a long time. · 

Cori~iderations. The difficulty of attrib~tin·g a cyber attack hampers a government's ability to ;~spond iri an· 
effectiye and timely manrier. In. dealirig with the increasing threat of cyber operations, governments shciulci 
both prepare effective communication :strategies for immediate crisis response, as well as eriharice their . 
capabilities and methods to investigate and communicate: attribution findings. 22 Cqmmunicatiori strategies . 
neeci to be included in civil contingency plans fo calm ·the. population: ahd. distribute. essential iriformatio'n 

· immediately to mitigate the.spreaa of rumours and disinformation. Governments should increase cyber literacy 
amongst gove~nment officials, spokespeople and among the media, to _ensure factual, coherent and credibie 
comn:,unications. . . . 

. . . . . . . - . . . . . . 

200icyber attacks on Estonia (3), Cyber a,ttacks on ROK & U$ (29) 

Religious groups. . . _ . · . . . . . . . . 
An: actor identified as being aligr:ied wi~h a religi_ous institution, move_ment or group that promotes-a reH
gious doctri_ne or ideology. This includes the infiltration of existing groups or the creation of new:groups 
which are funded by .sources hostile to the target nation. or influenced by an iciecflogy which Undermines 

· · thafofthe·tar~et nation. · · .. · .. · · · · · · · · 

Characteristics. Religion can be instrum·entalised by a state actor in-various ways. It might set up, direct an_d/ 
or_give financial or-operational support directly to religious institi.Jtions,-or to civil society groups, political ac
tors; media outlets.or other institutions that promote ·a particqlar religious ideology .. A government might als_o:. · 
subsidise or otherwise facilitate the education and training of clerics and religion teachers abroad; or provide· 
foreign audiences with .educational materials .such as _books on the religi_qus· ideology it is aiming to promote. 
Un.derlying motives _of a ·government couid be to further a transnational religious movemerit out of ideologi_cal. 
conviction, or t.ci promote a certain world view that bolste_rs the government's legitimacy at home and abroad.23 

A go\lemment might also. use religious.language as a cham1el to re.ach an:ct.influerice certain foreign a1,1diences · 
for political purposes. Religio4s activity can become a security concern.when it threatens the democratic legal 
order by promoting antidemocratic aims or means, such as the rejection :of state authority, · 

c~~sider~tion~ .. Freedom of religion constitutes one of the core. principl~s of a piuralist democratic society .. 
Governments face the challenge of balancing _the right to freely practice reiigiori with a potential risk to national 
security interests. A hostile state can use religious groups to undermine the ruling authority. Religious activity is 
usually built on' a !,hong unifying narrat,ive that promotes a distim;:t worldvieyv, implic1itlng c:ertain _values·, beliefs 
arid practices. Messages based on a ·sense of com_niun_ity and belonging facilitate emotio'nal resonance and· 
positive identification, which adversaries·can ·exploit.to exacerbate Social·differences, In. dealing with a potential 
hybrid threat involving a rnligioi.Js actor, governments ·should ensure a· 9ar~fUI message design that av.aids re
inforcing social cleavages. It is important that governments de-link religion from the specjfic threat to avoid the 
perception: that an entire religious' group is targeted; they should al So try tci trace funding flows or an alignment .. 
of interests between a_ religious group and a foreign government. · 

°The spread of Sa/afisrri in.Egypt(5), Serbian Orthodox Church (1'1), Religious extremism in ihe Netherlands (28)° 

20 
Mic~aei N: Schmitt, Tallinn Mariual on the lnte~nationa/ Law Appiicable to Cyber W~rfare (Cambridge: Cambrldge UP, 2013).' 

21 
Mic~~el N:. Schmitt, Tallinfl Manu~I o~- the lnternatlona,'Law·.t:.ppti~ab/e to Cyber Warfare (C~IT!bridge: Cambri_dge up, 2613). 

22 J·ohn ~- ci~vi~ ·II, s·enj~min Baudr~auX·, Jorlathan William.Wel~urn, J~ir Aguirr~. Cordaye OglE!tre.e, Geoftrei'. McGovern, Michael ~- °Chase, Stateless.Attrib~._ · · 
tion: Toward International Ac.coun_tability in Cyberspace (Sant.a Monica, CA: RAND, 2017). · · 
23 

Peter fy1an~avllle_and Shadl Hamid, /slam as Statecraft:.~ow Governments Use Religion In Foreign f:';/icy (Washington, D.C: Brookings. No~einb~r 2018) .. 
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. . , . 

. Academic groups. 
An actor identified as being aligned with an a ca.demi c institution, tlink tank or educational interest group . 

. This includes the infiltration of E!icistjng groups or t_he c_reation of new groups which are funcled by sources 
hQstile to the target nation or influenced by ail ideology which undermines that of ttie target nation. . . 
.·. . . . _· . : . ·. . ..... · . . .. : . . 

Characteristics. State actors can aim to. influence l3Cademic groups, such as university leqturers or think tanks, 
within the target nation to co-opt t~e brand of independent scientific or educational institutions. By ~etting up or. 
supporting si.Jch groups, adversaries can try to influence audiences through the guise of objective and neutral 
c_entres of expertise. Thjs provides their messages with a high qegree of autho_rity and makes it more likely that 
domesti¢ publics.or policy-makers accept their point of view based ori perceived impartiality. Academic groups 
that are aligne·d to the source nation can also be used as a channel to exert influence on diaspora .student com-·· 
munitieS.tha:t study at foreign universities. · · 

. . . . . . . . : .. ' .. 

: C~nsiderations. lnd~pendent academic: research plays a c_rucial ~ole in eveiydemocrntic soci_ety by evaluat-
ing government policies ahd providing adv_icE'l° and expertise. International academ_ic exchange _is· a source of 

· success for high-ranking uni_versities around-the world. Many academics receive scholarships or funding from 
governments, which makes it difficult fo assess the "threshold of ·malign inte·rference: It is a challenge to protect 

· higher educational institutions against such influence while_ safeguardirlfi their independent status and·ensuring 
· their- role as free centres of l3dvice and expertis.e. Democratic governments shc;iuld enqourage educational and· 

cultur_al exchange, while pro~ectirig the i°ntegrity of their higher ec;fucatiorial systems. In cases where an academ
. ic:group hc1s frequently engaged in promoting opin_ibns at odds_ with_ fundamental demCJb_ratic values_, govern-
. ments should Seek dialogue with uhiversifr leadership or unions: These should encourage that academic groups: 
. disclose any partnerships or sources of funding to guarantee fransparer,cy. -This ensures that their resec,1rch 

can be discussed_ against the background ·of ariy potential bias. While the decision of closing down academic 
institutions should lie with t_he respective universities, governments can raise awareness and warn against for

. eign. academic· groups becoming an. integraLparf of domestic education.al institutions, arid ask universities to 
. critically engage with their programmes and academic methods. .. .. . 

. . . 

: C~nfuciu$ Institutes (2), Institute ofDemo;~acyandCooperation (15) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ._ 

. Coercion through threat c,r use of fQrce~ · . · . . . · . . . 
. The threat or use of fo,r~e to compE!I the target nati_on to ~·ct in a particuiar way or restrict.frE!edom .of . 

action.. · · · · · · · · 

.. Characteri_stics. Military force postur·e and presence, such as the ·bu_ild~up of troqps at an internc1tional border, . 
orderingiarge snap exercises, or the development ·of ·certain capabilities such· as nuclear weapons, is usually 
planned \J\/ith certain information ·effects in rnind to send a message of intimidation, deterrence or reassurance . 

. The·t_hreat of force can also be. implicit in political statements and can have a significa·nt impact on ariotHer 
_cduntr_y's domestic publ_ic debates.and decisions_r~lated to security and defence .. 

. . . . . . . 

Considerations. Govern·ments face the ambiguity as to whether military measures· are aggressive or defensive. 
in. nature; and so need the ability to-synthesise traditional military intelngence with-analysis of the information 
environ1T1ent. Snap exercises provide ad~ersary governments with a high degree of pla:u·sibility, and an excuse: 
fo circumve_nt the OSCE Vienna Convention's stip1,1lations_on transparency and troop num_bers, When trying to. 
understand th_e de.sired information effect, governments should take into account that timing and context can 
significantly influence h·ow r:iliiitary activity is perceived. For instarice,:a snap exercise ·might be.perceived as 

. normal on a bilateral level but be part of a wprrying trend on a wider strategi_c leveL Ari airspace violation cari bE;l · 
treated as a purely technical. and safety-related matter in one year, and as a clear threat in another, depending on 
the state ·of. bilateral relations at the tfrrie._ Government communication - L_e·. the frame, the wording, and ·1evel of .. 
urge_ncy ~ has a cpnside:rable impact on how military posture or tt:freatening comments are received by tt:ie wider 
publici and whether or how they impact sec1,1rity-related d_ebate!:, and decisions, such as NATO membership. . 

Russiansnap exercises in the High North (1); Operation Parakram (24), Snap exercises in_ Crim~a (25) 
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. . - . . 

Energy dependency. . .. 
Considered to be a threat when the .dependency lies on a squrce which is considered to be hostne. The 
ta·rget nation ·is dependent upon a source to the ·extent that withdrawal would have an irnmediate and 
serious effect on· the energy infrastructure of the target nation·: The dependency can thus.be used to .. 
economically weaker, lhe target nation or coerce the target nation into acting against its. owri national·· 
interests. . . . ... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Characteristics. Energy-related deperidericies on another state can be dangerous if this induces or co~rces .. 
tbe gove·rnment into making decisions ttiat negatively affect natipnal sec1.irity interests. A hostile actor c;ari· with
dr~w the supply of critical energy reso·urces, such as oil or gas, with the aim of coercing the target nation into 
takirig a de.sired course df action. ·Mo.reover, the awareness of a depend.ency or a creaib.le]hreat by an adversary · 

· can already have an.indirectinfluence on decisiori-·malsing. Overreliance on a single energy source.and a faih.ire. 
to. ensurE! supply diversification can exac:erbatE! energy depE!ndency. Po.or governance performanc;e and. state 

. capture in energy policies h~rnpers the development of ~:coherent strategy on energy security. 24 Furthermore·, 
eriergy·oependency is often not just a biiateral issue, as the decisions ofsingle countries cari affect the ·energy. 
security of an E!ntire region. What may not be ceinside(ed as a threat to an individual st~te's national security can. 
affect thE! resilience of broader global governance struc:tur'es. . . . . 

. . . . - . .. 

· C.onside.rations. Democrati.c governments must balance value, r~liability; and security.in the provi~ion of ifs en
ergy: Decisiori-makers shoul.d be ·attentive to. the possible vulnerabilities ·of energy policies and monitor .lobbying 
in this area. to make sure that t.h·e protection of national security is tak.Ein into account when taking dec.isicins on 

. energy supply. Governments face the additional challenge that rriost critical energy infrastructure is• in private. 
hands, wh.ich makes it ·rnore difficult to regulate and protect energy infrastructLire.25 Qrie way of addressing 
this issue is the establishment of PublicaPriilate Partnerships (PPPs), which are "ldng~term contracts between 

.. a public agency or public sector authority and a private.sector entity."?6 This is hot always an easy endeavour,. 
since business and national security interE!sts often diverge, and both p·ublic and private entities are reluctant fo 
share.information arid know~how: in these cases, effective communication cari help raise public awareness, get. 
stakehol:ders to agree on the nature of the problem, and generate sufficient political wilJ-power to develop a joint 
approach to energy security that balances both :husiness anc;l security interests. 

South Stream Pipeline (13) 

. . . 

Political actors. 
Activity which i.nvoives ·a.political figure, party or organisation which is suspected to b¢ funded·; organ
ised or directed by a source .hostile to the target nation or influenced by .a·n ideology which undermines .. 
that of ttie targetnation; · · · · 

.Char~.cter,s~ics. Adversaries can support ideologically aligned political.groups, S[!Ch as parties, their youth or~ 
ganisatibns, or individual poliUc.ians to influence democratic processes ar:id decision°rriaking'. Tactics can range. 
frorri ope.n. support; such as. through public statements cir high~level visits, to ¢overt actions, such as secret 
funding, infiltration or.bribery. 

Considei'atjons. In the absence of a cleai: link between a political actor and ari adversary, the line between 
legitimate democ.ratic debate arid subversive activity wtlic:h damages t.he national intere.st. may be unclear. It is. 
often difficult to distinguish whether apolitical actor's alignment of interest or ideology with a hostile state actor 

. is the result of foreign influencing SUGh as funding, or simply stems from indepeMent pragmatic ca.lcuiations or .. 
comiictfons: Political actors suspected of working against the national interest.are·.often bi:)st addresseq by civil 
society and media organisatio.ns rather than the.government, to avoid the. impression of a biased, poiitlcally-mo~ 

· tivated persecution of a particular party or poHtician. Governments should avoid directly attacking a politlcal 
opponent and rather foc;us on strengthening the legal frameworks around .electiqns to ensure. a fair campaign • 
.and political debate. . . . . 

. . . . 
The spread of Salafism in Egypt (5);Zambian elections 2906 (16), Communist Pa.rty of Bohe,t,/a and .Moravia (18) 

. . . . . . . . . . 
25 

Tiziana M~lchiorre, ~RecomITlendations on the i,mportari'ce of critical ene_rg~ Infrastructure (CEI) stakeh-older engage.merit. coorOination and undersi~ndiiig 
of responsibilities in order to.improve security," NATOEnergy Security Centre of Excellence (Vilnius 2018), 5. . . . 
26 

ibldi 6. 
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. .. . . 

Economic leverage. . . 
The use_of economic measures to exert an infh.!ence which coerces the target country to act in a way 
which it otherwise would not. This can be acting to the detriment of -the latter's nation~I. security or in 
violation of international law: . . . . . .. . . . 

Characteristics. Economic d·eperidencies on another state can becom_e a threat if this induces or.coerces· the 
· government into making decisions that negatively affect national security interests of the target nation .. Eco
nomic ieverage can be exerted on the target nation through economic sanctions, such· as import and export . 
einbargcies orfariffs, or withdrawing the supply of critical goods, but also through inGentives, such as trade pref-• 
erences; development aid, or export ·of energy resources, high te.ch products or military equipment!' Economic· 
sanctions can also be employed as a tool of 'signalling arid deterrence' to c·ommunicate discord with the-target 

· nation's policies or issue a general statement of capability that is· intended to grant credibility to future threats· 
of coercive measures.28 . . . . 

. . . . .· . . ., . ·. . . . . .· ·. . : . . . . . . . . . . ·. . 

Considerations. Governments face the challenge of balancing yalues, business interests and_ security con- . 
cerns in their foreign relations. Adyersaries that hold E!conomic leverage c;iver another s_tate can affect-a change 
in behaviour everi without having to_ resort to explicit ·threats, as the sheer awareness of 'potential sanctions or 

-other hostile measures can suffice to change government's decision-making. Hostile economic measures cari . 
often be implemented. with a high degree of pli:iusible deniability, as measures such as the imposition of _tariffs·.· 
can be _framed as a purely economic.decisii:m detached from th_e political niatter at_ hand. Governmen\s should _ 
_ dEi°velop ·1ong-term.strategies to assess economic arid political depen_dericies; resist 'easy cash' and bu_ild stra
tegic alliances With partner nations to reduce the risk of the exploitation of economic leverage by hostile actors .. 

·_: .. ·. . . . . . ' . . ' : . . . . : . 

US Transit Center at Manas (4), The 2010 Serikaku crisis (8)1 Pakistaniinvolvementin Yemen (23), Zambian elections 
2006 (16) -. 

aribery and corruption._ . . - · • _ - - -. . . --
· The receiving or offe_ring of_any undue rewar~ by or to an actor within _the target nation in order to influ
ence their behaviour, i_n partic!Jlar to induce therri to .act contrary to their professionai obligations and 
against the national _security interests of their owri nation. · · · · 

. . . ' . . . . 

Characteristics,_ Pervasive and systemic corruption in a state poses a _significant vulnerability to _hostile foreign. 
- influence. An adversary might attempt tci destabilise or weaken ahother country by systematically .promoting 
corrµpt b_ehaviour and criminal networks; ttius making the coµntry harderto govern and decreasing trust·in the 
government. Corruptfon can al_so·furiction as an enabling· factor for other hostile measures: a kleptocratic gov
ernment is more likely to make decisions that undermine the country's national security interests for the personal .. 
gain of a few.p_oliticiaris; for exanip!e· on matters relateq to energy security. · · · 

. . . 

·consicleratioris. Corruption is firstand foremost a _domestic problem, which is-ciften merely exploited by foreign_ 
actors. As corruption is fundamentaily intertwined with a lack of transparency and poor governance, it can be -
difficult to trace these types of hostile foreign influence. The fact tha_t the very institutions designed tci counter.· 
these types of hostile foreign influence .:.·including security .forces, the judiciary and elected politicians :..: may 
themselves l:ienefit from the corrupt system or otherwise be· under the influence of criminal _networks, hinders-tne 
effectiye-countering of such thre~ts. $ystemic corruption decreases public trust in de.mocratic i11~titutions in ttie 
lorig run; as it causes frustration with the 'lack of· accountability and transparency, and disillusionment with polit0 

ical processes. A key issue for a government is to·muster'enough political will to fight corruption·in earnest,.and 
tackle this domestic -vulnerability to foreign influence.- Governments ·also need to ctedibly 9isplay this political -
resolve fo the public; _for example by using show cases of high-level punitive action for th_eir information effect,. 

-to_ regain credibility and trust among the popuiation. This _should be accompanied by sincere_ efforts to increase 
transp;:irency anq create ·a robust legal framework. Government shoulq also consider allocating t,ighe.r salaries 
to judges and co~ducting aril~esty program?7es for lciwer-level corrupt business-people. -

. . 

Crirninal networks in the Donbas (21) 

27 Rk::h'ard N:·c·ooper; ''Is· 'Econ6mic Po~er• a u·seful.and OJ)8r'a~i-onal Concept?,;' Weatherhead'Centerfoi1niernatiOn~1AffaJrs, Workirig ·paper S8ri~S no. o·4-o2, 
2004, 7. . .. . . . . . . .. . 

28 
Chen-Yuan Tung, '.Cross-Sirai; Eco_nomlc Rel~tions: China's Leverage and Talwa~•s Vulne_rability," /~sues & Studies 39, no. 3, (Sept~mber 2003): 137-175, •· 

135,7_ 
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CASE STUDY 
SUMMARIES 

This section contains summaries of 30 case studies 

analysed using a standardised framework. Cases were 

selected because they were assessed as featuring 

behaviour which could be considered as having the 

characteristics of hybrid threats. 
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0 
TIME PERIOD: 
Mar.ch 2015 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Coercion through threat or use of force 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Norway, Russian- Federation 

RUSSIAN SNAP EXERCISES IN THE 
HIGH NORTH 

SUMMARY 
On 16 March 2015 the Russian Federation began a combat readiness 
test ('snap exercise') of its Northern Fleet and force elements located 
in its Western Military District. The scale of the exercise was much 
larger than originally announced, and coincided with the Norwegian 
exercise Joint Viking in Finnmark {the northernmost part of Norway) 
and the US exercise Dragoon Ride. Since'both of these exercises were 
announced well ahead of time, it is reasonable to assume that the Rus
sian snap exercise was timed as a defensive move or as a response 
to these exercises. 

There remains considerable debate as to whether the readiness exer
cise violated the Vienna Document, a confidence and security-build
ing measure agreed upon with the OSCE. Norway stated at the time 
that it was monitoring the.situation, and did not submit a complaint 
to the OSCE. However, the consistent use of such snap exercises to 
circumvent requirements for notification runs counter to the spirit of 
the agreement and undermines its provisions. 

Readiness tests are often assessed as being a threat to national se
curity, since they have precluded a number of past conflicts, most no
tably in Ukraine.' In this case it is assessed that the exercises did not 
pose a thr.eat to Norwegian security interests, but rather they were part 
of conventional geopolitics in the High North. While there seems to be 
a discrepancy between Norway and NATO's position on the exercises, 
this ostensible discrepancy is itself part of the conventior:ial ,balance of 
power in the region. 

·•CONTEXT•· 
. ·■ Th~ High· North, The 'High North''. is of significant' geosiiategic • 
•. valueto.(3ussia; ~ome ,o ~he Northern F.leets' sJraiegic'nuclear submarines · 
. and s_uppor'ting baSE:l infrastructure. Beyorid .its immediafe geostiategic 
· importance, the·High· Noriti is rich-in- mineral,: eni:irgy, and marine living .. 

·. _re·sour9es. In any con(lic_t; it w_ou_ld be.e~pectecj_that Flussia wi:>~ld de_f~i:id· · 
this region by_deplciying forc!)s into·northein parts of Norway, the aarents · 

.. Sea, and tlie Norwegian Sea. . . . .. 

:ii.Increase in exercises. Russian snap'exerci.ses;also referred to·. 
··as.readiness exerdses, have increased in:number since 2013; as •. part ·of 

Russia's 'military reform and.· modernisation plans, ·as well as th·e-turri to 
• (and reiniroquction 9(i'power poiitics and gr~ai power compeiiiion. Russia .. 
has.previously·usec;! such ~xercises as a deception ·tool pi:ior to the use o(. 

.. ~!tensive 'militarx operati_cins-'•· . . .. 

.. ■ Coop~ratiort The Vje,'nna D_cicum~6t' is a Qoniidence and ·se~~ri' . 
_- .ty-Buil_ding. Measure (CSBM) agreed upon with _the 0SCE- in ~1990,-whk;h. 

·requires participating states to notify each other ahead of lime about major·· 
military actiyiiies s~cti as e_xercises. Accorcjing to ii strict applicaticiri of-the·. 
\e~t; exercises carried ciui. witl)out prior notific·a\icins to the .troops involved 

.. are·an exc~ption to this rule. . .. . .. . . . .. . 

KEY ACTORS 
Russian Ministry of Defence 
Norwegian Ministry of Defence 
Norwegian Parliamentary Foreign Relations and Defence Committee 
Norwegian Intelligence Service 
Norwegian Joint Headquarters 

KEY POINTS 
■ The case study highlights the importance of strategic context: 
whether one considers the exercises in the context of NATO activities 
and the conflict in Ukraine or just as a bilateral issue has an impact on 
how different audiences understand events. 

■ From Norway's perspective, a high level of military activity, including 
the conduct of such exercises in the High North, was considered to 
be routine. Norway treated this series of events as part of accepted 
normality and did not identify the combat readiness tests as an excep
tional or significant threat. 

■ NATO, by contrast, regarded the increase in Russian snap exercis
es as a breach of the spirit of the Vienna Document. This highlights 
the need to consider the differences between NATO narratives and 
national strategic interests, which in turn reinforces the importance 
of messaging which i.s coherent and mutually supportive at the inter
national level. 

■ An effect does not necessarily have to be a change in behaviour, but 
could also be the maintenance of the status quo, i.e. considering a high 
level of military activity to be 'normal'. 

· Bal/ic Fleet ,;pets siniuta~d miss11e·atta~k near l<a/in/~grad on 18 M~rch 201'ti, . 
· ·. IMAGE- Minist;y 'of Defense _of the Russian· Federation: . . · · 
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General Sergey Shoygu Russian Minister of Defence (since 2012) 
Alexey Meshkov Russian Deputy Foreign Minister (2012 - 2017) 
Colonel-General Vladimir Shamanov Commander Russian Airborne 
Troops (2009- 2Q16) 
lne Eriksen Soreide Norwegian Defence Minister (2013 -2017) 
Jens Stoltenberg NATO Secretary Gener.it (since 2014) 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian government · Nonive~ian government NATO.· 
■ New chalienges demand exercises, .particu
larly of R~ssian.strategic formations· in the nort.h. 

■ All nations periodically conduct military exer
cises;·inclu.ding readiness exeicise.s. · 

■ These Russian snap exercises run counter 
to the spirit of the. \fien.na Documenf, and.are·. 
a s_erious C:oncern (exercises are discussed in 
c'ontext with. Russian aggression in Ukr~ine).6 .■ The purpose of this exercise is to test the 

Northern Fleet's readiness and capability ,to 
protecj Russian interests in the Arctic.region. . 

ii This exercis·e, ·although larg'e,' was within the· 
scope of what is considered normal, and thus 
riof cons.idered a threat. . . 

. -- . . 
■ Rus;ia is conce~ned about the• number of 
·NATO.exercises; particularly J.n the north-east
ern region of Europe, which increase tensions 
and destabilise the regiori,' · · 

■ ·Noiway wiil register any deviation from what 
is considered to be normal; althciugh it does not 
seem as though Russia should have. provided 
advance notification for this exercise.' 

. . 

.KEY EVENTS 
9-WMar2Q15 .. 19-20 .Mar 2015 .. 20 M.ar - 1 Apr 2015_ 

. . . .. . . " 

Norwegian exercise Joint Viking,.. RusSiBn MoD announCes start ~f ~nap exercis~s. 
0 

initiallY EuroPean Criurlcil SulTlrTiit; leaders 
align existing sanctions to lm1ie, 
nientation _of Mlnsk:agreements .... i · 

USExercfse·o,agoon Rld.e; 120. 
vehicles_ and 500 personnel, planred since 2013 an~ with s-,ooo liIT]ited to \he North_ern Fleet and other units of t~e West-

troops takes place in western . l,'=,,,,,·· · ·ern MIiitary-District. The cOITlbined Size of-the Russiari · 
· finnmark. . exercises grows)o includ~B0,000 personn81, 12,000· 

pieces of hecivy equipment, 65 warShips and 220 aircraft. ·: 
Exercises expand to·lricludethe Eastern and Southern• 
Military Districts In the east(Sakhalin, Kurlls) and west .-i,_: 
(Kola, Arctic Isles, Xaliningrad, Crinea and Black Sea) .. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC.· 
It is reasonable to assume. that Russia factors the timing of Norwegian 
and NATO exercises'into their plannin.g pro·cess ahead of sn'lP exercises. 
Hence, this exercise in particular can be understood·as a. response to exer
cises Joint Viking aM Dragoon Ride - all of which are part of the continual 
_'diaiogue'· of exerdses·between actors. In_ addition. to the obvious and im
mediate benefiti, of. improving: military capability, this particular'readiness 
exercise might .have had other underlying strategic logics, such as also 
being a domestic show of ·force to boost national pride, ·a part of Russia's 

· strategic deterrence against what it sees as N.ATO aggression, or as a re
minder.to neighbouring states not to stray too far frcim Rwjsian interests .. 
Exercises can also :be part of an effort to n·ormalise military activity at this: . 
scale. Af a time cit discord between Russia arid the Wesi, the: L.11derlying 
core logic cquld arg~ably be ·10 ,demonstrate Russia's d,eterminatiori not to 
_alter their courM under Western pressure. .. . . 

MEASURES . . . .. . . . . . 
. . . 

DIPLOMATIC. Strategic deterrence of NATO;· typical po~er politics. 
(High North). . .. . .. 

. .. .. . . . . .. 

INFORMATION. Frequent updates about exercises after commence
ment; portrayal of exercise as a natural_ response to NATO. behaviour. 

MILITARY. Conducting a snap exercise to test readiness leveis without 
prior notification and expanding the scope of the exercise.:Coriducting ex-· 
ercises for which ihe :,vould-be adv~rsary ·can o·nly be NATO and/or the Us. 

· iNTELLIGENCE; None, but ifis reasonable to a~sume that they wet~ 
~ttentive to NATO nation responses during the exercises. 

LEGAL. Taking advantage of the flexibility and room·tor interpretatio·n in 
the terms of the OSCE's Vienna o·ocui-nent: · · 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS .. -

·. l!I High North as Norway's most imp_orfant strategic area qf respi:ms.ibility.7 
· 

. . . . . 

■ Mainten_ance _of the internationa) rul!J ,of law; institutions, regulations and 
norms·~hat regulate pehaviour (e:g.Vienria DocumentY.: · · 

.■ Predictability and consistency al relations with Russia, a~well as further. 
cooperation·~ith Russia based on common interests.: .. 

. VULNERABILITIES 
■ Asymmetry of Russian-Norwegia~ relations in terms of military capabili
ty, whi<;h. is why Norway aims to.r:nake the High North an ~rea of multilateral 
cooperation. · · · · 

. . . 

l!I Unresolved _bqrder disputes in the f:ligh North, espi:lcially regarding the · 
·delimitation 'at littoral states' Exclusive Economic· Zones (EEZs) and the 
definition of extens.ion of their continental shelves beyond the EEZs. Nor
way and .Russia, however, reached an agreement on a maritime boundary · 
in the Barents Sea in 2010. . . .. . . . .. 

THREATS 
■ This snap exercise can be interpreted as a demonstration of Russia's 
ability to achieve dominantie in the· Kola Peninsula· and environs, particu
larly a.gains! the type of. force concentration demon_strated in exercise 
joint Viking, · · · · 

.. . . . . ... 

■ Exercise~ might .. be perceived as: threat~ning, because Russia has pre-· 
viously used exercises to shape the operational environment for offensive 
operations against neighbouring siates. · 

ii Norway's 9fficial position at the ljme was. that tt,e exerci.ses posed no . 
·. direct threat to Norway.· . . . 

EFFECTS 
Ii Thi~ snap exercise did not force Norwegian authorities to deviate from 
'business as normal.' . . . . 

■ An effect do.es not necessarily have to be a change in behaviour, but also 
the{ mainten.ance of .the staius quo. Russian intent .might simply have been: 
to normalise these kinds of snap exercfses in the High_ North. 

. . . . 

■ Piscrepancy between Norwegian ·re~ctio~s (e~ercises do not pose a 
threatto naticihal security) and NATO reactions (snap exercises as serious 
concern and aj odds with the spirit of the OSCE :vienna Docum_ent), as 

· NATO considers not only bilateral relations but overall regional trends. 
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0 
TIME PERIOD: 
2004 - present 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
GONGOs,-Academic groups People's Republic of China; 

involving 146 countries around the world 

CONFUCIUS INSTITUTES 
SUMMARY 
The Confucius Institutes (Cls) are non-profit educational institutions 
funded by the Chinese government, with the stated purpose of pro
moting Chinese language and culture. They were brought forward as a 
means to tell China's story to the world, but also to demonstrate to the 
domestic population how China is welcomed and respected globally. 
Since the launch of the Confucius Institutes programme in 2004, the 
large-scale initiative has been described as a Chinese 'soft power' suc
cess. The Confucius Institutes have secured a number of partnerships 
with universities in 146 countries around the world, including in NATO 
member states. In 2017, there were 525 Confucius Institutes at colleges 
and universities, as well as 1,113 Confucius classrooms at primary and 
secm1dary schools. 

The Cl initiative resembles other cultural institutes like the United 
Kingdom's British Council or the German Goethe lnstitut in the ways 
it provides language training and promotes culture (e.g. through cook
ing courses or calligraphy classes, and celebrating Chinese holidays).' 
Unlike these other cultural associations, however, the Cls are set up as 

KEY POINTS 
■ Institutions such as the Cl should not be seen as inherently hostile
public diplomacy remains a key component of increasing under
standing and cooperation between nations. Concurrently, attention 
should be paid.to instances where national security interests might 
be affected - such as audiences being exposed to a world view at 
odds with democratic values. The Confucius Institutes should be 
viewed as.acting in accordance with the official Chinese position and 
in line with larger Chinese strategies of soft power. 

■ The domestic goals of the Confucius Institutes are as important as 
the effects desired through the use of public diplomacy"to influence 
foreign audiences. China's government is trying to spin the 'World Wel
comes China' narrative in order to legitimise its rule through the image 
of acceptance and sympathy abroad. 

■ Such organisations must be treated solely as sources for lan
guage and cultural exchange; the lack of academic freedom pre
cludes any claims to wider expertise. A stricter administrative and 
financial division within the host universities should be applied in 
order to ensure academic freedom. Sources of funding, as well as 
underlying political objectives, should be made transparent to the 
public, media and academia. 

. . . ' 

·coNfExt·· 
.. Ii Worldwide. presence: Th~ first Confuc.ius ·1nstit~te. wa; es\ap~ · 

lish·ed in-2004 in Seoul; Scitith Korea,'- although the first pilot-project was·.· 
launched ~arl[er that- year: in ·Tashkent,· Uzbekistan. 3 In . ihe _fc;,llowing 13: · 

: ·.years;the number of Cls globally reached 525 "Confu~ius Institutes ai col-
.. leges and universities, as·well as 1;113 Ccirifucius ciassroorris at·primary 

. . .' _and· secondary ·school~ ·in :146 countries .(2017); 17.3- of ttie lnsti\ute~ 11re·· 
locateif.in.Eorcipe and 110 in_ t6e United States of Ame:nca:': .. . . 

■ _Ca_ll_s for closure: 'sc:it_h the Canadian As~oci_aticin of University . 
. ,:eachers _and )he. Ameriqan Assqciation of" Unhiersity Professors {AALIP)·· 
· .called for the closure of all .Confucius.Institutes, with.the AAUP. stating .in· 

20f3 that the Cls "function as an arm of the .. Chinese-state'' and "advance a: , 
. state agenda in the recruitment arid control-of academic staff, the choice'of · 

. cur~iculum,:,ind in· the restri~tion of debate,'.'5. In a .1 B!~i:>age report analysing _· . 
·; 

KEY ACTORS 
Confucius Institute Headquarters (Hanban) a corporate body affiliated 
to the Chinese Ministry of Education 

a structural unit within a host university, and employ a system of double 
directorship. 

However, the motives behind this large-scale initiative and the proce
dures of installation in host countries have attracted criticism, in par
ticular the lack of transparency concerning the university contracts, 
hiring policies and financial aspects. Moreover, reports of self-censor
ship on sensitive political and historical topics (such as Tibet, Taiwan, 
or the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989) by both Chinese teachers 
and local university,professors have raised concerns about intellectual 
freedom. Several scandals in 2014 involving insta.nces of censorship 
cast light on the hard-line approach applied by the previous Director 
General, and the tight control exerted by the Cl's governing body Han
ban and the Chinese Ministry of Education. The controversy resulted 
in the non-renewal of Cl contracts in several universities in the US 
and Europe and greatly contributed to the perception of Cls as an 
instrument of Cllinese influence. 

ti)~ ;._,orl< oi the Cls i~ th\i US, the N~tio:nal As~ociati~n of S~~olais al~o rec~· 
ortimended·an immediate ciosure· oi ·an:Confucius _ lristitutei in 2017.' · . . · 

ii China: and Soft Power. 'Safi Power', as defin~d by American· 
· .political scholar Joseph Nye in the:late198cis,'~occurs.when-one country .. 
· gets other countries-to want-1.ithat -it wanis [ ... ] in contrast-with ihe harci · 
.. or· coiiujiand ·power of orderi_ng 'others· to di> what it wimts.';7 Presjderit · 

Xi Jinping !iaid in 2014 thaf "we should-increase·Ciiina's Soft poWer,.give, 
. a good Chinese •riarrat_ive; and better ·cc,mm_unicate China's in~ssage· to. · 
·the·world." although it i~ undear·wh~ther-they"refer:to Nye'$ c;;oncept of 
soft power or l)ave their own .definition. China's soft .power lqols_in"clude : 

· infrastructure and: aid programmes,- but also· more traditional tools like 
educational Eixchang~s: and ·infernatjorial media outlet~.·as ·well ·as (h·e 

: Col)fucius Institutes.'· · . . . . . . 

Xu Lin former Director General of Hanban, left in 2014 after censorship 
scandal · 

· Ma Jianfei Secretary of the Party Committee of Hanban (Director General 
level; the Director General position has been empty since the censorship 
scandal) 

·· SD '. 
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NARRATI.VES 
_Chinese government 
■ 'The world welcomes China': Confucius Institutes are much welcomed 
across the glc,be. 
■ Host institutions are-the primary initiators in setting up tlie Cls .. 

· .■ The Cl initiative is the biggest international legacy of President Hu's.rule. 

. .. . 

KEY EVENTS 

Critics of the Confucius Institutes . . 
From various Western NGOs, think tanks, government officials and· aca-
demics: · · · · · · 

: ■ Suspicion of Cls, 'better-sale-than-sorry' approach. 
■ Academic in_stitutions can bec_ome· too dependent on Hanban money, 

· which can lead to (self-)censorship on sensitive political issues, ahd tlius 
limii freedom of expression. · · 
.■ By decreasing the outreach of competing _n.matives (e.g. from Taiwan, 
Tibet), the Cls.have the potential to inifuence public _opinion h·ith·e long run: 

. ' . . 

24 Nov. 2004: _ Aug 2011 Jul 2013 Jul 2014 2014 ;_ 2015 - Dec 2017 
. ·o 
First.COnfucius lnSti-= 
tute is Bstabllshed in" 
Seoul, Sooth Korea." 

. 0. 
. The ioial number 
of Cls worldwide 
,reaches 353. 9 

. . . . 0>------. --,_----_---""". 01-:-. . ....,.._ --_-_ ----~-(0>-.,-----~--------1.Q . 
McMaste.rs University, Can- Hanba:n Director General.or- ; · Several universities _Tt,e tot<1,J nµmber of_ 
ada; doe·s not renew Hanbao ders·the remoVai:of an advert · : in EurOp8 afld the US Cls worldwide reaches 
contr8ct after a Falun Gong . for a Taiwanese Foundation at decid8 not to renew · · 525. · 

afflllated·CI teacher calls · EACS conference. ThB. cen- Cl c_oritracts. 
diScrimination on reli9ious• sorshlp scandal.triggers calls 
· _ groi,"J_nds.10 

· for closing of Cls. 

. .. . . .. . . . .... •· .. _. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC -. . 
. . .. . . . . 

. In order to establish· a Confucius Institute, Hariban requires tlie host' insti
tution to establish a partnership Wiih an educational institution in China, 

.. m,aking it appear more <!S a local iriitiative than an. organisation established 
by an outside actor. Qnce the partner institution is approved by Hariban, 

. both organisations appoint a dir'ector of the soon-to0be established Conlu-
- 'ciui;°lnstit~te, thus'abidihg by the·principle of double directorship stipulated 

by Chfi:ia. It is li_kely that the C.hinese sicje initially _viewed the ccioperation 

'MEASURES· 
DIPLO-MATfC:-°rhe work of Cls is intertwined with that of th~ d.iplo
rnatic corps, ~specially the Culiural Affairs Office. Almost-every .event or
ganised by Cls (festivals, concerts, language competitions) is attended by 
representatives from the Chinese Embassy at the Ambassador or"Consul 

- General level. .The establishnient of a ·c1 requires an official application 
from the host institution: when -t_tie host institution is rei~ctant, the iriitiative 
of the establishme·nt is unofficially :expressed by the Chinese side, lobby- · 

- ing for the institution ici ·apply for Cl status. In inore strategic cases, th_e · 
Ministry makes use_ol diplomatic channels to" conv~y the message tliat an · 
application "for establishment coming from a local entity would be highly 
appreciated. 12 

_ · 
. . . . . 

INFORMATION. Te~ching ~rid opporiuniiy riiarketing (~.g. schoiar- . 
ships) Contribute to the Cl's s_uccessful informationar impact. The space 
for China-related discussion is very narrow; as no meaningful exchange on 
Chiii_a's -interior or _iiiiernati6'nal pro~lematic Issues is allow~d. - . 

between the universities and ·the principle of_double.diredorship·.as a 
means of reassuring the partners abroad." Ironically, this policy reiiulted in 
almost instant suspicion from the Western -partners. Drawing ·on the image 

. of uni_versities. as the beacons . of- fre_edom of. ~xpression ai)d_ academic 
'thought, the. partner institutions may risk becoming a point- of entry for 
Ch.inese political ag'encja in the West. . . . . 

FINANCIAL. Cls typically receive a minimu~ of us61cio,ooo in a~nual 
s~pport for programming.13 The Cls are _obliged to report their ~nnuai pro
jects and accounts_tci Hanban for ai:iproval. The Cls are joiriily financed by 
the Chines·e Ministry of Education ·and the· host university. Most of the·c1s 
are ncit self-sustainabl_e: · · · · 

. . . . ·. . . 

iNTELLIGENCE. Speculation over industrial espionag~ have been. 
.inade·,n· the us; and:uriiversities· with :cutting-edge technology were en
couraged t.o · exerci.se caution_ when· cooperating ·with Cl_s.". Hanban has· 

- _ strongly denied this. · · 

. LE'3AL. The degree of integration qi the·confuciu~.lnstitutes·!nto the 
everyday academic work· of the 1,i"niversities is determined by contracts 
signed between the involved institutions. In some-cases, the legal-frame

: work gives the Institutes influence over academic goal-setlin·g, poten.tially 
endangering.academic freedom. · ·· 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS . . . . . . . . . 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Sovereignty of foreign policy and internal mechanisms making the for-
eign pol_icy decisions. · - : . - · -

· ■ Integrity and consistency of internal public opi_nion of external .actors. 
·(countries). · · · · · · · 

■ Integrity arid con_sistency of academfc thinking reiated to rese<!rch on 
China.· · 

VULNERABILiTIE,S 
■ Academic institu_tions often lace severe 'financial constraints. T_hey will 
therefore often· welcome the ·generous funding fronn Han ban· to provide 
educational training they wciuld otherwise not.be able to offer. : 
■ The policy of establishing a Cl within an existing \miversity and injecting 
the funds and the inariagement_into the heist university make the university 
more vulnerable iowards a Chinese political·agenda. · 

THREATS 
■ The boundaries of what Cls should and should not promote in terms · 
·01- Chinese ·culture· abroad are rigorously pre-determined in ope:rational 
guidelines, and are- politically non-neutral. The agenda cif Hariban, ii _not · 
analysed critically, has the potential to influence the host country's public 
_opinion on China's· sensitive politic·a1 issues. -

51 

. . . 

■ The asyriimetry of resources invested bythe·c1s in the popularisation of 
China's official world vie,w decreases the outr~ach of competing narratives 

: (e.g. those ofTaiwan). • . · · . · · .. 
■ Potential self-censorship on the side of the hos( university (e.g._in 2013, 

.Sydney University cancelled a 'lecture by·the Dalai Lama, reportedly to 
avoid damaging its ties with China, including funding for its Cl).14 

· 

'EFFECTS 
Ii General aiin of the ·pop.ularisalion· bi Chinese culture and ·es.pecially Chi
ne·se language has been achieved, as Cl courses reach h0ndreds of thou
sands of people worldwide. 
ii Increased visibility of China in host ·countries. _ . 
■ Minimisation of the cultural impact.of opposing qrganisations by .monop-
olising the narrative on Chinese culture: · 
■- Hanban is lacing massive public relations challenges following suspi
cious attitudes·towards Cls that have dominated both the Western media 

· as well .as academia sirice the 2014 scandals. · · · 
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A TIME PERIOD: w April - May 2007 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Cyber operations 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Estonia, Russian Federation 

2007 CYBER ATTACKS ON ESTONIA 
SUMMARY 
In April and May 2007, Estonia was the target of a coordinated cyber 
attack. Over a three-week period, government and parliamentary 
portals, ministries, news outlets, internet service providers, major 
banks, and small businesses were all targeted, predominantly by a 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS). The cyber attack coincided with 
the Estonian government's decision to relocate the Soviet-era 'Bronze 
Soldier Memorial' in Tallinn, which led to significant civil disturbance in 
both Estonia and Russia. 

Much of the malicious network traffic showed signs of political motiva
tion and Russian-language origin. The Russian government denied any 
involvement, blaming 'patriotic' pro-Russian groups and individuals. 
However, the cyber attacks weie accompa.nied by hostile political rhet
oric by Russian officials, unfriendly economic measures, and a refusal 

KEY POINTS 
■ Ambiguity was a key feature of this cyber attack. As the attacks were 
apparently carried out independently by individuals using their own 
resources, any state sponsor responsible for orchestrating the attack 
was able to disguise themselves and deny involvement. This under
scores the requirement for governments to achieve political consensus 
on attribution in a timely manner based on the available evidence and 
be able to communicate this in a clear and understandable way to the 
general public. 

■ In addition to the physical effect on infrastructure, cyber attacks have a 
significant psychological dimension. In .this case, attackers could have 
inflicted significantly more damage within the cyber domain if desired, 
but it was highly likely that a key objective was to test the responses of 

.·coNTEXT•· 

to cooperate with the Estonian investigation in the aftermath of the at
tacks, which likely encouraged the perpetrators. 

The attacks caused some disruption and economic cost to Estonia. 
Perhaps more importantly, though, they exposed Estonia's vulnerabili
ties, and demonstrated the potential of cyber attacks to cause far more 
lasting damage If intended. However, the incident also demonstrated 
Estonia's capabilities and resilience in countering the cyber attacks. 
Ultimately, the shock caused by the cyber attack led to a significant 
strengthening of cyber defence capabilities, institutions and legislation 
in Estonia, the European Union, and NATO. 

the Estonian government and EU and NATO allies, as well as to damage 
the reputation of the Estonian government in the eyes of Estonia's Rus
sian-speaking population and global public opinion. The cyber attacks 
almost certainly targeted the government's ability to provide effective 
and calming strategic communication to domestic and foreign audi
ences during the crisis. 

■ In this case, as well as in similar cyber attacks on Lithuania (June 
2008), Georgia (July/August 2008), and Kyrgyzstan {January 2009).' cy
ber activity was integrated and synchronised with a wide spectrum of 
other measures, such as economic or diplomatic pressure, with the 
result of increasing strategic effects. 

.. ■ Distribute,d Denial of Servic;e, (DDoS) .. DDoS attac~s are one ... ■ Ttie. Bronze Soldier Memorial. The Bron~e soidier is a ~-cintro,· . 
· .' cit the· most ccimmon·torrns of. cyber attacks. The attacker Will.spread 'rria-· · . versial S.oviet-era war.memodal .builfat ihe site of a number of war graves: · 

iicicius software to iiulnerabie computers, e:g. through infeded emails and·. · For 'many E~tonia~s, the· inemoria!_symbciiises a time of o_ccupat_ion, ·de': 
·_attachmerits, and scicre.atl) ·a network ofinfecteq n:iachines (called abotnet).· portaticin and·grief. The government stat(!!d that'movin~rthe statu_e and the 

:. The ·attacker can. ihen:.command the botrief to bombard a ·certain website · .. iemains. from 'the centre of Tallinn·to :a cementary was .more:.suitable and · · 
. or on line ser:vice with traffic, until- ttie site ciashes under the sheet ioad .of · wo:uld help imcietal _uniiy. · · · · 
'reqtiests;2 DDoS·attacks; by'theirnature;do no! usually C!1USe extensive or:: 
. even hj:ecoverable c!an:iage, but c;an caus:e c_onsidernble disrupii~n. ·. . 

KEY ACTORS 
Ministry of Defence of Estonia 
CERT-EE Estonia's Computer Emergency Response Team 
NATO 

Toomas Hendrik llves President of Estonia (2006 - 2016) 
Urmat Paet Minister of Foreign Affairs of Estonia (2005 - 2014) 
Andrus Ansip Prime Minister of Estonia (2005 - 2014) 
Vladimir Putin President of the Russian Federatiqn (2000 - 2008, 2012- present) 
Sergei Ivanov First Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (2007 - 2008) 
Sergey Lavrov Foreign Minister Russian Federation (since 2004) 
Jaap de Hoop Scheffer NATO Secretary General (2004 - 2009) 

. ,· : ... , ..... · .. :. . .. 
. . . 

·. NARRATIVES . 
. . . 

Estoi;ri;:in QOVernmerit 
· ■ The· Brorize·Soldier· mem.orial is :divisive· due to· different. ·interpre-

. ·: .tations of history; 'its relcication to'a cemetery will help national unity. : 
Ii The ·cyber: 11i'tacks are a blaiarit att11ck:not qnly on Estoni,i'iisciver-. 
·eignty,but!!,lso·ontheentireEUandNATO:' · · .. · · · :- :: 

· ·■ ·The Russian go\temhient is at least indirectly 'respon·sible for these 
·. cyber_atiac~s.'·'·0 · .. ·: • · . ' . ··. : . · . . .. . . . .... · : 

■ Estonia countered the attack very.effectively:· .· . . 
■There is an·urgent need to adapt and.expand national and inte·ma-

: tion~I. iaw to a_ddress new threats s~ct, as cybe'r attacks.: . . 

NATO. 
■ .. Cyber iitiacks are a seri-

. DUS seci.rrity'issue;~ .'. · 

. ■'f',JATO is: p'ioviding techi)i~ ·. 
· c.al assistance abci politi'cal 
. solidarity for Estoni<!,' .. 

. Hybrid Threats. SUMMARIES 

·ntissiangovernmerit · 
ii The Estonian g~vernrnent's decision tc> move.' . 

· the Bronze Soldier memorial 'is ·disrespectful arid · 
. sacrilegious, and. wiil have. serious conse_quericc . 
es for·bi!ateral r~lations.~·10 

· : • · · · ·. .. · .. 

■ Claims that the· Russian government orches- · 
. !rated the c;yberattacks are false:1

_
1 'independent. 

_'patriotic'. Russian groups and· individuals were. 
involved in the ·cybe_r aitacks.: · · 
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KEY· !;VENTS 
10 jan 2007 -,---':-(). 26 - 27 Apr 27 Apr 28 Apr · 4 May · 9 May 19 May · Jan 2008 

' 01--· -----·-10 . . 01--·------· ~01-. -. -·--..... --· -•-101---..;..;.-•-· -. -101-:-·-. ..;--"----· o.:,...,.... 
Government .·Excavaua·n_ works First wave of : C0ordillated fight- se·cond, more sophistlcat- .. AttaCks Peak on Qyber attacks Estonia indicts 

announces plan
to relocate Bronze 
Soldier Meniorial. 

begin around the uncc:iordinated cyber l back effort of MoD to- ed and coordinated wave . Russian ·•victory abruptly and one of the respon-
. Bronze Soldier attacks on high-profile- j gether With CERT-EE of cyber attacks, this time · □8.y.' simultafleously slble hackers. 

i Memorial. Peaceful websites begins ) begins, supported by also targeting banks (esp. cease. · 
i protests soon turn (targeting major political i ·other CERTs a/ound Hansabank and SEB Eestl 
j_ into.violent riots. Websites·and media ( Euroj:)e. Uhisbailk).12 

ouUets). i 

STRATEGIC LOGIC . . . 

The attacks appeared to be sp~ntaneous·and seif-organised, with. 'patri
otic' non-siate actors· claiming involvement. If the. attack ·was indeed .or-· 
chestrated by a state actor, the difficulty of attributing responsibility for

. cyber attacks made. it easy for a state actor to credibiy deny involvement. 
However, the synchronisation of the cybe{ operations with other strategi' 

. cally arnbiguo~s measures, hostile stat_ements by Russian officials, and the . . 

MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC. Pubiic s_tatements by President Putin and other officials 
harshly criticised Estonia's plans to relocate· a Soviet-era war memorial. 
Protesiers besieged Estonia's Embassy in Moscow for a· nu.mber of days .. 

. . . . . . . . . 
.. · 1 N FORMATION. By targeting media and. inany other w~bsites, .the cy

ber atiack aimed to prevent Estonian.citizens.from obtaining· information 
(i.e. news, updatei{from the government, bank balance) [n the way they 
were accustomed. By inte'rrupting, or making less reliable and instant, the 
access to.information, .the attack targeted Estonia's reputation as a digital-
ly-advanced state. ·· · · 

. - . . . . : . . . . 

. MILITARY; The;e w.ere no accompanying military exerci~es, r:rioveinerii 
of forces, or provocative actions. Falling short of th·e thr°eshold for invoking 
Article V was likely a strategic imperative. . 

. - . . . . . . 

ECONOMIC; 1n·creased friction at the Rus~ian-Estonian border'includ-
. ed lengthening-of border checks, the severing of rail links due to unsched

uled 'repairs' and the cancellation of circt.ers from Russian· businesses. The 
·Russian First Deputy Pri.me Minister called on Russians to boycott Estonian 
goods and services in-response to the relocation of the mbnum·ent.13 

. . . . -

Russian .gO\iernment's lack of support for Estonia's efforts to resolve t_he at
tacks indicate·that ihis was very likely a coordinated act of hostility, and thai 
the cyber atta,c;ks - if ·not' directed by the stat~·_ were at the very least not 
disco.uragea. It is reasonable to as·sume that there was a i,trong focus on 

: how Estonia (and its partners) sought to manage a respons·e to the attack . 

FINANCJAL. Targeting banks iind other financial institutions indicated 
th.at attackers were aware .. of the vulnerability ofe-seivices to DDoS dis

. ruption. The web-interfaces for intern.et-based _services of t_he two biggest. 
banks in·Estonia v,ere offline for up-to 90 minu\es, and foreigri·_money 
transfers were temporarily unavailable.14 · · 

iN_TELLIGENCE: It i~ rea;onabl~ to as~u~e _that inielligence gath
ering on vulnerabilities· and specific target identification occurred, as the 
aitatks were disciplined.in nature, arid. effects were.restricted inasmuch 
as they did not c!(use existential br irrevocable damage .. Given-the likely 
involvement of.organised criminal nety.,orks, the identification and clear
ance of jhese. individuals, as well as monitoring and paymen·t would have 

· required reli.able intelligence activity. · · 
. . . . ' 

LEGAL. Ambiguity wa·s a key ~haracteristic of this attack. Although it 
was clearly illegal under national ·and international law, the.aftermath of 
such an attack is .almost impossible to prosecute given ·the difficulty of 
identifying respmsible individ_uals living in Russia - even if such evid.ence 
were. gathered; it would likely be inadmissible because of the way it was 
obtained, and wouid reveal intelligence collection· capabiliiy. · . 

. . ' . . .. - .. · .. -- . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS.· 
·· CRITICAL .FUNCTIONS 
.■ Actual and perceived political stability, good. governance, and security. 
Public confidence in the government, military and sec~rity structures. 

■ Liberal democratic systems ·such as Estonia depend. upon· the free flow 
_of information: · ·· · · 

. . . 

• Estonia was: and is, ori~ of.the world's ;ost digi\aily.corinected socie-· 
tie_s,15 a~d is criticaily dependent on the internet and related.services. 

' . . . 

. Ji It is critical to national security to minimise the vulnerability o·f inforniation· 
systems, and ensure the security ·of national databases and registries." 

■ Estonia's reputatipn as a business-friendly state, where inner- and in
. ter-state movement of-funds is safe and reliable; is an important resource• 
~~~~. .. . . .. 

' . . . . 
. .. . . . . 

■ National unity, minimisation of friction between different societal groups, 
especially regarding th_e significant Ru_ssian-speaking c·ommunity. 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Estonia's highly· developed information infrastructure simultaneously 
made the country vulnerable to _disruption from cyber attacks. 

. . ' . . . 

·• DDoS attacks, the predominant iorm of attack used her~ (although cith-. 
er attack types were employed as well), exploit the ·vulnerability of unpro
tected web.sites and web0 enabled resourc.es to succumb to the d_irectiori 

·· ofmassive.amounts of internettraffic. Automated and reactive measures 
. _could have been put in place to prevent this vulnerability. 

· .■ .Around 330,000 oi Es~onia's 1.3 r,-;illion in.habitants are ethnic Russians," : 
· many more have Russian as their first language. The Russian Federation 

has _a history of manipulatihg this community to strategic.benefit by pro-. 
·mating instabUity. · · · 

53 

THREATS· 
■ E·xploitation ·of identity politics, different understandings of history, a 
largely symbolic act to cause civic.unrest. . . . .. . ' .· . . . 

■ Use of hijacked resources;.and criminal networks with smart.command. 
and control. In-the 2007 cyber attack; a combination of prbfessionaf attack, 
ers ariij entry-level· users ofDDoS and other tools created a smokescreen. . . . . -. . 
■ Disrupted info,-mation flow, which ·threatened to have ·a psychologicaC 
effect. on.citiz~ns and.the. confidence ·of _businesses ar,d investors. 

EFFECTS 
■ ·Although the direct effects· of the cyber attacks were contained, th·e 
incident demonstrated. the ability·of hostile state actors to.inflict asym
metric damage and disruption· without-needing to draw ·on conventional 
and escalatory'forms of force: The-atiack was first arid fciremcist an act of 
communication. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

■ Polls showed that public confidence in the government actually in
creased after the Bronze Soldier riots,18:although trusfof.Russian-speakers. 
in the g_ovemment decreased a_nd social divisions incmased. 

■ Increased resilience, capability and capacity of Estonia (as.well as other 
states and interriati.onal organisations such as NATO): Increased )nterna-
tional coo·peration over cyber'defence. · · · 

■ l_mplementation · of a .national cyber security strategy 2008-2013. 
Establishment of a 'Cyber ·Defense l:.eague' and the NATO Cooperative 
Cyber Defence ·centre of Excellence (both initiatives had been planned 
before the attack, tiut gaine·d _new importance in the aftermath}°." 
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0 TIME PERIOD: 
2001 -2014 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Economic leverage Kyrgyzstan, United States (US), 

Russian Federation 

US TRANSIT CENTER AT MANAS 

SUMMARY 
In 2001, the US established an air base' at Manas International Airport 
in Kyrgy·zstan as an air mobility hub to support Operation Enduring 
Freedom - Afghanistan (OEF-A). This base was of strategic impor
tance to the US and jts allies, with responsibility for the aerial refuelling 
of coalition aircraft, airlift of supplies and equipment, movement of 
coalition personnel and building partnerships with the Kyrgyz popu
lation.' Although the facility was costly, it provided much safer and 
more reliable access to Afghanistan than the routes available through 
Pakistan. 
Kyrgyzstan received significant remuneration for the lease, securing 
USD 318 million in direct investment.' as well as indirect financial and 
non-financial benefits. Russia, however, increasingly pressured Kyr
gyzstan to close to the Transit Center at Manas (TCM), wary of a long
term US military presence in the region. Russian offers of financial and 
economic assistance were intertwined with verbal threats to restrict 
US-Kyrgyz relations, especially concerning economic cooperation. 

KEY POINTS 
■ While the Russian Federation used primarily economic instruments 
as leverage, this was integrated with diplomatic and infonnational 
measures. Identifying and countering any potential threat requires the 
ability to assess adversarial activity across the full spectrum of military 
and non-military means. 
■ Economically vulnerable states should pursue long-term strategies 
that minimise their economic vulnerabilities or be prepared to accept 
risk concerning their national security interests. Earning "easy cash" 
without further positive implications can escalate into further economic 
a.nd political dependence on external powers. 
■ It is likely that public opinion was a significant factor in the political 
decision to close the base. If a country is assessed to be vulnerable to 
outside influence, every effort should be made to identify and under
stand those key target audiences which hold the balance on domestic 
consent for government policy. 

Russia also attempted to shift Kyrgyz public opinion against the US 
facility, in particular through Russian media channels, which focused 
extensively on accidents related to the base and frequently fabricated 
or exaggerated negative aspects of the Transit Center. 
Kyrgyzstan was thus caught in an apparent dilemma between US 
and Russian assistance. For over a decade, the Kyrgyz government 
balanced these opposing pressures with some success. Successive 
Kyrgyz Presidents used the increasing Russian pressure and grow
ing anti-American public opinion in Kyrgyzstan as bargaining, chips in 
their efforts to iricrease US payments. However, mostly as a result of 
rampant corruption prevalent in the national government, Kyrgyzstan 
failed to use this cash injection to .minimise its economic vulnerabili
ties. Despite intense efforts by the US to keep the Transit Center open, 
including a wide range of outreach efforts towards the Kyrgyz popula
tion, a parliamentary vote in 2013 ended the lease with the US govern
ment and the facility was closed in 2014. 

·:.CONTEXT-• 
■ Kyrgyzst~n·. Like all f~rmer Sovi~i territories, Kyrgyzsiariw~ sut:ij~ct: - · . ■ Fi11a_ncial Asp~c,ts~ Itie" Kyrgy~ g~veinm.ent n~g~tiated ~it~ .th~ .. 

. to Soviet po)i_cies of collectivisation; Russiflcatfon,-and-econ.omic integra-··. US to increase·payments f/om the·agreed"/igure of USD 2 '!lilllon.-to.USD: .. 
·tiori with the wider USSR. These-policies lefi a legacy of Russian language·. 17.4 million ln·2006, rising .to USD :ao·million annually froni ·2oos.•·The air, 

. ·arid by' extension; corisumptioh bf Russian-language inass media, as well · .. port also ·colle.cted a fee of -U~D 7,00Q ·f9r every take~9ff and:_landing; and 
·: as close ·political an<;!_ economic links with Ru_ssia. Kyrgyzsti!n :is one pi the . all qt the fuel was pwchased locally. The US provided asfii~ance to Kyra· 

poorest co.imtries 'in the region. The state has been· heavily.dependent" on: · gyzstan, such :as infrast_ructure improveri1ent~ •. economic development, . 
· .. Russia_, .!!!though: Chin_ese ec6no_mic influence has been. growing in rece_ril and cciuhter-terrcirism· initiatives:• Overall; the Transit Center. at Manas· con- . 
·, years_. . . ' . . . . . . . tributed ·about'USDA0 millio~ per year lo-the Kyrgyz eccino"r_n/from"ijs first· . 
·· · · · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · ·year, and employed around.500 Kyrgyz nationals.'·· · · · 
■ The Transit.Center at Manas·. The Tra~sit Cen.terwas l~cated . . . . ' . . . . . 
·at t~e: Man~~- lritern~tibnarAirport; ,a civiliar, inst)!llation ~jtuated ?Okm··. : . ii Coi'rupt,dn sui'i'O~!lding the TCM: MC:,!lt of the us p~~rrient~: 

··north of the.capltal;Bishkek. The U~ base ~liared the airpor:t's·4;200~metre·. were syphoned off by·the· regime, ffowing_to private cornpiinies·with close 
· "ru·nway._On average; 1 ;200 to 3,500 coalition troops passed through Manas · · : . !_inks t_o t_he Kyrgyz government, _and never reached the Kyrgy:z ·population .. 
, every_day, ar,d b"etween 6 and 13.rrijllion· poiJ_nds of cargo p_assed !~rough· . Technically,: these cqntracts did ncit_ violate ~riy .US laws cir procedµres,•·. 
· the)'mse ~very single mont~·-• - · · · · · · bu_! the lac~ of tran~parenqy.in·thes_e financial transactions l)ad a significant . 

· impact :on do111e_stic political dis~ours_e. · · · 

KEY ACTORS 
Russian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 
US Department of Defense 
US Department of State 

Askar Akayev President of Kyrgyzstan (1991 - 2005) 
Kurmanbek Bakiyev President.of Kyrgyzstan (2005 - 2010) 
Almazbek Atambayev President of Kyrgyzstan (2011 - 2017) 
Vladi_mir Putin President of Russian Federation (2000-2008, 2012-presenO, Prime Minister (1999 - 2000, 2008 - 2012) 
Dmitry Medvedev President of Russian Federation (2008 - 2012), Prime M/njster (since 2012) 
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NARRATIVES 
• Kyrgyz govemment Russia,n government u~ government 

·• Kyrgyzstan receive; substantive . ~conom
ic advantages from· allowing the US to use the 

■ The base at Manas is destabiHsing regional ■ The TCM is crucial for th_e US and its.mission 

Manai facilities (since-2001). · 
security. . . in Afghanistan. . 

■ The US needs to pro_vide more economic in: 
centives if it wants to continue using tbe. Manas 
facility (since 2006). 

■ Kyrgyzstan needs to choose between the US 
and Russia: Economic cooperation ·with Russia 
will' far outperform closer cooperation with the 

■ The T:CM has no negative impact on Kyr
gyzstan, · but actually contributes _to regionai 
stability, · 

U& . ■ Kyrgyzstan receives meaningful economic aid 
in exchange· for allowing the use of the Manas ■ _Kyrgyzstan needs Russia pol_itically and eco' 

riomically; therefore Russia's interest's have to: 
■ The US has hidden and hostile intentions with 

be respected (since ·201:1). · 
the facHity. · · facillties: · · · · .. · · · 

■ There iii' no requirement. for US troops to be 
at a civilian airpo'rt just outside·ttie capital (sin¢e 

.. 2011). . 

. .. . ..... 

KEY EVENTS 
. 12 Dec 2001 23 Oct 2003 14 Jul 2006 3. Feb 2009 13 May 2009 3.0. Oct 2011. ·. 3 .!l!n 2014 

~,_rll_a_m_e.,..nt-. ~_.--R-u"-s-s-la~-.s~l'a-~-t-,A-lr.,....._i_U_S_le-a"-s--\e ~1-;-en""e-w_e.,..d..,_-_.]-'W--ti-ife-.-ln--\M~scciw, Kyr- : , Kyrgyzs;~,-· .-· n_. d-'U-s--,· -...__-A-im-•~.-\2?.1-k.,..: A_t_a_.m_---,;...,._-,--.T-C-.M-<' e~~ 
agrees that tli~. L!S Base lri Kyrgyzstan ·· :Annual ·pr'ice raised 1 gyz Presidel"lt.Baklyev sign new a:greemenf, ~'=,,· · · bayev Is eieCted _ j 

can use Manas· opens; · · •.·!'=,,,·. from uso·2 milHon ! · ·announces Intention annual lease is raised President; he'pledg- ! 
International Airport · ·to USO 17.4 mil!lon, . ! io close TCM. Russia :,,',,,_ .· · to USO 60 million, · es to c_lose TCM. ! 
to establish TCM for plus USD 150 million.; ·promises Kyrgyzstan- along wjth pledge when US lease runs ' 
Operation Enduring a_ssistance,._9 : • i,,,, · Us□ 2 billion of credit . ·. of USD 36.6 million · out. in 2014. __ 
. Freed Om. . . : assistance and 05D investment In the 

:·• .·150 milllon of financial· · · a"irport..11 ! · : j 
· ~Sslstance.10

. 

-STRA1"~GIC LOGIC 
.. . '. ' . . . . . 

Russia used.a number of measures to pressure Kyrgyzstan to close·the US 
base at Manas. It employed both carrots and ·sticks - financial and eco- . 

•· nomic assistance· conj_bined with hos\i)e rhetoric~ to fu:rther its interests, . . . ' 

MEASURES 
l;)IPLO.MAT.1~. Kyrgyzstan.annouhced significant decisioris r~garding 
\heTCM preceding or following-visits of Russian officials or puring visits to 

· Russia; Russian ·officials publicly criticised Kyrgyz decisions'that ·contra-
·c1icted. Russ_ian p_cisitio~s. . . . 

. . . . . 

INFORMATION. Russian state' a~d private media a;e .widespread in 
Kyrgyzstan. Tlie'closure of the· TCM .was a popular topic anio'ngst Rus-. 
sian~language media, ·much more so.than i[l the-Kyrgyz meclia." R_ussian 
and Russian-language-media often fabricaied or exaggeraied negative as0 

peels of the US ·Manas facility, emphasising accidents, the nei;jative impact. 
·on the environment, and focused on rumour_s surrounding. fuel dumping, 
·US espionage, :and drug-trafficking from :Afghanistan via Manas.13 -One . 
incident,'in particular,'was widely reported-by Russian media: in 2006, ·a· 

·. local truck driver was iatally shcit at ari entry conirol point by a US service
man, which· caused putrage among the pop_ulation. In 2009, there we're also 

. . . . 

especially concerning economic cooperation. Russia also .aftem.pted to 
influence Kyrgyz public opinion against the US base through Russian-laria 
guage medi_a.: · · · · · · · 

. . . . . .. · ·. . : . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' 

' . . " 

.. reports of possible· Russia~ cyber ~ttac~s against Kyrgyzstan,". but linkage 
to tbe TCM_•is not proven. · 

. ' . . 

MiLI_TARY; in.2003, Russia est~blished its ow~ a!r ba~e {Ki:int) in Kyr
gyzstan, likely as a symbolic counterbalance _tci the US base, . · 

ECONOMIC/FINANCIAL . .'Economic and financial inst;umenis 
were primary eleme~ts of Russian influence. Kyrgyz decisions relating to a 
possible closure of the TCM wen~ preceded or succeeded by announce-· 
ments of Russian assistance·(in 2009, Russia agreed io provide a USD 2 
billion'.credit and financial aid worth usb 1so· m'illion,15 and in 2012 Russia. 
agreed·to write off. Kyrgyzstan's debt of USD 48~ millioij16

), Russia alsq_· 
pressured Kyrgyzstan to join the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), which 
would compensate for the loss· of US financial aid ii'nd further integrate 
Kyrgyzstan into a Russian-·centred .economic spac'e. . . . .. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
·■ Consolidation of ·democracy and the values asspciated with it. 
Ii Peace and security in the country and.the· surrounding region.· 
■ Economic:' sovereignty, economic sustainability and development. 
_ ■ Soveieignty_qfthe information space .. : . . . . 

VULNERABILITIES 
. . ■ Corruption of political elites, which also affected the money flows_ sur-

rounding the TCM. .. . 
■ Regional instability; terrorist activity in the wider region. . 
■ Weqk naiional economy, economic dependence on fl.ussi·a {close links in 
trade, imiestmeint, ownership of assets; and workplaces for Kyrgyz expats). 
■ Pocir journalistic standards; strong presence .of Russian°1anguage mass 
media in Kyrgyzstan, which might decrease the reach of a'iternative- points cl~ . .. · ..... . 
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nlREATS 
■ Risk of democratic .backsliding. . . . . 
ii Clos·ure of ihe Russian market to Kyrgyz companies and individuals; re
duction or halting o(econbmic and financial-assistance from Russia;-fur
th_er dependence on Russia. . · : · . · ... · . · . . · 
!111 Influencing 6fpublic opinion through misinformation (either deliberate or 
due to lack of journ_aiistic s_tandards). . . . . 

EFFECTS 
■ Democratic backsliding: Kyrgyzstan's participation in the War on Terror 
provided internatipna! l_egitimacy, and the international community notjce: 
ably muted huinan rights concerns." .• . . • ·. . .. 
■ Despite extensive outreach efforts· to. the local population· by .the'Missiori 
Support Group at Manas, Kyrgyz p'ublic opinion gradually tilted against the 
TCM over the years (likely resulting from dissatisfaction over corruption, 
negative reporting on the TCM, anil the context of deteriorating US-Rus' 
sian relations). · · · 

• lo p'ressure. from Russia and domestic.public. . 
■ Cooling of US-Kyrgyz relations after the closure of the l'.CM; Kyrgyzstan 

. has since re-approached Russia,- whic~ partly compensated Kyrgyzstan 
. for t_he loss 'cif U_S payments. · · 
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0 . ~!!!~:~:~~:,,,.,,oo,. o, '°" _,,,. THEMATIC AREA: 
Religious groups; Political actors 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), Egypt 

THE SPREAD OF SALAFISM IN EGYPT 
SUMMARY 
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia {KSA) has supported Salafi charities, 
websites and media channels as well as the Salafi Nour Party in Egypt. 
This support has takeri various forms, ranging from ideological g1:1id
ance to material assistance. Money is believed to come mainly from 
members of the Saudi royal family, businesspeople, or religious lead_ers 
via Muslim charities, rather than through official state channels.'·' The 
KSA likely pursues two main goals in promoting a sympathetic religious 
ideology in its neighbouring country - firstly, countering the Muslim 
Brotherhood, which it perceives to be a domestic and regional threat, 
and secondly, influencing Egypt's internal debates and political pro
cesses. This dynamic should be seen in the broader context of Egypt
KSA relations, as well as the interconnectedness of political power 
struggles and religious movements in the region. 

In the years before the revolution iil 2011, the spread of Sala/ism in 
Egyptian society was greatly facilitated by a number ·of Salafi TV 

KEY POINTS 
■ Existing divisions in society are a vulnerability which can be readily 
exploited by malign influence. In the case of Egypt, widespread pover
ty and youth unemployment have provided a key target audience for 
KSA-sponsored Salafi ideologues. Their vulnerability to Salafi jihadism 
also provides a national security threat to Egypt. 

·c.ONTEXT 

channels, reaching people more easily than local mosques and or
ganisations, and the work of Salafi charities, which reached millions 
of poor Egyptians by providing them with essential services such as 
food, healthcare and literacy classes. Although KSA support of these 
media outlets and charities was not originally perceived as a national 
security threat by authorities, the Egyptian government started to take 
measures to control foreign funding from 2008 onwards. 

After the revolution, the previously apolitical Salafi movement devel
oped a political arm, the Nour Party, which was surprisingly success
ful in the country's first democratic elections, coming second after the 
Muslim Brotherhood's party. Accusations of covert funding from the 
KSA have been frequent (although not yet backed by hard evidence), 
and the Nour Party has openly supported or pushed for policies favour
able to the KSA {e.g. handover of two Egyptian Red Sea Islands to the 
KSA; position on Syria). 

■ Tracking money flows presents a significant challenge since dona
tions often come from private individuals, and Egypt suffers from a se
vere lack of transparency and widespread corruption. 

■ Foreign funding is not always perceived as a threat. Foreign funding 
debates in Egypt 1:1sually revolve around western funding, rather than 
funding from the Gulf. 

..• Egypt--KSA relation~: Fo~ much of the latter)ialf ~f tiie:20th cen-· : .• Salaf1sni lil Egypt·. Coritemp'orary Saiafism originated in Egypt i~ 

. -tury, Egypt arid the KSA have had a dose relationship;-this was:mair\ly due·. the.late 19th ·century-as a~· intelle~tual m_oiremen(aiming:.tci rediscover a_· 
· to'_the f!!ct that Egypt relied on_ ttie KSA for securify, pqli)icai.and economi~ • • .· . purer and more· literali.st interpretation of !~lam which adherents belie"'.e. the . · 
·: S:upport, \\lhile)he KSAhave counted ciri EgypfaS: a strong,and:ex·perlericed.. ·early t,,1uslims:practised:• Salaiism ha~ rnany sin:,ilarities. to Siuidi -Arabian· 

mili)aiy for~e to counter what ihey perceive tci be an.expansionist lr::in·. ~The:." . W!ilihabism, .. Salafi_sm in Egypt dr,;iws its supporj mainly _from the poor.'·: 
KSAsupported President Mubarak until he was deposed.in 2011. Bilateral.• · ·s9me,"1?Stimates ·indicate. tha,t _Salafis control 'ar,ound. 4,000 mosques ifl · · .'. 

: . relatioijs)ook ·a:down~urn after tt,e Muslim·Brotlierhoqd: came to pov-ier in . Egypt (3.p per° cent' o{ all mosquiis) and .hav~ civer three mill_ion follciivers· 
.. Egypi.· and the Saudi govern·ment allegedly gave-GEm·eral Sisi ·uso t billion. : (a.2·per cent of Egypt's.popufation).' Salafis ·are. often ·described as an ape" · 
_- to overthrow the Morsi·government.' · · ·. .. . . . · · · ..... · . litical, "quietist"·movement~ ~ urilike the Muslim Brotherhood, which has• 

. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . ... Strong· p:oiitic81 ·a~pira)io'ns - \Vh!ch• may l;>e a )<e}'. reas:o~ Why the_ Egyptian . 
government iolerated Salafism: for .a ·Iong tfme to c'ciunter'the influence of 

· the Muslim Brotherhood.9 .. • .. . . .. 

KEY ACTORS 
Salafi Call. Egypt's largest Salafi society 
Nour Party the 'Party of Light'; political party founded by Salafi Call after the 2011 
revolution 

Hosni Mubarak President of Egypt (1981-2011) 

Mohamed Morsi President of Egypt (2012-2013) 

President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi President of Egypt (since 
2014) Muslim Brotherhood transnational Sunni /slamist organisation 

Egyptian Ministry- of Awqaf in charge of religious endowments, has administrative 
control of Egyptian mosques and regulates religious discourse through state-approved 
imams and sermons 

Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al Saud King of Saudi Arabia (2005-
2015) 

. NARRATIVES : 
. .. . 

--Major Eg·yptian Salafi 
·groups .. • · · 

. ■ Promotion oi ultraa~o~servaii~e 
· ·posiiions, .but renouncement qt,' 
' . violence. . . . 
■ 'Denying receiving financial sup- .. 
port from Gulf's_tates. · · · · 
Iii Call fqr nori7participation in .the 
·2011 protests during . thEf. 'Arab 
_Spring,. . . . . . 

Salafi Nour P1J.rtv : 
■ Frequent support of KSA-frfend• · 
ly policies (even when these con-· 

" Ira.diet Egyptian policies).. . .. 
.' .• More receritly, maintaining that· 

·sisi's -government. is CCii'ducting 
· ·.a.hostile· media campajgn--against.. 

the No·u~ Party. · · · 

· Egyptian gov43m~~.nt 
.. ii Foreign fun.ding of pcilitical par-· · 

. tieil. is illegal and undermines nae : 
.. . tional security. : · .. . . . . 
■-The.KSA is hardly inentioned'in 

• the'9on'texf of- foreign fund!~g; dis- . 
· : cussions usually' revolve . aroi,md · 
. western funding; · · ·.. . . . 
·■ Promotion of -moderate· Islam, 
especially: .the.· \eachings. of>Ai: 

)',zhar University.. " .'.: · · ... · · · 
. ■ Wariness. of. ultraconservative . 

· ·. S_aiafi teachings:. :: · 

.. 56 .. 
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K~Agovernment. 
!I Support·for the· coup thai. re"· · 
moved Mohamed: . Morsi . frorri . 

: power; antipathy'towards•·Muslirn 
Brotherhood . .' . . 

· ■ o·enial of government funding for' . 
Egyptian _Salafis. · · · · · .. 
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KEY EVENTS 
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2013 

0 
MLiSllm . Government j Egyptian. Mubarak steps ~ Salafi Nour P~rlia!Tlent"aiy ·i The MB's Moisi The Nollr Party 

elections, M~'s ~ 
: ·ParliaITlentary elec-

Brotherhood · , l Qrants· _licenses l 
(MB) wins 20 ; to air to Salafi ; 
per cent In [ .1V channels, j 

. Uprfsing • down. Ma_ny new . [ Party is officially is deposed in unsuccess-
! fully tries to 

1 .tjons, Naur Party wins 
begins; 'Salafi media companies ( licensed. 

parliamentary . ! likely to.counter: 
erections." -1 MB'influence,

10 1 

l I 

Call' society . and satellite 
discourages i~~ channelS (mcl_ny 
followers from . of rnem Salafi) are ( 
taking part ii, . l follnded in the ~ 

protests. ·( following months. ; 
·1· j 

. . . . . . . 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
The KSA's likely aim of promoting Salafi ideolci'gy in Egypt and other cou·n~ 

. trie~ is ."to ·consolidate thei.r political ·and ideological. influence .by 'estab-· 
lishing a network of supporters capable of defending the 'kingdon'i's stra-. 
tegic a.nd ·econo·mic interests:''11 Another. motivating !_actor tor' promoting 
Salafism miglit also be the KSA government's fear of the growing strength 
of the Muslim Brotherhood; which ii perceives as both a domestic and re
gipnal .threat ai,d which is supported 'by Qatar; 'as well as regional rivalry 
_with Iran. Egypt's Salafis have taken ·up many of the tactics of the.Muslim 

MEASURES· 
. . . .. . ' 

lNFORMATioriL Egyptian Salafi groups benefit from a c~mbination 
. cit educationai, scholarly, and ideological SL!pport from· the KSA. A. large 
amount of free Wahhabi literature is distributed in n:,osques and other pub
lic institut'ions.12

. Adnan al Khtiry, a well,known KSA cleric, gave a.speech 
in Egypt'in 2011° in which ·he urged Egyptian voters. to ·supportthe Nour 

. Party and other lslamist candidates.13 Satellite channels have becoine·very 
popular and effedive·in.spreading Salafisin, featuring prominent preach.ers. 
that often reach a celebrity-like status.:Many of these Salafi~themed tv·· 
channels arii' believed to receive private funding from Guli states,' cir are·· 
~wned by Saudi !nvest~xs.14

•
15 

party wins 47.2 per l a coup led by· 
.. cent, Nour Party• : General Sisi; 

Wins 24.3 Per cent: i the No,urParty 
B.oth enter- Into an ~ supports the 
uneasy 'inarrlage l. coup. 
of cdnvenience'. l 

[ preserve l_slamic 
references in 

: the Egyptian 

' corlstitutlon .. . 

: only 11 seats and 
.L accuses goverhment 
j ot·a~r~sting Its rnElm- . 

.] bers and conducting· 
_;. 3_hostlle media . 

ca~paign 

. . . . . . 

: Br~therho~d to spreacftheir ideology, 'by building public tr~sl'alid support 
' thrciugh providing basic services sui:h :as focid and' education to the poor . 
'Th·e rural poor have been 'the main constituency of the Salafi Nour Party, 
which· promotes·many'KSA-frle.ndly policies. Mciney rarely flows· via·official 

· : government channels, but mostly ·comes· from· Salaff .charities and 'private · 
individuals residing in the i<SA, usuany in the form of "zakat" {alrris to the 
poor, one of the 'five pillars of !'slam). . . . 

MiLITARY/INTELLIGENCE. Some Salafi Jihadist groups 
re-emerging in the ·Sinai Penfnsular since 2011 have .tieen ·ac·cused of re" 
ceiving financial support from thEl KSA's intelligence seryfce and certain 
Wahhabi charities." 

.ECONC>MIC/FINANCIAL~ 'Salafi Cail', the Naur Party's pa,rent or
ganisation, is.believed to be tlie biggest Egyptian recipient·of funds from 

-the KsA; and it is.estimated·tliat:30 per cent of these funds were/are trans
ferr,ed to t~e Nour_Party to win political votes."·" 1/\/hile·direci financial tie~ 
have not been proven, there are many recorded instances of unusually high 

· spending by tfie Nour Party (in ·particular during election campaigns) which 
have given rise to that suspicion. Many Egyptian Salafi NGOs and charities, 
which. provide essential social. services and education to the population, 
ieceive funding from Gulf countries, especially the KSA.' . · · 

. ' . . . . . . . . . . 

NATIO.NAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Political self-determination, independent political processes free fr.om 
foreign interference~ . ' .. : . .. ' :·. . 
li.Dom·estic secu~ty, especially since one of President Sisi's main sources 
of legitimacy fies.on.his pledge to eradicate terrorism. · . ·.. ·. . · 
■ Economic development and stability; which President Sfsi is ·attempting 

. io achieve through some· reforms. : . . . . . ' ' ' ' 
. ■ Economic fnd.ependence and energy .security. 
■ ·cohesion and unlly between different so:cietal groups. 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ High unemployment rate and lack of opportunities, especially for young 
people. Over a quarter of Egyptians live ·under USD 2 per day." Poverty and 

. unemployment are fertile ground for religiou·s extremism. . · 
■ Crippled economy.since.the Arab Spring,.which :makes l:gypt niore vul- .. 
·rierable to outside influence, and.KSA offers of support beccitne 'more.at-
tractive. ' ' : ' . . : . . ' . . 

■ Shortage of foreign exchange {riot least .. due to loss of tourism Jncome 
. due to instability). . . . . · ·., . 

.■ High levels of corr'uption and a lack of political.will to fightlt {many Egyp-
tians believe that Salafi political parties woi.i!d be less corrupt). ·· 
■ Rapid population ·gr.owth {but decrease. of resources and arable land). 

THREATS 
·■ Growth of Salafi and other militant•jihadi groups {terrorist attacks have· 
steadiiy grown in numbers and have become ·more sophisticated). . . 
■ Regional instabilfty, especially in neighbouring Libya and Sudan. Arms 
smuggling across. the Libyan border. · 
■ Growing sectarianism: extremist Salafi ideology contributes to growing 
·divisions in societY:and ·encourages anti-Shia and anti-Copiic sentiments. 
·■ Foreign spcinimring of a political.party is a threat to any.country's inde-
pendent decision~making process. · 
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■ Over-relianqe on Gulf inoney'. Easy cash allows the governnierit to put off 
higlily necessary but painful reforms. Economic dependency.has also been . 
used as leverage by the 'KSA on ii'everal recent occasions (e.g. territorial 
bargaining in 2017: planned handover ·of.two Egyptian ·Red Sea Islands to 

.the KSA in ~xchange for.aid and investment):20 

EFFECTS . 
■ Growfng_ popuiarity of Salafism .in .Egypt, presumably achieved in part . 
thanks to the work of Salafi charities, and the wide 'reach oi Salafi TV chanc· 
nels ahd websites. · · • · . 
■ Development of political Salafism after the 2011 revolution. The astound
ing success of the newly formed :Nour Party in the first free elections is 
likely due to hidden sources of funding which allowed it to compete in al-

. most every .district with. significant _resources. The."Nour P~rty's declining · 
influence since then can be attributed to internal fighting ·and splits within 

. in the p~riy, and Pres(dent Sisi's efforis to keep the party at arm's len:gth. 
■ Gradual and visible increase in religious conservatism Ol(er the last 
twenty years in• Egypt, as well as increased sectarian violence. 21 

. 

■ Growing awareness of the Egyptian gciverninent of the threat posed 'by 
Salafi extremism. Counter-efforts indude the promotion of inore moderaie 
alternatives, closure of some Salafj TV cliannels, investigations of NGOs 
<;>ver foreign funding, ·and reinov_al· of certain Salafi books from Egyptian 
-mosques. 
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e TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
June - July 2015 Media Sweden, Russian Federation 

DISINFORMATION IN SWEDEN 

SUMMARY 
In June 2015, a Swedish government proposition for a new National 
Defence Policy triggered a nation-wide debate about rebuilding Swe
den's 'total defence' capacity and the remilitarisation of the strategical
ly important island of Gotland. During this domestic debate, a report by 
a US think tank, the Center for European Policy Analysis (CEPA}, also 
stimulated pro-NATO discourse, claiming that Sweden was not able to 
defend itself against a qualified opponent without NATO support. 
Joining the debate, Sputnik published the English-language news ar
ticle "Sweden Getting Ready to Fire Missiles at Russian Troops from 
Gotland Island", suggesting that Sweden intended to attack Russia. 

KEY POINTS 
■ The laundering of information describes the technique of taking 
original source material and 'laundering' it through intermediaries to 
obscure their.origins. Typical methods include the deliberate mistrans
lation of key statements and the temoval of context. Misquoting is com- · 
monplace in news media, but in this case, it is almost certain that the 
distortion of the source was not a product of an editorial process, but a 
deliberate attempt to deceive and part of a systematic effort to ftlrther 
polarise Swedish debates on national security. 

■ Through framing and,agenda setting, single incidents of disinforma
tion can be used to influence a country's public debate about national 
security and should be understood within the longer-term development 
of strategic narratives. 

■ In this case, officials repeated many lines that - in the context of 
systematic disinformation activities -were open to exploitation by hos
tile actors. Minor changes to original quotes are enough to alter their 
meaning significantly. This underlines the need for training across gov
ernment to improve awareness of information-based threats and devel
op media presentation skills at the lowest levels of national authorities. 

CONTEXT 

The report used statements from the County Governor of Gotland 
and a well-known military ,commentator, but removed context, and 
mistranslated and distorted their remarks. Sputnik did not quote the 
original source but instead referred to third-party sources in different 
languages. Although Sputnik's low readership figures suggest that this 
article had no wider effect in itself, the incident provides an excellent 
example of the systematic means by which Swedish domestic media 
debates are used as part of wider influence strategies by pro-Russian 
actors. 

IUR.!IUI . • o,~,: •UI. .UOCI . loU.ranmA • ~Mftt: .. 
-~.~, ~·~~·.;. --~. r-, .e· ,. .. ·•·- ~-

■·(fotlarid~ The_i.sland 'of Gollarid OCC\Jpies a str~tegicaliy il"(lportant lo,. 
.cation a[cing ~ttipping.labes from St: ~etersburg; Helsinki; Tall)nn, '.Riga a:nd · 
·stockholm io Copenhageri'and the:North Sea.' In j_une 20f5, the Swedish· 

· · government a'nhouriced·that a pe'rmahent battle group Would be based ai 
(3otlarid be~ir)~iri'g in goJS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . 

. ·.■ .Sweden and "NJ>.TO. Alth'o~gh:sweden is ~ot a NATO member, jt': 
:. actively.i:ooperates•iri_peace im:d sec;urjiy-operations and exer~ses:wi.th 

... NATO. and NATO n·ations. Discussions about formal membership regularly· 
. "resurfaqe and·are·hea'vily polarised in·public debaie. ·ln·2014;-public sup-> 

· · .. i:16rtftjr member~hip in~reaseg to aJmcist 50 per cent,1.,likely in re:sponse _fo· · 
· . Russian agp_ression·in-Ukraine. · · · · · · 

-~ Pro-Kremlin. media: Sp~i~ik is a media cirganisaiio~ establi~heci . 
. · )!I Sw~~i'sh, ~efence' policy :2P16-:'2P20,. Th~ gpve;nmenfs: . i_ri 2014 tiy the l'!usSi<!n goverr.,"rnent'coiltrolleg riewsagency'Rossiy,;l Se-. 

'proposition 2_014/15:1_9 on defence measures was approved by the·s_wed-··. ·godnya and operates in over 30 languages. lt·is widely considered to be:. 
· · ish.parliarlient\o/ith :a majority of 75 per cent-i:in 16 J°une 2015. The proposal' a ·major soiirce of.systematic disiriformation.2 Th·e.SWedisli langu·age site . 
.. ·outlined .a serj~s ·ot· m.easures aimed_ to stre~gjhen Sweden'.l! defen:ce. :,_ · · .' . was laµnchecj_ i~ .April 2_015 a,~cj 'clos~d. in March-20~_6, ·stor_i_es are often 
. alongside p·olitical; diplomatic, and economic tools· under the. rubric ."total" · re-writes ·o( existing material from rj,_ajor burea·us and other .national news·. 
· 'cfefiince''-.·againsta pe'rceived threat-from.Hllssiaiit Includes an increase·: · ·.outlets, with alt'erna\ive_narrativesdrawn from rig_ht-wing sources.3

.' · 

.. i~'deferice expe~dit_ur,:i ~f 10.2 bi_liion·SE!( (around usp· 1:3 billkl[l), 

KEY ACTORS 
Swedish Ministry of Defence 

Sputnik News 

Center for European Policy Analysis (CEPA} a 
non-profit think tank dedicated to 'the study of Central 
and Eastern Europe; partly funded by NATO 

Peter Hultqvist Swedish Minister for Defence (2014 - present) 

County Governor of Got/and (2010 - present) 

Peter Mattsson Lecturer at the Swedish Defence University; one of the foremost commen
tators for the Swedish press on Russian military 

Viktor Tatarintsev Russian Ambassador to Sweden (2014 -present) 
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. NARRATIVES 
CEPA· Swedish government 

■ Russia is ii"poteritial threat to Sweden, but 
should ~ot be exaggerated. .. 

ii US involvement is vital fo; regional security in· 
the Baltic Sea. . . . . . . 

Russiari government 
Iii Th~re is an.irrational fear of Russia.in 
Sweden; key comm(!nic.ators in Swede.ii are 
aggressive and warmoni;iering. · · .. 

II NATO r,;embership i~ a multifaceted issue.· 

■ Swedish deience of. Galland. is imporiant for" 

ii Russian military activity in the Baltic Sea is.a 
security threai. . . . • ·Th.e Lis is demonisirig Ru~sia:to encourag·e . 

Swedish· NATO membership. · · 
. regional security in. the Balt.i.c Sea. . . ■ Allied defence of. Gotland is vital.for regional . . . . .. 

Ill Sweden',;; .increas~d d~fencii" ;pending is 
de~tabilising the Baltic Sea. 

security in the B'31tic sea. . 

. . . . 

.KEY EVENTS 
16 Jun 2015 24 Jun 2015 2~ Jt.in 2015. 30 .Jµn 2015 15 Jul 2015 · 16 Jul 2015 . , .17 i)u.I.2015 · 
~ · ' .. d . . O . Qr---"-..__-"----(Or---'------;----<O,_·---'-'---'--"-~~: 
Swedish Parliament 
. approves to.tal . 

defence measures 
pollcY: .. 

. CEPA p·ublishes . Governor of Gotland Is. Governor of Gotland . Sve;ige Radio quotes. . "Sputnik (in French):. • Governor of 
. iepor) on Baille. ( quoted in ·Expressei,: . ·sp.eaks o~ a panel Governor of Gotland "Swedish Official: The [ · Goiland issues · 

J':~i~{½~~: i ~~§~t: •.!,:.·•.1g*~t!} j 'EE~~~~~• ... _·_1,,,,,,,:,,···.•.·:.ls~.Rpw::elae~a:did:e:Y~n~ot:~;~;:1ni):e.,:n:g~.!,;:,,. :hc~~~~f~:~~~t~f. 
~ Gotlc!nd. This report ~ invasio~." · ~'!"'GeoiJtelann]df.r.~ryi .by Rus_~ia_ durin~ a possiDle' 

-~ :sti"mulate:s Public · Invasion of the Salties.", 

·,_:_: debate ih Sweden .. _!',. . Summary.of article. appears. Missiles at Russian .. !'',, .... 

· j · · · · In Russian ·new$ agency . Troops frorri 
·/ j . . : Reghum. · ~oll,ind Island." 

.STRATEGIC LOGIC .· .. . . ' . 

·Th~ te·chnique used iri this case.study of di~ii,for;,;ation ;°s the·ta,underihg 
of information. This describes·a process similar to money laundering -the 
process oi .legitimising dirty money by · obscuring its illegal origins -:·. 
adapted to ·ttie information environri'le:nt,· In this case, ·.the' process is 
reversed, by "taking ·information and laundering it through intermediaries 
to· deliberately distort the originai meaning, These intermediaries cite 

. authentic sources but 90 so with lj'iirior ·c~anges to the text ana py 

. . .. . 

MEASURES 
. .·. .. . . . .. . ' . 

DIPLOMATIC; Russlari politician~ and diplomats frequently intervene· 
in Swedish domestic affairs ·regarding. NATO ahd Baltic Sea security. 4 

The Russian President.and Foreign Miriister have ope.nly warned Sweden 
agair,"st NATO menjbership.5" · · ·. . · · · · · · · · . · 

. . . 

INFORMATIO.N. Sputnik is one·example of how disinformation is used · 
. ·wit.h the ain:i.of undermining Swedls.h society and -.yeakening conficlence in_· 
.. public and privat.e sect.or instituti_ons. 6 · 

. . 

(emoving the:original context and·;,,eaning. Sputnik then refers io these 
· intermediaries as·its sources.for the falsified quote. The result is a "dirty" 
quote that ha,;; .been ."laundered" ·via intermediaries to appear legitimate •. 

.Fake news·and.clisinforniatici~ sources may also be legitimised thrciu·gh · 
this process and the Sputnik .article should be seen :as part of a; broad 
range of dfsinformation techniques. . . 

MILITARY. R·ussia has a l~ng hisiory of violating S~edish ~l;space and : 
·waters.This has contributed to an increased sense of.threat to nationai'se
curity that places putiiic· concerns about Russia at only.a marginally iower 
level than the threat from internatipnal terrorism.7 · .·. . 

. NATIONAL SECURITY.INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
.• p·ublic debates surrounding political decision-making ori defence. niat
ters. In this case, th·e debates concern the level of threat from Russia, Swee 
den's relationship· with. NATO, th.e level. of funging of the Swedish military, 

. and·the·rela\ionship:between Gotland and ttie Swedish ·mainland. · 

■· Effective Swedish defence, outlined the government's proposition• 
. 2014/15:19, which ~mphasises the concept of "to\ai defence" to stress 
the necessity of collaboration between military and cfvilian defence,. 
.with a particular focus .on th.e roles cit government agenci~s and· local• 
·government. · 

. . . 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Open· and democraiic debate can also turn into a weakness when ac-·· 
tors deliberately· seek to leverage. pre-exisiing ideological divisio.~s (e.g. 
sentiments regarding immigration or NATO) to suit other ends. Polarised. 
domestic de.bates are ·fertile ground fortoreign influence. . . 

. . - . 
■ The territorial vulnerability of Gotiand arid the debate about reniilitarising. 
the island is ex.plaited in the Sputnik article discussed.here. . . 
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THREATS . . . 
■ · Hostile influen·ce on : domestic . political debates· by. spreading 
disinformaiion .{here: through misiraf"!Sl!ltion arid removing·.staiements 

. from the.ir original context) by news sources like. Sputnik:This.is. especially 
· cori,:;erning ·when debaies surround i.ssues·ot n·atioi,al se~uri.ty .. 

. . . . ' 

ii ·skewing, of debates .also threat~ns ;o lead io ~t~onger•~ocia1 divisions 
regarding pplarised:topics. . . . . . . . . . . . 

EFFECTS 
■ Increased government and public awareness of .ihe threat posed to 
national security by Russian inforniation warfare ... Many initiatives related 
to countering disinforiTiation and fake· news,·bursting filter bubbles; and 
source criticism have beeri launched .in Sweden or have ·b:een supported 
by Swedisb actors: · · · 

■ This speciiic Sputnik ~rti~le discussed here does not seem· to have 
· had any effect in l~fluencirig debates or d.ecisions (except for potentially 
reinforcing certain minority opinions). CEPA's report was far more effec
tive •iri setting th·e agenda for Swedish discussions· on NATO membership 
by. increasing public awareness .. Sputni~ lifted a narrative thaf may fit 
with conspiracy theories about Swedish. aggression against Russia and 
re-militarisation. .. . . .. . 
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0 TIME PERIOD: 
2008-2014 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Lawfare Israel, Palestine 

HAMAS' USE OF HUMA·N 
SH'IELDS IN GAZA 

SUMMARY 
Ham as, an lslamistmilitant group and the de facto governing authority 
of the Gaza Strip, has been using 'human shields' both defensively 
and offensively in conflicts with Israel since 2007. According to the 
Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC), the war crime of using 
human shields encompasses "utilizing the presence of a civilian or 
other protected person to render certain points, areas, or military 
forces immune from military operations."' Hamas has launched 
rockets, positioned military0 related infrastructure-hubs and routes, 
and engaged the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) from, or in proximity to, 
residential and commercial areas. 

The strategic logic of human shields is based on an awareness of 
Israel's desire to minimise .collateral damage, and of Western public 
opinion's sensitivity towards civilian casualties. If the IDF uses· lethal 
force and causes an increase in civilian casualties, )-lamas can utilise 
that as a legal instrument, accusing Israel of committing war crimes, 
which could result in the imposition of a wide array of sanctions. 
Alternatively, if the IDF limits its use of military force in Gaza to avoid 
collateral damage, Hamas will be less vulnerable to Israeli attacks. 
Moreover, despite the Israeli public's high level of support for the 
Israeli political and military leadership during operations, civilian 
casualties are one of the friction.points between Israeli left-wing and 
right-wing supporters. 

Israel's efforts to avoid civilian casualties have been multifaceted: the 
IDF imposed restrictions on the use of force in the vicinity of civilians 
and focussed on precision airpower to reduce the risk of collateral 
damage. Moreover, the IDF has taken to warning residents to evacuate 
prior to an impending air strike (by dropping leaflets, phoning residents, 
or firing missiles without explosive warheads onto the roof), although in 
doing so they lose the element of surprise, and Hamas frequently used 
the warning to encourage civilians to gather at the targeted site. As part 
of a wide range of legal safeguards within the IDF's operational chain of 
command, the IDF's international law unit (the "Dabla") has to approve 
each target to ensure compliance with international law.' Moreover, the 
IDF has taken pains to explain their targeted strikes to both internal 
and external audiences, in particular v'ia social media.3 Nevertheless, 
Israel has not managed to dominate the narrative, with many interna
tional organisations and foreign .governments accusing Israel of using 
disproportionate force . 

KEY POINTS 
■ The use of human shields can be considered an example of 'lawfare' -
i.e. the use of the legal system against an enemy by damaging or dele
gitimising them, tying up their time or winning a public relations victory.' 

■ Even if a targeted strike may be justifiable from a legal perspective, 
first impressions frame the narrative. Public· opinion tends to be influ
enced more by images depicting the suffering of innocent civilians than 
by well-thought-out legal arguments. 

■ National governments should be able to justify their position pub
licly and reveal their adversary's use of civilians in combat. This can 
only be accomplished by thoroughly documenting incidents, preparing 
supportive messages, and working· across multiple channels to convey 
those messages. 

■ Priority should be given to information activities aimed at the very 
civilians who are used as human shields, in order to undermine the 
adversary and convince civilians to actively or passively refuse to serve 
as human shields. Such activities need to be coherent and consistent 
and coordinated. 

. CONTE:X:T·· 
-Ii Use cif· human shields. Hamas is ·not-the ohly,militant.~rganis·a-· · · .. was· d·ecJared.'unlawful by thel~raeli Supreme. Court,'.and several-officers 
tio~·.using human s~ields .::.it was in fact i~spired_.by Heztiollah's strate-. ·.- ·were oourt0martia1Jed- for applying·~he 'tec~nique.6 Typicaruses of humari : 

· ·gy in L:ebanon·.•·other·palestinian ·orgariisations·such·as the Islamic Jihad stiields:include. launching attacks.from'c;lensely populated ciVili,m areas,. 
·_ Movement in Palestine_, the Popular Resistance Committees (PRC);o'rthe . ,locating military. infrastructures fn-cii/ilian areas, or·proiecting terrorists'· 
-Humaniiarian Relief Foundation.(IHH) have·also resorted to'human·shields.. . ho~ses·ancf~ilitary_faoiliti~s. - · ·_' : . . . : ... - .· · _· .. .' _ - :·. . - :· . 
. Even the· IDF _have used human s_hields In the· pasi;' however t_his practice: 

KEY ACTORS 
Hamas Palestinian fundamentalist Sunni organisation that has been desig
nated by the US, the EU and other countries as a terrorist group 
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) 
Israel Security Agency (Shabak / Shin ijet) monitors terrorist activity in 
the Gaza Strip and the West Bank 
Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

.. 60 

Ismail Haniyeh former Prime Minister of the Palestinian National Authority, 
current head of Hames Political Bureau in Gaza, has frequently encouraged 
Palestinians to act as human shields (e.g. to climb to the roofs of houses 
targeted by the /OF) 
Khaled Masha! head of Hames Political Bureau (1996 -2017) 
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•.NARRATIVES 
. . 

Hamas.· · 
. ■ l_srael commits war-crimes and i_s indiscriminately killing_°F'alesthiian ci~ 
· vilians: · . . . · · · · · . • · · · • · · . · · 
: •. The Palestinian people sup:port I-lamas 1in6onditionally, :even 'iOtiat. 
means risking their lives.' . . . . . . . . . 

■ ·Ii is the.Palestinian• people's ·reljgious ·arid national duty to s~rve· as hu-. · 
. · man stiields, in cir9edci.serve ·the resistance and suppp~t its cause:• · ·. 
.. ■ Israel's early warning, messages. before 'an airstiike. are· psychcilogical . 
·warfare.•···· .. · · .. · · .. 

·.1sraen government . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 
■ l~rael use·s·military force_i6 protect'its citizens in__iight of .Ha.mas'. aggres~ 

.· ,sion. It only,targets Hamas' military-facilit\es·lJf1d militants.'0 
• •. . . 

ii Civilian casiia(ties are c;aosed by Harn as' use of human shields to protect' 
its ·assets: liirael actively engages i'ri all. possible efforts to· avoid liarming . 

, civilians; in,cluding: alerting• them before· strikes.11 T~e IDF often :cani:el.s 
planned.strikes when 'there is a· risk tci civilians. . , . : . . . ·: . 
:■ The Palestinianpcipulation in the.Gaza·Stnp·is subjected to Hamas'.ter' . 
ror an9 dcies ,:iqt SUPJ)Or_t the rriovem~nfs use of hum~n shield~:" :·. · 

= · .·: ·21.-Dec 2008 - , 15:sep · ; .. Mar·.':· ' : · 14 ,-.21 Nov··· · '· · ·.a.Jul_; 26 Aug. 
. . · . . ?OQ7 . · · t 18 Ja,(209!! 2999 [ -2_012. ! · 2012. i :· 2 .. 0

0
.~4 

______;__,-Q ...... -~+------..-1.0 . 0 · · ' 0 :. Or.-. ---....,.....,..;,----...,....----,4.. >-· ....... -,.....,... .... 

. . H~,;,;. takes full· j' Gaza War [Operation Cast " '.UN'Fact Finding Mission cin.· F: ·Operati?n Returning .. \ :operation Piilar of Defense, Israel-Gaza Coilfllcf(Op- .· 

·· .· · -~;:,~'•·· 1 $i~t~~i •it~t~~~1j 4?aii~J~l~~~~.;• 
1 

:~
1=ri~~; · 

STR-AtE;GIC•LOG·1c: 
. The·dense, heavily populated Gaz.a Strip pro~iiles the id!ial settingror a ter-.· ·. on ·leveraging tliese.ad~al)tages In· combat with~h.e

0

IDF, inspired by:Hezbol~ · 
.ro'rist and paramtlitary.org'anisation. The region co·nsists of-a Variety of pop-·· . lah's si~ategy·io LetJ:arion.14 The_ objective·ofttiis strategy is·to'maximise the· 
ulated area~. both cirganiseci and u~organised, temporary ~nd permanent; . · IDf:'.s.casu(dties while prot$'cting H~mas' forces an!:J. infrastructure·from the·. 
aboveground and.under ttie surface. Th,ose areas,' comprising•qf'cities•and.. · : IDF.'s military ·suprem·acy. This. sjrategy· accepts the possibility of. civilian 
refugee camps (which.are everi more densely populated),' enhance the de-·· . ca_soatties, and:eve_n leverages these fo_dnternaland external p_rop;:iganda, 
fen~er's advant~ge::.Hainas'. defensive anq offensive strategi7~ are. based: . 

. . DIPLOMATI.C. 'Incidents of. clviliari casualties are r~c~rdeci :by Hamas,.: . ECON'OMIC. Ham~s ·uses' the carnage caus~d 'fo'civiliaris and :civili~n 
arid the (frequently manipulated) fooiage disseminated.across a wide.array oi . · infrastructure as ·a justification to raise funds frorii its donor riations·(e.g •. 

· : 111edia .ctiannelli,(esp: s9qial media, satellite TV i:;~anneisi.''. Durjng the figtjt'... . Qatar; Turkey): an·d oth·e~ alli$s.' HarriaS: also· us~s (and pays) (;ivilians· jo 
· jng itself,. Hamas' aims its communications efforts mainly at ·fhe. locai'Pal.es- ·: · .. dig }unnels; which.are a primary source of reven'ue,. commodities,'arms : . 

tinian pcipiilation to.build resilien·ce; post-conflict commu·nications·are.aimed ahd-fighteis for Hamas, ·and conceals their entry points beneath civilian .. 
'primarily:aitheinternationalcci(nr'nunityio.cause'reput~tionaldamagefols- l;luildi_ngs,'". :· · .... ·::. · _· :·.·.: .· .. ·:: .. _·: .·. :·.·-.. : : · .. 
rael and:limi/ its strafegic choices by_ controlling.the narr~tive_-The use of hu-

. maii.shields is·aimed at earning poirits·in ttie globai:arena, by delegltimising:· . LEGAL Hamas aspi~es \o ~xploii Israel's comrriitmenttci normaiive ~nd . 
. ·1srael'S use of force;-creating cbhtinuoLis pressure·throu·gh' international insti--· . ·. explici_!ly defined. international. law,• Using huriiah shield_s· provfdes· H~irias · 
. tuiiops (e.g. UN. and EU) and·fiJGOs,·and ·promoting sarjctions arid prosecution : with ·a win°win scenario: if 'the IDF uses kinetic fori:e-and·the number. of 
by international tribunals. Since the international community does noi recog~ civilian ·cas~alties_'s.urges, }lamas:~an·accuse_the·mi= of:committing .war· 

: nise Ham~s as the polltjcal·represe:ntati\ie of the: Piilestiniah_ people. Its d!Pl.o~ ·c~mes; if.the 1.Df limits·it~ use Of.force to avoid ·collateral damage,-Hanias· 
· _mat\c ·activlti~s are usual_ly carried out by third0pa_rty ~!ates an(l pro-Pale~ini-• · · .. will pe less sus9ep\ible to l~raeli atfac~s. H_amas operates effe9tiv~ niech'. 

an organisations (e.g. preseriting·•proof' of al)eged war crimes) .. · · .. . · · anisms to gather any potentially·incrimlnating information jhat cou)d prove 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. th.at tlie'IDF ccimmitted\var crimes ih.Gaza."Ohce evidence' iS gathered, 

.. MILITARY; Use of p;i~ary miiitary'force from ~ittiin:de11sely popuiated .'. Pal!!Stinian !3Upporters;(usually lawyers} will' file complaints againsf Israel, 
· areas (e.g, liiunchirig of roc~ets and mortar shells}, f~om which Hanias con-: in courts of. Europij;m nations: Hamas skilf,ully manages to prolorj'g .repu:. 
'ducts op·erati6nS while blendi~g· in wit_h pie lcical_popUlation (e.g.· wearinfJ·• tational l_osses tor lsrael'throu'iJh ihe time it ta.kes to have ·caseifheard·and · 

· .. civili)m clotliihg). Hi;inias th~s respcind~ to _tlie IDF's military and techno-·: adjlidic_ated fo.their:advantage. . · · · · · · · 
logical supremacy by creating· an ii'symmetric equation, leyeraging terrain 

.. ·: ad·vantages·and using dviiian populations to protect thei~ military asset~.· 

·. NATIONAL:SECURITY: INTER.ESTS: 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS . .. . 

.. ■ Effei::iiye defence of Israeli terriiory anp the'Jives of its citizens, . 
■ lniematiOnal reputation as a country iha(abides· by international law.· 
■ Gocid relationships with'lsrael's aliies. · . . . 

.' Ill Unity within :Israeli sbc)et.¥ d,4ririg an.ci after mU.ita(Y 9p13ratici!1S, .. 

·. ·VUi..NERABILITiES 
: . . 11!1.Froni a pureiy millta/y perspei:tive;.l~rael's :co.mmitm~nt-binternat!cinal 
. law lirniis its.ability fo. freely-terminate the threats posiod by !:lamas .... 
■ Civilian casualties are orie of the friction points within Israeli society:. al

. th·oug~_ the Israeli publi9 generally supports it~ politicl\1. a_nd military le~(ler-. 
ship:during·operaticins, left-wjng groups wiffusually iiuestion the oub::omes 

.. of the operations. . . . . . 

■ Depe_ndency o_ri.interni;ition~l.s_lippof.l· 11s a cor~erstone Of lsr~~l's foreign . 
'pollc;y. . . . . . . ·. . . 

·THREATS_.,. 
ii Human shie!d.s limi.\ 'ttie IDF's abilijy !b effectively i::cimbat Hamas. wiih · 
their technblogical and military supremacy.:The launcliing·of.attacks from· 

:heavily populated areas also makes critical lsrael(infrastnicture more \tul~.' 
nerable to rockets and mortar shells: . . . ... ·. .' . . . .. ■ Increased divisions within Jsraeli society over ciVi)ian casualties:·. 
■ Increased tension between ·1sraef and·its allies over excessive (orce: 

'EFFECTS.· . .. . . . .. . . . . . · .. . .. . . .· 
■ Over the years, Israel's public image· has suffered tremendously due to rec . 
ports an!:J image~· of c/yiljan casualties .. Mamas. efforts in contr~llifig th$. n!ll'- · 
ratlve have· been su~cessful. ,Almos! every 1.arge-scal.e confJict in· th:e Gaza· 

: Strip resulted in an.international investigation committee, u·sually le.d by: the 
UN, to examin'e ·whether IDF Operations· were lawful. Even Israel's closest· 

· allie~ {e.g. UK, G·erri)any, Friincej have widely criiiciS:eci Israel's actions.'-. . 
■"The IDF put certain limitations oii'the use of force"·and !:Jeveloped more . 

. . accurate ·means to strike individuals a:nd infrastructure. It has ·also taken to 
. war!'l dvilia~s 'residing iri .the proximity that an attai;k: is 'approaching, thus 
allowing civilians tq ·evacuate, but li.miting ilie effect of a surprise a)tacka''. 
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; September- November 2010 0 
TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: 

Economic leverage, 
Territorial violation 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
People"s Republic of China (China); Japan; 
Republic of China (Taiwan); United States (US) 

THE 2010 SENKAKU CRISIS 
SUMMARY 
The Senkaku Islands are a group of five uninhabited islands and three 
islets located in the East China Sea. They are under the administrative 
control of Japan, but are also claimed by China and Taiwan. The Senka
ku Islands are of great economic value due to rich fishing grounds and 
significant oil and gas deposits in the surrounding exclusive economic 
zone (EEZ). The islands ,are also of great geostrategic value, facilitating 
control over the East China Sea. 
In September 2010, a Chinese fishing trawler refused Japanese Coast 
Guard (JCG) requests to leave Senkaku territorial waters. After a stand
off, the trawler rammed two JCG vessels and after a 40 minute chase, 
the JCG boarded the Chinese trawler and arrested the 15 man crew 
and captain. The captain was later tried under Japanese domestic law. 
In response, China drastically curbed its rare earth elements (REE) 
exports to Japan, whose high-tech oriented economy is very depend
ent on Chinese REE imporis. These hostile economic measures were 
accompanied by a number of other escalatory measures, including 

KEY POINTS 
■ This was an example of a small incident which escalated into an in
ternational diplomatic crisis. While it is highly unlikely that the Chinese 
fishing trawler was acting under direct command of Beijing, the incident 
was still readily exploited for strategic gain. 
■ Adversarial measures relied heavily on ambiguity. The two key as
pects included the informal nature of the embargo on REE and the in
volvement of a non-state actor (civilian fishing vessel) as catalyst for 
the conflict. 

·.CONr-Exr· 

rhetorical threats, the encouragement of popular protests across Chi
na, and the arrest of four Japanese nationals in China for allegedly 
photographing military targets. All these measures were implemented 
with various degrees of ambiguity. Short-term, China wanted to force 
Japan to release the detained trawler captain; long-term, China wanted 
to demonstrate its ability to use a potent economic instrument as de
terrent and as coercive measure or for punishment. 
The Japanese government came under strong domestic criticism for 
the way it dealt with the crisis, in particular for releasing the Chinese 
captain after several weeks without indicting him. Citizens took to the 
street to protest both China's behaviour and the "weakness" of the 
Japanese government. Video footage proving the deliberate nature of 
the boat ramming was not released to the wider public, likely out of fear 
of further diplomatic clashes with Beijing.' The footage was eventually 
leaked online and led to increased criticism of the Japanese govern
ment for keeping details of the incident from the public. 

■ In response to such flexible and adaptive StratCom approaches, na
tions should focus on the consistency and coherence of government 
messaging, rather than trying'lo decipher deliberately ambiguous state
ments and actions. 
■ Analysing. the 2010 Senkaku crisis from the perspective of 2017, it 
very much resembles an initial engagement used to test the opponent's 
defences and potential international reaction. The political tensions be
tween China and Japan resurged in 2012 and remain elevated, with the 
islands as one focal point of the confrontation. 

·: • The: r.oie· of the us iri the: dispute. The US~japan Treaty ·~1 . ieach tlie islarids by se'a _hav~ 'sometimes reignited qilaieral tensions; To-· 
· Mu~ual -Cooperatior.° and S_Eicurity. (TMCS) _provid~s a -iegai frame~ork .for: . kyo' commitied to a '"deport~not-deiain'.'. policy. in the monilis prior io the : 

stationing_of U.S military bases in Japan, and commitshotti pa_rtjes to assist• :. Septel]lber2010 crisis; viofaliqn_s by.iU~g_al iishir\~ _incr!3;i~ed c?n.sider~oly,° • •: 
: ·each 6th.er in cas!3·eit)ier.of tfiet'n is attacked· on.Jap~n~se territory. l-lciw-· 
.. ever; the Senkaku Islands are only c6vered:implicitiy in-treaty, and)he US ... Ii Rare ·Eart:h· Elements (REE).· REEs.:a set of· 17 che~icai° e·le".' . 
· _does not tcirmaliy'take sides in the:senkaku d_ispuie. In August; jiJst be.fore. · merits; ilreia criticaLcompcinent iri°the'production of a wide range :at-tech~· 
the •crisis, Japit~ese meaia reported ·u~verified. sources ciaiiiiir,g ·that' ttw : nologiqally advanced c;:ivilian ahq miiitary_proc;lucts. ·si~qe· the· early 2000s, 
.Obarna administration was· unwilling 'to:include the Senkaku Islands ·under: .. production 'has been dominated by China:. in 2009, Japa:n depended on 

· th'e protection of theTMCS, which prompted speculation in:Japan aboutthe ·China.for around 90 per cent of its REE needs. 3 From the mid-200cis, China' 
. strength ·01 us security guararite·~s! . ·.. .. . . . : . . . .. . . b'~gan 'to' impos~ produc~ion ahd export quoias ,on th·e· domeisjic-REE i~-

·. dustry,.citing ·environmental :concerns: 1)1 JUiy 2010; :the amount of planned: 
-•. EEZ violatic>'ns: Japan ·tre~ted past te.rrita'riai Vibi~tions by ill~gal. REE exports for H2 2010 Was slashed by 72° per ceritcompa°red to·the same .. · · 

: fishing:i~iheexcl_usiv~·econo·i'nip.zorie·ofth~islands:afacriminalrr,atter·. period.inlhe_previousye~r.- ... . . .. . . ... .. . . .... 
.. rather·than: a. politiqal.issue .. Occa_sional sti.Jnts b~ ·antiaJapan ae:tiyists to. 

KEY ACTORS 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China 
Baodiao Movement A social movement in China,, Hong Kong and Taiwan 
that defends Chinese sovereignty over the Diaoyu!Senkaku islands 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan 
Japanese Coast Guard (JCG) 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Taiwan 
US Department of State 

NARRATIVES 
·c11inese politicians and state-controlled media 
(unified front)·· · : : · . · .. : ·. : ·: . · 

.. ■ Japan's actions are illegal and unreasonable. · · 
■ The Senkaku Isl.ands are:rightfully Cliina's.- . 
ii China has not imposed.any'REEerribargo. 
■ ~oth par:ties shcilild be ¢arefui n_cii to es9aiate t)iis situati'on;: Japim and· . 

:. ·china n!3ed e~ch othe~ arid sh_ould wo_rk _toget~er'towr:nprom_ise. · · 

· :japanese 'politica·1 e.lite. . .. · 
(divided, c_rjticised each 9t1ler) · 

. ·.■ Rea(firmation ·ot·Jap·an's righfto the·Senkaku Islands; ferveni anti:Chi-

.. nese rhetoric:. · · · · · · · · · 
.■ Underlining the· nece~sity to prevent es·~aiatic;m and find a soluti_on . .'. 
il_Crit(cism o!Naoto Kari's hanaling:ofthe crisis; "nation·a1 h_uiiiiiiation." · 

Wen Jiabao Premier of China (2003 - 2013) 
Naoto Kan Prime Minister of Japan (2010 - 2011) 
Seiji Maehara Foreign Minister of Japan (2010 - 201,1) 
Wu Den-yih Premier of Taiwan (2009 - 2012) 
Barack Obama President of t/Je United States (2009 - 2017) 
Hillary Clinton Secretary of State of the United States (2009- 2013) 
Robert M. Gates Defense Secretary of the United States (2006 - 2011) 

.. , 
· 'Taiwanese government .. . . . . 
.. ii Criticism cit .Japaris. actions· in· tlie ·senkaku/Diaoyu. area; ·calling for 

: de7escaiation and 9alm approach: . .. : . . . .. . 
■ Assertion of.Taiwan's 'Claims fo the _islands as part' of gre.ater Chinese· 

. ierritciry, while ·also distancing Taiwan's. diplomatic position from· ttiat' of · 
china. .. · · · .. · · · · · ·· · · · 

: us government ' . 
■ Proposin£i°U$ afpotent_ial medi<\tor;:biiaferal talks to solvirthe qispute .. 
■. No _public confirmatiori_ of US obligation to defend_ the Senkakus urider • 
TMCS, but reaffirmation: of general·stipport:tor Japan. · .. · · . . .. . 
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KEY EVENTS 
7 Sep 201_0 [ 7-14 Sep , 8-18.Sep 11 Sep . 19 Sep . 20 Sep 21.Sep 24 Sep 
--,-() : •·- o •· o . · o . o>-· ---i-----'--'-. ·--{o . • o o· ·· 

2Oct. 29Nov 
b , . 0--"-

Chinese fishing i · Japanese Anti-Japa-. i China suspends l : China sus- 4 Japanese China unofficially : !,· Japan 
trawler rams .two 1 Ambassador nese protests : talks with Japan : pends mini$- ,nationals are restricts releaSes 

Large protests. : REE shipments 
across Japan \ to Japan are 
againsfthe . ·\:·- fully "restored. · JapanesE! Coast [ is summoned ( · across Chi- l · ori joint ex'plora- I terial an·a pro- arrested lri China :· ' Shipnlents of _ captain 

Guard ves'sels. · l 6 tlnies to 1 rla (Beijing -L tion of gas ilnd \ vinciaHevel for allegedly tres- ~ uiiprocessed REE Zhan 
JCG detains . i meet high- l Shanghai, · i oil resources hi i" contacts with passing military i exports to Jap·an Oixiong. 

cap~~~:~nd . I. leviif~~~;se 1. Hong Kong).• I East China Sea. ! · Japan. · zonep~~1o\~king !.(e.g. ~~i"~i~tes, 

· gov's handling 
: . of crisis ·: 

STRATEGIC.LOGIC 
. China's.behaviour was characterised by a significant degree of escalation 
both" vertically {the severity of.meas·ures) and·horiiontally {the number .and.· 
diversity of measures). . . . .. . . 
China's actions ·wi,re highly ambiguous.· A_sthe captain_ of the civilian fiiihing 
trawler was re"portedly drunk' at the time of the incident; the Japanese were· 
_unable to aitribute_ political responsibility tci China for the incident, flOr prove·. 
th_at the. action· was a result of,, pla_nned hostile political .action conducted_ 

. . . . . . .. ' 

MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC. Frequent summoning of.the. Japanese· Ambassado[ by · 
the Chinese MFA. Sµspension of bi)aterai con.tacts on.i:nini~terial and.pro
_vincjal level .. Tolerance <;>f anti/Japa.nese protests across China. ·· 

' . . .. . 

INFORMATION. Coordinated anti-Japan campaign by Chinese 
state.controlled media. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

MILITARY .. No use of conventional miiitary capabilities, but use of- par
·amiiitary units (vessels belonging to the Fisheries Law Enforcement Com
mand) to· challenge Japanese control over Senkakus. Vessels reached ·con- · 
tiguous_zone, but"did not violate territorial waters. . 

. . 

-ECONOMIC. Restriction of REE export ·quotas (2 m.o~ths bef~re the·· 
crisis, Beijing announced a massive·reduction of REE export quotas for H2· 
2010 by 72 per cent compared to H2_ 2009, which created a fragile situation 
for .Japanese importers). Disruption of. R_EE shipments to Japan from 21 . 

· September' (Chinese customs officials refused to pro·cess new orders and 
·prevented dockers lrorri loading shipments.which Were already processed; 
Chinese _authorities repeatedly denied having i_mpose_d _any additional re-

. and China's 
behaviol.Jr. 

:1. 

by a proxy. The d_etention of foi.ir Japanese individuals _was arranged so ihat 
there was nci ·dkecf evidence of a connection ·with the-detention of the Chi' • 
mise captain. The disruptiqn of REEshipments to Japan )Mas· also highly am'. 
biguous, a_s it was (a) off_icjally denied·by Beijing, {b) a manipulation ofthe work 
pattern of the customs officials, (c) iniroduced in circumstances conducive to 
sup.ply disrupti_on (i.e. post drastic redu_ction of REE export" quota_s) .. 
. . . . . - . . . ' 

' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 

. . . : . . . .. . . .. . . . ·, : 
. . 

strictive m~asures). Variety of thre~ts to Japahese-eccino~ic interests (in
. eluding calls ior boycotts of Japanese products arid for the .disruption of 
Japanese business operations in China thrpugh blockades or even:·vandal-

. ism ofJapanes·e-owned assets).'·suspensiori of several bilateral econ·om
ic initiatives (including joint exploration cif riaiural resou"rces in East China· 
Sea). Transport ofequipment to off.shore platforms_located_in disputed part 

· · of the EEZ in the East China Sea.' · · · · · . . . 

iNTELLIGENCE. Given the ~xlensive 1l~ks bet~e~n the China ital~ se~. 
curity apparatus and various Chinese ·nationalist groups; it is likely that Bei-

. jing played an.instn.irilental role in.supporting and organising anti-Japanese 
protests in Hon_g Kong and.Taiwan", in partii::.ularthe Baodiaci moveirieni.' 

LEGAL. Detention of four Japanese nationals on 20 September fo; al
legedly° trespassing· into a military zone (the dubious nature of the charges 
and the c_oincldence with Japan's .19 September decision to exterid the ar
rest of the Chinese captain indicate that this was· a ccimporierit of Beijing's · 
countermeasures).. . . . 

NATIONAL ·SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 

. ■ Coverage oi Senkaku Islands by the Japa_n-i.JS sec_uriiy treaty (TMCS). 
· .■ Enforcement of effective control around_ the se·nkaku islands, demon-· 

stratin_ii" Tokyo's _de facto ownership. Ensuring desired· geostrategic posi-
tion "of Japan in the East China Sea: · · · · · 

·· ■ Stability pf the high-tech manufacturing sector. 
.■ Maintenance of.public order and-cohesion of Japanese society. 
ii Maintaining.credibility of the· official.narrative regardlrig the .Senkaku ls
lanci"s (''Senkakus are.legally part of japanese territory," "n_o territorial dis-·. 
pules exist," "Japan is_ capable of effec_tively enforcing control over area"). 

. VULNERABILITIES 
■ Weakened dome.stic position.of PM.Kan and the °ruling DPJ party (barely 
survived.leadership challenge in August). Presence of militant pacifist and 
natipnalist factions·in Japanese socieiy, both groups could be exploited by 

· .a potential adversary to.impose political cost on.the Japanese government. 

■ Demonstration of Tokyo's lack of effective control over the area by in• 
creased number of inc·ursions and maritime confrontaiions. ·Tolerance· of 

· Chinese incursions might result in_J3eijlng establishing a quasi.permanent 
p"resence of para-military .units of fishermen miiitias and coast guard. 
■ Formation of ·a uhiiied anti-Japanese froni" between China and Taiwan 

· over Senk~ku lslan9s: · . . . . · · · 
■ Disruption of Japan's high-tech manufacturing sectcir. · 

.. ii Drainage of gas reserves from the disputed EEZ in the East China Sea. 
■ Mishandling of the crisis might create a political ·prece9ent, negatively 
affecting Japa_n's position in its ~ther territorial disputes.· · 

EFFECTS 
Ii Transformation of the Senkaku ·issue into a ·domestic political problem 
ihat severeli weakened the government (PM •Naoto Kan eve·ntually re
signed in 2011). The Senkaku Islands became an emotionally-loaded issue 
for the Japan_ese public. The 2010 crisis set a chain of _evei:its in motion 
which.)ed to the 2012 ·senkaku .crisis {Which was mu.ch more severe· than · Ii Trilaieral and asymmetric nature of ihe territorial claims (Japan's claims 

are contested by both China and Taiwan; anti-Japanese sentiment could 
bring China and Taiwan closer togeiher). · · · . . • · · · · 

the 201 O crisis).. · . · . . · . · . 
■ Significant deteriora)ion of China-Japanese relations. Strengthening of 

l!I Deterioration of US-Japanese·relations following the DPJ's victory ii) the 
:2009 elections: DPJ had demanded more equal:relati6ns with US. Airibigu- · 
ity surrounding US commitment to defend Senkaku Islands. . 

· .Ii Anti,Japanese sentiment In the region· due to Japari's .WWII history._ Sig- · 
nificant constraints on use of military ·force (i.e. Article 9 of Japanese Con· 
stitution). Lack of permanent military or administrative infrastructure on the 
·island~'. Private ownership of three out of iive Senkaku'lslands, which· may 
prevent Tokyo from exercising optimal level of control. 
■ _Significant economic reliance ori China.• High and quasi-structural de-

. pendence on Chinese·~upply of REE. • . · • · ·· 

THREATS 
■ The Jap.anese gove,nment was put in a delicate position where potential 
(real or perceived) under- or over-reaction v.oould likely provoke a domestic 
political crisis'. Social unrest due tci perceived weakness of govern.men!. 

&3 

· nationalist antJ-Chjnese sentiment in ·Japanese society." ·· · · 
■ Short-term disruption of the Japanese manufacturing secior.duido REE. 
sh.ortage. Massive short-term global REE price increase: followed by a 
medium-term. decrease: Implementation of a.variety of REE i;upply d_iver
sifications ·strategies (e.g. increased REE recycling, seeking alternative 
sources of supply ·and substitutes, d\)veloping further strategic reserves) .. 

. However, China managed to ·maintain its position as dominant REfsup
plier to-Japan. Relocation of REE.processing operations of several large 
Japanese companies to China, to limit the risk of supply disruptions. 
· ■ Dol)lestic and international press coverage cif the Japanese.g9vernrrient 
during crisis was more negative than positive. The vague rationale of re 0 

leasing the Chinese captain was perceived as sign of po.litical inconsist-
ence or even diplomatic incompete_nce. . . . . . 
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0 TIME PERIOD: 
1990-2008 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Lawfare Georgia, Russian Federation 

HUMANITARIAN AID IN THE RUSSO
GEORGIAN CONFLICT 

SUMMARY 
During the Russo-Georgian conflict of 2008, the Russian Federation 
used 'humanitarian' assets In support of the separatist populations 
of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, two regions ,of Georgia which both 
declarnd independence in the early 1990s. The Russian government 
provided "significant quantities of food, water, medications, water 
purification facilities, diesel power plants, tents and other material 
resources,"' and set up refugee camps. On 11 and 12 August 2008, 
two large convoys were sent to South Ossetia's capital, transporting, 
amongst other things, "two mobile field hospitals [ ... ], 58 tons of food 
supplie~. 31 power generating stations, potable water and more than 
200 rescue workers."' 
The Russian government used what it termed 'humanitarian assis
tance' as an instrument to pursue broader policy goals that were not 
humanitarian in nature. Moscow relied on relief efforts and the lan
guage of humanitarianism to present itself as a neutral and impartial 
actor and to justify its continued support for the residents and de facto 
authorities of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, despite Georgian protests 
against its continued involvement. Russia thus exploited the tensions 

KEY POINTS 
■ The instrumental use of law is not limited to armed conflict but also 
occurs in peacetime. The term 'lawfare' may be too narrow, if applied 
to describe the (mis)use of law as a substitute for conventional military 
me,ins, to capture the instrumental use of legal arguments outside of 
armed conflict and the military context. 

■ There is a close link between legality and legitimacy, and between 
legal justifications and broader strategic narratives. Legal arguments 
can serve both as a source of legitimacy and as a tool to delegitimise an 
adversary. In the Georgian scenario, Russia used the law in an instru
mental manner as part of a broader narrative, and its arguments were 

between the laws surrounding territorial sovereignty and the imperative 
to provide effective relief to civilians. 
In the larger context of the Russo-Georgian conflict, Russia's provi
sion of humanitarian assistance played merely a secondary or indirect 
role, since other measures adopted by Russia (e.g. 'passportisation', 
economic assistance, arms supplies and eventually full military inter
vention) presented a direct and far more severe challenge to Georgia's 
national security. However, humanitarian assistance was of great 
diplomatic and information value, as it enabled Russia to portray itself 
as a neutral actor motivated by considerations of civilian protection. 
The humanitarian activities were also used to strengthen the political 
and social ties between Russia and the Abkhaz and South Ossetian 
populations and to weaken their allegiance to the Georgian state. 
Russia's 'humanitarian' activities demonstrated Georgia's incapabili
ty to prevent Russian intervention in its domestic affairs and physical 
territory, as well as its inability to assert its authority over Abkhazia 
and South Ossetia. 

designed to promote a r:iarrative of legality and legitimacy, rather than 
to make a compelling legal case. 

■ Western nations and institutions should conceptualise law as a do
main to counter the use of legal instruments wher:i used in a hostile 
manner. This would also foster a more dynamic approach to the use of 
law and legal argument to counter hybrid threats. 

.. ■ Sec~s~icinist:regi.ons:in Georgia. G~or~i~-g~i~~d indep~nd~' 'Russian intervention on 8 August and to active-hostilities, in the Abkhai. 
·ence from the'USSR ih :199~, although it linmediateiy faced- armed.seces- .' · ·.zone from .9 August. -Arn:ied conflict betw'een _Georgia and Russia lastE!d · 

. sionlsi.moveme~ts in•_the regio.ns of Soµth·Qssetia and .Abktiazia, WIJich · . until ·12 August. Approl\imately' 850 ·peciple )!Jere killed and. up· to $,Q00 · · ... 
were actively .supported by .Russia:_ Particularly sini:;e, the :so-called Rose : ... woimded/around 138,0_oo·peciple·were internally displaced. . · . 

.. Revolution in November· 2003 led to a pro-Western political environment.. · 

. in Georgia, Russian· support of ihe ·s~cessionis\ regions' is wicteiy under-·. · . ■ inter:nationai legai fr~rnework' of h1.1manitariai1 assi$~ · 
·stood to be ·motivated by geopolitical considerations aimed at countering·. ta rice. The international :community has not developed a single over' , 

· -W_estern iriflue'ni::e. The·.Russian Federation:has a_long·history· cit providing · arching' legal ·regiment to· regulate-the provision 'of tilimanitarian .. aid ani:I. 
:. humanitljrian ai.d, and assistance: to the. separa!i~t regiim:s, stre!c;hing bapk · . , assist_an.ce in j3. ·c:omprehensive rriann~r .. Differe~t legiil. rules ar·c1 ·conslder-

to th_e.confllcts of the early 1_99Cis. :·. · · · · · aticins apply .in times of peace and :under the law cit armed· conflict. )n°thE( 
· · absence of.armed :conflict; the legal regulation of humanitarian· assistance 

■The 2008 conflict.-From 2004 lei 2008, rel~ticins b.etween Georgia:. . i,s caugh:t betweeh-twq 'competing imperative$,:'~espect forthe.sovere,ig~ty 
.. and the iwo separatist region's deteriorated sharply, as did ,RusscicGeor0 : . of the affec,ted sta(e and the need, to provide effective relief to the civil 0 ' . 

· gian relations. Violence intensified iri the·first half oi 2008, followed° bymu'., · : ian.populaiion. A 'key·quesiion is whether or not humanitarian assistance.' 
· · .' tiJal accusations of preparations for war. ·Large-scale hostilities broke ciut- · · falls foul of the principle cif non-intervention in the absence of.the territorial · 

betweiin the Georgia[! a~d i:;ciuth Qssetian _sides cin i Augµsi, ieading 'to_·. . state's prior consent... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .· . . . . 

KEY ACTORS 
United Nations Security Council 
EMl:RCOM Russia's Ministry for Civil Defence, Emergencies and 
Elimination of Consequences of Natural [)isasters 

Dmitry Medvedev President Russian Federation (2008 - 2012) 
Sergey Lavrov Foreign Minister Russian Federation (since 2004) 
Vyacheslav Kovalenko Russian Ambassador to Georgia (2006 - 2008) 
Vitaly Churkin R{Jssian Permanent Representative to the UN (2006-2017) 
Mikhail Saakashvili President of Georgia (2008 - 2013) 
lrakli Alasania Ambassador of Georgia to the UN (2006 - 2008) 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian govetrimerit . Georgian government . Weste.rn states and IOs. 
■ Russia ·;s acting for humanitarian reasons as 
an impartial and neutra·I actor. . 

■ ·Russia is an aggressor· in this' conflict arid is ■ Russia is failing tci respect Georgia's political 
independence and.territorial'integrity.and is vloa· 
lating international law.' . 
■ Rejection of Russia's claim that it was acting · 
in and against Georgia for liumanitarian reasons 
or' in.the· capacity as an impartial facilitator.' 

vloiating international law. . . 
■ Russia's humanitarian motives and its claim to 
be an impartial actor are false.' 

• ■ Georgia is an aggressor in this conflicf and 
· · Russia is actin·g in self7defence. Russia is ·acting· 

in conformity_ wiih international iaw; Georgia is 
no\.4 

· 

■· Russia's core justificaiion for lnterventio'n - a: 
commitment to protect Russian citizens· living in 
Georgia - are a pretext for other strategic aims. 
■ Russia is striving for de fa"cto absorption of 
South Ossetia_.and Aqkhazia.. · 

.KEY EVENTS 
Pee 1990 -: Aug 1992-:- : Jun Jun Nov. · 7 Aug· 8Aug 

2008 
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arid separatists, an~r. : government and Abk- : humanitari- : a humanitarian l Independence fro111 :south Ossetla's : scale invasion ·1 ConVoy reach~s-l humanltaria'n 
· South Ossetla declares ·( hazian sepiratlsls, af- lan aid at the !convoy to sOuth -~ Georgia: (baCked by !· capital. !_ of G~org!a. l Sol.Ith OSsetia. i convoy reach-
ilfi~lf al) i.ndependent re- [ ter Abkh;izia declares [ request of . l . Ossetia. · l 99 per cent of voters). ~ ( es South Os-
public within the USSR. ·1 Its seces'sion. Er\ds 1 the South · l ~ RusSia· begins granting ·i · i· set·ia. RlJSSia 
Ends with Soehl agree-· j with ceasefire arid CIS j .bssetlan j ·: Rus•sian'citlzenship to. j · ! and-Georgia 

·merit a'n'd.peac8keeping l Peacekeeping f6rc'e. l authorities:.· · ·:_! ·.s0Uth Osset1a"ns:· ·i. 1 'agree to a: 
operat~ons,: . : · : · · • . ~ i . cea~e-fire. 

·STRATEC}IC LOGIC 
Russi_ai, humanitarian assist!lrce to Abkhazia and South OsseUa reinforced 
its•image as.a neutral arbiter both domestically and internationally, a·nd rein-. 

· .forced its standing among the Abkhaz and.South Ossetian populations:The 
scale oi- Russian:aid indicates it was riot simply a token ·gesture: Many ·aid 
agencies, iqcluding u·NICEF,' credited EMERCOM with responding· to the . 
urgent ·needs of the So_utti Ossetian population quickly and in ~ r~as_onabfy 

. . . 

MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC/INFORMATION. R~ssia's Perm·an~ht Representa
)ive_ to the UN clai!Tled that Russia's actioni again$! Georgia were. neces-. 
sitated bo_th by the dangers faced by Russian citizens as well as by the 
need ''io: provide humanitarian assistance to refugees and other innocent 
civilians in _desperaie situations."" This n_arrative cit purely humanitarian 

· assistance was ·somewhat undermined by actions that cannot be. seen as. 
tiumariitarian, such as Russia's deploym'ent of railway troops as:part of its· 
assistance to the Abkhaz authorities." :Russia's-broader narrative o/ pro
tecting l'lussian nationals living in G·eorgia and of self-defence are reflected 

. in Russia's citizen and ·passport policy, which ·enabled the majority of Abk-· 
haz and South Ossetlan residents to become Russian natio'nals en masse . 
through' a'simpli_tied' procedure." The pr_otection of naticinais and the provi
sion of humanitarian_ aiisistancie thus formed mutually reinforcing .strands. 

. . . . . 

. MILITARY. Follo;,_,i_ng th·e o~tbreak · of. hostilities in 2008, Ru_ssia· de
ployed several ttiousands of regular forces into Georgia.'Nothing suggests 
that Russia _abused humanitarian aid ·10 obtain~ military ad_vantage. 

... : .... ,· ··.. . .. . . .· ..... · 

effective m~nner.9 However, several indicators suggest that Russia's human-· 
ita(ian efforts were.riot motivated exclusively by humanitari;i.n conce,rns,:but 
fed into its diplomatic and legal justification-for military interventi.on. Human
itarian assistance thus enabled ·Russia io cre'ate a narrative of imparti.ality 
ancj preoccupation with civ_ilian pro_tection,ieinforc!ng its claim-to be acting 

. . i_n self-defence and in accordanc_e with_ an· intem,dional mandate. 

ECONOMIC. Rus~ia has long played a vital role in the ·economic SUS" 
· · tainability ot'Georgia's breakaway_regions. ln-Aprii 2008,.P'residerit'Putin 

ordered the stren·gthening of trade, economic, ·social and cultural ties wiih 
ihe authorities iri Abkhazia and Sou)h bssetia. · · 

.. . . 

LEGAL. Russia: employed legal· arguments to support -its_ actions in 
Georgia; including to.justify li'umanitarian·assistance: Ii repeatedly acted 
wit_tiout the full consent of \,eorgia when providing ·aid:to the secessionist_ 
regions. Russia thus-exploited the tensions between the·laws surrounding 
ierritorial sove're.ignty arid the imperaiive to provide efiective 'ieiief to c1vil
ian·s. The ·dividing line between the instrumental use -and abuse of iaw is . 
narrow; moreover, ihe law of belligerent occupalion,to the extent that it ap
plies to Russia; compellad Moscow_ to ·carry ou(humanitarian relief_action. · 

NATIONAL SECURITY IN1ERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS THREATS 
■ Excerpt from· Ge·orgia's National Security. Conceili ·(2006): "Infringed· · · ■ Strengthening of political and social ties between Russia and the sepa
terr_itorial integrity; \hat is, the existence o( uncontrolled territories within ... · rajist regions at the expense of wec1kened allegiance to the_Georgiah 'state. 

• Georgian borde_rs, hampers Ge·orgia's transformation-inti? a full ·democra- · Ii.Undermining of Georgia.'s international standing by demonstrating its in-
. cy. Therefore, reintegraiion of the state and restoration of the rule of law on ability tci prevent Russian interference in its in.tern al affairs. . . 
the whole territory of Georgia is one of the top priorities of the national se- ■ Worsening of Ge.cirgia's relationship with ·Russia by increasing tension 

· curity-policy, Ttie state reintegration policy e~visages participation of ,'\b- and carryi_ng•t.he risk for violent confrontatfon. · · . · 
khazia and the former Autonomous District of South Ossetia iii developing · ii Legitimisation of'Russia's actions in the eyes of third parties .. 
the constitutional order of Georgia."" . . 

VULNERABILITIES 
.■ The unres·olved poiitical status of Abkhazia and Sciuth Ossetia, arid es
pecially tlie fact. that Georg.ia neve_r established its full authority_ over these· 
region$, rendered Georgia pariic_ularly vulnerable to· Russia's actions. · 
■ The Georgian government could not stop ·Russia from providing human
itarian aid without running i'he risk of escalation, or playing into the hands 
·of Rus_sia by strengthen.ing Ru_ssian narratives·. · . . 

· 65 

EFFECTS 
■ Mo~cow's humanitarian actions de·monstrated Georgia's incapability to 
prevent Russian intervention and its inability. to assert its authority ln the 
secessionist regions. " . . . . 

. ■ Before 2008, the Georgian goverrimenl're~ponded to si!Tlilar-huina_ni
. tariari. activities by issuing official protest, or taking practical action (e.g. 
subjecting a Russian convoy to customs procedures in 2004). .. 
■ In 2008, Georgia did not'ta_ke any action to.stop RU$Sian hurrianitarian 
relief efforts, but continued to call Russia's narrative of humanitarianism and 
neutrality into question. Georgian efforts seem at ieast to ·have convinced 

. third parties, such as Western ·natio~s, 'which questioned Russia's narrative. 
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e TIME PERIOD: 
2004 - Present 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Exploitation of ethnic 
or.cultural identities 

People's Republic of China (China); 
Republic of China (Taiwan) 

CHINESE PUBLIC DIPLOMACY IN 
TAIWAN 

SUMMARY 
The People's Republic of China's 'One China' principle - which sees 
Taiwan as an integral part of China- is a fundamental part of its foreign 
policy. China makes its 'One China' principle a non-negotiable aspect 
of its relations with other countries, part of a campaign to isolate Tai
wan diplomatically in an attempt to force the Taipei government to ne
gotiate. The aim of reunification with Taiwan is included in the Commu
nist Party of China's 2049 'National Rejuvenation' centenary goals.'·' 

In parallel to a number of more coercive measures (including employing 
diplomatic pressure and economic leverage), China pursl'.les its 'One 
China' policy through public diplomacy - the means of engaging with 
foreign publics in service of the national interest - in an attempt to per
suade the Taiwanese public of the benefits of 'One China' subordinated 
to Beijing. This public diplomacy includes promoting cross-Strait ties 

KEY POINTS 
■ Opinion pails in Taiwan have shown that Chinese public diplomacy 
and soft power efforts in Taiwan have not led to more support for uni
fication, nor a growing sense of pan-Chinese identity. A reason for this 
might be the generational gap: in particular the younger generation no 
longer have strong family and cultural ties to the Mainland. Some seg
ments of the Taiwanese population might find China attractive from a 
pragmatic point of view - young people In particular are more open to 
studying and working in the Mainland- but China's.political culture and 
socialist market economy are lacking appeal. 

■ Mainland China, not least due to its autocratic system, is able to pur
sue its coercive measures and public diplomacy efforts with govern
mental coherence and a unifying narrative of 'One China'. In contrast, 

. .. . . 

through exchange programmes, workshops and expositions, providing 
.economic and legal incentives making it easier for the Taiwanese public 
to ·invest or wmk in the Mainland, encouraging your people to study 
in the Mainland (for example through subsidised housing), as well as 
various efforts at influencing Taiwanese media. 

In recent years, Taiwanese opinion polls indicate the results of these 
efforts have been mixed.'" While Chinese efforts do not seem to have 
increased public support for reunification or curbed Taiwan's growing 
sense of national identity, this should be viewed within the context of 
China's broader presence on the international stage, its increasing 
economic and military might; ambitions to 'rejuvenate and reunify the 
great Chinese nation'; and continued refusal to rule out the rule of force 
to achieve reunification. 

Taiwan has no such domestic consensus on national identity. Polit
ical parties in Taiwan differ over where Taiwan's roots lie, disagree
ing on whether Taiwanese identity and language should mirror that of 
Mainland China, or whether a distinctly Taiwanese identity should be 
nurtured. 

■ Public diplomacy is a process of 'government to people' commu
nication through engagement with foreign publics, using words· and 
deeds to shape public opinion, but there should be boundaries. Such 
activities should be deemed hostile if they attempt to influence the 
population in a way that threatens to be hurtful to the target nation or 
undermines. the ruling authority. 

·.:coNTEXT·· 
: ■ Tai~an arid Malnlani:i. Chi.ria·. Ev~r sine~ 

0

the Chi~ese Civil:. 
·war resulted iii the-incumbent Kuomintang (KMD fle'eirig to the island ·ot · 

.. Tai~ari whiledhe vi,ctorious: Communl!,t: Party set'i.1p a communist 'state· 
in' 1949, Ta(wan anil China have operated imder two different authorities,' . 

.. each claiming tc>'be the legitimate rulef'cif.greater China. 'ln-1992; a historic .. 
. .. ,meeting too!< place 'in \vhiqh 'leade~s :tram eac~ si\le'.of. thEj Taiwan ·strait·: 
. mei and forged an agreement on !tie existence of o~e China which becam.e:. 
· · know1i'as ihe '1992 Consensus.' While· China's· commitment to'tlie principle · 
:. of 'One ¢hir)a'. has b~en unwilv~ring·since t~e ·founding pf the 'People's Re- . 
· publjc of China In 1949, Taiv-!an's st.jccesslve goveri:iments have·been.more". 

. iii Chinese·•coercive:· measures .. In addiiion to ihe publ(c diplo: . 
·.macy·etfcirts discussed in this case siudy,-Cliina has·long-employed more· 
coeri:iv~ measures in pursuit o( its 'O'ne.Chi.na' policy:' 9hina ·actively pres
sures couritries to formally_accepi the·•one Ghirnl principle-as ·a: prereq: .. 

: iJisite for official relatfoi1s with 'China," leaving· Taiwan "increasingly isolated 
.. on t)le world'st!lge::The 'O~e:China''poiicy_ is also·promote'cf i~ glo.balcivil. 

·so'ciety anc;J business; for instance;·_multinationa1·corporations suc_h as•air~ .. 
lines or hotel chains have faced strong .pressure from Beijing not to list -
Taiy,an as an independent country.5 Taiwan is also heavily dependent on 
Ch)na-economically,(China:receives.40 per:cent of Taiwan's exports), giving . 

. amb_ivalent, rn0s\ especia_tty_ in: rece~t }iears. . . - - - ·. China· leverage:over TalWan: China's strong and growing military presence· 
and·refusal·tb.ru·le ·out the·use:ot fcirce.it·peaceflil' means ·tail provide a .. 

- . thre_ateninif backdrop to it~·public ~iplomacy eff_ort~. . .· - . .. 

KEY ACTORS 
State Council Information Office (SCIO} the 'nerve centre'.ofChina's public diplo
macy apparatus, monitors Chinese media/internet as well as external communications 
Public Diplomacy Division located within the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs' 
Information Department 
Taiwan Affairs Office Chinese agency which implements Taiwan-related policy dic
tated by the State Council, including trade, media and cultural activities 
Kuomintang '(KMT) major Taiwanese political party (cwrently in opposition), leading 
Pan-Blue coalition parties which support eventual unific;:ition with Mainland Chinl'J 
with the ROG as the_ legitimate government, advocates a Taiwanese identity rootfid 
in Mainland China 
Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) current majority ruling party, anti-communist 
and pro-independence, advocates.a distinct Taiwanese identity 
Mainland Affairs Council Taiwanese government agency tasked with Mainland-re
lated affairs 
Taiwanese Ministry of Culture promotes Taiwanese cultural and creative industries 

.. 66 .. 

Xi Jinping President of the People's Republic of China (since 
2013) 
Hu Jintao President of the People's Republic of China 
(2003- 2013) 
Tsai Ing-Wen President of Taiwan (since 2016), OPP, advocates 
maintaining the status quo in cross-strait relations 
Ma Ying-Jeou President of Taiwan (2008- 2016), Kuof11intang, 
largely pro-unification 
Chen Shui-Bian President of Taiwan (2000 - 2008), OPP (first 
non-Kuomintang President), pro-independence 
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NARRATIVES 
. Chinese government 
■ China will never allow any part of Chinese territory to 

TaiwanesE! Kuomintang 
(Pail-.Blue coalition) ·· 

TaiwanesE! OPP (Pan-Gri:len$) . 
■ Taiwan is a separate country from Mainland 
China and should be recognised as sucti.11 separate from the Mainland in any form.' ·· . . .. 

· ■ Taiwan is an· inalienable _part of China and recognition 
of this is vital for ·any country wishing to maintain official 
relai.ions with China. · · · · · 

• Mainland China and Taiwan are both 
parts of the .Chinese nation, and the go.v
·ernment in Taipei is the legitimate ruler of 
'ihi.s territory. 9 Status· quo is favoured· for 

■ Taiwanese identity is distinct from Main-. 
land·. China (e.g. indigen.isation ,policies of· 
2000-20_08). Why . should Beijing Chinese 
be spciken in a non°fvlainlanp natiori? What 
about dialects of Southern Chinese spoken 
in Taiwan by the settlers--from tlie: 17th cen
tury onwards,. and lariguage~· of the original 

· ■ The Chinese ·government has the right to resort to any 
_ ·means· necessary to __ saieguard terri_torial integrity and 

now.1~ · · · 

achieve the reunification ofthe iwo sides of the Strait,' · 
■ Reunification is part: of ·:the great rejuvenation· of the · 
Chines_e nation": (Presi_dent Xi's vision for China).' 

■ Taiwanese identity is of Mainland Chi
nese origin; the official Mandarin iangua(i°e 
-brought over in· 1949· should _remain.·· 

· inhabitants and tribe.s pu·shed into the moun-
tains by the settfers? . . .. 

. . . . 

KEY EVENTS··· 
· 3 Nov 1992 . , May 2000 

~---,-.... .,...,.--10 . . , .: . 

· Mar -Apr De.c 2()16 -·May 
2004 Mar2008. 2014 ., .Jan 2016 28 Feb, 2018 2018 

·•1992 Consen~us' after. i- ·The pro-inde- - f 
a semi.:officlal meeting l pendence DPP.'s ·; : 
b.etween·Taiwan and- l Chen Shi.Ji.:Bian l 

Or-· --------1.Qr---,...,....------«_Or. ·__,,_...,.,,_ ___ -«O>-. ----,--,_,.· .,-:-1.0 . 0------'.-:--'-

••. •:,_ it~: •-I:_•. if i )~~t~ ~~ltil .:~~;.r~~ the Mainland in ·which · l ·becomes the: first 1 
· the One,Chlna:prin- · !- non-KM.l; poiiti- ! 

· cipfe is agre8d on (no : Clan to serve·as ~ 
agr~ement o'ri legiti-· \ president: i 

mate ruler). j J 
_j. ;. 

China's MFA 
establishes 
a DiviSion 
of Public· 

Dipio!T!acy._· 

STRAT8GIC:LOGiC 
China's ·efforts of achie.ving"reu~ification by winning .the 'hearts and minds'. 
cif the Taiwanese_people take various forrils.-First, _China directly targets the 

. . Taiw_anese public w_ith public diplomacy to promote a latent pan-Chinese 
identity and increase public support for reunification. Secondly, China uses 
economic incentives t!'.) boost ec_onomic ties b~tween: China and Taiwan 

. .· . .. . .· 

MEASURES-

: Mo~8me_nt'.l." 

and Taiwan~se reliance on.the Mainland as.well as.showing the Taiwanese· 
. public the benefits of closer relations ·with China. Finally, China has imple

mented .va~ious lega.l measures to better facilitate Taill'(ane.se.engage.ment . 
__ with China; · · · · · · · 

.. . . . . . . . . . - . . . .· ' . . .. 

DIPLOMATIC. China's.Taiwan Affairs o•fiice (TAO).frequently mal<es· ECONOMIC/FINANCE. China has' created a.range of incentives. 
public stateme~ts on the 'One China'. principle, and - in .place of official. ahd programmes aimed at bringing Taiwanese b'tjsinesses and ciiizens to 
diplorriatic visits --se~ior TAO riersonne! pay official.vi.sits to Taiwanese th·e Mairil;md to open ~P businesses and work, i_ncludirig spo~sored .;;,ork-
nati6nal.s studying oi- workin'g in the Mainland. · · · · · - .shops in the Mainland, subsidised tiousing, iax breaks, and even fin'ancial · 

grants for Taiwanese youths.'1 There have also been alleged financial links 
INFORMATION. China encbu~ag~s pro-Mai_niand.buslnesspeo~le to·· betweeri the Mainland a'nd th~ pro-China 'Ch)nese Unity Promotion' party 

. buy Taiwanese med.ia outlets, exerts pressl!re on Taiwanese ·media.outlets via the Jria_d gangs; investigations on this are ongoing in Taiwan.15 
· · · 

which have in.vestments or plan to in.vest in the Mainland,· and purchases 
·• advertorials in· Taiwanese media to prcirriote pro-China· narratives.'' China LEGAL. ·1~ March 2018,-Ctiina i~plemented· 31-legal m~asures making· 

_also organisesprogrammes·and exchanges to ·develop closeriies between· it.eas(er for_Taiwan_ese people to study,: wo_rk and invest in ~he.Main.land.".' 
the.Chinese and Taiwanese.public and promoting a pan°Chinese identity, 
directe:d _by the TA0._13 

_ . . 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS_ 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS . 

· ■ Deterrence and defence against any hostile military acti6n.'7 

-■ Ensuring us· presen.ce and commitriieni to Taiwan and the region. 
■ Good cross-Strai_t relations to ensure peace and.stability, and avoiding·. 
actions that Beijing could regard as pro.vocative and use as an excuse to 
react.16 · - · · . · · · · · . · · · 

. ■ A.s many internaticin.ql.alljes as possible, ·a:n~ a strong ·economy lb bal- .' 
ance against China. . . . .. 

VULNERABILITIES 
· ■ Reliance_ on other countries for political support against potential Chi-
. ·riese ass·ertivehess an·d· in favour of Taiwanese autonomy. . . 
■ Taiwan's military is ·far smaller than China's and is heavily'reliant_ on the 
US for proteption. · · 
■ Economic reliance on China; which is Taiwan's largest trading .partner. 

- China's economic superiority enables·Chinatci leverage influence with Tai-
wah and ttiird-party_countries, . ·_ . . :·. 
.■ Small; yet vocal, pro-Beijing and pro-reunification political parties and 

. civil so·ciety groups. Social, familial ties between Taiwan:and China. . 
■ Ti\iwan's free·press is vulnerable to outside financiai' and editorial influ-· 
·ence, e·.g. throug_h spcirisored :content.: · · · 

67 

THREATS 
■ Further isolation:·on the world stage. 

· ■ Continued refusal 9f Chimdo rule ·out the ·use of force against Taiwan, 
and risk'(howe.ver unlikely) of abando'nment by the US. 
■ China's economic clout presents a threat as China increasingly focuses· 
on the commercial and business interests of unification, or at least of en-

. couraging closer ties with tl)e Mainland.: . . . . . . . . . .. 
■ Influencing of public opinion· th.rough the Chinese straiegy of _encour
aging pro-Mainland businesspeople to buy Taiwanese ·media outlets and 
purctiasing advertorials in Taiwaries·e i-nedia."T:his renders the public more 
susceptible. to pro~Mainland narratives a·nd coul.d reverse the nn.aturing . 
sense"of Taiwanese national idehiity. · · · · · 

EFFECTS 
· ■ The number of cou·niries recognising Taiwan has de.creased due to ·tar
get~d Chinese efforts (fi.v·e ~witched aiI~·gia_nce in the last-two years).·_ 
■ China's policies· and economic incenti.v_es ·have successfully in.creased 
Taiwanese economic·depende·nce on China ·and facilitated greater num
bers of Taiwanese peopie working in the Mainland, Especially young peo
ple, are more pragrilatic iri their views of 'China-T~iwan relations :i\nd are, 

_open to working in theMainland.20 
· ·. •. • • · • .• · • 

■ Despite China;s public diplomacy· efforts, polls have not showri an in
crease in pro-reu·nificatiori views:· Instead: a growing se,nse of national 
identity has been disc·ernible, witl:t an Increasing numbe>rof people identify. 
ing as· 'Taiwane_se' rather than:'.Chinesei or both 'Taiwanese and Chinese'." 
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TIME PERIOD: 
February 2014 - September 2015 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Territorial violation; 
Espionage and infiltration 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Estonia, Russian Federation 

DETENTION OF ESTON KOHVER 

SUMMARY 
On 5 September 2014, Esten Kohver, an,employee of the Estonian Se
curity Service (KAPO),1 was abducted at gunpoint by unidentified as
sailants in the border region between Estonia and Russia. The Estonian 
government maintained that a group of people had come across the 
'border into Estonian territory to detain Kohver while he was working on 
an investigation into cross-border smuggling and a corruption case in 
the Pskov region.2 He was later formally detained by the authorities of 
the Russian Federation and transfer~ed to a prison in Moscow, where 
he remained prior to trial proceedings in Pskov. On 19 August 2015, 
Kohver was sentenced to 15 years in prison. 13 years of the sentence 
was judged for espionage and 2 years for illegal crossing of the border 
and carrying a weapon in Russian territory. 
According to the Estonian Ministry of Interior, Kohver met with Federal 
Security Service (FSB) officials several times at the border control point 
due to the investigation he was working on, therefore it is highly likely 

KEY POINTS 
■ The Russian government framed events as that of a 'Cold War' status 
conflict with the West, portraying Western countries, esf)ecially NATO 
nations, as being hostile to Russia. This narrative of status conflict 
supported the interests of the Russian political establishment, which 
needs a well-established adversary to distract attention away from do
mestic issues. It reinforced the national image that President Putin has 
curated, that of international respect being rightfully restored to Russia 
as a powerful actor in the international system. 

■ Cases of espionage are usually handled outside of the public eye, but 
as Russian TV covered the story soon after the detention, the Estonian 
government was prompted to respond, initially playing down the inci
dent and suggesting that it was not politically motivated but the work of 
local Russian commanders involved in the smuggling trade.' 

■ The case highlights the importance of understanding how threats in 
the information environment constantly ,evolve with changes in stra
tegic context, and that relatively minor incidents can be framed by an 
adversary to sustain a narrative beneficial to their strategic aims. 

. . . .. - .... 

:: CONTEXT: . 

that the FSB was aware of his duties and location.3
·' Based on publicly 

available information, it is almost certain that Kohver was detained dur
ing a planned operation by professionals who targeted him at a specific 
location, and that at some point there was an incursion into Estonian 
territory from the Russian side of the border.5

'
6 Meanwhile, the Rus

sian Federation maintained that kohver had crossed the border into 
Russian territory and was engaged in espionage activity.' The different 
versions of events put forward by both sides caused confusion and 
escalated an isolated local event into a diplomatic·row. 
A month later, in September 2015, Kohver was exchanged for Alexei 
Dressen, a convicted Russian spy and former official of the Estonian 
Secret Service. The swap took place some days before the visit of 
President Vladimir Putin to the United States on a bridge over the Piu
sa river which separates Russia's western Pskov region and Estonia's 

6 

IMAGE - The bridge exchange on 27 September 2015. 

. . ■ J:ast-West relati()ilS ~t the :time of th~ .h:icldeot• The : MH_:11.10
: Two day$ b~tore iti~ det~niion. ot: Kohver, us: President Ob~ma, 

. ·status.'conflict. betweE!!l Fiussi;i. .and. the West :escalated _in late_ 2013 when · .' . visited Estonia· aiJd· made public state·m·ents.'about support ·to the -Baltic . 
. the-EU-Ukraine agreement was ·stopped by President Yanukovich, ·pro,Eu--- . . natkiris .. on:~tie day Kotiver_ was· de\ained, ·the NATO Wales: si.irrimit deda-·_ 
, rop:ea·n demonstrat.i.ons:sta;rted in Kiev and__there v,iere-risi[ig tensiqr1s due:: · · ra\ion-conqemned:Russia's interv';)ntion i~.Ukrain_e.and, leaders agreed to . 
. to the Russian· ;innexi,ition of Cr_iinea, · conflict _in Ukr~ine _and· d_owning of. · · reverse: the decline in :!Jatlpnal defence_ budge_ts._ · · 

KEY ACTORS 
Federal Security Service of Russian Federation (FSB) state se
curity organisation and successor of the KGB. Related primarily to 
internal.security, but also plays a role in overseas espionage efforts 
Estonian Internal Security Service (KAPO) responsible for main
tenance of national security through collection of information and 

. implementation of preventive measures as well as investigation of 
offences11 

Estonian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Eston Kohver employee of the Tartu Department of Estonian. Security Police 
Maxim Gruzdev contact that Eston Kohver was expected to meet at the border. 
Gruzdev was a Russian resident with double citizenship (Estonian,and Russian) 
Jevgeni Aksyonov public attorney appointed by Russian Federation to defend 
Kohver 
Alexei Dressen native Russian-speaking former KAPO official of Volga German 
origin, who was born in Riga in 1968 
Uno Puusepp a former KGB employee, later a KAPO technical specialist for ten 
years 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian government - Estonian .governm!;lrit European Union 
■ Kohver was detained i~ the territory of the 
Russian Federation:" · · ·· 

■ Esion Kohver, ari Estonian official:. was kid- -
ri·apped in· the territory of Estonia and forcefully 
taken to the Russian Fe-deratfon. 14 

■ Russia's actions were a. clear violation of in
terna.iional :1aw and it should act to iu.lfil interria0 

tional obligations."· · 
■ Kohver planned to hire an FSB employee 
called "Ivanov;_ to work against Russia and for 

- -Estonia and ·1heWe's1: -
Ii The borderline wa.s .unguarded during. the 
incident and tracking units were switched off
presumably due to the ongoing anti-smuggling 

Ii This ·investigation was carried ·out in strict 
compliance with f'\ussian law a~d unde(_ the 
rules of criminal procedure,· international .law 
and the rights of an ·Estonian citizen. 13

_ 

operation Kohver was in_vofved in:. ·· 
.. .. 
■ ,h_ere was a backup secu"rlty team to support· 
Kohver, but the· team· vias unable to interfere 
during ihe kidnapping:" :The. Estonian. Bord_er 
Guard arrive_d at jhe scene within ri:iinutes and 
identified traces of a struggle and evidence .that 
somecirie had come from the· Russian ·Federa-
tion and went back there." · 

. . - . . . 

KE.YEVENTS 
18 Feb 2014 3 Sep 4-5 Sep 5 Sep 19 Aug :2015 _27 Sep 

. ~...,__-_-_...;.;....,._....; __ --{OJ.-----_-....;. __ .... '-_--'"-l0J.------'-'--....;.-'--...;..-<: QJ.; ...;..; __ .... __ .;_·_·-<o)-·-· ----'-...... --'"------''-l0>-. _...;.. __ 
Estonia•and Russia US President BaraCk NATO Summit In Kohver is kidri_apped Kohver is Sentenced · Kohver 'fs ex~hari-ged for 
sign a·new ~erSion Obama vi$1ts Estoriia. ·Wales, a·nnounce- on the border to.15 years:fn pr_iso~. a Convicted Rus,sian spy 

of the border treaty; . ment of defence between Russia and and former Official of the 
conflict in Ukraine bt..idget lncr.~se and Estonia. Estonian Secret SerViCe. 

· Of the tr00.ty on ho(d. RUSsian lnvofvement : . 
puts the ratific~tion. · ._•_;',,_ condenination 01.· · 

In Ukraine. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . - . ·• . . .. 
. ' 

STRATEGIC LOGIC --
.· . .. .. .· .· ··_. . . . .· .. 

It is unclear"if the actions·underta!<eri by the Russian Federation were in
_tended to-tie limited i~ scope and simply got p~t of.hand, or werii deljber- . 
·ately calculated io create strategic tension_. Despite·attempts by Estonia tp 
downplay the event, the incident was exploite·d by the Russian media; with 
domesti_c coverage promqting a 'Cold War' narrative _and Estonia used to 
represent NATO as an ·organisation inherently tiostile to Russia. ·11 is difficult 
.to identify if.the Kremlin wanted to elicit any specific response from Esto
nia:because the, Russian M

0

inistiy'of Foreign Affairs was mostly_ unrespon-. · 
sive _ as e~ents unfolded. The "periods of significant riiedia attention frcim 

.. . . .. 

-MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC. Russia kept.a low· diplomatic profiie during the period 

__ of detention. The few cqmrri-ents made by the Russian Foreign·Miri_istry '\Ind ·_ 
commentary tended to refer fo the case as a criminal- matte'r not worthy· 
-of such international ·attention, sug'gesting ·an attempt to ailow room for 
de-escalation of the whole affair:" The Embassy oi the flussian Federation 
in Estonia_ drew parallels between the_ detention of Kohver and the dete_n
tion of Yaroshenko arid Selezriev-in the United States, which reinforced the_ 
narrative of Sl(lttJ_s c·onflict with the West:" :· - . 

INFORMATION. Russian media coverage was relatively low p;ofile 
apart-from:thre·e phases: immediately following the detention (includ_ing: 
the de:monstration of Koh_ver's belongings on TV), when· form~(employe_e · 
of KGB and ·1ater KAPO Uno Puusep"p appeared in ·a documentary cit him 
shown on the Russian channel NTV, and during the swap operation at the 
Piusa River. The detaHed media reports on the bridge exc;hang·e of Kohver 

' ' - . . -

· Russian ~edia (press· reieases on _detention, th~ demonstration of belong
ings related to Kohver, the.swap oper_a\ion and documen\ary_qn Puusepp) · 

. were mostly aimed at Russian.domestic audiences. The.main aim appears 
to have been to present the West as ·hostile to Russia and signal lo NATO 
_ nations that cooperative secu~ity can tie a messy business. It is 'also pos-
• sjble ihat Russia wanted.to gain a bargaining chip tobe exctiariged for an 

- . FSEi spy, or that it was simply testing a Western / Estonian "respoh·se-to a 
borde_r incursion. . -- . ·- -

. . 

.and Dressen had echoes of an exchange in 1962, when Soviet spy"Rudolf 
Abel (Vily~m Fisher) was traded _for- Gary Powers from _US _Air Force on 

.the Glienicke Bridge ofHavel"Fiiver. ln'c_ontrast to Kohver and.his family, 
which did not appear-in the media or made any public statements; Alexei 
Dressen gave·sev~ral interviews and corrimeJ'11S to.the Russian ·media after 
hjs rel.ease.- R·ussian meqia presented e:vents tci _dom_estic au·aiences as a 
waY: of confirming the narrative that Western secret.services conduct Cold 
War-style operations against therri;_with Estonia servin_g the role of-ardent 
supporter of the Wesf(L!S and NATO), who actively participate in antF_Rus-
sia_n provocation. · · · · · . . . . . . 

. INTELLIGENCE/ LEGAL. The operation duririg which kohver was 
detained was pre-planned and carried o~t by: professionals and they were 
aware of Kohver's location'."' The -FSB -admitted responsibility for the act 
but did .not ackn_owledge _it occurred o_n _Estonian territory. · 

NATIONAL SECURITY -INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ The 2010-Estonian National Security Concept defines internal security. 
as aiming to guarantee a safe li_ving environment an □ a society which is · 
resilient.to respond io threats." · · · · 

· ■ Protection of ccinstitutiorial order. 
-■ Gua"raing the external border. 
■ Combating· international organised crime. 
■ Development, preservation and protection of common values associated 
li,,ith social col)esion and a sense _of security. . - -

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Inadequate border security and crimirial activities s·uch-as unlawful bor-
der crossing, humari trafficking _and smuggling. · - : . .. 
■ Unclear legal ·status of the Estonian-Russian border (which is also the de 
facto NATO arid EU border). - . . . . . .. . . . 

THREATS 
■ Risk of diplomatic row escalating.to include other measures. 
■ Lack"of unified response to incideni from NATO allies ·could affect col)e-
siori and unity of the alliance. · · 
■ Russia~· pres_s release on Kohv~r•s deteniion that prompted_ t~e Estonian -
governrrient to respond, unusual in intelligence cases·. · 

EFFECTS 
■ Estonia invested significantly in mciaernising its border-security despite 
this being a·n issue of low politic'al importance with. limited. economic 
benefil. 22 • · ··. • . -

■-Fuelling of a Cold War-style East VS West narrative. ' . 
: ■ Increased perception of risk of ~imilar incid_ents occurring in other na' 
lions sharing borders with Russia and fear.of escalation.·· · 
■ Reinforced ·public support for Estonian Sec·urity Servipes. 
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- ~::,•_ i;,e::~; '"'' 
THEMATIC AREA: 
Territorial violation 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Russian Federation, Finland 

FINNISH AIRSPACE VIOLATIONS 
SUMMARY 
From March 2014 there was a marked increase ir:i close military en
counters between Russia and NATO nations and partner nations, oc
curring on a regular basis and over a wide geographic area. These 
included airspace violations, near-miss mid-air collisions and maritime 
encounters.' In the same year NATO scrambled in response to more 
than 100 aeroplanes in European airspace, morn thar:i three times than 
it did in the previous year.2·3 Some incidents could be considered rou
tine or low risk, but high risk ,incidents have a high probability of casu
alties or a direct military confror:itation. 

Finland experienced two phases of such violations with two occurring 
in May and three in August 2014. In addition to the increased risk of 
collision with civilian aeroplanes, incidents were evaluated as threat
ening by Finnish officials concerning the stability of the relationship 
between Finland and Russia. Furthermore, they were referenced in the 
Finnish debate on potential NATO membership, in particular during 

KEY POINTS 
■ The airspace violations that occurred in Finland were part of an in
crease in close military encounters between Russia and the West in 
2014, ranging from routine to high risk. High risk incidents have a high 
probability of casualties or a direct military confrontation and have a 
severe risk of escalation. 4 

■ Airspace violations are an example of how force posture, through 
the use of airpower, can be used to achieve strategic effects. The 
framing of s.uch ir:icidents affects the way in which they are interpreted 
by audiences. National authorities need to be responsive, specific and 
consistent when communicating about such events, in order to miti
gate the risk of unintended escalation. 

■ The violations of Finnish airspace in 2014 were barely covered in 
Russian media but covered extensively in Finland. Russia's silence in
directly created confusion within Finland as the public looked to the 
politicians for answers which were not provided by media or political 
commentary. 

■ According to both linguistic analysis and public polling, at no point 
did Finnish public opinion stray from the status quo of non-membership 
of NATO: Seeded in Finnish media is a public expectation to maintain 
balance and a wariness towards Russia's potential reactions (verbally 
linked to Russia's. unpredictability). This is seen to limit the NATO 
debate from straying too far from the status quo of non-membership. 

... ' _. , .. .. 

·coNTEXT· 
. . - . . 

■ Airspace viol~tipns. An ~irspac~ vioiaii~n· 6ccu;s Whe~ a pilot · 
. enters controlled afrspace· without. appropriate clearance·. The term 'vi
"olaiion' does not necessariiy·imply- a ·deliberate act.· Such violations are:-

.. ~sually -~ommitt~d- bY. .'l)bn°c9operativ~• military airc.rait whic~ hav~. ~() 
. flight plan in the ATM (Air Traffic Manag·eme.nt) system, no cominurijcation : 
.. with civil·ATC (Air Traffic Control), no active·transpondet or no coordination . 

.with-ciyil_ATC.: . . . . · . . . . . 

KEY ACTORS 
Russian Embassy Helsinki 
Russian Ministry of Defence 
Karelia Air Command 
Finnish Border Guard (Division under Interior Ministry) 
Finnish Foreign Ministry 
Finnish Defence Ministry 

the run-up to Finland and Sweden signing Host Nation Support Agree
ments with NATO in September 2014. 

During and after the incursions, Finland kept its communication and 
information channels with Russian representatives open, which de
creased the risk of escalation and spontaneous reactions of actors. As 
public debate and statements of Finnish officials focused strongly on 
technical and safety issues of incursions, the possibility for coopera
tior:i and progress with Russia regarding agreements ir:icreased. Even 
though the Finnish response managed the impact of the incidents with 
regard to escalations of Finland-Russia relations,,they put pressure on 
the Finnish government to address military and border safety issues 
and increased the focus of public debate on possible Russian threats 
if Finland were to join NATO. Significantly in the later part of 2014, Rus
sia's unpredictability and actions in Ukraine increased public debate 
around NATO membership in Finland, more so than violations. 

,--- ,.., _____ "';"l.~---
. : .o,;._.,..! '• ... ~~--.. - :- ,-

- . --:·. .:::....., 

IMAGE- Finnish Karelia Air Command F-18 I SHUTTER STOCK 

. ■ Fligbt :tr~nsponders. Tr~nsponders' t~a~~rnit the· pJ;il)e's lderjti-· 
·tyirig letters .and/or numbers, call sign,. the trimsp_onder•s:serial number;· 

· · altftude, air spe·ed, :and heading;as.well as :GPS coordinates. The p'resence · 
. oi. tran·sponder.s .mak~s· the data· publi_q and· a~ai!able riot only_ to. pilot$ and · 
air•traffic controllers, but to everycine with :an internefcorinection.}lot.all 

: Russian·military aircraft have a· 'transponder' :on :board, Russian .. military-· 
. planes. a.re equipped wit~·tran~ll)ilters·tliat-autoniaticijJIY. trans·m/t enc_qded · 
data .to Russian military rad~rs. . . · . . . . 

Carl Haglund Finnish Defence Minister (2012 - 2015) 
Finnish President (2012 - presenQ 

Erkki Tuomioja Finnish Foreign Minister (2000 - 2007 and 2011 - 2015) 
Alexander Stubb Finnish Prime Minister (2014 - 2015) 
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NARRATIVES 
. . 

:Russian gover.nment Finnish government . · . . . · . 
■· Rejection of'any account of incident~ which blame Uie Russian military for risky or ■-These ·violatib.ns are serious and further·steps will be taken, 

including stepping u·p: air surveillance. · · · · unprofessional behavi.ciur. · · · · 

.■ Not only Russian aircraft, but also aircraft-of all NATO countries fly over'the Baltic 
Sea wJthout switching on their.identification devices .. The number of such flights by 

Iii Formal request for the · Russian authorities _to . pro_vide 
clariiication pf violations.' 

NATO overttie Baltic Sea is twice that of R~ssian planes.• · 

■ Amplifying reliance of Finland on bilateral economic ties in rriessaging; particularly 
■- We wish to seek agreemenftci ensure that no flight will be made 
without iranspb_nd_er.7 . . . . . . 

-following EU econ?mic sanctions against _Russia i_n July 2014. · · . . . . . . 
■ Rhetoric is centred around 'unpredictabilit)I' o( Russia. 

'.. . .·. . . . 

. KEY- EVENTS_ 
.20 May 2014· ! 21 II/lay 31 May ' 18 J_un · ! . 23-29 Aug . 4 Sep 28-39 Oct 
~ o · : o . . . . o>--.. --..... ---0>-----.;.., -. ----<01----..... ,.--. -_-.-{o>---.----· ;..; -------{o ·. 

2 violatiorls ·of ReqlleSt by Fi~n[Sh Finnish President befence·Miriister 3 violatiorls of· Finland a"nct· · i_Russia11 8.e~oplan~~ 
alrsP3Ce b}' ·: ·MOD to Russian · i corltirms that Kar81ia 1 st8tes that Flriland's: · -: alrSpace by Aus·s1ari · ' Sweden siQrl Host' \ c~nduct a·m)sSio.n Over the 

RusSian airer.aft, - · authorities to j. Air Colllmand Was i NATO melllbersh1p ., aircraft; ignorillg . · • Nation Support .: International airspace of the 
one"i_ntercej)ted ·:. cjl_arify vlol8tions.8 

· ; unabl~ to respond, ; Would not be a threat, . r"equ~.sts to lea_v~ :- agreements With 1 Gulf Of Firii~nd; Intercepted 
by Karelia Air ! acknowledges ! -makes case for airspace. Finnish Air NATO, allowing · { · by the NATO Baltic Air-
9omman~. l · scarcity of Defence = lncreaSed defen·ce •_j:. Force is put on jlert, ·!:_:',,:··· NATO troops iq : · PoliC:ing Mlssl.on. 

, !. Forces resources.• spending:10 enabling an Increase asslstthein'ln case NATO'callstheaclivity· 

: : . : . in sf~;ti~~;~pce · · 9_f emergency. 's_l~~i~l~=:~;~'.~,r~ · 

STRATEG1c··LOGIC 
. . . . . 

Ambiguity is a signiiic~nt factor in this case study. :riie•airspace violaiions. 
· .may. have beeri a deliberately hostile· act intended· as a demonstration 

. of both. Russia's milit_ary capabi.lity -~nd 'their wfll to act' in the air domain-
. outside of t_he accepted rules of intematiqnal aviation. Th.e Russian Fed, . 
·eration may not have intended to violate Finnish airspace and may have 
been m·erely negligent within an assessed niargin--of risk, but there is no· 
·eviaenc_e ttj indicate that-they acted:to prevent violation_s o.r regretted such: . 

.MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC. Statem~nts irom Russian government/military officials,. 

. denying allegations of airsp/l_ce violation .. Violations can: be interpreted as . 
being political· mes·sages, especially when· they oc_cur :close to important . 
diplomatic events (e.g. Obama_ vi?it, NATO Summ_it Wal_es).' lncide~·ts can be 
interpreted as as a way of putting Finl.and under pressure to sign a bil?tera1·· 
agreement .which would risk undermining NATO and EU unity.- · 

. . . ' . . 

·· INFORMATION .. ·sy denyillg ~ny 'wron_g:doing and not commenting 
on .the timi[ig of the incidents, Russia created doubt about what had hap-:· 
pened, wliy it had happened a~ci what the next move niif)ht be. 

: inc.idents when they· occurred. W_hen·taken in• context wjth an overall in~.' 
crease in military activity at that' time, .it is-assessed that the Russian Air· 

. · Force· was authorised· io act more aggressiveiy iowarcis:NATO nations and . 
pa~ner. na\ions S(!ch as Sw.eden arid ·Finland, It is also likely that ~he Rus

.. sian Federation was assessing patterns of response by testin·g·the prepar-. 
edriess of spedfic·military capabilities .and the capacity for international 
cobperatiori.i' · · · · · · · · · · · 

. . . . . ·. . .... , . . . 

'MILITARY. Ru~sian' military aiicrafts entering Finnish airspace, often 
with their on-board transponders turned· off (a.liowed since military aircrafts 

:are not bound by the International Civil Avi.ation Organisation's rule.s of.the 
. i_riterna.tional airspa_ce) _and without filing•flight pl_ans_." · · 

ECON.OMIC. Following the July 2014 EU san'ctio~s against Russia, 
. Russian narratives ·re0focus on Finland's bilateral. economic reliance ·on 
·Rus_sia. · · ·· · · 

. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 

. ■ Constructivei°dialogue with .RussianFederali'on. 

. ■ The_ option .of NATO niemb~rship is. continuously :evaluated based on 
national security and defeni:~ policy interests. AnY: defence development 
shoµld not create_any practical impedime_nt to a future miliiary alignment.· 
. . . . . . .. ·. . . 

ii lritensfficatjon 'at Nqrdic defence coope~ati,;m·, especially with S~edeh. 
. . . . . . . . . . 

.. ■ Maintaining_ the fun·ctioning of Finnish· society based on transparency, 
extensive lib_er:ties and rights, whilst ~nsuring sufficient government control 
anq emerg~ncy management capacity. · · 

VULNERABILITIES 
.■ With specific reference to incident management, scarcity of the .resourc-. 
·es of ihe· Defence Forces of Finland siows tracking arid response time 'to 
violations;iri some·cases making ttie Finnish.Air Force unable to respond· 
if a viol&tion occurs." . . . 

■ Lack-of oilateral· 11g'reemerits-on _air safety. 

■ Lack of public information on 'due regard'. - the behaviour required of 
pilots while: near civflian aircraft. · 

71 

THREATS 
·■ Airspace :violations pose .a direc( threat to_ civilians in cases where they 
do not issue a flight plan or maintain contact with civilian air traffic· control, . 
which has cau_s~d se11eral near,collisions. The·se incidents c_arry a ri_sk of 
escalation, the consequences of which could be a serious ·deterioration of 
relation_s a.nd escalation of measures onboth•sides. 

. . . . . . . ' 

, ii D_emonstration of Russian capability to tise: iorce: has ·propaganda-relat
ed aim•of fritimidation and. coercion. Political messaging:_.further integra
tion/NATO membership of target'can/will .cause further actions by Russia. 

'EFFECTS 
ii Increased Finnish attention to the p·ossible effects of NATO membership 

. for Finnish and regjpnal security, in'cluding a 2016 assessm·ent report of the 
Finnish Ministry for Fore_ign Affairs.'' . 

■ lncrease_d support for Fi_nni~h D!)fence For~es {although d°ifficu,lt to iso-
late from ·other factors $UCh as Crimea)'. · · 

' . . . ' . . . 

• ■ lncrease_d ~ilitary spe~ding/availability of ·forces· to the _NATO Baltic Air 
· Policing mission, consequently increased ability bf the Alliance to maintain · 
a high tempo cif operaiicins·in reacti_on to Russia's actioris.17 
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e TIME PERIOD: 
2007 -2014 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Energy dependency 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Russian Federation, Bulgaria 

SOUTH STREAM PIPELINE 

SUMMARY 
South Stream was an offshore gas pipeline project designed to deliver 
natural gas from the Russian Federation through the Black Sea to Bul
garia, Serbia, Hungary, Slovenia, Austria, Italy, Croatia, Macedonia, 
Greece, and Turkey. It was a controversial project, posing a direct 
threat to the viability of the EU-backed Nabucco pipeline, planned 
to connect the EU to gas reserves in the Caspian Sea. In November 
2007, Gazprom signed an agreement with the Italian energy company 
Eni to establish a joint project company. Bulgaria signed a preliminary 
agreement with Russia in January 2008, with energy companies .from 
other nations Involved following soon after. 
Gazprom already supplied a third of EU gas, and the Nabucco pipeline 
was intended to decrease this dependency. In 2009, Ukraine, Hun
gary, Romania, Poland and Bulgaria also reported gas shortages, 
prompting concerns around Russian economic leverage and energy 
blockades on Eastern and Central European nations.' 
Apart from the controversial methods used to advance the project, 
its overall ownership structure directly violated the EU's Third En
ergy Package passed in 2009.' Instead of amenaing the project to 
comply with EU law, Gazprom and the Russian government lobbied 

KEY POINTS 
■ South Stream was not financially viable, which indicates its motiva
tions were more geopolitical: to provide political and economic lever
age over CEE states; consolidate European dependenee on Russian 
energy exports; exert control over Ukraine without threatening other 
customers and to undermine the Nabucco pipeline as an alternative 
supply option.' 

■ 'Pipeline diplomacy' is a powerful Russian foreign policy tool to 
leverage strategic influence and weaken the EU through non-military 
means. South Stream demonstrated Russia's intent to use econom
ic leverage to undermine the enforcement of the EU's legislation and 
energy policies. Despite the explicit energy policy and legislation 

·coNTEXT: . .-/ .· 

participating EU member states to ,ignore EU legislation and exclude 
South Stream from applicable EU regulations, suggesting that the 
project was never intended to be constructed or operated according 
to EU rules. 
A new Bulgarian government with historic and financial ties with the 
Kremlin took office in April 2012 and accelerated work on the South 
Stream project despite the obvious contradiction with EU regulation 
and opposition from Brussels. In April 2014, the Bulgarian legislature 
amended the country's energy law in a way which challenged EU 
regulations and gave legal authority to the South Stream ownership 
structure, creating friction between the EU Commission and the Bul
garian government. As Gazprom was already exporting to Bulgaria 
via Ukraine, the situation raised questions as to whether Gazprom 
was more interested in creating internal differences in the EU than 
opening new markets. Following pressure from opposition parties 
and the EU Commission, Bulgaria's government finally backed down, 
and in December 2014, President Putin announced the cancellation 
of the project. 

prohibiting a project such as South Stream, several EU countries still 
supported'it for domestic reasons in defiance of EU law. 

■ There is a significant risk of 'state capture' in large energy infrastruc
ture projects. State capture is a type of political corruption where Elxter
nal actors influence a state's decision-making to their own advantage 
and the detriment of the national interest.' This highlights the impor
tance of understanding the impact of business interests on state func
tions at local, regional and national levels,.particularly through corpo
rate lobbying. Transparency and accountability are crucial in ensuring 
that such large projects ,are subject to enough public, scrutiny. 

' ' ' 

■ ·.nu:~sian i~flu~nc.e i_n · Bulgaria. Severa.I political parties i~ : · . ■ Eu~opea~ 811~1'.QY security. !n 2014, ·sa European countries . 
.. Bulgarial1ave,long fosteired financial,' political, geopolitical arid strategic· ·carriei:f.out ·en·ergy·secu'r,ity stress tests to simul_ate disruption in Russian· 

relaticins-wiih :Russian politicians. Russia-linked corruption is still r:ireva-· · · .. ga_s:lmportf The results conclude_d there was a i::,ossibility'ofa sutistan": 
Jeni in BLilgari,a, ·as·.with many 'fcirmer ~oviet-aligned stajes._ Gazprom is.· · ·ti~I irr]p_act, .mostly. in·e·asJern_ JTlember states and th~ _Energy Community 

.. the sole provider of natural gas for Bulga,ria v,ihile the Russian companies · .. countries_ of Albania, Bcisnia ana. Her;zegovlnij, Georgia·, _the former Yugo-· 
... Rosaiom and· Lukoil dominate the nu'ciearenergy sector and oil industry, . · .slaV Repubiic.of Macedonia;. Kosoit0, Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia and.· 

. -.. _respecti_vely. 5 The_·an~Elxation of Crimea i_n -2(?1_4 put-Russia urider-cl_o_ser:·. Ukraine.•·' · · _- .. . . .. . . .. . 
·cibseryation e~pecially after r~r'nours t~a:_t Gazpro_ms~rifa draft to the Bui--· 
. garianMinistiy of Energy of ~he legal ·amendments proposed.in :P.arliament : 

· tw_o weeks fater. . . .. . .. . . 

KEY ACTORS 
Gazprom Russia's largest natural'gas company 
Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation 
Bulgargaz Bulgaria's largest natural gas distribution company. The ma
jority of the gas is purchased and imported from Russia through Gazprom 
contracts• 
European Commission 
Eni Italian multinational.oil and gas company 

Alexander Novak Minister of·Energy of Russia (2012 - present) 
Sergei Shmatko Minister of Energy,of Russia (2008 - 2012) 
Alexei Miller CEO of Gazprom 
Boyko Borisov Prime Minister of Bulgaria (2009 - 2013; 2014 - 2017; 
2017 - present). Founder,Of political party GERB 
Pia men Oresharski F'rime Minister of Bulgaria (2013 - 2014). Member of 
the Bulgarian Socialist Party 
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NARRATIVES . . . 
Russian government Bulgarian government European Commission 
■ South Striiam is a ·significant contribution to 
·providing Europe with en·ergy security and will 
allow Gazprorii'to create alternaiive and secure 
natural gas supply r_outes to c'onsuniers.' . 

· ■ Souih Stream will provide a direct connection 
to_gas sources and is benE1ficfa1 to Bulgaria. Bul-

Iii South· Stream is part of :Russia's long-term · 
strategy to lev~rage_ infiuence in the EU anp is 
in conflict wiih EU law;· therefore ·11 ·should be garia will. be a 'regional hub'. · ·· · 

. . 

■ With the abandonme·nt of this projeci, the EU 
will not benefit from .Russian gas. 

■ It will eliminate tra~sit risks, and s·ecu;e un
interrupted Russian gas"supplies· to millions of . 

, European consumers. 

opposed." · · 

■ We\vill not accep~ any blackmailing 0~ energy 
matters: Bulgaria is.not a small country, it has 
the whole of Europe behind il.12 

. • . 

■ Bulgaria is 'aeprived·of the possibiljty of be~ 
having like a· sovereign state\ 10 

■ Soutti' Stream ·will improve the European 
. energy map and be an integral part of ihe EU's . 

energy security system.. · 

:- .. ' ... -.. . . . .... 

KEY EVENTS 
Jun·2007 Jail -2008 May 2009 Sep 2009 
~-- o ·o · o·· 

Nov201_3. :.··Apr2014. Apr2014 : . Jun~014·. ,· Dec·20_1:4_ 
· .. 0 :. . . O . , O . , :. O .!, . . 0.;,...,.... 

Italian Enl :·. · Russian· Gas companies· i EU Third Energy i 
and Russian l gov·ernment frbm Russia, j .. Package (TEP) . j 

serbla·hosts Russia files a· : -\ ·. The European i Bulg~ria halts · RuSsl8 cancels 
Welding·· •: ·co'rnplairit with : Parliament·adoptS : constrUction for South. Streani, 

GazRrQrr1 · j _signs a v~rlety ~f . : ltaiy, Bulgada, . ent8rs into . ! 
announce "1 agreem·en.ts with • · Serbia;·and ,1,:·. · , forc_e... ·1 

· ?~remdflY· : ; the World Trade l. a non-binding · l' non~complian·ce blartl(ng W~~tern 
· _:,,,, .. o'rganlzallon .· :. . reso1u't1on to Twith ti,e European i .. sanctlo'ns and 

plans .to build _1',,,',,,,_·: :aulgciria, Seibia, :· Greece sign . ~f ~~ &ioo, oo• ,,., i ~~::~· I i 
. . . . 

STRATEGIC LOGJC 
South Siream 0ould provide the ·Russian· Federation with political and 
economic leverage' in-Soutti-eastern and _Central ~urope,)ncreas·e Euro0 

.. 

pean dependence on.·J=lussian energy exports; diversify transit capacity . 
by bypassing l.Jk'raine arid u_ndermine the Nabucco·gas pipeline project: It 
_isUkely that. the. Ru_ssian sioe plann_ed to force a compromise with_ the EU 

'MEASURES-. . . 
. . . . . . 

DIPLOMATi'C. Statements of exaggerated profits .and unsubstantiated · 
·. costs propagated by Russian an·d Bulgarian officials, even from·the·Presi-

dents of the .two co_untries.14 . . • 

INFORMATION. The repetition of unsubstantiaied figures to cause · 
confusion, outward fabrication of facis such as the siage bf contrac't sign
Jng:and secret meetings beiweenthe Bi.Jlgarian_governmerit and Gazprom. 
·officials.15

:
11 The constant repetition of\he ideograph 'regional hub'· by var

ious actors iri and about Bulgaria was used to gather more public support 
with the_ promise of. political and economic ·advantages._ . . . 

against the EU l oppose South l rules on energy ! lack of EU con-
2009 .energy . l 'Stream. ·l Competition and j ·structlol'l P~rmlts .. 

market laws; : j publ~:~~~ure- I 

. .. . 
. . . . . . . . . 
u~ing the deniarid fqr gas as a bargaining chip and to pr~serit the project ~s 

:a fail accornpli bec_ause coristructi_on had ~tarted. This approach ultimately 
failed following_a collapse in negqtiations between the EU, and the Russian· 

. government because a/Russia's aggressio~ iii IJkrairie.13 
. 

. _ECONOMIC. As the leading gas supplier.and recipienl'of a !hi.rd of 
· Bulgarf an exp'oris, -Russia had the upper hand in ne·gotiations over the pro· 
jecl."-Russi'a controls a-third of Bulgarian economic output.16 Russia sup" . 

. plies a quarter_of the EU's 'gas ~eeds,_ but 80 per 'cent qf th.al of Hu.ng"1iy.1
; 

· FINANCIAL. Promises to include companie~ close to ttie goverri~ent, 
and alleged· brib_ery of energy_e~perts. qn rotation. 20 

. 

LEGAL lndire~l'ac~ess to both the ex~cuti~e and legislative branches of 
_Buigaria through 9orruption schemes prcipelh,d by°kleptocratic and nepo-
. tistic characteristics of the government. 21 

· .. · 

NATIONAL SECURITY. INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Ttie Black Sea region's importance in economy, trade and se_curity: Giv
en ·sulgaria's activEi role in maintaining peace in the region and its commit
ments· as a guard .of the exterriarborders of NATO and ihe EU, the stability 
of the Black Sea re~ii:in plays a viial "role in Bulgarian national security, . 

. . . . . . 

■ Government co_ntrol_ bf key a_spects of the economy:_ . . . 
■ Secure and reliable delivery of eri.ergy. 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Substantial dependency on Russian energy imP,orts leaves EU countries 
vulnerable lei economic leverage. Lack of energy import diversification· can 
create a danger_ouii'dependency. . · · .. 

■ Media monopolies run by MPs.from the Bulgarian Socialist Par.ty and the 
Moyement for- Rights and Freedoms; conflict of injerest as .media· moguls. 
·are both ·connected to Members of Parliament and own construction firms · 
involved in the project. 

■ Corruption, hig~-level corruption in particular. 

THREATS 
■ Russian·Jnfluence over political decisions.by controiling future ·energy 

. supplies, tl)rough Russian:owned energy infrastructure in the EU. 

· .. Ii Russian economic leverage by. holding the majori_ty of ~ni:frgy' exports to 
· certain EU :member-states. . 

. : ii Corruption threatens. the existence of and compliance· with. social, legal. 
and moral' rules, r~inforces organised crime, unde_rmines the credibility o( 

.. authoriti:es, weakens their .functioning and dis:credits reform ... 

EFFECTS .. 
.. Ii EU ·countries acted in conflict witli EU legislation, creating divisions be- · 

tween member states. .. · 

. ■ Undermining of Bulgarian obligations .towards the EU. 

· · ■. Making· Bulgarian government more· amicable to concessions: the new 
centre-right gove'rnment in 2010 was sending ·signals of halting three major 
Russian-sponsored energy projeds {Selene Nuclear Power Plarit, .South 
Stream, Bourgas-Aleaimroupolis oil pipeline) but after that slowly com-
menced administrative work on the projects." · · 
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TIME PERIOD: 
2011 -2012 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Exploitation of ethnic or cultural identities 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Russian Federation, Latvia 

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE REFERENDUM 
IN LATVIA 
SUMMARY 
In February 2012, a referendum was held in Latvia to determine wheth
er or not to amend the constitution and denote Russian as ,a second 
state language. Although the majority of participants voted against this 
proposed change, the episode exposed and temporarily aggravated 
fractures in Latvian society, where language is a sensitive topic - Rus
sian was obligatory during the years the nation was occupied and part 
of the USSR. In 2011, 37.2 per cent of the population had Russian as 
their first language.' 

In January 2010 and eight months, before parliamentary elections, the 
right-wing party 'National Alliance' proposoo a referendum to amend 
the constitution and mandate the exclusive use of Latvian in publicly 
funded schools. However, they only gathered 120,433 of the 153,232 
signatures required to force a referendum. In response to the National 
Alliance initiative, the youth movement 'United Latvia' started a cam
paign for a referendum to amend the constitution and make Russian a 
second state language. Together with the newly created organisation 
'Native Tongue' they collected 187,378 signatures for-their petition. 

mony Centre", was likely a key figure in swaying more moderate Russian 
speakers to participate, particularly in the collection of signatures for 
the petition. Harmony Centre had the largest vote share in elections 
but was absent from government, having failed to establish .a ruling 

KEY POINTS 
■ The National Alliance was criticised for the politicisation of language 
policy at a time when Latvia Was successfully moving towards an inte
grated society and mutual understanding of issues relating to language 
and ethnicity had significantly improved.• 

■ Issues such as ethnicity, citizenship and political rights have the 
potential to create social divisions which can be exploited by hostile 
actors. This case highlights the importance of independent research 
to pinpoint areas of potential conflict between different identity groups 
and identify vulnerabilities. 

CONTEXT---

dum as unnecessary but then signed the petition after National Alliance 
cabinet members voted against funding the referendum.' He took the 
position that it was not simply a language. issue, but about a "lac!\ of 
respect towards a considerable segment of the population."' When the 
country went to the polls, around three-quarters of voters said they 
were against the amendment, with only the eastern region of Latgale, 
with its high concentration of Russian-speakers, having majority sup
port for the change.' 

Evidence which supports any assessment that the Russian Federation 
was attempting to influence the outcome of the vote relates to key ac
tors in the 'Yes' campaign, statements by Russian officials and support 
from Kremlin-backed media. The Latvian Security Police assessed that 
some funding did come from Russia, but could not provide details for 
security reasons. The initiators of the referendum, Vladimir Lindermans 

Federation, although they deny receiving any direct support.•·• The Se
curity Police highlighted Aleksandr Gaponenko, who admitted receiv
ing funding from Russia through various NGOs, as a key figure behind 
Native Tongue.' Moreover, two TV channels were found in breach of 
their licence for commercials which supported the 'Yes' vote, and it 
was suspected that the funds came from Russia.• 

■ Societal resilience can be enhanced by reducing potential areas 
of conflict between identity groups and promoting a national identity 
based on shared values and a joint vision ,of the future rather than eth
nicity or language. A strong civil society is crucial for creating the room 
in public discourse for the expression of divergent views. Such 'de
politicised spaces' can help build better social cohesion and political 
consensus by enabling more democratic policy-making. 

.• Lan9o-~g.8_ a~d .ciiizenshij>~. The· laQguage •.iSsueJi,, Latvia:is· . ' • RuSsiS~s·cori,p_atr'iot. i>Olicy., C~mp~triot P.ciuCY lo6se1Y.defir,8~. 
·closely relaied to'tlle. sensitive issue cif citizenship. Inhabitants who im-·. ·the :Russian diaspbra by a:mix-of·ethnicity and· self-identificatioii. A ·key: 

· ·migrated to Latvia :c1uri[lg ihe· Soviet bccupatic:m_ (mostly"Russians, Belaa· aspect of ihis po_licy is the. preservatio_n _of-the Russian- language .through. , , 
:. rusians and·Ukrainian:s) did not :automatically receive Latvian. citizenship · -- . the fund_ing·ot. local NGOs.· H_owever,Jhese •aini "not to. builc!. c_ultural ties - · __ 
. afteir independence in 1991:-They have the status of 'non-ciiizens', ·and can.. -and_ public diplomacy iri it~fbest serise, but" rattier to serve as a cohduii to{ 
- ·apply f9r _dtizenship th"rou.gh· a naturalisation pro:ces~ ·qut otherwise:do:.' · ,_ R_ussianforeigri poiicy th~o-ugh the local Hussia_n commuriity as weli as_be: 
__ not haye_the•righJ to vpJe.10-ln ~0:12, there wer!'_a iotai:.ot.304;80(> noncciJi-- · i_ng lnstrumen/s of poliJical influ~nce."~' f:lussi?n Minisfe~of Foreign A(fai_rs, 

zens (by 2018. tliis figure hacl_declin·ed fo around 228,000).11 Despite initial Sergei Lavrov, said Jhat."diasporas_are our ·powerful _resmfrce, ·ancfshould 
·· criticisrfl'in:-ihe 1990s; Latvia's integration policies were :widely seen as ... :be:used at-full cilpacity."15--The·policy came under in~r~ased st:wtiny in.' 

··.':working pefor~ the referend.urr .. ''.·" . . - . . . . . . , __ the 'n~ar abroaq' - nfjt,ions th~t_were on:ce P!!~t.of th~. S_ovietU~ion ~ ,;1fter · 
-Putin used·the proi13ction 'cif_ Russian_-aligned ethnic_ groups _in· Ukraine as : 

KEY ACTORS 
United Latvia youth movement, started campaign for language referendum 
Native Tongue NGO established explicitly for the referendum 
Harmony Centre social-democratic politir;al alliance, including the largely 
pro-Russian "Harmony" party which won the most seats in the 2011 
parliamentary elections but was excluded from the governing coalition 
National Alliance "All for Latvia!" right-wing Latvian political party which 
proposed initial referendum to exclude Russian from schools 

_ j_ustification·forth_e'annrocatiori bf Crimea_iri 2014.. - . . 

'Yes' vote supporters: 
Vladimirs Lindermans former leader of the Latvian branch of the National 
Bolshevik Party and a leader of 'Native Tongue' 
Eduards Svatkovs leader of 'United Latvia' 

leader of the radical-left 'Osipovs' party 
Mayor of Riga (since 2009), leader of "Harmony Centre" 

Aleksandrs Gaponer;iko a non-citizen and Director of the Institute of Eu
ropean Studies in Riga" 

'No' vote supporters (all elected parties supported the 'Against' vote 
apart from Harmony Centre): 

President of Latvia (2011 - 2015) 
Valdis Dombrovskis Prime Minister of Latvia (2009 - 2014) 
Raivis Dzintars leader of National Alliance. ''All for Latvia!" 

. llybrid Th(eats:. Sl!MMI\RIES. 
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NARRATIVES 
Yes-vote supporters 
■ Russian resid~nts in Latvia have been treated as second-clas's citizens, 
and thei,r hu.man rights have been violated over th~ years.ma · 
Iii The Russian language referendum is a respqnse to the attempt by Latvi
an naiionalists-to exdude Russian from state-schools; this would be detri-
mental for academi·c results," : : :· 
· ■ Latvia is pursuii:ig a policy of narrow-minded nationalism which.does not 
allow for other ethnicities. · · 
.■ If Harmony Centre had been invited into'government, the Russian-spe_ak-. 
ing minority wqu!d be better repiesent:ed and therew(iuld ·be less support-· 
for the referendum. ~0 

· · 

. . . . . . 

KEY EVENTS 

· No-vote supporters 
■ This .referendum is an attempt .to weaken Latvia"s sovereignty, inde
pendence and identity._21•22 · . . • • . . • • • . 

ii. The country.has much greaier priorities than language, such as econom-
ic recession. 23 . . · · · · · . · 

■ ·A referendum will n·ot solve the country's problems, which go m·uch 
deeper than language; but will cause further divisions. 24 

· 

: ■ Accusations of the referendum being financed by Russia (e.g. by :MP 
. Raivis_Dzintars_from the_National'Allia_n~_e)." . . 

:· 

30 Jan 2010 15 Feb 2011 9 Jun 2011 . · Nov 2011 . 16 Jan 2012 20 Jan 2012 18 Feb 2012 
:~ Or-:-•-·--,....' -~Or----' .......... --'---<-OJ-,----~-~---·OJ-: ---i--'--_--lQJ-·:-.--· .... ,_· -'----1OJ-:-·--'--

Na116na1 Alliance. · i 'United Latvia' ari- · National Alliance 'United Latvia' pell-. 
0
, f World Fede· rat·,on of ·_:,,,,_ 30 MPs atteinRt to get ',,''.: . Referendum on whether . 

sta'.rts a petition for : nounces a petition in . PBtition falls to gairi ~ tion Collects enough Parliamenf to suspend Ri.Jsslan should be gi-anted 
a referendum t6 ex- i · favour of a referen- ~ e~Ough signatures t9 ; sign~tures to trigger· Free Latvians; writes . th·e·upc"Oming ref- the status Ofan official lan-

clus~:t:~;i~~:[~~m· j ~~;s~~-~: :~~~~no~ j force 8 r8feren~um. j- a referendum. : . a;0~~~~~!~~~ tJ;~:~~- j erendum. Parliam~pt ! . {~;~~~~~ L;!~l;i~~v~~~~\~: . 
. t,_.· .. _st~teJan~~~ge. _l,· :,_! f,_ th~m,!~e~~~~:.:t,[nthe !,_ refosestodoso.. ! :~!e~:.'7~~~tp~f/i~~~t~ci~i 

.. j against t_he propos:aL. 

-STRATEGIC LOGIC 
' . ,· . . . . .' ·. . 

The Russian.Federation cori~iders tiie neigh.bouring Baltic nation~ tci be part 
. ci(its traditional sphere of interests. Russian- involve merit i_n thfLatvian_ ref
erendum should be seen in· the coniext of its· 'compafriot policy', which: in-. 
eludes Support to Russian·language speakers abroad." This policy attempts. -
tb est_ablish a master n:arrative ota'unified _identity grou·p.:. regardless ofahy 

·-MEASURES 
DIPLQMATIC.·Russian poJitical representatives (President, f'oreign 
Minister, MPs) pressured the Latvian government to. change its•citizenship_· 
·policy: The Russian Ambassaaor- to 'Latvia blamed the Latiiian govern-· 
menl's policies ,for causing the referendum, accusing it of riot addressing 
interethnic issues." Russian Foreign Minisier·Sergei. Lavrol( portrayed the . 
referendum· as a legitimaie desire for justice·, commenting that "people 
.wan_t to be heard. They want to.achieve that the!i rights to· speak, think i:tnd 
rais_e children in_ a native language_ are respected."'° 

.. . . . . . 

INFORMATION. The Baltic branches of Russian.TV channels unde~ 
. director indirect contro_l of the Ru~sian government (e.g.·the popular First . 

. .. . " . .. 

.. u~derly.ing complexity_- and mobilis~ theni_ in suppo'i-t of foreign policy goals, 
· while undermining the ruling authority ·o( the target nation. In this case, es-
. tablished networks were used in an aitempfto· destabilise Laivia from within, . 
· using a range of measures to exploit a fault. line in society :which had been 
exposed !:>Y _the unnecessary dol1'1es_tic poliUc_isation of a s_ocial iSsue. . . 

. : Baltic.Channel) supported the reierendum.31 NTVand REN TV Baltic, both 
registered.in the UK and subject to Of com c.odes of practice, were found in 

.. breach for misleading advertisements urging people to ·sign ihe petit_ion.32 

Flyers appeared in 'Daugav'pils. with the slogan ''Let's-not be.servants to 
nationalists."" . . . ' . . 

. . . . ,. ,· 

Flll,IANCIAL. In.May 2012, Latvia's Interior Ministe( Rihaid~ Kozlovksis 
said that sqme of the funding for tt:ie referendum had come from· Russia, . 

· but did not provide any mcire details, citing protection iaws and the fact that. 
· :this iriforma)ion was dassified.34 

· ·: • : · . . . • • • ·. , 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS . . . . . . . . 

CRITICAL FUNCTIONS ··. . . . . · : . . . . . . · 
■ Safeguardi.ng national so.vereignty, territorial integrity, sind democratic·· 
constitu.tional order.- . . · 
• Provision of fundamental values established .in ·the Constituiion o/ the· 
Republic of Latvia. .. · • :. · ·. _.. · ·. · · · · 
■ Maintaining.a strong civil sodeiy that has a unified understanding about 
iis value orientation. · · · · · · · 
■ M_aintainirig the identity ot'the Republic of Latvia in regard to the Western 

· world·that wants t_o see. Latvia as· an independent,. democratic, and legiti-
mate ccitintry,3' . . . . .. .. . 

VULNERABILITIES 
Iii Diverse etl)nfc composition of society with a relatively large Rus
sia~'speakirig .. minority .. Existing tensions ·between di_fierent _identity_ 
groups; s·~ch a_s complaints by ·ethnic Russians of-being- discriminated 
against, can be ·exploited by outside actors: . . . 
■ Issue of non-citizens who cannot participate in elections, cannot hold 

· governmental empioyment but have to pay taxes. . 
■ Inclination of (3ussian:speaking gro·ups to be mobilised along the lines · 
of ethnicity and·lan·gu·age. · 

THREATS 
.■ Targeted division which increases tension between diffeient groups in 
society. lri defending the Latvian language;the Latvian ·gqvernmerii risked 
being ~ean as marginalising tha Russian minority, thus_ fwther entrenching 
their opposition to ttie government. . . 
■ E'iforts to create distrust between society and government by portraying 
the govemmerit as vioiating human rights of non~citizens. . . 

ii Attempts tq intern_ationally discredit the Republic of Latvia anci aggravate 
the domes\ic policy.in the F!epublic of Latvia.· 
. ■ Russia's compatriot policy could be ·perceived as disruptive sfnce it en
. courages compatriots tci advocate for change ·ot dom·estic policy in other 
countries. It thus directly uhderminis the ethnic infegratiOf] policy of Latvia 
which is largely based_ on language.36 

EFFECTS 
■ The referendum re-emphasised· the issue of citizenship. and !imitation of 
rion"citizens' rights, arid enabled criticism· ofthe Latvian ·government by 
Russia's offidal leadership. · · · 
■ The Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs ackn_owledged that the referens 
dum revealed· sensitive issues about Latvian ·society. The government 
fU(lher reco'gnised the-need for more integration and naturaiisatioh meas
ures in _Latvia, with an emphasi_s on non-citizens given assistance to learn 
Latvian. 37 · ·: · · · . 

■ Exacerbation, even if just temporary, of the ethnic/language clash within 
the society, 'Yes'-campaigners vowetj that -the referencjum '!-'as: not the· 
end and that Russian:speaking· citizens wou!d continue to fight for equal 
~~ . ! . 

: ■ Entrenching of radical views on bot~·sides of the debate. 
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e TIME PERIOD: 
2007 -2017 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Academic Groups; NGOs France, Russian Federation 

INSTITUTE OF DEMOCRACY AND 
COOPERATION 
SUMMARY 
The Institute of Democracy and Cooperation (IDC) was founded in 2008 
and describes itself as a 'think tank' which focuses on "'the role of his
tory in contemporary politics, the relationship between sovereignty of 
states and human rights, east-west relations, and the role of NGOs and 
civil society in democracies."' While the IDC has no formal connection 
to the Russian government, its board members and directors are close 
allies of the Kremlin and the positions they take closely align with the 
Kremlin's agenda, overtly supporting and justifying Russian Federation 
policy and ideology.' 

The Paris branch is led by former Russian Duma member Natalya Na
rochnitskaya and British historian John Laugh land, while the New York 
branch (closed in 2015) was led by Andranik Migranyan, former advi
sor to Boris Yeltsin. The IDC's perspective is based on Europe-Russia 
cultural ties, Russian nationalism, and Russian exceptionalism built on 
Orthodox Christianity and it presents research through this perspective 
across a range of issues including the Syrian War, BJ politics, human 
rights, historical revisionism, and religion. Its efforts appear to be pri
marily focused on conferences, university talks and UN side-events, as 
well as media appearances on a range of pro-Kremlin outlets. 

·.coNTEXJ .. ·· 
.• Russian_ 'soft power' to0_1s: The IDC: was f9u~~ed during a 

: · period:wren Rus~ia "(as' evolving its approach fo -'soft power' in.the early 
.. to· rriid-2000s: During .this period, the .Russian government invested. sig- . 

nificant resources ·in such fools as:Russia·Today (later RDand the-Russ-:· . 
. kiy MirFoundilti9n.-Sonif! of these in'$ti/utioris were irispired:by.Westerr,
.moclels, while o!hers were Russian irinovaticins.8

'
7 Ru:ssian soft p_owertoday·: 

· is characterised by a tendency to exploit vulnerabilities, in:·other societies 
.. raiher 'tlian-promote tlie ·sirengihs of its ·own society.' R\Jssian·.soft·power
. ihould be understooci"1;1s differeritto :western· conceptions:of.soft power.', 
. While Wesiern soft ilower iii usually defined·as a mixture of a government's, . 
· ·.actions arid th·e:result'ofcivil society activity which is indeperidentoftheir · 
. govern'r[ient; the. Russian version is base·d [nore heavily on governmental . 
• anq _quasi-governmental iristitutioris that·promote.a government-directed:·. 
· ·image· of .Russia·.• Puiiri 'defin·ed it as""a matrix' of tciols and"meihods 'to · 
.. reac_h foreigrf p9iicy goals wjthout-ttie u~e o_f arms b~t:by exerting ir]forma-·: 

KEY POINTS 
■ Certain Russian and Russia-funded GONGOs, NGOs and think 
tanks exist to promote the political agenda of the Kremlin in order to 
achieve Russian foreign policy goals. It is likely that the IDC is one such 
example, although there is insufficient publicly available evidence to 
conclude definitively that this is the case.'·' 

■ The IDC promotes themes ranging from problems with the liberal 
world order, double standards in international community behaviour 
towards territorial sovereignty, the American subjugation of Christian 
values, the need for a multi-polar world and Russia as an important 
actor in the international order. 

■ Organisations such as the JDC seek to 'legitimise their agenda by 
portraying themselves to be intellectually robust, honest and equiva
lent to other reputable NGOs and think tanks. Such organisations are 
made distinct by their opaque financing, informal links to hostile state 
actors and a lack of empirically-driven research. Like other entities 
aligned with the Kremlin they generally seek to point out the weak
nesses of other states rather than promote Russia's own strengths.' 

■ Addressing the potential threat from such organisations requires 
an approach which ,respects freedom of expression and association. 
Governments should: collaborate with other nations to investigate net
works, raise awareness of organisations which have unclear links to 
adversaries to prevent tacit endorsement and increase trie level of ac
countability and financial transparency. 

· tion and otlj'e~ leve~s of influence."'~'~' . · · .. · _IMAGE-:- Th~ 10g;s j~hn Laughian_d commenilrig on NATO;s missio~ on_ Rf In 20_14.: 

KEY ACTORS 
Natalya Narochnitskaya Head of the Paris branch. Has connections with 
the Kremlin as a former member of the State Duma and vice-chairman of 
the Duma's Foreign Affairs Committee." Holds high-level or advisory posi
tions in the Russkiy Mir Foundation, the Historical Perspective Foundation, 
and the Foundation for Supporting and Protecting the Rights of Compatri-
ots Living Abroad. 13 

-

John Laughland Director of st1,1dies, A British citizen who holds a doc
torate in philosophy from the University of Oxford. Known primarily for his 
Eurosceptic views. 

--NARRATIVES 
IDC .· 
■ The liberal world :order is flawed. . . . 
-■ Russia is a 1)1aj6~ a~jor in the .ii1te_rm;1\ional order. . . . . .. . . 

. . ■ There is ·a need fpr.a.new.rriulticpolar-world orde~ which mitigates the .. 
· abiiiiy of NArn a,nd.the US to do harm: . . , . . 

Anatoly Kucherena Founder of JDC. A Russian academic and lawyer 
known for representing exiled former Ukrainian leader Viktor Yanukovych 
and NSA whistleb/ower Edward Snowden. He serves on the Public Cham
ber - a civil society advisory board for the Kremlin - and i,its on the board 
which oversees the Federal Security Service (FSB). 14 

Andranik Migranyan Director of IDC's New York branch from 2008-2015. 
Held posts on the· Council on Foreign and Defense Policy of the Russian 
Federation, the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation, the Presidential 
Council of the Russian Federation and the Valdai Discussion Club." 

■ Th.e internationaf.cor,-;munity shows ·double standard~ a·nd tiypcicrisy in : 
wbrld'politlcs (especially in regards to inconsistent rei::og.nition of.secesc 

_. .sionis~ rnoveriler:rts): .. : . . . . . . : .. '. : . . . 
·■ American: Christi_anity is being subjugated by liberal vahliis .. 

. Hybrid Threats_: ·Sl.jMMARIES. 
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KEY EVENTS 
~0.2008 j May 6oo_a l 4 Ju~013 .. 23 NO 2013 Dec6013 25 N:0 2014 28 Ju()?015 = 2~~ 
·The IDC forms; The IDC releases .·,, The IDC or- · ·j · The IDC holds Laughland de- [ La~_ghland speaks·!, : The IDC New·York . T~e IDC Is granted 

offices in New •: it's first publication ganises a Paris ; conference on 'the : nounces pro-Europe :· at a conference or- office closes. Ml- ; Special consultative 
· York and Paris" ! · :·orange Webs." .. ? symposium on the! farrily' in Leipzig. ! prot~sts In Kiev and 1 ganlsed qy the State l.granyan expla.ins.that l siatus' by the United 

. open. ·.:_:::':, _· which argues that l defence of family l Speeches by Olga ! the ultranatlonalist i Duma'ln Moscow l the IDC's "mission Is j. Nations Economic 
the Orange Reva- : values, which Is : s·atalina and Elella 1 Svqb9da party, !3-C- 1 · on "OvEfrcoming the, l over," beca·~s0 "the ~ ~nd SOclal Colln(?il 
lutiolJ.(2004-2005) ! aW~rlded):>y the \ M_izulina, Ctiairm~n Louses Western media: crisis of confidence : situation with human _l,. (ECOSOC). 

. was a Western ; French Christian ; and Vice-Chairman. l of i>ropaganda. I In Europe."17 
• j 'rights In the us has. 

j plot:16 Excerpt$ from· I Democra"tlc·party j. of.the Family Affalr;s j · · { · · -j · · ·ifflproved.n~6
'
19 

· 

: the public8tlon are ! leadefChristlne :. ·Committee Of the 1 : :" 
~ hoSted on RT before ) so·utin. · j Russian Dunia. l ~ i·.· 
. j _ it$ official rele~se. i 1, . · . [ J. ' l 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
There is no conclusive evidence available in the public.domain to support 
the assessment.tha!'the !DC has direct firiancial links with the Kremlin,· 
or that the Kremlin:·directs·or enables its activities. However, it-promotes 

·narratives· that ·are very closely aligned with those of the Kremlin; John 
Laughland is a regular contributor to Russian state television and the lead
ershjp's· mu.itiple roles with other Ru_ssian entities discredit the !DC as an in-

. ·d~pendent institution. It could U:ierefore be considered ·a·component cit th_e 

.. . . 

MEASURES . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 

DIPLOM.ATIC. The !DC has sought to !jchieve legitimacy and influence 
through diplomatic.entiiies and events.". · 

INFORMATION. The !DC deal; with inte~national topics such. as· 
Syria and Ukraifle ihat are of inte'rest to the Kremlin, primarily reflecting a: · 
pro-Kremlin perspective of history. Naroclinitskaya and Laughland lever
age ihe perceived legitimacy of a European think tank to bolster their.status 
as authorities on relevant issues. . · . · . · · . 
·Events in which guest speakeri, from sympathetic organisations atiend ado 
an external, but echoing, vofce. These events seem to receive minimal me
di11 coverage in France but.are_ occasionally covere·d by pro~Kremlin-media 

. s.ources. 

. . . 

· Kreinlin's.soft powe~ measures in.s.uppor! of foreign policy-·objectives.20
•
21

•
22

· 

Consistent ·wi!tJ. other. Rus~ian self p9wer measu:res, . the I DC seeks io 
·pciint out the flaws· of-other societie.s over ·and above the promotion of the 
strengths of Russia:23 It is assessed that the primary target audience of the. 

-!DC: lies inpolitical_circl_es ~nd policy-makers. . 

. . ' . . . .. 

The !DC: h*s also cicc~sionally ~ppeared i,n a· range oi English and :F~ench, 
.language media outlets which had varying reach. The most signifim,nt of 
'these.media oulputs are Laughland's"regular articles for RT France which 
terid to foc.~s on divisions, problem_s and hypocrisies in EU politics: and the . 
US as well as topics ofinterest. to the Kremlin such as [Jkraine, Cataloriian 
secessionist riioveme.nts and Syria.25 • .. • • . . . .. 

· FINANCIAL; The I DC is funde.d by tJnidentiiied 'priv'ate don9rs•: La~gh~ 
.fand claims funding comes· from the Foundation for Historical ·outlcicik in· 
Moscow, which is financed.by uns·pecified private Russian companies." 

NATIONAL SECURITY-INTERESTS. 
.. . . . . 

. CRITICAL FUNCTiONS 
France's national security functions relevant to institutiorii like !he:IDC in-
~~~ :· . .. .. 

■ National cohesion." 

·• lnforined public debate. · 

■ Trust in government instituti.ons .. 
. . ' . . . . .. 

. ■ A healthy civil society.in which a diverse range of voices (citizens, cirgan-· 
isaiions and businesses) can parti_cipate in.the contestation and construe- -

· !ion ofprogress in society. 2•. .. · 

. . 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Anti-American· sentiments i~ France: Jhe "US versus Russia" dichcitomy·: 
presents an· avenue through which ·pro-Russian propaganda may resonate 
disguise□ as anti-Americanism.: . . . . . 
. . . . . . .· .. " . 

■ Conservative-se'cular cl~avages. in French society: The !DC focuses .. 
cin controvershil issues such as the legalisaticin of same-sex marriage, 
presenting arguments which aJign· with mcire conservative itiewpqints in 

. _society. 29 
· · · 

. THREATS . 
11 Cre_ation.of ambiguity by ad-;ers.aries in an ·unstable anc:i'.uncertain s!r<l

. iegic environment, which in turri threaie·ns to increase existing tensions in 
· society. 30 · • · • • 

.. ii ·Strengthening. the _inierest of iar-right mo\ieinents and polarisatipn in 
France .through disruptive discourse.. . . 

:II Underminin'i;J of public discourse;ifargume.nts based.on heavy bias and 
. selective us·e of facts are perceived as scientific facts. 31

. 

EFFECTS 
- ■ The !DC is assessed to have·limited resonance at the mass public level,· 

· aue to its narrow conimuniciition·output, minimal resciurces -.;ind lir;iited 
reach. It has low levels of engagement on s,ocial media channels arid rela-
tively low presence in. mainstream media. 32 

. . . 
. .. . . ... 

. . II The . !DC is perhaps margi~ally more ·effective at· the political . deci0 

sion-making level ihrough· its everiis which feature high-level Russian fig-. 
ures, as well as through iis engagem$n! with figures /rem fririge or natiqn-• 

TT 

_alis! parties: · · · · · · 
. .. 

■ The:effect of !DC ap·pearance_s at de'cisi~n'inak~r levef discussions and 
events may·sensitis¢ these aud.ienqes to Kremlin-aligned p_erspectives. 

. . . . '. 

: ■ SurVeys of French public opinion suggest anti-Russian sentiment is still 
high (70 per cef1! of responaents disp·laying imti:Russian cipin[ons and .85 . 
per cent distrusting.Putin):" ·· · · 
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•. •· TIME PERIOD: 
• 2006 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Economic leverage, Political actors 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Zambia, People's Republic of China 

ZAMBIAN ELECTIONS 2006 
SUMMARY 
Zambia is one of the most important destinations for Chinese invest
ments in Africa.' The southern African state is one of the world's largest 
copper producers, and China, the world's largest copper consumer, 
has been eager to sectJre continued access to raw,materials.2 Chinese 
investment in the Zambian mining and constmction sectors, by both 
state-owned and private companies, has been actively encouraged 
by the Chinese government, which also provides development aid re
lating to agriculture, telecommunications and infrastructure. This in
vestment has been accompanied by an influx of Chinese workers, as 
many companies prefer to import skilled labour rather than train and 
contract locally.'3 

AlthotJgh the Zambian government generally welcomed Chinese in
vestment, anti-Chinese sentiment amongst the Zambian population 
had steadily increased and became a pivotal issue in the 2006 pres
idential election.' Many Zambians were angry about the displacement 
of small local business by the Chinese, poor working conditions and 
delayed payment of wages, and the use of Chinese workers instead of 
hiring local people. The death of 52 workers during an explosion at a 
Chinese-owned mine in 2005, Zambia's worst industrial accident in 30 
years, led to public outrage over the circumvention of safety standards 
and labour laws by many Chinese-owned companies. 

KEY POINTS 
■ Chinese investment was welcomed by the Zambian government but 
seen as threatening by a significant part of the population. The two 
opposing views ,of Chinese presence - as being either beneficial or 
harmful - underline the political nature of any assessment of hostility. 
Framing economic dependency as malign is particularly resonant when 
successfully 'linked to concerns held by the local population regarding 
foreign influence. The 2006 Zambian elections essentially became a 
referendum on Chinese influence.• 

■ Economic leverage can translate into domestic political influence. 
The Chinese ambassador announced that China would cut relations 
with Zambia and development aid and investment would be put on 
hold if Michael Sala was elected president and took steps to recognise 

CONTEXT-· 
.... · .... · . . ... · . .. 

· · .· .■ Chinese engagement in Africa; Qtiina tias tie~ri. i~esting in 
the:African·continerit for decades;undertak'ing largeinfrasfructure projects·. 

: . includi~g railway~. -ports, danis iJ.nd tiridges il.hd tele'(:o:,-rimunici<!lion~; as · 
. well ·as investing in• il.reas such :as i:nihing, ~gricultu're !!nd)nanufacituring. 

Opposition presidential candidate Michael Sala tapped into fears over 
Chinese influence, campaigning with a manifesto which was overtly an
ti-Chinese. Sata criticised China's 'exploitation' of Africa, calling Chi
nese companies 'infestors', and pledging to expel Chinese businesses 
from Zambia, He also courted Taiwanese businesses .and described 
Taiwan as a 'sovereign state', at which point China intervened. Their 
ambassador in Lusaka convened a press conference, accusing Sata's 
party of signing an agreement with the Taiwan authorities and stating 
that if Sala was elected president and recognised Taiwan, China would 
cut diplomatic ties, and investments would be stalled until bilateral re
lations returned to normal. The announcement was widely reported as 
an open threat 

Sala lost the election, but gained' 29 per cent of the vote, with his 
party taking every seat in the capital Lusaka and the Copperbelt re
gion, where Chinese presence was particularly high .. After the results 
were announced, riots broke out in Sata's strongholds, predominantly 
targeting Chinese-owned shops.• Responding to the backlash, China 
focused on softening its image by providing more incentives, such 
as building hospitals and sports venues.' The financial crisis of 2008 
and subsequent global recession also led to Zambians taking a more 
favourable view of China, as Chinese companies were able to mitigate 
the worst impact of the economic downturn in Zambia.' 

Taiwan. It is not clear if the Chinese intervention had a decisive effect 
on the election outcome, and it may even have been counterproduc
tive, by reinforcing public opinion that Chinese investment was linked 
to illegitimate influence in the Zambian government• and reigniting co
lonial-era memories of the struggle for independence.10 

■ The absence of credible data on issues ,such as migration can lead 
to threat inflation, as the vacuum created by a lack of factual informa
tion allows alarmist speculation to fill the gaps .. Authoritative figures on 
Chinese presence in Zambia were incomplete, contradictory or inac
cessible, which enabled Michael Sata to cite scare numbers of 80,000 
Chinese people living in the country - more realistic estimates range 
from 13,000 to 22,000 people.11 

. . . - . . . . 
'' ethnic ~nd lingual ·t,etercigeneiiy.l~ The 'co~ritr.y alio :h~~- relatjvel; strong 

·trade unions and·dvil·society organisation's. The·country•s·populaiion has. 
grown from 1?.4 million :(2006) to 17.~ million (2918). Fori,ierly ·a one-party 

: state; Zamb_ia's recent i:nultiparty el~ctions have be!!ri recognised-as ·1arge' . 
ly free and fair.1_4· ... . · · · · .. · · There are currently.over 10,000 s\ate0owned and._private.Chlnese.firms:· . 

. ·operating.in· Afri9a}2 Rep!)rts tegularly su·rface: of predatory loan praciiq- · 
es a~d Chinese. corp6ration:S circumve~ting labour:1aws oren\/ironrriental·: . II History Of. Sino~:Zambian ·relat,ions. Zarl)bia.estab'lished r~
·standards. :some Western· observers. maintain that China's.interest in the . · lat(ons witt:i China 'directly after ind:ependence:The·relatioriship, describecl . 

· continent is pai:t' of a 'hew scramble fcir Africa' arid focused oh exploiting . . : by fo,:mer .Zam~ian President Kennet_h )<aunda as a~·-•a.11-we/lther friend-
.. .' its abundant natural resources. However,- niuch· of China's· economic ac- . ship', .was driven by ideological and g~opolitical considerations from the: 

.tivi\les and ;soft- power' efforts have undeilying·politicalobjectiV:es (e.g.:. · ·19·5os-1980s: this included develoj:i_ment·a)d and·grand infrastructµre pro'.. 
· · building support'for its ''One China'pcilicy), and China·corisistenfly. evokes · jects, siich as· Uie TANZAM railway between Zambia arid Tanzania, ·as well
:. the_riamitive 61.soHdarity and i~in-y.iih' situatfons.. . . . . . . . .' -as suppoitfor.Zambia's'anti-aparth'eid campaig'n and coilabciratiori during· 

.• Backg'round. on Zambia. Zambia ~ained it)dependerice from' 
. . Britain.in 1964. Compared to:_other ·sub-Saharan African states, Zambia . 

ha_s ·si_nce emjoyed" relative .politicii! stabilfty, despite enormous :internal . 

KEY ACTORS 
Chinese Embassy in Lusaka most important contact for Chinese inves
tors in Zambia, functions as extended arm of the Chinese political leader
ship and is directly involved in investment negotiations16 

Movement for Multi-Party Democracy (MMD) centre-left party that was 
in power in Zambia from 1991-2011 
Patriotic Front (PF) social democratic party, initially founded in 2901 as 
personal vehicle of Michael Sata 

78 

th~ Cold War peri9p.15 .Moie recently,- Chin.a.has been focusing 0:ii trade;' . 
. and· o~ investments in the Zamb!an coristructiqn and mihing sector . 

Li Baodong Chinese Ambassador to Zambia (2005 - 2007) 
Hu Jintao President of China (2003 - 2013) 
Levy Mwanawasa President of Zambia (2002 - 2008), MMD, died in office 
Michael .Sala Leader of Patriotic Front (PF), presidential candidate in 2006 
and 2008, President of Zambia (2011-2014), died in office 

: HybridThreats;SllMMARIES. 
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NARRATIVES 
Chinese government Zambian government Michael Sata 

' ' 

■ Growing bilateraf trade is ben"eficial to both-countries. 
Ii Chinese aid arid investmenfin areas such as mining, in
frastructure or agriculture has·improved life for-Zambians: 
_it contributes to the country's gross domestic product and 

■ Sino-Zambian re.lations consist 
of mutually ben·eficial coopera-

■ Chinese economic engagement in Zambia amounts 
fo exploitation and plundering of natu·ral ie'sources.23 

■ .Campaign slogan 'Zambia.for Zambians'; Zambia tion.19 · 

creates· job opportunities." · . . . 
. ■ If Sata is elected president, recognises Taiwan arid ex
pels Chinese investors; then China might sever t_ies with 

■ China has long been a reliable 
. ally of Zambia, both in terms of 
development and . international 
relations. 20 

· · 

has "beconi!) a province of China."'' · .' . · 
ii Chinese companies are too ofien importing ttieir 
own-people for work that could bedoile by locals . 
■. Chinese manage'rs are. ill-treating Zambian w9rk
ers, only employing therri on short-ter'm contracts 
with no benefiis, and are-not respecting safety'regu
lations or environmental·standards.25

. 

·· Zambia: · · · · · 
.■ Chinese investors are 'scared' to come fo Zambia.be
cause of Sata's 'unfortunate' re/narks; further investments 
have been pui on hold until the_ uncertainty ~urrounding 

■ Zambia supports the 'One Chi
na' policy.": 

bilateral. relations is resolve_d.18 
: · • 

■ Written apology to Beijing by
Zambian President Mwanawasa 
over .Sata's 9omments.22 

ii Accusations of large~scale rep·atriation of p'rofits 
and tax exemptions.''. · · 

.KEY EVENTS 
1960s - 1990s - , Apr Jul Jan - Sep ·4 SE;)p 28 Sep 3 :..._ 6 Feb 20·Sep 

. : 80s :woos 20.05 . ! 2006 2006 2006 2006 2007 : 2011 
~~-.,...· -.--. ---1..0 .. 0 ,Or...,...,..·-· ---<..O . \ 0 .0 .01-..-,-·.-· ---1~ 

China grovides · P.rivatisation of 52 workers 6 workers ( Pop·unst elec~ion l Chinese ambas- , Zambian Presiden- Chinese S8.ta wins pres-
·developrilent Zambian miniriQ .killed In are shot . : campaign o( l sador to Zambia Ll · tial Election:· Sa.ta· President Hu ·· id_ency irl his . 
aid to Z~mbia, 

1 
sector. Access to ·: ~XP.losion at_ l durlrig riots Michael Sata . ·i Baodong tells Press . _performs stronQty, -j -!ir:itao p~ys_ . 'third attempt, 

·mainly driven · resources (esp:. · i Chinese-owned ! oyer delay~d (PF) capitalises -! · Iii.at' China "sllall . j but ultimately loses to ·1 unusually long although he has 
by Ideological [_.copper) becomes. 1 riiine, SP.arking j wages 8.t a on grow!ng ! have nothing to do (. inculllbent pr~sldent. ·j visit to Zam~ia, toned down 

and 9e:opolitical [ most importan\ driv- l" anger at !ack of l Chinese- · anti-Chinese . ; · with Zanipia If Sat~ :, Riots break out in : announces first anti-Chinese 
consideratio~S. : er Of Sino-Zambian :" safety Stand- : owned:riline. sentiment. · : . wins-the .elections ~ : Sata•S strongholds, l Speci8.I Eco- rhetoric. 

·,!· -_-rela~i~ns~lp.~
7 

j_: · ards. j:,_,·. · ·\· andgoesaheadfO j · targetinQChi- J nomiqzone.· 
j ~ .\- recognise Tal'NBn.'.'28 ~ ·:1ese-owned shOpS:29

} . _ 

STRATEGIC LOGIC.· 
Chinese ,engagem~nt _in Afric.:i i~ motivated- by a mix.cit profit a·nd strata-· 
gic interests. Sfate0 driven inxestment iri Zambia's mining and construction 

· sector is primarily aimed at gaining access io the country's natural resourc
_Eis. The aid arid investment-from· China also has political aims, including .. 
building a long-term relationship and generating support for its 'One China' 
policy ... The ambassador's statement that China ~ould break off riilations 
with Zambia if Michael Sala w~s elected·was, interpreted by the Zambian 

MEASURES. 
DIPLOMATIC.The Chinese'state backs Chinese investments in Zambia 
at !_he.highest politi_cal level: Negotiations on Chin_Eise-developmeni'assis~ 
lance and investments take place through the FOCAC (Forum on China-Af
rica Cooperaticiri), as 'well as during official siate visits. ' 0 Not' all Chinese· 
investments in Zar:nbia are_.aimed :at mak_irig profij: for-instance, Chinese· 
_investments in agricul_ture (e.g. irrigation syst_erns) or support to _Zambia's. · 
broadcasting services (e.g." providing"FM transmitters) are·o/ a· charitable 
nature-aimed at-development and poverty reduction," although they are 
likely also designed in pursuit of political objectives, such .. as gaining sup-

. port for the 'One China' :policy." The.elections of 2006.were the first. time 
that China openly got involved in the- political process of Zambia itirough · 
public stat_ements. · .. · 

: .... ·.· ·. . .. ·. . .. __ - . · .. · .. 
. 9ppositipn and many' ljyestern comm~ntators' as· an.·overt and dire~t _in-· 
tervention i!1 the election. China was accused of attempiing to leverage 

.Zambia's economic dependence on· China tci change voting behaviour. 
Nevertheless, ·me position articulated by the ambassador· was also coil-· 
sisteni with Beijing's 'One Cl)ina; principle, which is a iundam,eriial ~lement 
of China's foreign _policy and a key prerequisite for its relations with other 

.. countries. · · 

' ' ' 

ECONOMIC/FIN,ANCIAL. I~ 2006, China ~as the biggest inve~tor 
. -in Zambia (USD:209.million),33 and 200 Chinese co'mpanies were recorded 
, in the counir.y. 34 Chinese F,DI is dominated by large state-led, policy-driven, 
.. publicly owned companies; although 'private companies .are gaining more 

importance.~• The majority 9f Chinese FOi to Zambia targets mining cir min
ing-related act,il(ities, although· FDI. also flows into the ccinstruc;ti.on,.agricul
tural oi manufacturing :sector.'•. The state-owned Banko( China established 

. a branch in Zambia for the political.and nori-commercial purpose cit facili
tating the day-t_o'.day ~ctivities of Chines~ companfes in Za.mbia.'' 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTl=RESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Free, fair arid inde.pendent elections .. 

· ■ Low unemployment, reduction of poverty. 
-■. Enfciri:emerit cit-legal. sta('lcfards regarding safety. ·and 'en:vironment 
throughout ttie country. · . 
■ Encouragement of Foreign Direct Investment and development aid from 
allied countries. . . . . 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Zambia;s economy is' highly dependent on the ccipper sector, and by 
extension on the fluctuation of iflternational market pric.es.'8 

. 

■ Zambia is one cif the poorest countries in the world;.arouod two-thirds of. 
the poj:iulation"live below the poverty line.'' . . . 
■ Corruption·, especially all]ong. labciur law enforcement officials that are· 
willing to overlook lack of safety regulations. 40 

■ Unempl_oyment.is clos~ 'to s·o·p~r cen!'in Zambia (2006).41 

.■ Increasing economic_ dependenc·e on Chinese i!)vestmept, particularly· 
in the mining sector. . .. . 

THREATS 
ii The increasing use of Chinese labour by Chinese companies in Zambia 
leads to increased .. informal einpioyment or even unemployment among 

.. Zambi;ms.42 · .. · · : : .. 
■ Foreign interference in elections ,to.influence the voting behaviour of the 
population~ .. · : · · · · , · • 
■ He"lth and safety ofZambi_an· worker~ is threatened.through :managers' 

. . non~observi:ince of.labour law. · · · · ·. ·: .. · · · · : ·.· · .. 

79 

■ ·For the incumbent MMD goverriinent, popular discontent with Chinese 
economic engagement threatens the future flciw of FOi and ai<;l from China. 

EFFECTS 
. ■ Statements tiy the Chinese ambassador had no negative effect on offi-
cial Sino-Zambian relations.43 

• · . 

■ Perceived interference by ambassador reinforced the narrative of hostile 
· Chinese influence.. · · . . · .. · .. · : 
ii Anii-Chiriese :se!)timent decreased _duri_ng the global recession 2008-
2011: despite falling·copper prices, Chinese companies were able to 
maintain workplaces and mitigate the impact of the economic downturn, 
as th·e.Chiriese financial sector was. relativeiY:insulated trcim the crisis. 
In his future elecfion campaigns·, Michael Sala :used 'anti-exploitation' . 

. rather t~an 'anii-Chin·ese' rhetoric. 44 · · · · • 
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TIME PERIOD: 
2001 - Present 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Religious groups Serbia, Russian Federation 

SERBIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH 

SUMMARY 
The Serbian Orthodox Church (Srpska Pravoslavna Crkva or SPCJ is a 
self-governing church within the Eastern Orthodox Church, a family of 
13 self-governing bodies defined by the nation in Which they are locat-, 
ed. Although the Serbian constitution guarantees the secular nature of 
the state, the SPC plays a highly important role in the construction of 
Serbian national identity and holds a piivileged position in comparison 
to other religions in Serbia.'·' In 2011, 84.6 per cent of the Serbian 
population described themselves as orthodox.' 
The SPC has strong connections to the Russian Orthodox Church 
(ROC, Moscow Patriarchate) and their cooperation has increased 
over the last ten years. The ROC is closely connected to Russian lan
guage, history and faith, Russian political life and the R1:1ssian Feder
ation's intelligence apparatus. It uses an Eastern Orthodox Christian 
tradition to promote a pro-Russia stance as the only viable path for 
Eastern European states, speaks out against NATO and the EU and 
condemns the 'moral degradation' of the West.' The Kremlin likes to 
portray itself as a champion of traditional conservative and nationalist 
values rooted in Eastern Orthodox Christianity, in opposition to West
ern liberalism.5

'
6

'
7 

KEY POINTS 
■ The SPC is an independent body and should not be seen as a 'Rus
sian agent', but rather as a useful ally for the Kremlin to achieve foreign 
policy objectives, as well as a suitable channel to reach relevant Serbi
an audiences. The HOC and the SPC share many interests and goals. 
The SPC tries to influence political events in ways that are in line with 
the Russian agenda (especially relations with Serbia's neighbours, Ser
bia's bid for EU membership, and the Kosovo issue). 

■ The SPC actively pushes a pro-Russian outlook such as the pro
motion of both real and fictitious historical and religious links between 

Although the ROC and the SPC have close ties and share many inter
ests, they should not be seen as a single entity with unified policies. 
1he SPC is generally not as conservative as the ROC, although some 
of the more hard-line SPC clergy hold similar attitudes to the ROC's 
opposition to Western values. SPC opposition to the West is primarily 
linked to the Kosovo recognition issue: the SPC insists that Kosovo is 
part of Serbia, and must not be traded for EU membership (which is 
only possible for countries without open border disputes). 
The Russian government has attempted to increase its influence in 
Serbia through and within the SPC through financial and diplomatic 
means. In 2016, Russian energy company Gazprom invested EUR 4 
million in the creation of mosaics for Saint Sava in Belgrade, the larg
est Serbian Orthodox church.' Russian politicians and diplomats fre
quently present themselves as orthodox, refer to or use the language 
of the SPC in public statements, and publicly interact with the church 
to improve their public image and address the predominantly orthodox 
audience in Serbia. Similar strategies are used by extreme right groups 
in Serbia who are supported by hard-line SPC clergy, such as their 
protest against the LGBT movement in the country. 

Serbs and Russians and organising protests against the independence 
of Kosovo or 'Western liberal values' such as LGBT events. By pro
moting anti-Western sentiment and perpetuating ethnic tensions, the 
SPC's actions broadly align with Russia's interests in the region. 

■ As orthodox churches often focus on .one specific ethnic group and 
often have extensive influence at every level of society, they are a par
ticularly effective means to exploit the '(ethnic) divisions over nation 
states in the former Yugoslavia region. 

.. Ii Russia• and the Western· Balkans .. The Western Balkans is~-- · in 2915-the (l)ajority of people saw ~irbia's il)tEirest~ b'est s~_rved by main"· . 
. · terrlto°ry of ongoing pompetition bE!tween R_ussiaarjd othe(actors; such as:. · tai_ning strong ties),vith · R.ussia,- w,ith ·the idea of. Russia peing- 'cirthodol_i . 
· .. the l:JS_ im·d EU, .and.a _key regi_on_ ~egardrng the_ control o_ver·ene(QY supl)ly. · . b(others: as the _mosjcori)monly cited _reason:." . ·. . 
. routes .to Europe.• Putin has stated that ,Russia will not accept Kosovo's · , 
.. independer'lce and. has beE!ri blockjng-its ai:cession'to the UN-witl]'iis-veto,. · .· : ■ The spc, an~ '1Cos9vo.- The SPC per~~ives °KOS

0

0VO ~s-th_e cradle.· . 
· in the S_ecurit}' CciunciJ-.''. . · · · · of its niei::lieval civilisation; ·many_ of the SPC's most important churches , 

·. and: !llO0asteries a:~e: iocated: iri ~osovo, ·and the :Patriar_ch_al}vl~nastery: 
■ ~erbia's bid for EU inembei-s!Jip. S¢rbia is·i:i:ici~ing toward~- ' . . : ' . . . .. . '. . ' ' . . ' . : . . . Smee the 
EU integration, includlrig ·membership by 2025, but a· lack .of momeniuri) . Kosovo War, ma~y-SPC churches and ri)om1steries· have: bee·n •ciamaged 

. tias· led ·fo doubts over EU·cominitmerits to tiie: region·,. which· in turn: has" · or desiroyed 'by Kosovo. Albanians, and several priests Were killed. The 
· created vulherabiliti~s·for lv)oscow.to explo!f- Betw¢en 200_9:and-201·5 poll-:. , · S~rbian gqvernmeiit has ai:cused __ Pristina •cit not ·1ooking,,aiter-Sl;'C. site~: 
. ing .indicated a decline _in publi6 _support for. Serbian E_l) membership,. ~nd · · 1;>toperlY: or.ev~n·colludi.rig in their des_tructiori.13 

· 

KEY ACTORS 
Serbian Orthodox Church (SPC) 
Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) 
Obraz Serbian far-right orthodox 
ultranationalist group, banned since 
2012 

Patriarch lrenej head of.Serbian Orthodox Church (since 2010) 
Patriarch Pavle head of Serbian Orthodox Church (1990 - 2009) 
Patriarch Kirill head of Russian Orthodox Church (since 2009) 
Patriarch Aleksy II head of Russian Orthodox Church (1990- 2008) 

spiritual leader of Orthodox Serbs in Kosovo 
Sava Janjic wominent SPC Abbot in Kosovo, opposes Brussels agreement 

head of the SPC in Montenegro; 'Strong anti-NATO views, called for referendum on 
Montenegro's NATO membership 
Mladjan Djordjevic key financer and supporter of opposition figure Dragan fJi/as; close ties to Russia; protects 
'oppressed' Serbs in MNE, Cmatia, Bosnia and MKD via SPC 

President of Serbia (since 2017), Prime Minister (2014 -2017) 
Prime Minister of Serbia (2012 - 2014; 2017) 

Prime Minister of Serbia (since 2017), first woman and first openly gay person to hold that office 
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NARRATIVES 
Serbian Orthodox Church· . . . . 
■ Hard-line SPC clergy openly supported Milosevic during the 1990s, 
publicly blessing Serb n~tionalist paramilitaries who committed war 
crirries in Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo)' Mciderate·SPC clergy-participated. 
in pro-democratic protests, and asked Milosevic to step.down ·after the 
Kosovo War.15

'
16 

■ ·_opposition t~ LGBT events i,ucli .. as pride parades; promotion of tradic 
·· tional Christian v·alues:· · · · .. · 

■ Oppositi.on to independence ·of.Kosovo; mixed positions on Serbian ac-. 
cession to the EU.17 Use of religious nationalism to promote a 1io0Russia 
pat~ as the only viable alternative f9r Eastern European states. 

KEY EVENTS 
2001 20Q4 2008 2010 

~ · : · o>-:·-. -------·=-· ----c··o>-------·i_· ~--o 
. A grou·p of peo- . 1 ·SPC holy sit.es KOSovo declares Clashes and va·n-
ple 1ed by pri~sts. !,, . In Kosovci 0.re . ·independence;· : • dalism surrounding, 

. disperse the'fJrst - ·v"andallsed and not reC:qgnlsed by :,,·, · th8 Pride Pcirade, 
attempted Pride , destroyed on Serbia: . involving far-right 
Parade in Bel- ( a mass scale· activists and some 
gr:8de,· beEit.iJ1g I during protests of l ·church representa- _-

. up many P~Jticl- : KosoVar Albani- ~ tives, resulting In 150 

. Rui,sian government 
Ii Steps taken towards EU integration are a· 'forced demo~ratisation of the 
region' that is not supported by the people. The EU wants to pull' s·erbia 
away from .the -'lr!1ditional Slavic.-Orthodox ·brotl)erhood' or con.cept of 
'pan-Orthodoxy' based on the hi~torical ties between the people of Russia 
and the people of Serbia.'• · 

• Support for Se~bia over the Kosovofecognition issue .. 

. Jan 2013 Jul 2(!13 Nov 2014 .' Jan 2016. 
· :o>---------o· :·o>-~----i_· _____ ~ 

'bver 100 Serbian ·; , Patria(Ch lrinej i.. ROD and SPO j. . SPO pushes for 
Orthodox grave- .. 1. • vfslts P.atriarch · primates ITleet Ser- l · feferendu·m-on 
Stones are de.: Klrill lri Moscow, t · · 25 a·nd i ·NATO memberShif · 

stroye'd in Kosovo; c3Uir1g on Russian -) . . ~6
. i I~ Monteriegro.2 

. 

·several churcti8s eyupport fo pre- j .~iming·to sustain ties· ; · 

l M,etohija.24 l EU membership 
" l : bid; Patriarch Kirill pants .. . · . ! · al'ls.20 

E · 'people·wound8d;21
. 

I ·l· g~~~;~:r~~~~or~.~~s. :_:: . 
. . ! ·1 Y~ars:Z! · 

al'e_lodted.
2

~- ·· serve KosO.vo arid [ with Russia des'pite .'_·:.;::,:, __ ·. 

j aCcUses Europe of 
:::._ . . ' 'abandoning Chris- • 

: . tian values'.27 

. . .· . . . .· . . 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
. •· . . . . . " . 

The RQC and, by association,. the. SPC, are used fo promote a spi;itual 
dimension of Russian foreign policy by promoting· a particular set of·val-. 
ties; Russia's apparent 'aim is fo' use the SPC, along with a range of other 
'son power' measures to destabili~ie the region, delegitimise the _EU and_ . 

MEASURES 
. . . . . ' . 

DIPLOMATIC. Russian politicians and diploriiats put themsel~es for- · · 
ward as being .Orthodox and speaking the language of the church to exploit· 
its strong po.sition arid·high levels of irust. to advance· their political inierests 
and.policy prioritiei;_,o · · · · • · • · • · · . · . · 

. . . .· . . . . 

INFOR.MATION. Orthodox.links betweenRussians:and'Serbians are a 
key"source ·of public trust in· Russia· and its' willingness to operate in the in
terest of Serbia. 31 High level of public trust in Russia and post-Soviet Union· 

. , • . . • I 

. . . . 

·integration process, reduce the likelihood of cooperation with NATO, and 
slow the progress of both transitional justice and the normalisation of rel a, 
lions with Serbia _an_d .Kosovo. 29 

: · · · · · · · · 

. . . .. . . .. 
of Orthodox Serbs and large number of followers make sure that messages 
from t.he Church or-affiliated ti:i it reach a broad, rec_epiive a·udience." 

F!NANCIAL. Funding_ fr~r:n the Russia~ Orthodox Church and private 
,i;ources tp the s·erbiari Orthodox Church, for example co.ntribut,ng to (UN-· 
· ESCO-supported) church ·restoration projects (mainly in Serbia, kosovci 
and Meto~ija in particular). 33 

· · • 

. . ' . . .. . ... 

NATIONAL:SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUN.CTIONS 
■ Successful democratic transition of the countries in.the iegio_n ... · 

·■ Favourable conditions for joining the.EU, sustaining democratic process
.· es and a foreign policy orientatiori.towards ·Europe. The majority ci( Serbs . 

wants to join the Europ·ean Union,-alt_hot.igh many believe that Serbia will 
never become an EU member. 34 

· • 

VULNERABILITIES 
ii Economic and sociai prol;>lems, including the social status of displaced 
and. internally displaced· persons in· former Yugoslavia; "Inadequate inte' 
gration of certain ·minority communities· and groups in the wider social en-
vironment" of Serbia.35 • • ' , • . · • , 

- . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 

·■ Unresolved political status of K;~ovo, lack of progress in implementing 
the 2013.Brussels Agreement . . . . 

■ Lack of momentum in EU integration; partly justified by a lack of progress 
on critical issues such· as ccirrupiion and political reform. · 

· .■ Weak state institutions. 

81 

THREATS 
. ■ ''Distinci national, religious and. political .extremism and the destruction 
of cultural heritage [ .. ,]. Ethnically motiv_ated acts of vio!ence th.at contrib
ute lo the creation ·of. insec:urity. and ,fear among rnembers of the Serbian 
people and minority ethnic. communities."" · 

■ C:ompeti(lg se~urity threats bety,een NATOiEU. and Serbia. ;egarding . 
K_osovo and Metohija, · · · · 

' ' 
' ' 

ii Risk of increased. support arnong Serbian Orthodox audi_erice for ploser 
relations with Russia and away from EU accession; by dire'ctly discrediting 
the EU and promoting.anti-Western and.pro-Russian sen'timents. 

El=.FECTS· 
■ Disruption of the normalisation of relations .with Kosovo by SPC inter, 
iererce {with the ba_cking of ROG), wtiich is necessary for EU acce_ssioh. 

. . . . . . . . . 
• Discrediting of pro-European, politicians in the eyes of the Orthodox-Serb 

ier serving in a Bal~an· country); ~7 

' . 
' ' 

ii Serbia's far right (connectioiis:with Orthodox Church, aligned themselves 
with SPC ideology and position) h'as· employed the threat' and use· of vio
len·ce to push the· state to outlaw (certain) constituiional rights o(jhe LGBT 
community (prohibition of P_ride Parades after violence in Belgrade).'8 

· 
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TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
October 2017 -August 2018 Political actors Russian Federation, Czech Republic 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF BOHEMIA 
AND MORAVIA 

SUMMARY 

unquestioned political pariah of Czech politics. However, this changed 

return from the political wilderness has taken place primarily through 

narrowly elected to a second term in January 2018. The president's 

required resurrecting the communists in order for the PM's cabinet 
to secure a majority vote of confidence, which finally took place on 
12 July 2018 after an eight-month period of political uncertainty. As 
a result, Moscow-friendly President Zeman is in a position to exert 
extraordinary influence over the,cl.Jrrent Czech government. 

ent of Toleration'' with the dominant governing party ANO (Action of 
Dissatisfied Citizens) presents several potential security threats to the 
Czech Republic, NATO and the EU. The party, for example, opposes 
the Czech Republic's active commitment to NATO, and wants to lift all 
sanctions against Russia, a stance consistent with its backing of Krem-

KEY POINTS 
■ No credible evidence of policy coordirni.tion with the Kremlin or fund

itself with Kremlin policy positions in order to oppose its traditional 
nemesis NATO, and to support the Kremlin's vigorous reassertion of 
Russian power i_n the old Soviet mould, which brings Czech Commu
nists back to their old geopolitical roots and alliance commitments. The 
party is more divided on opposition to the EU. 

■ The relationship of mutual convenience among the president, prime 

alliance which Is unlikely to take a tough line against the Kremlin on dip
lomatic and security issues, as the decision to prevent a parliamentary 
investigation into the novichok incident clearly suggests. This extends 

-. .-CON.TEXT: 
. . . . . 

in cooperation with strategic allies, defended Kremlin interests by col
luding to block a parliamentary discussion of the use of the nerve agent 
novichok in the UK in March 2018, which Moscow has linked to the 

the radical right (e.g. SPD party), have also aided the ongoing Kremlin 
influence campaign in the Czech Republic through their promotion of il
liberal rhetoric which,undermines democratic institutions.This includes 
support for anti-integration, anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim, anti-NATO, 
and anti-Brussels policies, a trend which is likely to continue. 

are unlikely to support policies which would pro-actively defend the 
Czech Republic and NATO against threats from Russia. The party is 
instead likely to maintain a posture toward the Kremlin which leaves 
the Czech Republic increasingly vulnerable to hostile measures. The 
party's aging electorate and difficulty in recruiting new voters, howev
er, augur a continuing electoral decline. This will likely terminate their 
'influence after the current government leaves office and President 
Zeman's political sponsorship project ends. 

to possibly facilitating Russian penetration of the Czech nuclear ener
gy sector through a no-bid contract for Kremlin-controlled Rosatom to 
rebuild two nuclear power plants.' 

■ Conversely, debunking false narratives about critical security-related 
issues, notably immigration, should also be included in regularised, ex
pertise-based parliamentary discussions of threats. The existence in the 
Czech Republic of 'lslamophobia without Muslims'' serves as an exam
ple of what can happen when propaganda-based narratives on conse
quential issues spread unopposed and political extremists exploit them 
in order to divide society, attract support, and ensh(ine lies as truth. 

,: CommunJst groups-iri the_ Ciech:Rep~blic;_ . . 
·they did.not a'figi, themselves with the: KremUn during ih·e Yeltsin era wtien· 

·_ , Ruii'sia was· weak 'an·d pre'occupiec{ with domestic turmoil;· and engaged : 
· gave up effective sovereignty tor·Jnore than 40 years in exch.angei°for the:· 'iri_.launchin,g a "Partnershjp,For Peace" wiih the iransatlantic security alli~, 

-Kremlin's political support and Soviet control· civer: Czechos,lovakia'ci po- ance. Sin_ce Viadimir Putin's reassertion ·of Ru·ssian power projection in the 
- :internatio_nal system; nota~ly-via,~is camp~lgns ir)'Uk'.ai_f1e and Sy'ria,:th~ 

' - . _apoiogised for i:rimes_c;ommitted during t_lie c;omni-unist era. Cze~h Com-"_ 
rnunisis have ti:een consistentlyhostiletoi,vard NATO_sii,ce 1990, evern.vheri.,. 

KEY ACTORS 
(Komunisticka strana Cech a Moravy- Communist Party of Bohemia 

and Moravia) 
ANO (Akce nespokojenych obcanu - Action of Dissatisfied Citizens) cur
rently the dominant party in Czech politics and the persona/'political Vf!hi
cle of PM Andrej Babis 

(Ceska strana socialne demokraticka - Czech Social Democratic 
Party), junior partner in current minority coalition government 
SPD (Svoboda a pfima demokracie - Freedom and Direct Democracy) far
right anti-immigration, Eurosceptic party 
Halo Noviny ('Hello Newspaper? longstanding print and electrooic news 
outlet of the KSCM 

Czech President (since 2013, re-elected 2018) 
Czech Prime Minister (since July 2018), Chairman of the ANO 

political party (since 2012), billionaire businessman and owner of two major 
newspapers 

KSCM Chairman (since 2005), Member of the Lower House 
(since 1996) 

reformist Vice-Chairman of the KSCM, MP (since 2002) 
wo-Kremlin MP (since 2013) 
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NARRATIVES 
. - ' .. ' . . . . . . . . ' . . . 

. ■ The UN; not NATO, should be-the foremost guarantor of the.security.of. 
the Cz_ech Republic and the re_st ot'i:::urope:• . · 
II Russia, China and lrari should function as balancers of US.and transat-
lantic ·power: in the iniernatibnal system. · · · · · 
■ Opposition to. thEi'Czech Republ_!c's active commitment'Jo NATOiinclud-
ing its ·participation in military exercises in the Baltic region,' · 
■ Ideological' links with Russia are no longer rooted in communism but 

. _have shifted toward a n,ore open em brae(!· of pan-Slavism.: · . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . 

. . . . . 

KEY EVENTS 

• 
as a balancer cit US, NATO and EU influimce·in Eastern and East Centrai· 
Europ:e. · . · ·: . ·: · · · · · 
■ The Russian annexation of Crimea is legitimate. and the Russian-sup

. ported uprising in· Easlem Ukraine is a civil war. EU and US sanctions 
against Russia· over Ukraine sho~ld_be lifted. . . 

12 Mar 2017 , 21 Oct 27 -'an 2018 · 5 l\llar . · 
-~ ... _--· ,_------•~b>----. ....,_,.....---10 .. o· 21 ~)..P_r_;_ ______ -~-11 ~)..· :a_"l_...;.;...j _1_,_o 6>-.u-1 ___;:.;.;:_.· _1_26~ 

President Zeman Electoial disaster on \ President Zeman se- Roughly 40,000 --:,,_ 
urges CZ:ech'SoGial cures a second term in l peopte·demonstr8te . 
De)Jlocrats to drop IOse 18 of 33 seats office. Spons~r~~lp o_f i,· · aCross the country to 

President zerTlan · 'Patent of Toler-. 

.

·1,,,,, the Kremlin line ._,, ation~ slgnefH?Y - \ receives a 
'national congress and Pr~slden\ · i majority of 105-

In "parlialllehtary "protest the elecitlon ',,_i, th~lr longSlaoctlng elections, ·while the tial coalition· supporter ; of commUnist~era -
ba_n on-cooRerating i s·ocial oeiITlOcrats · and .. ·democratic · : · anti-riOt offic'er 8.nd 

·= lose 35 of 59 seats·. _;_!,,:. '""' ram,, ,o ;/E;~~";:;if_ l,,,, 

.. ·1n Nymburk; Zelllaf'I by cal~· -! sets the terms Ot : votes; lnclud-
w~ile pr9tt:lsters luding to block a l the commu·n1sts1 :_l·. il'}g 14 ff!)m 
gather outside in _ l parlialllenfary in-. l reiur:n to political 

dlsapp~oval of their -l vesti'gation into the 1 · :influ~n·ce. · l support ~f-his · 

lmating what many · i· . the UK. i 
consider a crlniinal ·i · · ·· ·; 

forces. He ·~ventu~lly 
r~s)gns. 

head of state legit- ·: novlchok attacks In '! .. ·• !,',,,,,,,, _·. coalition. . 

· organisation.- · 1 ! 
·1 I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
. . . . . . . . 

Krerriin poli~y requi;~s ·pre-empting. popular deman·ds for political.~hange 
qt' home ~Y makiiig democracy appear weak, chaotic, failed, and inferior to 
the oligarchic system it must perpetuate in order lei maintain the position of 

· the.current'Russian elite. A large part of the Russian efforfis aimed at op-
portuni~tically'_exploitirig_ pola~is~i:J debates in th_e Cze,ch Repu.blic, as well 
as supporting like0 minded· individuals, groups· and politic~I parties such · 

MEASURES 
DIPLO.MATIC. Czech co~muiiists nci lo~ger have ciose dipiomatic 
ties to the Kr~mlin. Th~y instead _act as a-willing proxy qn key.policy_and · 
security issues. The main locus of oJlicial Russian diplomatic and political . 
influence has shifted. to President Zeman and his· team· of. largely' Krem-
lin-friendly advisors: : . . . 

INFORMATION. 
· ihem a· reliable ally in the information war and establishing disinform·a- · 

lion-based riarratives·in the.Czech mainstream and alternative mass me-

.. disinformation· iii the Donbas region via· local TV during an illegal visit in 
_early 2016.' · .. · · 

: . . . : . . .· . . . . . 
. . . . 

there exists no credible evidence ~f policy coordination with the kr~mlin. . . . . 

order.t6.oppose NATO, and to.support the Kremlin's vigorous reasse.rtiori 

cies on key natiqnal security iss(!e~ makes ~ff~ctiv~ d$.fe_ri~e against hybrid 
threats less.likely. ·· · 

INTELUGENC'E; Mos~o~'s priorities in~lude co~ert (nfiltr~tion of ihe 
Czech media' to spread Kremiih propaganda ccince'rning·Ukriiine; NATO

: and the .EU; exacerbatjng social arid political tensions .ir,-\he region;° and 
relativisirilJ truth·to:encoorage the idea thaf 'everyone·is lying' and :•nothing 
can·be believed.' . . . . . . 

' . . . . . . 

LEGAL. Persistent corruption we~kens Czech law ei,forcemeni and 
·justice: The current PM being uhder criminai'irivestigation for EU subsidy 

. . - . 

be an o_rgaiiisaiion with a brirl)inal past, highlight this .. 

.. . 

NATIONAL SECURITY. INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Public confidence in the state at1d rule of law, a crucial pillar of which is 
the fight against corruption in high politics. 
Ii Pubiic·confidence in the mainstrearii media. 
■ Commitment to liberal democratic values, maintaining strong links to the 
western and transatlantic alliance. .. · 

· VULNERABIUTIES 
• 
threats to national security from the Russian Federation. 
■ Less than one-third of Czechs ·strongly ·support EU membership and 
roughly 40 per'c~nt -w9uld._prefer .neutra!ity to NATO membership.' The· 
potential for ina.nipulating puolic opinion-and political decisicin-makihg-
remains high.· · . . . 

THREATS 
■ lncreasih·g political radicalisation due to largely disinformation-based 

. anti-immigration messaging. . : . .· . . 
·. ii Meii.'sures targ'eting media and information sectors disrupting democracy. 
■ Continued ·Kremlin exploiiation of Czech politicians (including President, 

· novichok at\acks.9
· 

EFF!:CTS 
■ Lingering corruption charges _against PM l)urt Czech reputation in EU 

:and'elsewhere abroad.: . : 
• ■ Approval of main.stream politicians is low. ..• . . . . .. . 

trust in government. . . . 
· . ■ Russia ramping up exploi_tation of informal, Kremli_n-irie_ndly Zeman~ 

· . ability. in novichok attacks exploited at home in Kremlin-controlled media 
· and abroad afterZem_an's.statemeiit echoing _Kremlin narrative).10 
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TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
April 2007 Exploitation of ethnic and cultural identities Estonia, Russian Federation 

BRONZE NIGHT RIOTS 
SUMMARY 
The 'Bronze Soldier' is the informal name of a controversial Soviet-era 
war memorial, which was located in the centre of Tallinn, Estonia's 
capital city, until April 2007. To many Russian-speaking groups in Es
tonia, the monument symbolised the victory of the Soviet Union over 
fascist Germany. To ethnic Estonians, it was a permanent reminder of 
Soviet occupation and the atrocities committed by the regime against 
the Estonian people. Starting in the mid-1990s, the statue became in
creasingly popular as a location for the Russian-speaking community 
to gather every year to celebrate 'Russian Victory Day'. After the statue 
became the site of a number of activist stunts, incidents of vandalism, 
protests and clashes, the situation became untenable.' A bill to demol
ish the memorial was rejected in 2007, but a plan was ordered by the 
Estonian President to remove the statue ar:1d its surrounding graves 
from the city centre. 

Russian-speakers and pro-Russian NGOs mobilised to protest the 
removal of the monument. After the monument was covered up on 26 
April, a crowd of over 1,000 people, mostly ethnic Russians, gathered 
at the site. Later that night, cars were set on fire and shops were loot
ed in the city centre, during which a Russian citizen was stabbed to 
death. Around 1,000 people were detained and 150 people, including 
police officers, were injured, with protests also spreading to other 
cities in Estonia. 2 

The civil disturbances were not isolated incidents related to the.statue's 
removal. A series of cyber attacks were launched against the websites 

KEY POINTS 
■ The events of Bronze Night featured a range of different measures 
employed by the Russian Federation (diplomatic, financial, cyber, 
NGOs and economic) that were integrated and synchronised in support 
of broader strategic objectives. 

■ The Russian modus operandi is to create pressure and intensify so
cial divides, then take advantage of crises once they emerge. It is likely 
the 8ussian Federation was not directly responsible for orchestrating 
the civil disorder, but that it increased tension, making a crisis more 
likely to occur, actively supported the protests and did not discourage 
the conflict from escalating. 4 

·CONTEXT-·-
. . . 

... · Ii History j:>f 'the 'Bronze Si:>ldier' Memorial; The menu
.. . ·merit had been erected by the Soviet authorities in ·1947 and was originally_.. 
. . · ·_named the 'Monunienqo_ the Liberators· of.Tallinn'. After inde·pencience·i_n · 

:. 1.991;this was.change:,;i to 'For those Fallen•iriWorld wa:r 11•,•·1=.veiy 9 May, · 
.. ethnic Russians gathered atthe·memorial tb :commemorate·Russiah 'Victo- · 
. "ry Day' witti the event becoming more popular iri the mid-1_990, increasingly: 
· .. with tti!! preseriC:e of !;)9yiet symbols· (su:Ch as. Soviet /'.r(lly unifcirms) .. Like · 

other.Soviet monuments in Estonia;"the memorial had long beeri coritrover0 : 

.. sialancfbecame·a.focal point for activists,:_ it was·van·dalised and covered .. 
· · .. i~ pain,t. severa! ti.mes; Jn :May 2()Q6, cci~frontations betl/,'een E~tonians a~d · · 

. ·Rus·sian-speakers in f.ro·nt o/ the statue prompted tti!! Minister of.tnterjor to". 
·prohibit demonstrations t~e next day:The same year;·an Est6riia1· nati9n-·. 

of the Estonian government, media and financial instilt:itions, consist
ing largely of denial of service attacks and website defacements. In 
the days following the relocation, protesters surrounded the Estonian 
Embassy in Moscow, threw stones at the building ahd mobbed em
bassy workers, calling for an apology by the Estoniar:i govemment 
and a reversal of the statue removal. 3 Russian government officials 
encouraged Russians to boycott Estonian goods, rail links between 
Estonia and Russia were severed due to 'unscheduled repairs', and 
border checks between the two countries were lengthened. By 30 
April, the statue had been moved to the Cemetery of the Estonian 
Defence Forces in Tallinn. 

■ Inflammatory political rhetoric can exacerbate divisions between 
different identity groups, creating vulnerabilities which are exploit
able by malign actors. Building resilience to such threats requires 
audience-focused research to understand fracture lines between 
groups, enabling effective policy-making which needs to be driven by 
strong political leadership. 

■ A strong civil society arid independent media sector can reduce soci
etal tensions by enabling inclusive·public discourse and supporting the 
development of a national identity based on shared vahJes, rather than 
ethnicity, language or identity.' 

.. Ii Compatriot policy.The.concept of 1c9rnpatriot$abroad'. is defined· .. 
·under Russian 'foreign policy as "ihdividuais who·live.outside ihe·borders: .. 
of the.Russian fe.deration· itself yet -feel. that they have a hisiorical,. cultural, 

· .and llnguistic.Jinkage."with Russia!'" Since ·1994, this concept tias dev_el-
oped into a.number of laws, state·pr.ograrrimes arid policies. to strengthen . 

. ties with the Russian diaspora in "the ·•near 'abroad'· of former members of . 
. the Scivi13t bloc, .and 1¢verage ·such ·gro4ps tci_influence:policjes and pe_ci- · 
sio_n-making in the :country oftheir resideiwe. The .issue of compatriots 
-came· under greater scrutiny after the arinex·ation of Crimea·in 2014 was
justifi~d _by the rieed to P.ioteq~ ·FJussiah_ [Tli~orjty_ groups.in l:Jkr~i_he._ . 

·. alist threiitene~ lei destroy the ·st:atue if i\ was :not remov¢d, and _the· pj:llice · · · 
. starte.d to g:i.Jard the:memorial rounq-the-clcick.7

. • • · · 

KEY ACTORS 
Estonian Internal Security Service (KaPo) 
Ministry of Defense Relocation of the monument was led by the MoD. 
Ministry of Interior Main task of guaranteeing public order. 
Reform Party (Reformierakond) Estonian political party. Proposed mov
ing the st11tue in 2006 which may have increased support for them. Became 
largest p11rty (28 per cent) in March 2007 elections. 
Night Watch group (Nochnoy Dozor) Youth group formed in mid-2006 to 
protect the monument. -

Officially endorsed Pro-Kremlin youth group based in 
Russia. 

.. 84 . 

Andrus Ansip Prime Minister of Estonia (2005-2014), leader of Reform 
Party. 
Dmitri Linter, Maksim Reva, Dimitri Klenski leaders of Night Watch 
group. 

leader of Nasi organisation. 
Estonian nationalist whose protest.at the 9 May celebration In 

2006 received a lot of media attention. 
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NARRATIVES 
Russian government 
■ The· Bronze S~ldier commemorates the Soviet victory in· ihe Great Pa
triotic War.. . .. 
Ii We condemn people who desecrate ·memorials to warheroes.9 

■ Estonia is indulging neofascists and inciting extremism.10 

■ Soviets _were _liberators; not occupiers, and their activities were justified 
measures against fascism. : . . . . . 
■ Russian-speakers should stand up against authorities and-defend the 
_statue. · · · 

.. ' .. . . . . . 

KEY EVENTS . . 

Estonian government 
■ The busy centre of Tallinn is the wrong location for such a memorial. 
■ Such memorials are symbols of occupaiion_. Flelocation of the siatue will· 

· ile-escaiate the situation and ·prevent _ccinfrontati_on. · · ·· · 
■ This is an internal matter for Estonia and does not require discussion with 
the Russian Federation. . . . 
■ ·These events constitute a well-coo~dinated arid flagrant intervention into 

. the internal affairs of Estonia."- · · 

10 Jan 2007 26 Apr .27 Apr· 27.Apr - 9 May . 30 Apr 
· · 01-~--------------{0>-.-"-· _..;.._ __ """". ''-----'--~:o. · . . O>-:---'----'------.;...;..--~.o---':--:--,-
Government . 

passes War Giaves · 
Protection Act and 

·an~oUnces 8 plan to 
relocate memorial to· 
a military·?~m8tery.12 

After site around the monument The statue is moved to a J Two Waves of cyber ·au8.Cks .on the· The statue is relocated 

is· Cordoned off in preparatiori for •_:',,,,,,,,:_ secure iocatiOn in.the 0Br.ly excBvatlo"ns, around 1,000 mostly - hours of the morning. In the 
~ihrlic Russians·gath0r at th~·site. evenlilg, violeflt'proteSis ~nd 
Protests turn.violent In the evening, looiing re_occur. Civil disord~f 

including vandcilism and jqoting. · 
The EStonian g6vernment decides . Narva, Si.J!a~ae ~

3
~d Koht19:.: 

io move the statue immediately tci . . . Jarve). . · . 
· · restore Order. 

. i websi~eS of Estonian ·g9yernment
1 

to a millf~ry cemetery. · 
·, : media and flnanclal Institutions, 
. l Pro~esters surround a~.d attac~ 

j· the Estonian Enib8.ssy in Moscow.-
: · 'Unscheduled repairs'. are 8.niiounced 
·j tor Ru5sian-Estonlan.rail links, oil , 

~hipmf:nt~ to Es·t_O~i8n ports are h~J~ed. . : · 

·-•STRATEGIC.LOGIC. . . .. _. ,. 
Based cin the available eviden·ce, ·it is unlikely that the Russian .Federatio'n 

.. was :directly responsible ·for·creating the Bronze Night crisis, but it shaped 
the information en_vironment to set favourable conditions· for ii· tci occur,. 

· actively supported the protests and effectively encouraged the disorder. 
to escalate."The integration 6imeastires and the abiifty to escalate them 

-- . .. . ' 

MEASURES . . ' ..... - .... - . . . . . .. . 

DIPLOMATIC._Ttie Russian govern,;,ent ·used ope~I~ hostil~ rhetori~. 
encouraging pro-Russian protesters and organisations in Russia and Estci
nia. Foreign Minister Lavrov talked of "•biasphemy" which would have "se
rious consequence:;; ior.ou( relations with E~ionia,"." and t~e State Duma's 
lower house unanimously passed' ii resqlution which accu~ed the Estonian 
parliament of _"glorifying fascism" and called for economic sanctton~.1

~ . . . . . . . 

_INFORMATIO_N. T~e Russian goven'\ment has.also b~en accusecj of 
·organising or at ieast condonfng·,.the protests in front of the Estonian em
ba~sy in Mos.cow, which V'{ere organised mainly by ihe youih organisation_ 

17 "J:he Russian embassy in.Estonia was-beneved to. communicate with 
and support ttie Night Watch group·, which was instrumental in rallying the 
protests, although an Estonian court later acquitted the Night Waich of . 

. . charges _oi riot insiigation." tvlany· Estonian politicians ~nd mecia .. ouUets 

. . ' . .· ., . . . ' ' 

. sh.ould be :~een a~ p:ait ·of Ru~siiis _long-term. strategy of attempting to 
destabilise ·Estonia ·and retain influence in what it considers a traditional 

. sphere of interest. . . . . 

.· .· : .. ·.... .. ·_ -· . : . . .- :- ' · .. 

accus~d the Kremlin ~f organising ~he cyber ~!tacks, then aenying·re~pon
_sibility and attributing them to 'patriotic' indivi_duals and criminal groups. 
The Russian Embassy in Tallinn provided Russian media organisations re-

. · porting from ·Estonia specific, KrerJ]iir1-frieridly local° contacts in an atiemp\ 
to slant covera_ge.19 

· · 

. ECONOMiC. Aite~ callii'from ·1:1us~i~n gov~rnment ofiipials, many Aus;. 
sian ccirripani_e_s effectively sanctioned Estonia by tioycott_ing Estonian · 
goods and services. 20 Moreover, transp·ortation· across the Russian-Esio
niari border' via the :Narva River-bridge was severeiy limitea, and rail links 
were severed for sev~ral weeks due to 'unscheduled repairs', 21 ·which ins 

·terruptea oil and coal exports tci Estonia. The overall estimated _cost of the 
Bronze Night was 1;s·5 per cent of _Estonia's GDP.'_' . . 

-NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS. . . . 

CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Political stability ·and soc_i_etal· unity. 
. . . . - . - -

Ii Integration of Estonia's sigrii/icant Fius~ian~speakirig community (abbut 
a quarterotihe population).". . . . 

. . . 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Russian-speakers in Estonia are mo_re likely to be exposed to.media out
lets such as PBK _and _RTR Planeta, which promote a ·pro-Kremlin point of 
view as parrot Russia's foreign policy. · · · 

·•. Conflicting interpretation; of hi;tory (World War.II arid Soviet 'rulej be-· 
tween Estonian. and Russophone identity ·which are often very sensitive 
and emotionally-ch·arged. · · 

. ii The Estonian economy is rriost1y·oriented to.EU markets, but Estonia-re
ceives all cit its natu'ral gas from Russia, and a significant volume of Russian 
goods·are·transported througli Estonian railw?lys, making therri vulnerable 
to disruption. 24 

· • 

THREATS 
. ■ Historical° narratives are often used by the Russian government to exac' 
erbate_ so'~ial te_nsions in ttie Baltics a~d as· pretext for hostile.measures. 

. . .. . ·• ' . . 
■ The Bronze Nigh·! events challenged Estonian integration policies and 

.. threatened to undermine social cohesion, with the real possibility of violeni' 

85 

conflict behveeri groups.. . . . . . 

. ■ _Rhetoric.on discrimination of minorities; and lack of respect for WWII-sol~· 
diers who died .fightin'g fascism, threatened Est<;mia's international reputa
tion as a peaceful· 11nd democratic ·country, 25 

EFFECTS 
■ 91 people were convicted, 6 sent tci prison, 67° received suspended or 

· part-suspended sentences._ 48 were barined froin entering Es\onia agairi.'0 

. . . - . .. ' . . . ' . 

■ On 24 May, the EU adopted a resolution expressing support for and sol
. i_darity with E~tonia. Nevertheless, some natio·na_l representatives also sug
: ge~ted th~! the relocati_on qi the. memorial _was provocative." 

.. . 
■ Polls showed thai confidence in the gciverninent.increased after the riots 
(from 53. pe_r cent'in 2006 to 66 per.cent in 2007).'6 

· · · 
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TIME PERIOD: 
2007 - Present 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
GONGOs Russian Federation, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Estonia 

RUSSKIY MIR FOUNDATION IN THE 
BALTICS 

SUMMARY 
During the early 2000s, President Vladimir Putin attempted to develop 
relations with the West by trying to re-introduce post-Soviet Russia 
as an equal and respected member of the Western political system. 
This was supported by the establishment of an array of institutions 
designed to explain Russian politics to experts and decision-makers, 
promote Russia's cultural heritage and provide information on the 'true' 
Russia. Towards the end of the first decade of the 20th century, Rus
,sia's approach gradually became more confrontational with the West, 
and this ecosystem transformed into a set of instruments to reflect this 
shift in foreign policy. 

The Russkiy Mir Foundation (RMF) was established in June 2007 as 
part of this ecosystem. The RMF is a joint project of the Russian Min
istry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Education and Science, and 
its director and board are directly appointed by the Russian J)fesident.' 
The RMF runs over a hundred so-called 'Russian centres' worldwide, 
most actively in Europe, which promote Russian language, heritage 
and culture. Its activities also include the organisation of events and 
debates, and the provision of grants to non-profit organisations for pro
jects on Russian language and culture.' 

KEY POINTS 
■ The RMF should be seen as a tool of Russian foreign policy, with 
a mandate including: the defence of human rights; protection of the 
interests of compatriots living abroad; consular matters and partner
ships in the cultural and scientific sectors.7 While the RMF is modelled 
on cultural institutions such as the British Council, the Goethe-lnstitut 
and the lnstitut Fran<,ais, what differentiates the RMF are its activities, 
which can threaten the social cohesion of the host nation, for example 
by promoting controversial interpretations of history. 

·.CONTEXT•·· 

The RMFtakes its name from the concept of the 'Russian world' (Russ
kiy mir or PyccK141:\ M14P), a supra-national cultural identity consisting of 
Russia, diaspora living abroad and other so-called 'Russian-speaking' 
communities, and incorporating language, culture, historical memory 
and the orthodox church.' Such communities outside of Russia fall un
der its 'compatriot policy', a loosely-defined concept used as means to 
leverage influence particularly in those nations Russia considers part of 
its traditional sphere of influence, such as the Baltic states of Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania. The RMF is therefore about influencing foreign 
audiences and interacting with compatriot communities, evolving from 
an educational institution established to promote the Russian language 
abroad into a more calculated expression of Russian influence over
seas.' It is difficult to .assess the direct impact of the RMF, but despite 
its ambitious remit and negative publicity, public awareness of RMF in 
the Salties is assessed to be low and their impact minimal, with activ
ities mostly promoted to ensure the continued provision of resources 
from Moscow.5

'
6 

■ Not all soft power measures are malicious. Traditional public diplo
macy (such as cultural and educational exchange programmes) has an 
essential part to play in maintaining cordial relations between nations. 
Identifying such activities as hostile should be done on a case-by-case 
basis, and care should be taken not to overinflate the threat. Over-es
timating the ability of such organisations to hurt the host nation can 
escalate the perception of confrontation, exacerbating social fractures 
and increasing polarisation between social groups.• 

·· ■ Russia's 'soft power'. In the early-2000s,'the Russia:n:leadership., connections with Russia;and persons whose direct ·relatives,lived on the. 
" started to adju~t.their "p.olitical system. to, fosteir t~e dialogue Y,/it~ lhe West . . . territo_ry _of-the. R,ussian, Federa_ticin or :the' Sovief Union_.10 By tl_lis. definitic;m, ' 

. , . and' to streamline tlje .country's re-engageroent with the rest of ·Ewope.,. ·so ·per cen(of.Estonia's population:are Russian coi:npatriot11, in.Latvja·ap0 ·, 

··Putin's regirne·developed a soft power projection system .described as "a:,, · proximately 34:per. cent arid in Lithuahla oi1ly·arou·nd'8 per.cent However;, 
. matrix:cit_tools arid meth9ds tO:.re,ach for.eiign-po_lic;:y go~ls_ without:the ui,e6f- . l_anguage, citi_z:eriship: and ethnicity c;!o. not 1?,rqvide 61~ar boundaries' for , 
arms _but by exerting information and pther'levers·o(influence,."9 Over time,' . . . identification .. Simp)y because· indiyiduals fall under tlie o/ficial definition· 

· the,Russiari ·1eadership started to believe ttiat the West had ·no intention to.. · does not rnean that they )dentify' as·being part of, 'Or s_ubscribe. to, :the.' 
··.'accept Russia as· an ·e·qual-partner, and progressively construed the situ-,. ·,. yillue$. ot'the '.Russian ,World':_. . ' . , , 
.. ·atioi) as ihat: o/ incr~ased ()olitical pressure on RussJa:and ifs rullng_elite:. , 

: ..• . Compatr,~t: p!)licy. 'Cc:>mpatric:>t~· can. be broadly_ defi~ed, as: 
perso_ns deinonstrati,ng commbnali)y of language;· history; cultural _herit--

. ·age; traditions ,and pustomii with t~e Russi,in state; ·persons living .beyond_. 
· . th·e botifers ofthe Russian Federation h_aving spiritual,' cultural,: an,d IElgal : 

KEY ACTORS 
RossotrudnichestvQ Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Inde
pendent States, Compatriots Living Abroad and International Humanitarian 
Cooperation 

with branches in Tartu and Narva 
Russian Centre at Daugavpils University often used as an example of 
the most successful Russkiy Mir project in the Baltic region 
Russian Language and Cultural Studies Centre at Lithuanian Univer
_sity of !:ducational Sc;iences in Vilnius key partner for RMF in Lithuania 

the only centre outside 
the Lithuanian capital supported by RMF 

• 'Strategic framing ,of • Fh:is'sian 'speakers': Jhe i~portance . 
, bf Russia's 'compatriot'' populations iri the 2008 invasio·n. of Georgia·, ,the. 
·201~ annexation of Crimea'_and in ~eference~ by. R1,Jssian·p9iicymakers to. 
· the benefit.s of agiiating·lqcal·com111unlties ·have iricreasso. conceiri abou~. 
the wcirJ< oforQa_riisati_ons such as RM_F .. · · · · · 

Vladimir Kqchin RMF Executive Director 
Vyacheslav Nikonov The RMF Management Board's Chairman (since 
2012), Chairman of the Committee on Education of the State Duma 
(since 2013) 
Ludmila Verbitskaya Board of Trustees' Chairperson 
Georg Bovt Editor-in-Chief of RusskyMir.ru magazine 

"86 , , 
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NARRATIVES 
Russkiy Mir Foundation 
■ The Baltic siates are in the· traditional sphere of R~ssian cultural influ-· 
ence: Russian literature, t.heatre, cinema; media and a.rt should be easify 

· accessible. · . · . · : · . · 
■ Russian language ·education should be available to Ru·ssian-speakers 
in the Salties. ·· · · ·· 
■ Russia is a peaceful country and would never attack the Baitics. It was 

. their mistake to join NATO, and. NATO troops should not be near the Rus-
sian border. · 

KEY EVENTS 

■ The Soviet army did not oc~upy the Baltic States in 1940; this was a 
. voluntary process. Maryy Estonians, Latvians, and; to a lesser ext.en!, Lith
. uanians were Nazi collaborators. Today's regimes iri 'the· Eialtics glorify 
. their Nazi ccillaborators, which is unacceptable and, should be p·unished ~~ru . . . 
ii Russian Empire and Soviet Union periods were good·forthe economies 
of Estonia and Latvia. When they left the USSR in 1991, they had strong 
and diverse inqustries ~hich v,ere lost.by the. time of_EU accessio·n. . . 

.: .. 
. 21 Jun 2007 Nov 2007 
-~-...... ------•-· ................ _.._o-

Noli 2007 Feb 2008 . jan 2009 .Nov 2009 2015 
. 0>"'··----· ..... , ·----------10 .. · · Or-' .. ____ ._, ------10r-------·-'· --· ---·--·. ~ 

Ru·sskiy Mir· • First Rus·sian 
World Assembly, 
which becomes . 

Ru;;sklyMir.~u -
. magazine is. 

AMF opens first cen- Radio RLlsskiy Mir· 
Is. established. It 

· Co-~peration agree- · _ · Rus~kly Mir TV is 
Foundation is. 

presidential ·exec-established by. · !,,:',,,,_· 

RMF's main· 
annual event. 

; · established. Today 
. II Is dlstr.ibuted In 

. tre In Yerevan, Arme
nia. As of 2017, ther'e : 
are 1io centres in 4~ 

· no~ prq_duces 30 
· original shows and . 
collaborii.tes with 60 · 
FM-·station aroun·d 

r'neot with Russian . established. 24hr 
, . Orthodox Church. · . pro'grammlog :Starts 

. I. ". a year later.· Utive order. 90 c~untries: · · COuntries, plus more 
: · than 70 IOcations are 
j. .Linder considei"atlon. 

-STRATEGIC LOGiC 
. . . . . . . . ' . . ' ' 

The R~s;kiy Mir .Fciimdation sh~uld b~ seen ~s part ~fan arr~y of institu
.tions developed to exert 'soft power' in line with Russian strategic thinking 
in th·e mid-2000s ·and underscored by the c·oncept bf.th·e 'Russian world'. 
The RM.F is one element of an effort to· build a net),'!ork of individuals and· 

MEASURES . . . . . . . . . . . . 

DIPLO,MATIC. RMF activities are s~~port~d by embassies aiid ·s~p-:· 
port their missions' public and government relations." There is rio evidence 
of systematic·.syrichronisation cit plans and ·activities between Russia's 
Ministry of Foreign· Affairs and the AMF. · · · · .. 
' . . ' . . . ' ' ' . . 

FINANCIAL..RMF's grant activities are imporiant to p~~serve and sup-· 
port.cultural, educational, social, an_d, to a lesser extent, political ai::tivities .. 
of ethnic• Russian .and Russian-speaking communities. RMF funding is not. 
disclcised·in ·official sources; but.the· RMF director confirmed that the· state 
·provided RLiB 475 million (approx.·usD 7,4(32,250)12 in 2016, RUB 4~6 mil-_' 
)ion (approx. USD 7,006,660) in 2017, and·that they expected to.receiv.e 
a further:6-8 per·cent.decrease in 2018. It was reporte.d that RMF spent 

. 170,000 EUR in Latvia in the period 2007 -:· 2012. · · 

the world. . 

organis~ticii)s to directly infiuen~e .the political ·decisi~n-making of the na
tions where they are located and to sustain the perception of an identity 

. • group which enabl~s confrontation. . 

. .· . . : ·. . . . : 
. . ' . . . . . . . . . 

· · iNFORMATION.: AMF .supports or promotes a~tivities that. can be 
perceived as poljtically biased ·such as the Immortal Regiment Campaign 

· across Europe, a nioveinent which· marks the end of the "Great Patriotic 
·war."13 RMI' works·_with a wide range of educatio:nal and culturarorgani0 

· .sations across the region, both directly and indirectly related.to the ethnic 
Russian.and Russian;speaking population. Moreover, it.works with·organ
isations providing venues for Russian-related activities or having·some of 
them in rnuch broader programmes of other activities rel.ated to other eth~ 

. nic groups, ·cultures, ·or languages. Whife limited, this.network of contacts · 
includes niany ·actual or potential 6pinfon-leaders· and newsmakers within 
ethnic Ru.ssian and Russiim-sp'eaking communities. · 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS~• 
■·oerriocracy, constitutional cirder, indepen.dence and sovereignty, 

■ Social cohesio.n· between different gr9ups in society; stro~g national. 
identity; societ.al.resilience towards mjsinformation and divisive infiuence. 

. . . . . . 
· .■ Trust in governrrie~t and public i~stitutions (for. example the educaUon 

system): · · · 

VULNERABILITIES 
■·Cleavages between:majorities and Russian-speaking minorities. For° ex-

.. ample in Latvia and Estonia, where the titular-speaking majority comprises 
~2 per cent" a:nd. 68:8 per cent1

• respe.cti.vely, the rest of the popµiation are · 
predominantly Russian:spe·akers. These cleavages [llanifesi themselves in · 
divergent historicar memory, as well as different and often opposing views 
on issues related to Russia, the West at large and the. United States and 
NATO. iri particular. · · 

■ Penetration of the Hussian stale and private media in the information 
spaqe. E.g. in Latvia, TV broadcasts made in Russia· are watched by 63 per 
cent of ·inhabitant$ of Latvia; 80 per cent of Russian-speakers use Rus0 

sian-language sources to acquirfinformation.11
:
1
• 

' . 
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THREATS 
Ill By spreading divisive ·narratives on. politicai, cultural and.hisioricai .is
sues, institutions like the RMF° can increase inter-ethnic divides iri Latvia 
and Estonia, and undermine natic;mal unity. . . . . . . . . 

' ' 

■ Uneve~ re~io~al. d~~~lopment, social inequality, poverty, poorly adapt
ed segineriis of society or.mariifesiations of intolerance can ere/lie social 

. instabi!ity. The polarisation of societY, due to adversa.rial opi~io~s and un
derstandings increas.es uncertainty and decreases society's.resilience 10· 
hostile external influenc;e. . . . . . 

EFFECTS 
. ■ RMF. works acres~ ,<:Ner 100 countries, so it is difficult to .isolate _and 

measure the .impact of its ai::tivities. However, observations s·uggest that 
RMF has b·een more influential in countries which are more ·exposed to the 
influence of Rus~ia and Russian language and qulture, for instance due to 
geographical proximi~Y: · 

■ RMF encourages ethnic Russians an_d Russi!1n-spea.king p_eople rn the 
Baltic states to pre~erve their culture and id.entity. It promotes a c9mmon 
identity based on Russian language ·and .culture,. which i::an slow the in
tegration of Russian-speaking people in. Estonia,'Latvia, and Lithuania,." 
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A TIME PERIOD· THEMATIC AREA: 
• November 20;3 - 2014 Bribery and corruption 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Russian Federation, Ukraine 

CRIMINAL NETWORKS IN THE 
DONBAS 
SUMMARY 
Corruption continues to be a significant issue in Ukraine, due to its 
Soviet past, weak national institutions and poor governance during 
the ,early 1990s and present-day links to the Russian 'mafia state'. The 
government has long been troubled by kleptocrats and an extensive 
bribery and embezzlement culture. Widespread criminal activity and 
illicit circles primarily seeking economic gain have existed in Ukraine 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union, particularly In the Donbas 
(eastern Ukrainian region commonly used to describe the oblasts ,of 
Luhansk and Donetsk). The Russian Federation is known to use such 
crime groups in Europe, often functioning behind 'indigenous Europe
an gangs' such as the pre-existing criminal networks in Ukraine, used 
as instruments of intelligence and political influence.' 

When civil unrest began in 2014, the Russian Federation capitalised 
on its long-term exploitation of these vulnerabilities to quickly produce 
a fully realised threat. Using existing criminal networks, they provided 
lethal aid (small arms, heavy weapons, vehicles and artillery pieces), 
training and leadership to separatists in eastern Ukraine. In addition to 
taking an active part in the fighting, networks disrupted supply lines, 

KEY POINTS 
■ Criminal networks were pervasive across public and private sec
tors, along with high levels of corruption and kleptocracy, which led 
to political and security vulnerabilities. Both internal and external ac
tors exploited these vulnerabilities to the detriment of national security 
interests. 

■ While corruption in Ukrnine maintains many classic post-Soviet fea
tures, it differs from Russian corruption in how it is organised and sus
tained. Corruption in Russia is considerably more reliant upon person
alities and strong allegiances, particularly when it comes to large-scale 
corruption. In Ukraine, the overall availability of resources is markedly 
smaller, and few c;an hold orito any particular rent-seeking sector, or 
profitable scheme, for long without needing to form alliances with an 
ever-changing list of state actors, intra-regional rivals, and criminal 
groups. This is a topic worthy of analysis as it speaks to the unique 

::coNTEXT 

disrupted military forces and contributed to disinformation, effective
ly preventing a coherent Ukrainian response to Russia's conventional 
forces. By creating favourable conditions for Russian operations in the 
region, Russia-linked criminal networks enabled the Russian Federa
tion, through separatist rebels, to conduct a swift and deep military 
conflict in the Donetsk and Luhahsk Oblasts in eastern Ukraine. 

As the crisis deepened and became increasingly violent, criminal 
networks in the Donbas region flourished. Low-level petty crimi
nals, politically influential Russian and Ukrainian kleptocrats, and oli
garchs (corrupt heads of private industry, politicians and high-level 
officials), were responsible for trafficking food, alcohol, cigarettes, 
coal, fuel, and weapons. Expansive criminal networks and sweeping 
corruption in both Ukraine and the Donbas still impact the conflict 
directly, with the Security Service of Ukraine reporting incidents or 
weapons smuggling and military supply contracts going to unquali
fied manufacturers. This poses a direct threat to crucial political re
forms for Euro-Atlantic integration and the administration of financial 
aid in support of stabilisation. 

security risks that Ukrainian corruption ahd criminal networks pose to 
Ukraine and Ukraine's partners. 

■ Eliminating the systemic tendency of corruption and building trust 
in state institutions are vital to enable the reintegration of non-govern
ment-controlled areas. This means developing a robust legal frame
work and enhancing public confidence in the judiciary through the pro
fessional development of judicial personnel, transparency for financial 
arrangements and improved pay for judges. Governments should also 
reduce and deter corruption through high-level punitive action, amnes
ty programmes for lower-level corrupt business people, the promotion 
of more transparency across government and private sectors and fo
cus on areas such as border guards or law enforcement which enable 
criminal networks to operate. 

: ■ Corhlption iil Ukrairie. "Grand ·co~;uption. describes how ;,the •iaw· eriiorceineni. 9 In Ukrairle, as tne:siate formed arid stabilised, high,rank0 ' 

·abuse. qf high0 ievel .pciwer i:ienElfits· the few. af the expe_n5e of ·mahy ciaiJs-.. · · · ing· crimin·als became· functionally legitimaie businessmen .. arid politicians: · 
.. ii:ig-ser.io.us and \Yide5pread h)1rm to ihdividua.ls and :so.ciety."2

• !Jkrain.e.is· · ·crimln·a1: activ_ity_ 'rang:es from·lqcal·smuggling.rings to:iarge.-.scale ~.eavy 
amongst the most ·corrupt countries.in the. world: in 2014; it was··ranked . . industries ::_ the Donbas holds .th1{epicentre of. Ukrairie's,'heavy industry;

.. 142 out: ot:175· in the Corruption Perceptfons lndex.3 Some·of ttie most.. . :metaUurgical facUities, and mostofthe_ country's essen\ial.coal mihes:1• ·, : . 

high-prpfile enjbezzlenieht cases include former.Presid_enl Ya0.ukovich, ![le·· 
. Interior Minister's Son bieksandr Avakov, as well as the Deputy Defence,', : '.ii Th·e :conflict' in' eastern·· Ukraine, As :a result of the 'ousting: .. 
· · Miriister.•·•·'.The' Ukrainian government's systemic problems stall aitempts·. of Presiderii Yanukovych ·during ttie 2014 .. Ukrainian reVoluiion, ·as well ·a:s 
.. 'at impfovemen\ arid _holding ccirrupt pfirscins a9c9untable for tt,_eir acti9ns.' · .. ~he annexatioh c/Criniea. by !tJ.e. Russj_ar) Federation, ·11. pro-Ru,ssian arm:ed 

· ·· · · " · · · · · · · .. . · insurgency ):>egan In. !tie Dpnbas: O.onetsk and Lu.hansk cleclared ''.iride0 . 

. . . · .. Cr1minal·activity iii the Donbasi ,~ sci~iettirne~, the..iargest. '. pendencen after holding u'nrecognised reierendums:·Press, 'civilians, hu:' 
numbers of criminal prosecutions ·in the.Ukrainian Soviei Socialist Republic·· . (lianitariiin• organisati9n1i, and .rion-gqve'rnm~nt ·orgahi~ations _sepa/~te.ly · 

.. were jn Donetsk and. Lu.hansk Cl blasts, collectiveiy acpounting for orie:thlrd : . ·: repo~ed the preserjce of Russian soldiers: i_n. easter,n Ukri!ine, as well .as 
·· of'criminal irials in iherepublic.~ Foilowing_ihecollapse·ofth'e Soviet Union · :report siglitingsof.lethal a,d crossfng·the Russian:Ukraini;:m borde.r. Since 
· and the accompanying power vacuum, there·was a surge in crime, as well . !lie o~tbreakdf.the conflict, br_ibery and corruP,tidn have_ becoin~ prevalent 
·as the integration of crirhir)al activi!y'in.busi~ess; pcilitlcs,aric;t°iegal_ affairsr·. on ooth sides df the, contact line.11

.. . ·• · · : . . • . . ,'. · · · 

KEY ACTORS 
Party of Regions Ukrainian pro-Russian political party; electoral and fi
nancial base primarily in east and southeast 
'Donetsk People's Republic' '(DPR) and 'Luhansk People's Republic' 
{LPR) Unrecognised non-government-controlled areas in Donetsk and Lu
hansk Oblasts, Ukraine 
Security Service of Ukraine (SBU or SSU)12 

National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU)13 

Specialised Anti-corruption Prosecutor's Office (SAP0)'4 

Viktor Yanukovych former President of Ukraine (2010-2014), removed 
from power as a result of the Euromaidan, Revolution 
Petro Poroshenko President of Ukraine (2014-present) 
Vladislav Surkov aide to the President of Russia (2013-present), heavily 
involved in Russian activity in eastern Ukraine "·1• 

Igor Plotnitsky head of the "LPR" (2014-2017); held monopoly over supply 
of goods including pharmaceuticals and contraband fuel 

· 86 , 

Aleksandr Zakharchenko head of the "DPR" (2014-2018); involved in 
counterfeit cigarettes and amphetl!mines; close ties to the Krflmlin 
Rina! Akhmetov Ukrainian businessman and oligarch from Donetsk; rich
est man in Ukraine" 
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NARRATIVES 
Ukrainian government • . . .. : • . · 
■ Russia is th'e ·aggressor in eastern Ukraine and Crfmea; it is violating 
Ukrainian territorial integrity arid state sovereignty. · 
■ The·Russian·Federation uses covert-forces to undermine state stability 

· and progress towards the West. . · . 
Ii There are· new government institutfons and civil society organisations·· 
focusing on anti-corruption efforts. These efforts include fighting criminal" · 
networks and Russian influence In Ukraine. 

KEY EVENTS 

Russian government 
■ The· Russian Federatio'n is only acting ·in th'e interest bf ethnic Russians 
and Russian citizens i'n Ukraine.· · · · · 
· ■ Ukraine is a-corrupt, failed st_at_e; its inst"1bility has domestic origins. 

21 Nov 2013 Dec 2013 22 Feb 2014 
. ~"-'"·--.. -.'·---·'<·01----------~·o_. 

, 27 - 28 Feb 2014 i 16 Mar 2014 , Apr ~014 j • 11.-12 !I/lay 2014 
· ' 0""-"------------<Ci""---"-----. ----<O _ . ; · : . 0---"--,--

··President Yanuk- -: Protests gr9Y{ to · .Yantikovych i~ 
ovych abarldons AS- lnclllde 800,000 · removed from Office 

uninarked, armed,. · An unrecog"nised se- ·: Unrest st~rts'lr'I Do_netsk _: .The so-called "separatist" 
Uniformed men arrive 1 · ce·sslon refereridum· l and Luhansk; militants seize ( · republics in eastern 

sociatio_n f\greemeii! .· l,,· · pe?p!e. by the ·ukralriian 
with the EU; protests parliament. · 

Sl?rl In Kylv. J : 
in Qrimea. · !,',,. - is held.in Crimea, l 8.dminfstrative b_Llil_dings in· · Ukraine hol_d unrecog-

seelng 97 per cent ( many cities; activists pro- ~ nised refe"rendums and 
support tor joining i ·clalm the '.Donetsk People's i declare independence;_ ·· 

Russia.. · .! Republic" arid the_ "Luh~nsk [ . Fighting continues. 

. . . . 

·STRATEGIC LOGIC 
. . . . . . ' ' . ' 

Russia's strategy in Ukraine involved th_e use of non-military means to un
·dermiri·e ihe authority of the'governmerit an·d destabilise the situation: De-
. spite operatin·g primarily tor financial ·self-inierest; criminal_ elements were. 
· connec_ted to Flussia thr~ugh reg_ional bu_sjness _interests_and supported by .. 

MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC, The.same corrupt.government ·officials involved in or: 
enabling c_riminal networks:Iead tci conflicting difficult diplomat_ic relations 

· ·with both Russia _and.the West.' Oligarchs-with ·1ucrative business ties to 
. Russia are said to ·have used their eictensi~e political influence to under
mine Ukraine's approach tciwards the West.20 

. • • · _ 

INFORMA'J'.ION. ·Many news -and_ media· outlets were/a/~ owned· by 
oligarchs (including· President Poroshenko, Rina! Akhmetov, Ihor Kolo
·moisky, Dniytro Firtash· and others), and known to be utilised for political 

-- goals."· · . _ . · . _ · : . . " . - · 
.MILITARY. The conflict In easterrj Ukraine created an ide;:tl environment" 
forihe pre-existing illicit global arms trade network and·market by creating· 
· a: legal vacuum and-a new market for rnat\)rieI., Illegal arrl)s trade ·occurs on 
both sides of'the cO:ntact line, as a lack.of legislation and regulation ena- · 
bles_a bustling criminal network. Moreover, officials in state defence en-

- terprise UkrOboro'nProm owned shell ·companies that were used for fraud 
· .. and embezzlement scheme$ to use substal"]dard parts, including u~ed and 

outdated engines, to pocket .the profits." r:,JABU investigations allege thai . 
millions of dollars have·been syphoned off of military equipment contracts·, 
both dom-estic and international." -These criminal activities benelitted the 
·Russian-led separatists wbo fought .a miliia~y ·wit~ sub-part armaments. · 
Jnability 10· address-these issues will prevent Ukraine from 'reaching its goal 
to meet_NAJO sta.nd_ards by 2020. · · · 

i : People's Republic". \ : 

- .. . 
' . :. ·. . . . . . . . ·.: - . 

or including Russian or pr_o-Russian kl~pt~crats.1 8 Russia used these con'. 
neclions to encourage existing anti-government elemeh'ts to challenge ihe· 
goilernmeni, initially though protest· and th~n via direct action; bec_oming a . 
separ~tist insur11ency: 19_ - - -

' . ' 

' ' 

ECONOMIC /·FINANCIAL: Large'scale cri~inal networks are of
ten disguised through shell operations and:layers of person's at various lev
els in ·different sectors." Kleptocrats control parts ot"all sectors, incl~dfng 
government, heavy industry," finance,. military, _and information. Prevalent 
corruption· in _U_kraine enables billion~ of dollars to misapprqpriaied from -
government coritracts; development funding, and int~rrational' aid. Deci
sion-making isofteri closely interlinked with' corruption:-it was, and in some· 
cases still is, typical to bribe border-guards, law·eniorcement, and governs 
men! oflicialsfo·achieve· a particular outcome... . ·_ _ - . 
INTELLIGENCE. High level of infiltration of the Ukrainian ,intelligence 
services by Russian spies, and eiiidence. of·substanlial cooperation be~ 
tween the Ukrainian S~c:urity Service (SBU) and Uie Russian Federal Secu

· rity_Service :(FSB), significantly degraded Ukrai_nian intelligence capability; 
including through the defection of entire units to the rebel side.'"·"" 
LEGAL. The· broken judicial system· enabled corrupt officials to ciper
ate, ·ma.king·the cou_niry unable_ io enforce reforms completely. Since 2014 
Ukraine has made substantial progress 'in legal reform and ·law enforces· 
men!. However, many past issues remain due to the dynamic between po-
litical corruption an_d a weak institutional fnamework. . . . 

-NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FLINCTIONS 
Iii Political -inclependence, effeciive state institution;, fransparent deci- -
sion-making, public trust in government processes. 
■ Sovereignty; territorial integrity and full control over all regions. 
-■ Reliable security-guarantees." · 
■ Economic independence: . . . 
■ Domestic reforms as part of the ·path towards possible EU membership --

. 'and further integration with the West:' . . .... -_ . 
■ Fully function·a1 ni_odern mi_Iitary that ·meets NATO defence ahd security · 
standards by 2020." · 

VULNERABILITIES 
-■ Widespread corrii'ption and subordination· of public authorities tci.corpo-· 
'rate and personal interests, embezzlement of public fuhds, disorganised 

. public bodies,' political appoi_ntments base!J_ on. loyalty rather than_ merit.· 
Weakened and inefficient public institutions (particularly rnilitary0 and se
curity-related) which were unable to address critical poiitfcal issues. 
■ Securiiy and defence issues were not a high priority for Kyiv, and west-

.. ern political ·engagement "".as stag~ant ("Ukraine fatigue"). 29 
- - _ . 

■ Weapons and equipment were outdated or obsolete, ·there was an in
·suflicient logi_siical support system, ·and iack of intelligence/ c·ounterintelli-· _ 
gence force. Criminal networks and .corruption in the Ukraini_an government 
continue·to lead to misa·ppropriation of funds or"rigged contracts leading to 
an ill-equipped Ukrainian Armed.Fo'rces.30 

• -

■ Enormous amoun_ts of international aid led to embezzlement and misap- . 
propriaiion of funds. · 

89 

' . 

-■ Political and business links with formal or informal ties to Russian· gov
ernmental or commercial entities were integrated into parts of crin:iinal 
networks. . 

THREATS 
■ Territorial v\'oiation ot'the highest degree in the form of separatism ace. 

, lively supported by the Russian Federation. Russian military presence in 
eastern Ukraine. Destabilisation· of the Ul<rainian state .. · • · . · 
■ Exploitation ·of exisiing vulnerabilities· by'the Russian Federaiion, which 
used criminal networks-to influence politics, ran disinformaiion campaigns, 
and d-,stabilised the Ukrainian s_tate. . 

EFFECTS 
■ Political fu~ctions inhibited; difficult to implement _reforms; prevention 
of progress, · : . · 
■ Unemployment,. poverty, social __ injustic.e, overall publlc distrust in the 
government after· decades under oligarchical systems. 
■ Ongci;"ng economic crisis with a weakened national currency and ongo, 

· ing developmental. reforms: Many corrupt, oligarcf:is and elites have been. 
removed,' but not all of them. · . . . 
ii Ukrainian government established three·anti~corruption bodies in recent 
years (NABU, NAPC, SAPQ). Ukrain'e has yet to creaie an independent an
ti-corruption court per its mandate. Orie survey found that 80 · per cent of 
Ukrainians in government-controlled areas consider ihe lighi against cor-
ruption as unsuccessful .3' · · · 
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TIME PERIOD: 
February- April 2011 

THEMATIC AREA: 
Agitation and civil unrest; Exploitation of 
ethnic or cultural identities 

NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Bahrain, Iran 

CIVIL DISORDER IN BAHRAIN 2011 

SUMMARY 
In 2011, the Kingdom of Bahrain was affected by the 'Arab Spring', 
a wave of popular protests that spread across the Middle East and 
North Africa. The first, mostly peaceful protests took place on 14 Feb
ruary and involved around 6,000 people nationwide of mixed religious 
and social backgrounds. Social media played a crucial role both in 
the organisation of protests and as a source of information. Bahrain 
had experienced low-level political unrest for a few years and in the 
six months since the previous parliamentary elections, which were 
viewed as flawed. Protesters, predominantly Shia, were angered by 
the slow pace of political reform, the apparent favouritism to foreign 
workers over Bahraini citizens and discrimination against them by the 
ruling Sunni minority. At the start of protests, their demands included 
political and constitutional reforms, an end to inequality and system
atic discrimination towards Shia Muslims, and to the alleged practice 
of political naturalisation of Sunni Muslims to change the country's 
demographics. 

Fuelled by anger at the government's insufficient response to the de
mands and the use of lethal force by the security forces, the protests 
escalated quickly. The nature of the protests soon .changed, with de
mands emerging for the end of the ruling regime. In March, the protests 
became increasingly violent and led to sectarian clashes. Bahrain re
quested suJ)port from its Gulf allies, who sent 1,500 Gulf Cooperatior:i 
Council (GCC) troops into Bahrain to ·help restore stability. 

It is likely that deliberate agitation by Iran, by way of overt public state
ments and agents of influence, contributed to the escalation. The Irani
an regime, most prominently Ayatollah Khamenei, expressed criticism 
of the Bahraini government and voiced support for the disadvantaged 
Shia population. These statements framed the protests as a sectari
an issue and encouraged the Shia opposition. Moreover, Iranian Ara
bic-language TV channels encouraged Shia protesters in Bahrain.' It 
is reasonable to assume that the Iranian government was interested 
in the destabilisation of the Bahraini ,regime, given Iran's historical re
cord of interfering with Bahrain's interior affairs,, combined with its ter
ritorial claims over the country. The Bahraini government repeatedly 

KEY POINTS 
■ The grievances of the Bahraini Shia population were a critical vul
nerability which gave Iran the opportunity to exert influence. Tensions 
between sectarian groups should be minimised by political dialogue 
and the fostering of national unity a.nd identity based on shared values 
which sets itself apart from both Iran and Saudi Arabia. 

■ The Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry was unable to find 
any material evidence of Iranian interference, partly because of the 
commission's lack of access to confidential government reports. 3 De
spite this, after the report was published the King gave a speech in 
which he repeated the claim that "Iran is supporting anti-go\lernment 
protests", an apparent contradiction with the official report which 

·•:CONTEXT· 

denounced the existence of external interference behind the uprising, 
and explicitly referred to Iran.' As a result, the protests were framed 
as being the result of interference from an external actor, rather than 
acknowledging those grievances that underpinned the mobilisation of 
certain communities to protest. The main opposition party, AI-Wefaq, 
complained that state-controlled media portrayed the protesters as 
sectarian and pro-Iranian from the outset. Alleged Iranian interference 
was systematically used by the government to justify repression in the 
years following the 2011 uprising. 

IMAGE -Bahraini protest on 22 February 2011. 
WIK/MEDIA.I Lewa'a Alnasr 

highlights the, difficulty in publicly attributing responsibility for hostile 
acts.' 

■ The media in Bahrain was biased towards the government ofBahrain. 
Six out of Bahrain's seven daily newsJ)aJ)ers were pro-gol(ernment, and 
all radio and television broadcasts in Bahrain state-controlled. During 
the protests, government censorship was particularly harsh, and state 
media gave inaccurate or one-sided versions of events, ir:i particular by 
presenting the demonstrations as purely sectarian and linked to Iran. 
The media did not represent the views of the vast majority of Bahrainis, 
many of whom felt marginalised as a result. 5 

• Bahrain. The .Kirjgdo~ cif 13ahrain qe~ar'rie independent in 197f and . ■ Hist~1foa1 influence a,ctivities of 'lra·n. Afte(.the lriini,an 
.. is ruled:by t.he Al Ktialifa family; who ·are SU:nni Muslims.• 7'.0."3.per cent of · :Revolution in .. 1971; 'iran's·governnient.atteinpted·fo spn(ad the Islamic 
. the'"populaiion is Muslim, the majority of which are.Shiites (no official fig-:. . revolution· throughout the Muslim-worId.:·In. 1981, Bahraini Shia . .fundaa 
. ·ures aitailable)": on·e·of Bahrain's main allies is itie Kingdcim of Saudi Arabia•· . mentalists orci1estrated. a ·coup· attempt which - if successiul - would 

(Sun:nii. It has had sjrained relations 'with. Iran," where Shia Islam is the "state : have· brought. an lran~based S_hia•_cleric to power as· the l_eader of an Is-. 
teligio~-- · .. . .. . . .. . lan'iic government.'· The mrtitant group·behind the:·coup,-the lslah1ic Froni 

· · :for th~"Libera)icin of Ba~rain; was biic~ed by'.lran. The .Bah~ai_ni gover~--
ii Iran's •claims·on Bahrain. ()~er ttie p;st.100 yea;s, iran !_las: me~t also bla~ed_lran for:unrest iri-tt,e mids199Qs .. lran has_ supported 
periodically voiced:territoriill clainis over tfie-Bahrain·lslands,-which were: Sfiia.milita:nt.groups in Bahrain, several of which were labelled \errorist .. · 
historically parfof the· Persiarf Empire, although direct ruie only' lasted. for · groups:by the US .sta:teTiepartrnent'·. . . . . . 
some th_irtyyears in the 17th·ceniury. In 200(°, an influential newspap:er with . 

· . . close.links :to the·rranian regime pi)blishea .an editorial calling·Bahrain "a:· . 
. ·provinc·e of Ira~.''. whicfr sparked· consiaerable· tension: in"the region.' .. 

.. 9Q . 
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KEY ACTORS 
Cabinet of Bahrain 
Al Wefaq main opposition party of Bahrain 
Public Security forces of Bahrain reporting to Ministry of Interior 
Al Wasat regarded as the only independent newspaper in Bahrain 
Gulf .Cooperation Council (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, UAE, Qatar, 
Oman) 

Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa King of Bahrain (since 2002), Emir of Bahrain 
(1999-2002) 
Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa Prime Minister of Bahrain (since 1970) 
Sheikh Isa Ahmad Qassem Bahrain's leading Shia cleric, seen as spiritual 
leader of Al Wefaq par:ty with close ties to Iran 
Ayatollah Khamenei Supreme Leader of lran.(since 1989) 

···NARRATIVES: 
.. ' ' ' . . ·.. . . . . . . . -

. Iranian government:·. 
.• It is.Iran's. duty to pr~iect their.feH_ow Shia iri 
Bahrain from oppr~ssion _and· abu_se · thafthey 
·suffer at the.hands of the regime·. 

Bahraini 9overriment. . · ~audi Arabia / GCC 
■ lrari is a~ ~xpansio'nist power that ls trying to 
ixtend ijs lnfluen·ce in tl)_e regiorj: . . . . 
■ The· Kingdom will stand by the side of.their 
Baiiraini neighbours· and protecttti'eri, from lra
_nian int~rierence: · · · · · · 

■·The uprising is ttie resuli of a ''fo.mented·sub
versive plot ag'ainst s,ecurity and stab,ility.''10 

.·: 

·■ .The.uprising has ·been _provoked by external 
·. ii The G·cc•s :inierference·in Bahrain;s internal. 

affairs• is unaccepl!!ble :and.will fu_iiher compli' · 
· interference (i:e.: Iran), an·d ·hot by· legiti'mate 
. griev!irices of itie population.. . ... 
■ The· demonstrators ·are Shia· that have been· · 
agiiated by lr~n i6 overtti'rciw the regime: 

cate matters.· · · 

. . . . 

·. KEYEVENTS-
.14 Feb 2011. 15 Feb . 17 Feb 

· · -. ~~-~·--· .~;·--..... _ql-:-•---.. -.--· ... · ---:.-· -<_ ·o _ 
·. 23 Feb· 25Feb 

OJ----..... --<() .. 
. Mar 1·4 Mar 
. Q>.:~. --------_-<O:. 

Apr . Jun. . 
0>'"·--------0-----

FirSt day cl pro- ·1 A"second person · "Blo:O_dy j. Oppo·sitlon·leaders l Limited r0shllffle· l sictarian Glashes 
·tests in Bahralri : ·! . Is killed; King · Thursday," . :. released from jail -! · of.governnient · \ occu(, ~ontinue· G~~i:i~s . ;~:=~~r~;~. l,,,·: est:~~~hes 
(6,000_people); a ,· . gives speech. , .. · 4 deaths; . . i · by royal pardon;· i . . cabl~et.. i . over nex\ weeks; · 

. · .. ·man is killed by·. ·reaffirming protests grow .[ first callsfoithe 'j' · 1. goverriinent-lmposes'.l 
Bahraln·afte·r two.main. . the,Bahra,lr'l 

'ihvitatlori'from. Shia political- · 1naependerit . 
· · .·. :se~ur!ty forces~. ·tree~om·of : · · l_arger. · -1- . refTlova1:9fJhe · · f. : marti3t.18w: lr0;nl~n - l 

·: ·expression in ·? regime are.heard. j ··: leade·rs_ex'press . i,, 

. g9vernnient. l . parties. • to~~~~~n of 

: :_:. Bahrain. . '!, · ( f,·: suppotrtft~rthe. • 
·: : · pro es ors. 

STRATEGIC LOGIC·.· 
It is reaso(lable "t6 assume that the Iranian government ·was interested i~ the· 
destabilisation of the Bahraihi' regime, given Iran's historical record cifinter- . 
ferlng wilh,.Bahr,iin's interior affair~· (including backing militant Shia groups,: · 

. and aUeg·edly supporting a coup attempt in 1981): DuriiigJhe 2011 proteisis; · 
. Iranian officials and media criticised the Bahraini ·governm·erit's treatment 
... ,of tiie Sh_ia majdrity an,d, voiced_ s_upportfcir th~ protest_ers: In doing so, ·Iran .. 

. . . . 
·01PLOMAT1C:•Pu.blic ~riticism 6fthe Bah;aini ~overnment'streatment:. 

· · of ifs Shi a p_~pulaticin, ·mosf promin~ntly.by Ayatollah· Khame_nei. ·191. Iranian ... 
memb_ers of parliament is.sued a statement condemning the Bahraini gov-

. ernment's ctackilown ori anti-regime protesters." Iran recalled its ambas- · 
saqor to Batirain due to the :crackdown on the· mostly Shi a demonstraiors,12

: . 

. and later ~xpe)l\ld one Bahraini diplomat · .. 

MILITARY .. Threats to ~se force; e.g. a parliamentarian said th~! "T~hran . 
· wrn:·use all ihe power and potentiais at 'it~ disppsai to ha11:1he oppressJon .. 
of th_e 'people_ of Bahrain:''"··ln April 2Cij1; the Iranian Foreign Mirjister sent . 

- . . . . . . . 
. · n~ely contribti\ed. towards the eiscalaiiqn of the peaceful dei:i,6nstrations· 

into violent sectaria.'n clashes, and itie framing of protests as a:Sun·ni-Shia:. 
is\iue rathe°r. than a ·popular movement calling fo'r politi9al reiorm. This stra:t~ 

. egy appe_als to.subnational iderit_ities:h1· detriment of the. Bahraini national· 
: ideritity, which thr~aiens societal c·ohesion_: . . . . . 

·.a letter to UN Secretary-General, asking for "serious and immediate action · 
by 1he Sec~rity Cqu.ncil ove_r'suppr¢·ssing people's demands in Bahrain us~. 
ing mmtary force."" · · · · 

. . . .. . . 
INFORMATION. Use of lr~nian°Arabic-languag~-saiellit~ channe

0

IS 
(especially .. AI-Alam, whic.h is watc.hed by· 90 per cent ·o(Bahraini· Shia 15

) · 

io spread thefr narrative: Al-Alam has been described as an Iranian tool of
infl_ue·nce ta:stir up 9pinion _ih the Arab worl~.16 Possib.ly us~ of. sociaJ 'media 
to agitate· pro\es_ters and ·escalate. the. uprising against t~e regl111e. 

. . · .. . .. · .. . .. · .. . .. · .. 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
. . . 

.. CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ ·in.oil monarchies.like Bahrain; national security is equivalent to: regime 

.. securiiy.'Criticalaspects include politica.1-stability;•SOCietal ccih'esion"and 
. national self-determination. . . · . :. · . .· . . . . . : · 
■ Bahrain's National Aciiori Charter (2001) defines riationai'securlty'as "the 

·fence ·and foriress for'protection· of ilia country. and maintenance of its 
lands and economic; social,' and :political gains and support the p,ocess.of . 

· _comprehensive developmeii.t."17 .· · • .. · · · 

VULNERABILITIES 

THREATS 
■ Escalation of s6cio-poli~ical protests irito sectarian· viciience; not leasf 

: d_ue to ·stirrinifup of d·iscontent by lraii. : · : · . : · ·. • · ·: : . · · · . 
· .. ■ Risk of Bahrain t;>e·coming an arena _for (I proxy conflict bety.,een Saudi : 

Arabia and Iran, who are both invested in the country:''· . 
■·Growing threat of religious/ideolo'gical extremism; not least due· to 
what Bahrajn's lnterio'r,Minister.called "anti-13,:ihrajn propaganda by iran-
backed media."10 .. . . . . . 

EFFECTS 
■ A majority_ Shia pppulation is ruled. by a S_unni•minorlty an:d discrii'ninated 
a:g·ainst.-'- for example; Shi as. are largely prevented lr6m accessing jobs 
in the security services, .they can'not serve in-the armed forces, and their 
·poljiical influenced is limitEi°d (e.g: gerrymandering: of Shia cons1it~_encies . 
by the government)." The.resulting discontenl'is fertile ground for agitation 

...• l,ncreas~d divisio'ns of i,ociety aiong sectarian )i,nes, e~calation of. vio~·. 

and foreign influence. · · · 
■ Bahrain's economy is he;ivily oil"dependent. 

~00~ .... ·: ... · . . . .. 

. Iii Reinforcerinerit of opposition movements. ·. . . . 
·■ Weakened support for the government d_ueto the perception· oqhe Bah-: 
rain regime as ·oppressive.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 

. ii li:icreased relian~e· of Ba~rain on its:Gcc neighbours for regime ~lJrvi_vaL 
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e TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
April 2015 - 2018 Economic leverage Pakistan, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), 

China, Iran 

PAKISTANI INVOLVEMENT IN YEMEN 

SUMMARY 
In March 2015, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) initiated Decisive 
Storm, a multilateral operation to influence the civil war in Yemen. The 
KSA's initial claim that Pakistan, a key ally, had already "expressed 
desire" to participate in the operation, caused some embarrassment 
for Islamabad.' A formal request by the KSA for Pakistani fighter jets, 
ground troops and naval warships to join its campaign in Yemen led to 
a lengthy debate in the Pakistani pailiament. The majority of the public 
opposed direct involvement in the conflict and was wary of Pakistani 
support being taken for granted by the KSA. Many commentators saw 
the intervention as a potentially disastrous and costly war. Ultimately, 
the Pakistani parliament voted unanimously to remain neutral in the 
conflict, which made it difficult for the government to provide anything 
more than symbolic support. 

Pakistan's decision-making process was subject to intense lobbying 
from the KSA, Iran and also China. The KSA and Pakistan have long 
had a close reciprocal relationship, with the KSA generously providing 
aid to Pakistan in return for military assistance·. Despite intense pres
sure by the KSA to participate in the intervention, Pakistan was wary 
of antagonising its powerful neighbour Iran by meddling in its sphere 
of interest - Iran is believed to back the Houthi rebels in Yemen. More
over, in 2015 Pakistan had high hopes that Western sanctions on Iran 
would soon be lifted as a result of a US nuclear deal, making Iran's vast 
hydrocarbon reserves available to energy-starved Pakistan.' Some an
alysts also suggested that China, which has a great interest in peace 
and stability in the region due to its large-scale infrastructure projects, 
might also have had some major influence on Pakistan's decision: Chi
na's President Xi visited Pakistan during the period of decision-making 
to lobby for neutrality and a diplomatic resolution of the conflict, and to 
promise enormous investments in infrastructure and-energy amounting 
to USD 46 billion over several years as part of the One Belt One Road 
initiative.3 

Pakistan also had many domestic factors to consider: participation in 
what many believed to be a proxy·war between the KSA and Iran would 
likely aggravate the Sunni/Shia divide both in the region and at home 
(20 per cent of Pakistan's population are Shia Muslims). A crucial con
sideration was the risk of overstretching the Pakistani military, wt:iich 

KEY POINTS 
■ Pakistan tried to walk a diplomatic tightrope by choosing the ab
solute minimum level of involvement by eventually sending troops for 
'border operations.' It thus hoped to please the KSA by being some
what involved, but at the same time not to antagonise Iran by con
tributing more directly. Words and actions were intended to convey 
the prestJmed role for Pakistan as a regional mediator, rather than an 
active participant of the regional geopolitical conflict between Iran 
and the KSA. 

. . 

was engaged in a large-scale counter-insurgency operatior:i along the 
Afghan border and additionally committed at the border with India. 

Nevertheless, there has since been some evidence of creeping military 
involvement by Pakistan in spite of the parliamentary no-vote: in early 
2017, there were reports of a brigade being sent to the KSA to pro
tect against Houthi incursions into KSA territory. In a significant shift, 
the Pakistani army announced in February 2018 that it was sending 
1,000 troops to the KSA in advisory and training roles. Although this 
still amounts to only indirect involvement in Yemen, the lack of detail in 
public announcements and the bypassing of the Pakistani parliament 
ied to some domestic backlash.' 

r;-::!-• ., 
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■ Actions to assist the KSA often occurred without accompanying 
public announcements, indicating a two-track policy: Pakistan's polit
ical policy is compatible with the parliamentary resolution and aims to 
appease Iran, China and its own population; the other track is a more 
pragmatic approach, which caters to the demands of realpolitik.6 

■ Some information fratricide resulted owing to the highly contradicto
ry nature of the diametrically opposing demands that were placed on 
Pakistan. Instead of soothing the KSA and Iran, Pakistan's words arid 
actions seem to have angered both to some extent. 

·:CONTEXT·· 
. . .. ' . 

:. ■ Paki~tani-KSA relations: Pakistan and. th'e KSA have 'a long". . :(inciuding .iinancirig ah:lran:Pakistan pipeline),:with Pa_ki~ian representing. 
· ~tanding,relati6n.ship; wilh Pa'5i_sjan in:~qme re·g~rds the junlor.p11rtner d~e- . a· critiqaJ geographical. point in China's :'One- Belt Orie f!oad .Initiative', .an · 

. to iis relative. economic weakness and vulnerability .. Pakls~an is a major... ·amoitious infrastru·cture pr6ject.to .. create a.new 'Silk Road' . .Regioi:ial sta0 : 

· · recipient of KSA ·aid and ·cheap oil. · Pakisian possesse·s. a. far superior· bility, including Yemen, is ·vital for the realisation bf.this' project: t~e.Yemeh 
.. ·~tanding: armY. .\'!ith ·e~Jensive.'operational exp_erience·a~d ha.~ 9eveli>ped .9onflicj jhreat~n.s.the.B(jb al-Marideb:.strait, a b:ody qf_ ~ater i;ontrolled_by · · 
. a reputation for being the provider.of military muscl.e ·10 the.KSA (e.g .. in• . ·veri)en and:a chokepoint for thetr~nsportation ofoil. Pres)dent XI \lisited· 
· GulfWa_r1991), · · · · · · · · · · Pakistan in.April 2015 to discuss; amongst' other topics, the pbsslble·role . 

. of Pakistan in the Yemeri conflict and promised to stan'd behind Pakistan · 
.. ii Pakistar:ii~China r~lation~. :chi~a· is· the most lmporta~t SUP" : ... it it decideq to rebuf(the KS,A.'s· request. T~~:perso~al int~rveritiori .of the 
.. por:ter of Pakistan'.s economy, :with Chinese aid now excieeding. i.JS· aid... : Ch)riese J:'resident signa□ed the importance of the :issue tci China: . · 
· 9hina _is !lig~ifi_c'l!ritly ·expanding its i_nyestments in Pakis_tani i~frastructtJre _· 
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K~YACTORS 
. i>~/fiame,nt 9f Pakis.tan . 
~in.i!>\~y, ot Defence of Pakistan 

·-••NARRATIVES . .· . . .. 

.. KSA gOV!!l'nmerit 
■ -This· multilateral ihte~v~ntibn- will re, 

- store - the .-legitimate gov'E!rnment. in 
Yemen·and terminate Hie threa)'posed 
by Houthi rebeis: - - -
■ Iran is inf.laming the conflict by ba_ck
ing .the Sh_ia Houthi reb_e1s;.. · · 

.. KEY EVENTS 

' 

Nawaz Sharif Prime Minister of Pakistan (1990- 1993: 1997 - 1999, 2013 - 2017) 
KhwajaAsiflJefen6e Minister of Pakistan (2013-2017) ~- · 
Khui-rairi Dilstgir Khat! Defence Minister of Pakistan (2011.: 2018) 
Xi JinpingPresident9fChina (since 2013) -. . · ' . · 

- Mc'>ham;,,ad Javad Zarif Ministero, Foreign Affairs of Iran (since 2013) 
'Prince Muhammad bin'saiinan 'crown Prince of Saudi:;,,ra6la;Deience Minister (since 2015) 

,. .. 
Iranian goverrirnent 
■ Iran' does - not back -the 
Houthi reb!!ls: _ : ·_ . -_ - - . - . 

· IJ!I The _KSA is .committing· 
genocide iri Ye.men.'- ' 

_ ■ Pakistan·: should assist in · 
_fi~ding ·a. diplomatic solution -

·. to ine: crisi~.. · · 

Chinese:· _ 
government 
■ Stablljty in- tti(;)-:re
gion is of great imper- : 
tarice;'. military inter" . 

'l(E!ntion •in_ Yemen :will -
.destabilise the region. . 

Pakistani government a·nd '11'edia: 
■.The parliament ''desires that Pakistan should main
tain neutraiity)n-:ttie Yemen c9ritiict S9. as:to·be able. 
to play a proactive-dipiomatic role lei .end the :crisis."" . 
11 P'ress/p~blic (l)'l~jority): this is riot- Pakistan's war, 
and Pal\istan ·is not th$ _KSA's puppet' . : _ . 
■ · Go.vernme_nt: .Pakistan :is prepare.d. to protect :the 
IE!rritoria_l l')tegrity: of the KSA. : · · 

- -
. . . ' . . . . 

- - -
. . .. . -- . .. 

___ 2_5:M ____ al"'l_r2015 :! ·31-Mar ! 6Apr .•; 13-9Apr: _10_Apr: .. _·20-'2_1Ap_~ }· Dec
0
.~_Q16- ;15Feb2018 ~----------:--1.0 - :· o- ·: o:· - · - o·_ - :·:· o _ . . '· · o.;;..;..;. 

. KSA~led military_-. -i -Pak'istari's Deience - . -KSA Defence· r Iranian Foreig'n. !' · ~~liist_an's : .. !° .-China;s. Pr~·sld~nt_ --:: - Pakistani Chief of_ - ., - Press release .
operations begin. + _ Minister v_is_lfs KS/\, _ I· -·Minister an: l · .Minister _visits. ( parliament passes .! XI-visits Pakistan, _ [ ll(rhy Staff visits KSA; . ! ·fiorh Pakistani - · 

!ri Yemen:: · -· ; promises to protect 1· nourices KsA •: · Pakistan, asking : · · 8 resoIUti6n de- -:' annollr1Ces USD 46 -~ follOwing tlie ·visit, tliefe :. · ·r1.:1mtarf 
· -l · .. s~'udi t~rri~ory bui. : ~ : has.formai!y .. l · · the couti_try, fo · · r. c!arIn·g rle~trality_ . l ·billioO lrwesttn8nj. · ~ ~r~ report~ of a Drig'a~e l · _ ~nnouncmg 

. ··.l . -stat~~ necessity · ~ ··asked Pakistan f remain neutral l . on Yerilen:· ! · · . ··j .of soldiers being seiit. l' declsion·tosend" 
- .; __ to·"give peac_e a . !, . io join the CO~e i- and work towards 1- . . !. - · [ to the KSA:lor "guard: ! _ 1,000 troops.to·· -

·\.· .· . Chance?.~. . litlcih. ]. - acease .. flre. :·. ~ \· ··~.duty ~·9ainst p6ssible · ·i. KSA!n:~dviso~y .. 
. :. :·· · ~· .J incur~lonsofl;fouthls ·;. ·andt,ralnlng 

: L '· ;. -,- · ; ·'- - Into KSA. (. - ro.les: --

-STRATEGIC.-LOGIC 
While :1ran's and China's wish for Pakistani non-intervention :coincided·· little '.connection io; and was.'likely-tb .cause.Pakistan-problems at ho~e --

. with:the prl)~erenc~s of the P.akista~_i public; and m·ost of.itS'politicians, the . · (including increased secUirianisrri; public: disconteni, overstretching of 
" KSA tried to in(luence· Pakistan •into jojn[ng an intervention thp.t was; ar~- - :the military), The KSA framed'its oifer as part'cif the long,existing· mutually: 
. guably,_ not· in :Pakistan's national inte'rest. The intervention· seemed· likely - beneficial-relaiicinship aod·coi:nbined iniense·_dipiomatic pressure with tlie -
to ~ecome a.costly_and d~awn°out confliC:t_ in a r~gion thai .Pakis!'an had:·. impiic_it thr~13t of discontinuing theit_generqus aid _and_ assi~/ance. :' -

·MEASURES 
Dlf>LOMATI_C. Riyadh i~iti~lly nani!!d Pakistan as ~ participant in.th'e . -ECONOll,/IIC. -T~e:KsA has: iong been a g~nerous proyider .of aid ~~d -.. 
coalition be(ore Pakistan tiad made_ any public• statement :iln the rj,atter.10 

• - inv_estment to Pakistan. ·In :2014 alone, the KSA gave Pakistan ·an ·"uncon:· 
The K$A's diplomatic ·pressure ·on Pakistan-was· intense, including sli'uttle . . : ditional grant" of iJSD 1 :5 billion .to service its debts.' In· 2016;- in returri for 
_diplomacy at,d high"levei meetings: - . - . - - - . - - - - _ Pak/stan's pilrt!cip,:itionin the.KSA's·mµltll,:iteral exercise N<iritiTh_ur\der~ _ .. 

- ·an attemp(to stapilise bilateral ~elation~ .--the 'KSA pledged ·L!SD i22. - · 
-·INFORMATION/FINANCIAL: the:KsA ha; gradually bee~· build-- - - million,: including a- USO 67 million grant arid the rest in loans for'Vari--
:. ing its -irilluence at ·the level of :the _general :Pakistani -popu_lace,. mcisi. no- . - · - · ous- development pio)ects ·in Pakistan."- Tlie l<SA also· provides jobs: to -
· tic~ably bi funding. hundr~ds of. r;,adrasils. whicl)_ provic(e children with:·_ · 2,2· million Pakistani .citizens, who :send b'ack· some USO :4 - 5 billion iri -
housing,' clothing and· religious_ equcatiori.1

) However, the KSA's 'religious. : ·.remittan:ces back hO[!lEfeveryyear.14
'
15

: - - - - - - - . - -

iniluerice has· also been biame·d for raising sectarian·tensions· tiy ·spreading 
puriianical Wahhabi beliefs: Some:·pro'.Saudi groi.Jps-helc('.rallies !n PakiC : 

- stan iri support'of.the Yenien intervention,'~· · · · · 

NATiONAL SECUHITY.fNTERESTS 
: CRITICA'L FUNCTioNs · erribodieq th~o.ugh .KSA-lranian rivalry; Pakisiani inv61v~,;,~n~- in .Ye,;,eri · 
--■ Pakistim's s'ov:ereigniy ponc;erning its:at:iility to free)y choos:e )lsfore-ign- : ·.would:li~ely increase sectarian qisputes·at·ho)ne, wher~ 20 per c_ent of.ihe · 

policypath liiithourexternai'pressure.': . - - .. _ _ - _ population·is·Shia. .. - . . - - . -
■ Harmonious coexistence between different ethnic and religious: group's ■ Public discontent: Disconnect wjth the Pakistani govern-men! as a result _ · 
within 'r'akistaiC - .. - -- . ". - - - " - " -- . - : of pul;llic .opiri!o~ being ignorecfif-geiipplitical iilteresis' of ex!emal aciors· 

.. - _II cordial relaiions with:a.11 the majo/ regional powers: -_ take precedence. : - .. . - .. _ . . 
■ Energy ·securiti' and functioning infrastructure .for' Pakistan's:· rapidly - -■ ·overstretching of Ifie. military: P.akistan is already heavily involved in 

. growi_rig j:Jopulairon:_ . - - - - - .. - -- - . . : - - - . i:ounterihsurgericy campaigns (e_sp. ~gilinst Pakistani :Taliban) and needs 
- . 

VULNERABILITIES .' 
-■ Energy shortage:- Pak is.tan's ·p-opulation· is fast _app~6aching: 200 mi-Ilion,· 
and _its economy. is losing uj:J to six ·per: cent ·01 GDP due-to infrastrudure·: 
bottlenecks' and a chronic shortage of electricity." -- . . 

-- ■ Oil dependence:-The KSA is the primary-source of oi(tor-Paklstan. 
_- _II Weak economy: Hu.ge debt. and :weak· currency. Outside offers oi _aid_ 

anq investment,_ likely tied (o politlcal. demai)ds, become niore appe_aling.- -
- -

: .THREATS·. . . 
■ Worseni~g -of inter-ethriip and :inter-religious c)iscord: _the ·Yemen in-:·_ 

. ierventioh cari_ be ex_plained a:s· part :01 the bro_ad_er Sunni/Shia conflict· 

-to keep entjugh.troops: at t.he Indian border: lnvoh(er'nent irj Yemeri ·would 
sprea? tfie mi)i\arY:dangerously _thin. _ -- - . -- . 

EFFECTS 
■ Eirief cooling bf KSA-Pakistani relations after the foitial decision·foremairi 

: neutral, although relaiiohs-haile improved since Pakistan participatecHn a· 
. join\mil_itaryexercise·anddeployed·sor:rietroopsto:theKSA:- .- -_- - .· : 
·■ Continued-sectarian·tensions, iii.eluding ongoing attacks-by Sunni•su~ -

. premacists ori the Shiil minority:. -· _ -_ - _ . . _ _ . __ . 
: ■ Qohtinued susceptibility to· exterrial influerice,.as. no sustainable solution 
has.been·found to f'akistarj:s economic and energy-related vulnerabilities: . 
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TIME PERIOD: 
2001 -2002 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Coercion through threat 
or use of force 

India, Pakistan 

OPERATION PARAKRAM 

SUMMARY 
The India-Pakistan standoff from 2001 - 2002 was the biggest conflict 
between India and Pakistan since 1971. Operation Parakram' (San
skrit: 'Valour') was India's response to the terrorist ,threat it attributed 
to Pakistan and was an act of 'coercive diplomacy' - the use of mili
tary mobilisation as part of a diplomatic strategy. The operation was 
launched by New Delhi with the stated intent of compelling Pakistan to 
cease its support to violent extremists following two terrorist attacks 
in 2001, first on the legislative assembly in October and then the Indian 
pa~liament two months later. The Indian government attributed the at0 

tacks to two Pakistan-based terrorist organisations, Lashkar-e-Taiba 
(LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), and alleged, these organisations 
were actively supported by Pakistan's Intelligence Service. New Delhi 
demanded that Pakistan tackle cross-border infiltration, close train
ing camps and make a categorical and ,unambiguous renunciation of 
terrorism. 

Under the Sundarji Doctrine, India mobilised its main strikeforces from 
central India to complement the holding corps already in place on the 
border, but because of the distances involved and the size of the strike 
force, this took three weeks. As a result, Pakistan had enough time to 
counter-mobilise its own forces and allow for intermediary diplomacy, 
predominantly from the US, and UK. By the time Indian troops had 

KEY POINTS 
■ Coercive diplomacy is a type of strategic coercion, an approach 
which forces the target to take a particular action or to stop or undo an 
action already taken.' To compel an adversary to behave in a certain 
way, a government needs to coordinate actions and words into a cred
ible, coherent message. This is complicated, however, by the require
ment to speak simultaneously to different audiences: the adversary, the 
international community ar:id domestic publics. 

■ The lack of political direction in defining strategic objectives was 
likely a significant factor in the operation's failures. Without clear aims, 
there was no way a military objective could be realised, and the military 
leadership were unable to organise and maintain military means.•·• A 
lack of ihformatiori sharing and cooperation between civilian and mili
tary authorities compounded this. 

•.CONTEXT 
■ lnt!~H'akistani rivaln,, l~dia ijnc!Pakist~n,)ha~ing·a:2,soo,km: · , 
long.border; have.been rivals.since .. 1947 wti_en both:nations bei:am·e inde0 : • 

pendentstaies, The.two countries have a long history of dillicult relations .. 
·,: ~nd haye'foug~'t.in several conflicts a.ri1{wars over the displite~.territory• · 

arrived in the border region, the momentum was lost, and it was diffi
cult for India to politically justify further military action, especially due 
to pressure from the US, Musharraf had made a live television address 
denouncing terrorism and promising to deal with militant groups in 
Pakistan. 2•3 

New Delhi's strategy meant influencing two key target audiences. First, 
demonstrating to Islamabad the capability of India's armed forces and 
the political will to act should Pakistan not comply with its demands. 
Second, by overtly threatening an escalation into conventional war
fare, trying to influence the international community, particularly the 
US, to pressurise Pakistan to dissociate itself from Islamic terrorism in 
accordance with the global war on terror. 

When measured against stated objectives, the operation was of mixed 
success. There was a reduction in cross-border infiltration in early 
2002, Islamabad pledged to deny Kashmir to terrorist organisations 
and also temporaiily cracked down on terrorist groups in Pakistan.'·' 
However, Pakistan did not comply with India's request to extradite 
twenty criminals, and the actions taken by Islamabad to crack down 
on militants and their cross-border activity were very short-lived.6 

■ Because no end date was specified for Pakistan to comply with 
demands, the Indian government needed to coordinate military and 
diplomatic instruments over a protracted length of time, while concur
rently signalling restraint to the US and. sustaining domestic support 
for the operation.10 

■ The decisiveness of India's message was undercut by the inability 
of the Indian Armed Forces to present a credible and timely threat. 
After the order for mobilisation was given, the Indian Armed Forces 
took almost three weeks to move to the border area. During these three 
weeks, the Armed Forces of Pakistan were able to respond by coun
ter-mobilising and using diplomacy to engage with allies." 

~errorists attac;k.ed th~ !ndian' f'arlial")le.rit ·targeUng ·pol_iticall~aders;. t~is 
failed, but several innocent pe'ople. were killed." This second, attac;k was' 
seen as-a.strike at,th·e:heart of-India's democracY: New ,Delhi implicated.' 
pakistani~based terrqri~f groups.LeT im:d Jet\(1 i~·both, attacks.:"•·. · , .. ·: 

of.Kashmir <ind in 1971 over,East P<ikistan'(now Bai,glades~)-" From 1947''. 
, ·on,'both,governmerits·hav'e claimed the re'gion o(Kashmir as sovereign' ■ 'Jhe,S,undarji Doctrine;:1ndian's approach: to:defence policy, 
. territory, leading to several disputes and ·major military conflicts'between . towards Pakisian which it ,employed 1981 -,' 2004 was· described as, "a · 
·: 1'947 and .1971·. Froni,tha early 1970s up until_ 1998;·1n,dia arid Pakis(an e'n-" noriaggres~iye, :non,provcicative ·defence· p,olicy ·t;,ase'd cin the phjlciso-

joyei:l a period· of relative ~fability.13 The situation was, complicated again:. phy. of defensive aefencei'"· According io the Sundarji ,,Doctrine, India. 
· , by Pal<.istan and .India .both tes.ting nudlS:arweapons in, 1.998.,'' . . . , , .. , ': .. held seven d!!fe_risive:.holding·corps ne/!lr the,,t:ior.der region with' Pak_istan · · 
, - : . . . " . · . · .. • • : . . , . · . ··_ . • · . " . , . ·· .. , • · : .. with 1.iniited. offensi\t,e,capab,ility. Offensiv~ .combat.powe'r was prqvided· 
,, ■ Terror attacks,, In O.ctober ~001, a massive ,car bonjb was detonat0 ,, • : by :three s.trike corps' basea in central lncfia; a· significaijt distan.ce 'frorri · 
.' .ed outside the· Kashmir Legislative Assembly in Srinagar, killing' 29 people. . the border region ... · , · , · · 

The Indian g'qvernment blari'lC!'d lslaiT)abad;15 Two rri~nihs later !ive Islamic·· ' ' ,, ' . . ' 

KEY ACTORS 
Lashkar-e-Taiba '(LeT) ("Army of the Pure'J a violent 
lslamist Sunni organisation operating in Pakistan 
and Kashmir 
Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) ("Army of Muhammad'J 
a violent lslamist Sunni organisation operating in 
Pakistan and Kashmir 

Pervez Musharraf President of Pakistan (2001-2008) 
Abdul Sattar Foreign Minister of Pakistan (1999-2002) 
Lal Krishna Advani Indian Minister of Home Affairs (1998-2004) 
Atal BihariVajpayee Prime Minister of India (1998-2004) 
George Fernandes Indian Defenc~ Minister (2001-2004) 

"94 . 
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NARRATIVES 
_Indian government 
■ Pakistan· and terrorist organisations are behind·the terrorist attacks." 
Ii Pakistan ·is a revisionist and aggressive country. . · 
■ India has significant military capability which it is willing to use. 
■ India does not want war, .but war: is being thrust upon us: 21 The fight this 
time must be the final war against terrqrism. "·" 

Pakistani government 
■ Pakistan is n'ot ~ terrorist country; it is fighting againsi lsl~mist terror~ · 
fsm (e.g. Taliban,.AI-Qaeda) and banned terrorist organisations in its·own 

· country {e.g. LeT). . 
■ India is· a n1\Uonaiist and expansionist country, which tries to .subdue Pa
kistan. Pakistan is fully prepared and capable of defeating all cliallenges.24 

■ Pakistan does not want war, local or general, conventional or nuclear; the · 
. decision lies wilh'.Jndia.25 . . . • . 

~~0~t 1~0~~c 1;~~c La~~~ec 1:0,:;i2n 1:o~? ! 2:o~? · 1~oti" _· : 2~~1 · 2~~~ . 
~ ·· o,--....,."'"""-....,.,-\o,-: -....,...-.,.•..,· --o\o,-_,_ __ .. .,., ---1. .. o,--__,·,.,•---1:o,----,,--o,-·.,....--;-....,... ..... o: .. 01----;---,,: -~ 

Car bomb l 5 terrOrists NBw·Delhl demarids' 'rndi~n a~d Musharr3f Three gun- . IPaau' knicshtaens . '',_1,,,,,,,,· Atilorn,essotv,iec,-· India and . ceasefire 
attack agains_t j att~ck the . lsl~mabad s{op . Pakistani ballistic makes iiation- men kill 3~ Pakistan : · betWeen 

Kashmir · : Indian Parlia- terrorist activities; : · missile$ moved wide' address· peOple In an serie·S of . India elld; · 1 start tO j lnc!ia and 

· L~Qlslative· l me"~t, 14 pea:-· Pa.kistan-orders to Loci mortar· .denciunclng. naeram,_yJacmammpu, .·; misSite both·cou·n- : demobilise; .: Pakistan 
·Assembly l pie {including · Arined Forc0s to and artillery fire terro.rlsm 8n'd teSts. tries withdraw i · Operatiori l · signed. 

b{81~!r~~st j 8tta~~t:~! ·~re_ . ~bae~~~~inh~i~8a~~arti ~r~~!~:I~. In tf6ri~~s~fti~~t · ~!~::~~~~ . _l,_l . ~arships. j · . ~a;~~~~~ ___ i,_; __ 

groups. ' j . . starts. . groups: 

STRATEGIC LOGI.C 
. . . . . . . .. 

India launched Operation Parakram iri response to a series·of ierrorist at-.' 
tacks and as a'strategy of co.ercive d!piomacy to influence pciliiical decision 
m_aking in ·Islamabad. India wanted to dem.cinstrnte military_ capabi,lity and 

MEASURES 
.. . .. 

DlPLOMATI.C. ·New Delhi cut India's diplo"matic_ rePres~nt~tion ifl · 
Pakistan by half and ·recalled its High Commissioner to Pakistan. India 
dem·anded ihat Islamabad 'should stop sypportirjg terrorist and radical 
groups in Paki.stan and in Pakistan Occ.upied Kashmir {POK). The govern-. 
ment worked with the Us to persuade· Pakistan to· prevent cross0border 
terrorism.21 .The US and UK, who relied on:bases located in.Pakistan for 
thefr military operations ag.ainst the Taliban and Al~Qaeda.in Afgl)anistan, 
advised New Delhi to exercise restraJnt. Operation Parakram was prob-· 
lematic because lslamab!ld redeployed force elements from Afghani
stan's b_order in theweslto-lnd.ia's border in the east. 28 · · 

. . . . . 

pciliticai will, and ~ompel Pa~istan to .~O~PIY. with t~eir .. demand to tak~ 
'credible, firm, substantive and visible actions' again~! violent militants op
erating frorri territq'ry under its co_ntrol. 26 

.• 

. .. . . . ' . . .. . . . . . 

ECONOMic. India s;opped all border ir~~sit betw~en Pak;stan a~d In-
. dia and denied airspace' to Pakistan lntematiorial Airlines. . 
. . . . . . . ·- . ' 

MILITARY. · By January 2002, India· had m~bilised approximately 
500,000 troops ·and three armoured divisions in Kashmir along the Paki

:stani border. In response, )slamabad deployed over 300,000-trooP,s along . 
the Line cit Control {LoC). By May 2002; the number of Indian military and 
paramilitary forces· deployed· along the lndo:Pakistani border had grown · 
to around 700,000'troops.29 · · · · 

NATIONAL SECURITY.INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ Territorial unity, stability of the border region with India. Support for the 
rig hi of self-determinati·on 9f the p·eopl~ of f:(ashmi.r. 

. . " . . . . 

■ Aim ofachieving parity with India through miliiaiy ahd diplomatic mean~. 
· and limitintf what Islamabad perceives as New Delhi's expansionist policy' 
in the South Asia region: · · · · 

" ' . . . . ·. . 

■·Coniinued pa~tnership with and i!ssistarice from k~y international part-
·: ners {es·pecially U_S), · · 

:VULNERABILITIES 
■ Fear of separatism; I.ack of national ~nity a~ong several pr~vince; 
{Sindh, Punjab, Baluchistan, and Northwest Frontier);'° territorial·disputes 
·with Afghanistan_. 31 • • . • · • 

■ Elements of Pakistan society, in part'icular, those from poor socio-eco
nomic'backgroun~s. are·vulnerablii°to violent·extiemist ideology." · 

■ The military dominates P·akistan's strategic ihink.ing·because of the ar-·· 
my"s continuous roie in government. · · · · 

■ Cro.ss-LoC trade is highly dependent on l~dia.Paki.stan relations, which 
·are iragile.33-The t\v.o most significant issues for Indian and Pakistan eco-·. 
nomic relations:areterrorism and drug trafficking.34 

' . 
.. ■ Dependence on ailies and partners, esp.ecially on ihe US, who provides 

economic and_ miiitary support to lslaniabad.35 
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THREATS 
Iii Huge military build-up. Possibility·oi.escalation irito a full-scale conven
tional or even nuclear war .. Existential threat: Islamabad feared that India 
could cut Pakistan in two in a full-scale. war." . 

· ■ India's growi~g :~cori~rriy is mtich larger. and stronger Iha~ ihat of Pa-. 
ki.stan.37

•
38 Strengthening. of India's status as· 1! 'l)lajor power°in the South• 

Asian region. . . . . 

■ Asymmetric Pakistan-India power ;elationshi~.",40 lndi_a has s;gnifi~ant~
ly more active· military personnel {as of 2017, India has 2,Boo·,o·oo; versus 

· Pakistan's 637,booj and res·ervists;-.and vastly outspends P_akistari.{lndia's 
defence-budget is USD 51 billicin

1 
while Pakistan's is USD 7 billion)." 

EFFECTS 
■ Enornious cosi of Operation.Parak[al)l, without major visible results: In-· 
dia spent at.least USD 3.2 billion, while the response cost Pakistan· USD 1.4 
billion." Ttie Indian arniy had suffered 798.casualties by July 2003. . . 

. . . . ' . . 

■ India's aims were not act,ieved:·Pakista·n continued supporting.radical. 
lslamist movemenis in Kashmir in the long run, despite public·assurances 
and• short-lived crack-d<)wns. 

' ' . 
' ' ' 

■ Operation Parakram revealed s~~eral vulnerabi.lities of Indian· m'ilitary: 
sirategy and l.ndian Ar.m.ed Forces, an<;l showed ihat the Sundarji Doctrine 
was not fit for purpp_se.43 In response, India developed a strategy to deal· 

·with insurgent camps in POK should terrorist attacks occur, which avoids 
escalat.ing to war while maintaining a no first use {NFU) nuclear posture:" 
A nf:l\'J doctrine was dev.eloped ihat focused on· ensuring a surprise, rapid 
mobilisation against Pakistan and keep the conflict limited; India's tradi
tional defensive ·posture became more pro-active in 2004." New Delhi 
alsq updat~d its intelligence and defence networks and IJuilt up border 
controls on the Loe." · 
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TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
February - March 2014 Coercion through threat 

or use of force 
Russian Federation, Ukraine 

SNAP EXERCISES AND CRIMEA 

SUMMARY 
On 26 February 2014, President Putin ordered a week-long readiness 
exercise in the Western and Central Military Districts, involving around 
150,000 troops and ,coinciding with the deployment of covert Russian 
force elements before the annexation of Crimea. Although Russian 
officials maintained that the readiness exercise had been planned 
months in advance and was unconnected to events in Ukraine, its tim
ing, scope and the accompanying rhetoric which emphasised its size, 
should be seen as a threatening message in the context of growing 
Russian-Ukrainian tensions.' Along with other measures, this exercise 
was part of a strategy intended to achieve effects on three target au
diences: intimidating the interim government in Kiev and deterring it 
from entering Into open conflict in Crimea, dissuading third parties from 
intervening in the conflict, and providing reassurance and encourage
ment to pro-Russian actors in Crimea (and later Eastern Ukraine). In 
addition to signalling deterrence and political resolve, the exercise also 
served as a deception to divert attention away from Crimea: a distrac
tion force was deployed near Ukrainian borders in the Western Military 
District, while the Southern Military District, closest to Crimea, was not 
involved in the exercise. 2 While the majority of troops indeed conducted 
regular exercises, a,small element oftheforce was being mobilised for 
the annexation of Crimea.' 

been discernible in other regions, such as in close vicinity to Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania, where the timing of force posture has been used 
for strategic effect. The. message of these exercises can be considered 
quite clear in the sense of Russia demonstrating its readiness for con
frontation and deterring further actions against Russia's interests in an 
area which it considers its sphere of influence. 

t::7NNLANO - - ·; -
Military district 
headquarters RUSSIA 

·••r-[)--' n - -
· SL Petersburg \ • Yekaterinburg 

Russ,. West em , □ 
~ ' '' Central 

· : l -' The mrntary exercises 
1 • ,I Involved the Western 
, · ' and Central rriilitary 
l districts. 

F-7 The Southam mllltary 
Ll district, closer to 

Ukraine's pro·Russian 
Crimean Peninsula, 
was not Involved. 

The Russian Navy has a 
major presence in the 
Crimean port of Sevastopol, 
it was not Involved In the 
exercises. 

Similar exercises also took place later during the continuing conflict 
in Eastern Ukraine, where Russia began a mass deployment of forces 
near the Ukrainian-Russian border.' A pattern of snap exercises has 

Russia's readiness exercise 
from 26 February- 3 March 
2014. Image - own elaboration 
based on Laris Karklis/The 
Washington Post 

KEY POINTS 
■ A key advantage of the use of snap exercises is their ambiguity: if 
accused of hidden ,and hostile motives, Russia can claim that every 
army needs to exercise their troops regularly. 5 This plausible deniability 
during a critical time period can seriously hamperthe decision-making 
of affected governments and of international organisations. It took time 
for NATO to-understand the size and scale of Russian troops deploying 
to Crimea while the Russians continuotJsly denied their presence.' 

■ Russia's desire to achieve a political effect through military posture 
was clear: if the Russian government had wanted to de-escalate ten
sion, a pre-planned exercise would likely have been cancelled to avoid 
any misinterpretation.' 

·-:coNTEXT •. ·· 

■ Russia used a strategy of 'pressure and shield': fomenting public un
rest and encouraging local militia to create an indigenous insurgency
undermining government authority from within -then shielding them by 
deploying significant forces close to the border, deterring the Ukrainian 
government from risking open confrontation. 

■ The integration and synchronisation of a range of measures to cre
ate confusion and deceive an enemy is a classic example of Russian 
military deception, often referred to as maskirovka, which according tc:> 
doctrine consists of concealment, simulation and imitation, disinforma
tion and demonstrations of military capability.' 

• 'ii Unrest in :Ukraine: Pro-EU p~oies;~ bega~ in No~ember201.i;a1°'.' - Simfer6pol'arici Sevastopol'. Ori 1. March·, the_Russian p·arliameni approved 
· ter Presideni Ya,nykovych's.decision noJ t~ 'sign an Association _Agreement,. · : Puifn's request to· use military force in Ukraine.: Ori.13 March, Crimea's par~. 

· · ' .o,yith-the !=urofiean Unibri. In tl)e follolo'iing .moriths, pr9\e!its·e$calated'and · · , IJame(\t voted.u.rjanimo_usly in Iavour of )bining the Ru$si;in Fedejatio~ .... 
_ 'turned violej,.t after the go\/ernmem. passed harsh anti-protest laws and··. 
· · imprisoned hundreds of protesters .. From 1 if- 20·February·2014; at least 88.. ■· Vienna· Document:. The Vienna ciocumer:i ·is a Confidei{ce and_· 
, people were killed in Kiev by security forces:lri February,'the Ukrainian·parc · .~ecur.ity-Builc)_ing.Measure (CSl?M)· a.greed· upcin witt,_ Uie Ol>CE in 19~0; . 
.. llament imp~ached !;'resident Yanul<ovych and installed an interiiffg·overn- . whi9h requires participathg states: (amongst othe'r things)_ to notify each. 

·mei,t unde.r President' Turchynov. _In response, :tho_usands_ of pro'Russian.. · · ottier ahead of time about major military activities s·uch as·exercises: As the. 
protesters. rallied in Crimea against the.new administration, ·the legitimacy. · , troops involved had nbi been .given notice in advance ·of the exercises: the · · 

: ·ofwhich:was ;ilso chail.engei! tiiRussian.officials:f\Q per ce~t bf.Crimea's •. 42,dainoti~ication requcred bylheVienna'Document did nqt apply.Jlussia 
, population ·is ethni_c, Russian, and Russia's· Black Sea· Fleef has-been sta0 •. ·,: did:not invite ·observers· as-the troops involved ·in.each· exercise·s.cenario. 

· . .tioned i.n Sevailt(?pol for. centuries. . · · · · did nof exceed the .number requfred .under Chapter Vi, but three- in spec- · 
iions. were··carried.-mrt.und~r·ci,apter"fx whicti cqyers· a,rm_s 'controL No. 

■ Annexation of Crimea; 0~ 27~nd 28 Feb'ru~ry, un·m~rked'arme~ infringemeiits were found:'.' ' . ' . . 
men seized_key govern'ment·buildings in Crimea and'two.ke'.,'. ~irports in · 

KEY ACTORS 
Russian Armed Forces 
Ukrainian Government 
Crimean Parliament 

Vladimir Putin President and Supreme Commander in Chief of the Russian Federation (2000 - 2008, since 2012) 
Sergey Shoigu Russian Defence Minister (since 2012) 
Sergei Lavrov Russian Foreign Minister (since 2004) 
Arseniy Yatsenyuk Prime Minister of Ukraine (2014 - 2016) 
Sergey Aksyonov new "separatist" Prime Minister of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea (since 2014) 
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NARR_ATI.VES 
. . . . 
· · Ru~sian governmeni 
■ Exer.ci~es of .this sc;a1e· are :_ri9i unusual -anq are frequently qrdere_q py 
the President. · ·. · · ·. . · · · 
■ This "readiness exercise .. was·pieviously.planried and is not linked to. 
events in Ukraine." . . . . 

. ii.T~e:drills wii1 inclucje· military exerc;:ise"s "on Russia's borders with other·· 
---countries,-inclUding Ukraine."'~ .. · . :: · . ·· · . : · · 
.. -■ -Russia is clOS\)ly fol_lowing events in_Ukraine and is.taking {unspecified) 
. meas!Jres to ensure:\he security of.the Black Sea·Fl13et bll$ed in Crimea.· 
Crir'riea· has .strong __ historicial ties fo Russia. Russfa needs to protect the:: 

· .. rights 9t ethnic R,ussia_r"!s_ in-Crimea from _the new_ "fa_sc_ist''.gov.ernment, . 

·.KEY EVENTS:: 

: 22 Feb 2014 · 

. Ukrainiari . · 
· Parliainent 
impeacties· 
PreSident · 

· ... Yanu~ovycli." 

·Larg'e s·n-aP ex0r~-ls~ take~ Pl~c0Jn:Au.ssia'i;; W~stern_atid. 
Central MIHtary. Districts, lnvoJving-15~,00Q troops .. ---~----------~--- ---~--< 

27-28 Feb 

Military intervention 
in Crimea Starts: 

unidentified soldiers 
in -combat uniforms 
(f1ussian SOF) seize 
key buildings in the 
Crimean capital and 
Crimea's two main 

airports. 

26Feb-3 Mar 

27 Feb 1 Mar 

Crimean parliament l Ukrainian armed 
elects new PM of ltorces are brought 

Autonomous Repub- [ to full combat 
lip of Crimea, and ~ readiness; Russia 

announces a referen- lwins parliamentary 
dum on autonomy. ; approval to invade l Ukraine. 

-STRATEGICLOGlC 
' The°.s~ap eicercise:-teaiure:d in- this: case "'!as ·presented· as a re~i!iness ' 
· · te_st of-the armed forcEJS but was·, .in reality, P,1rt .of a stiate\'p,i"of. classi_c 

Russia·n :military_ deception·witli the intent cif achievlng several effects. 
... First, demdnstratirig political.and military "resolve tbwa"rd the new Ukrain-. 

ian:gaver~ment and to' the ·we_st_-Second, ehcou°ragir:,g_ pro•Russian:e1-:: 
. emen(s in Ukraine, Finally, by balding }he e)(Brcises. ii:i the .Central_ ana · 
Western Military Districts; ·rather than the Southern:Military District which 

·: bordered ,drim~a. Ru_ssia was abl_e:ia cre!l,ie a:di_stractiim while mobilising .. 

MEASURES· 
: DIPLOMAtic.· R~s~ian polltical ·represe~t~tilies (Presid~nt; For~ign. 
Minister, Defence Minister) piayed_with·derrionstrating the readiness of la"rge:.

. ,mllitary forces while_ denying any.intention to use.ii a~ an .element of_policy. ·: 

. MILITARY.· The' readine~s ·exercise· demonstrated ,the ·Russian armed .. 

. forces: .abilitY:to 'put .substantiaf combat force·s on'.high- alert status :In·. 
·a s~ort time an_d s_~owed iis abili_ty to _ac~'.militari!Y with _·extre_mely stior(. 

. . 
- .· . .. -

.. Ukrainian govemnien1:" 
■ Eveiy\hi~g·js being:~one bavoid il)C(eashg \ensioh.fn Cril)l~a; se~urity · 
forces have.received_ instructions to. not at any. cost provoke any connict or 

.. con/rontatfon Willi .civillans,. _- . . : . . . . . . 
■ Ukraine will. riot -use force arid provoke bloodshed. 1'. Russia's state- · 

· merjts· regarding the iritring·ement·of_cfvil rights· of ~aiicinal minoritjes.and · 
religious deinominations ar_e false.:· ·. .. . :: _·. . 

.· . ■ Th~ irregullj_r° presence of R!,Jssian t_ro_cips iri .Crime!l,_ i!) a vi~f1!tlon ·cit.the 
·agreement r13garding the B)ack Se~. Fleet;·t~e-Rui,sian goyernment_rriusf, 

· · immediately Withdiaw these troops and reti.frn them to places of perinaneni . 
deployment. ... 

.'4Mar .. 

' NAT0a11les-
conve~e for· 

corisulta·uon under. 
. Article ,j" of North 
. Atlantic Treaty: 

16 _Mar . 
1 

_· : · 1s ivl_a(: 

-Crlmea°i1olds :·[ ·Putin signs treaty-
referendum, 9~.B .. j ·absorbing Crimea· ., 
per cent vote for J · · . lntoHussl8n · · 
·Jol~irl9.Russ'(a~ .. l ·i:eder~tiOn; 

·recognised by G7, . 
·· .uso,:Eu, · · 

24-Mar 

UJ<ralnlari President .. 
. gives official order.· 
. to wlth'draw from· . · 
Grime·a, as RLISSia · · 
t~k0.s. o.v"er ~jiitary · · · 
·. . bases:. . . ·· ;:~~:~:~:;;~~t _•_-_-_!:::_:: __ · 

.. i:' 

.. ;peci~I iarpes f~r Jhe in~a:sio~ ~! Qrime~.15 A~biguity ~nd plau~iljie de.ni' 
ability were crqci_al elements ·of the op_er_ation to ·annex-Crimea·,.including. 

. . the use cit t.Jn(dentified.armed persorjnel.which: werEJ in. actuality Russian · · 
sp~cial forces. rn~ use -al military _postu:r~. and the employmeri_t_ of ad' 

·_ditional non-military instruments·to ihfluenceJJkrainian decision,ma~ing 
meant Russia oniy-ne!,!ded to ernploy_a l_ciw level of actual fore;:!'), ultimately· · 
su~cee.ding in annexing Cri,mea wjth a·mihfm,um cif_ effort imd case•_ _ ··_ 

. wafning .time for- ot_her actc)rs.• Rus•sia al~o jj_sed th~.exercise as a c;i;>ver to( 
· _irregular troop movemenjs:·by April 2b14, Russia had·built.up over 40;000 -

troops at the. Ukrainian. bo'rder: as ·part of ttie .sam·e· readin"ess· exercise, · · ... 
which also·served to.cover'.tly.shift'selectecfunits towards Crimea.11

:. . :· .•• . . . . ' . . . .. 

· CR1r.1cAL FUNCTIONS. . . . ·. . . .. . . . . . . THREATS __ . ,. .. .. .. . _ .. _ 
Ukraine's nati_orial s_ecurity strategy c:>f 2007 (updaied in 20)2)". lists the ■ The Ukrainian gq11ernment understood the. large-sc·ale ~eadiness exer0· 

following arriong·its nation·al interests:· . . , , . :cise right along the. Uktain(an border as an.immedi_ate threat of incursion. :: 
■ "Enha~cem~n\ ·af-cdnstituti9nal rig~ts and freedoms _cif pegp!e and cit- · · . flisk qff_ully-fledged opeh co~/li_ct with im-ad_versary)jj_th fa(syperiqr ca-· 
lzen·s;': · · ·. · : · · pab)lity and r13adine_ss. · · · . . . . -, . · ··. . · · · : . . . ·· . · . ··. · 

· · ■ ''Rrotection of sfate sov.ereignty,_ territorial ·integrity, and inviolability of . ■·Threat of.\erritorial loss and severe destabilisatio_n af:the.country, 
borders;" . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . ■ Strengthening of assertivel)ess of J?,r~testers and figh_ters \i/ii~-pro,Rus-

.. ii "Setting ·up: competitive; s_odal ·market· e9onomy _arid ifnprovenjent .of· . . sian and separatisl'sentiments due Jp .the bel)ef of l'lussian ~_upport. . . . . 
· ·soc;ial welfare;" .. . :. _- . · · · · · · ■ Threat of losing national and internallonaflegitiniacy by-seeming· io over~. 
■·"Prdvlding·safe living conditions[::.];''.. . react to ambig~oiJs si!.ui:iiions '(such as_ formally (clentified fighters); diffic_ul- · 

: . ii "Prciiection _arid developni~nt of spififual a,nd· c·ult~rai values ai Ul<rainian : ty <;>f findin~. an acc$ptable c9urse tit action i:it anyI!iyeh tiri]e. . 
-- society :and reinforcement __ of its identity pn the Principles· of eth.nic ·and_ 

.cultural diversity/ · · · EFFECTS 
. ,' '.' . . . .. .· 

VULNERABILITIES 
·■ -Historically-based segmentation. of society \-.iith div.erg en! cultural ideri, · 

· . tities an·d broad-polttical a.ffiliatio·ns: : ... · · : : · . · : .. · · : . .. 
.. · ■ Military rion-aligr1ment. Mere p~rtnership with f'.JATO·dpes not provide,· 

any guara·~tee:af military help iri case ol an armed attack: · _- . · . . . · 
: . Ii Extensive trade ai)d. energy ·c1ependency·bn}lussi,a:: : . . · . : . . 
·· ■ l',oor: goyernanc;e. Und(l_rdevelciped d~inocrati<; institutions, Jradition _ 

_ of clientelism between political scene, goverr:11:nent and busines$; criti_cal 
lacl< o(tiansparency arid accountabiiity of poliiical leaderstiip:and state·· 
adm.inistration.: - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ii Rµ,ssia's military pcisturin:g placed _eriorrrious ·pre~.sure on I.Jkrairi_e's PO" . ' 
·· litic_al leadership a_rid had a most critical impact on nationaldecisipn-makc · 
· . ing:. it prevented· the ."government from taking ·any direct military action . · 

. ·againsi unidentified ~rmed_meri capturing·s\rategi9 points:i_n:Crime!l,, . . . 
-■ Territorial integrijy of-Ukraine wa~ violated toa-v,;iry high·qegree .:.chang~. 
· of state borders throu·gh imnexation of territory. ·_ . . · ·_ 
ii Grave .viblaticin cif international ·lav/withbui a prospect a/ an effective 

: rem·ectial a,ciion_byJhe international:camm\!i-iity in tlie-nea(future: . . . . . 
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e TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
August-September 2017 Territorial violation Russian Federation, Latvia, Norway 

ELECTRONIC WARFARE DURING 
ZAPAD 2017 
SUMMARY 
Zapad 2017 was a joint strategic exercise between the Russian and 
Belarusiari Armed Forces. Two weeks before the exercise started, a 
western district of Latvia experienced a major cellular network out
age that lasted for seven hours. The outage was believed to be a 
result of a mobile communications jam mer from Kaliningrad or a war-

fecting the Latvian coastal region.' A few days later, ,commercial air
craft flying over Norway's Eastern Finnmark reported a complete loss 
of GPS signal, which lasted for a week. This GPS disruption meant 
that aircraft had to use alternative means to navigate. Various meas
urements showed that the interference was coming from the Russian 
border region in the east.' The day before the official start of Zapad, 
Latvia's '112' emergency phone service was unavailable for 16 hours. 
Media and government officials were quick to suggest Russian in
volvement, but the Interior Ministry later stated that this was actually 
due to a malfunction and not outside interference.' 
The cellular network outage in Latvia and the GPS disruption in Nor
way were linked to Zapad, during which the Russian Armed Forc
es tested the deployment and application of advanced Electronic 
Warfare (EW) technology. The exercise was conducted in a largely 
EW-hostile environment, assessed to reflect the conditions for which 
they needed to prepare should conflict arise with NATO.' Disrup
tions in Latvia's and Norway's communications systems were likely 
side-effects of the Russian Armed Forces jamming the systems of 
their own troops near the border. 
Officials from both Norway and Latvia commented on these oc
currences, although both stressed that there was no evidence yet 

KEY POINTS 
■ The ambiguous nature of the jamming and the length of time it took 
to determine the source of the disruption with a high degree of certainty 
impeded the ability to attribute responsibility and respond in a timely 
and decisive manner. 

■ Russia embarked on a programme of EW modernisation in 2009 and 
has deployed EW against Ukrainian government forces, in support of 
kinetic targeting, to jam communications and degrade morale through 
direct text messages.• Russia's holistic military thinking means that EW 
capability will continue to be exploited and effects created well beyond 
the realm of traditional EW thinking. This convergence of Russia's EW, 
cyber and information warfare approaches, will continue to challenge 
existing NATO concepts and practices.' 

■ Electronic Attack (EA) integrates with other measures to achieve psy
chological effects, either by the deliberate targeting of communication 
networks or by the footprint causing 'collateral damage'. Apart from the 

' ' . . . . . . . 

co.Nrgxt·· 

and that nothing pointed towards a deliberate attack. However, Lah 
via's Foreign Minister called the incident "a symbolic political ges
ture against the Baltic States, which showed that Russia was doing 
everything to intimidate NATO," and hypothesised about Article V 
being invoked in more serious EW attacks in the future.' The NATO 
Secretary General also addressed the issue a few weeks later, under
lining the need for transparency in military exercises. 

IMAGE - Russian Krasukha-2 EW system I Mil.ru 

physical disruption to basic social functions and services, disruption 
of critical infrastructure through EA can cause uncertainty and create 
public anxiety. 

■ Military observers widely expected testing of EW technology in Zapad 
2017, so potential spill-over into border regions could have been antici
pated. Preparation for such incidents should focus on credible, fac!Lial 
responses consistent across national authorities, stressing civil prepar
edness such as redundancy in national communications systems. 

■ The incorrect attribution of responsibility for the outage of the 112 
emergency phoneline highlights the risk of threat inflation and the im
portance of national authorities maintaining a high level of situational 
awareness, being able to establish the facts and communicate them to 
the public. promptly. 

ii Z;:ipad :2011: Zap~-d (West? i$ a se~ies at miljtary mm:ioeuvres that' .. ii ~lectronic Warlar~ (EW). EW describes:tlie use qf itie ~lectro0 : 

·the· Russian armed· forces .conduct with :Belarus· every·~()Ur yeais.· The' . magnetic spectrum (EMS). for defe·nsive or offensive purposes . .Russia'$ 
. Kremlin insists that t~e scenario is ·pu~ely defensive .and, i~. the, run'.up· · .. EW capability forms a key part of its ccinvention·a1 armed forces as a corn- . 

. . . to Zapad 20,17, Mo~cow acc~sed Western 9,fficials a_nd col)lmentators .of· . baf support asset:Russia s_ees EW_as a seal)lless •wtiole;r~,iging froni .ki 0 

· vastly exag·gerating the scale of the exercise: Evid.ence·indicates that the:: · , ne~ic coml:lat operaiions tci cyberand psyc;hological operations:1° Russia's. 
exercise kept to the.size originally ann·oimced, which all6wed·the Kremlin-· ·view'cin the-line between war.arid peace is mucti.less·c1early defined than· 

. 'to cl.aim ihat ~he· '.R4ssophqt;,ic• Wes! liad qvei-reacted.6 Baltic· politidans : ihat of Wes~erri countries, lea,vihg a_lot'of grey°areaand possibllitie~ for hy0 

" in particular described the,1:Jrills a~ ·an ag_g'ressive $how o(force.'.' · :brid measures sucb as ambiguou$'EMS·activities.1
.
1·There have been many 

· reports· of Russ.la testing and using new EW.capabilities in Crimea, Eastern · 
: ·.ukra)ne:and pyria. Zapad 2911 provide'd a, g·ood·cil)portunity for Russian'' 
· tropps to g:ather iriformatio!1 abouf how its'EW sys!ems pe:rformec;f against 

· .' . countries with_ more ad.vanced communii;ations networks." · · 
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KEY ACTORS 
Latvian.Minist'r{~f thti lnteri6r, ·." , ·, · · 
r:fati6ria,1Sei:ur/iy cciiri'rnittee 'ot' th(LiVliian Parliament 
Norw~gian lnteUigence Servic~ 
Norwegfan N·atie>nal Conimunirlati<?~S A1,1Uiority 

:•.NARRATIVES 
' Latvian governmenf 

·• Zapad·2017 is an agg're·ssive demonstration· of force:. 
. . ·: II Disruptiohs:fn'co!J)municaUons seem.to be conne_cted 19 ttie exer'cise,· 

· although· Latvia does not seem·to l)'ave bee.[! intentionally targeted.. :. 
■ Electroriicattabkson national communications systems' are ao·extremely. · 

. serious matter. . . ' . .. ' ' ' . ' .. . . . 

.. ■ Latvia shpuid no! panic a~ciut Zap'ad 2017; because Latviii tias in.creased .. 
· .' fundinfl. for defe'r!ce and the pres.ence :ohillieo forces i_n \he Ba.Iii cs.'? . .' 

' . . 

NQrwegiii"ri go:verninent .. • . . · . . -· .. · · . .· . 
■ ·.11 is•not surprising ttia\ Russian jamming has affected.the Norwegian 

·. sideofttieborcier.·. . . .. . . . . .. . . . 

■ Alternatiye ways tc> navigate will protect'against GPS ja,iiming. · . 
· .. ■·Ru~ia $houlcJ:have .an_tlcipated the si.de effect_s on c.ivir,iviatio!1,. 

.. . . .. . .. . 

· ,KEY EVENTS 

·Russian Ministry of Defence 
1!:aivlan Minister for Foreign Affairs (since 2011) 

Frank Bakke-Je'ris€~'i1ii~wegia11 Minister of Defense (since 2017) 
, Gerieral~Major Ytitiy ~asfocl"ikinChiefofRu.ssiah EW Troops (since 2014) 

Jeris Stoltenberg NATO Secretary General. (since 2014). . 

NATO 
· .■ Utmo~t trailsparency: regardi,rig militai:y exercises is requi.re.d to m~ke . 
· sur~ there a:re no mis!)riderstandings.. . · ·. . • • : . . . . . ·. 
· ■ .Russia•l).as developed powerful. EW capabilities, which have been ·oti. 
9isplatih Syri,a a~d:Ukraine.· .'.: . . . . 

:Ri;issian governmeot . . .. . . . . .. . . 
■ The improvement of EW.sysierns· is.·one ofthe most important elements · 

.. in ensurfng naticinal sec~rity. .. . · . · . . . · .. . · . · · · " · 
■· gw is a ·complex intell~ctual a_rid·tectjnical ·co_mponebt, especially in .. 

· . hybrid .conflict.s .. · · · · · · 

20:14 . · 2015 Jlin·2017. [:Ju·1 -Aug 20~7 ! · ·ao Aug· 2017 7 S_ep:2?.17 ·: 13 Sep 2017 f14~20 Sep: 2017 · . 
~: .. 1 o · o ' · · · o · = · o .. o . '· .o : ·: o~: 

.. ~PS ]a,l)lming 1:, . R~~sian·torce~ . · Ove; 20 meich:ant • \ Russian Armed· . . '!V.e~iern Laivi~ .. \· .Commercial alrc'rafl .j Laivi~'s eme.rgency :l Qfiicial ila!esof?aP.ad · 
' ,arid com-· . j. ,lest and use'El'Y. [ ·ships are subjected [ . Forc·es·:conduct 5· j experiences a 111aJor j 'flying over Eastern: j · telepho'ne,hotllne j 2017 military exercise, . 
. muriications 1 ·:. technolOgy In Syria, :. to 0 suspect'ed GPS :.. .maJOr,exercise's. : ··cellular network· · ·: .Flnnriiark In NOi'way. \,,:: ·112 is out.for 16 · · -: -althouQh senlOr NATO · 

. · deg.radatio,r i ·1ncltidlng Jaml!l!ng . ! spoofing ai!ack In th~. j that. tcigetlier j · outage for r hours' .. l · repcirJ a con'lplete . hours (la\er turn~ . ! ·diplb.mats say:muttary" . 
. are frequent · , ... of US drones.· . a " Black.Sea.. i : . assemble over, . a· · · ;. loss. of GPS signal- .out to be unrelated ., activity intensified " 

I~·~astern:. [· · · " l . . · .[ 1,j00·pleces of. · ! .. . . j. due to electronic· · Incident). · · ·i · ·weeks befiirethe · 

Ukraine, .. I } J. ·EWequipnient 1_:.: 11::t~~~~~,~~;;:.1. · ·· · .!· offlcialstaitdate. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

·. ST.RATEGIC·tOOIG 
:. The 'Russian Fed~rati~n's·build-~p'of.EW capabilities·i~ pifriof ~n:a;ym

,meiric strategy 'an,d ·a,c,ostieffectlve, low:_risk_vyay 'af·disruptlng a.,'tecnno-:· 
logicaily superior adversary. E;lei:tronic attacks·can· bi,'tiighly 'disruptive'to· 
civilian and military· systemsi, while ai the same time. providing a surprising .. 
·amoul)t. of .plausibie deni~bility ~ during· Zapaa ?01Z' !he:·national-intelli~ 
gence ser:vices.liad·difficulties ia.enti(yirig·the· source of !he janiming"and · 
whether it was deliberate. 14 Similar to cyber attacks·, 'EW attacks that affect'." 

' civiiian sys'tem~ create media ·att~ntio,n, which can' have i!-' significant, psy-: 
.. chologjcill effeci ,incl ·contribute: to·public an~ieiy, It fs iiot· clear .if'Russia · 

. . intended to.'disrupt :civilian communications delibe'rately, bu·t -it is almost 

.. · cerfain that they were responsible. J.he lack of control measures 1o· prevent:· 
. spill-ayer cif signals was aj the\te~y leastnegligen!,ani:Uhe absehce of any· 
.. public.ackn_6wledgment of. respons.i.bility.in Jtself shciuld be ~een as. hostile .. 

. . _. •· . . 

·MEASURES. 
.': Dl,PLOMATIC-. .'f'Jo: warning, o,r :subsequent pybiic cl~rificatio~· ·of the.' 

EW-relate.d inci.dents, which ccintribu!~d to uncertainty. No comment was · 
'.inad~·ori the jarri,:ning· alleg!!tlons during Zapad 2017, ·. . ·. .. . 

,MILITARY~ 'Tesiing_ o('gro;,,ing· EW ~~p~l;lilities duri~g Zapad ;!017. 
·jamming.of GPS signals in N'orway"s Eastern· f'innniark; bu'i also all i]]e· 

.. we,;/ to the_west.to:Aita airport (sorfie 250 .kni we~(of the ,Russian: border): 
for a week .. Attributed lei unintentional side-effects· of EW-related actilii- . 

. ties afmed at Rt.issia's·.own·troops,Jarriining ofp.hone.servicjis'in La(viis· 
· :Kui'Zeme district for seyen·hours also attributed to s·pill-over.from ilie.Za' 
. ~ade~erdse.: .. · · · .. · · · ·· .. · 

.NATiONAL. SECURITY.INTERESjS: 
'CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 

. ·111 .Resilience cif c_ivil cominunicatlons SY!\lems ·(ano relaied emergency ne\-· 
· .wor~s). . · . _.' · .... . · . : ... .· · .. 
■ Saf'/IY of transportation systems, especially 'civilian traffic/aviation; thi:,i 

: i(lcludes·~avi~g 'alterliative·modes of.navigating to GPS, whjcli.provides .. 
.critical positioning c·apabilitjes to military and civilian users·.· . · · · : . ·. · 
■ ·The latvian·National Security Concept also mentions·that an "element:. 

. characte)'ising· tii'e internal security [ ... ]is t.he level of safety and stability'the · 
inh!lbitants,teel in th:,,ir dailY.° life:in the country.'.'15 

· • · • · 

VULNERABl,LITIES : . . . . . . . . . . 
■ Tlie.US·ana other NATO states•haite,neglected E\/1/.durin'g the past few·: 
decades, allowing )he Russian ·Arineo Fcirces to gain· both quantitative .. 

.. and qualitative EW sliperiority:16 US and NATO rely hiavily ·on powerful 
.. tiigh-technofogy. systeriis {e.g. long-range· ·p'recisioh. strike: capabilities).' 
which are·vulnerable to electronic aisruptiqn.'.7 

· : • • • • • : . 

■ While military'.units are·ge11erally able to deal with disruptions of the elec
trorriilgnetic; speciru:m, civil society is much more vulr\erabl(1 -'.for in~tance, . 
_for n:iost people, c.ell i:>h.one$ are crµcial in ·emerge~·cy situations."' 

THREATS . 
: ·. ■ Russia has ttie .capabilitytci·severelidisrupf civilian: systems:. E;ven JI the · 

jamming o('civilian:systems· occurs ·as an.unintentional spill-over:etfect, · 
. _it carries·many ri~ks,·i.ncluding transpodationaccidents:with P.otent!ally'. · 

· rethariesults.'.' Knockin'g out. cell ph'(m:es • also prevents -authorities from 
. . quickly diss·eminatlng inforrpation to.its. citize·ns in 0:risis.situations:20 

·.. . : 

· ■ 'rhe ambiguous· nature of the EW activity ·threatens fo lead to more . 
uricertaii'1ty _atjd ·red.uc~d coniide~c~ iii sensors :and neiwork~.'. . .. . . 

EFFECTS 
. . ■ EW :activity· dufing ~a:pad d_id_ not cause atjy. lasting damage 'in Norway · 

or Latvia. . . . . . .. . . 
· ■ The main effect. was 0:ognitive;. the spill-over :of a miiitary capability 
: if!IO f'JATO countries' ·dvillan :systems: P.layed int_o-the' liyped'up ·aueniion · 
.. aro~nd the Zap_ad ~xercise and drew attention to th~ considera.ble ~ussian : 

EW capabi.li.ties. : · .. · · .. · · 
•· Debates· on·. the. safety .of civill~n: commu.ni_catiori ·and transportati_on. 

-systems.21 
: 
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e TIME PERIOD: 
2014-2018 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Espionage and infiltration Russian Federation, Sweden 

RUSSIAN ESPIONAGE IN SWEDEN 
SUMMARY 

from Russia's intelligence activities was increasing, as part of a range 
of measures and as a precursor to possible military action.' The service 
cited ten countries as actively involved in systematic, unlawful activities 
against Sweden or Swedish interests abroad, predominantly through 
the use of undercover intelligence officers working out of embassies, 
trade representations and consulates. These officers worked under 
false pretences, posing as diplomats, journalists or people in business 
and recruiting agents to supply information. Russia was singled out as 
a particular risk, the only country with a 'full spectrum' approach, cov
ering "politics, economics, industry, technology, military defence and 
dissidents."' 
spies both covertly and .under diplomatic cover to collect Information 
about Swedish defence, politics, economy, technology, and science. 
In 2016, it was suspected that Russia was trying to openly influence 
the Swedish debate on security policy through public rhetoric, and 
integrated such open statements with more covert activities, such as 
disinformation in the Swedish press, infiltration of think tank events, 
cyber attacks and espionage, particularly during the discussion of a 
Host Nation Support Agreement with NATO.' 

Swedish government officials and intelligence agencies have become 
more outspoken about the threat from Russia, warning the population 
to be vigilant. The Armed Forces introdl!lced a hotline for tips about 
suspicious activities during military exercises. Despite the increase 
in media reports of Russian spying and the flow of official statements 
citing suspicious events, details ·on specific incidents were not so 

KEY POINTS 
■ While there may be intense public interest in the counter-espio
nage and counter-subversion activities, security services often have 
to withhold certair:i information to prevent compromising operations. 
Protecting sources of information and the methods used in intelligence 
collection takes priority over transparency. There may .also be legal re
strictions in place.• 

■ This case highlights the challenge to national security institutions 
in keeping the -public informed on matters of intelligence in a coher
ent and consistent manner. A distinction needs to be made between 
overall threat warnings and evidence that supports attribution on a 
case by case basis. Speculation beyond the known facts can create 

forthcoming, unsurprising given the political sensitivities surrounding 
accusations of espionage and the requirement for the security services 
to protect sources and methods. In adoition, a number of media reports 
of incidents loosely blamed on Russia - submarine sightings, sabotage 
of communications towers and cyber attacks-filled the vacuum left by 
the lack of explicit evidence from national authorities but were never 
conclusively attributed to Russia, to which the Kremlin responded with 
accusations of 'Russophobic hysteria'. 

Sputnik News making fun of the hunt for an alleged Russian submarine in 
the Swedish archipelago in 2014. 

unnecessary ambiguity, risking sensational media reporting and threat 
inflation, which in turn can affect government credibility. The Kremlin 
often fosters a domestic narrative that Sweden and the West are over
reacting to encourage popular support for the regime. 

■ The use of espionage to subvert a ruling authority should be seen in 
the context of Russia's 'new generation warfare'. Espionage is not just 
about gathering information, but also shaping events and influencing 
public opinion in the long term. Agents can pass false or misleading 
information to the media, and reporting on real or suspected espionage 
activities can .undermine public trust in national authorities, building up 
the image of a militarily superior Russia. 

··CONTEXT.-
. . ' . . . . . . '. . .. . ,· 

. Iii Espionage. While int~lligenc~ activiiies ..:the 'gatheri~g and process
'ing"of information.:.: is riot i.inlawful in itself, intellig·ence activities beco·me··. 

' ·.unlawful :wheri fnformat,ion 'is gattierei:I :that" coul<:f harm·a state's security . 

.. Gr.owing. Russian assertiveness: Under'.President Putin, . 
· ·Rtissian-intellig.ende activities,increased; and the.Kremlin ·ada.pteti Soviet_. 

espionage:iactjcs and strategies against.ttie Wes\. Tliis inciudes,the prac, . 

classified information of vital importance·to· national security with-the aim 
of pas~ipg this:information to a toreigff power."' ·. :.· : ·. · . -· ·: : . . . : _ :: 

. -tice of espionage,-which-is embedded as part ot'a comprehensive straiegic -
·1ooibox employed by the Kremlin'towards EU and.NATO'niembers. Espi"·. 

· _opage·efforts-are considered·a key ccimp'cinent_of-Russia's in'ulti;dorr:iajri -
decepti_6n and o,tifusc;ation strategy. · · · · 

KEYACTORS 
government agency under the Ministry of Justice; 

responsible for counter-espionage 
Military Intelligence and Security Service (MUST) main foreign intelligence agency, 
under Swedish Armed Forces Central Command 
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) organised under MOD, responsit,le for 
issues concerning civil protection, public safety, emergency management, and civil defencf! 
Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) primarily internal security, but also external 
activities 
Russian Main Intelligence Dire~torate (GRU) primarily military intelligence 
Russian Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) mainly civilian affairs 
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Stefan Lofven Prime Minister of Swecfen (since 2014) 
Peter Hultqvist Minister of Defence, Sweden (since 2014) 
Daniel Stenling Head of Counter-intelligence, SAPO 
Anders Thornberg Director-General, SA_PO (2012 - 2018) 
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NARRATIVES 
·Russian government . . 
·• Swedish government and media are being Russophobic; jumping to con-
du.sio,:i~ despite lack of evidence. . . 

· II! Military responses: to so-calh,d submarine sightings are ridiculous;· 
these·over-reactions'stem from "anti-Russian hysteria and· propaganda." 
■ Sweden's mainstream media seems tci' have adopted a new mantra: 

· · whenever anything bad happens, blame it on Russia ... 

KEY EVENTS 

Swedish government . . 
■ Russian intelligence activities against Sweden are- nothing new; the 
authorities: are ·well -aware ·of overt and covert influence activities and are 
iaking appropriate measures. 6 . • · • • · • . • : 

■ Espionage is a reality, and it is important to understand the different · 
· methods that are being used.7 

:· · · 

1111· Sweden's foreign and security policy builds on miliiary·nori-alignment, 
cohesion in the EU and increased cooperation im a broad front.' · 

_Ocq014 May2016 .May-201_6. Sep2016 Juri2017 . ~ep2017 . 
'--------<Ol----'-'-------·...iol----------''-'-,.---· ~01--'-'----------<.o,--·,---,_,.-----· ..-\: 01-: ·_· ___ ....._ __ ""'--'-lo;,;..._.._,;. 

Susp~cted Sighti~g of a _!',,,,:_,_: T~o co~ITl~n·lcations _·,!',,,,, : Sweden expels Russian . Several r~ports· of s~Spic.ious : · -Suspected Russian \ .Reports of intelligence 
submarine fii StockhOlm research plane b6cause ·of activity in NOrthern Sweden, . submarine sighting In [ Qatherlng· during · 

a~chip·e1a9o sets off a · .sabotaged. lnvesti~ation concerns oversu·rveillance lricluding contact with soldiers on f Gavle port, turns out. l · Swedish Aurora.:11 
week-long subma·rine . inconcluSiv~.1 

·. cap~bility.11 social medi8 and observation of : tO be a.n .1mprint
1
o
3
n the : · niilitary exercise. Not 

· · ·hunt.9 · · !3xercise·s.1~.N6t 'attribute<;[ . · l · · .. ocean bed. j· · · . attributed.14 

STRATEGIC LOG.IC 
. ' ' ,. . . ' ' .. 

· Russia is concerned about Swedish policies.moving the co~ntry closer to 
NATO, fearing th_at-thii; undermines Russia's standing in the strategi_ca(ly 
importa'nt Baltic Sea region." Russian espionage ·actiilitie~ againsi_Swe- .. 
'den have increased since 2014 and should, therefore, be seen as part ·of. 
a broader .Russian strategy that seeks fo undermine ·and. disrupt regional 

. ·security.'.' Goals.include: collecting_information abciui civilian and military 

MEASURES 
DIPLOMATIC. Swedish intelligence estimates that a third.of Russian 
diplomats posted afthe Embassy in Stockholm are· spies tor'l=iussian' intel- .. 
ligence services·operating under diplomatic immunity:" Russian officials 
have made ·pubiic. statements ·attempting _to influence Swedish debates on 
security policy decisions: for in~tance, the Russian Emt;,assy in Stockholm 
and the Ru.ssian MFA ope~ly moc_ked Swedish gpvernment and· military_ 
·responses to reported submarine sightings in the Stockholm ·archipelago 
in October 201·4_ 16 · · · · · · 

INTELLIGENC.E. The m6st pro~ineni {and publicly disclcised):exam
ples cit suspected espiqnage in Sweden include: . . ... 
■ Intelligence gath~ring on military. exercises (e.g. reports of suspicious . 
persons, vehicles19 and UAS20 during the NATO-led BALTOPS·exercise·in 

. July 2016,21 • .. . • . . . . • 

ber2016, 22 :and duiing Auror_a-17 in Septerilber201723
); 

. . . '' " . . 
insta.llation·s, capabilities and tactics; collecting information on inter'natiori, 
iii security an<;! defence cooperation arrangements; a,:id _obtaining informa

. tiori on sensi~ive military technology. Espionage can also send a message:' 
exiensive·reporting·based on speculation iisks ca·using· uncertainty and a 
decline bf public trust fn natio·nal authorities, and unnecessary civer-reac-
iion which _is readilY: exploited by th~ Kremlin. . . . . 

. ' . ' 

· •. Placing of agents as legitimate figures in Swedis_ti politi6s, acade'rhia 
and news· rriedia, and attempted rei::'ruitment of people already working in : 
Swedish agencies;24 · · · 

· ■ Corporate espionage and illegal technology transfers, ·including iilfilt,rat-
ing Swedish defence companies and other'industries;" · · 

· of the risks around-outsourcing data storage to. foreign private firms;26 

. . . . 
~ Cyber eiipi;nage ai~ed at gathering intelllg~nce .on S;"Jedi;h system~ 
and identifying vulnerabHities;27 

• · · 

■ Mobilisati_on of local ~~tors ~r ~gents to fo~ent divi~iv~n~ss a~d political 
factionali~m or to carry out sabotage _against critical infrastructure. · · 

. .· . 

LEGAL. Russia uses legal instruments to weaken.Swedish officials' abil
.. ity. to expel Russian spies from Sweden (including tit-tor:tat expulsions of 
diplomats).28 . . . . . 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRiTICAL FUNCTIONS 

·. ir Swedish ·defence capabilities, operation~! planning,· and international· 
collaborative frameworks. . 

. ' . . ' ... 

ir Ability of the government to share and handle classified .information, and 
protect databases _and records. . : . . . . . 

-■ Safeguarding. criticai research and developme~t :{R&D) and sensitive.· 
technology. · · 

. . 

■ Protecting publi~ ·opinion and s~ntimenis from· disinfo_rmat_ion; buildihg 
.societal resilience, . · · · · · 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Partial dismantiing of Swede.n's Cold War-era defen_ce capabilities: re
sources tor: Swedish c_ounter-intelligence work l_agged behind the ~hreat. 

. .. . . . . . . . . 

-■ Despite s;rong societal r~silien~e against disinform.aiiori, pro-~us~ian. 
actors can exploit arguments that resonate in a Swedish c·ontext (e.g. po-
larised debates cin n:1ig'ra_tion).. . . 

THREATS 
· • Financial; physical, s·ecurity:related, and reputational losses associated 

. - with enhanced espionage activities·. ·collection of sensitive information for. 
hostile purposes, stealing of state and c_orporate secrets. .. . . 

■ Over-reporting on ·and conspiracy i°heories around suspected or alleged 
Russian espiqr,age in Swedish media.-~nd social media c~n lead to uncer, 

· iainty'and loss cit public'trust i_n j,ational defence systerris. · · · · 

EFFECTS 
■ Heightened public awareness of foreign influence activities·ln Sweden, 

. . . . ' ... ' ' . . . 

■ Increased resourc~s tcind efforts _devoted_ t?· c~unter-espi~nage_ (e.g. · 

io enhance counter-espionage efforts). . . .. . . . . . . .. ' . 
. . ■ Increased wiiling~ess of the government to openlfcali ou_i R4s;ia:n es~ 

specific Russian intelligence activiiies and release relevant.information and 
:evidence. · · · · · · · · · ·· · · 
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0 TIME PERIOD: 
1980s - Present 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
Religious groups The Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait 

RELIGIOUS EXTREMISM IN THE 
NETHERLANDS 

SUMMARY 
Salafi outreach, predominantly facilitated by Saudi Arabia through 
mosques, welfare and educational activities, has been taking place in 
the Netherlands since the 1980s. The issue of the Influence of Saudi 
citizens, NGOs and authority figures in the promotion of anti-West
ern ideas came into sharp focus following the attacks of 9/11, raising 
questions about the flow of religious-ideological influence and financ
ing from Saudi Arabia.' Despite public anxiety over the risk of home
grown jihadism, concern eventually subsided, as non-violent Salafism 
became the more dominant strand for the next decade.2 In 2014, how
ever, the Dutch Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) warned that the 
extremist fnterpretation of Salafism was again on the rise. Instability in 
the Middle East and the declaration of the 'ISIS caliphate' was cited as 
a significant factor in this development. 

In 2017, the AIVD stated it was closely monitoring the Salafi movement, 
concerned that its ideology was being used to "legitimise intolerance, 
anti-democratic activities and polarisation."3 The risk to national se
curity from Salafi currents of Islam includes violent extremism at the 
fringes, a lack of integration of Muslim immigrants and contention in 

KEY POINTS 
■ The Netherlands identifies any religious ideology as a concern when 
It threatens the democratic legal order. Even if no laws are broken, 
this can be threatened by individuals trying to achieve antidemocrat
ic political aims by undemocratic means, such as through: violence; 
incitement of hatred and discrimination; systematic disruption and un
dermining of democratic institutions; rejection of state authority; impo
sition of an alternative legal system and clandestine efforts to influence 
democratic decision-making." 

■ The Salafi movement in the Netherlands is only partially organised 
through Salafi mosques and charitable foundations and represented 
less formally through other mosques and alternative media channels. 
The security services assessed that "close contacts between sections 
of the movement here in the Netherlands and Salafist individuals and 

•·CONTEXT:· 

political and social ,discourse.' The Salafi movement in the Netherlands 
is particularly professional in its communications, so that much of the 
information about Islam availa_ble to the Dutch public - in particular 
online and through satellite television - reflects Salafi world views. 5 This 
helps to explain why Salafi ideas are so popular among young Dutch 
Muslims and converts.• 

The Dutch government announced iri 2018 it was "looking at ways to 
prevent money from foreign countries being used to buy undesirable 
influence over Dutch civil society organisations, including religious and 
ideological organisations," noting that "funding flows that abuse our 
liberties, originating from countries that lack freedom, must be limited 
as far as possible."' Ideas proposed included obliging organisations 
to disclose any ·finances, including donations.• A government list was 
subsequently leaked by the media with details of 30 Dutch Islamic or
ganisations that had applied for, or received, funding from Gulf states in 
recent years - Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in particular - involving millions 
of euros.' 

structures in the Middle East potentially give those external players an 
,(undesirable) level of Influence over parts of the Dutch spectrum."" 

■ Interventions to-counter the threat from aspects of Salafism must be 
specific and transparent: a perception that all of Islam is being framed 
as harmful, or that the government is moving against Muslims in gener
al, will lead to further polarisation in society. The Dutch security servic
es have said it is up to the Muslim community itself to temper the Salafi 
movement in the Netherlands. Too much external pressure only leads 
to a stronger movement, confirming the Salafi argument that Muslims 
are under attack and that they are justified in their preaching of hatred 
of Western civilisation. 

· .. ■ Immigration' and integ"ratioil in .the' Netherlands; Th'e· . · ,a:w (sharia).- Promotion 'oi.(riori-violent) Salafisrn.worldwide by vaiious Gulf. 
largest minodty'grciups - from Turk!ly, Moro·cco; lni:lonesia a,nd Suriname..: : . countries and Saui:li Arabia; in particular, should be'viewed°\vithin the.larger' 
all brought. their version of..lsfain to the· Netherlands: Roughly_ 5 per ·cent. . : rE:llgiou_s-politicai 'power struggle_ in-the Arab ·world. for.the true interpret~~-

. qt the Ouich population: (17· f'!lill)im p~ople) Is Muslif'!l,12 ·of which around· 
·40,600 - 65,'000 are Salati.13 In 2018 there ·were 27.Salafi ·mosques in ihe·· · is ho.central authoiity over Salafism, .whicti.contains.~any"dilfereni move". 

· ·_Neiherlands (up from 1~ in2014):14 P.roblem·s with_ttie integratioirofMuslil)l. · ments anci--spli_nt_er-groups. Scime.'analy_sis identify three .differ.en! Salafi. 
. immigiarjts; both ·saliifi ;md norj-Salafi, led tq a debate on the_ nature of · : . rtiovemerits: apolitical; political and ji~;:,.dist Salafism.18 E,ich S11ls1fi traditfon • · . 

. . . multiculturalism and the-essence.of. Dutch values.-Much-ci/ the right-wing" . comes with:its owri threats .and effects on· society:17 violent jihadis pose.a· . 
. ·politics _and right-wing extiemism .ihat has grown iri th!!· !lletherlahds ·over•- · · domestic ·terrorist threat and seni:l foreign: iighters to warzon·es: Apoliticai . 
. t~·e.iast ~o years :has beeri _in r~sponse'tci th_e d!!bate <in immigration.15 

.• (:lalafis cippOS!! iritegri\tlon intci Outch ,so_ciety,: which leacls-to·,1 great~r-po- ... 
larisation between these Salafis arid Dutch.society: Political Salafis.stand· .. 

-- ■ Salafisl'n ~~ a spectrum: S~l1:_1fisi=r; is a·c·o1i~ctive ie~m tor'~arious. . :tor .. an active lslainisation .of the individual, the family and society. 'Even 
.Qrthodox·sunbi ~urrerits in lsl,1rn; whi9h_atterript to pi:ao_tice !!."purer''. a~d- · . \lioug!:i° \hey win use _t!w· deriJo~ratic proces~. from i\ ·pragmatlc p□!nt of· 
·more literalist versio_n of Ishim, and support_ tJ11i implementation of_ l_slainic.. ·view, they stiH view·pemocracy as a vastly inferior·sy~tem. • · · · 

KEY ACTORS 
AIVD Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service 
NCTV Dutch National Coordinator for Security and Counterterror~m. falls within the responsibility of the Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security 
FIOD Dutch Fiscal Intelligence and Investigation Service 
Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment tracks undemocratic organisations in the Netherlands but does not release the information publicly 
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs receives information from Gulf States on which Dutch organisations are being funded via eml,assies, charities and 
NGOs 
WODC (Research and Documentation Centre) tasked with mapping the extent of foreign mosque funding; under the Ministry of Justice and Security 
Council of Moroccan Mosques has called on Dutch Islamic institutions to be openal:)out their funding 

Hybrid Threats_. ·SL!MMARIES. 
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NARRATIVES 
Dutch government . 
■ Salafi thought promotes undemocratic and intolerant. messages; Salafi 
jihadism poses a thieattci.Dutc~ society. . . . :· .· 
Ii Debates over how to deal with .the challenges of Salafism cause polari-
sation with_in Dutch society. . . 

. . . .. . . . . . . 

KEY EVENTS 

Radical Dutch Salafis 
■ Repeatedly try tb provoke a response from authorities, so that they can 
then claim ·10 be the vicUms of a hostile W_est~rn society, and use· that. sup~ 
posed hostility to justify"their i:iwn anti~Western, anti-democratic stance." 

1940s - 8cis : Aug 1988 Aug 2001 2-Nov.2004 . 2014 i Jul 2016 2018 Apr 2018 Ongoing 

~f·r~o· ·rn1grlantdi~onnelnst·,1aux . : Flisrsl.a?m:w,co . _·_i',,,',,,',,,·· 32 i~mic . ' Th~ci ~a~ G~gh, a . Dutch'?>~-th-o-,----!-. -A-ft--.-<; ~r~a,...;s""o~f,....,. ..... D-. u-t-~h-a?ir~-o-;it-le-. s_....,.D.,._u-tc-<2iedla · ovc-:!t;t-. 
· elementary Dutch filmmaker iti8s counf ~ requests frOm · Count 27 Salafi · pubiish · last OeCade, _ 

arid Surinclme, ··~1ement!3,ry ·schools start who pr6duced a 13 Salafi ; P.arliame~t, mosques and · confidential . grouP,s of asy- . 
guest workers .schools start .thelrschool crltlcal fill)l of Islam: !TIOsques · i,,, : the Dutch MFA ·110 Salafl ··lists of Gulf . ;',, lum seekers· 

. studa~ts). by a butch-Mo roe.can preachers in . existence cit (but· · · NLD.20 Dutch mosque MENA-region) . 
arraivnedfMro

0
_mroTcucr

0
k_•Y . ::',: .. th~lyresacr.h .. o. al year (6,000 : · is violently murdered ~_;'':.· · 8.nd 59 ~alafi · confirrTlS the preachers•iri payments to· - (esp: from 

. 
;'',,,,,_· ~=~~!~r~~~~~~:~:~~ - -NLD.

19 

·:::,':::·· d~~:t~t1~~~~t) 9rga·nisati~ms. :• C.ometo ~L_D. 

reCeiving GUif 
d~lism of ri'loSgues. · instltutiOns . . _!,':,_ ' 

· .funding:_· · j 

STRATEGIC LOGIC. 
Several Guif states, particularly Saudi ·Arabia and Kuwait, Jund Islamic or- . 
ganisatioris and :{non-jihadist) Saiafism in the Netherlands, often thr9ugh 
clerics and·ctiaritable organisations. While the nature of this '.religious soft 

·· power' is complElx and has.evolvecl over time," the general approach-is to .. 
· promote a: preferred version of Islam abroad while decreasin_g ttie ·outreach 

. .. . 

MEASURES 
. . ' . ' . . ... 

FINANCIAL. Gulf. states,. especially Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, have 
·funded Islamic institutions in the Netherlands for years, including paying for· 
tpe coristructi9n .cif mo~ques, publishing Korans, and financing t~e training 
of imams and Islamic meetings. Many Dutch preachers go to the Gulf for" 
·study trips and university .. Secret..lists emerged in 2018 giving details of 
GiJlffuncling, including Kuwaiti payment~totalling nea(ly EUR 6 million, and 
one m.osque in Dord.recht rec.eiving USD ss·,sss from Saudi Arabia." 
A number of Sala!( mosque foLindaiions in· the Netherlands are th·e result 
cif missionary and.funding activities carried out from Saudi·Arabia.-These 
foundaiions :are iinancially and o"rganisationally finked io Saudi NGOs (e.g. 
Muslim World league, and the International Organization for Relief, Wel
fare ·and Development)," which iri turn have close .ties ·10 the Saudi estati-

·: lishment. The mosque foundations ·are· not very .transparent regarding the· 
origin and allocation of their finances, which has led to a number of AIVD 
ir;ivestigauons.23

: • · · 

. . 
of other interpretations of Islam. Whl!El°it is highly unlikely that su·ch religious 
outreach was ever intended to" deliberately harm the Netherlands; it propa
gated ideas which· we're "then interp"reieci by certain g_rciups· .and indfviduals 

. in a ·way·wliich ran .contrary"to !_he .demo~ratic lega·1 ord_er cif Dutch society:.· 

: . _· . . . . . 

. . · '.. . . . . . ........ '. 

Even though the.governmerit,fun.dsrhuch of the Islamic educational system . 
in the Netherlands:theAIVD foundh, 2002 that ab·out 20 per cent of lslamfc . 

. elemeritaiy sc.hqols received fµnding from, arid.were i_nffuenq_ed .by, Saudi 
foundations·." · · · · · · · · . . 

!NFOJlMATION . . Midia att~niion often foou~es ori c~ntroversial for~ 
eign preachers and other guest speakers at Dutch mosques. The Salafist 
movement uses·a range of-media.·and arranges courses and conferences 

. with g·ue_st spea\(ers.25 . • . • • • • . . • • 

. . . . . . .. .. . . . ' . .. . . . · .. --

. NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTiONS 
■ Universal acceptance of.democratic processes and values such as so-. 

· cietal ·ope.nn·ess and tolerance; willirig.ness to discuss all issues freely and· 
without taboos. .• . . . . . . . 

■ Societal unity, integration· of minority groups into Dutch society. 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Due to the freedom of reiigion a_nd sep'!ration of. church. and st.ate (Ar- . 
ticle 6 cif the Dutch constitution), actions against" Salafi mosque~ and or~ 
ganisatlons are difficult. Faith·-based 6.rganisations are immurie to criminal 
pro~ecuticin.in the N_etherlands. It is ·only possible lb prose·cute imams and 

· other individuals based on hate speech (which the goverhmerit has done 
in the past), . . . . 

. . . 
' . . . 

■ The separation bf church and state also prevents the_D_uich gove;~ment 
from creating a t:ian on foreign funding cit religious organisaticins, as is tt,e 
case in Austria. . . 

103 

THREATS 
· ■ Spread .of anti-inte.gration sentiments amorig S~lafi groups, growth oi 
intoJerance an·d anti-Western society sentiments. · · · · .. . . 

.. . ' . . . 

■· Risk 'of Indirect or direct involvement .in radical Islamic violence, 28- and 
risk of violent jihadism and domestic terrorism stemming from returning 
foreign fighters (aqcording: to Alvo; around_ 250 jihadists have tray!)lled to 
Iraq and Syria in rece~_t years):'': · · · · 

■ !~_creased polarisatio~ iriDutch society ove~ imm\gratiori and integr~tiori 
issues, which .. may .. result in the growth ·of su·pport for.e~treme•right-wing 
movements. . . . 

EFFECTS 
■ The effects below are a result o(the rapid spread of Salafism, tb which 
Gu.If funding c"ohtributed. A direct ·correlation between·Gulf funding and_ the 
effects described is nearly impossible to pinpoint. · 

. . . . . . . ' . . 

. ■ Political polarisatl~n over the topic of lsla~/Salafism. · 

■ Gro;._,ing polarisation alsci amongst diifeient strands of !Slam, occasion-
ally even violent disputes.". · · · · 

H}iJJrid Threats. SUMMARIES 
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e TIME PERIOD: THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
July 2009 Cyber operations Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRKJ, 

Republic of Korea,(ROK), United States (US) 

CYBER ATTACKS ON ROK & US 

SUMMARY 
Between 4-9 July 2009, a series of coordinated cyber attacks took 
place, affecting 27 government and commercial websites in the Re
public of Korea (ROK) and the United States (US). The attacks were 
relatively unsophisticated and, at their worst, reduced functionality 
or rendered the website temporarily unavailable.' Tweaked versions 
of extant malware were used by the attacker:s to execute Di:stribut
ed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack:s to flood certain web:site:s in the 
ROK and the US with data traffic and make them unavailable. Thi:s 
outcome was achieved by hijacking unsecure unpatched computers 
worldwide. The attack was directed at the websites of political, ad
ministrative, media and commercial organisations in the ROK and at 
political, entertainment and media websites in the US. The low impact 
and ready countering of the 2009 cyber attack meant that function
ality was not compromised and the impact was more abstract: the 
attacks attracted a large amount of media attention and forced the 
ROK and US to react. 
The ROK quickly .attributed the attacks to the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (DPRK),2 which has been developing Offensive Cy
ber Capabilities (OCC) since the 1990s as a way to overcome asym
metries in conventional warfare capabilities between the DPRK and 
its adversaries. The use of OCC is particularly advantageous for the 
DPRK as it is relatively cheap and easy to develop and because it 

KEY POINTS 
■ Due to the nature of the attack - the use of DDoS, the targeting of 
websites rather than operational systems, and the fact that the at
tacks were not aimed at gathering intelligence - it is assessed that 
the cyber attacks were aimed at causing disruption, making a state
ment of capability or intent, and1/or testing for international reaction 
to cyber attacks. 

■ Due to the difficulties in providing concrete evidence for effective 
attribution, the options available to the ROK and the US to respond to 
the attacks were extremely limited.' 

■ The attack highlighted the importance of consistent messag
ir:ig: ROK and US had differing narratives in terms of attribution and 

CO.NTEXT 

enables the DPRK to conduct low-level attacks against its highly net
worked adversaries with relative anonymity. Further, the DPRK's un
networked nature means it is not vulnerable to like-for-like attacks.' 

displayed different levels of reaction. ROK officials quickly blamed the 
DPRK. US officials ioitially declined to speculate aboutthe attackers' 
identity, and in 2010 claimed they had "largely ruled out" the DPRK; 
however, in 2011 experts concluded that clues in the coding pointed 
to the DPRK. 5 

■ Disruption, even if only minor, can have larger effects if it caus
es widespread confusion or panic'. Communication strategies need 
to be included in civil contingency plans to calm the population and 
distribute essential information immediately to mitigate the spread of 
rumours and disinformation.6 

D_istributed _Denial_ of _Service '(DDoS). DDoS at_ta_cks occur ·.rel~tively low:iriten.sity meihod which lias a high degree of deriiabiiity"anci · 
... whep .multipfe )lacked and. compromised · compu\er. system~. flo.od . the .. low likelihood.of retaliation or-escalation. 7 This is because·at 'firsi iteration, . 

target websites o(servers with·aqcess re:quests,' The ma~s of iricoming' .. · th!i'Jnfecte:d computers w)iich· forrn the•rietwork ·of bots:committing the·. 
·· messag·es and cbnnectiori reciu·ests cause the·target system td slow down • DDoS attacks·, are owned ·by innocent. and unwitting .individuals. witti ·no· 

. · .. cir even crash·. and shut: down. and. therefore- lead to a. denial of service· connection fo. ttie culprits; The .culpriis: are also· able. to further hide. their . 
for :any legiiimate i,isers o(the targeted r~sou'rce;·.ooos· attac_ks:·offer a:· · identity bichangirig the li.inguage µsed in jheir c~de, _a_moiig oihe(tactics .. 

KEY ACTORS 
DPRK Reconnaissance General Bureau believed to lead cyber activities, complementing its responsibility 
for other provocative and asymmetric activities' 
DPRK General St.:iff Department of the ICorean People's Army leads on more traditional cyber command' 
ROK National lntemgence Service responsible for investigating the cyber attack'° 
ROK Ministry of Defence increased funding for the security of its computer system after the attack" 
US Department of Homeland Security the department's Computer Emergency Readiness Team worked with 
federal departments "to mitigate against such attacks"" 

··104. 

·: Hybrid Threats; SL!MMARIES 

Kim .Jong-ii Supreme Leader of 
DPRK (1994 -2011) 
Lee Myung-bak President of ROK 
(2008 - 2013) 
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NARRATIVES 
DPRK government ROK governm·ent 
■ No comment specifically on 200~ attacks. ■ The_ attack appears to be _planned and exe-

us government 
■ It is ncit ·possible to confirm the source of the 
attacks.16 . . . . cu_ted by a specific organi.sation.15 

· 

. Ii Information war is the medium through whic.h 
the wars of this century will be waged. 13 

... · . ' .. . .. . .· . . 

■ The DPRK is "fully ready for any form of hi
.. tech war.1114 

ii The attacks on· the ROK seem to be i:on~ect
ed to.the ~ttacks on-the us." 

Ii The attacks did not cause any. significant 
darna_ge:1

• . 

■ North ·Korea was behind-the cyber attacks." ■ Protection against cyber attacks is a matter of 
great_concern to.the US.20

•
21 

· • 
. . 

■ The DPRK strives for independence in poli
tics, self-sufficiency in ecoriomics arid self-reli-

. ■ Th~ attack did not ~ause signficant damag~: 
■ The DPRK has been developing offensive cy- · 
ber operations since at ieast 2009. 22 

· • ance in _defence. . . . . 

. . 

KEY·EVENTS 
2!:i May 2·009 12 Jun !. · . 4 Jul 4 Jul 7 Jul . ~.Jul . 

,'-,--()·--· . __ ,_.--·-:-<OJ...-.;.._--..,-. _;;._;_----<QJ...·-----'-...;.._.-;;....;._---lQ,------,--,--..------101-. ·,.._ ,,----· '----<.0,----
oPRK qondtlcts a UNSC v9tes·~o·lmpose. ·oPRK laUnche~ s8v~n First wave of c}'b~r ·attackS;' · ~econd wave of cybE?r 'l · · Fln81 ~ave of cYber:: 

nuclear fest. · tu·rther sanCtions on ballistic rtiissiles·illtO wa- . 27 websites ill ROK and· ·attacks; targets S0uth i attacks; targets fnclude-
DPRK In r~sponse. · "ters off its East coast: US (inCludlng W~ite Hou$e Korean government ~ South Korean news 

and Pentagon) are targeted websites. (e.g. MoD, ·. !,,,,,,, agencies, bank·s and 

STRATEGIC LOGIC 
. ' . . . . . . . . . 

The 2009 cyber attacks demon.strated the DPRK's cybei-capabilities and·. 
mcin.itored reactions to a• iJistributec:l, den fable attack of predi.ctably llm~ 
ited impact. Cyber attacks often tend to be covert and involve hacking 
into computer systems io _retrieve information or _take control •. However,: 

MEASURES . 
DIPLOMATIC. Nci offi~ial ·statem.ents w~re made bi D~Ri< in ~onnec- : 
lion with this cyber attack. ·11 is possible that the cyber attacks were an · 
attempt to enhance-the DPRK's negotiation position in public arid-covert . 
.diploniacy, especially regarding nuclear tests. . . . . . . 

. . 

INFORMATiON. Attempt to deny ROKand us citizens acces~ t~ in~ 
formation froni govern·ment, media anc:l banking websites, .. 

MILITARY. DPRK showed readiness to target the ROK and US ihro~~h 
· civiliari irifrastru·ct_ure. No.eviden:Ce of cci9rdin_ated military sign.al!ing. Mili- · 
tary assets·do not seem to have been targeted. · 

with DDoS attac~s. ·presidential Blue House, QoVernment websites, 
National Assembly). US Dos·websltes. 

. - . . . 

the 2009 attack_: a~d ~imilar D_DoS attacks -:tend t6 inak~ aNghly visibie. 
po!itical point.23 If is likely that the attacks were designed to draw atten~ 

· lion to the DPRK's capabilities; .intimidate and increase citizens' fee.ling 
of insecurity; an·d instigaie doubt in digital services and infr'asfructure .. .. . . 

FINANCIAL. occ: as very:cpst-effective way of gai~l~g asymmetric 
· strategic advantag_e: . . . . . 

·. IN.TELLIGENCE; Attack~ -vere likely an act of reconnaissah_ce to test 
the response and reisiliencEi of RO Kand U_S systems·. · 

. . . . . . -

. LEGAL. occ ·carries l'<W risk of l~gal r'epercussi~ns due to weak interria
tional laws and norms in this area. · 

.. . . .. . . . . .· . 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
■ The lnterneiari<;l services that run ove(it have becoriie part 6{the Critical 
National Infrastructure (CNI) of every nation. · 

111 P~blic confidence in· th~ ability of the govern~ent to defend against 
threats and maintain a functioning state. 

VULNERABILITIES 
11 Growing co.nnectivity in all areas (banking, military systems, electrical 
power, public transport etc.), which presents significant ·vulnerabilities if 
those systems are corhpromis·ed_. . . 

. . .· . . 

■ lri.ternet i·nterruptions could generate a lack of ·situatio_nal awareness,. 
·command and coritrof for the state. · · · · 

THREATS 
· ■ Rapid development of the DPRK's cyber capabilities. The 2009 attacks 

were not assessed to be particularly threatening, but were interpreted as a 
statement_oi intenfand potential capability:. · · ·· · 

■ Cyber attacks, even when not damaging, threaten to cause public in
seC:urity and confusion, loss of confidence in the government, and (inter-) 

· ·national political e·mbarrassme~t. · · 

·105 

EFFECTS 
■-The 2()_09 attacks were not ve,Y damaging, but caused a great deal of 
media atterition, especially lri the ROK. 

. . . . . . . . . -

• The atiacks hjghlighted the uncoordinated nat~re of g~vern~~nt. re:. 
sporise,.as some websites were a_ble to fend off the simple attack while 
ottiers were not. 24 . • . . 

: . ' . . ' . . ' . . . . . 

■ Political inertia and inconsistent narratives from the two affected nations 
regarding attribution; the·us flip-flopped on whether or not the Df'RK was 
th·e perp·e,trator. This allowed others to frame the riarrafive. . 

· Hybrid Threats. ·SljMMARI_ES 
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TIME PERIOD: 
2006-2009 

THEMATIC AREA: NATIONS INVOLVED: 
NGOs Peru, Venezuela 

CASAS DEL ALBA IN ,PERU 

SUMMARY 

the Venezuelan government 61 using development aid to interfere in 
its domestic affairs.' They claimed that Venezuela, in concert with Bo
livia, was supporting around 58 'ALBA Houses' (Casas de la Alianza 
Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra 
informally established in 2006. 2 These ALBA Houses provided charita
ble work in education and healthcare to impoverished rural Peruvian 
communities, particularly in the poor southern regions near the Bolivian 
border. The Pen:ivian governmentarg1:1ed that the activities of the ALBA 
Houses were not motivated by purely humanitarian principles. It ac
cused the ALBA Houses of using ti,ie direct interaction with vulnerable 

a united Socialist South America as an alternative to the US model of 
liberal capitalism, and subvert Peruvian government authority.3 

A key element of the ALBA Houses' work was to coordinate 'Mission 
Miracle', a joint Cuban-Venezuelan initiative that provided .free eye sur
gery to impoverished Peruvians. As part of this initiative, patients were 
treated outside Peruvian territory in Bolivia and Venezuela, often via 
unregistered flights and without paperwork to track the passengers.' 

KEY POINTS 
■ The ALBA Houses were part of a complex set of integrated measures 
across the political, economic and social spectrums, rooted in the sim
ple ,and unifying master narrative of a Bolivai:ian_ revolution. They were 
also ambiguous in nature and systematically avoided official channels 
and control mechanisms." Venezuela denied any formal connections 
to the houses, claiming they were spontaneously set up by "private 
sympathisers with the Bolivarian project."" 

■ Development aid such as healthcare, education and infrastructure 
projects, can be an instrument of foreign policy as a kind of 'social 
diplomacy'. Social diplomacy can generate support for a political 

.. ■. _ ·Bolivarianism refers·to· a set'cif ideas that 

The Peruvian government higblighted this as a particular concern, es

books, was shown on these flights.' Evidence also indicated a con
nection between the ALBA Houses and extremist political groups.• For 
instance, in February 2008, some ALBA House directors participated 
in violent protests against pro-privatisation legislation in the Peruvian 
Province of Cusco. According to eye-witnesses, Mission Miracle staff 
also encouraged ,patients to participate in these protests.' Coinciding 

ported far-left candidate Ollanta Humala, who narrowly missed power 
in Peru's 2006 ,presidential elections.' Humala himself was a public 
supporter of the ALBA Houses. 

In 2008, the Peruvian congress set up an investigation into the ac
tivities of the ALBA Houses, and the following year, the final report 
recommended the closure of all ALBA Houses, concluding that they 

expansionist project."' While the Peruvian government decided not to 
dissolve all ALBA Houses, many closed down on, their own accord" 
and the Venezuelan government suspended Mission Miracle in Peru." 

ideology by providing services that the host government has failed to 
deliver, gaining political consent in strategically aligned countries but 
undermining the ruling authority of others. 

■ Formal investigations can reduce ambiguity and help contribute to 
a comprehensive threat assessment by identifying key vulnerabilities 
that could be exploited by foreign actors. A high-profile government 
investigation also sends a signal of unity and resolve that can deter 
foreign interference, irrespective of any actual legal consequences. 

__ promote a united so(:ialist South America as:an alteri1aiiye to US,led giobal .. .' :io a regional socialist-bloc through 'political, economic and social inlegra0 ,-

- . · capitalism and imperialism'.'.lt constitutes the core:·principies·Of Venezue-:·. tion. While Cuba, Venezuela, Bolivia and Nicaragua were' member.states,' . 
. ·1an-domestic and foreign politibs.and"provides· the ideological framework · . Peru refused 'to· join the .organisation i1nd·instead ·signed a °b'ilateral free· 
· .. for the ALBA Hc;,uses. Based on the.thinking of 19th ~entury·independenc·e· . trade agreement wijh:the US.The ALBA Houses were id.eol_ogicaily but not 
· · . . . · · · .. · · · -" cen- . . furictionally.connected to the ALBA a_Uiance.'5 .. · · · 

· tuiy Socialism' based ·on social: a!'lci participatory deni6cra~y._ When Hugo ... 

'at Venezuela'." 

-■ Bolivarian AUianc:e fQr ,he Peoples of Our Ain~i'ica · 
(Al.BA). ALBA is essentially a l9ose1y·defined socialis~ econoi'nic-alli-.. 
·ance initiated'by Cuba: and Venezuela; based ·on-the c.ore principles 'of.· 

· . Bolivarian thihkirig.-lt was officially established in.2006 as a·socialist alter-·. 
naUve_t~:thi3 US-pr9posed F.r~e Trade Area of the_'America:~ (FTAAj. ALBA : 

Ii Mission Miracle. A )oi~t ihitlaiive by Cuba ~nd Venezuela that 
'provides fee eye surgery to. impoiierishecf people across :souih,A.merica', : 
launched in 2004. Countries include, among oth·ers, Cuba, Bolivia, Nicara,. 

. : gua; Ecuadori Pen/ an\f Guatemala;. Mission Mirac;le. is only one exairyple_ 
of a wide·set-of Bolivarian Missions thafprovide. development :i\id in-a 

. variety ofareas, ranging from· health ·care.to 8ducation•and inirastructure · 
. projects: across South America.' They are a'key .instrum·enh:if .Venezuela's · · 

KEY ACTORS 
Venezuelan Embassy in Peru 
Bolivi;rn Embassy in Peru 
Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of 
Our America (Alianza Bo/ivariana para los 
Pue/:Jlos de Nuestra America, ALBA) 
Congressional Investigation Commission 
(2008 - 2009) 

_- _so~ial diplomacy app:~ach," :·. · . : . · · :·. . , . · · ·.· : . _- _ . 

PrE>sident of Peru (2006 - 2011) 
Allan Wagner Minister of Defense of Peru (2006- 2007) 
Walter Menchola Congressman (2006 - 2011), head of congressional investigation 
Hernan Fuentes Governor of Puna Province (2006- 2010), supporter of ALBA Houses 
Ollanta Humala Leader of the Peruvian Nationalist Party, presidential candidate in the 2006 elections, 
Preside1Jt of Peru (2011 - 2016), supporter.of ALBA Houses 
Virly Torres First Secretary of the Venezuelan Embassy (2005 = 2009) 
Marcial Maydana Director of Peru's ALBA Houses in southern Puno Province 

President of Venezuela (1999 - 2013) 
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NARRATIVES 
Peruvian government· 
■ ALBA Houses are not just charity institutions, but promote Ve'ri
·ezuelan. Bo'iivarianism; support. leftswing·extremism aQd incite pro-

Peru's left-wing 
opposition 

Venezuelan government 
.■ ALBA Houses do nqt receiye funding from 
Venezuela and have no connection tci ALBA·as 
an cirganisaiion. They are spontaneously set 
up by "private sympathisers witti°the Bolivariari · 

tests.17 . . · · · ·. · · 

■ ALBA Houses pose a threat to Peruvian sovereignty; they are an 
instrument· of _foreign interierence in _Peru's domestic affairs aimed 

. at subverting the Peruvian gove'rnment and replacing it with a 'pro-,. 

ii The investigation is not 
. objective; it :is. an aitempt to 
criminalis_e. non-political char
ity work and persecute oppo
sition parties · by associating 
th~m with'terrori!;t ·groups."' 

project.'121 · • . . 

■ Refusal to use the term ALBA Houses, fram
ing them as "Venezuelan friendship hotJses" to 
emph·asise )heir informal status anq undermine· 
the claim of a.connection between ALBA asian 

• 
establish a Bcilivarian s·outh America as an alternative to the US-ied 
liberal order." · · · · · organisation and the ALBA Houses.22 

• 

.. .· . . .. . 

KEY EVENTS 
Apr 20oe· Jun.2006 . : · May 2007 Oct 2007 Feb 2008 Oct 2008 Mar.2009 May.2009 

. ,..;-..-.-Q""'"· _..;..----,-...;.-,'-,-'-{o ' .. O>-.'-. --;--;.-'-·--<.O,_-----o>-.....,...,.'----+--'----'-(O,-: ____,...,..--,..----,.· o,-·-· ....,· ...,....,.-,--~ -
·PreSid~~tl~I e1ec.\io~s R'at1tiCation of Officfal in8ugL;~ P8ruvlan Congr'ess·· A peaceflil strike Prelimin3ry SusJ)e'nsion . 1rlves·t1gation 

In Peru. Venezuelan US-Peruvian· ratio!) of the first votes to irpiestigate' - against prQ-privati-_ inV~.stigatlon_ ieport of the J/llssion recorllmends 
and Bolivian ·govern;. .• Free Trade . ·: ALBA Hollse in • l the ALBA Houses. The ; sation legislation iii finds that ALBA · ! . Miracle in · ~ · the Closure 
·ments openly sup~ l · Pr6mot10n Peru .. The event Is ! · first session of th8 the Peri.JVlan Prov-·. Houses are an Peru by the · I of all ALBA :.;;;;! i M•~"' j ~i~l:~~ :. ~~i;;f : ·~~~~ i ·~:ar~t·· i ;=i:1 i •.. ,oo,~. 

·.STRATEGIC LOGIC· 
The Venezuelan government pu'rsues·.a geopolitical strategy. which aims 
to (aster its_ position as a regional h_egemori in Sou_th Ameri.~a and baiance 
against US dominance in the region.2' This.approach is rooted in the mas-

. ter narraiive of a Bolivarian revolutiori and implemented. through ·a· range 
of integrated meas~'res.including. '_social diplomacy', the qirect delivery or.· 

MEASURES 
.· . . . 

DIPLOMATIC-ALBA House act_ivities Were suppor-tedl:Jy°the Venezu~-
lan and Bolivian embassies in P~ru, especially by Venezuelan diplomat Virly 
Torres. She was not only a key figure in coordinating the _transportation of 
patients to Bolivia and :Venezuela ·and fundi'ng of the ALBA Houses, but 
also had links tq the Bolivarian Continental Coordinator (CCB}, an umbrella 

· organisation for Bolivarian·civil society groups with clea'r links to left-wing 
extremist groups.24 . . . • 

candidate Ollanta Humala in Peru's 2006 election." 
. . . . . 

INFORMATION. ALBA House officlalS'admiited :that the educational'. 
dasse_s_ offered by 'the ALBA Houses were not pblitically neutral but prci~ 
rj,oted Bolivarian ideas."' The Congressional Investigation co_ricluded that 
healthcare ser-vices, such as the fr~e eye surgeries under Mission Miracle, 

ing the flig.hts transporting patients to \ien~zuela, vide'os and cainpaigriing 
material. were found that promoted the idea of.a Boliitari;m Revolution .. This 
was supplemented by informal radio and TV cha'iinels set up to further· 
. . . . , . V ..... · .. . . . -

: ·.· ·. .·· - . ·· ... · . . . .·.. . . 

. . . . 

public service~ to· other countries. These aciivities atiempt io. reinforce· 
con.sent fo'r Venezuela's foreign, policy from the p9llticians of friendly na~. 
lions, and create ·networks.of influence ·tci undermine the ruling ·authority of 
non~allied states such as Peru. .. . . 

MILITARY. P~riJvian Congressman Rolando Sousa iisted evidence in
dicating that the educ~tiori and healthcare activities of th·e AlBA Hou_ses 
were accompanied by paramilitary training in Peiu,Bolivia and.Venezuela."_ 

· Fl N~NCIAL. 'According. to the Ve~ezuelan embassy, the ·ven~zuela_n 
government only provid:ed·the finanqiaJ and logistica1·ineans .for Mission 

· . Miracle. However, th'e investigation· and different me.dia reports assessed 
that Veneiuela.also funded the ALBA·Houses, opposition parties:in Peru, 

. espe_cjally Ollanta Humala, a~d left-wing extremist grciups. 
" . . . . . ,. 

LEGAL. Th~ iegal status of ihe ALBA Houses was' disputed. I~ Peru, 
N_GOs are req·ui(ed to register with the ~eruvian !nterh'ationar:cooperation 
Agency (APCI} and report on their projects and funding arrangements. The: 
· ALBA Houses were estabiished· as· "non-profit civil-as~ociations", thereby 
avoiding' the status of a'n NGO to circ'uinvent the official registration: and 
monitorin11 processes." · · · 

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS'° 
·• Functioning healthcare and education system. 
• Functioning democratic elections _without foreign interference. 
■ Societal.cohesion. · . · . • 
■ Sov~reignty, border security an·d cont/al over migration.mov~ments .. 

VULNERABILITIES 
■ Structural deficit of southern region: lack of'healthcare, infrastructure 
·and education; no targeied·informatiim and education for n9n'.Spanish in- . 
digenous populatiO:n.31 

· .. · . · . . 

·■ Domestic le.ft-Wing violent ext_remis_m from 19_80 -·2000; limited activity 
and resurgence in th~ early 2000s._ · 

107 

THREATS 
.■ Radicalisation and polarisation-of ~ociety.and potential r~surgence· of 
domestic terrorist activities. · · · 
■ Interference in domestic polttic'al discourse and elections, aimed at un.-
<;termining the. democratic government. . . · · : . . . · 
■ Establishment of parallel informal government structures through infor
mation, education .and healthcare systems. by foreign go_vernmelits. · 

EFFECTS 
■ Congressional investigation. . 
■ Subsequent investigation of 38 Alba ·House directors." 
ii Suspension oi Mission.Miracle in 'Peru by Venezuela.-
■ Revision of legal.framework regarding the authorisation oi humanitariari . 
aid proyided by foreign states, ·as well as registration ·and monitoring of 
non-profit civil associations. . . . . 
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·. a. ~lcol~ F~frand, ''Ct)avez moYes-l~to_ ~eru/' ce,nertor s~Curity f!'?licy; 7 Amil 2008. :.· 
· his 2011 eiecllon campaign:· 

. ,. 'us Embassy Llma;°,The Alb~ House Thre~t," Wlkllea~s Cable: oiiLIMA663~a; . 
· '· . C~ngressi~nal lnv~sii~a)io_n, :Flnal Ae~~i-1';214-15: · 

· a- ·co~gre~si~n~r lrlve·s~i_Q~ti~u),." F/n81 B~~off,'' 21 ·1~ ~~

Congressicinai lovestlgallon; :Finai Repor.th27, 22s:. 

10 
· "Clerran 16_2 .de las:326 casas de la AlBi\," B Correo, 2 July 2008._ 

.11 ... La Razon, 1~ Marbh"2009; 

13· 
• La f'rensa; 13 March 2008.- · 

' . 

. . · . · : ... ·· ... · .. · · · . . . ·· . WP.Researcfff'aper(Beriin:. 
German Institute lci(internatlonal and_Security:Affalrs, January 2009).:. · · 

· 11 .Ibid: 

· '' Nic~I~ F~;r~nd, "Oll~nia Hu,;,~;~; Per~;s Worst Nlghtrnar~,'; C.ef!I~; for Security 
Policy, 22 May 2pos. · · · · · · · 

. . 

17 March 2008, · 

· . dated 16 AprU-20_08, ·· · . . . · · · · •· · . . . · · · · ·· 

• :
27 ~orj9ressl?~~I 1f1Vest1_Q8tk?n:."'F_iricll.Re_~cift,'.' 222-24·.· 

2B ·James Roberts and Edwar Escalante·; "Fighting far Freedom In Rural Pe(u: 'ALBA .. 
· Haus~•· rhreate~ _o:emocra~y;" TJ,e Heritage Foundatio_ri, 18:Augµsi.2008; 6 ... 

• - :~
9 N1Co1e-Fei-(and,·"Peru's Rea·cu~n to V~nezuelar:i interveiit10n,n Th-~America~· · 

· · fleport;_iOAu~ust:;;!007. · · · · · · · · ·· 

30 
. Pe~u.Ministry ~f D~fenSe,·~Libr.o Bla~·co d~ la ·oefens~ N°aqlqnal~ (Def~n·se· White . 

· Paper 2_005),:6.1-6. · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·· 

'. 
31 James Roberis :and Edwar Escalante, "Fig~ling for Freedo,ii in Rurai:Peru:·'ALBA 

f!ouses' Threaten □.einocr~cy," The~eritage Foundation, 18 August-2_008;_4~8 .. 

· 119. 

Hybrid ~hreats ·· 
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.· . . . ' . 

. OPEN DATA:ANALVSIS_ REPORT 
UNCLASSIFIED . ·. : 

· · .·: R~M CANADA:: 
. .. . 

ALBE.RTA ELECTI.ON ANALYSIS. 

PURPOSE . 

. This ·report analy~es open· source data gathered in: t~e lead,:up to ~he ·prnviricial elections ·1ri_Albeit~ held . 
· .· :on April 16,: 2019 .. Its purpose ~s to identify any:emerg.ing tac:tics iri foreign ·interference and. draw • ·. : : · · 
. lessdns lea med for the Canadian •generai :elections •scheduled. tcdake pl~c~ 'in October·i0~9:.Pi-~p~red lh .. 
·support of the 67 ·Rapid Response Me~hanism· (RRM), the report. was. penri~d by: RRM Can·ada.: The RRl\ll. 

: . · :is· mandated to. strength~n Gicoordination tQ. iden.tify.a.'nd respo'nd t~ d·ivers~ arid:evolvirig ·t.hreatst~ G7 . · 
: democ~ades; .i~cluding through ~hariniinfor.ni~tioh _and analysis,:and ide_ht!fying:o:ijppri:unitiesfcir:. 

· · · •. :coordiriat_ed respo'ri~e. • ·. · 

. . . . . 
· ::KEY Fll\,IDINGS·: : .. 

. : Based :on :Primary and.seco'ridary researct1; RR:M ca·11ada-cohdudes that:there were very likel\1 no .. : . .. 
. ·. sig:nifi~ant foreign int~rfer~nce cam1>aigi"ls tar'g~ting_ the ~Iberia: ele~tion }nth~ onli~e space iri Apri! : 

2.019. However, coordinated: inauthentic activity.was.detected:.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

. . • . RR.M Can~da identified· accounts that demonstrated co~r~inated inauthentic b_ehavi_t>ur; RRM. 
·:. Can~da_ judges the activity is ve_ry uhlike_lyto :comprise a.rie third of the•oniine:convetsatiori as . 

report~d by.Press Progress on April 1~·. 2019 .. · . 
· • RRM ·Cailada identified cases of social rhe~ia accounts,·whid, were•likely)nauthentic,· . : · · 

... : todrdin~ted beha~iour1:aro~rid ·on line. disc~~;ion·s· abqot the.Alberta e.lectio·n:. Howev~r, 'the 

.... majcfrity of these a~co1111ts ~ere very :likelY.notforeigh. : . . . . . . 
.•.... _:RRM Cari~di3 ·id~ntifie~ knOYlf~ national :far~~i~htand _hate-group actorswh_o have. previou~ly:. 

· disseminated._material, usirig _similar tactics· as known: malign foreign_ actors;· .· ·. . . 
· •:. .RRrvi identified a~c<>unts tied.to lobbying group~ that were .unaffiliated with a. politic:alparty. 

. spreading disinform.ati,on. ~nli~~ in th~ run~.uii to·t~e· ,l\lb_erta: ~lectiOni : . . . : . . . . .. . . . 
.• ·· The Alberta election provides:anexample:ofa situation where there may be_ evidence:of .: 

. : c<>ordinated: iriau~hentic behavj~ur u·nderta_ker(by Cc1nadiai1 actors; making•theideD.tific~~ion: 
·.· of fo~eigri :inteif~rence. '!iOre difficult . 

. . . · · Al_berta Eie~.i~n .Findirigs: : . : · _. .. ·:.: 

:[1] RRM C~nacla revie,Aieq social media data to search for dbvious ·cases ofcoordinated; ina~thentic.: 
hehavio:ur with th!;! objective ·of id.eiitifyirig ~riy·potentiaf f~>reign ~divitie~,-~ased on .available· 

. information, itis very .uniikely there was.~riyfore_ig.n interfere.nee: The tWo: la:rg_estconipoilents of the . · · 
. · · .· graph are·rnade up of supp_orters of the former Premier :Notley ~nd Premier Kenn·ey; ·as expected in an . 

. . . ,· . .. . .· . . .· .. ·•. . ·• .. . .· .. ". .· .. . . 

, election campaign [Annex A]. :· 

... · [2l RRivl Caiiacia a_ss~sses,that none ofttie major conimuniti'7S taldng part ii, oliline conversations .· . 
: related to .th_e elections are driven·byforeign ihterfereni::e.: The presen.ce of automated· fnauthentic :. 
acti'(ities ~oe{not appea.r cei:itrai or crucial to the overa:i1 corwersatioil pr. activity•: · 

.. 1 Sc~le of Estimati~e i.a~g~age::Almcist Noc'h~~ce..: [O ..:.10]; V.ery U~likeiyivery l~prob~ble--' [i1..:. 29Ji Unlikeiy/fmprobable_,:. [30 _: 39]; • 
. . . Roughly Even Chancf- [40 .,-59] ;Ukely/Probable -[6~-..:. 69]; Yerv Li~ely/Very Probabie- [70-:-89]; Almost Certainly-: [90- 10oj .. 
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. OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 
:. UNCLASSIFIED .. 
. R~M CANADA.· 

[3] RRM Canada's findings stand op"posite to the ApHl 11; Press Progress report. which claimed-that a . 

third cif accOunts talking about the Alberta election were bcits~ RRIVI Canada's findings, using multiple 

tools and methods, jud.ges that the onlinE! activity is very unlikely to comprise one third of bots. The . 

article appears to rely only on the online_tool mentiorismap as a metric for "bot activity", which is not a 

Proper rne~ns of assessment for inauthentic ac_count behaviour or.hot activity.-·RRM. Canada tti_erefore .. · ... 

. does not su:pport the findings ~rtkulated:iri the Press Progre~s Report. 
. . . . 

. [4] -~RM Caila_da identified commu11itjes_ that demo_nstrated a suspidous account creatiori-pattern that: 
. is indicative oftroll or bot activity. Recent" spikes iil a.ccount creation suggest the presence of.accounts 

develop"ed for _a specific purpqse; however, the community was dE!termin~d. to ve~ like Iv be domestic,· . . 
as it was: mainly comprise~ of supporters of the United C_onservative Party (UC_P). A secon_d_ smail . 

· . : community. was identifieq as supporters-of the People's Party.of Cariada, whith had similar suspicious ·· 

. patter~s of.account creation. This pattern was not id~ntifi~ctwithin comrnqriiti.es ot"support·ers of the 
Alberta Liberal· Party or Alberta New Democratic· Pa.rty. The overall number: of a~courits is a small· . 

. . percentage of a larger Collection [Annex B]; This highiights a key point: namely "thatdoniest.ic actors are : · .. : 
. _also ·emuiating the t~ctics. used by foreign actors, Withi~ the ~oiitext of provintiai election~. Thi$ .. 

: b.ehaviour will make it increasingly .difficult to disting1,1ish natipnal frpm foreign intf!!rferenc_e: efforts in 
. .. the upcoming federal_e_lection . 

. : . [S] The RRM identified a smallgro0p of ano~ymou_s accounts.pushing a pro~separatic:inmo\/ement iri 

· A.lbert~ anci:the ·Prc;iiries. Th_ough Alberta hiiS an offic1alseparat_ist party, . _ . . . . _ _ . . 
https:1/albert:aindepe:ndence.ca/, these accounts do _nOt appear affiliate~ with this movement. Creating·_ .. 

. false separatist movement~ oramplifying <;lbiTlestic m:ies is a ~now_n tactic in !oreign jnterfer~nce. 

·Though unaffiliated, at this-time, RRM C~nada cannot tie this smalLgroup of accounts to anyforeign. 
:entity.: · · · · · · · · · · 

:.:[6] In its review of the data ofthis election,:RRM Can~da found no ~vidence supporting a_.bmad,. 

coordinated campaign to .influence the Alberta election. RRM Canada assesses·th;:it automated 
.. _· inauthentic ~e:haviour and trolling activities a,r~ very likely_ dornestic in nature; · .· 
. . .. . . . . '. ·.· 

· · · · •Released:· -May 1, 2019 • · 

.. ois~laime~: (57 Rapid Response Mechahis_m Canada (RRM C~nada) monitors ~hd shares ihfor'mation _con~ist~nt with Canada's · 

privacy laws ahd the_ Ministerial Direction for Avoiding Complicity in Mistre.atment by"Foreign :Entities. The information sharing 

.· p~actices ofGl_obal Affairs Canada are subje~t"to _re~iew by the Privacy Commission~r, ttie lnfo~m.atio~ Conirnissioner of Canada; 
--the Office of the A~ditor·Genernl and the"N.atioha·1 Security and lnteliigerice Committee ofParli~men1:~rians._ amohg ottie~s. . 

: Nothing in the present document shail be construed as adding aiiy obligation br.normativetommitmehtunde·r international or . 
-· national law f6r any G7 member: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

' .. . . . . 
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. OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

Annex A 

UNCLASSIFIED .. · 
RRM CANADA .. 

... . . . . ·: . . . . ... ··. . . . . . . ·:· :. . __ · .·: .· 

. This Annex is a visual representation of RRM Canada's data collection -illustrating a high level .of . . 
normality in the on line conversation related to the Alberta proviilcia_l election. The analysis of activity · 
would h.ave .been noteworthy for RRM Canada if there.wer.e 0th.er communities that rivaled th.e main 

... political communities in size, but were predominately Linkriown actors; or actors from another· . 

. :geographical location. 

3 
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OPEN DATA ANALYSIS REPORT.· 

Annex B 
. . ' 

UNCLASSIFIED 
·• RRM CANADA -

A review ofthe account creation dates ofaccounts in the community of UCP.supporters: The size of the· 

final spike is an indicator of inauthentic activity. One "indicator pf bot activity i_s a large number.of · 

• recently-treated accoi.mis. In this case, a large spike in accounts crea_ted in Ql _2019 is suggestive of 

.inauthentic activity by either automated accounts or anonymous accou11ts .. This combined .With a · 

qualitative evaluation of the accounts byRRM.Canada, as \Nell as their posting behaviours and the social 
net~ork analysis;-these are indications oflikeiy iriauthe.ntk behaviour;.· .. 

·· Slie.et13 
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s.15(1) 

Document Released Under the Access to 
Information Act/ Document divulgu8 en vertu 
de la Loi sur l'acces a !'information 

Awali, Elabe 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

Thanks, Caroline. 

Shank, Stephane < Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca > 
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:26 PM 
Xavier, Caroline; Stinson, Sarah; Sutherland, Allen 
Claude, Caroline; Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Delaney, Allison; Diaczuk, 
Shane; Duchesne, Paul; Le Gras, Gilbert; Massabki, Myriam; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, 
Christine; Paxton, Taylor; Tessier, Jean; Malette, Ayesha; 
Paquet, Manon; 
RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News -
ASAP 

High 

Here's the clean text now for Al's approval as well, please. The only NEW text is in yellow. 

Proposed response: 

The Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force examines a wide array of issues but does not have any publicly 
available assessments to share regarding this subject. 

The SITE Task Force was established in September 2018 and is comprised of officials from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS), the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Global Affairs Canada, and CSE. As members of SITE, each agency leverages its 
own mandate to bring to the table unique information and intelligence on threats to Canada's This approach allows the 
individual agencies represented to effectively share intelligence and minimize information gaps, contextualize threats, and review 
together any potential actions to mitigate threats directed at Canadian democratic institutions. SITE has delivered security briefings 
to Elections Canada and to Canadian political parties, at both the classified and unclassified levels, aimed at promoting situational 
awareness and to help them strengthen their security practices. 

Now that the 2019 General Election has been called, the Critical Election Incident Public Protocol is in force. SITE will continue to 
share intelligence on security threats to the election with senior government officials, but the decision to speak publicly will rest with 
the panel of Deputy Ministers should they be of the view that any incident or series of incidents threatens the integrity of the 
election. 

For more information: https ://www .ca nada .ca/ en/ d emocratic-i nstitutions/services/protecti ng-democracy/secu rity-task-force. htm I 

Thank you, 
Steph 

Stephane Shank 
Manager, Media Relations 
Privy Council Office I Government of Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 

Gestionnaire des relations avec les medias 
Bureau du Conseil prive I Gouvernement du Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 
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s.15(1) 

s.21(1)(b) 

From: Xavier, Caroline <Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:59 PM 

Document Released Under the Access to 
Information Act/ Document divulgu8 en vertu 
de la Loi sur l'acces a !'information 

To: Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Shank, Stephane 
<Stephane.Shan k@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
<Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen 
<Al len.Sutherla nd@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Cc: Claude, Caroline <Caroline.Claude@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.Boudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Bujold, 
Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Bujold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Delaney, Allison <Allison.Delaney@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane 
<Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Le Gras, Gilbert 
<Gilbert.LeGras@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona 
<Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor 
<Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: Re: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 

! am good with that. Thx 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network. 

From: Tessier, Jean 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:55 PM 
To: Xavier, Caroline; Malette, Ayesha; Shank, Stephane; Paquet, Manon; Stinson, Sarah; Sutherland, 
Allen; 
Cc: Claude, Caroline; Boudreau, Sandra; Bujold, Pierre-Alain; Delaney, Allison; Diaczuk, Shane; Duchesne, Paul; Le Gras, 
Gilbert; Massabki, Myriam; Nelson, Fiona; O'Nions, Christine; Paxton, Taylor 
Subject: RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 

Hi folks, 

To address Caroline's comment, I propose the following: 

Proposed response: 

The Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force examines a wide array of issues but does not have any publicly 
available assessments to share regarding this subject. 

The SITE Task Force was established in September 2018 and is comprised of officials from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS), the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Global Affairs Canada, and CSE. As members of SITE, each agency leverages its 
own mandate to bring to the table unique information and intelligence on threats to Canadians' security (or Canada's security). 

This 
approach allows the individual agencies represented to effectively share intelligence and minimize information gaps, contextualize 
threats, and review together any potential actions to mitigate threats directed at Canadian democratic institutions. SITE has 
delivered security briefings to Elections Canada and to Canadian political parties, at both the classified and unclassified levels, aimed 
at promoting situational awareness and to help them strengthen their security practices. 

Now that the 2019 General Election has been called, the Critical Election Incident Public Protocol is in force. SITE will continue to 
share intelligence on security threats to the election with senior government officials, but the decision to speak publicly will rest with 
the panel of Deputy Ministers should they be of the view that any incident or series of incidents threatens the integrity of the 
election. 

For more information: https ://www .ca nada .ca/ en/ d emocratic-i nstitutions/services/protecti ng-democracy/ security-task-force. htm I 
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s.16(2) 

JeanJessier co-bcp.gc,ca 
Tel. • 61 / Cellulaire • 

From: Xavier, Caroline <Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:10 PM 

Document Released Under the Access to 
Information Act/ Document divulgu8 en vertu 
de la Loi sur l'acces a !'information 

To: Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; -
Paquet, Manon <Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah 

<Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen <Allen.Sutherland@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Cc: Claude, Caroline <Caroline.Claude@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.Boudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Bujold, 
Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Buiold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Delaney, Allison <Allison.Delaney@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane 
<Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Le Gras, Gilbert 
<Gilbert.LeGras@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona 
<Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor 
<Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 

I support the DI intervention, however, is the line in yellow factual given the RRM role - they do put out assessments as 
part of their role and now they are published on their web sites; they are specific and not national in nature, so perhaps 
qualify the line in yellow in some manner. 

Thanks, 

Caroline Xavier 
Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet I Secretaire adjointe du Cabinet 
Security & Intelligence I Securite & renseignement 
Privy Council Office I Bureau du Conseil prive 
Telephone: 613-957-5386 
facsimile/ telecopieur: 613-948-7130 
Caroline.xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca 

From: Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:57 PM 
To: Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 
<Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen 
<Al len.Sutherla nd@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

Xavier, Caroline <Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 

Paquet, Manon 

Cc: Claude, Caroline <Caroline.Claude@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.8oudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Bujold, 
Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Buiold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Delaney, Allison <Allison.Delaney@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane 
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Document Released Under the Access to 
Information Act/ Document divulgu8 en vertu 
de la Loi sur l'acces a !'information 

<Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Le Gras, Gilbert 
<Gilbert.LeGras@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona 
<Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor 
<Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 

Hi Stephane, 
Correcting one typo, and suggesting the removal of one sentence that seems out of place now that the writ has been 
issued. 

Ayesha 

From: Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:31 PM 
Subject: RE: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 
Importance: High 

Colleagues, 

We have proposed the following high-level response to answer this request since CSE and CSIS are recommending PCO 
respond. While discussing this request with partners, it was suggested that we address her main question, which refers 
to RRM reporting, even if to say we can't comment. It is believed that she's already read the RRM report on Alberta and 
knows the Goe is aware of the issue. 

Please let us know if you have any concerns. The text in yellow is new text, the remainder has been used previously to 
respond to enquiries. 

Request to CSE: 

Outlet: Global News 
Issue: 2019 Federal Election Threat Assessments on Climate Change 
Questions: Reporter is working on a story about potential 'magnet' topics for foreign interference attempts. She would 
like to know if CSE has any assessments of whether climate change is one of the topic areas that could be used for 
attempts at electoral interference, even from actors like Yellow/oilsands actors. Specifically, akin to what the Rapid 
Response Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this 
month. 
Deadline: Wednesday, September 18 - 12 p.m. 

Request to CSIS: 

"I'm working on a story about potential magnet topics for foreign interference attempts ... I think I remember you guys 
and CSE both had a rep at the on-background press conference before the House rose outlining how the special 
committee on foreign interference will assess attempts to influence our election. 

I wanted to ask CSIS has any assessment of whether climate change is one of the areas that could be ripe for attempts at 
interference, even from domestic actors like Yellow Vest/oilsands actors. Specifically akin to what the Rapid Response 
Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this month." 

Proposed response: 
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Document Released Under the Access to 
Information Act/ Document divulgu8 en vertu 
de la Loi sur l'acces a !'information 

The Security and Intelligence Threats to Elections (SITE) Task Force examines a wide array of issues but does not have any publicly 
available assessments to share. 

The SITE Task Force was established in September 2018 and is comprised of officials from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS), the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Global Affairs Canada, and CSE. As members of SITE, each agency leverages its 
own mandate to bring to the table unique information and intelligence on threats to Canadians' security (or Canada's security). 

This 
approach allows the individual agencies represented to ettectively share intelligence and minimize intormation gaps, contextualize 
threats, and review together any potential actions to mitigate threats directed at Canadian democratic institutions. SITE has 
delivered security briefings to Elections Canada and to Canadian political parties, at both the classified and unclassified levels, aimed 
at promoting situational awareness and to help them strengthen their security practices. 

Now that the 2019 General Election has been called, the Critical Election Incident Public Protocol is in force. SITE will continue to 
share intelligence on security threats to the election with senior government officials, but the decision to speak publicly will rest with 
the panel of Deputy Ministers should they be of the view that any incident or series of incidents threatens the integrity of the 
election. 

For more information: https ://www .ca nada .ca/ en/ d emocratic-i nstitutions/services/protecti ng-democracy/secu rity-task-force. htm I 

From: Shank, Stephane 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 10:55 AM 
To: Malette, Ayesha <Ayesha.Malette@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paquet, Manon 
<Manon.Paquet@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Stinson, Sarah <Sarah.Stinson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Sutherland, Allen 
<Al len.Sutherla nd@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; 

avier, Caroline <Caroline.Xavier@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 
Cc: Claude, Caroline <Caroline.Claude@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Boudreau, Sandra <Sandra.Boudreau@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Bujold, 
Pierre-Alain <Pierre-Alain.Buiold@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Delaney, Allison <Allison.Delaney@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Diaczuk, Shane 
<Shane.Diaczuk@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Duchesne, Paul <Paul.Duchesne@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Le Gras, Gilbert 
<Gilbert.LeGras@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Massabki, Myriam <Myriam.Massabki@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Nelson, Fiona 
<Fiona.Nelson@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; O'Nions, Christine <Christine.O'Nions@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Paxton, Taylor 
<Taylor.Paxton@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Shank, Stephane <Stephane.Shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Tessier, Jean <Jean.Tessier@pco
bcp.gc.ca> 
Subject: NEW MEDIA REQUEST: Foreign Interference and Climate Change - Global News - ASAP 

FYI - CSE and CSIS have each received a request from Global News. 

The proposed response will be circulated for review. 

Request to CSE: 

Outlet: Global News 
Issue: 2019 Federal Election Threat Assessments on Climate Change 
Questions: Reporter is working on a story about potential 'magnet' topics for foreign interference attempts. She would 
like to know if CSE has any assessments of whether climate change is one of the topic areas that could be used for 
attempts at electoral interference, even from actors like Yellow/oilsands actors. Specifically, akin to what the Rapid 
Response Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this 
month. 
Deadline: 18-12 p.m. 

Request to CSIS: 
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"I'm working on a story about potential magnet topics for foreign interference attempts ... I think I remember you guys 
and CSE both had a rep at the on-background press conference before the House rose outlining how the special 
committee on foreign interference will assess attempts to influence our election. 

I wanted to ask CSIS has any assessment of whether climate change is one of the areas that could be ripe for attempts at 
interference, even from domestic actors like Yellow Vest/oilsands actors. Specifically akin to what the Rapid Response 
Mechanism identified as being the focus of bots and trolls in the Alberta elections in the report earlier this month." 

Thank you, 
Steph 

Stephane Shank 
Manager, Media Relations 
Privy Council Office I Government of Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 

Gestionnaire des relations avec les medias 
Bureau du Conseil prive I Gouvernement du Canada 
stephane.shank@pco-bcp.gc.ca I 613-957-5407 
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